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THE IMPACT OF EUROPE ON ISLAM - VIEWED IN EDUCATION. 

ABSTRACT. 

This thesis attempts to study the effect'on Moslem 

life, in general 
, 
and , 

Arab countries in particular, of the 

European influence in_its several aspects, 'especially viewed 

in education. 

For--this purpose the thesis is divided into three main, 

parts, having for their subject: the study of the background, 

the. study of the relations between Europe and Islam, and the 

: impact on education. 

Part I is devoted to the examination of the cultural, 

and,. educational background of Islamic, life and is 

sub-divided into the following chapters: - 

I: --Definition-of-terms: --in-'rh3ch; theieaaotconnotation, _. 

of the terms Islamic and Arabic is defined. 

II. Islam: its tenets and-cultural content. 

III. Islamic Society - its composition and features. 

IV. Moslem Education: its original, development, 

traditions and, practices. 
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Part, 2., -which deals with the' history of the relations 

between the World of Islam and Europe; has for object the 

study, of, those contacts with a view to finding out whether 

they were, such as to lead 
_to 

an ensuing - of " influences from 

-,, _Europe to Islam and at which period, that had the greatest 

-opportunity to operate. It also is sought to depict the nature 

of this influence in'the light of the circumstances'and"the 

effect that had on Moslem life. 

This part is sub-divided into the. following chapters: - 

I. The Early Contacts in the "Middle Ages. ', 

II. 'The Sixteenth Century: The Beginning of Trade 

Pacts and closer relations. ' 

III: The Nineteenth Century: The century in which 

European, influence had its widest chance to bear 

on Moslem life-politically, socially, economically 

and culturally. 

IV. The, Two Worlds Compared: Islamic, and European 

Society in the 19th century. 

V. Reaction and . Responses - The effect on Moslem life': 

Part 3, The'Impaeton Education. 

This part reviews and discusses the several educational 

" activities ` set afoot-under the 
, 
influence of ; Europe, the ' nature 

of their conception, the aims of their institution and. developmeht1 

2" 



as well as the effect Europeanization had on the traditional 

systems of education, It duals with this subject in the 

followin , chapters: - 

I. 
" 

The Place of Education in ttn influcncoe,, and. 

what prirory objects it served. 

II. 
1 

The Early Educational reforms: t: odorn-Hducat1onal 

beßännin, 3s . In Turkey and EZypt.. 

III., Fducation under Forei3n'Control: -'. 
I*"' The prototypes of Uritich and French, -policico ., 

in' India and 4 l, goria. 
it. British Educational Policies in 'Egypt, Iraq, 

and Palestine. 

` ili: Fronch Fducat Tonal Folicios in : yria end ;. ' 

.. the Lebanon. 

IV. The Present Picture: The Return of Native Qontrol. 

S. I.. HAMMAD. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

There are fourteen centuries of Islamic histöry; ' 

" precisely, one thousand, three hundred and seventy-one years 

since Mohammad and his few faithful companions left the 

hostile atmosphere of Mecca for ' the comparative safety of 

Yathrib, later to be known as Madinatu Arrusül or Medina. '' 

Through " these centuries 
. 
Islam, having superseded- 

the two empires. of Byzantium and Persia in this part of the, 

world existed in constant proximity to Europe., This 

physical fact alone would have prevented the two worlds 

ignoring the existence of. each other or failing to observe, - 

reflect and compare. ,, 
It, is indeed an-undisputed fact of 

history that at no"time in the course of this long history 

was there a cessation of some kind or other of-relations; 

be those in the shape of. rmeeting at the point of the sword 

on the battlefield, or by ccmmercial'contacts in the markets 

, of the East or the West, or by embassies from one seat of 

government'to the other.. A free and unceasing movement of 

influences accompanied and followed these relations and' 

provoked an exchange of views ` and thought on the comparat; `ue 
. 

value Of-the institutions each had come to acquire. 

was not in the nature of these relations to produce. -=, 



and make possible a strong mutual impact. - Each was so, 

entrenched in its own way of life, so convinced of its 

superiority in the arts of peace and war, and so sure 

that its own'. relation was the only, true one, that the 

influences of. one side upon the other werejar from-- 

effecting any fundamental change of attitude as regards 

the social and cultural institutions by which ,, 
each lived. 

It was not until the nineteenth pentury had ushered 

in a state of affairs quite unlike any that had obtained 

before, that. the. nature of the relations regarded until 

then as between. one equal and another, changed to that of 

relations' between superior and, an inferior civilization. 

In 
, 
this, case`, it became -necessary 

for- the world ' of Islam 

to receive, - in, ever increasing volume, a'ývariety'of 

influences which had a, tremendous impact on-its life. 

But Islam was not a vacuum, nor was it a society 

of a nature primitive enough or simple enough easily, -to 

permit the, effect of, the' influences. Islam had its own 

institutions . which had served the purposes of its own 

particular society until then with apparent efficiency, and 

which would, have continued to function had no' change of 

conditions occurred to expose and make obvious the failure 

of -these , institutions in a new, social order. It was 
. 

inevitable that a clash between the two'f orces should ensue 
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ýi 
and that in the heat of the-struggle some of the issues 

at stake should appear in an unrealistic light and so induce am 

exaggerated or underestimated assessment of their value. ' 

This thesis is an attempt from the Moslem 'and 2 
educational "point of view to find the right 'perspective in 

order to' see clearly and, wholly the course of these influences 

as they impinged on'Islamic Society in its general, aspects '.. 

and, more especially in ; education. 

, 
To' satisfy the purposes of a 'study. of this, nature, 

and to assess the relative position of each side in-this 

- clash of cultures'- for, ' indeed it was In essence a struggle ý, - 
between two civilizations with all their cultural 

constituents -`few points of enquiry at first'sight are 

visible. 

it would be. necessary to ask the question "What 

is the world of Islam? " 'not-soýmuch. in its geographical 

and historical sense as. in its cultural and ideological 

constitution. This, would need first some classification 

of the many terms that are at one time or another 

indiscriminately applied to the part of the world which 

either , by: adherence to Islam or by conforming to its way 

of life in the, broadest sense have come to be-known as'the 

"Islamic world", at times and. the, "Arab world" at others. 

ill. 
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Then the enquiry should lead to a study of this 

world whether Islamic or Arabic; with a view to finding 

out what cultural and ideological features gave it a 

characteristic colour ' distinct from, and opposed to, the 

society which-released such influences on it. This would, 

necessitate an enquiry into the religion of. Islam to isolate 

the elements which'' distinguish it from the religious 

foundations of the civilization of Europe. It would also 

be desirable to see the effect of this religion on which 

this society was based, and why, with almost the same 

ingredients, the development of this society under the 

impact of Islam was destined to be di M eat. ' 

Yet Islamic society is not entirely made of 

Islam, nor, -has it been' entirely free from other elements 

which Islam had. only superimposed. This would be only. 

to beg the question ofýwhether such elements had been 

,,, completely submerged under the veneer of Islam or whether 

they emerged and performed ,a change similar to, that which 

made original European characteristics. give a new expression 

to Christianity and perform'the miracle of a renaissance.. 

v It would be required, furthermore, to look into'the 

=-constitution'of this society'as it-was in its final shape; 

-some: time in the 3rd century of the Al-Hegira and 10th - 

century of'Christianity, and to point out-how, by, that. time 

_ v. 



and until the opening of the 19th century, it, was in 

every aspect the opposite of what had obtained in Europe 

and why. that society had become static while European society. 

was dynamic as they faced each other in the 19th century. 

As education is both the child and parent of 

society, it would become necessary to. examine Moslem 

education both as. an expression of the society for which it 

-functioned, as well as"a factor producing social change or' 

inducing a static state of affairs. It would also be 
,> 

desirable to know the exact situation of that education in 

terms of its scholastic resources, the functions it performed, 

the -subjects, it taught, and the methods, it used, and weigh 

these against the next . educational-inf luences in the light. 

of _the . changes that resulted from the impact of Europe. 

The above questions, would, therefore, help'-towards, 

an understanding. of the religious, social, economic and 

educational background against which Moslem life reacted when 

the 19th century brought the impact of Europe, on it. ' 

From ' this - it will' be necessary to omsider the 

nature of the relations before the 19th century. The 

question which should be asked would be why, with such a 

geographical proximity, and despite, the'uninterrupted trade 

relations, 
, 
was . 

the result 
i 
not as strong an impact as that of 

vo 



the 19th dentury? This would involve an enquiry . into 

the relative power, physically and culturally] of the two 

worlds as they met each other at several points in the- 

course of the twelve previous centuries. The situation 

in the 19th century, so different to what had even existed 

before, would, necessarily lead to an examination of the 

-relative power of the two. 

if the conclusions which we reach are sufficiently 

strong to make us expect the flow of powerful, impinging 

influences' it will be necessary to indicate the'channels 

through which these inf luences, were. conveyed into the world 

of Islam, and' to -examine the effect and nature of these 

channels. .'`'. 

It follows that-the effects-brought about should 

be enquiredýinto, ýnot so much in their outward appearance 

as in their social-relations and economic implications. 

But as'education is our special concern it would be desirable 

to single out the. educational'implications-of these changes, 

before considering the-educational impact in all its 

ramifications and complications. " The question to be asked' 

at this moment would be, what educational tasks these 

changes implied? Was it' possible for. the cold' education to` 

be reformed in order, to satisfy the needs *of this changed 

vi. 



,, social order? Was such an evolution possible in the 

short time at the disposal of the reforms? Was it 

necessary in order to satisfy the immediate needs of the 

, situation, to, resport to an importation of European models? 

If it-. could be found that it was inevitable, 

through the pressure' of circumstances, to resort, to none 

but the-last of the above alternatives, it would follow 

that we should enquire into the types of education 

introduced, the purposes they were made to, serve, and the 

attitude` of the early reformers towards t1o old education. 

This would involve an enquiry into the educational 

-establishments, ýtheir shape, studies and development in that.,,, 

initial stage and-the limitations of the peculiar circumstances 

of their introduction imposed on their aims. It would also 

be desirable to see if there was-any development of-aims. 

other than, the utilitarian and immediate, towards the' 

spreading of this education-to the people-on a universal 

scale. If such a development ' could be found, it would 

naturally follow that an enquiry should be made into the 

extent of this development, its fluctuations and the effect 

on it of the political and economic circumstances. 

It would be of interest. to study the fortunes of 

this education under national. control and under foreign 

control when, at periods in recent years, one-Moslem country 

vii 



.. after another fell under the domination of Britain and 

France. This would necessitate an examination of. the 

policies introduced. by both countries in this particular 

field of education. 

Admitting a priori* that the main factor in' shaping 

these educational policies would be-the desire of'the 

foreign power to maintain and perpetuate its position in 

these lands, 'other factors, nevertheless, would on close 

'examination, be found at -work. None of these countries,, 

could, evolve. a policy without deriving from its own particular 

educational traditions or its past' experience in colonial 

government. - It, becomes-necessary in the ligit, of this, . 
to 

seek for these factors in the prototypes of these 

educational, policies' in those countries that had. come earlier 

under the rule of either France or Britain. Another question 

to ask with; relation to. this would be, how much were these, 

policies reflected in the conduct of educational affairs, and 

how far was the development of education affected by the 

'character of these policies? This would 'mean an enquiry, into, 

the actual practices of education-in terms of, types of 

schools, grades of educat ion, " numbers in attendance and the 

growth of . each under the direction of such policies. , 
It 

remains after that to answer a very legitimate question, " 
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namely, how far were these policies affected , 
by the 

educational policies that had existed previous to them, and 

. 
did they seek to react against, or respond to, these past 

educational traditions? 

With return to national control, when one country, 

after the other regained its independence, it is natura. that 

we should enquire about the relations between these two 

stages in the development of education. The purpose here 

would be to trace the-rise of new policies and decide the 

amount, of, response and reaction they presented to these 

policies and practices conducted. under foreign control and 

how much, if any, were they. a resumption of policies 

interrupted by this intrusion of foreign domination. 

It would also be necessary to investigate the form 

of expression these policies took and the direction of their 

trends., If certain tendendies are found to be,. -in operation, 

then it would be necessary to point them out and trace the 

influence they had either on the expansion or reduction of 

educational facilities. It would follow'- that the expansion 

or'. reduction would be traced in the several types and grades 

of-education, and be related as far as possible to either one 

or. the, other of the movements of response and- reaction. _ 

_ý. 
-Lastly, ý these policies need tobe discussed and, 
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compared with earlier national policies. Have they in 

any sense tried to exceed the very limited aims in evidence`, 

at that time? Have they acquired any new features? How. 

much do they keep pace with, 'and give expression to,, the 

movement of society as a whole? 

These policies would be further questioned from 

the point of view of whether they derived from national 

sources or were borrowed from foreign educational thought, 

If the former is true, were they based on a stixdy of the , 

actual situation?. And'werethey socially, economically and, 

educationally justifiable? If the latter then were such 

policies and practices as might have been, borrowed subjected A 

F, . 
' to any study in the light of the envirciment in which they 

were desired to function. and, if not, are the authorities in 

charge of education : conscious of the damage such a process",, - 

of adoption might cause education? 

It also needs to be asked, admitting that"a policy 

of borrowing is in existence, what educational currents the, 

borrowers are most amenable to, -and whether the actual 

conditions are such as to, justify drawing on these foreign 

sources. 

If these points of enquiry are- reasonably satisfied 

and certain conclusions reached to'Indicate, the general, 

direction-of these policies a further question should. be 
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asked, - How far did they succeed in effecting the closest 

, 
possible adaptation of this to the ideals of a national 

education? 

All these points of enquiry would lead to the, 

search for a pattern, a design of movement which indicates 

the'present, and could predict the future. Is. there such 

a , pattern? Even at the risk of anticipating our arguments 

and conditions, the answer is yes. The issues. might be 

confused and the-outlines blurred. Both features in fact, 

are part of this pattern in a transitional period, such 

as that through which the Moslem world has been going 

for' nearly. -150 years. 

There is, first of all, proof of a movement. It 

cannot be-ascribed as. either-a progressive or a retrogressive 

_movement. But the Moslem world is at last in motion. 

There, is no doubt about this., --There is, to be sure, much 

. wavering and changes, of step, but there is movement all the 

same. The goal to which'this movement is directed, and 

which, it, may reach in - some di stant future, -is the Western 

type of civilization with all the features of-dynamic, 

industrial and national state. Part of the pattern is also 

in the disparity between the institutions Which have been 

hastily- adopted and were only -superficial in their effects, 

and the deeper and more permanent indigenous institutions. 
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Yet the gap is narrowing and there is evidence of social 

and economic evolution towards the European ideal and 

consequently a foundation for the borrowed institutions. 

No adequate studies have been conducted, but there is 

reassurance in the recognition for the first time of the 

need for them, and if this present study does contribute 

" 
towards this, it will have justified its purpose. 

One final word is due; certain limitations of 

language have made"this study concentrate particularly on the. 
" 

Arab countries. ' This did not preclude frequent reference to 

Turkey, Persia and India because they present the same 

features in reacting to the impact of Europe, and 'because " 

of -the influence they exercised on the-rest of the Moslem' 

world. It was impossible, however, to base any information 

'" regarding these countries on first hand knowledge because of 

linguistic difficulty. 

xii. ' 
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1. DEFINITION OF TERMS. The purpose of this preliminary 

chapter'is to define two terms which'occur frequently in the 

course of'any study of this subject. These terms are 

'Islamic' and 'Arab'., both- of which are used, to 
, 
describe 

either the physical space occupied by moslem populations,. 

or the type of civilization that has become distinctive-of` 

them. '_.,. 

The term''Islamic World',. or more frequently 'The 

World of Islam'., has acquired. an historical, and 'geographical 

significance, as a result of. the rise-of, the, prophet and, of 

the waves of conquest which, spread the new-religion from 

its original birthplace in--the heart of the Arabian desert., 

be as a One common usage ' . of- the term could' 

religious qualification, namely,, -all those peoples who-profess 

the religion of-Islam. Yet Islam has contained from its 

very beginning communities-which, although-not. adhering to. 

the religion as, such, 'have been-subjected to its cultural 

norms and have accepted the 'wider application of its. way of 

life. Culturally, - therefore, the term would-include-those also 

who, while following non-Moslem denominations, ', are nevertheless, 

partners in the civilization'to, which, the new religion ' gave ' 

rise. � "� - 
The term'Arab'. on the other hand, suggests a 

racial and linguistic content, 'and. could possibly be taken 



to indicate such peoples as might have descended from the_ 

Arabic branch'of the-original, Semitic stock, and whose 

language is Arabic. -However, throughout history we find 

the freest interplay between the two terms and frequently 

the term 'Arab' is made-to describe peoples whoA with any 

stretch of, imagination,: cannot claim such a descent or 

produce- linguistic evidence to justify the application of 

this term. 

The reason for this, -is the same'one that made, 

the term ''Islamic'- include under it peoples who do not 

profess' Islam.. It is 'the fact' that Arabic, as . well as 
(1) 

Islamic, have acquired a cultural content', and have described, 

,'. not only- a religion, a language, or a' race', but 
.a 

civilization., 

Historically' it is noticed that each of the two 

terms had' its period of _ ascendency to the, extent of being 

used. exclusive of, tlle other to describe the same thing, 

namely, the peoples and lands which were predominantly 

Moslem, and who, at' one time or another, if not actually' 

. 'speaking the. language of the Koran, 'at least received thick 

grafts of Arabic 
, on their original languages., It may, 

therefore, shed a ; ertain light on', the relative connotation 

(I)-Cultural is used here"to describe a pattern"of life 
including ideologies and. social and economic institutions 
. which distinguish one society: from another., -- 

2. 



of each if we try to follow their development in, history., . 
Of the two, the term ''Arab' appeared first in' 

history. There were Arabs centuries before there was Islam. 

"-The term 'Arab'" says Bernard Lewis, "is first, encountered 

in the ninth, century B. C., and, 
, although it, wasstill too 

early to indicate a land with a particular' type of people; 

nevertheless it was used, descriptively"of, a certain category 

.... of people with a' certain way of life, namely, the Bedouin 

tribes "of the North Arabian 
. steppe. ` It was the "Greeks, and 

after them the Romans, who first extended the term to include .. ' 

the inhabitants-of the peninsula, both nomadic'and settled, 

with-the comparatively civilized inhabitants of the south-west 

and, therefore.,. may be the first to invest the term with a 
(1) "- 

really historical significance. " 

With the. Moslem 'era, and. the series of conquests 

that-followed in its wake, 'which resulted^in several other 

racial groups entering into the making'of, the new Empire, 

the 'Arab's, ' numerically, inferior, , stood for', a while in-the. 

superior position of master and aristocrat. as the rightful ., - 

(1)': Lewis: Bernard, The Arabs in. History-, "London, 1950, pp. 16-17 
The term, however, does not: seem to-have had acquired at such 
an early date quite the racial or ethnical 'designation 

'Professor Lewis accredits it, with and not until ' the. fourth 
century B. G., was it,, Vsed with such a connotation. Earlierusage 
were 'mainly ; of a geographical, rather than racial. significance 

-which applied to a nomadic, way of life and might have'described 
nomadic peoples other than the Bedouin Tribes of the'North, 

. Arabian steppe. *, Bee 
" 
list of meaning, s" from Brown Hebrew and-, English. Dictionary of the Old Testament. ' 

3. 
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representative of the new civilization. The term as 'a 

result of this underwent the first stage of its historical 

evolution. 

This state of affairs did not last long, because 

one-of the main tenets of Islam was its-equalitarian and 

universal mission. In fact Islam was a, protest against-tire 

narrow tribal society which had existed in Arabia before, it. 

When Islam acquired territorial expansion and inclui'ed ' 

-non-Arab races, it would have been contradictory to its, 

preaching had the Arabs as a separate race, remained exclusive -, 
and superior. There were.,, indeed., frequent recurrences , E1) 
of Arabacism-as such, but it_wäs always militated against 

by, force of the Koranic text, 'as well as by-thedesires 

of the caliphs to keep together. the several elements of, the* 

:. Empire and attract and conciliate the more important 
- 

elements of non-Arab Moslem. The policy was-such of 

the Abbasid caliphs-In, particular, 'who owed their rise to 

power to a 'combination of anti-Arab, as well ' as Shiite.., 

movements in both, of which the Persian 'element played an - 

-. extremely important part. - , The rise of the-Abbasids, in. 

fact, had itshistorical, explanation, not merely in a-'coup 

(1) Especially 'noticeable under the'Ummayyads and underground' 
movements, under the Abba sids . 

" 4. 



B'etat', resulting in a change from one ruling dynasty to 

another, but in the upsurge of non-Arab Moslems who crowded 

the growing capitals of the Empire and who insisted on 

putting-into practice the rinci le of equality among. 

Moslems. These non-Arab Moslems not only succeeded in 

achieving-their aim but even gained, dominance over, the 

purely Arab, element as can be seen in the subsequent history 

of that great dynasty. - 

The -te rm ' Arab' inc et hen,,, and throughout the 

remaining part of Moslem history, -until very recently, -had- - 
shrunk to its pre-Islamic significance and had been 

",, used-to describe : the , inhabitants of the Arabian peninsula. 

With this narrowing in the meaning of the term 

'Arab', the term 'Islamic' gained-in width and was used 

, to describe the'whole of that civilization. It continued 

-to be used in that sense as long as'the World of Islam, or 

--a sizeable part of it, was under a supreme head or titular 

rulerýwho, 
_at 

least theoretically, combined-ih his person 

spiritual ' and temporale powers. 

When the first World War'came to'an end the term 

'Ar'ab're-appeared, ' although with quite an expanded. 

connotation. The reason for this was, among-many, the 

disintegration'of, the. 'Ottoman Empire,, which had served for- 

four centuries as the rallying, point`of-all Moslems, both 
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politically and spiritually. The Caliphate had, it is 

true, lost most of 'its past `power and binding' force with 

, 
the decadence of the Ottoman Empire; but it had, 

- 
nevertheless, -remained a symbol of unity among Moslems., 

With the emergence, from the-ruins of the Ottoman 

Empire, of a number of, independent and-semi-independent Arab 

States as part of the peace settlements, it was not politic 

to use the term tIslamic' especially since-'nearly all 

the rising states had been based on-the modern conception 

of nations in which religious minorities were given equal 

rights. 

It-was clear that, if-the term was to be,, 

acceptable and applicable , to the comity of the new' nat ions, 

. 
it had to. be based on other , 

than mere racial and 1inguistiV-0 

foundations, as most of these nations ' have, importanttracial 

and linguistic minorities that could not be., includedin such 

-_a narrow interpretation. A cultural. and historical 

,, interpretation-had tobe-attached to the term. These 

_ 
ý. Arab nations had shared the same history for, centuries; 

they shared ' its' glories and suffered its reverses. At, 

present, they. are all united in a -, struggle for life. and a- 

-galaxy of. problems, both social and ecanomic, confront them 

all. They are bound by 
. these to-look forward together° 



to. one future in which, they aspire to play their part with 

the 'rest of the world. It was, therefore, this. historical 

link, which evolved . 
from, the great occasion, which gave rise = 

to 
, 

Islamic civilization, namely, the mission of Mohammed, 

that served this immediate purpose. -: Professor Gibb 

answering the question he puts to himsd1f 'Who are the 

, Arabs' ? 
, 
gives the following definition: "To the question 

Who are, the Arabs'? there is -: 
whatever the ethnographers 

may say. - 
-only one answer which approaches historic truth: 

all those are Arabs for whom the central fact 'of . history". 

is the mission of Mohad and the memory of', the Arab 

Empire,. and who, in addition, cherish the Arabic tongue -. 

+., and- its' czltural heritage as their common possession"" 

The emphasis in the above definition Is ` definitely 

laid on historic and linguistic factors, 
-, rather than on, 

ethnic or religious f actors and is evident, of the charge of 

'attitude which-results from the histörical. development of 

. 
this part 'of, _the ýworld.,, -, 

Partly agreeing with Professor Gibbs' definition, 

on the importance of-the historical, linguistic and cultural, 

links, and yet 
' 
going beyond those to satisfy the desire '. -. 

fora political front wide enough to include all peoples, who '- 

share ' in the above, - and who . also share in'- Islam, Dr. Mahmoud ,. 

(1) Gibb, H. A. R. The Arabs. 
_ 

0 xford 1940, p. 3. 
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Azmy of Egypt gives the following' definition in answer to 

the same question, '"Agreement has been reached that he'shall. 

be considered an Arab. whosever speaks the Arabic tongue-and 

feels Arab irrespective of racial and ethnic origins. 

Thus the terms " should 
, cover the whole of the Arab world, ' 

not only the Peninsula with the Fertile Crescent stretching, 

northwards to include Palestine, the-Lebanon., Syria, Iraq 

and. Transjordan, such. areas as had received from ancient. 

times according to 
, 
the theories advanced by archeologists, 

waves of Semitic. tribes emerging from the Peninsula and 

which had formed into the national groupings of the , 

Canaanites, the Phoenicians., 'the Assyrians and the 

Babylonians and whatever subsidiary formations within them, 

but all these and"the-societies-which resulted'from the 

Moslem' conquests all along the coast' of North Africa,, from 

the Isthmus of Suez to the Atlant1b, seaboard traversing . 

Egypt, Cyrenaica, Tripoli, TuinJs-ia, Algeria and`Morocco 

to the heart of the Continent reaching, Nigeria, ' Somaliland 

and Zanzibar and those'other parts in Asia'between the' 

Malayan Archipelago and Indonesia and adjacent parts". 

The above' definition 'is - clearly influenced by 

political considerations. ' The motive'behind these is to 

(1) Azmy, Dr. ' Mahmoud, 
. 
The Arab, World.,, (A, Collection of 

Essays issued by-the-Arap League Cultural Committee 
(Arabic). Cairo, -1949, -p. l: ) 
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present the'world with as wide as possible a front 

involving'the greatest possible number, of people so. as to 

have a greater'-weight in world. politics. Yet even with 

this political, purpose to serve, there döes not seem to 

be enough justification in including all these peoples 

under 'Arab' and it is clear that afusion of the-two 

-terms has been forcibly attempted, while neglecting, all '. 

those factors which make for unity, whether racial, 

linguistic or cultural. It is also clear that there are 

two levels of unity, which, 'while not clashing, represent 

two circles one within. the 
, 
other, the first of which has 

for its necleus the Arab tongue and its literature and the'": ' 

other,, wider "and inclusive. of the first, is that based-on 

the unity of Islam-and its ' cultural heritage. 

In, space, that is in terms, of countries and 

places, the division into two worlds or rather the 

co-existence 'of, the two-worlds-can-be made even clearer. 

Tidal-waves of conquest carried Islam, over three" continents ý 
not by gradual steps,. but in a series of leaps and bounds,. which 

reached-their culmination, in the fifteens ' century and, 
have-not char ed since to any great extent as-, can be seen 

by comparing "the, maps , of, the. Moslem world 'in the 15th and 
(1) , 20th century which are almost identical.: In shape and 

(1) Hazard, -'Henry, W., Atlas. of Islamic' History. Maps. 
pp-23 and 33. Princeton University Press-1951. 
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nature of terrain there, seems to be an arid core'situ`ated 

.. in Arabia anq a fringe of, fertile lands' which- surrounds this- 

-core and stretche's into parts of. Asia and Africa. 
- 

Of these two divisions the Arab world corresponds 

roughly to the-core, andcisists of'those communities 

which speak Arabic in Asia and Africa and which, although 

smaller in size than the ether division, and until recently 

poorer in natural resources, 'serve as the cultural and "f. 

spiritual focus, for the whole of the'Islamic World. 

It - will be made clear, therefore,, in the course ofp 

this' study, ' that the"Arab World' whenever used means that 

part of the Middle East occupied. by-theArabic-speaking, 

peoples of the East Mediterranean and North'-Africa, while. 

the term 'The World of Islam, 'shall- be' reserved for 'all7' 

these'groups that profess Islam wherever they live in 

sizeable communities disregarding racial and linguistic 

differences.. 

10. 



2. ISLAM: ITS TENETS AND CULTURAL CONTENT. 

Historically' and geographically the Moslem world 

stands heir and successor to the two empires-of Byzantium 

and Persia. - It, was no less so when consideredfrom the 

point of view of its cultural. content since it had borrowed 

several political and social'institutions from its two, 

predecessors and included them into a unique civilization 

bearing its name. 

In this civilization the most important factor 

to be considered is the ' religion. of-Islam itself. This 

was the spiritual fount from which this civilization drank, 

! the vital force that sustained it, as well as its. distinctive 

shape and, colour. 

Several, theories are 'advanced to explain `how 

'and , why, at , 
'a certain time in history, a religious and 

social movement; of such magnitude should have had its 

birth in that part of the Arabian desert. Western writers 

" differ among_themselves, as to-whether the movement was 
entirely Arabian, in its inspiration or , as to whether it 

was part and resultant of a world movement of 'the type 
.' 

'that 

Toynbee calls in his 'Study of History' a "Withdrawal a 

and return motif" from and towards Roman Civilization. 

"There were 'two features, in the 'social life of the 

Roman Empire in Mohammed's day that would makQ a particularly-, ' 

deep impression upon the mind. of the Arabian observer because 

_. 11. 
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in Arabia, "they were both conspicuous by their absence'. 

The first of these features was monotheism In its religion.. '- 

The second was law'and'order in government. Mohammed's 

life-work consisted in translating each of these elements' 

in the social fabric-of 'Rim' into-an Arabian vernacular 

" version and incorporating both-his Arabianized monotheism 

and his Arabianized Imperium into a single master institution 

- the all-embracing institution of , 
Islam. " 

Whether it was'according. '. to one or-the other of 

these interpretations, or whether according-to a familiar 

pattern in this corner of the'world, since this followed 

in the long line of prophetic tradition-t which gave rise 

to the-two-preceding. religiöns of Judaismand Christianity; 

Mohammed and his religion owe anything to outside sources 

or not,, the fact still remains that to 'all Moslems it- is 
.- 

an act of faith to believe, in'. the Prophethood of Mohammed 

and his mission and. the Koran as revealed by God,, and. 

-abide by. the 'commandments enjoined on them by, the Koran. '- 

These commandments, dictate, to. all Moslems a'certain, way 

of life and a particular orientation which spss the whole 

of earthly-life and indeed stretches to, the' after, -life. 

Islam, though 'sharing 
many of ý the'' characteristics, " 

' of . the two great monotheistic religions that preceded-it., 

(1) Toynbee, A. J. A Study, of History. London 1948. Vol. III 
p. 277. 
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r 
ha; s still a distinctive. character embodied in its-tenets 

which makes it'stand apart from both Judaism and Christianity. 

The main tenets which, distinguish Islam from 

these other monothe'istic, religions, are the. five pillars 

., or corner-stones . of the religion. These are - to believe 

by heart and declare by mouth the unity of God, that 

Mohammed is God's Prophet and Messenger, to`perform the 

prescribed five daily`prayers, 
_the 

annual fast of Ramadan, 

the giving of , the legal ' alms ' (the' 9ak0) 
". and. " the pilgrimage 

to Mecca by. those who are'possessed of-the means to do 

so. -, These are simply-the summation of, this religion and. 

are remarkably straightforward and plain, yet they contain 

elements that distinguish this religion from the other two. 

The, first with Its exclusiveness and the* second with its 

dogna ' of the Trinity.. 

Islam; rising in a society which needed 

reoganizationocntal ed in its body-of teachings rules and, 

regulations which governed almost every äspect of life 

of the individual and the group. 

, There was not an'Imperial system against which- 

to react, 
"-and 

yet incorporate, as in the. case of Christianity 

sand the Roman Empire, but a new society to be created 

or at least to be, re-shaped '. hence the all-embracing 

nature of Islam embodying, 
a way of life rather than a set of 

'e, 13.. 
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religious-doctrines. It. had to-cater for both spiritual 

and material needs of the, community and combine-both 

religion -and government. A good Moslem must abide by the 

prescription of the book in, whatever he says or does. - So 

. much so that, when social conditions-changed with, the 

expansion of the Moslem Empire and'the entrance of,; so many 

elements of non-Arab. origin, it, was found 
, necessary in ., 

fact inevitable, in order to avoid embarassment', to augment 
-w the teachings of Islam by incorporating many of the- custans 

that had existed in those annexed areas and'give sanction' 

and recognition to 
. customary law side by side. with the 

ordinances of the sacred law. '. ' The only provision- was- that 

such customs should be tolerated as far . 
äs they did not clash 

with the -tenets . of Islam. 

The existence of such d. body of local tradition 

and custom, known, as the 'Law of Adat', ' 
, 
in the language 

of the Malay Archipelago, or"the'law of the Moslem, peoples , - 
of customs. "Urf" figures in almost all the countries to which 

Islam spread and occupies second place to the body of 

-religious'-rulings 
as embodied in the Koran and supplemented . 

- 

by'the other sources of religious prescription. 

ý' (1) " The Encylopaedia of I slam. ' Supplement 1938 under ýAdat Law. 



Yet it was first. and, foremost the Koran that 

was. sought as a source of religious and social direction 

'. of Moslem life and which embodied the revelations that'. 

Mohammed received at intervals in his life, both at Mecca 

and Medina. , 
Next to the authority of the-Koran and secondary- 

to it as a main source of edification, came the 'Traditions'; 

these are, the compiled-and authentic sayings of the Prophet 

which-furnish aready decision on day to day 'problems, as well 

as on occurences of"a more general nature. The 'Traditions', 

derive their authority from the principle that, the Prophet 

is the perfect example 'in 
. 
whatever is said or dme and -- x. , 

that. - it' is the bounden duty of. every Moslem-to set his life 
, 

by following his example., 

The next in importance, after the above, in the 

direction of. Moslem life is the consensus of the, ccmmunity, 

_ 
that is "i jm", 

_. -This is the principle that the agreement 

of the community to ' any practice is sufficient 'to pass it 

as. approved. When neither Koran nor Traditions can provide 

a, solütion-to a problem which Moslems may confront, the, 

ultimate control, restä with the approval of the people. 

The process by which such agreements were-reached was not 

through council, nor by voting,. but by vox populi, "the, '. ' ti 

expressed-will of the community, ", as-. demonstrated by°the, 'ý. * 

1b. 
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slowly accumulating pressure of opinion over a long 
(1) 

period of time". 

Another source of decision, although ,a 
mucii 

smaller in scope than the three, previously mentioned, is 

the principle bf"Ijtihad" or exertion-of oneself in=finding 

the true application of a Koranic or traditionäljudgment 

in a particular instance.. It must-be noted-that-it was 

not--the exercise of free judgment, it was only j and this 

wasirsisted upon'by the early theologians) a principle of 

applying, a general principle to one particular case by a 

process of analogy. So-conscious were the early theologians 

of the danger that this'process, might easily-develop into 

a free way of thinking, that the scope was alwayslimited, 

and when at a certain stage in Moslem history a state of 

affairs arrived in ý which there was 
'a 

real danger of a, rift 

inside Islam, it was thought fit to declare the gate of 

Ifjtihad closed. . It is true-that this-declaration did not 

-pass uncontested and all ' through the history of 
_ 
Islam ý 

there were scholars who refused to accept the closure of 

"Ijtihad and--demanded, nay in fact applied, the, principle. 

of self-exertion even In face of the orthodoxy which-was- 

maintained by political, power. Nevertheless this was the 

(1), Gibb, A. A. R. : Modern 'Trends in 
. 
Islam, Chicago 1947, p. ll`. 



Oception rather-than the rule. Because the application 

of reason ran against the principle of common consensus 

it was'not always easy for those scholars to-obtain acceptance 

or even-tolerance by the people or the powers in authority. 

It follows from' this that the full weight of 

Islamic thinking leant towards''the_first two doctrinal-'sources 

with a little-of the third - limiting-it mainly to precedents, 

reached in the first century and a half of the Moslem era 

and still less of the fourth principle of reasoning. 

The direction of thought, therefore was of a conservative 

nature, 'a trend which was being consistently strengthened by 

Koranic authority and, the desire of rulers to avoid change and 

innovations as much ' ä's 
, 
'they could, making use of and . calling 

to their, aid the 
, respected voice of. religion. 

Yet this blending of the, religious and political 

interests which has become characteristic of "Islam, '-was no 0 

near phenomenon' in this part 
�of 

the world. Earlier civilizations, 

= which Islam succeeded, had established this tradition and in, - 

each of-Ahem-the emphasis was on-the suppression of-the 
individual and society. to the regulations and laws based on .. 

i 

a Hook. 

"Far more significant, - however, is the underlying 

structure : of-Islam . It is in close harmony with the basic. 

17. 
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Near East tradition. For in the legacy of Mohammed 

politics and religion are so intimately blended that one 

cannot be isolated from the other. Hence Islam is not 

only. consonant with the ideal of the theocratic state ap . 
is 

perfected in Palestine, but it bears also an ultimate 

relationship to the ancient city state, of Sumer whose rulers. 

combined civil and religious authority. In each instance 

the law, is raised into an. all-embracing norm of life". 

In the body of Koranic teachings, therefore, and 

in the ascertained and verified, Traditions, in,. the preced nts,; 

agreed upon by early Moslem society and in the decisions 

reached by Moslems until a certain time in Moslem history, 

lie the foundations of Moslem life. To them a Moslem turned, 

and is suppdbd to turn now, ' for guidance, and 'solution of 

his problems, ', whether they are of a private nature dealing 

with his private, social or economic life, or even of 

the'widest possible application. 

The Koran contains the, bulk of the-Islamic dogma 

in the shape of. short chapters dealing with such general, 

principles as the belief in one God without son or partner, 

the Prophethood of Mohammed whoý. is sent by God with his 

revealed word to the. peoples of. all creeds, sects and races, 
l 

(1) Speiser,; E. A. The United ' States' and the Near East. 
U. P. -1947,. p. 36. 
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to, come to one covenant in which all stand equal, not to 

worship any but God and not to associate a partner with 

him`' 

Apart from these general principles there-is 

, another dogma in the Koran which has exercised a tremendous 

, influence on Moslem. mentality and which has been the subject 

of dispute among Moslem and non-Moslem scholars. This is 

the question of 'Predestination'. Some Western scholars 

hastily 
, 

condemn the Koranic presentation and explanation 
. of 

the, principle as formless, and inconsistent, they'argue that 
. 

thereis no'clear way between free-will and predestination as 

presented in the Koran. 'Others see-in it a splendid way 

of gathering together all "the elements of the, problem. 

On Moslems on the other hand, the principle has'not always 
" 

worked as a deterent action; -it has sometimes urged them A 

to great achievements, making them reckless of danger and 

has-at other, times made them abandon all action'making, them 

the fatalists they are often accused. -of being. ' The principle, 

in fact, is that of the possibility. of two courses of action., 

If whetted-by achievement it spurs them forward to greater 

and greater success, but if frustrated'by failure, it seeks 

to' palliate this, failure by' making it- look as an act of fate 

Vwhich, therefore, -has to be accepted. Predestination then- 

(1) Koran. V 
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as interpreted in the Koran was not the main reason why 

Lºoslem life reached that depth of intellectual stagnation; 

it is more. correct to say that reaching a state of helplessness 

tended to make the principle more operative in that direction. 
0 

Moslem life has shown in its early history no signs of 

helpless fatalism, but, on the contrary, proved itself 

capable of practical and intellectual achievements; it 

would seem incredible that the "dogma of predestination" 

should have permitted almost ten centuries of flourith-ing 

intellectual life to pass before it began to exercise ixe 

pernicious influence., Should we not rather assure often 

the decay of intellectual'activity mental inertia, found 

in that 'dogma' an easy refuge? ", - 

On the principle of 'Good and Evil', the Koran does 

not state that man is born in evil, but equates the idea 

of, 'Good' with obedience to 'God's cozamandnents' and evil 

i with rebellion against them. The gate of Porgiveness is wide 

open and again and again God is declared the Porgivina, the 

merciful. xk 

To, unite religion with morals, the Koran introduces 

the element of piety: "berr and taqua". "Piety does not 

consist in turning your faces to the East or to the West, 

(1 )_ Rosenthal - F. R. The Technique and Approach of Muslim 
Scholars, Rome. 1947, p. 4. 
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but piety consists of believing in God, the Last Day, the, 

Angels, the Book, the Prophets, in giving your possessions 

for God's love to your neighbour, to the orphans, the 

, unfortunate, to travellers, beggars and the ransoming of 

captives: in performing the duty of Prayer, 'in delivering 

up the legal alms, inIcarrying out your undertakings, in 
(1} 

remaining patient in-adversity, suffering and danger" 

This quotation from the Koran embodies all the beliefs and 

commandments according to which a believing Moslem must 

act. 

The above-'is Islam in its original and pure form, 
4" 

a religion of unrelenting monotheism, of humane and civilizing 

principles, of equality among ldoslems, and of a life of 

piety and charity. But, as in all religions, the purity 

of Islam and its stark simplicity did not remain untarnished 

,., 
for long. Soon enough, with the entrance of so many 

communities into Islam, bringing with them a multitude of 

cultural customs and old forms of worship, there was a 

huge accretion on to the original Islam and a fusion into 

it of an immense body of popular beliefs unrecognizable 

by the ordinary Moslem as anything, alien to Islam. Chief 

among these popular beliefs is the intercession of saints 

or the cult of'saints. To many Jdslems the World is inhabited 

(1) Korsin. 
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at all times by a hierarchy of saints visible or invisible 

whose. intercession with God on their behalf Is capable 

of bringing them . absolution from sin and forgiveness from 

God. There are also", a galaxy of omens, good and bad, 

-which for all practical purposes direct the day to day life 

of the Moslem warding off evil and urging his steps to the 

good. 

Popular and powerful as these beliefs are, they 

were always, frowned upon by orthodoxy, and never was there 

a*time'in Islamic history when a pious man did not raise 

his voice in protest against such an un-Islamic belief. 

The cry never ceased to be raised against intercession and 

similar practices, giving rise to movements'of puritans, of 

which an outstanding example is the Wtahhabi movement of 

the 18th century which is the basis of the present Saudi 

State of Arabia. 

at 

The Political Institutions. 

The Caliphate: 

In the. long course of Moslem history the most 

constant political institution was the Caliphate, despite the 

fact that its function had undergone many vicissitudes 

and acquired as many interpretations as changes of 

circumstances demanded. While no direct ruling as to the 

22. 
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exact function of the Caliphate could be found in the Koran, 

apart from general allusions - which were expounded and 

stretched by jurists to give, a Koranic basis to the function: 

yet the 'institution has played such an important-part 

"in the history of Islam-that a brief word on it, would not 

. be out of place. 

Mohammed was the receiver of a gospel and the bringer I 

of a' revealed message, He was-thus possessed of great 

spiritual power emanating from this act of revelation, but 

he was also, by virtue-of circumstance,, as well, as by 

a responsibility to his'community, a leader of men whom ' 

he led in battle against the enemies of"Islam. He thus 

added to his spiritual function., thät of the head of a 

nation and of the temporal governor, of the people., 

When the-Prophet died,, one army was in readiness. '. ' 

-for an invasion of_ Syria and another was on the-point--of ". ä 

attacking Per: iss, the need arose for,, some leader to carry pn 

with the work of, invasion and it was also' felt, in face of, 
,-' 

dissension and a menacing, movement of reversion to paganism, 

that, 
_the-new 

religion must have a. head'to bear responsibility 

for its-defence. at home, and expansion outside. 

The process by. which- a successor was. oI sen did 

not have a precedent and, therefore, 'under the, stress of 

the circumstances, ''and-with the tribal system still fresh in 

23. ý- _ 



memory, the choice of the. wisest and most capable was the 

natural course to follow. Abu Bakr was not chosen because 

he was the Prophet's favourite wife's father, or because he 

waslinked with-him by 
. 
blood, kinship, but because in the 

eyes of the' close companions of the Prophet, he was, the 

person most suited to the task. Theories about the function 

had not yet arisen, and no procedure was yet established. 

It was clear then that he was to succeed the Prophet only 

in'his temporal powers, ' and not. as a messenger of God. The 

immediate issue was a practical one` and the procedure of, 

election was one dictated by, the. 'practical requirements of'-,, 

the moment. Abu Bakr was not elected by general vote, but 

by the small circle of the Prophet's companions ! endorsement 

of whose-decision, was given later by the people. - 
The Caliph, '. ' 

Omar was elected from among anumber of people nominated by 

the ` dying Abu Bakr and so were Uthman and All with no', order',., 

of succession but 
-that 

of nomination and election. 

With the succession-to the Caliphate of Muawiya, 

the founder of the Ummayad, who forced the nomination"and 

acceptance of his son as heir-gpparent during his life-time, ` 

the first dynasty was formed and henceforward we find the 

, Caliphate resident in one ruling family instead of being the 

subject of election' by, the majority of Moslems. It was 

a movement that stemmed from the Arab feeling of supremacy, 

24. 



and. marked a recurrence of tribalism as against the 

" universal call of Islam. 

Further development towards a more stabilized 

form of monarchism occurred under the Abbasids, who, by 

shifting their capital 
, 
to Baghdad, fell under Persian 

influence. They became more, and more like'Persian monarchs, 

with the same detachment, from their, subjects , and the 

assumption of a semi-god position. -. If the Ummayad. caliph then, 

was an Arab monarch retaining elements of the tribal sheikh, 

who was accessible to his people and addressed the chiefs 

among them by name - the 'Abbasid, caliph, as portrayed in 

the well-known picture of the famous Haroun-el-Rashid, was 

"A demi-god gravely ' seated` on his throne, surrounded by' 

guards and courtiers, a monarch befdre whom men prostrated 

themselves, whose summons men obey only after, havingýmade 

-their wills, for behind him stands the 'executioner with 

his ever-ready sword, one who wears the mantle and ring of 

the Prophet and displays 'to* the world all the 
-glory, oft 

(1ý. 
religious tradition and a holy heritage". 

This evolution, however, - did not proceed. without 

some dissension 'in the Moslem' community. As early as the 

I 

-, first four caliphs - called the well-guided, "Arrashidün" 

-there-were those who claimed-the Caliphate for All as-the 
nearest of kin to the Prophet. 'This movement, although 

1 Gaudefroýy emomby nes Maurice. Fu3mtüyönaý, 
ondon, 195 P Q; . 11no 
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almost' completely crushed by the Ummayads, was temporarily 

championed by'the Abbasids, who used it for their own 

advantage in the struggle against the House of Ummaya. 

, 'It 
has, however, -survived the later Abbasids degeneration' 

and persecution, and remained a, basis on which political., - 

as well as: religious, disaffection depended for anti-governments 

movements. It has also. provi . ded', Islam, until the `present 

day, with its major sectarian division. 

'Another protest was roused by those who' disapproved 

of--the whole function and who considered'it opposed to the 

spirit of Islam which did not, recognize monarchs. 1 
They,. 

, maintained that. if the letter of. the book was followed by 

every moslem, the need for a' Caliph or 'a King would never, 

, arise. " Those are termed the. "Khawarij", or those who stand 

out - the' non-conformist so to speak., 

"To. the , ma jority of Moslems, ' the' Caliphate in 
, 
its 

Ummaya4 or Abbasid version was accepted and on the-Whole seemed 

to function properly as long as' the Caliph_wielded the power. 

necessary to support his authority as leader of the nation, ', - 

-both 
temporal- or spiritual, whether , 

directly, or by delegating 

his 'powers 't& officials of his own choice, 'but always 

emphasizing the temporal: - aspect. - . 

- 
(1)-For a definition see Ibn-Khaldun. Prolegmena. p. 135 

Arabic. Cairo. Undated. 
. 
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With the decadence of. the Abbasid Caliphate, 

when. the actual power in'the state was in the hands of army " 

generals and statesmen, and when sultans and kings ruled 

independent of the Baghdad caliphs, the need for an 

explanation arose either to legalize or, palliate an office 

-which was beginning. to look paradoxical in the, eyes of 

'the people... Jurists. began to expound and explain the 

function and weý may summarize _the views' of a' representative 

number of them as expressive of their conception of the 

function. ' They ranged from those who, oblivious 'of the 

exigencies and. contemporary conditions, resorted. to quite 

a theoretical, explanation like Mawardi, (D. 1058 A. D. ). 

who,, "With complete disregard-for the facts of history 

during the four preceding. centuries of'the Mohammedan era, 

maintains that the office of. Oaliph or Imams is, elective, 

and he lays down as qualifications for-, the electors that 

they must be of-good reputation and upright . life; of the 

male sex and of full age; ý they must have. 'knowledge of the 

t- 

.' 

qualities I required in an Ima', Iand necessary-insight I an 
(1) 

judgement for haking a wise choice". To briOge the gap 

between this-elective qualification and actual, fact, he 

limits the number of - electors to those" present at the Caliph's 

death, building on - the. precedent of the first Caliph 

(1) Arnold Thomas. - The-Caliphate, p. '70. Oxford 1924. 
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Abu-Bakr-Mawardi t-lnd by so deciding almost accepts the 

principle of nomination with a semblance of election. He 

sums up the tasks of the office as the defence of the 

religion and the administration of the state. 

Al-Beruni (1031 - 1075) being more observant', 

realises that. the Caliph since he is no more capable of 

exercizing any authority, is left only with those tasks 

pertaining to dogma and religion. 

Nizam-i-Amdi (12th century) strives to find a 

plea for the existence of Sultans in possession of power r 
and states the relationship between those and the Caliph as 

one of delegation as the Caliph cannot be everywhere in the 

length and'width of the Moslem domain. Here we have the 

term "Nailp". deputy or representative 'of the Caliph. 
' (l) 

, 
" Ibn-Khaldun, however, with his acute sense of a 

philosophy, of history, discusses the function from the 

point of'view of a government institution. He'finds that 

governments differ according to whether they care only for 

mundane: affairs of the ruled, or have their after-life 

interests to'look after as well. 'The Caliphate to him 

, ý. signifies a -combination of both and, as' such, is preferable, 

to the ordinary `governments,, which have, only this life to, 

consider and do not, rest on-the stable basis of prophetic 

(1) Ibn-Khaldun. Prolegmena. Arabic. - Chapter on The 
"-_ Meaning t_ fe enc&-s ` &nä'-Cönä ti6nsýýet'c'; ' öf `'the 'Cäh hä e; '>'" 

Caliphate, pp. 132-3-4-5-6-7-8. ' 
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*dvelation. It seems then that he recognizes the existence 

of governments of the first type, although it would be 

preferable to have the second, since the Caliphate derives 

from the prophetic prestige. He states that the Caliph must. 

., be a member of the tribe of Quraish: (not so much because 

of the hereditary rights involved, as for the blessing that 

could be derived from a tribe to which the prophet had belonged)' 

. 
He puts down certain conditions to be possessed by the holder 

of the position. These are learning, justice and competence, 

and also a fifth condition which he states td be not as 

certain as, the four foregoing ones -"namely that. the Caliph 

must belong, to the. tribe of Koraish - it is, he says, a 

matter on which the jurists'differ. The interesting point 

to note about Ibn-Khaldun is that while he tacitly .. ' 

recognizes forms `of government " other , 
than those, , based on 

-revelation-in agreement with the status quo of his Islamic 

world - yet his backg. roundý, steeped as it' v as An Islamic 

principles, makes him 'state that a form of government in, 

which spiritual as well as temporal powers are blended is 

more desirable. At the'other extreme from. the authorities 

we have mentioned,, were those who, influenced by Greek 

philosophy . 
(mainly Aristotle's) swept aside all religious., 

basis as such, and wanted the head of the. state to be a. 

philosopher. Prominent among holders of this point of view 
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'eA1-Farabi and Ikhwan us safa. 

The zack of Baghdad (A. D.. 1258) was the death signal 

of the Baghdad 
. caliphate, and-would have resulted in the 

. 
termination of the whole office as well, had if not been 

for the Mameluke Sultan-of Egypt who, in conformance with 
, 

the then current customs, =sought to gain prestige and power 

by sheltering the Caliphate and holding it as an appendage '1 1 9 

to. the Sultanate. The Turks, who dislodged the Mameluke 

Sultanate in 1517, 'had ruled for a long time in'Europe and 

Asia without claiming'the title for their Padishahs. It 

was the honour of possessing the two, holy places, Mecca 

and Medina, that they really cared for and treasured more 

the honorific title of - 
tServant 

, of the two Sanctuaries'--' 

than they did a Caliphate. which was shorn of all its greatness. 

It must be remembered, however, that by this time, 'the title 

hE04 lost most of its original significance and had most 

certainly'ceased, to imply descent from the tribe of Quraish. 

Many 
. 
monarchs. had assumed the appendage titles of Imam and 

'Prince of, the Faithful, without ever pretending to claim the 

'full rights of, the Caliphate, or trace, their _descent to "the - -, " 
Prophet., 

Sir Thomas' Arnold discredits the -widely- circulated' 

story that the Ottoman Sultan Salim had made the Abbasid 
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Caliph in Cairo transfer the title to him on the grounds that 

no contemporary historical evidence' existed to prove such 
} 

.a 
'transfer. Ibn I7as, "the historian of the Ottoman 'Conquest 

of Egypt, does not in fact refer to it, although he had 

-compiled a luge detailed account of the conquest. 

Thus Sir Thomas Arnold concludes by saying "Moreover 

as has been pointed out above, Salim and his ancestors had 

already long been accustomed to'enjoy-'such prestige'as" ' 

went along with the use of- the title Khaliph, and when Salim 

cared,, to adopt it, he would do so, as his fathers had done 

before him, ' in virtue of divine appointment, and he would 

certainly not look upon himself, as having taken -it- over, from 

so insignificant and so negligible a, personage as the Abbasid 

Caliph of Cairo, in whose family' the historic caliphate''. 

had lost all the dignity-that It had once possessed". 

As long as the. Ottoman'Sultan possessed enough 

power, the, title, if used at all, was of secondary importance. 

it was only' with he beginning of. the period of decline 

from the 18th century onwards - that the Caliphate"was 

made use of as a means, of impressing those European powers 

., 
that ' ruled-our-Moslem populations. Abdul Hamid was t] e'.. 

Sultan who used the Caliphate for the greatest advantage. 

It is interesting to-note that the ccnception of the Caliphate 

'J1) Arnold, Sir Thomas. 
, The Caliphate, p. 146,. Oxford 1924. 
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as analogous to the papacy and the Sultan Caliph as 
the head of all Moslems in papal fashion was the creation 

of European minds, rather than the child of Moslem. 

imagination. However, when the Caliphate as a binding 

force on all Moslems, was put to the test on the outbreak 

of the first World War, it failed to -rally Islam under the 

banner of the Sultan. This is. sufficient evidence that the 

analogy to papacy was unfounded and that the Caliphate 

functioned only, as long as it was, possessed of the temporal 

power to support it. A further factor to discredit this 

analogy is the absence of a clerical hierarchy or indeed 

of clergy as such in Islam. , Moslem? from Morocco, and 

Moslems from- India fought-for the French Republic, and the 

British' Empire, even- against, the Moslem Sultan of Turkey, '- 

-while even among'-the subjects'of the Sultan revolution 

broke out'against him. " :A new movement was1for the 

first time in evidence; this emphasized national allegiance 

rather than religious loyalty and was enough-to show that 

_the system had become redundant with the loss of: its 

political power. 
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3. ISLAMIC SOCIETY. 

With Islam as the chief religious institution and 

the Caliphate as its political counterpart and expression, 

there remains to be seen the kind of society, that existed 

under the sway of these two institutions, deriving from 

-them on the one hand and supporting them on the other. 

The shape which Moslem Society took'as soon as 

the state consolidated itself from the 4th century of the, 

Hegira till the break of'the 13th (loth to 19th (5f the 

Christian era), was one which, taken as a whole, with, - 
.1 it's 

division into town, village and tribe, presented a structure 

of numerous and 'loosely knit groupings. The basis, ' whether 

111 age quarter or town., -tribe or professionals' group, 

was an almost ' sel: `-sufficient,, self. governing body, ,. whose 

relations with. the. other groups remained_on. the secondary level] 

of. economic relations. ' Apart -, from such needs for contact 

between-country., tribe and town ýon a producer'-, consumer 

basis and, apart from the, common bondage of; Islam, there 

were hardly any internal relations between one group and' 

the other. Rigidness was the general rule and one was born, 

lived and died almost within the original group of one's birth. 

Son followed father in his particular'occupation,. whether 

, 
farmer or merchant, _and daughter married inside the same 
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professional or cultural circle. Helped by. the power of 

tradition, this compactness and exclusiveness of the groups 

was almost entirely maintained throughout the nine centuries 

in question. It must be noted, however, that some amount 

of social mobility did in fact exist.. There is evidence 

of those who changed their social group and even rose to 

great heights in an acquired social level, but among 

the general run of people it was only by accident of birth 

that one was peasant, a trVesman. or a member of the 

governing class., 

In administration, each group, according to time 

honoured-traditions, was under the government of its- 

particular Sheikh or head, who attained his position either-,,, 

by election or appointment. He- was ' the person to, be 

contacted by the government in everything that related to 

his community. The Sheikh or leader had"the whole power 

of traditions on his-side, both in his'relations with the 

authorities above him and ? n-the conduct of. the affairs : of, 

his own group: this tradition, it must be remembered, has 

always enjoyed-the sanction of religion and, therefore, was' 

.. subject to the minimum amount, of dispute. 

Another factor that helped tradition to have full 

sway was the, lack or even the non-existence of 'individual 

initiative. This came as a result of a too corporate state 
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of existence, in which the individual was consistently 

made to feel that it was in his interest that order must 

be maintained even at the cost of his own freedom of 

-action. The fact that one. of the strongest safeguards 

against the oppressive measures of the government ! to 

bring to notice that sich demands clashed with traditions, 

was one of the main reasons'why great use was. always made 

out of. this , practice. 

It must be noticed that while tradition in fact 

protected the whole. fabiric from falling to pieces by 

. --acting as a, buffer, between ruler and ruled, it tended, on, _ 

the other hand, to perpetuate a state of disinterestedness, 

if ndt even apathy, to the actions of the-government as 

long as it did not encroach on the- privileges 'of ; the one 

particular _, 
group. - 

It is obvious that such a- state of affairs , 
would 

have'never_continued had it not been for the economic 

structure of the' area and the fact -, that' for so many centuries 

_-there 
had, not been any change, of such 

, 
magnitude as, to bring 

about a social change. 

CONCLUSIONS: 

1. - Whereas, the terms 'World of Islam' and 'Arab World' may 

., 
differ, in their geographical content, it. is quite certain 



that there is a greät deal of convergence between the 

two. The nucleus of both is the civilization which, 

rose as a result of -the mission of'-Mohammed, and 

which has the same cultural'value to all Moslems. 

The terms 'Middle East' 'Near. East'on the other hand 

used often without any accuracy and, for political 

convenience have moved, their -boundaries with varying., 

degrees of expansion and'contraction. It,. would, '- 

nevertheless, beýsafe-to speak-at least of an 'Arab, 

Middle East' äs, those countries. which for the time 

being constitute the. 'Arab , League' . 

2. The spiritual content of the above . would be.. 
-the 

- -, religion of, Islam which, as we have, shown, must: be 

conceived of, not as a. body of` dogma, but as " a". way 

of-life., a- colour of, culture, and an ideology which 

inspired, as it still inspires, all those who share 

, in it. The possible parallel to it would not be 
. 

Christianity, but the whole of European civilization 

which, although greatly indebted to Christianity, yet' 

contains much more than just the religion. 

"Islam is more than a systemýof theolpgy: it is a' 

complete civilization. If -one, 'were to seek' for 

parallel terms, we should use Christendom rather than 

Christianity,,, hinärather'than'Confücianism" 

(1) &ibb, H. A. R. (Editor)'Whither Islahm: London, 1932, p. 12. 
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3. Islam has been shown as a religion which developed 
J 

into some -sort of rigid, final and fixed form about 

the 4th century of the Hegira and the 10th of the 

Christian era. It seems, on the whole, that such 

-rigidness was not so much the result of Islam as 

red the outcome of political necessity which prefer 

stability with conservatism to the uncertainty of 

radical religious thinking. '` 

4.. Many of the weaknesses that are attributed to Islam 

may be found inýthe last analysis to be the result 

of factors other theft the religion itself. The 

fatalism so-much characteristic of Moslem life is 

more of a cause than an effect of the . political and 

social resignation. "Political quietism seemed to'* 

be ingrained in the Moslem-peoples, and the stoical ". 

endurance of oppression and misrule which filled Western 

observers with amazement was put to the charge Of- 

the fatalistic cx2eed'of 'Islam. But this was never 

more than a'half-truth. Fatalism in this absolute 

sense is not so much a cause as an effect, and the 

apathy which the bulk'of the population displayed 

towards political changes was due mainly, 

to physical, causes, of which ecaiomic poverty was one 
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cl) 
of the most. potent". 

Other weaknesses would be found, on close examination, 

to be abuses and accretions which survived from cults. 

older than Islam, rather then the creation of this 

religion. Saint-worship for example stems from pagan 

origins, and a 
., 

purified Islam is the type familiar 

among the Wahhabis of. Arabia who do not approve of it. 

Other practices like the Harem, the veil and polygamy, 

although tolerated by Islam, were not of its own 

creation. They, in many cases, ýare older institutions, 

so well entrenched.. that Islam, to avoid an unnecessary 

social cataclysm, had-'to content itself with improving, 

rather than supplanting -them. 

6. 'Moslem. society 'as 'it existed before European impact; was' 

the-composi'te work of these many civilizations, races and 

cultures that entered in its making. It may be well' 

remembered that the' picture was not an encouraging; one. 

This is because the entire structure had outlived its 

vigour. and was on `the 'point ' of collapse. 
, 

It was ' 

Islamic society `in its decline that had. to, face the 
, 

powerful, impact of Europe and yet it had'so much power in 

it to withstand and survive the storm. 

(1), Gibb, H. A. R. -Editor. Whither Islam? London, 1932, p. 34. 
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7. The general tendency of that society, both socially 

and economically, was towards conservatism and 

traditionalism. It was believed that just by 

following the well-beaten road of tradition the whole 

society could manage to exist., Enterprise-and 

initiative were not tolerated, in'fact not thought 

of, because there was that 
. 
feeling of self-complacency, 

and of satisfaction beyond, which imagination could 

., not stretch. 

8. -The Institution of, the Caliphate while its best 

did succeed to hold, the whole of the Moslem World . "� 

. 
together in 'a spiritual and temporal unity, had yet H 

afflicted<Islam with many schisms. It also, like 

most of the'other institutions, was a 'spent power- 

by the, end,. of the 18th' century.: The Caliph -was never 

a'Pope" or head of a hierarchy, nor'did the Caliphate 

depend spiritual power alone or, at any time monopolize 

the disposal of religious. affairs. 

9. -- Moslem civilization, in contrast to Western civilization, 

was-of`a static earth-bound nature: it did not 

favour movement or upheaval, but rather followed a 

policy of retention and reservation;. It was past 
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bound rather than future looking. 

10. In this policy of conservation and traditionalism, 

Islam was made use of to support and give. moral 

strength by a process of interpretation and expounding. 
0 

Several factors contributed towards this: most', 

prominent of which was the unity of interests between 

., the political and religious institution s backed by a 

social order, that-had been so, long used to a static' 

state of affairs that it-did. not desire change or 

even conceive of it. --. Both theologian and statesmen 

combined their efforts to put, an end to thinking 

" which 'threatened the existence of both. It was found to 

be in the interests of , both that a final form of . Islamic 

thinking had been, reached by the-4th century of. the 

Al-Hegira, and that after the storm of religious dispute 

under the'impact of Greek philosophy a period of quiet 

had set in.. 

11., - It would-follow from the above, that as long as that 

society remained sheltered and protected from, outside 

influences the institutions would hold together and 

" 
operate with a 

'semblance 
of effiency, but as soon as-- 

the society, as. a whole,., was exposed . to' drastic changes, 

the ,, weaknesses of'the whole system would become glaringly 

obvious. 
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4. MOSLEM EDUCATION. 

Moslem education, despite any earlier educational 

traditions that might have existed prior to the mission of, 

the Prophet, owes its real origins to the religion of Islam. 

it is true that Islam itself contained elements emerging 

from the Arabian soil,. but it must be remembered that it rose 

as a protest against the Arabian way, of. life. ' It was a. mission 

of-a universal nature and, as such, had-to be preached to 

would-be adherents and taught to, the initiate. This 

Islam had in common' with the other missionary religions. 

The first lesson delivered in the name of Islam must, certainly_ 

have been that given ýby , the Prophet him G laf to the few-loyal 

companions'who sat to hear thetword 9S-Z behind well-guarded 

walls in. the hostile city of Mecca. The form which this. 

took consisted in the Prophet. "s reciting the Koranic. 

revelation he had received and in answering the questions 'of 

his listeners, some of them not yet confirmed in the practide 

or, theory. of- the new faith. Linguistic explanation was, as 

yet, not quite the prominent point it became, as the language 

of the Koran was not strange, to people who used 1t, or a 

form of for their day to: day- use. The explanation, 

therefore, was one in which the lofty. teachings of Islam were 

made comprehensible 
, 

to the motley, gathering which formed the 

r 
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Prophet's intimate circle in those early days. Later on when 

so many alien races embraced the religion, people whose 

mother tongue was Persian or Syrian dr Egyptian, the need 

arose for teaching 'the word as `well as the essence. Thus 

it can be said 'that the birth of Islam gave rise to an 

educational, process primarily to acquaint-people with the 

principles of the new religion. ' The Koran, furthermore, had 

stated'it as one of the cardinal duties incumbent on 

every Moslem 'man or woman'to seek learning. It is evident 

-, that-'the knowledge meant, by the Koran was that which it 

itself introduced and which gave above all a new conception. 

of man-'and his, relations to God. The universal nature of 

Islam and 
. , 

the 
, fact that the Koran was revealed _to 

Mohammed 

in Arabic in order to be transmitted to all peoples made it 

m: w en d who became necessary for those who, embraced, Isla 

members of the new society to learn Arabic, the language of 

the book and in order t6 become versed in their new religion.; 

It was-thrdugh this combination of'religion and 

language that Moslem education acquired its first and 

most permanent characteristic. -, it was destined to be mainly. 

religio-linguistic in aim and ccxitent. 

The linguistic bias of MosS. em, educat ion was, 

furthermore , strengthened by'the-prejudice against 

translating the, Koran into the languages of the newly" 

conquered countries as it was an article of faith that the " 
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Koran, was revealed both in substance and letter and that 

translation would either misrepresent the new, fedth or give 

rise to doubt about some of the meaning. Many battles were. 
w 

fought on this question, resolving themselves as a religious 

dispute between those who believed that the Koran was created,, 

and, - therefore, possible of translation, and those who 

believed in its eternity and consequent impossibility of- 

translation, until the triumph of orthodoxy gave a final 

decision - the Koran was eternal and, therefore, untranslatable. 

The linguistic difficulty,. in fact, had been decided primarily 

on the religious level, on the issue of, the created or° 

eternal nature of the Koran. - The triumph of orthodoxy against. 

the advocates of the created nature of-the Koran"decided the` 

issue once and'for, all. The. Koran word and substance had been 

from eternity, and this lent, power to the' advocates of.. 

non-translation. 

Thus two. -characteristics of, Moslem education can be 

stated as the very close relation existing'between education 

andreligion and. the. no less- strong relation between religion 

and language. In, addition the traditions of any previous- 

education that might have, existed prior, to 'Islam were 

. incorporated in the new system and'emphasized rather than. 

weakened this linguistic bias. These may be-seen in the 

" perpetuation of"pre-Islamic practices of practical"and literary 



education, as evidenced in the words attributed to the 

Caliph Omar, "Teach your children to ride, to throw, the 

javelin, to swim and polish their intellect with the best 
(1) 

of poetry and the most edifying of proverbs. 

Pre-Islamic Arabs`Indulged in the literary pursuits,,, 

of poetry and speech giving, in the study of the stars 

and in the interpretation" of dreams - these elements remained 

despite the disfavour they met with from the pious as 
(2) 

the profane side of learning. 

These were then the guiding principles of Moslem 

education as conceived of by the 'early founders, of the Moslem 

state. . 
Translated into educational theory 'the aims of 

education were, the dissemination of the 
. word of God. 

-the 

spread of the true doctrine and. the guidance of - the individual 

and the community by the precepts of the faith as well 

as the satisfying. of the need for literary--pursuits. Two 

types of education rose to''satisfy these aims, the first 

dealing with the teaching of tie Koran and the second, which 

might'ýbe-described as the strictly educational or instructional; 

took the form of instructing the young in the arts of reading 

(1) Zaidan, Jurgi. History-of the Moslem, Civilization, Vol-III' 

(2) Shahristani, - the author, of a famous work on religions, and 
philosophic sects, mentions the=following-as the content of 
pre-Islamic Arabic learning: -. genealogy, history, the 
interpretation of-dreams and the sbience of the stars. 
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and writing, so as to enable them to read the book for 

themselves. It must be noted that for the first hundred 

years of Moslem history, the only written book was-the 

Koran and it was -thus the means and the end of the education 

of " the young. It was as a result of this that the Koran 

school was born to satisfy a social and religious need, and 

it was because of this that the mosque, the place of public 

worbhip,. served the purposes of education as well as of 

worship since these, were identical. 

The name Koranic or mosque school, descriptive of 

the matter as well as the . placeýof the new learning, was the 

first:. to come into being. The application of the word school 

to this institution , in fact, must be used with great care as 

the whole procedure was not as'. yet. formal. It was the most 

informal - in nature ., consisting ofwillingness, on the part of, 

those who knew to impart their knowledge, and the desire 

" rom'those'whowanted to know to'. partake of it, ýunconditional. - 

_ of place, time" or age. 

.' -"Vjhenever a man who. knew how' to read. met with another 

-who. was , not quite' so fortunate, yet willing to learn, ä 

school. was. `organized. ' , It may have been under-. a palm tree, 
Cl) 

in a- tent, or in a private house! " ., 

= Totah, 'Khalil, A; 
(1) The contribution of the,: Arabs -. to, Education, p. 12 

New York City, 1926, 
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This stage, however, free and informal, must have had 

, 
the rudiments of some regular type of schooling, and the 

roots of a teaching profession. There is evidence that as' 

early as the first quarter of the 7th century some sort of, - 

school existed and score people styled themselves as. ý 

schoolmasters; Al-Hajjaj, the capable general of the 

Omayyad dynasty, started his life as a teacher in his native 

town Al-Taif, about the middle of the 7th century A. D. 

Moslem historians do not as a whole give the 

impression that there was a great progress . of education under 

the Omayyads. The 0mayyads are shown as champions of 

Arabianismas against Islamism, but it stands to their credit, 

that the first translations from Greek into Arabic were 

inaugurated under their reign., It seems, on-, the whole, that 

efforts were made to belittle the work done-by the Caliphs. 

of this dynasty by their political opponents, primarily the 

Shi-ites, to the "extent of showing them as enemies of Islam 

eeply .`= and learning. 
- 

Yet it is obvious .. that they were deeply, ` 

interested, at least in the elements of Moslem education which 

pertained to Arab life, with the literary-pursuits which we 

have already -referred. 
to. 

It may be'safely stated'then that while they were not! 

ý very enthusiastic about . religious, education as such, 
, 
they 

were, nevertheless, as pure Arabs, very, proud of their 
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national heritage and encouraged and carried on the ideals, 

literary and social, of the original Arabs, as well as beginning 

a translation movement which was to enrich Islamic education 

and indeed the whole of Islamic thought in generations to 

come. n,,, the-strong,, religious colour, which was conspicuous 

in the rule of thefour Caliphs, almost entirely faded away, 

and a purely temporal policy was adoptede gut however 

worUly the policy of the Omayyads may have been, and a 

historian will hardly find fault with it as such, there is 

not a shadow of'historic doubt as to their-being patrons of 

letters. I emphatically disagree with the author of "The 

Spirit of Islam"., when he says "That whilst the_Omayyads 

discouraged the peaceful pursuits of the mind, the children 

of~Fätimah, with characteristic liberation, favoured'learning, " 

and I regard it as opposed to the material verdict of history. 

Instances are on record of Omayyad Caliphs who both discouraged 

learning, and brought discredit on, Isläm, sovereigns-like' 

Vial id - II, 
ý)razid, II and-Harwän II, ' but 

-, 
I repeat that the harsh 

judgment- passed against the entire Omayyad dynasty is not-in,. 

keeping with the accepted testimony of'history... Whatever 

else may be; said against the, Omayyadsýof Damascus they can 

justly claim "the honour of having nursed the Moslem' learning' 
............ 

in 
... _..,.. 

-- 
its 

-infancy". 
(1) Khuda-Bukhsh. 'S, ',. Contribution, to the History, of'Islamic 
Civilization based-on_Professor Shibli's Essays, pp. 2&5-266", 
Calcutta, 1905. '' 
The reference is to Säyyid Amir Ali. "The Spirit of Islam'. 
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The Omayyads may have laid tI e foundations of 

Moslem education, but the widest studies were done under 

the Abbasids. Their achievements mark the second stage 

in Moslem learning -a stage that was made possible because 

the Äbbasids had risen to . power. by the help of the non-Arab 

element !ýQ were given ample chance to contribute their own 

educational traditions. The main obaracteristic of this 

stage was the introduction into the content of education of 

types of knowledge other than the religious and sacred. It, 

even more, subjected the science of theology to the discipline d 

Greek logic. The Arabs who had first looked with disdain 

on-any type of knowledge other than that contained in the 

Koran soon realized that 
. 
the c cnquered countries had a far 

superior civilization to theirs and were quick to borrow, 

translate and assimilate.. A still further. impetus was 

supplied by`the example of, the caliphs , 
themselves, who were 

ardent lovers of the new learning. Translation of Greek 

, works was commissioned by, them and special places set aside 

for the purpose. Haroun-al-Rashid (the famous Haround of 

the Arabian Nights) and his son Al-Mamün were the shining 
(2) 

stars of the new movement. Al-Mama-m was the founder of 
ti 

(1) As evidenced by the speech reported to' have issued from,; 
Omar the second-caliph to. 4*^; Lwr his general in Egypt who 
asked his advice as to what to do with the books the Arabs 
found in Alexandria,. "If they contain what we have in the Koran' 
we have enough in it -and if they contain other knowledge we have no use for it - so proceed to destroy them-1- To (2) give an. idea of the immensity of the translation movemert 
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Bait-al-Hikmah in 832 A. D. a type of academy, ' the idea of 

, which might have been suggested to him by the Nestorian 

. and Zoroastrian 'schools which were. still in existence at 

that time. 

The important point to stress is that, with the 

birth of the academy institution there had been an addition. 

to the content of- Moslem learning, and ýa change of place. 

The Mosque school had not died out, in fact it remain s to 

the present day, but the Mosque could not accommodate. without 

embarassment to its-religious function the new educational-. 

pursuits. The academies were used for' the purposes of 

higher education where subjects like mathematics- and 

philosophy were taught and learnt. -It became necessary to' 

found new places - libraries served this purpose for some 

time and. then an academy with a library-attached to it, ýas';,, 

in the case of Bait-Al-Hikmah", was the type in 

(Continued) it is known that' Abu Zayd Hlmnayn b. '. Ishac 
alone prepared Arabic translations of Euclid; of various 
portions of Galen, "Hippocrates, Archimedes, Appollonius, and- 
others, as well as of the'-Republic Laws and Timaeus of- 
Plato, the Categories, Physics and Magnam Morolia of 
Aristotle. His son, besides"original works on medicine, 
produced Arabic versions oft the Sophist of Plato, the 
Metaphysics, 

. 
de anima, degenerations et de corruptions, and the, Hermeneutica of Aristotle, which Hunayn-had translated 

into Syriac, as well as--some of the commentaries of Porphyry, -Alexander of Aphrodisias, and'Ammonium. ý(1) O'Leary, De Lacy --Arabic Thought and its place in history. 
London '1922,, pp. 112-113. ,' 
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vogue. (1) 0 

Whatever purposes this type of education might 

have served, they were definitely not just the dissemination 

of Koranic lore, but that of a knowledge different from 

}date meant by the Koran or contained in it. This was 

knowledge as conceived of and shaped by the Greeks whose 

books the Moslems now studied with the greatest avidity. 

This stage of-development was alsD. the beginning of 

specialization in, -Moslem education - the emergence of, the 

man of knowledge as distinct from the man of religion -' 

and it should be pointed out that such-a specialization 

was in response'. to certain ' social and functional needs.,, 

. The graduates of such academies must 'have had, a'certain 

function to perform' in 
, 
the -life of their-day and- the, 

specialization was. made-necessary by the growing, ', bulk of know.. 

-ledge. in. ccmparison with the original limited requirements 

of religious learning. This division into two types of 

knowledge gave Moslem Education, its two main categories of, 

(1) Libraries (existing in their 
. ow merit) served as 

circles of-discussion and provided what can still be ' 
properly described as classes for higher education. 
Endowments were largely devoted to 'the purpose of 

, colle ct books together with instruction given in the libraries. The 
poet and savant - Ihn Hamdan (d. " 323 ' 1935) -a distinguishe 
nobleman of Mosul 

a 
founded in his town a House of Learning, 

(dar-al-ilm) with- library possessing books on every branch learning. It was open to'all-who wished to make 'use of it., Foor the poor, paper was provided, 'free. '. Other examples ' are abdan and even a famous Qadi provided his library at HisaburWith t 
ivin ua tens for 'toreign students and-'supplied them with un d sg f. 

ýrr- heir ma n enan e 
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Ibn 
traditional and rational science. /, Khaldun classifies 

them as follows: - "The sciences to which men in cities 

devote themselves either in study or teaching, fall into 

two divisions: the one comprises those 'natural' in man 

to which he is guided by his reason, while the other, contains 

those which are 'traditional', 'being acquired by transmitted 

report: -.. from those who instituted them. In the fir st division 

are included the philosophic sciences, which are those which 

a man may acquire by his inborn power of 'cogitation, 

while in the second are the transnitted,. 
_institutional 

sciences, all of which are based uponeinformation'derived 

from the law, giver who founded them and in whidi: there. is no 

room for reason, except in so far, as is necessary for the 
JI) 

deduction of practical , applications"-. 

There was a further. division on the level of 

specialization and thoroughness with which any of ' these, 
, 

two categories was pursued. It" was about this' time trat the 

two terms 'Adib' or 'litterateur' and 'Alim' savant are 

encountered. The -di'ferencb, lay in the fact that ' an "'Adibº 

occupied himself -with what might be described-as the: knightl 

and courtly education, while an 'Alim' cultivated a special 

(lj Ibn-Khaldun - Proglemena. Arabic. I{;. +P. 305 Cairo 
( Undated 
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branch of learning with a great amount of specialization. 

The first satisfied himself, so to speak, with a superficial 

knowledge of everything, while the second went for scientific 

thoroughness in whatever he* chose to study, whether theology 

Jurisprudence, geography, philosophy or history. 

Yet it was not even at this stage in the development 

of Moslem education that there was any great amount of 

institutionalism. Education was conducted, apart from the. 
_ 

academies, wherever the teacher pleased, be it in private 

houses or in shops, in the libraries or: in the academies; 

but there was no school especially instituted for the purpose. 

This period in Islamic history,, which was marked 

by the growing weakness of-the Caliphate, the ascendance, of 

Turks into power and the triumph of orthodoxy, ' gave rises 

ultimately to'the third stage in-the development of, Moslem 

. 
education - the stage- of the Madrassahs or the institutionalized, 

school. The Madrassahs mark the period. of institutionalized. 

-places of education and of education under Government auspices, 

and as a function of, the state. 

It is not a mere coincidence that tie reaction 

should be ' against philosophy and the triumph of orthodoxy 

followed by Institut ionali'sm ý in 
, education. The, two movements 

have this one thing in common, namely that by formalizing both 

a check is put against deviation and 'schism'. The-MadraSsahsI in 
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fact was a conscious effort to keep in bounds what threatened 

to wreck the whole of Moslem stability - thus, while it was 

a progress towards organization, it had also a restrictive 

influence on the, growth of Moslem thought "The Madrassahs ' 

marked a distinct progress in organization, but a retrogression 

in the development of ageneral culture; it confirmed the 
(1) 

contraction of Moslem thought". ý.. 

The above may be described as the fundamental causes 

of the growth of the Madrassah movement. Other causes may, ',, 

be sought in the fact that with the growth of the body of 

knowledge, and in the increase in the number of those 'who 

possessed it,, the need arose for some formal institution throughl 

which the process of education could be regularized. Education 

for its Own sake could not suffice as a real incentive fc¢' 

-learning - there had to be some material reward in the fob ' 

of work and financial remuneration, and the Madras'sah served 

as the-state organ that organized and checked it. 

The prototype,. historically reputed to be the model 

after which Madrassahs, were established., -was the Nizamieh 

founded by Nizam-el-hulk, the. Vizier, to, the Saljuke King, 

(1) Gaudefroy - Demombynes -Maurice.: Moslem' Institutions;:,, 
Translated into English by John P. " MacGregor, London2 

.. 
, 
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Malek Shah Arselan in the year 459 A. H. (1) 

An important point to note in this respect was the 

fact that the Madrassah or school system owed its foundation 

to the non-Arab Moslem who needed an instrument of government 

based, not only on religion, but also on a common way of 

education by which it' would be safer, to rule without always 

fearing the upsurge of Arab nationalism. Nizam-el-Mulk 

as he showed in his "Siasset Namehtt was interested in breeding' 

a body of government officials who, in 'addition to-the 

religious subjects would be versed in sciences and the art of 

government. In this last particular respect the Mädrassah makes 

a 
. 

break with the traditional education as conceived of in the 

Mosque school, -the academy or in. the many literary classes that, 

came into being'in the early part of the Abbasid regime. 

Historians do not credit Nizam-el-Faulk as the founder of 
the 'first Madrassah, others , existed before it. We have 
this from Suytti in, Hosn Al-Mohader, ah: "Al-Hafiz Si-Zahabi 
refuted in his history of Islam the claim, by, those who said 
that Nizam-el-lMulk was the first to found schools in Islam. - he , said that the Bayhaqiyya school at M. sapur had 
existed before Nizam-el-Mulk was born. He mentions altogether 
four 

- 
schools'that preceded the'Nizamieh. He, however, reports- 

that the reason why Nizam-el-Mu]. k was credited with the 
foundation of, the first. Madrassah- in Islam was because he was 
the first to arrangTlgtipends for the students and none else. 

-had, done -so before him. The date of the founding of this school 'is 
also subject to some doubt, as Suyuti'quotes that the'first', 
stone was laid in the year, 457 A. H. and the school was Opened 
for studies in 'the year-459 A. H., while other writers quote -the ' 
year 383 A. H. as the date at which. the'school began 

. 
to functi 

(1) Suyuti - Ho sn Al A, had-. ra h.. Arabic, Vol. II, -p . 141 Qj 
(2) Ibid. p. 469 

... 
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The fact, however, remains that the Nizamieh, 

although not the first Madrassah in Islam, was the model 

to be copied in Islamic countries. At least seven other 

capitals of the Moslem World then followed the example of 

the Nizamieh. It became almost an institution that Kings 

and even private individuals would found and endow such 

schools with varying degrees of liberality. 

The Nizamieh, it is, worth noting,, had a career 

of three centuries and after 200 years of its foundation 

was functioning so vigorously that, in order-to compete 

with it, the Caliph Al-MustansiVbuilt a-school bearing 

-his name- to excel and outshine-the Nizamieh in, the year 

631 A. H. (1234 A. D. ) The remains of this-school are still 
(1) 

in -existence. 

The curricula 'of 
, 
the Madrassah apparently, 

concentrated on the higher branches of religious studies 

-. according to one of the four particular schools of orthodox 

rites. E'. The Mustansiriya differed because it provided chairs` 

, for all the. four rites, "Unl"ike the-Nizamiya, the Mustansirya' H 

Madrassah, provided instruction in the doctrines and legal 

; codes of all four Sunni sects. Two. only of the,,, chairs, -, those 

-of the Shafi-i arid Hanafi codes are said to, have been alloted 

to professors, while those ' of' the Hanalis and the Malikes, " ̀. 

(1) Levy, R. -A , 
Ba, ghdad Chronicle - Cambridge 1926, -p. 253 
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were represented by assistant professors. In addition it 

had a professor, for the faculty of Hadith or Traditions 

of the Prophet, and also a physician, whose duties were 

not only to attend to the health of the students, but to 

teach medicine, the porch in(1, ich the sick congregated 'also 

acting as a medical school". 

When the Madrassah proved itself an effective S 

instrument of propaganda for political or religious purposes, 

it was resorted to by the Shii_Caliphs of Egypt, (the Fetimids) 

as well as by their religious and political opponents of the 

Sunni Moslems resulting in a great number of Madrassahs 
(2) 

being founded all over . 
the world of Islam. 

(i) Levy, R. A Baghdad Chronicle - Cambridge 1926, p. 253. 

'(2) In a manuscript dealing with the history of schools in the 
city of Damascus in the period of the two centuries from the 
latter half of the sixth century of the'Hegira. to the end of. 
the' 8th, a list is given of the. schools showing a total number, 
of . 109 schools.. It is clear from this 'manuscript that the 
rule was for one school to be devoted to one of four rites - 
a few, however, were consecrated ito the two major rites, the - 
Shafi-i and the Hanafi, but none followed the example of the 
Mdustansilya by providing instruction in the four rites. 

The author-of the history of Damascene schools does, in 
. fact, -distinguish several--types of schools to each of which 

he devotes a chapter of his book.. There are the Houses of the 
Koran for the teachin , and learning of the Koran. There are 
the 'Houses of Hadith schools for the study, of the Traditions, 
in, which the emphasis must have been on the study of the 
. Traditions under Professors, reputed for the subject; there were+ 
schools _ 

for -the Shafi-i rite-(41 of these), there were others 
for Hanafi rites (53 of. these); there were others for the, 
Maliki rite (only 4 ofthese) and there, were ll schools for the I 
Hanbali rite. 
Under a separate title four Madrassahs'are shown to have been 
founded as schools of medicine. Nearly all of them were founded; 
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While the Madrassahs ýc'cntinued to (increase in numbers 

there were marked signs of rigidness in their curricula - it 

peemed as if a final form had been reached and henceforward 

one school followed the other in 
_the content- of the education 

it gave, as well as in the methods of teaching. This, in fact, 

reflected the general state of religious thinking which had al- 

most come to a standstill as early as the third century of 

Al-Hegira, when. under the Caliph Al-Mutawakkil, orthodoxy 

triumtd over philosophy and the vigorous movement of ,., 

religious thinking started under Haroun-Al-Rashid; Al-Mamum, 

Al-Mutasim and Al-Wathik, who, preceded him on the throne, 

came to a sudden end. 

By the tenth century most-'Islamic Institutions had 

reached-their final stage of-formation., . 
Education, as much 

. as philosophical and religious' thought, seemed to have'reached 

a final state of 'organization and henceforward fell into a 

period of sjagnation. This seems always-to be the case with 

---------------------- 
in hospitals to which the schools were, attached, by physicians 
who were famous in their day and who combined,, during their - 
life-time the dual function of, -inst-ruction'and medical practice, 

Apart from the, Madrassah, proper there were other schools 
inside the-great Omayya Mosque and circles of-study also held 
in the Mosque at regular times., The, professors, responsible 

-for teaching in them received stipends. from the original 
founder o"r, from' endowments. The emphasis ýin these schools 
was on the propagation of Sunni*Islam, as against Shi-ism., 

The manuscript, written in the year 979 A. H. in`the city 
of, Aderna, by, a certain ' Abdul ' Rahman B .. Ta Jul Din Al-Hanaf iW "' 
is a . summary of a history, of the schools of. Damascus by 
Noaimy by Abd-el -Baset El-Almawi - it exists in the British 
Museum. 
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education for whenever the desire to, formalize and systematize 

sets in, it proves to be always at the cost of creative work. - 

From the 11th century to the end of the 18th schools kept on. 

functioning according to the original pattern and when others 

were newly built they had to conform to the accepted pattern. 

The schools, however, with the swing towards rigidness in 

religious thought, ' reflected the same trend in their curricula. 

Books were copies of original ones, commentaries, annotations 

replaced the creative writings. 

Ä further factor that might have contributed towards- 

this lack' of originality-and creativeness in the general shape 

and curricula öf the schools was the fact that, with the 

coming nto- power of non-Arab rulers, the standards of 

literary and' scientific achievements were considerably lowered 

because the new rulers were hardly appreciative of the Arabic 
" 

language nor of its literary beauty, nor were they keen on, 

intellectual or scientific activities. Their only interest 

was in the religious side of the-studies at a. timb that they 

had reached a final state of standardization which precluded', - 
any innovation. ' This state of affäirs, was further aggravated 

j 

when the capital of Islam was removed to Constantinople' 

with the coming into power of the Ottoman Turks, thus 

depriving the literary and sctentificmovements of the royal ,. 
patronage under which they always thrived. 
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The general decline had affected the two divisions 

of science, but was much worse in the case of the rational 

sciences, the deterioration of which had started before the 

traditional and which,. on the whole, received less acceptance 

and tolerance than the religious sciences. 

There seems' to have. been such an 'eclipse that 

very little indeed was done and less, of-course., in really 

creative work. The little done was more in the. nature of 

, 
reading books written earlier on-these, subjects and explaining 

and commenting on them. Al-jabarti in his annals, gives"a 

picture of the low standard of mathematical knowledge at his 

time "In the year 1162 . 
(A. H. ) the great Vizier Ahmed Pasha, 

known as-Koor, wanted to discuss mathematics. with the Ulema 

of Cairo, and he did not find anyone with knowledge of 
c1) 

mathematics" except my father". " Whatever mathematics were 

learnt at all, it seems to have been the result of individual 

"-interest, 
rather than a regular pursuit in schools of the 

f_ 

1 

time. ' He, however, seems to, apologize for the sad state-of 

mathematics, by the. faat, that perfection of these sciences 

needed means as well as-special ability, not to be-found among,,; 

the. common'run of Azharis. '-Al-jabarti, nevertheless, does 

mention in 
. the biographies - ofmost of the' scholars, that he 

(1) Al- j abärti. Abdul, Rahman. Annals., 
p. 193, Cairo 1904. 

Arabic. Vol. I. 
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had obtained knowledge in the two branches of knowledge, 

the traditiona' and the rational, but'one suspects that the 

words had become almost an empty phrase at that time. 

The biographies of scholars provided by Al-jabarti 

and by Al-Muradi, the annalists of Egypt and Damascus, 

respectively, present a pattern of schooling which could be 

a good description-of the education available at that time. 

In every case . the person, * whose biography, is dealt with, 

starts by learning the Koran, either privately at the hands 

of, a tutor, º or in a, Maktab. On 'the conclusion of : this , he 
- 

moves to one-of. theýMadrassahs or to the collegiate Mosque 

of Al-Azhar'in Cairo or Omayyah in Damascus, whatever the 

case might be. , The 
, 
order , of study in -either Madrassah or 

mosque, was one in which the student, -attended the reading 

and, explanation- of a-book by a particular Sheikh until'he 

(1) 
. 
The word PMaktab' literally means a school in , which. writing 

is taught. In. practice it means a Koranic school, the Moslems 
believing that the first thing that should be taught an , 

infant' 
is , the Koran. 

. <i 
-The The reason why 'such: a . practice came into, use is that the 

Koran'was both a means and'an end in the education; of the 'Kutte 

- a' means in the-sense that the' child hearnt how to read -and write-by copying short 'suras' - 'chapters' from the Koran, -, j 
and an end In `the. sense that the skills so. acquired were 
used to commit to memory if not the whole, at least parts of 
the Koran. 

Encyclopaedia'of Islam,. Vol. III, London 1936. Other words 
are,, however, used in different countries and in common parlance 
to describe the same . typo of school, 'Kuttab'- more in use in 
Egypt and. Tunis, - used in Algiers, Telemecan and, in certain 

-districts of the African 12'ell, , at Fez, Rabat and Sale djama at 
Tangier, Larache, 'Constantine and some districts of Morocco, 
etc. - 
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had satisfied himself and then moved to another Sheikh, 

who would be dealing with another book. 

It was not always ' the' practice to combine the two 

arts of reading and writing in the same Kuttab: in many 

eases the two were taught separately with respective teachers' 

and in separate places. This custom was more prevalent in 

the-Moslem East, while-the former was usually used in the 
(1) _ 

Maghreb (the 'North African' Countries hest of Egypt). 

Practices of a'much later date show that this custom 

of teaching reading and writing separately was-still in 

vogue in Egypt especially when a high stylistic standard 

of writing was required, or when_a special training for 

legal documents-rendering was, sought:, Al-Jabarti in' writing 

about _ 
his father, mentions , tha t he went to the scribes ý to 

learn, the several styles of. writing and proved so efficient 

that, they gave hima permit ' Id jaza! 
;. -to transcribe and write, -, 

documents according to the formulae: which were their trade 

right. -', There are still traces of this in modern'Egypt' 

where ,, 
the' custom is f. m'-youngpeople who desire to 

(1) Ibn Jtzbayr. *' Travels'. Bradford 1949, 'Arabic_ pp. 272/3 

Ibn Jubayr mentions in- 
- 
his travels-as 'worth imitating by the 

Moslem West. the' practice he witnessed in the East of teaching 
-writing separately from_the Koran, each to take place in a 

respective school. -.: 

-(2) Al-jabart. AbdulRahmän', Vol. I, p. 396 Arabic. Cairo 1904 
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acquire:. the'art of -writing to serve- a'"period -,, of , -apPrentice ship 

under--the village tax-collector- vwhere -they,, also -. add some.: 

notions of ". computation and tax assessment., 

Very, --little : teaching of ' writing . was attempted in- 

Kuttab and, even less arithmetic. ; This, latter. subject'-if 

-taught, at` all.., was. of, a "kind 
_to 

serve . the purposes oP_ 

religion, '. usually, for the canputation of the time " of "-prayers . '" 

--: 'For those who, desired further ., study. inand the feasts. s 
this 

subject with some practical--purpose -in -, view, there-was the-, 

apprenticeship method under,; the. Public Weigher, Tax-Collector 

or. -Surveyor, whichever of these =professions, the intending- 

student'. opted-to -pursue. 

"A 'certain amount of, history mightý'have -been_, dealt< 

-where the with. . 
This, as _a rule, was only = in the rare-cases 

Kuttab master was specially-gifted and: was 'in, the main'. a' 

study "of : the life -of. -the. Prophet, or, one' of the Saints. 

:: Geography of a; popularized°and, therefore, -fan tastic. 

type might. also have, been ýincluded;, --- this 
, 
d©alt., with, the 

creation "of the world: -and 
the', shape -of the earth according, 

to'views held -by, early Moslem geographers. 

ý . Singing" and music, ' were not, approved , subjects :. in " 

Moslem education but, as in the case= of,, paintings and drawing; 

of human bodies, when än alterriatlve_, mediuII; of 
., artistic--- 

, -, expression was found in ; the famous geometric decorative shape 
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the case for singing was similar. Recitation of the Koran 

developed into an art which needed training, together with 

a sweet voice. Such training might have taken place in 

some of these Kuttabs if. the master was a good reciter himself. 

The general procedure, however, was to undergo 

training for this purpose , 
under ,a gifted and famous master. 

- Apart from that Kuttab children still would do some chorus 

singing of a religious nature, usually. offering_their services 

., on religious occasions, -funerals 
and festive ceremonies. 

Teaching in the-Kuttab was conducted along the lines 

of the individual method. " The Kuttab received its pupils 

at various stages and kept them all in one room. As, they were 

at several stages of progress,, there was no chance for class 

teaching. The master took each boy, at'a time, assigned him 

a certain task or ýt:, t. estedhis memorization of a previous 

'portion, and then proceeded to'the next. 
_" 

(1) Singing and playing musical instruments, although - very 
popular in the early times of the Abbasids, had always been' 

. 
included in the education of slave girls; 'this has placed. 

" the learning of music-under a stilt , whioh mac' it hardly - 
desired by a free-born man or woman. 

Al-Jabarti and Muradi whenever they mention the fact that 
a certain person was fond of . music or-had a good voice 
always . 

did. so. with a touch"ofapology as if it was a matter, 
for regret.; '; - that he had fallen - to such -an unworthy- 
temptation and had deviated from the-recommended path of 
serious study. 



The procedure was for one short piece of the Koran 

to be written on wooden tablets by, th e master or, his 

assistant. The boy takes the tablet and tries to learn his, 

bit by heart - when his turn cones he would sit at-the feet 

of 'the Faki and recite from memory. If found satisfactory' 

he is moved , 'On but, if not, he goes for a repetition. 

The monitorial method was also used in the Kuttab. 

The elder boys were entrusted with the teaching of the younger 

ones, -while t he*master devoted his time to the final 

accomplishment of the elder students. 

The teacher, as it might be clear from this, brief 

-description, needed no great 
'learning,, 

to perform, his, tasks. 

He possessed hardly any knowledge, of grammar, or-the higher 

branchesof religious sciences. The historical. and geographical 

information of which he could boat, was in most-cases of the 

vaguest, and most fantastic type., Apart from those Kuttabs 

in which certain qualifications were required by, the deed of 

endowment, anybody with the slightest knowledge could set 

himself as a Kuttab master. :- The regular, procedure, 

however., was for the 'Faki'to have had attended'a course of 

study in one of the. schools or colleges for a number of years, 

or served ay period of apprenticeship' under a-Kuttab, master 

as an 'Arif' or monitor for a' number of ; years before. he 

proceeded to teach on his own. 
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In administration the Kuttab ranged from the 

absolutely free institution, undertaken in the, spirit of 

private enterprise, to the endowed Kuttab'built and maintained' 

through the munificence of ,a pious benefactor, or by the 

revenue derived from some property or estate.. It was in the 

latter case that a certain modicum of - supervision' was 

maintained, either by the founder, his heirs or"thetrust ees' 

of the endowment., In any case such supervision was mainly, 

financial, including the maintenance of the, building, the 

teachers' salaries and-the fumitur e and. hardly interfered with 

. the actual education given in-it. 

(1) Legally the conduct of work in such institutions was 
subject. to the, supervision'of the 'Muhtasib', - a functionary 
among whose various tasks was. the". inspection of markets, 

_. weights and measures, 'and crafts. In, Nihatat Al Rutba f i', 
Talab al Hisba-a Manual for 

, 
the Muhtasibs, written by , Abd-el-Rahman b-Nasr-al Shaizari - there is a whole section-' 

informing. the Muhtasib of duties of-, his office in respect of 
Kuttabs. It is stated that the Miuhtasib should ensure that 
the 

. 
Faki was in possession of . the Koran by heart, as well as, 

being firm and able-to keep his noisy school in order. 
The Muhtasib -was furthermore to ensure -that, mosques-. 

should not be used as places of Kuttab education., --because the 
youngsters might sully them. Least of all should the, teaching 
of-writing take place there. There ' are' rules of what to teach 
and how"to teach the Koran,. writing`and'arithmetic. ' Special 
note is made of keeping a high standard of morals -in the Kuttabs 

._ with insistence'on the children performing-the prescribed prayer 
Dice. games'and gambling. are strictly prohibited. The teacher,, --, 
should not use a thick stick in punishing the pupils and he must 
only use the soles of the ' pupils' -feet for this purpose. - He : 'is 
not to use the children to carry out jobs for him or send them 
on errands. ". The teacher must-not amuse his pupils by love poetr, 
but must only recite verses in praise of the Prophet;. With ' 
regard to women, he, must not teach them`the art of writing, as 
. 
this adds, to their original wickedness -. is it not 'said that 

ä5. 



Discipline in the Kuttab as a natural result of 

the methods of teaching and of the special character of the 

instruction given, was inevitably hard and ruthless. We 

referred already to the punishments the Kuttab teacher was 

not to use, and that suggests that the custom was to inflict 

severe corporal punishment. The 'Jus flagelli' was in 

general use and each Kuttab had its instrument of torture 

fot the laggard and the careless'`. 

In view of the huge task of learning the sacred 

book by heart, and the discourgg ng methods applied, severe 

punishment had 'the natural result of scaring off many of those 

who were inadequate for the task. Many 'in fact used to attend 

very little, and by making a nuisance of themselves succeeded 

in convincing their parents of the futility of sending them 

to the Kuttab: 
(1) 

.�.... 
'... ......... ,, ."...... . 

a , woman who can write is like a'snake which has been given 
additional poi'sorn, etc.. '-. 

. Al-Shaizari - Abd-El-Rahman, b. Nasr-al-Shaizari - 
Kuttab Nihayet al Rutba-fi Talab al-Hisba (Edited by Al-Sayed 
Al-Baz Al-Ariii Arabic. Cairo 1946, pp. 103-4-5. 

(1) Not that-such practices did not meet with the disapproval 
of enlightened public opinion. , Ibn'Al-Haj Al-Abdari, in 
his"book. Al_Mudkhalls written"about 732 A. H. (1331 A. D. ', 
approximately) includes in his ethics for teachers the 
following warning, "He (the teacher) should guard against 
a practice followed by some teachers of those days and in 
that they use, in punishing boys, hard almond sticks and palm 
branches and whips and other like instruments". 
Vol. II, p., 165 Arabic, ' Bei rut. 
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For equipment, the Kuttab contented itself with the 

simplest and barest of furniture. The boys sat in a rough 

circle on the floor of the one school room and the wooden 

tablets served the double purpose of text and copy book. 

The room, with its floor covered with matting or 

bulrush, contained a'raised dais for the master and a cupboard 

for the wooden tablets and ink-pots. This formed all the 

furniture. 

No certain information about the exact number of 

Kuttabs and their distribution is available. Yet judging 

by the freedom with which these institutions were established, 

the modest amount of. equipment required, and the simplicity 

of building used for the purpose, it can be safely stated that - 

a great number 'must have, existed and that nearly every village 

had some sort of Kuttab for the education of its children. 

Ä certain amount of, co-education existed in the 

Kuttabs. This is due to the fact that very few girls 

attended or stayed-in the Kuttab long enough to warrant the'; 

establishment of a separate school. The general, rule, 

however, was-that girls received very little education, as 

custom had it that they were better without education. " They, 

however, in order to be-able to perform their religious duties ,,, 

had to be instructed in the. basic tenets of-the faith, and 

caused to, learn a fair portion of the Koran as well as 
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receiving instruction in the performance of the ritual of 

prayers. A private tutor, ' preferably a woman, or a blind 

man, was used for the purpose by well-to-do parents. A 

practical type of education was given to girls of the upper 

classes in sewing and embroidery, while in the lower classes 

it was the ordinary chores of the house which served as the 

only preparation for the girl's future life as wife and 

mother. 

The Kuttab, in 'conclusion, had two functions to serve. 

The, first was ' to provide the necessary initiation of the 

-_, youngster into the- adult social community - this was the 

general one and the only one for tie greatest number; the, 

second was to serve, as the first rung in the' educational 

ladder-for those who opt to pursue the arduous career of, a"- 

religious man of learning or 'Alim'. This was a seccndary ' 

function- and dependent on the-aptitude of 't1M learner more 

than on education' itself. In both cases the Kuttab satisfied 

an educational and'social need, quite fitting to a-society 

in which . very little movement from one group to 'the other 

really, occurred. 

The- purposes 
. 
of higher, education for-those who had 

°_ - the . ability, both- financially andintellectually to pursue 'it, 

,, were sought in the. Madrassahs or school' for higher learning of'. 

the, type described above. 



A great number of schools, varying from the richly 

endowed and considerably prosperous, to the less fortunate, 

existed in almost every capital and. sizable town all over', 

the Moslem world. Some Madra: ssahs had. gained national and 

even Pan-Islamic importance as Al-Azhar of Cairo, which 

starting as a school for the dissemination of. Fat itid 

propaganda in 970A. D. had been always fortunate in attracting; 

the, interest of kings, princes and wealthy, people, and thereby 

gaining rich endowments. The natural result of, a school 

being so luckily provided, for was that it attracted the best. 

the greater , number. of students. professors and, consequently, 

Students, moreover, had a further encouragement, -as in most 

well-provided LSadrassahs Ih ey were supplied ' with board, 

lodging, and in some cases with bursaries. - They, of course, ý, 

would withdraw 'from impoverished schools and flock, to those , 

that were richly-endowed. 

The subjects, taught appear under the two-familiar 

divisions already mentioned: the transmitted sciences 'A1-' 

mankul' and rational-sciences 'Al-Maakül'. The first had 

for their nucleus the-religious studies and consisted of the 

art of-Koranic-recitals, $h e knowledge of the various versions, ', 

of Koranic readings, the ep lanation of Koranic, text t exegesis! , 
the Traditions, 'jurisprudence, including the four-schools of, 

rites, the doctrine, of.. fundamental principles, the laws of' 



ýýý 

inheritance, theology and mysticism. The second haxi-. for 

their focus logic and mathematics, together with the linguistic 

sciences consisting of the syntax and grammar of the Arabic 

language, thetoric, lexicography ahd the rational sciences 

proper., These consisted of logic, arithmetic, algebra, 

calculation of times of prayers and the Moslem calendar, 

astronomy, philosophy and the, art, of discourse and discussion. 

',.,, The student would readunder aSheikh of his own rite, but 

he might frequently change from'one -sheikh'to another 

according to who happened to be teaching oneýof the acknowledged 

books on any, subject he desired, to study. 

The study öf each subject consisted in learning a numbers 

of books that had become more or`less the-accepted authority 

on the subject, with numerous commentaries, explanation and 

glossaries ccmpiled through the ages. Heyworth-Dunne, who 

compiled a-list-of-the. boöks on the several subjects of study,. 
i 

cJ rightly doubts whether any one 'Alim' could have read 

all of them. In many,, cases . 
it was the custom -far' a student 

to ` strike upon a 
-line - of specialization with ä, view to a 

practical career, -whether as. a reciter of, -the Korana preacher 

or-a judge, and in that case+he would limit himself to reading 

those books dealing with- his subject. There _were, of course, 

(1) Heyworth-Dunne, J. An Intröduction to'the History of Education. in Modern Egypt, London, '1938. 
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examples of very distinguished scholars who. had attended 

all the studies-or most of them and Al-jabarti's father, 

quite extraordinary by the account of his son and biographer, 
(1) 

read about 15« books. Allowing for a certain anount of 

exaggeration out of, filial duty it would be. sare to say that ". ' 

the list compiled by Heyworth-Dunne represents the whole body 

ofknowledge, rather than the acquisition of one man. 

On canpletion of one book under a certain Sheikh, 

the student, if proving himself competent to teach the same 

book himself would receive a permit from his Sheikh to that 

effect. The permit or . ', Idjazah' , was in our modern sense 

the rights of teaching and was not always cofferred only 

by a higher to a lower authority, but also from an Alim in 

'possession of - certain' rights to another.. The conditions for 

granting these 
, 

teaching. permits varied' from a -courtesy 
(2) 

gesture to hard tests before it was 
, granted. 

(1) Al-Jabarti, Abd-el-Ruhman. Vol. I, pp. 396-7. Arabic, 
Cairo, 1904, approx. --. 

(2) A certain Sheikh El-Sam, mänudi was reputedly very hard 
. in issuing any permit unless the book in question had been- 

read by the applicant from beginning to end,. and refused all 
other types of. Idjaza '"the absolute that is non-specific and 
that by correspondence". 

Al-Jabarti, Vol. II, p. 
_100, 

, Cairo 
, 
1904. 

ý, 
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Students and professors sufficiently, interested 

used to travel to famous masters and read under them and the 

the-ý holy places - Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem, -provided 

during the pilgrimage seasons, occasion for scholars from 

different parts of the "Moslem . World to meet and exchange 

knowledge of sciences and books. 

Memorizing was the pedagogical device In use., -and 
the reading of. a book meant, in the, case of the, ` students, e 

learning of the test, as-well as explanatory notes provided 

by the teacher. 'Scientific subjects' like 
, religious subjects' . 

were dealt' with according to`'the 'same 
. pro cedure, name ly, 

in the, form of reading' authoritative books on the 'subject 

without any practical demonstration, or application. it . was 

only in the case of those especially interested 'in subjects 

like astronomy, -that practical teaching took place and in 

that. case the studies were conducted mainly outside the walls 

of the school. ' 

In administration -the, schools varied from the 

. early prototype of _the 
Nizämieh and the Mustanstriyah founded, 

and maintained by the State or Caliph, ' to the privately, 
% 

".. endowed and, maintained -schools., In either case, sufficient 

-provision was made- in, , the act. ' of endowment as to how the' schools 

should be_ run, what subjects should be taught,, qualifications " 

needed In 
, . 
the -master in charge of the, teaching, the number of 
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scholars to be received, the number of-free places, the 

amount of stipend for teacher and of bursaries for the 

student. The religious nature of the endowment was thought 

, to guard against usurpation, -but in periods. of unrest and 

. corruption there were instances of embezzlement. of revenue, 

to the detriment of the school. Al-Jabarti: again comes to 

our help by giving us a-picture of how, many schools had been 

ruined and their valuable libraries ransacked, plundered and 

the books burnt, or sold to . shop-keepers,, m sold and 

carried out of the country to Al-Maghrib (North Africa) 

and the Sudan. 

There was , hardly any inspection of the work of the 

schools. -It. was left entirely to ; the conscience of the 

teacher to -carry `out the -duties ý of his office in, a satisfactory 

wayt Some teachers took their tasks quite seriously, not 

wasting a minute ' of, their student's time, whilst others, 'tried 

to pass away the time 
, 

by' trivial- anecdotes told to the 

students instead of 'by 
'serious 

and üsefuln'. teäching" . 

(1) 41-Jabarti., Annals, Arabic, Vol. II -'P .' 26 

As teaching in the schools was never removed from its 
religious aim, and was always held as having its ow reward-- 
it was considered beneath the teacher's dignity to ask for, 
pay. . 

The account related 'of the first; professor, of the 
Nizamieh school-= Abu Ishaq Al-Shirazi, who refused to. teach 
because he had 'heard that the site on -which the 

, school- was 
built`-was illegally acquired, is an example that shows how the task was, looked upon.. As -thereputation of the school depended. 

.. on the. quality of the teaching, -and consequently good-teaching 
attracted more students, the greatest care wad paid to the 
Choice of the best teachers professionally and morally- suited to fill the post. --Ibn Khaldun' - Diwan Al Blubt 

T 
ada Výal 

Suit 
Vol-III, p. 469.73. -, 



Teachers were either provided for in the 

original endowment, or by private contribution, and -in 

very rare cases students paid for the teaching they received. 

The schools were, abundant in the large cities and- 

particularly in the capitals, where they could find. sufficient 

, pupils. As organs of political and religious propaganda, 

a series of them were installed in the, capitals of the Moslem 

world, and as Moslem education flourished best'under royal-, 

protection and patronage,.; the general tendency was'for the' 

schools to be concentrated in the capitals rather than in 

, 
the provincial cities. 

While the great schools like Al-Azhar, and the 

Omayyah mosque at Damascus had several teachers sitting 

at the same time and delivering their lessons on'the various 

branches of knowledge, the lesser "school seems on the whole 

-to have been under the supervision of one or two professors, 

(1) For example, the Aadiliya School.. according to the 
original endowment was provided with a professor, arepeater,, 

,. an'Imam, a muezzin; a superintendent and 20'Koran. instructors. 
The Faarissiya School had'two professors, ten Koran 
instructors, ten. Koran, reciters and provision for the teaching 
and boarding of-15 orphans. 

Al Almawi. Sh. Abd-el-Basit. The survey of Damascene 
Schools.. Manuscript, British Museum DCCCCLXX, Leaf 18. 
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Numbers of students in attendance at one school 

differed according to. its reputation, its prosperity, the- 

liberality of its provision and the reputation of =the head 

teacher. As a rule the schools situated, in the capitals 

attracted the greater numbers because they. were. generally 

better off in all these conditions, and because they were 

more accessible to students travelling from different parts 

of the country. Some of those metropolitan-sobools, like. 

Al-Azhar, had more-than a national reputation, and attracted " 

-students 
from all over the Moslem world. ' The numberof 

students attending'Al-Azhar at-different, times is variably 

estimated at 10,000 to 1,000. Allowing. for some exaggeration, 

the number would be-about 3,000 in times of quiet, while it 

would fall much under, that in times of political troubles. 

There is no available. information as to the number attending, 

° the smaller schools, apart from the vague references. by 

A1-jabarti, 'in several places in his annals to the effect that 

great numbers of students went to-a school' when an illustrious 

teacher took residence and delivered lessons there. 

No examination system in the modern sense existed 

-in the schools, and if Al-Azhar"can'be. cited again as typical 

of. the'school 'at 'its 'best; "the 'Id jaza 'or 'a `number of `Id jazas, 

(1) Al-Azhar ' did not know of any examination 'until late In ' the 
19th century, and 'then this was one. of its many reactions to European influence and a means of regaining part of the 
prestige it lost to the modern schools. 
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together with ability to conduct; a lesson and answer 

questions were the only prerequisites for, teaching. 

Regulations as to the, length of. courses in the 

schools were lacking in fact some students-made attendance. 

a life-long process and as long as they drew rations' of,. bread, 

secured their lodging out of the school funds., and. eked, their 

income with whatever relevant jobs they could do, they'-were 

quite content to 'settle down ýto a continuous life-of pupilage. ' 

To a ,, 
student of, average intelligence ' and serious intentions 

for, work,, the, duration-of a fairly comprehensive course was= 

between eight a 1'ten years. `Other students-did not need 

to stay long if they -were less, ambitious and- contented themse], we 

with a limited practical-career. 

The culmination of, a school education was, of . 
course 

the attainment of the status, of an 'Alim', a manwho, at 

. 
least in theory,, possessed adequate kndwledge' of, the two 

branches of, sciences and. as such was eligible to belong, ` to, the, 

' Ulema' class,,, 

(1)'The class stood'in'. the peculiar structure'of Moslem societ 1 
midway between the-ruler andýthe ruled.. They, the Ulema'.. y 

struck a balance between the two powers, and were supposed, as 
learned, in the sacred law, 

, 
'to'. check on the conduct of government 

That this. was_expected of then does not prove that they always 
did so. It seems at times that they were too kee for their 
own interests, to ' champion' the peopl6's cause and anger the 

: ruling authorities. ', Sultan Salim I, Ottoman conqueror of 
Egypt says 'Ibn Iyas, the chronicler. of the period; rebuked the 
Judges because they failed . in executing 

. 
their-sacred duty 

by checking their Sultan and redressing their injustices". 
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'Recruitment to the schools did not at any time, 

despite the small size of social mobility, proceed from 

a narrow class basis, but was always representative of all 

sections of society, peasants, artisans, merchants and members 

of the ruling class. A Parent would avow that his son would 

be devoted to the sacred learning 'Al-lim Al-Sharif' and, 

if the son was intellectually fit to pursue the course, there' 

was no physical difficulty in, his attaining his aim. There 

are plenty of examples of those who rose from the humblest walks 

of life to the mastership in one of the schools and in 

some cases to'the Sheikhdom of'the College Mosque itself. 

The education represented by- the'Kuttab, `and the 

school which we discussed above, was the only education 

conceived by Moslem opinion. -'Other types of education 

existed, but . they were not recognized asbelonging to education 

proper. - Education of the-military class, the profession of 

medicine. and technical educät ion, 
, 
despite thefact that they, 

.. ', were really educative processes, were not part=of education. 

assuch, - but belonged -. to : the several groups for which they, '-' 

'(Continued). -There are, on the other-hand, instances, when 
the Ulama stood for the rights of the' people and 'protested 
to the rulers until they saw justice done:, FAl-Jabarti 
gives 'several examples, of how people-'went to the Ulama for 
redress of oppression and how-the latter used their influence 
with, the . 'Emirs' to' see ' justice done. -, 

The' Ulama as 'a class and by" virtue of the learning they 
received were inclined towards traditionalism. ''-They were 
consequently more in favour of the status quo than for 

. -innovations. 
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prepared and by which they were conducted. 

The education of the military, whether in Turkey or 

Egypt, followed almost the same pattern and was founded on 

a system of recruiting slaves of non-Moslem origin for the 
(1) 

army. 

A perfect example of a school for both military and 

administrator was the palace school, founded by Mohammed the 
., 

Conqueror, which gave rise to several others founded for the 

same purpose.... 

The Ottoman Sultans, like true shepherds, recruited for" "--i 
their militaryýand, 'administrative personnel from, outside 
their race. The system consisted in taking annual levies 
of the unmarried male children of. the Christian communities 
they brought into subjection and making. them into a, powerful J, 
pack-of watchdogs. The device, it is worth noting, was not 
unprecedented; the Abbasid Caliphs-resorted to it what 

"they chose, to. recruit for. the'army, from those very Turks 
and, Nizam-el-hulk, 

. the 7founder' of 
, 
the , Nizamieh' School 

elborated. the device in -his 
'Siassat Nameh' when he 

conceived"of and planned the raising of Turkoman"children 
". 

. to serve as Ghoulams. Ghoulams, were. intended for military 

-'- . service as Schaffer puts it "le mot ghoulam a ici le sens 
de sergent, d"appariteur char g6 de porter lea ordres du 

-- 
prince on de recueiller les hommes e, peroevoi par suite - 
d'une sentence renchie par le souverain. I1 correspond au. 
mot-turc tchaouch et au mot arabe moubachair". It was for- 
the transformation of these 

. non-Moslem and racially alien 
youngsters into Ottoman*. 'military and administrative officials. .1 
that"the Palace school-was founded. We may remark that almost 

-, as the inception in the formation of that body known as - 
Janissariesýcame from Nizaem el Mülk the palace-school couldbe 

, related' also to the-Nizamieh which'had ceased-to function", ] 

only a matter of half a. 'century before the founding of the 
palace school. 

Scheffer -"Siassat Nameh (Translation) ' p. 138. 
, _:, rý 
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The curricula offered at the school-and others of 

the same type are said to have-included-the study of Turkish, 

Arabic and Persian languages, religious. stud1es. consisting 

of the learning of the Koran, the Traditions and Jurisdiction, 

which kept in line with, the divisions we observed in the 

school curricula, and physical instruction which consisted of 

a thorough training in weight lifting - presumably to harden 

the bodies of the recruits, archery, sword practice, dart- 

throwing and horsemanship. 

The curricula so arranged served to produce a 

certain type of official who, by virtue of such , comprehensive 

training, did serve the purposes of the state, both in the 

offices of war and peace, "The type-of governing official 

which the Turkish sultans. desired to produce through the medium 

of'their palace system of education was the warrior 

statesman and loyal. Moslem who at the-same time, 
, sl old be 

'a`man of letters and 
'a 

gentleman Of-polished speech, profourld. 

courtesy, and honest morals'. 

-Boys were admitted , to. the school between the-ages of 

ten and fifteen . with exceptional cases of younger entrants at 

the-age'of'eight: ".................... ý,. 
ýo, 

-(1) 
Later. on, in-the 17th century, when the slave system had 

lost a great part of its strictness, -pupils were entered 
at: a much older age; twenty{ years'oar more in some cases.. 

miller ,. r Barnette. The Palace School 
O uh ad the Con q Cambridge, Harvard University Press, 1941,, p. 94. - 

q, 
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Admission was closely`followed, by a classification 

test "This. ccnsisted in, bringing the whole of the tribute 

recruits in front of the Director-General of the palace 

school educational system - he was according to the system 

of government - the chief white eunuch. - They were then 

subjected to an early precursor of the modern intelligence rV 

test, to be followed by a test of their physical fitness., 

The result of the tests was to, separate the recruits, into 

two classes, those who were possessed of exceptional intelligenct 

and physical,, fitness and attraction were set aside for the 

palace service, and the rest, 'who were physically fit, were 

drafted - to the army corps. :A further classification separated 

the first section on,, a basis of_ exceptional intelligence into 

two classes: "those, in, whom, besides the accomplishments of 

the body, they discover also a native genius, fit for a high 

education, and such as may render capable of serving their-, -- 

Prince, sometime or after" -'were designated as student pages, 

the future administrators and statesmen after further testing. 

-as. they go on;, the second class were put through a stiff course 

ng with a 
.: 
view to'filling 

, 
postsof service in of manual . traini 

the palace as gardeners, gatekeepers or halberdiers of the 

Grand Seraglio or. other of the royal palaces, or, less- 

frequently, - äs artizäns employed upon publicEwork s, preparatory 

to. becoming. members of 'the auxiliary corps, or irregulars of'- 



(1) 
the army". 

The course at the heyday of this system of 

education, lasted for fourteen years during eight of which 

the pupil served as a novice in one of the auxiliary schools. 

On the whole it seems that owing to lack of placeg 

especially in the vocational schools there seems to have 

been dropping before completion-of course, resulting in a 

small number actually . completing, the whole course. Those 

who'dropped after completing the preparatory course, were 

sent tu the army to fill inferior posts. 

The Mamelukesof Egypt, who were' originally slaves, 

bought and brought up in the Moslem faith, had their 

parallel institution. ' They did not possess 
'a 

formal and 

institutionalized apparatus as the palace school but a 

similar type of education was given in the houses of the 

great emirs to their new recruits. 

The Llamelukes, ' it is worth mentioning, since they 

had originally been bought on the slave markets, had always 

sought to perpetuate, their corps by new purchases as they 

seem never to have, assimilated with the native population 

of the country. 

The young slave needed a-thoro. ugh"training, first 

as 'ä `M4osleni 'änd, secö 'dl y, as 'ä `wärriör äzid ' süch ' tr` äiriirig; 

(1) Miller, Barnette. The Palace School, pp. 80,81,82. 
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took place in the house of the emir to, whom he belonged. 

A description of the training as given by Savary shows that 

the young Mameluke received instruction compatible with the 

military standards of the time, -consisting in learning when 

very young, to ride, to throw the javelin, - and to make 

use of- the'sabre and the firearms. On account of their 

-foreign origin they had also to receive' instruction in the 

Turkish and-Arabic language, and such religious exercises 

as befitted their new env ixo nment and faith. 

No such military education was available or even 

thought of for the indigenous- population.,. Military training, 

as'such was a monopoly of all Mameluke classes. 

Native levies, if they fought 'at' all, did so 'as irregular 

regiments, but not as a proper -army formation. 

OTHER TYPES'OF EDUCATION.. 

The general impression in respect to medical 

education is that it was not included by Moslems'in their 

list of, eduxational subjects, ' but was considered as a training 

to be learnt by apprenticeship and practice under a 

,, professional physician. While no proof exists to the contrary 
there is some evidence on the authority of'the manuscript 

ý1 &JUý Y, Letters: on ELypt, London, 1781, Pp. "127_128. 
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previously mentioned that certain formal instruction 

was given with a view to a medical career in institutions 

which definitely bore the name of schools. 

A factor that might support this hypothesis 

is the fact that. the medical profession was one of the 

earliest to gain recognition and-respect in the early days 

of Arabic learning. Books on medicine were among the first 

tobe translated as early as the reign of Umar-ben Abd-el-Aziz 

(99, A. H. 717 A. D. ) and so many were the' practitioners, that 

a licence was instituted in the reign of the Abbasid Caliph 

-(1) The manuscript' clearly mentioned ine one section 
at least three-schools under the title "Schools for 
Physicians". These were founded, respectively, 
in the'years 621 A. H. ýabout 640 A. H. and 664 A. H. 

All ý the - three founders u of the schools were, ' 
medical men who practised, compiled, summarized or, put 
to verse books. of medicine,, known to the Islamic World 
of learning since the-translation movements of the late 
Omayyads andearly Abbasids. On top of these'medical 
schools and in Damascus alone, the manuscript gives the 
names of twenty seven hospitals in which medical treatment 
and presumably medical practice must have taken place. 

Al'Almawi - Sh. Abd-el-Basit. 
i 

+41 

British Museum DCCCCLXX. 

_.. 
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Al-Mugtadi (295 246 A. H. 907-906 A. D. 

A1-Jabärti also gives the names of the physicians 

of his time and one particular biography, namely that of 

All Ben Jebril, the Sheikh of the Al-Ma nsouri Hospital, 

shows that the profession as a whole was not 

protection under the Mamelizke' than under -the 

Abd-el Rahmar Katkhuda, the founder,, endower 

many a school, Kuttab,. and fountain, and the 

El-Azhar did also. repair Al-Mansura Hospital 

enjoying less - 
(2) 

early Caliphs-. ", 

and repairer of 

great benefactor- 

and traced its 

lost documents of endovwment with a , view to assuring it of 'a 
(3) 

fixed and'regular income..,,. 

All this-may suggest that. the medical profession 

did-actually form part of the world of learning, that some, 

formal and regular 'instruction seems ýto have taken place 

inside specialized schools and that the many hospitals were 

ractised manned by personnel who had received instruction and, '' 

under recognized masters. 

(1) Al-Qifti relates that the 'Caliph, on knowing thata man, 
had died through what might. be described now as a professional 
mistake, ordered his 'iuhtasib' chief trade and professions 
officer to prevent all . physicians to practico, unless they 
were examined. by the famous physician Sinan ben Thabit Ben 
Qurrah, and permitted by'him to practice what branch of medicinE 
he thought then fitted to; it is further told that the number 
of those who'come'under the new regulation excluding noted 
physicians"who were 

'exempt., 
-, reached in Baghdad ' alone, more than '880 persons. 

; Al Qifti. History of Physicians. Liepzig, 1903, P. 191. 
(2) Al=Jabarti. Abd-el-Rahmar; Annals. Arabic. Cairo 1904 

Wrt. '.... Vol-,. - p. 221. 
(3) Ibid. Vol. 687. 
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As to education of the dngineer, we may apply-the 

same remarks that we'found with the medical profession. 

The good' buildings, engineering schemes and works ' of 

irrigation, suggest that some knowledge on the subject of' 

engineering was-available., but as, to where and how it was 

obtained, no information is available. " 

Technical education or, instruction in the trades 

was 'definitely the business of the' respective trades carried 

and regulated byttheir. own corporations. The trades, as we 

have shown before, were subject to the mediaeval guild 

system and each was' in control of the instruction givenv to 

their prospective members. The. apprenticeship system 

included serving a certain period under an acknowledged' 

master-and ending with the, ceremony of initiation which 

was', deeply influenced by religion. - 

'As the general standard of industry had declined', 

greatly by: the 18th-century, due among many causes to 

the general economic decline of the whole area, it may be 

inferred from this that-the instruction given must have 

been'of a primitive and, inefficient nature. 
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OTHER EDUCATIVE AGENCIES: 

Apart from formal instruction given in Kuttab, school, 

college, mosque or military institute, there were other 

agencies which performed educative if not educational tasks 

chief among those was the mosque and the religiousorders. r 

The mosque, fundamentally a place ofprayer and a' 

house of God, was always a meeting place where the masses 

went to pray and listen, to the sermonsand`lessons. The 

lessons-, would naturally - be different to those 'given to the 

students in the school and would aim at religious edification I 

and instruction of, -the common - man . in the tenets of his 

religion. As such the mosque had, 
-and-still 

has, a great 

service-to perform in religious and moral education. 

The custom was, and still is, that-the people 

would sit-after the Friday prayers to listen to the 'Walz' 

or preacher who might deal with a diversity of`topics, 

ranging from the purely religious, to everyday happenings and. 

social and political events. As such the mosque is most 

influential in shaping-and directing public opinion: 

The religious orders- on the other hand served 

two functions:. first ýthey" provided a solidifyingfactor 

(1) They emanate from a mystic movement in Islam which is- 
thought by many to express that yearning of the human 
soul towards God and the, satisfaction of 'emotion in a 
religiously approved form. 
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among members of the one order who might come from various 

corporations and, - secondly, . 
they exercized an immense. socializini 

and humanizing influence among their adherents. ` In the meetings 

of the brethren, as"they are called, and after the performance 

of the 'Zikr'_there follows as a rule, a session for 

teaching in. the'rites of the particular order and also in 

a variety of ý religious and. so cIal topics. The uniting 

Influence 'of the orders can never be over-estimated and, 

as recently. as the present century, their power is still 

undiminished.. ' 

The orders, it must be remembered, were shared in 

, by a widely, representative section of society, including 

the ruler' and the various, classes of the ruled and not 

excluding many of the most eminent, scholars of the time. 

Both Al-Jabarti and Al-Muradi annex the biographies. of 

almost all their notable. scholars by-the'religious order 

or orders to which-ih ey belonged. 

The above, whether educational institutions properly 

speaking, ' or agencies', which served the purposes of education 

in a broader sense,, were mainly- the, privilege of the loslem 

Communities and were not shared inby the non-Moslem elements. 

It may be of interest, therefore, to include a few. remarks 

the, type of education the non-Moslem communities received. on 

Although no adequate information is available as 



to, the exact nature of the types of education customary 

among. the non-Moslem population, it, seems on the whole, 

'that they conducted the education of their young along; 

the lines similar to those we have already described in 

respect to the Moslems. An elementary type of education, 

with 'a strong religious bias must have stood parallel to 

the Kutt'ab education and performed similar functions. 

It is claimed in the case of the Egyptian Christians, 

that the Coptic children received their early instruction 

in'small schools, not very unlike the Moslem Kuttabs. The 

earliest reference to Coptic schools occurs in the treatise, 

on "The History, of the Cophts" by Joseph Abudacnus. This - 

,- 
indicates' that the children were 'taught'. "religion and good 

(1) 
, 'manners, for they affect no sciences", that they "learnt 

only to read and write in Arabic and Coptic tongues"., '. "Boys 

also are . wont in, these schools to commit to menory the 

psaltery and St. Paul°s epistles: they learn, for the most 

part, geometry and arithmetic, -because these two studies 

are 'very, useful and necessary upon the account of the 

overflowing of the-Nile, whereby"the'limits of their fields 

are lost; sö'it becomes necessary for them to measure out ' 

their land, and by the benefit of the first of these sciences 

they `, cömpute . 'the yearly increase". ' 

(1) Sadleir. E. ' " History of the. Cophts. Translated' from the 
Latin, London 1693, -p. 30. 
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Dor, who wrote in 1872, stated that the Coptic 

school did not differ from the Moslem Kuttabs, except in 
il3 

the use of psalms in place of the Koran. He didnot 

credit the teacher in those schools with more erudition 

or method than the Kuttab teacher, but remarked, as a point 

of difference, that more care was given, to arithmetic and song, 

the. , first on account of its utility for future occupation. 

and the second for use, in the ch urch. To anyone familiar 

with, these institutions, and .. the -very little change they- 

have undergone,, Dor's picture may serve as a description of 

the state of these schools even at an, earlier period.,. 
j 

There is no mention of places for higher-education 
, -. 

parallel to the Moslem Madrassahs, apart from the studies 

of the monks in their monasteries. These monks appear to 

have engaged in no serious study. "Their divine studies 

are-the lives of the Saints and some spiritual books of 
(2) 

Oraisons, 'wherein they are careful to exercise themselves". 

On' the other-hand, lt appears that the Copts did 

have-some practical instruction of some nature, preparing 

for the work of. clerks, 
, accountants and surveyors. Such 

tasks seem to have been relegated tothe Copts by the Moslems, 

and had" become 'hereditary `in'the-'case 'of time: 

(1) Dor, V. E. L'Instruction publique-en Egypte, Paris 1872. 

(2)--"Sadleir, E. Translation of the' History of the. Cophts. 
London 1693. P. 26. 
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-Technical education did take place, in the same 

manner we referred to above,, »inside the= guild system along, 

the apprenticeship lines. It seems, however, that certain 

. trades were left altogether, tto the Christians, 
, as unsuitable 

for Moslems, and had in the course of time become- exclusive 

to them. 

The position of education among the Christians in 

Syria, and other parts of tYe Ottoman Empire, was probably 

similar, apart from the fact that the communion between the 

Marönite Church and the Church of Rome had brought about 

and preserved a certain-amount of connection with European' 

education as it/wpnra6ti, ýd in the Catholic Church. One ' reads 

here and there of. certain MIaronite Lebanese who had either 

learnt or taught in Rome. The-Marcnite Seminaryin Rome, -, 

founded 'in 1548 by Pope Gregory XI: II, for training Maronite 

students for 'clerical life, must have helped somehow to 

convey an early European influence which wasmsponsible- 

for the response 
. 
of the Syrian 'Christians to European 

influences earlier than their Moslem compatriots. 

With this picture of Moslem education before us, 

its early origins, its development, under the Influence, of 

Greek philosophy, and its decadence'in the course of time, 

the followirng, characteristies should be stressed: - 
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1. The first`point"to remark upon is the composition 

of Moslem education, as described above, as 

consisting of three, constituent, elements. The 

Moslem faith deri $most of its precepts. from 

the Koran and Traditions, the Arabic language: 

a medium of, expression and a literary and artistic 

pursuit as well and finally Greek philosophy 

which, during the lush period under the early. 

Abbasids. enriched the content of education and 

also lent discipline to the Arabic sciences and 

religion. When, however, the battle between 

orthodoxy , and logicians was lost'f or, the latter, 

logic succumbed tobe the'hand-maid of theology 

and science dwindled into second place either, 

aallowed in the service of religion or banned 

altogether. 

2. Deriving from the above one cannot fail to notice 

ý` the strong religious bias, throughout_this education. 

'. ' Not only. did the religious sciences occupy the place 

of honour in the curricula, but 
, 
they_also. coloure_d-_ 

and. dominated the aim of education., . 'Education, one 

may say, was charged with the same power-of religious- 

ideals which permeated the whole social atmosphere. 

To achieve knowledge of one's duty according to reli= 

gious. prescription, was the-summum bonum of. all',. ' 
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The content of Islam and education have become almost 

merged: Becker says "in what does the material content 

of Islamic education consist? The answer can be given 

-in a sentence - in the system of teaching the Islamic 
Ai 

doctrine of duty, which covers the whole span of life, 

and in a mysticism which has developed a lofty 
{1) 

conception of ethics 'and morals. " 

3. Following on the above, the role linguistic sciences 

play in education is of the greatest magnitude. 

Language serves the purpose of religion and,, as such, 

must be--studied. It also must be studied as a, literary 

and artistic pursuit. -, Arabic grammar as a result 

developed into a science and so much exceeded its : bain_ 

task of helping the learner to 'speak and write his 

language correctly, ' that it had become quite an 

unwieldy subject of study and .a 
heavy educational 

task for teacher. and learner'alike. 

4. The result of' the three factors mentioned was a 

tendency towards conservatism,, which grew stronger 

as, the_s pirit of education grew weaker. Neither in 

the religious subjects nor in the linguistic studies 

was innovation tolerated, it may be more accurate to 

(1) Becker, C. H. Educational Problems in the Far and Near, 
East. London. Institute of"Education Publication, p. 3b.. 
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say not even conceived of. Once these sciences had 

reached their final form in the 10th century A. D. it 

was not the task of the - edu catäis to challenge or 

re-evaluate, their education, but only to preserve, and 

transmit. The direction that educational and literary 

activities took was 
iot towards writing anything new, 

but in explaining, commenting and classifying those 

early books that had become accepted-authority on the 

subjects of study. A state ' of perfection had been 'reached 

and no further progress could be made. The bearing 

of this on the social situation is too obvious to 

miss.. 'lb both institutions it was"as if-a, stage of 

culmination had been reached and as if anýnnovation-, 

in religious and scientific thinking, as well as 

'social change, had come to a. final, stop. 

g. - The fact that religious and linguistic. studies loomed 

so -large. in the curricula left very little place 

for scientific studies. ' After-the original. burst of 

scientific activity, there, was. a regular,, and steady, 

dwindling in scientific research until, ultimately, 

it deteriorated into a theoretical and literary pursuit. 

The science was not that which appeared to the eager, 

mind of Moslemýin the Golden Age of translation, but, 

just another heritage of the past tobe transmitted 

along with the sacred subject, but never allowed to, 
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stand on the same footing or usurp their place. 

6. ' Method of teaching, as a result of the sacred nature 

of the predominant subjects of study, especially the 

Koran (the text of which is believed to be as much' 

-, revealed as the substance) and the Traditions (which 

had to be guarded against forgeries and false 

" accretions and which had to be conveyed with the 

greatest verbal exactitude ), 
_, 
had to 'conform to honest 

transmission. Neither teacher nor learner was wont 

to invent/or even, re-shape, but only to convey, and to 

convey'. literally - hence the paramount rule of 

memorization which,. despite the fact that' it Was 

condemned by some theorists'did in fact prove the 

safest and, most useful for the purpose. Memorization 

proved a great temptation once it was considered the 

best practical method and it invaded even the sphere 

of the rational sciences. 

7. An obvious absence of practical instruction was a 

corollory to the exaggerated, dependence on memory - 

the conduct of studies was always on the. theoretical 

" level, sacrificing the content for form. 

8. . 
On the other hand, - it should be' remembered, infavour 

of Moslem Education, that it provided the widest 

_-opportunity. The 'sacredness which education gained 
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from its, long and close connection with religion, 

had encased-it in a, halo of devotional fervour, 

that made both the provision of school facilities 

and the partaking of such facilities a meritorious 

religious act, worthy of every good Moslem, for 

its own'sake rather than to satisfy a utilitarian 

purpose. 

9. It, should not be overlooked that at all its stages 

-of, development this education responded tö actual 

social needs and fulfilled its tasks 
. according to 

-social requirements. The products of that education, 

filled and performed all the offices of religion and 

administrätion. F'They. provided an intellectual 

leadership,, which, despite its conservative tendencies., 

and leaning towards acquiescence, did. rise at times 

to the occasion' and give the leadership -expected of it. 

1p. Moslem - education,. by virtue of its widely representative 

nature, played a great part in offering a'connecting 

link between the various classes of society. Like- 

Islam itself, 'education was. never the privilege of a 

few or the prerogative'of one. class, it was the'duty 

and desire of all, if'economic conditions and 

intellectual ability permitted to possess education. 



11. Yet all. the said institutions, had by the beginning 

of the 18th century lost all their vigour and 

served the purposes. -of, asociety that was almost 

spent out and was kept bound together by force of 

inertia and the stationary nature of the society 

rather. than through any power of- their ovum. 

12., Military-instruction, -as well--as education for the 

trades lay outside the educational field proper;, 

the one as the prerogative of'the ruling institutions, ' 

and the other as the affair of the guilds themselves. 

Medicine' and engineering, despite - the fact that 

some knowledge of each was sought by many members of 

the--educated, classes did not, on the whole,, figure 

among the , subjects. of study. pursaed by-the schools. 

They-were, in'fact, a'matter of individual inclination, 

'--- I rather than 'the subject of the formal 'programmes of 

the ordinary schools. 

13. Apart from the initial Madrassah movement, and as 

soon-as the state'had satisfied-itself-'that the 

schools were functioning properly for the dissemination 

of the desirable type-of, propaganda, -there seems on the 

whole to have been very'little interference with the 

actual work of the schools. ' Inspection in the sense 

known- to us : 'today, was never enforced, but a certain- 
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amount of supervision-in the carrying out of tasks 

was variably exercised. 

14. There is no doubt, despite the_absenae of accurate 

statistical data, that there 'er plentiful educational 

facilities in the two, levels of schooling indicated 

before. th& Küttab or elementary school and the Madrassah 

or the school for higher education. 

15-Although education in form, content-- and methods, did 

serve the purposes of - the, society- it is. higI .y doubtful 

whether it could have satisfied the needs of a , changed 

state of affairs. adequately. It had,, undoubtedly ceased 

to play'the important task of challenging its own society. 

and urging it to re-examine its values. ' 'It follows from 

this that, when the whole of Moslem society felt the 

impact of Europe. and underwent fundamental changes, 

the education that had existed before had, to be subjected', 

to thorough revision and modification, or it would fail 

completely 'to satisfy the new needs. 

16. Last in the features of this. whole system of Moslem 

education was-the-absence of an intermediate stage 

between elementary and higher education, with the 

result, that but for-the exceptionally gifted, who would, 

'devote so many years of their life to complete the whole 

gamut of higher education, the greatest-number äcntented 
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themselves with what they could obtain from. the 

: .. Kuttab education. This,: it has been shown, did 

not amount to much, ' and was even less in the case 

of. the great number of, those who'did not even stay 

on long enough in the Kuttab to master the art of 

reading and writing. . 
ý. 

In this feature ý there is a clear reflection of' 

the-social structure in which the absence of a 

middle class igremarkable. 





1. EARLY CONTACTS: THE MEDIAEVAL TIRES: 

For one civilization to leave its impression on 

another to an extent that makes possible the imposition 

of ideologies, norms and institutions, there must be an 

appreciable difference in cultural and material maturity 

between the two. There must be a tangible superiority of 

one over the other, and realization of this superiority on 

the, part of. the weaker civilization, leading 'to a certain 

amount of disillusionment. 

The superiority of one civilization over another 

can make itself felt in several ways, most conspicuous among 

which is superiority in arms and warfare, resulting in the 

superior civilization vanquishing the weaker. The attitude 

of mind which leads aweaker civilization to realize its 

inferiority to another is marked bya feeling of uncertainty, 

of disgust, of diffidence and loss of faith in the values that 

had maintained its own civilization, and an urge towards 

re-examining, these . values and adopting what seem , 
better from 

the* institutions of the other civilization. 

Viewed in ; the -light of these 
; general remarks, the 

relations btetween Med±aeval Islam, * -with its constituent 

political parts, and Europe-with'its two Christian Empires of 
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Rome and Byzantium, were not such as to show any appreciable 

difference. The three blocs which constituted, with- the 

exception of the Far East, the whole of the mediaeval world, 

stood parallel to each other, and yet were so exclusive of 

one another, that none of them even contemplated imitating' 

, or following the customs and institutions of the other 

two. 

Despite the fact that they all had so much in 

common, standing in direct or indirect descent from the 

older Greek and Roman civilizations, they had grown so much 

absorbed in their own ways of life that they , were, unaware 

of the similarities, and only conscious of the other factors, ' 

, 
thät differentiated them. Religion was the demarcation line 

- one was either a Moslem, a 'Greek Christian or a'Roman 

Christian, and on this basis of religion each was so 

convinced of the 'rightness of his. own way of life, and the 

complete worthlessness of the other, that a dispassionate 

consideration was. not feasible. Consequently like the 

Athenians of old1each put the other entirely outside the 

pale, marking him down as'uncivilized, infidel and condemned: 

The similarities that existed between, the three 

Its as a result from their descent from the'Roman Empire 

and building upon its institutionsdid, in fact, enhance this 
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attitude of isolation; each group had assimilated the, 

older institutions and yet gave them so much religious 

colour and interpretation that their identity was-lost and 

this, instead of making 'f or, an approach in views, accentuated 

the breach. Each was, to a. varying degree, a theocracy 

, 
with a head who wielded'tempöral and spiritual power,. 

obviously more so in Isläm and in Greek Christianity than 

in. Roman Christianity.. Each had its parallel and similar 

institutions, and, each had more or less defined its 

frontiers with the other to the extent that no more sizable 

territory had' charged hands since, the' first , wave of i. siesnic, 

Conquest in the first hundred years of the Moslem era. 

There was no Moslem'subject"under dhristian rule and, whenever never- 

the. armiesýof Islam receded from one place,, it meant the 

withdrawal of the Moslem. population or their complete converslo] 

to Christianity. On the other hand, Christian communities 

were-allowed to exist within-the Moslem domain, but they 

were tolerated as a religious minority after large'scale 

conversion into the new faith. As such they had little, 

if any, influence, on their. conquerors. ' Islam, in factdid 

not', conceive of the possibility of its adherents living 'under 

an-alien religion., -., Hence, there'was no provision for a 

contingency of this nature. The other two-blocs in their 
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turn never gave up the ambition of regaining the lands that 

were part of the Roman Empire to which each considered itself 

the rightful heir. 

In cultural as well as material values, the balance 

. was so even among the three powers that there was not any 

possibility of one gaining a vantage point by adopting any-. of 

theýotherls institutions., Whether in, polemics or in wars, 

,- the ; weapons were so similar. that they. could not provide either 

with a decisive victory.,. The logic of Greek . philosophy was 

brought to the help 
. of Christianity-to provide the falsehood 

of-Moslem religious principles, and the same was used by 

Moslem theologians to prove the falsehood of some parts. of 

the Gospel-and refute the charge of , uncertainty andweakness;, 

which their opponents had levelled at certain parts of the 

-'Koran. In, fact'every"argument could be beaten by a reverse 

of the procedure, or by marshalling the same arguments, to 

,, discover a parallel weakness in'the other., partes system. ýSo 

great was the similarity of these polemic. weapons that a 

deadlock had been'reached'quite early in the history of 

Islamic-Christian relations, making further discussion 
. useless. I 

,.. 
The reason for this was, obviously, the identity of'the level 

oi` thought 'and the- similarity of the. arguments used that 

° despite the initial inadequacy of Moslem dialectics, which 
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secured the Christians some easy controversial victgries 

of little practical consequence, the polemics between the 

two communities were conducted on the same level of thought. ' 

DesDite the frequently deliberate misrepresentations of the 

adversary's opinions} the disputants understood each other 

perf ectly, well in that they proceeded from the same basic-, 

claim--, the possession of the one skill, the same kind of 

" reasoning. By and large the criteria by which a statement was 

, accepted as t ith or rejected as unfounded were the same on 
(1) 

both sides. " 

Although. there°had hardly passed a year without 

warring between the Greek Christian Empire'and Islam, such 

wars, after . the 
. 
initial�wave of conquest, had ceased to-be 

decisive., They were more in the nature of border 

carried out by the'Caliphs, in obedience to traditional, warfare 

against the infidel and , toappease religious fervour and 
or 

the Emperors in defence of frontiers/in, orde'r to push them 

a little further, Into-what had become the Moslem domain. 

The Crusades, the culmination of a dream. to-recover 

the ; Holy , 
Lands from 

, 
the grip . of Islam and the first major'=clash 

in arms between the two worlds, hardly left any trace on the 

cultural life 
: of Moslems. They failed,. after their initial 

f 1. ) Grunebaüm; Gustave E. von. Mediaeval 'Islam, ' 
Chicago, 1946, p.. 13., 
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successes, to impress the Moslem mind with the superiority of 

Western arms or their generalship. There was, of course, a 

certain amount of mild curiosity among the Moslems and a 

certain amount of concession to some of the Crusaders' 

institutions, but this was always barred by the major issue, 

' namely, that, despite any seeming virtue, the Christians were 

in perdition. An interesting example of this is offered by 

the remarks of Usamah ibn rdungidh, a 'Syrian gentleman warrior 

of the times, he says, "The Franks'(may Allah render them 

helpless) possess none of the virtues of men; except courage, 

consider no precedence or higher rank except that of knights, 

and have nobody that counts except the knights. These are 

the men on whose, counsel they, rely, and - the " ones, who make 

', 'legal-'decisions and judgments. " 

Such mild examples of curbed and well-guarded 

curiosity could be . cited' from the literatures of the time. 

This attitude survived well-into the 17th century. Among,. 

Christianwriters'dealing with Islam; Hottinger in his 

'"Historia Orientalis''; Zurich 1651, gives an example:, he 

feared that his work was useless or even wicked and had to 

= guard himself against' suspicion, if. he had something good -to 
say. about Mohammed, by attaching selected terms of'abuse to 

his name.: "Mohammed, he writes, "at the mention, of whom, 

(I)-Memoirs of Usamah 
, 
Ibn-Mungidh. ' Translated by P. K. Hitti. 

Columbia-University Press 1929. 
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the mind shudders, " ("ad enjus profecto mentionem in 

horrescere nobis debet anemies") It is only fair to 

state that the selected terms of abuse were, in the case 

of Moslem writers, 'dire'cted to Christians rather than to the 

person of Christ, but otherwise the abuse was more than 

reciprocated. i 
This exclusive attitude was the more noticeable-in 

the scarcity of books written by the Christians of Constantinop] 

on the -religion of Islam and the Moslem -Conquests., Simon 

Oakley, who wrote "A History of the Saracens" In 1718, 

quotes an earlier'writer "Echard" who, like, himself, ccmplainedI 

of the scarcity of material left by the Grecian writers . 

Concluding his account of the early wars, betwe"en Islam and 

Byzantium, he says, "This in substance is the account of those 

wars, and the beginning of the 5 araceni cal Empire 'left us 

by the Grecian-writers of that age, who are justly'to be 

accu'd for their succinctness, and obscurity, in a 'subject" 

that deserved. to be more copiously handled; for, undoubtedly, 

it must needs have been various as well as surprising in 

, its circumstances, containing no less than the subduing öf 

erhole nationsaltering'ancient Governments äncý ntroquoing 

(1), Quoted by 0. Snouck Hurgrouje Mohammegism, London, 1916. 
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(1) H 
a new Face of Affairs in the World". 

The fact remains, however, that despite the many 

occasions do which the two parties met sometimes at the 

point of the sword, at other times peacefully by embassies 

and on neighbourly terms, and despite the continuous flow of 

merchandise from one side to the other, neither party was 

ready to concede a single point of superiority to the other. 

The self-sufficiency and self-containedness of either civiliza- 

tion was so hardened against the other that no possibility- 

of that even existed. 

This rift between Islam and Christian Europe was 

further widened by. difference of tongue and script, inadequacy, 

of communications, the absence of äny. acknowledged, monetary 

--system, and a general atmosphere of mistrust, suspicion and, 

fear on both sides. It was, in fact, the points of difference, 

rather then the identical or semi-identical institutions that 

-were ever emphasized. "Riven asunder by, conflicting, 

revelations, uneasily hiding behind dangerous distances and 

puzzling' tongues, East and West, when contemplating each 

other in the, mediaeval world, concentrated on what set them 

apart. Emphasizing through; -pride and fear and bewilderment what 

- --they ; knew for-their ovum, both Christendom and Islam allowed 

themselves to forget that they were lauding and damning in 

(1) Ockley - 
Simon, s. D. The History of the Saracens. 

London 1718 , Vol. 4. 
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in subservience to the same values and that their love and 

hate was born for the same mood". 

The Crusades, if they had failed to impress the Moslem 

mind, 'could be credited with a minor influence. They did' 

have a certain effect on, the Christian c anmunities that lived 

under Islam. The indigenous Christians were encouraged to 

become Catholics, and it was at, that time that the Idaronites 

entered into communion with Rome. This is of significance, 

especially when at a much, later time in the history of-the 

relations between Islam and Christian Europe such minorities 

as had accepted the Church of Rome offered one of the many 

channels of penetration by European influences into the lands 

of Islam. 

-`.. Europe, on the other hand, benefited more from the 

"Crusading movement. than did the Moslems. The-Crusades 

encouraged European trading communities to reside in the East', 

and these were, tolerated and'-even encouraged, even after the 

expulsion of the Christians from the Holy Places. "The " 

chief permanent effect of the Crusades in the Near-East was 

in-the trade. _-Colonies of Western merchants had-flourished 

, in the Levant ports under crusading rule. They survived under 

the Moslem reconquest and developed, a. considerable 
, 
trade both 

(1) Grunebaum - Gustave E. von, ' Mediaeval. Islam. The Universit3 
of Chicago Press.. Chicago 1946, p. 30.. 
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of export and import. In 1183, Saladin, writing to the, 

Caliph of Baghdad, justified his encouragement of this trade, 

In these words: "The Venetians, the Genoese, and the Pisans 

bring into Egypt, choice products of the West, especially 

arms and war material. This constitutes an advantage for 

Islam and an injury for Christianity. "The thunder of 

the church in Europe against this trade and the decrees of 

excommunication against those who engaged in it were 
(1) 

ineffective". 

I't was the failure of the Crusades, strangely 

enough, that did change Europe by turning its enquiring mind. 

inwardly and so producing a tremendous change. In the 

-centuries following Eitrope gained in power, scientific and 

military-techniques, to make the', Iloslem East open its eyes 

forcibly to its influences., The Europeans, 'in fact, did gain 

when they had lostb, "when they had failed, and when our 

people were reconciled to what seemed an irrecoverable loss, 

there came belatedly a turn of'the wheel, which no one of 

the men who had lived and died under that Syrian sun, battling, 

for the thrusting back of Islam, -could-have imagined possible. 

. Christendom, now no longer, Christendom! Christendom, wherein 

the Faith, by which it had`lived, was dying, became suddenly, 

Hfl) Lewis - Bernard. The Arabs in History. London, 1950. 
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as it were, the master of the : Mohammedan world. What, all 

the intense valour of the 12th century had failed to achieve, 

arrived of itself, as it were, through the physical science 

of the West and the use of new machines of transport and war. 

The descendants of those who had found it impossible to 

hold their garrisons to one corner of the Moslem world now ý 

administered e, the whole of it, or nearly the whole of it. By 

another avenue and in another spirit Europe, if not Christendom, ''i 

had come in the 19th century to master Islam: we are well 

on in the. 20th century, andýof twelve Moslems, ten are still 

under English government, one under French and only the 

remaining twelfth under fully independent `ohämmadan ru] e"", 

...:...... ............. _............... 
I. I. TRADE RELATIONS -'PACTS AND CAPITULATIONS. 

But . before the full weight of European influences 

in the nineteenth century began to hear so strongly on 

, Islam, the 
. weakness of one and the, growing strength of the 

other of the two societies had made itself clear in many 

ways. With a reverse of: the commercial, balance and the 

. 
beginning of the' era of trade pacts, began 

, 
the infiltration 

of European 'influences into. 't1 , lands of Is1äm. 

. ..... ...... . ............. ............ 

(1)Iaell6c - Hilaire. The Crusade - London, 1937 : p. 302. 
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From the beginning of the 16th century the strength 

of Europe had added greatly to itself through technological 

progress and the complete renewal of the system of thinking 

and scientific outlook under the impact of the Renaissance. 

Heiceforward it was a Europe which changed in almost every 

respect but the link with Christianity. This was not a 

disputing Europe or a crusading Europe, but an enterprizing. 

and colonizing Europe. It was a Europe, from that time onwards, 

bound for expansion. This process reached its culmination 

in the 19th and 20th centuries. 

In the Moslem mind such a change passed unnoticed, 

thanks to the lack of interestýin Europe, the contempt of, 

its-institutions, which'we traced -in the history of relations 

in . the Middle. Ages, and the deceptive screen of the outward 

protection and greatness of the Ottoman Empire. Writers down 

to. the=13th century; including no less intelligent a one 

than Ibn-Khaldün, 'convey eitherl"contempt for European power, 

or ignorance of 'the . changed conditions 'there. It is no 

.,;. wonder, therefore; that the full . strength' of Europe when it 

was . 
unleashed on,. Isläm, in the 19th-century took : Islam . by 

surprise and produced the greatest confusion of mind. 

The ways; of European penetration were subtler and 

yet much more effective than the swords of the mounted knights_ 

of the Crusades. France was first to negotiate, with . 
the 
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Sublime Porte for allegiance against a common enemy. "Skilful 

diplomacy transformed that alliance into a trade pact, giving 

certain rights and privileges to French traders in'the Ottoman 
(1) ý 

territories in 1535. This was the birth of the Capitulations 

which were not originally the concession of a weak nation to 

a stronger one but "by 'a gesture almost of condescension 

the rights of Dhimmis in Moslem Society, extended-by the inner 

-logic of the Moslem code to foreign Christians. " 

Other capitulatory concessions followed:. the English 

had theirs in 1580, the Dutch in 1612, and other-powers in the 

course of the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries. These capitulationF 

had 'prepared the way for the economic encirclement of the -Moslem' 

World. 

From this economic conquest of Isläm to military 

domination was no great 'step; one was as clear a sign of, -, ,j 

weakness as the other. - As this, however, was as yeta peaceful 

economic invasion, rather than an armed one, its meaning and 

significance were completely: unnoticed-by the Moslem World. 

Europe,. with all its power-politics, rivalries and 

new ideas, was no. nearer to them than it was sixgor seven 

. Centuries before. It presented, no more immediate menace than 

when the'Empire of Constantinople fought those ` skirmishes on 

The Arabs in History. 
, London, 1950,, p. 16äß' 

Ibid. 
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the frontier in the days of the Abbasid Caliphate. 

It is significant that until then, and despite the 

closer contact between Europe and Islam, there was not yet 

any serious damage done to the prestige of Islam, in the minds 

of its adherents. The feeling of superiority and conviction 

in the rightness of their institutions still persisted, hence 

there was not any conscious feeling of inferiority in face of 

a. stronger civilization and, consequently, no effort to, 

examine their own and study European institutions. Furthermore, 

the trading, European element, together with the local Christian 

or Jewish minorities which collaborated with it, did not give 

the impression of'a higher cultural standard to be coveted and, 

consequently, " imitated. The, stigma- of infidelity still 

'marked both down as objects rather for contempt-and derision, 

;. than'admiration and , emulation. They deserved even less 

respect than the, Crusaders, and as the trading element did 

not rank high in Moslem esteem'it was doubly lowered in the 

case . of European Christiän traders. 

: in the-situation between the . Middle The only change 

-Ages and the period-starting with the 16th century was that, 
" 

whereas in Mediaeval times the feeling of : superiority was 

, based-on actual equality, ofýstrength anda similar mentality, ',, '..; 

. 
'in the later period it persisted, but quite unknown, to Moslems, 

for quite unjustifiable reasons. The balance of power had 
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obviously and definitely tipped towards Europe in this 

drama of relations between East and-West. It , heeded a 

shattering blow to break the Moslems blind belief in the 

impregnability of their system and to open their eyes on an 

unpleasant situation, in which they no, longer had the upper; 

hand and had even ceased to stand 
'equal 

to their opponents. 

This came about in the 19th century. But the 19th century 

brought a new orientation of the relations between East and 

West. It was the coupling of economic domination grown 

wider in its aspects and fields of activity with a perfected 

form of colonization., 

The West. was no longer". satisfied with economic and 

trading privileges in-the nature of capitulation, but was 

intent on, a much more daring schEme. It asked for concessions 

to prospect and exploit sources-of raw material 'and-build 

roads and through these, means tighten their grip on Moslem 

, governments. "Meanwhile, European economic activity had 

entered. upon a new phase. Europeans were now no longer 

mainly concerned with-trade, '-but with the development and 

control, either directly by concessions or indirectly by- loans, 

to local governments, of resources and services, and most' 

especially, Of communications"., 

Lewis: 'Bernard. The Arabs in History. London 1980, p. 168. 
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Before, however, the full impact of the 19th 

century is reviewed, it would be interesting and useful to 

compare the two sides as they faced each other in that fateful 

century. 

III. EUROPE AND ISLAM IN"THE 19TH'CENTURY: A COMPARISON. 

It. is an. undisputed. historical fact that while 

Europe 'had travelled a very long way from its mediaeval 

life, Islamic Asia and Africa had remained at a, standstill. 

This general statement is. true in the wide features of 

Islamic life. For, in the course of some five centuries since 

Islamic life' had reached a stage of formalism and 

standardization in the 10th century, assimilating in its 

composite life the previous civilizations of Greece, Persia, 

India and Egypt, the wheel" " of . 
time seems to-have stopped. 

Conformity,: rather than change, was the rule of its: life. 

The elements that had entered into the making of this Islamic 

life bad been melted together in the hot crucible of Islamism 

and Arabism and so produced 'a 
synthesis, so unique and so 

_ 
unlike its ingredients,, that_it was impossible to realize 

such a composite formation. 

We havereferred to the introduction of foreign 

sciences into Islamic education and have seen, their destiny and 
how they, Were submerged to the over-riding power 'of I s1 att. ,', 
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Logic had become the servant 'of theology in order to reach. 

foregone religious conclusions. Science was divided into 

the recommendable and the condemned, according to how far each, I 

'conformed to the requirements of religious orthodoxy. .' 

Administrative policies and political and social structure'-had 

remained unchanged, century after century. 

Europe, on the other hand, starting with the same 

cultural componentsr and seeming in the Middle Agesýo have 

reached a situation similar to that-of Islam, underwent a 

complete transformation by the end of that era. The fusion 

of Christianity.. Greek and, Roman civilization with the 

characteristics of the original Western society might, have taken 

a , long time to comes to fruition, but when it did, it' showed 

something quite different, to Islamic society and even to itself j 

_ 

:... 
before modern times. ', Wesltern society, originally composed-of', 

folk who lived, by'hunting, after a long period of incubation, 

burst into_a new vigour which made the Renaissance and t1je 

'Reformation movements' a'necessity, as, well as a result. ' 

In this 'the spirit, of 'venture, inquisitiveness and enterprise, I 

-after 
being pent 'up for so long, broke into new fields of, _ 

scientific, commercial and'religious enquiry, the outward 

expression of which was the expansion and political and 

commercial domination of other parts of the world. Helped' by 

lib. 



the great movement of the Renaissance, European Society 

became dynamic, mobile and detached. This indicates, above 

all, that such societies had attained a greater degree of. 

maturity than their counterparts in the East, "If we look 

at the national communities which compose the Western world 

we shall see societies in their full development, almost 

'liberated from territorial-relations, detached and mobile, which 

have become absorbed in an atmosphere of varying tensions. and 

centres of forces and are in continuous and accelerating 
(1) 

motion". ' 

In this *type -of society the part played by the 

individual differs greatly from that played by the individual 

in a stationary earth-bound society as it becomes necessary 

for the individual to keep moving - in the orbit, of his moving 

sphere, he must have 
' 
a determination of his own and' freedom 

to adjust his, natural-gifts to the requirements of tomldvmfc 

order: "In such a sphere man emancipates himself and becomes 

an autonomous microcosm, which appears to, determine its own 

place and'its own function in the free development of its 

personal inclinations, and gifts and in a transient contractual, 

relationship". 

The order of continuous motion affected'also the 

(1) Angelino - Ä. D. A. Dekai, Colonial Policy. - The. Hague"1931. 
Vol. I. . p. 64. 

(2) , Ibid.. '. 



nature of property. It attained the same quality of transcience 

and broke loose from matter to become an abstraction which 

found its only material reality in the system of credit. ' "., 

Real estate of the type known in the East would have proved 

unsuitable to such a procedure of continuous transfer and 

transformation. The effect of this as an economically 

emancipating factor made possible the accumulation of capital - 

of the type that can be readily used to finance and carry out 

commercial schemes.,, No such development was familiar in' the 
(1) 

East, and although the Arabs knew the, banking system, it 
'A I 

s"reems on the whole most commercial transaction was conducted 

along bartering ' lines,, especially between town and country.. 

-The natural result of this type of society, and%the 

place of., the individual within it, was a widening of. perspective j 

to-link the-present with the future. This, in turn, makes, 

possible the advancing of money for schemes that may yield 

dividends. at some future date; ; "It can foresee the 

. 
interests of future; generations, and take care of them, 

although they were already dwelling inits. 'midst. Its wide 

powers, of perspective are revealed in., every sphere, in that of-, 

production -and trade, in its provision of ed , ational facilities' 

its science, its organization and its technique, 
" 

its law, 

(1) Lewis - Bernard. The Arabs in History, London ' l950, ' 
pp. 90 
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its provision for social and hygienic precautions". 

Another characteristic of this European society, 

which enabled it to attain a great amount of flexibility 

and power of adjustment to the requirements of a changing 

order, was the ability to provide for freedom of movement with 

order, "the very looseness of its composition, which, 'thanks 

to the unprecedented tension of all its component particle's, 
4i 

. 
Western society is able to save from crumbling into 

formlessness, enables it to achieve, when circumstances, 
(2) 

demand, an . extraordinary concentration of . , 
powern ., 

concentration, however, is not by the nature of the flexibility 

and adjustability of the same society a constant trait. , It 

can be_, rejected and resort had to decentralization if 

circumstances occur to make stich a step necessary. The same 

authority sums up the position of the Western - society .. as 

follows, 'The spectator who looks upon this Western. society, 

with the lightning. interplay of its innumerable centres of 

power, must be struck by the fact in theirseeming. chaos all' 

these particles maintain their contact and, proYe,. eventually, - 

to be actuated' by rthe ordered 'dynamics Aof `a gigantic macrocosm. 

All these members are joined by organic solidarity. They are 

not tied together by many-sided public regulations into. a whole 

. 
6f rigid 'iirifreed6i ; "becätise they rest 'on'the "deliberä, te decision 

(1) Angelino, - A. D. A. Dekat. Colonial Policy. 
1931'. Vol. I, p. 65. 

_ý - 
(2) 

The Halde 

-^ 
, 
Ibid. 
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of free personality and s : natural social connection. Progress, 

publicity, and responsibility characterize' the whole of 

Western society. It is in the big cities, where division of 

labour and co-operation have reached their highest degree 

of development, that we sei the dynamic ' centres of We$tern 
(1)' 

society". 

Opposed to, this the picture of Islamic. society 
_would . 

be one in which a state of stagnation had been reached, and 

which the several components kept themselves fixed and 

stationary for fear that the slightest movement might result, 

in the whole edifice of-society crumbling down. 

In fact the West, ; 'as compared to the East, 'when they 

met again at the threshold of the 19th century, offered a 

clear picture of freedom and emancipation on the social, 

economic and individual level. The European town,, 

intrinsically: different from the 
, 
Oriental town, offered a. 

more vigorous and enterprizing"picture. It, was the. town with' 

a; life 'of., 1ts "own, and not dependent on the prestige' of , the 

residence of a potentate, that had produced quite early the 

growth of a middle class, the parallel of which we failed to 

see-in the social 'structure, of' the Islamic city.;.. The city 

in Europe, by virtue of this powerful and rich middle-class' 
.. 

(i) Ang, e1ino, "A. D. A. Dekat. 'Colonial Policy. The Hague. 
Vol. I. ' p. 66. 
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acted as a check on the arbitrary authority of the ruler, 

a thing which did not obtain in the Moslem city with its 

loosely-knit small units of trades and professions. There was 

not a corporate life that could give the Moslem city a 

character of its own, a life of its own and an influence'of- 

its own. 

Economically Europe offered ampler chances. to' the 

individual for the exercise of, enterprize, because there was "' 

always -the 
town to-defend. No such check was possible in the' 

East with its loosely related units interested in their' 

particular offices and hardly conscious or capable of corporate 

feeling and united action.. 

The. individual in Europe; consequently, had more" 

confidence; more, enterprize, and-more initiative, contrary I 

to what we have seen in Islamic society with the emphasis on 

tradition and rigid conf ormityýto time-honoured customs and, 

the : complete absence of initiative. - The individual was= tied 

to his corporation or his village, hewas'hemmed in by custom 

and his vision was, therefore, limited to the narrow boundaries 

of his very small society., The interests of the state in 

general and his-unit in-particular, lay in making him keep 

his , -place and in denying him the slightest chance for a 

venture outside. - The authority. of religion, was, rightly 

or wrongly, brought to-bear, on this type of life soýas to 

1. ß+O 
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produce a complete mergence of the individual-in the society- 

to the entire loss of his identity. " 

Ike Kat Angelino has this to say about the structure 

of Eastern so}ciety: '"Eastern society appears to us as an 

altogether different world. It is earth-bound, living with'. 

the rhythm of nature, and mainly consists, of territorial "and 

genealogical communities. These communities are rooted in 

thousands of more or less 'isolated centres, mostly, villages, 

which are autonomous_units, almost self-sufficient in their 

religious, social,, political and economic-life. ' In many, parts j 

of the East-great religions like Buddhism, Hinduism or. Islam 

have super-imposed a common veneer of general religious' culture 

upon these isolated little communities,, without however, 

causing them to lose the, peculiar shade, of mystical-magical, 

feeling of their, own particular life. Within'this, circle 
, 

human . 
identity and. human consciousness feel merged-into the 

' ý- community and the group-instinct. Tradition, status, and 

the interests of'the group determine the place and function 

of the individual, -and as a rule heredity transfers them. ' 

'Aptitude or inclination-are not consulted, so that talent is 
(1) 

rarely'given the chance of unfolding itself". ý_ 
........ ... ..... T .. _ ý 

So huýezindeed, was the 'contrast that Anelino 

: (Z) Angelinn, A. D. A. De Kat. Colonial Policy, The Hague1931, 
Vol. I. - p. 68. 
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and other writers, and more so the European who came-into 

contact with the Moslems of the 19th century and before, 

might have been quite justified in seeing. in Islamdom a 

different world altogether. - The ingredients, as we have 

stated before, -were the sane, , but so-differently did they 

behave, each in its particular environment, that their. 

similarity and original kinship were, no longer recognizable. 

0n the relations between. the two societies, set 

against this background, the impact was tremendous. - The 

brittle', yet still, compact., structure of Islamic society had 

'a, t'last met with a storm that shook, it, to the roots., The. 

walls that had protected it. seemed noýlonger capable of 

withstanding the, blast. 'The whole structure seemed on -the"' 

point of crumbling down nor, could it be saved by its rigid 

atomism which had so often preserved it in the past. 

The seeming strangeness of the Islamic world in the' 

eyes of Europeans was reciprocated and even_surpassed'by the 

'Moslems when they. witnessed, for "the first; time after the 

cxusades,, the hosts of, the French "Army. invading Egypt. so 

violent was the repercussion, and so astounding was, the. 

confusion, ' that the world, seemed at an end. ' In 'the words 

of the, annalist of the time Al-jabarti,, the impression was 

one of utter loss. He introduces his chronicle for that 

12ý,. 



eventful year thus: The year 1213 A. H. And it is the 

first year of the great combats and tragic events, falling 

accidents 'and catastrophic happenings, the, increase of "evil-" 

and sequence of, adversities, the continuation of-and-the' 
- c1) 

onsetting of destrudtion. " 

The Governer of Alexandria, Sayyid Mohammad- 

Korrayln, when asked by the English fleet under"Nelson about 

the arrival of'the French fleet-was unable to understand why 

-the. French should come, andthinking, that the English were 

playing a trick on-him, answered-their-enquiries thus, '-"This 

is the land: of the Sultan, and neither the French nor - ariy - 

other have-anything to do with it - so, leave us and depart", 

ahd went so far as to 'refuse to sell the 
, ships', of the fleet 

stores and water. 

It seemed on the whole that the mediaeval "conception 

of all Christians as one sect; to be styled Franks, 
_had not -, 

given" place I to the 'other conception of 'a Euröpe with many 

nationalities. 

(1)'A1-Jabarti. Arabic, Text. Vol.. *3. 
_p. 

3. Cairo 1904.. - 

Yet, whether it'was an afterthought, 
. or` whether it was the 

remark of an extraordinarily intelligent. Egyptian, Abdu-, 
Allah A1-0halkawi; an Azharite dignitary and President of 
the Council instituted by the French, gave this very-interestin 
definition of those people. "The fact of . the matter about 
-the - French�who came into Egypt is that they are a-sect of 
atheists and- free-thinking materialists who' are called Catholic 
Christians -., they follow Jesus outwardly but refute 

, resurrection and the existen'ce'of the other world, the 
revelation and mission'of prophets. They claim that'God is 



The, conditions, for a complete surprise could-not' 

be more evident than in these examples of-bewilderment and 

. 
ignorance, and the invasion could not have been helped by 

any more favourable ccn ditions. It is no wonder, therefore, 

that the nineteenth century was 
'a 

decisive phase in the 

history of relations between` Islam and Europe. 

one, -but do not base that -on revelation, -they 
base it on 

reasoninl" They follow the decision of the. reason and 
establish judgments which, they call laws. They, furthermore, 

" believe and ' say , 
that the prophets, `including Liohammad, Jesus 

"were wise men and. that the religions attributed and Doses, 
to,, them were nothing. but laws they devised by their, own, minds. 
It-is according to this that the French had devised in Cairo 

and the provinces, councils to administer the' affairs of the 

_, people in a manner beneficial to them, ' and in that was a 
great benefit for the people of Egypt as they, " included-a' among,, 
the, 'members of the councils a number of Ulama, with whom 
they continued`to argue things vhich were not in agreement 
with the tenets of the religion". (l) 

(1) Tuhfat Al-Nazirin. 'Al'-Shaikh Abdu Allah Al Shaj. kawi. 
Arabic. Cairo 1281 A. H.; ' p. 183., 
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V THE NINETEENTH-CENTURY AND AFTER. 

The historical significance of the '19th 
: century 

. 
does not lie in the fact t hat"it ushered in a period of 

colonization, because the major work, of colonization proper 

had : started early in the 16th' century, _nor 
does it lie in 

the economic encirclement of the Moslem world, because that, 

effective as it was, hardly produced any serious reflection 

on the life-of the people. 
YI 

The real significance of the 19th century, in fact, 

is that for the . first time-since the Crusades there was a 

'direct 
, 
European thrust into the heart of 

_Islam. 
''The motive 

and results of the thrust were, of- course, different since. the 

shape of Europe had changed. This was -not a concerted European 

effort, motivated by religious zeal and directed by kings 

to gain prestige, as well as to find useful occupation for 

their turbulent knight's. It was a determined policy devised 

and carried out by the efficient organ, of national states,. 

which were the new feature in a changed Europe. This, in 

turn, was the 'direct result of the growth of a powerful and 

" 
influential middle-class which had accumulated enough capital 

--and developed enough enterprizin'g character to. laJnch out on 
S 

huge schemes of trade and financial inve'tment in foreign lands 

and rightfully claiming. protection of their 
. own interests bg 

their national states... 

12.5. 
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The century also marks a change of interest in't Ile' 

lands of Islam. Europe fought the battles 'of the Crusades 

in the Middle Ages for reasons which were -avowedly religious, 

although many other motives. were involved. It should be' 

remembered also that from the lSth. century onward European 

Powers had their trading posts `and c ol'onies in ' several ports 

-of the Levant, yet the region itself did not attract any . 

great amount - of 'attention for its own, sake. It, did not present 

an easy chance'for colonial investment'because for one thing 

it was not fertile enough, to sustain a' colony; secondly, 

it did not possess anymiieral wealth to encourage exploitation, 

and thirdly, the people who-formed_the-'population b d-their 

own type of civilization which made the acceptance, öf another.., 

impossible, and, finally, because-of the general attitude'of 

'hostility'to. foreigners shown by the inhabitants. In the-, 19th 

century, however, ', '. the region began to offer the economically 

mindedý5European an interest of its own.. It was realized that-, 

it provided an excellent bridge to the fabulously, rich. regions 

of-South West Asia. ' In other words the importance of . the 'old 

land. routes, which made , the- prosperity. of this region: iii old 

times began to drawn on the, minds of. European Powers. They had 

circled round Africa once', but now, with the volume of trade 

increasing, -desired a-shorter and less expensive land route 

across the Islamic World from India to the Mediterranean. 
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Possession and maintenance of route's was in fact. 

one. of , 
the main features of European power politics in the course 

of the 19th century and continued 'so until the 20th century, 

The next stage of development was'-that of the'railway 

line in addition to, ', and supplementing., the steamship. Setts 

up railway, lines to cross. the Moslem domain -to Baghdad from 

Constantinople had fora . long time been the subject, of , struggle ,. 

between 'the, powers, that had interests and territorial ambitions 

Russia used its `influence 
, 
to prevent_, In the Ottoman Empire. 

the line running in a certain direction, while. the-German, and 

British 
_interests 

clashed" over the question of . its termination 
.., ä 

at "a certain point in'Iraq. Indeed, the struggle. last'ed till 

the outbreak'of the, first World War when again Britain reaped 

the results of the long drawn out dispute. 

As the pattern of"things, began to become clear certain, 

, points of vantage were, singled out by, the caflpeting European 

, powers-to be of strategic importance. Chief in these points 

of vantage was the unique situation'of Egypt'and the ever 

increasing importance of, the Suez canal. 

Thething most. noticeable concerning relations between'', 

Europe and Islam is that the latter, encountering for 
. 
the first,., 

time the, full--power, of, an organized, . industrialized'andcapitalist 

Europe, with its expansive colonizing policies, without being 'either 

psychologically, socially or economically prepared, 

.t__i.. . 
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could .;. nor longer withstand the onset. The game was all 

one-sided and one. L oslem country after another fell into the- 

meshes of the financier, who brought his country's influence 

to back him. Bad economic policies on the part of the borrower 

, countries encouraged and made necessary more loans at increasinglZ 

high rates of interest. This, as we have shown, called for 

. 
political backing-and eventually . intervention. Step by step 

military intervention was brought in resulting in the subjection' 

of almost-the whole of the Moslem world. The vicious. circle . .. 
is thus expressed by Leonard Woolf. * "The organized power of 

". mbdern industry in a modern state" point-to another important 

, characteristic in the imperialism, of the nineteenth century,, 
.' 

and ' in the changed relationship of Europe to the rest of the 

world.. Behind the capitalist, the, trader; the manufacturer, 

and the financier, who had emerged from the Industrial Revolution, 

and who were now-led-by blind economic forces to stretch out 

their hands 
-. 
to the markets and produce of Asia and Africa, 

stood 'the highly organized, efficient;. powerfully armed, acutely 

-. nationalist modern state which had' emerged, from the French- 

Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars". 

"If, according- to - our general remarks,,, the ' conditions 

were now suitable for a full impact to_operate, owing to the 

uneven balance -between the =two -wo3rld6, 
the conditions and the 

(1), Woolf - Leonard. ' Imperialism And Civilization', London 1928. 
p. 11. 



nature of the impact. were, from, the very beginning far from 
., ' 

making them popular or even tolerable. The close ccnnection 

' between trade and the military. support'it always brought in 

its-wake, the inequality'between the two parties and the 1 

very exploiting nature of the 
. new relations barred the chances- 

of good understanding. For 
. 
this most of the blame falls on', the 

exploiting powers, who, it must be said, were rushing headlong 

down in the, grip of a blind'economic impulse that made 

them. unaware-of. the results "There was an element in the 

new Western civilization, issuing from the industrial 

revolution which inevitably made It,, outside Europe, predatory. '' 

Economically it required even more markets and'even more 

raw materials, the more industrialization proceeded, themorenecessary 

became the opening up of new 
, markets and new sources 

of raw material. ', .. The 'economic exploitation and penetration.,,.. _ 

. of - Asia', Africa, Australia, 
. and-South America followed,, '-and 

this was the'. -first-way in which the Inhabitants of. those 

countries felt the. impact of-the new, civilization". 

These peculiar., circumstances undoubtedly vested the 

. -whole process of penetration-with a heavy-heritage of suspicion, 

mistrust, and 'fear. If European example was followed at all, 

either willingly by independent Moslem states, or-forcibly 

(1)-Woolf,, Leonard. Imperialism and Civilization. London 
1928, PP. -'9 - 10. 
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as a'result of a foreign colonial policy in direct discharge-of 

their affairs', this was never-actuated by, the spirit of 

friendly admiration, but rather as a necessary . measure of 

self-defence to avoid a more-crushing defeat. 

To sum up, the nineteenth century occupies this 

unique place in'history because it was then that a meeting 

between East and West occurred in'such a manner and , 6n a'. 

scale to mä, ke possible the penetration of influences from ' r 

Europe. ' This was the result of perfected techniques. a: nd 

improved means cf communications,, the like of which were 

unprecedented. ' 

The nineteenth century was, moreover, signalized as: 

the century in which Western ascendancy was at its highest 

and confidence " 
in the ai periority of the white race over other I 

races at the peak. For five centuries, since rColumbus 

discovered America In 1492 and'Vasco da Gama doubled-Africa 

two 
. years after, Europe was afforded a unique ' chance . of expandir 

into stretches of virgin land and of, undreamt of riche's in 

which the white regained his confidaz ce in himself after 

butting-unsuccessfully for: so long a 
. 
time with his opponents' 

in the East. 
.'� 

Although the. Moslem could rightfully, claim a 

position of equality with the white, races, as the nearest 

-in civilized kinship, ' and , would,: justifiably, ' 'single 
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themselves out from the Inferiority - attached 'to coloured 

races, yet to the' Europeans, of the time there was little 

'difference between one race and the other as long as the 

pigment`of the skin marked them out'as non-white. 

The picture, therefore, was beginning to show 

itself to'. the Moslem world with its painful disillusionment 

and feelings most hurting to, their time-honoured pride in 

their civilization. Their superiority in religion and in the 

arts of peace and war over those despised'Franks, was 

shuttered and it was the turn of the despised Frank to look 

with-contempt'on'the natives, "But'what. hurt most of all 

was that the Moslem Arabs, who had'always'looked upon Islam 

as the'ultimate revelation of"truth and upon themselves as 

the pattern for other nations;. were now, for the first time 

thrown Into contact with peoples who despised them-and all 

thatthey. stood for. In this, much more than in -the political 

- .. fly 

. and economic, revolütion lay the seeds of fut'Lm e conflict". 

' ý1) Gibb ' H. A; R. ý- The. 'Arabs Oxford 'Pamphlets Of World 
Affairs (4No. - 4Q ) P; 4. Oxford 1940. 
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va REACTION AND RESPONSE. 

The scene has now been set for a state of affairs 

in which it was inevitable that Islamdom would receive the 

strong impact of European influences. The European Powers 

and the civilization of which they were representative, ' 

stood in towering superiority over Islamdom in a way to make 

the. impact inescapable, In militaryl economic, and technical 

skills, so great was the difference that Moslemscould not 

have possibly failed to observe and register, even if it 

had not been thrust on them in the 'shape of economic 

encirclement and military defeat. 

It was natural; - therefore that . the discovery of 'the 

limitations of Moslem power was first made in the'battlef ield. ý 

The Turk. felt its shocking result in his'wars with the. 

Russians between 1765 and 1774; and indeed so painfully. 

" did he, feel it and so much did he resent the humiliating 

terms of the treaty in which the wars culminated, that 
,. 
the 

name, and date. of Kuchuk Ka'inar ji might also mark the 

beginning of the Turkish re-awakening and the commencement ofý 

a long history. of.. re-organization_on-western lines which-, 

:. culminated in the Turkish Republic with its complete 

departure.. from the past. 

The-French Invasion of Egypt had an effect parallel 

to that in Turkey. The ease and skill with which Napoleon 

shattered the antiquated Mamelüke regime marked the advent. of 
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a new era and stirred a movement of Europeanization under 

the able leadership of Mohammed All. 

Both movements in Turkey and Egypt were in direct 

response to the impact of, Europe as it was most keenly sensed, 

that is, in the field of battle, by the two .. men who gave 

expression to the 116slem's realization of his relative weakness 

and the Moslem" s determination to seek a restoration of , balance ' 

Both Mohammed'Ali and Mahd II, "were. most impressed by the 

military side ; of the picture 'and both saw that a, balance , of 

power could be achieved'only through military and administrative 

, 
organization on the European model. 

-The cannon Moslem,, and the majority of other Moslem 

countries, did not appreciate the significance of the 

-impact 
of Europe in this way. Their first'reaction was 

one of; bewilderment and apparent apathy, as if: the world 

had _ come _to . an" end. We 'have noted Al-, jabarti's introduction 

to the fateful'1213 A. H., the year of the-French Invasion and, 

. although he might, have been carried away by the flight of, -, 

his rhetoric to some exaggeration, yet it must remain a 

. true picture of the feelings of a man, -, who, being a, 

.- coisservative and traditionalist, ; must 1' ave felt with great 

apprehension, the advent of a new and unpleasant age and 

such was fairly-representative of popular feeling. 
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The mind of the -common Moslem had been satiated for 

so long with the belief in his strength and the impregnability 

, of his world that the-shock of the discovery that he was 

no longer secure, must have brought with it a feeling of 

confusion. "The general reaction of the Moslem world to this 

reversal' of, what had always` beenI regarded as the normal state' 

of affairs was one of bewilderment, and sullen resentment. The 

world'had turned topsy-turvy - why it had done so was a 

mystery". 

The bewilderment and the c aifusion, that waited on . 

such a forceful intrusion of what seemed a different and 

unintelligble world was the greater since the Moslem world 

had not been-in any measure , 
prepared. -to . receive the shock. 

'Its. isolation,. was so complete that ay understanding of . 
the, 

world situation or-expectation of. such a change of fortune was 

never possible'until these resounding blows opened both eyes 

r 

and ears to bitter reality. 

Yet amidst such a confusion, there were minds, 

sufficiently sharp to grasp a, rough idea of' the situation and 

hit upin some course of-action to arrest the collapse and meet 

the European on his own ground. Such were, the- people who thought 

(1) Gibb _ H. Ä. R. (Edi'tor). Whither Islam. London 1932, p. 33-- 
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that the best means of meeting the challenge was by adopting 

the adversary's weapons, the most obvious of, which was a 

strong army backed by efficient administration. i 

Most conspicuous of these instruments and most 

telling in their effect were the European armies with their 

superior tactics, warfare and striking force, 
_and 

it was on 

re-organization of the army that reformers like. L: ohammed All 

and Mahmud concentrated. their efforts. 

The raising of an army on European model necessitated 

a certain type of military instruction which in its turn' 

required other types of education, and so a modicum of more 

general education had tobe, given. With education, whether, 

mmilitary , 
or, otherwise, there was an inevitable' infiltration 

of European ideas which gave rise to national consciousness 

the demand for more administrative' reforms., and 

One thing that must be stressed at the'very start 

is that the approach to the problem was on the whole superficial] 

There was no-waiting to examine, test or analyse. Whatever 

followed the initial. army reforms was more or. less the 

inevitable result 'of 'the -coming into being of a' class of, people 

with a taste of European ideas which gave them a thirst; for_, 

more. What the Moslem eye saw was a European army complete 

and in ' action. '.,: The question of its origins and its social' 

_, 



and national background was never asked. There was no probing 

to the roots, but a superficial view-and in this lies the 

source of all the problems and perplexities that accompanied, 

and made themselves part of, this reaction of the Moslem world 

to Western influences. 

Furthermore, it was easier to-adopt the form c omplete, 

rather than build piece by piece the content of whatever; 

institutions the Moslem rulers wanted to adopt. Besides the 

urgent nature of most of the reforms, so badly needed and so 

hastily introduced, did not allow enough time for deliberation 

or study., 

Another thing-to remark is the fact that movements 

of westernization were initiated by the leaders and for quite 

a long time did-not-meet with the ` approval` of the, people. or 

receive their participation. The people; by their traditional 

L, social structure, were used to a government. in which they. '_- 

-had- ceased, to be 'interested. They were, therefore, not ready 1 

to sympathize with the innovations introduced by the 

government. Conservatism was so. powerfully entrenched that it 

needed a long time for ý the new influences to 'break 
, 
the ' crust 

and: filter down from one class" to another' until they reached 

the majority of, people. ' It. is_ in 
. 
this that we may find 'an 

explanation for the halting progress of the process of 

westernization' and the 'fart 
that the influences were mainly 

. 
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superimposed. 

Another characteristic was the dependence, of this 

westernization on a few. outstanding personalities, with whose 

" decease there was a great interruption of, its progress. 

This was the case in_Turkey-and Egypt when the. first'guiding 

purposes that made the movement safe in the powerful, hands of 

Mahmud and Mohammad, the spectacular was mistaken for the 

genuine. and instead of giving power, westernization proved 

a great loss of resources and subsequently of national, 

economic and political independence. 
--This may account for 

the many reversals the movement met with, and it also the 

reason for frequent bursts of reaction and extremist action 

in times of crisis. In the minds of many, westernization was 

association with loss of independence, a tragic history of 

squandering, econokic. difficulties, European financial control 

and finally military intervention. At times the only way out 

of such an exasperating state of affairs lay in rejecting the 

whole process.: 

But before we dwell on the problems and stresses 

created by the influx of European. influence, we may at 

this point differentiate between two types of impact, 

namely, such reforms introduced by most Moslem rulers 

and-those introduoed. directlynby European powers in 

control of Moslem lands. Both, although deriving from the 
same -source, ' and' working their way to almost the same regal is 

:.,: 
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t! - had tv 's one great difference, 'namely, that the first were 

the result of a willingness on the part of Moslem leaders to 

take, and the others came as part of a foreign administration, 

and, by- virtue of this association with foreign rule, were 

far from being given a friendly and understanding reception. 

For our purposes the first type of influences is 

the more permanent and, therefore, the-more worthy of study. 
'. 

It is known that the example of-Europe was, not hidden 

to-the shrewd eyes of some Moslem leaders, -, and in the 

political field the two outstanding personalities were at 

the same period trying. to reach', the same goal. 

B. o th Mohammed Ali and M ahmüd had in' mind the, 

immediate task of creating an axiy on European models.,, and 

both men had toýencounter.,. opposition from. the same source; 

the old army which had proved"itself. inefficient against 

European armies and also source of. disturbance. and trouble. 

Both achieved, their purposes with a certain, amount of bloodshed, 

and both succeeded in emerging from the crises with a new 

army. 
It is also a, -fact 

that 

military-and. administrative, set 

service an educational movement, 

sense, which had far reaching. , re 

both movements, primarily, 

on foot as an ancillary 

both in th'e broad and narrow 

cults. .,. 
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Riahmoud II's Reforms, generally known as the 

'Tanzimaý' opened the way for a strong constitutional movement 

which, despite set-backs, under Abdul Hamid, succeeded in 

1908 and 1909 in-establishing a government on European 

constitutional models. The movement was also responsible 

for a revolution in Turkish literature and language and 

sharpened the national'consciousness of both Turk and Arab 

in the , different provinces of the-Empire. It also introduced 

European education, secular and scientific and, by law if not 

practice, compulsory, 'free and universal. 

Mohammed All, on the other hand, created a new Egypt 

and his regime in Syria, short as 'it was, did, begin a new era 

in Syrian history. He, too, undertook 'a great project of 

educational reforms which gare - 
Egy, pt, and through it, most of 

the Arabic speaking countries, . 
many of the features, 

-of 
their, 

modern education. - 

The reforms initiated by' Mahmüd II . and Mohammed All 

gave rise to a' series- pof 'changes' which -embraced all aspects 

of Moslem life. The constitutional, political, social and 

economic face of Moslem society changed in the course-of 

less than ä century to such an extent that it became unrecogniz-' 

able. In both education had a huge part to play, first, 

as one of the expressions of European influence, and, ' 

secondly, as a channel through which more influences passed 
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to affect Moslem life. 

It is necessary to consider the extent of these 

changes and their educational implications. 

For-the sake, of convenience and clearness, however, it is 

proposed to present each of these aspects under a separate 

heading, not' forgetting that they are facets-of a single 

phenonemon of reaction and response to the impact of Europe. 

POLITICAL CHANCES. 

It was not in the nature of 'things that such-people 

as Mahmud"II and Mohammed Ali-would have intended in any 

-, possible way to, introduce western systems in a manner that 

might, limit their powers on the one hand-and extend the rights. 
_ 

of the people-on the other. Their intention was'primarily to 

possess an efficient army, in the interests of 'which ; an 

administrative system of gw ernment which would function 

regularly . and automatically'to the ; bidding of the ruler had 

to be secured. 

What Mahmüd and Mohammed desired by their reforms, 

was the institution of a powerful government to support an 

efficient army, but 'not a constitutional government, which 

: would place limitations on their'absolute power. They intended 

to remove government practices which 'obstructed and hindered 

the execution of-'their reforms: Most of these practices were 



part of the traditional despotism of the East, yet it was 

not with the purpose of abolishing this despotism that ti s 

early reforms started, on the contrary, their purpose was 

to improve governmental methods in such a way as to strengthen 

their hands and ensure' the harnessing of all the resources- 

of the, country for the sole purpose' of creating a strong army. 

The example they followed was the benevolent despotism of 

Frederick the Great, rather than the modern concept of a 

constitutional monarch. 

There was,, however, in the nature of the military and 

administrative institutions introduced 'something that made '- - 

them-exceed the, original purposes of. the jr authors. They 

involved a certain amount of education -and scree European 

language,. and with these acquaintance with Western"ideas-of, 
.{ 

freedom and individual rights was inevitable. - - 

With the widening of the circle of those to 'whom 

Western ideas became accessible, either by reading about them, 

or by visits to European cwntries, there began that clamour 

, for-the European institutions. of parliamentary government, 

and constitutions. No doubt to the minds-of those introduced 

to: European life such institution ffered a readyr and 

effective remedy-to all political ills. 

In all, the' revolutionary movements which took place' 

in the three major countries of the 
. 
Moslem world; Turkey, 
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Persia and Egypt, the lines of development were-'the same. 

The first step would be some acquaintance with a European- 

language and through it a certain knowledge of Westerri 

constitutional life. This would. lead to a reflection on the 

conditions obtaining in the respective countries and the 

facile, yet excusable, conviction that, once a constitutional 

government was set up an end would be put to all government 

corruption. 

In Turkey,, the literary. activities' of Shinäsi 

Effendi,, who 
. 
studied in Paris and translated French poetry 

into Turkish, gave'rise t o-a liberal political party, 'besides 

marking the beginning of modern-Turkish literature. * From 

. 
18150 onward there was a fermentation which culminated in the 

success of Midhot' Pasha c .i wresting a constitution from a 

weak sultan in, 1876. Despite the reactionary biamidian regime 

the constitutional movement survived and was restored in11908' 

and 1909 after two revolutions led by the army. 

In'Persia-the same pattern reveals itself. Press 

and literary activity inspired by Western ideas ended in the 

declaration of the constitution in 1906 and, despite-a set- 

. 
back. under-the despotic Shah Mohammed All and an interruption 

of constitutional life for three years, the constitutional, 
- 

party succeeded in achieving its purpose in 1909. There again 

it was evident that the constitutionalists saw in representative 
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government the panacea for all their complaints.,, '' 

In Egypt the same beginnings would have led to-the same 

results, had not European military intervention interrupted the 

course of events. There was the same European inspiration and 

there was a literary, revival which gave rise to a national 

movement that included in its prpgramme the institution of *-a 

representative government. This is proved by the fact that the 

agitation for constitutional government did not cease even under 

British occupation and as soon-as that was over the country was 

declared independent in 1922, a constitution was promulgated' 

and a, ýparliament convened. The insistence, all through the 

three movements,; was clearly one for the redress of injustices, 

limiting of despotic rule'and the establishment of safeguards 

for the rights of the people by adopting the western 

institutions of constitution and parliament. 

The seeds of constitutional life, sown in the course 

of the 19th century,. were to bear fruit after the first World 

War. Nearly all the, Arab countries which possessed a certain 

amount of political independence accepted the principle of 

representative government and introduced legilative measures 

. to this effect. The acceptance, however, was-superficial and 

did not involve a fundamental change in the Islamic 
. concept of, 

law, . 
hence the pitfalls which caused . the failure of the 

experiment as-, shown by the frequent interruption of constitu- 

tiönal life and in some cases, the, prorogation of the 

'constitution. - 
The many faults that can be found in this procedure 
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had induced many political writers to say that "the 

parliamentary system. was not in the least suited-to the 

government of oriental peoples. In our opinion the, fault' 

does not lie in the parliamentary system of government, nor 

does it fundamentally lie, with oriental peoples. If 

conditions were such as to bring about thos necessary 

requirements that made the-application a success, m ny or 

t1je pitfalls would have been-avoided. There would have beery 

greater chance of success If, there had been proper Preparation 

for ' a. democratic way of life. There would have been better 

foundations to 
. 
build upon if some sort, of synthesis between. 

'-the innovations and the traditional institutions had been 

worked out. But we have already indicated that the manner 

in which the movement - of borrowings took place was not such, 

as to"allow a: study ofthe situation, nor was it possibib to 

do so with the, power of Europe always on , the increase. 

The importance of this from the educational point'', Al 

of view, , 
is the- fact that-it has set' a huge task for education 

to tackle. There is an apparent, and overdue need to educate 

the people for a democratic. 
-way of -life. Parliamentary 

government is'too strong a potion to administer without care, 

and the first-need is to prepare the people for it, and the 

best preparation is to educate them. 

The gap between despotism and democracy cannot be 

bridged safely without'a long period of preparation. The 

first requisite for a successful representative gov r ent 
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is that the individual should know his rights as well as 

his duties. Failing such preparation and gradual evolution 

there is a phase of chaos which makes the application of 

democratic government an impossible task. The same need has 

been experienced by western-society itself, as evidenced by 

the writings of Grundtcrl3, the great Danish politician and 

educationist. The Earl Curzon of Kedleston, remarks. thus on 

. the difficulty of inttoducing representative government "the 

need for a long period of preparation and, above 
" 
all, -. the 

patience and time that 'should be- allowed-before a. judgment' 

is passed on the uselessness of applying the system in 

Oriental lands. " 
.; Parliamentary government, . i, f I may use a 

medical metaphor, is-a-heady and strong -physic'in any country, 

even in Western countries, 'and it requires the sturdiest frame 

. the most robust constitution in order to assimilate it. 

Moreover it is apt in the process'of assimilation to cause, 

at any rate, minor disorders which for the time produce a 

derangement of'the system. Are"y ou to believe. that that 

which we with difficulty. compassed after centuries of struggle, 

an Oriental race, without experience, with traditions wholly 

different from our "ownjis successfully to achieve-in five, 

ten or twenty years? " 
{ 

Persian, Right Honourable Earl. ' Autonomy. 
A lecture given under the auspices of, the Persian Society on 
the 15th November,, 1911, p. ' 7. - 
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Not only the absence of the elements of 'time and 

experience,. important as, they are, makes the introduction 

of democratic institutions into Oriental lands the risky 

procedure it proved tobe, but more fundamentally is the 

difference between West and East in the conception of law. 

To the Moslem mind, law is based on divine authority which 

represents the will of God and its regulation of -the life of 

man.. The hallowed origin of religious law puts it in"a class 
r s 

apart from a law devised by man for other men. The-introducti on 

of this new, concept of law, therefore, is nothing short of a - 

revolution. 

The task this sets for education is tremendous. 

It has to play the part of reforming society so as to make 

such concept possible. - In, other words, it has to exercise-a 

changing influence. on society instead of being, as normally 1' 

expected, an outcome of that society. 

Not only--can the introduction of -a new type of 

education solve the problem but it is essential that such 

education should penetrate deep enough-to effect this change 

in the-habits of thought of a society otherwise it will add, 

to-the perplexity by producing yet, another of those hardly ' 

assimilated forms-and so-increase the difficulty. 

The nature of educational policies and practices 

dictated by these.. requirements must be dynamic in order to 
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keep pace with and, in fact, anticipate, any of these 

changes before it makes its advent. The history of European 

influences, so far, has been one in which so much borrowing 

and easy adoption has taken place without the necessary- 

foresight to make such adoption not only safe but beneficial, 

and, it has become imperative that such'foresight should fall 

within the'scope of educational, policies. The root of the 

trouble-that has attended the introduction of Western 

institutions lies just in this easy reception; easy in the- 

sense that it did not call for any serious effort at examining 

and planning. There has not been any attempt to find. a way 

of. reconciling the-new institutions-with traditional 

institutions that had been functioning before them. The,, 

result has-been the disruption of society and a great waste 

of time and energy. 

Translated into the language of facts, the task 

so-imposed upon education in order to make these constitutional 

and governmental changes work to the. -best results is, to devise 

policies able to 'produce not only a literate public, but 

one intelligent enough to appreciate and make use of the 

opportunities open to ii. " 

It'is also one of the. main tasks of education to 

create-a, sense of social and civil, responsibility among the 
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pupils and so produce a generation which could handle the 

administration of law without prejudice, caprice or whim. 

For the fulfilment of this last requirement a way must 

be found to-give the concept of law a new interpretation 

ensuring to, it respect and understanding. 

Last, but not least, education must bridge the gap 

between the old and new by working out a gradual and natural 

development. It must rear 'a type of mentality which does not 

cease to examine,. analyse and reject'before accepting in- 

, obedience to tradition, - or' before rejecting to'please a, 

passing whim. 

{ 

3 

i 

6 

SOCIAL'CHANGES" 

Perhaps in both volume and-outward signs the 

Changes'introduced by the impact of Europe stand out most 

conspicuously in the sphere of social life. That social life 

in Moslem- countries has'moved quite a long, way from what it 

used to be in, the 18th century is not to be disputed. ' This 

is, a"fact that can be witnessed in many aspects of the social 

, picture; in manner'of dress, in styles of building, in family- 

relations, in-relations between man and-woman, 'in education, 

and above all in the orientations of individual and group life.. 

'`_What may be disputed, - in fact, _ is whether such a change was 

for the better-or the worse and whether in=adopting and conform- 
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ing to such western fashions there has been a net loss or 

a net gain. This is hard to decide, not only in the 

particular case of the Moslem East, but_in all types of 

human societies. What concerns us here,. however, are the 

changes themselves. 

The first point to notice is, the unevenness of 

this social change between country and country, between 

class and, class'in, a particular country and even in the 

behaviour of different individuals against different social 

backgrounds. 

Countries which by accident of situation have, - 

greater amount of come under European impact"first show the 

change, while those immune in a 'desert or screened behind 

some: reactionary regime and consequently remote from 

European "influence, 'retain most of their old social pattern. 

" 
Inside the one country the city, being'more, exposed 

to, European influences, has'undergone a greater amount of 

change than. the countryside and members of the upper classes, 

who by virtue of their economic ability to partake of, 

European education and share in European life, have been 

first to receive the new inf. uences, exhibit-a greater outward 

conformity to European manners, and fashions than either the 

middle or, lower classes. 
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The second point to observe is that, despite the 

outward similarity between Moslem society in certain of its 

sections and European society, the careful observer could not 

fail to detect the absence of a middle class sufficiently 

developed and powerful to strike a , balance between the two 

other. extremes. The absence of such a middle class makes 

itself evident in the glaring discrepancy in all social habits 

between the upper classes with their almost European style of 

life-and the lower classes with their almost unchanged Oriental 

social customs., 

This proves, still-more, that great'as the social, 

change might appear, it is still of. a superficial nature and 

that it had not yet touched the basis of the social structure. 

It has not evolved from economic changes which in Europe were = 

the main. factors responsible for a changed social order and- 

in-which the middle class played a very important part. 

On analysis this absence of a middle, class is not 

difficult to explain. The rise of a middle class wpuld have 

necessitated a fundamental change of the economic structure 

involving the equality of economic opportunity and the 

redistribution of wealth and property and any, such measure 

would have-been bitterly opposed by the upper classes. ' It was 

much easier and safer to'adopt European social habits', don 
= 
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European clothes, live in European styled houses and'use 

European table männersthan effect, an economic change, which 

would have cost these upper classes the lo 
, 
of their 

privileged economic-position. - 

Another-peculiarity noticeable in this social 

change rand 
which is the result of the superficial level on 

which it has been operating'is wrong emphasis laid on some 

of the issues involved. It is,., observed that the outward is 

always given more'. importance than the real and that resounds 

battles are fought onýminor points of dispute while the major 

issues are lost sight-of and suffered to go, by default. 

Questions like the unveiling-of women and the adoption of a 

European head-dress instead of the' traditional fez, might 

occupy the minds of disputants and make them overlook. the 

economic and social factors at work and which would, be the 

real cause of the change. 

A feature which, deserves notice`-is the change in 

-the-status of women. Formerly two things militated' against 

the place of women in society, namely the 'seclusion of women 

from. an early age, especially-among urban and settled 

populations and the right of polygamy., and to repudiate lthe 

wife at will. 

(1) While it is true that Islam legalizes both polygamy and 
repudiation, yet the abuse of-these rights runs against the 
spirit of Islam, because the original. Motive -behind the 
legislation was to ease an impossible situation and not to, - exercise the right at will and without justification. 
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Under the impact-of Europe, and as part of'the 

general response to the new influences, a great change, took pl ane 
resulting in a decided improvement. Some of 'the outward 

y 
signs`, of this change were the renunciation of the veil by 

Moslem women in . ̀certain parts of the Islamic world 
_ and their = . 

participation, in social'lifeýand-entrance into professions 

and 
. 
business. 

On the legal side', the change involved the issue 

of legal decrees to improve the 'lot of women and to grant 

them a certain amount of freedom. 

Foremost among Moslem countries to issue such 

decrees was. Turkey, where c®plete equality and full 

emancipation were established bylaw.. Persia followed 

in the steps-of Turkey with more circumspection owing to 

the resistance of the conservative elements in"the country, 

while Afghanistan, after an abortive -attempt by, King 

ýAman-ullah, --reverted to the other'extreme and,. In fact, went 

a step-backward. - -'In 
the'rest of the Moslem world there 

has been a marked progress towaräs'the emancipation of 

women-although no one country has achieved reforms so 

drastic'and, sweeping as Turkey. 

Historically the movement for the freedom of women 

and-the amelioration of their status had two marked stages. 

The first. stage was in the first decade of this century, when, 



with the pioneer work of the Egyptian Kasim Amin, and 

. 
DZalak Hifriy Nasif, a vigorous literary and press movement 

was started for the emancipation of women. The movement 

met with stiff and obstinate . resistance. from the adherents 

of conservation, and the, only results-it achieved were 

mainly limited to the 
, awakening of interest in the cause-of, 

women, without achieving aly`. practical results. 

The second stage followed the first World War 

with the emergence of independent Arab States bent 'On 

absorbing more and more of the Western institutions. 'There 

was agradual realization of the important part .a free woman`-" 

can play in her society and for her nation. This, was-- 

accompanied and helped by the greater educational opportunitiee 

open to. women and the influence of the press, the radio and 

the' I cinema, 'where' women could not fail to be impressed by the, 

European and American version of the relation between man 

and, woman.. 

There were clear, signs at this stage of a relaxation 

of conservative opposition to, the movement and, even support 

for the unveiling of women. Hans Kohn states that when in 

Beirut agitation was stirred up against unveiled women and 

leaflets calling on Hoslems'to protest were distributed, the I 

Moslem clergy spoke against=the leaflets from`the-pu, gits 
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(1) 
of their mosques on the following Friday. 

This was also the stage where important legislative 

measures were taken by several Moslem states to alleviate 

the injustice done to women. Most prominent 

measures were the laws regulating the age of 

in India (the Sarda Act of 1930). and the Eg; 

1923, both establishing. as a minimum age for 

girls and 18 for boys. 

among these 

marriage, issued 

7ptian law of 

marriage 16 for 

With regard to divorce no 'Moslem country, apart from 

-Turkey, had gone to, the extreme of, subjecting personal 

relations among Moslems to laws other than, the Shari-ia law, 

yet very important legislations sought to introduce reform, - 

without, drastic challenge to Islam. In'Egypt, for example, 

it could not be denied that the Bill dealing. wiih marriage 

introduced in 1929 markeda great progress. It does not 

it is true, abolish divorce, but it makes it more difficult, 

for the man to 
. 
exercise the right at will. It also gives 

the woman the right to sue, for divorce if life with'her 

husband becomes'unbeara\ble, or in cases of desertion for 

more than one year or the imprisonment of the husband for at, 

least three years. Besides this, the Bill restricts the 

husband's right to absolute divorce without. the intervention 

Kohn, Hans. tl) Nationalism and Imperialism in the Hither 
-East. London, 1935,, p.. 33. ' _ 
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of the religious court, and although the Judge cannot refuse 

a divorce, yet he is bound to examine the reasons for it, and 

endeavour to bring about a reconciliation. As to polygamy, 

while the law, does not literally impose effective restrictions 

on the rights, it does, nevertheless, require the husband 

to prove, before, the judge that he is in a financial position 

to provide'fully'and equally'fo r his wives. 

A similar law was issued in Iran in. 1931: it, too,,, 

establishes-the wife's right to divorce with the only 

provision that agreement between husband and. wife on this 
(1) 

point should be entered in the, marriage contract. 

Yet. of more. effect, in militating against polygamy i 

the pressure of economic conditions. It is becoming more and 

more difficult to maintain more than one wife and there has 

been a marked decrease in. the' number of those with more than 

one wife-in the last few years. 

In, this improvement -in'the' status of women, 

-education played a paramount part. It. has helped to make 

the old usages unacceptable to both iken and women, and with- 

more education and "absorption of Western ideas . there is more 
insistence by 

-women 
on-'their equal share in `the life of 

(1)'The Persian procedüre,, in-fact, is more intricatearnd 
circuitous. than the Egyptian, the wife is required, for 
this agreement -to 

-be legally valid, to act as her husband's 
attorney with the . right to divorce more or 'less 'delegated to 
her. by him., 
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society. 

i 

Longer school courses given to girls more than 

prepared the'way for legislation appertaining to the age of 

marriage. In fact, it made it impossible for an educated man 

or woman to marry before the age of-twenty. There has been 

evidence of an increasingly higher marriage age, more marked 

among the well-to-do classes, which possess more opportunities 

for education,, tban among the lower classes, and in cities 

than in the 
-countryside. "Although there -are no official 

statistics to show the -ocntrast between the marriage age of the. 

present and- of a preceding period - the East does *not have a 

penchant for statistics -a number of interesting studies 

have"been-made by some of the universities and health agencies 

in the East that, throw light on this subject. These studies 

and"frequent, observations made, by private individuals 

acquainted with social conditions show certain uniform trends 

in the Near East and the-M1ddle. East. In the upper classes 

especially , 
among the educsated, ' the age of marriage tends to 

be higher than in the lower classes. In villages the 

, marriage of-girls takes. place at 'an earlier age-than in cities 

probably because' of less education and, perhaps also, of the 

need, for moral-protection, since village life is so congested 

that the re is little chance for privacy 

(1) Woodsmall, -Ruth Frances. ' Moslem Women Enter a YJew VTorld 
London -1936, p. 95. " 
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These are, briefly, the social changes incurred 

under the impact of Europe, their features and their 

peculiarities. While they might appear spectacular to the 

casual observer and while it cannot be denied that a certain 

improvement has been attained, the--disturbance they caused to 

Moslem life is of much greater seriousness than, is generally 

realized. 

In family life-particularly this disturbance has' 

resulted in weakening-the ties that. used to hold members 

together, and with'this the steadying influence exercised 

by the elders-of the family on the youngsters under the., old 

patriarchal system was lost. - The complete breaking up of 

. this system, which - is -a matter of-time only, without the 

development,, through education of a canpensating source of 

. authority, would have a fatal effect on'the social structure. 

, There are already indications of this in the very little 

authority a father has-on the members of-, his family at the 

present time'and the irresponsible action of youth and their 

, 
unrestrained, indulgence 'in activities damaging to" their 

healthy growth and to society at large. 

This indicates that the-school which in any healthy 

society should' look forsupport to the influence of, the family 

has to-fight battles alone and in most cases counteract the 
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bad influence exercised on the pupils by a home life which. 

has ceased to be guided by any sensible principles or 

capable of L. 5arting these to the youngsters. 

The effect of this disturbance. on the relation 

between the individual and society is even more distressing.; 

Society has lost a great part of its compactness. The' 

barriers that separated the loosely knit and semi-isolated 

units have vanished. In their place there has emerged a 

confluent mass of people , who lack the homogeneity and unity'', 

of purpose that can make them a healthy, society. The 

individual in this mass has lost the security. the" smaller 

society of his fathers usedito give him; * he is a member--of 

a`nation to whichhe has not learned to give his loyalty, 

and, as a result, does not feel under any obligation to 

serve it. 

The implication of this state of affairs to 

education' is far-reaching.. It means' that education' should 

. 
bridge the gap created by the disappearance of the old 

-system and the emergence of. a new, and yet not quite 

Linderstood, social order. It has.,, therefore, the task 'of 

making the new social reforms, 
_intelligible , 

to -the rising 

generation and providing the social training', which can make, 

'them yield the desired results. This involves much more than. 

.. 
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mere instruction in civic rights and duties; it means that 

the school, instead of reflecting in its own life the larger 

society outside, should give an example and lead the way in 

this social movement. It means that the school would serve 

as a model society of which the individual, pupil would be 

made to feel that he is a member and that his membership 'entails 

the performance of certain duties, as well as the enjoyment 

of certain rights and that later In life participation in the 

larger society would require the same sacrifice and ensure the 

same reward. 

That this is, more than a school in a normal society 

is expected to achieve is admitted, but it is -becoming'Imperative 

in a society that h as. been severed from its traditions' 

gaining, - a full' grasp of the new values that education should'', ' 

be called upon to perform more than ordinary tasks. 

NATIONAL MOVE12NTS. 

Reaction', to the impact of the West expressed-itself 

in Moslem lands mainly in the emergence of`a strong national 

-feeling inspired by the example of Europe, particularly or 

East-European countries. This national feeling, derivin 

it does from the West, is yet most decidedly against the 

-continuation of European intervention and subsequently og ;t 
European influence. 
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It is because of this powerful trend in ä'oslem 

nationalism that Europeans usually mistake it for xenophobia. 

Hatred of foreigners, it should be pointed out, is more of- 

a result than a cause in this particular case. The explanation 

can be found in the peculiar circumstances in which the spirit 

of Moslem nationalism grew. There was constant European 

pressure, both political and economic, reaction against 

which naturally found its outlet in anti-European feeling. 

It should not be overlooked, too, that European interests 

always ran against the fulfilment of national aspirations 

and, therefore, were made a target' against which nationalism 

legitimately directed'its attacks. 

Nevertheless, ` the main inspiration and conception 

of nationalism came from Europe. The excmple of Europe, when 

it, appeared to. Mioslem 'eyes with its strong armies. backedby 

highly organized national states, was most impressive. 

Moslems saw in that one important reason for Europe's 

superiority over -them,, both in the military and eccnomia' 

fields, and they were quick to appropriate the ideas, of 

nationalism and strive towards 'the formation of-states divided 

on national, ' ratherthan religious or ethnic, lines. 

By dethroning religion as the binding force änd putting 

nationality in, its place they made a great departure from 
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traditional usage in Islam. The departure, in fact, 

marked thebeginning of a new era as different from the 

past as were the Modern from the Mediaeval Ages in Europe. 

Yet parallel as the two movements might be, they differed 

j. ' in the nature of the causes and the length of "time they took 

to evolve. In Europe centuries separated the two epochs, 

during which several factors arising from the inner life nad 

the'peculiar institutions of the people ocntributed in 

bringing about'a new'outlook. In Islam, on"the other hand, ',. 
- 

the impulse did'not rise from within, but resulted from a 

external impact. '. 

'In addition, the abnormal circumstances in which 

Moslem, countries found themselves from the beginning of the 

nineteenth' century onward, confused. and distorted the aims and 

directions of nationalism by burdening it with the execution 

of too, many, tasks: and so 
made 

it seem -different', to the 

. European national movements` which it, in fact, imitated. 

Despite the-differences the two movements have much 

in. common. ' In both methods and forms of expression Moslem 
- 

nationalism copied the West. 'The same characteristics of 

secularization, ' the severance of politics and 'intellectual life 

from' religion', and the denial of-the element of the miraculous 

forrmed part.: of this rising nationalism in Islam. 



The process of secularization, made necessary, by 

the replacing of the religious by, the national as the 

foundation of the state, brought as its chief instrument-the 

process of' rationalization to the-'denial of the miraculous. 

What'was taken for granted as the, inscrutable expression- 

of divine will could not, with the. new shift towards 

rationalization, be omitted without an explanation, which does 

not include the attribution of any phenomenon to'a miraculous 

origin. 

The motives' towards self. assertion and nationhood, 

., 
although akin to those: in Europe did not, express themselves in 

a'clear,. manner from the beginning. There was a period 
of 

fumbling before nationalism found its soul'. The first 

-'expression of that desire, or in fact a 
, 
canalization of it, " 

was the movement of, Pan-Islamism. Pan-Islamism, although, 

contradictory, to the ideals of nationalism offered score 

chances for that self-assertion which Moslem saw in 

European nationalism. This, however, -did, not prove a 

success, as in the hands of the leaders ofthe Union and 

Progress party in Turkey it turned to be a scourge to, 
-the 

non-Turkish elements of the Empire and it. was at this juncture 

that a split between Arab and Turk became inevitable, as it 

: became clear that their national ambitions ran contra'ry to 

I 
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each other. Instead of working side by side, with the 

Turkish nationalist, the Arabs turned into underground 

movements which emerged during the first World War in the 

shape of the famous Arab revolt, and which later was the 

foundation of Arab, states. 

It was not until the end of the first World War' 

that there was, the greatest flowering of Moslem nationalism. 

Turkey broke ccanpletely off and replaced religion by 

nationalism in consummation of the early secularist tendencies, 

while Egypt, Syria and Iraq, exhibited a most violent 

outburst of national movements, seeking, for their immediate 

purpose; the achievement of political independence and the 

attainment of'full national status. The-struggle for 

independence has be cane part of the very , 
life of these nations 

since, and despite temporary settlement of these' claims by 

peaceful or violent' means, the struggle . still goes on. 

In the educational . 
field'this. nationalism had played 

an enormous ' part. All the national parties endorsed-schemes 

for widespread, free and compulsory education. This isa 

proof that education is generally-, acknowledged as a means to-' 

achieve nationhood, and as such must'be as widespread as 

possible. While such an attitude is recommendable yet it 

has certain dangers because-it encourages the trend already 
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observed of taking western institutions at their face 

value. There has been in fact little, if anystud,. or 

educational policies with a view to making education 

the true expression'. of national will and character. 

Another dangerous trend which results from this linking 

of the purposes of . education and its destinies with nationalism 

was the sacrifice of educational wisdom in deference to the 

whims of popular clamour. ' While it may be justifiable 'at 

times-of political struggle tomobilize education in the many, 

forces of' resistance to, foreign aggression, yet it would be- 

tragic to make this apermaflent policy. One of the most 

distressing features of education in the Arab coup tries; 

a feature indeed harmful to both the national and educational 

causes, is that it is vitiated by narrow nationalism. 

Education does not, play its proper. part of leading and, 

enlightening nationalism, but satisfies - itself with marching- 

at its behest, even when nationalism is 'misguided in its A 

assumptions and extravagant in its demands. 

The proper task of, edm at ion, it should be understood' 

, 
is not to fall to' nationalism,, but, to rise above it: -it is 

not to derive its purposes from it,. but to correct it and 

enrich. it with. nobler aims. It-is the. proper function of 

-education 
to rear that type*of person who, without ceasing to 
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be national is yet able to reach beyond the narrow limits of 

his territorial nationalism towards a world fellowship. 

THE CHALLENGE TO ISLAM AND REACTION IN -RELIGIOUS THINKING. 

The changes so far described, whether political, 

economic or social operating together as a ccmbined force, 

were, -in fact, a challenge to Islam inasmuch as it embodied 

these aspects in one system of life. The challenge was 

far greater than any Islam had confronted in the whole of its 

history. 

The Crusades were armed attacks on Islam that could 

be met and beaten off by a united and armed Moslem front, and-, -I 

as such were far from threatening the fabric of the Moslem 

system. Not so the new Influences, because they worked 

simultaneously outside and inside and as such had an 

undermining effect on the whole edifice. The only comparable 

situation was when Greek, philosophy came very near achieving 

a revolution in Islam. But, the influences of Greek 

philosophy came early in the history of Islam while it was 

-. In"Its full vigour and able to absorb them. Furthermore, 

these influences were not introduced by foreign-, military or 

economic conquests of any importance. So that they did not` 

,. present themselves with a'menace-in any way comparable to the 

present. They were easily assimilated, Islamised and Arabised 
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to such an, extent that they became-invisible in the, 

mosaic of Islamic civilization. 

The new influences, on the other hand, worked their 

way through and across the World of Islam, and whether 

introduced by Moslem leaders for some purpose or other, or, 

imposed by an alien ruler, have attacked the heart of the 

system. Islam, by the circumstance of its origin and by 

the comprehensive nature of its precepts, has always been-, 

regarded and has operated as a 
. 
theocracy, and any encroachment 

by the new influences, even if it did not present a direct 

attack on the dogmatic and ritualistic aspects, did, in 

fact, beat against it by pushing it further add further back 

, from areas which it had originally covered. 

This state of affairs, I in which. the political power 

of Islam continued to diminish, and its social pattern to be 

riddled'by innovations easily and readily adopted, could, 

not fail to call' for serious thinking from the leaders of 

Islam. 

The, alternatives possible, in the face of this 

. situation were, either to adopt an attitude of mind and action 

by which the challenge is ignored (by withdrawing from the 

reach, of"these disrupting influences Into mental' or physical 

isolation), or to determine to face facts, and subject. Islamic 

institutions and customs to a process of examination with 
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a view to discovering whether Islam intrinsically resisted 

and opposed. the new situation. or whether it was possible of 

adjustment to the new conditions. 

The former of these two alternatives, an attitude 

which was possible only to certain parts of the Moslem world,. ` 
favou. red*by difficulty 

, 
of. access to European enterprise and 

intervention; was precarious and was hardly feasible in the, 

greater. part of the area in which Europe had made an early, 

and consistent advent. It, was exemplified in the last century 

and early in this century ley, the Wahnabis of central Arabia, 

the Sanusis of North Africa, the short-lived Mahdiyä of the 

-, Sudan, as well, as by several other movements of the' same nature 

in Persia, Iraq, Syria and Egypt. 

The precariousness of this attitude, however, has 

become more and*more evident as improvement in, means of 

(1) Some other "movements which* tend towards a return . to 
a state of pure Islamism and a recapitulation-of conditions 
that existed in the first Moslem century, may give the 
impression of a similar attitude. But there is the 
possible interpretation that such movements as, the Moslem 
Brotherhood of Egypt and the Fedayan"Islam of Persia, both 
of. recent years, are signs of dissatisfaction with the bad 
results of an unintelligent imitation of Europe'and the 
frustration of national aspirations by European powers, 
rather. than of a genuine and determined desire to go back 
wholly to a pure and unpolluted'Islam. 
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communication,. whether by rail, sea-or air, defeated natural 

barriers. The discovery and development of natural resources 

hidden for so long under the sands of the Arabian desert, 

brought it under the direct impact of. Western industrialism. 

There are already clear signs of a march forward towards a 

new way of life; even. in the most desolate parts of those 

desert areas. It is, indeed, a most guarded march, thanks 

to', the powerful hand and able statesmanship of King Abd-el-Aziz 

'Ibn Saud, -but it' is doubtful whether, 
,a 

continuation of the 

-possible 
under his heirs and successors. same policies will be 

On the other hand, and this 'is of more general' 

application, the impact of Europe called for a 
, 
ready response 

- from Moslem thinkers. The result was a, huge. literature in'' 

-which efforts were" made to reconcile Isläm-to modern usages. ' 
t9 

It is true that a great part of it can be dismissed as 

apologetic and-unrealistic, yet among the, great welter'of 

writings and plans, there have been some views of. a highly 

constructive nature. The attitude from which most of these 

views proceeded was, one in which it was assumed-that, by a 

._. rational' interpretation of Islam, the new way of life 'would 

be found acceptable and capable of reconciliation with the 

spirit-of religion. 

Perhaps the most brilliant star in a great movement 
towards rationalizing'and'liberalizing Islam was the E gyptia 



Sheikh Mohammad Abduh (1849-1905), who filled the office 

of Grand Mufti of Egypt from June 3rd, 1899, until his 

death. He was a fine example of the product of an Azhar 

education and a man who played an important part in the 

movements of reform in Egypt, whether national, social, 

edu6ational or literary. His main contention, and in this 

he was strongly entrenched in'Moslem precedents, was that 

modern conditions could be reconciled to Islam through-a 

process of rationalization, or,,, in other words, by re-opening 

'The gate of Ijtihad', which was. declared closed in the 

third century of the Hegira. 

Examples of the application-of this principle are 

evident in 'fatwas' or legal decisions on questions that 

came to him-in his capacity as Grand Mufti. The 'fatwas'-, 

moreover, reveal a brilliant mind, deep religious knowledge 

and, what-is more, "a sincere desire to remove from Islam 

such harmful accretions as had crippled its'life consequently 

releasing to Moslems huge powers 'of confi"deuce, courage and 

enterprise. 

Mohammed Abduh had, besides, exercised a great 

influence towards a more"tolerant attitude towards modern' 

education as conducted in schools of the European type, and 
many graduates of these schools could be counted among his 
disciples. In Al-A`zhar itself a line of descent is discernible 
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from Mohammed Abduh down to Sheikh Al-Maraghi, the famous 

rector, in recent years. The fact that his, influence survived 

his death is proof of the deep impression he made. 

The fundamental issue of the relation between the 

temporal and the spiritual ih Islam became acute on the_-- 

abolition of the Caliphate by the Turks. This provoked 

thought on the subject ranging from the traditional to-the 

progressive and liberal. Most expressive of the latter were: 

the views of Sheikh Ali''Abd-El-Razik. The sheikh, by 

profession a judge of an ecclesiastical court, wrote. a book 

in which he attacked the whole system of the caliphate with 

the underlying principle of dependence-of the state upon 

religion. Working out from the example of. early Islam, and 

supporting his arguments by Koranic and traditional text, he 

tried to prove that the system of the caliphate as an 

embodiment of spiritual and temporal powers was alien to 

, Islam. Mohammad, he maintained, was 
,a 

prophet; a bringer 

of faith, but neither king nor a ruler., -Islam had only 

a spiritual-and universal mission with an appeal, to`the 

individual conscience. He, therefore, called -for a distinction 

between Islam and government institutions. 

The importance of the book and the views.. expressed 

(1ý Abd-E1-Razik - Sheikh Ä1i. "Al-Islam Yea Usal al-Hukm" 
Islam- and the Principles of Government; Arabic. 
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in it, lies in the fact that, contrary to thought, prevalent 

at the time, that once the caliphate was abolished the whole 

system of Islam would fall down, Islam showed itself, worthy 

of existing on its. -own merit as a pure, religious institution 

- the more so as Sheikh Abd-el-Razik produoed'his evidence 
(1).. 

from the Koran itself. 

The same mover ent of liberalism and, rationalism 

is evident in Persia and India reaching extremes at first 

in the, Babi movement, which by trying to arrive at a 

reconciliation between Islam and Christianity, went to the 

extreme of preaching a new gospel. This put the movement 

outside Islam, "and as such it had very little influence, 

especially after the execution of the first leader and the 

expulsion of its adherents from Persia, 

In India liberal thinking within Islam was. 4' 

influential in restoring to Moslems confidence and courage 

and. in freeing them to engage-in social and economic advance. 

Such confidence and courage were necessary for . people who 

were engaged in a struggle against communal. and, foreign 

adversaries. In this struggle'they were greatly handicapped 

by religious scruples from engaging freely. in economic- E, %-3 

(1) It is needless' to, -say that the book caused a greä, t 'stir- 
and Sheikh Abd-el-Razik was tried*by. a panel of Azhari Ulama 
and dismissed from his office. Such indeed is always the fate 
of a pioneer, but it is significant-that the same man, ` whose trial nearly caused the fall of a cabinet, should survive the 

. fury of the storm and rise 
-a 

few years ago to nothing less than. the post of a cabinet minister. 
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activities. Without the liberating influence of a wide 

interpretation of Islam they would have been helpless in 

the new economic order and would, as they were for some 

time, be outpaced by their Hindu countrymen. 

A pioneer in this field' of Moslem liberalism in 

India was Sir Sayyid Ahmed Khan who, by his liberal 

interpretation of the Koran exercised a great freeing 

influemce on his. co-religionists. 

The' philosophical views of the IndienMoslem poet 

Ikbal bear more clearly the evidence of the influence of 

Western science an d. philosophy on the Moslem mind. He does 

not whole-heartedly approve the western attitude and its- 

materialistic bent, but" at the same time, he does not approve, 

of the eastern tendencies which were too idealistic and 

accompanied by complete negation of action. His philosophy 

was one in which, a. blend of the ' two could be made;, in fact 

,, he went so far as to prove that the-two are neither-divisible 

nor Incamptible , "the ideal and real and not two öpposin g 

forces, and the affirmation of the spiritual self demands 

a willing acceptance'of'the world of matter with a view to 

making. it an ally in' the process of. our development. 

This, in brie', ' is an account of religious. thinking j 

-in I slam, under the impact of Europe, ' qufficient to show the 

Sayidain, 'K. G. Ikballs Educational Philosophy, 
London. 1938. 
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reaction of Islam to modern conditions and the direction of 
its thoughts in the face of new influences. 

The pivot round which all this type of thinking 

revolved, it should be pointed out, was the possibility of. 

a modernized Islam, or in other words, of Islam being 

capable of revising its views in such a way as to make the 
" v 

new way of life acceptable, and by so doing, acquit itself 

from, the accusation of rigidness. 

From the point of view of education it should be 

considered a hopeful sign that the leaders of Islamic' 

, thought are showing such readiness to reconcile-their 

attitude towards modern life and to reshape it in order to . 

satisfy the experiments of modern social and economic 

usages. One of the great prejudices'against modern education, 

and one of the chief impediments to healthy growth, was the 

" resistance of religious conservatism. The withdrawal of 

religious approval from education was one of the-chief 

causes why education has remained. at the. best, a superficial 

growth exercising no fundamental effect on its product, while 

at'worst it-created: a cleavage in the-society and individual. 

by, destroying the traditional loyalties and leaving a vacuum 

in their `place .` 

Now when religious thought is showing unmistakable 

signs of libdräl±sým and acceptance of the innovation; 
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education IshouA d have a more penetrating influence-on'the' 

souls of the pupils as well as on their minds. 

A historical weakness of-education in the Arab 

" countries is its unsatisfying utilitarian nature. This was 

a result of the peculiar circumstances in which it was 

introduced. There was urgent need for some education to make, 

possible the organization of the army and the administrati6n 

on European lines. This association with official 

requirements has always limited its aims. There was no effort 

to seek roots deeper than this superficial stratus and no 

`desire or intention to base education on deep-seated convictionsI 

The circumstances were not such as to-make this conceivable, 

either by the creators of education or. the representatives of 

religious thought. Now that" the circumstances have moored 

away-from that attitude to make a reconciliation possible 

it is the task of . educationists to - seek" this enriching 

source of education namely religion. ' 

The course' for an' overdue educational reform' lies 
rA 

between the two extremes of tradition-and charge, conservatism 

and progress. Education-must take account of ! the social 

and cultural,. traditions of its society with a view to 

preserving whatever is'good and functional in them, as well- 

as to move forward from them towards a new society. 
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The method that suggests itself is a two fold 

policy of scrutiny and examination from both sides, keeping 

in mind as a valuable aim of education to bring up a 

generation that has not lost sight of the values in its 

present society and at the sane time not too shut in-that 

social environment to be blind to its defects. 

It must be considered necessary by both sides of 

thought that the utmost guard should be taken against flippancy, 

and obstinacy, that neither whimsical change for the sake of 

change, nor reservation of useless traditions should be* 

tolerated - both trends, it must be. owned, are still operative 

with damaging effect on education. 

There should be no less guard against unstudied 

and unwarranted change of attitude.. It is feared that zeal 

for, modernism and desire to, free themselves from the stigma' 

of, reaction might sway'religious'thinkers off their feet to 

the extent' of over shooting 'their- real -goal and falling victim-' 

to a hasty imitation of European schools. without building on, 

the secure bed rock of their own- traditional foundations. 

It is also, feared that; modernists might be driven by despair', 

at the failure of their westernized--institutions to turn 

reactionary. Such. unexpected and unpredictable, reverse of 

direction is'not'without evidence in. the, history of Moslem 

-, reaction to European influences and is due mainly to the lack 
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of deliberation when adopting and the lack of examination 

when rejecting. 

What is wanted is more and more study of the'' 

situation with all its implications leading to. a thorough 

understanding of the inner spirit of western and Moslem 

"ihstitutions before either borrowing from one or rejecting 

from the other. should be decided. Neither a policy of 

tenacity nor a policy of hasty acceptance can succeed to 

bring to its senses a society that has becane muddled through 

the adoption of-these two 'policies. This is the task Moslem 

thinkers must make their primary concern.. 

Western thinkers who deal with Moslem affairs have 

yet another task'to perform. They must not pass hasty and 

unfounded views on Islam; they must not be impatient-with 

what seems'to be a state of rut and they must remember that 

Europe took centuries, of evolution and revolution to reach 

what it reached and that Moslem countries, at least most-of 

them, are just entering this stage of transition and that 

over criticism either forces their. steps or frustrates their 

efforts., t 

it is with understanding-and` sympathy that the 

West-can have a'full appreciation of the-situation in the 

Möslem world. By giving recognition to the existence of a 

Mg. 
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problem of the first magnitude` there and sharing in its 

solution the West thn win the confidence of Islam. Without. 

, such confidence, and it cannot be given without solid proof 

of good intention, no real progress can be made. Let us 

hope for a change of attitude from the Vilest 
. 
leading to 

more co-operation with the East for the welfare, not onlyý 

of this particular area, but of the world at large. 

LITERARY AND PRESS MOVEMENTS. 

Arabic literature, perhaps the main artistic 

expression of the Islamic-civilization had remained-for 

centuries extremely conservative . in character. It clung 

with absurd tenacIty to forms and themes established, early' 

in pre-Islamic times. The literary standards (the, prose 

, style) reached in pre-Islamic and early Moslem times were 

held as perfect examples to be imitated, but never tobe 

improved upon or emulated - so much so that there were known 

instances, when a poet seeking popularity and' appreciation' 

-would give the poetry he wrote a" pre-Islamic name, rather 

than own that it was" his own creation., ' 

The-. Idolization of old literary standards was greatly 

he by the critics, who being primarily philologists, had 

yet another reason to hold. the old standards in great est9em 

and reverence. This was because these gave them the purest` 
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Arabic, both linguistically and grammatically. Another 

possible reason for this extreme conservatism was the close. 

connection between language and religion; the Koran was 

Arabic, and Arabic, then in a form as near as possible to 

Koranic diction, must be maintained at all costs., 

Another important feature of this literature and 

an equally influential factor in its greatness and weakness 

was the fact that it did not prosper on. account of popular 

appeal as much as a result of the protection and liberality 

of a prince or king. This was the reason why with the 

disappearance of Arab supremacy, culminating in the Turkish 

conquest, royal and princely patronage was not sufficiently 

forthcoming to afford posts and literary men with the 

protection their predecessors were used to and without which 

they.. could not create. The new rul. ers were not particularly 

interested, in Arabic literature and it was from that time - 

" on that it entered into a long period of decadence falling 
from 

off more and more/standards'and heights it attained-earlier 

in its classical period between the third and sixth centuries 

of Al-Hegira. 

There were, of course, several other =factors that 

helped to, bring about such an eclipse in literary achievements. 

Such factors as militated against all 'the other institutions 
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whether religious or social, also sapped literature of its 

vigour and creativeness. There was first that dwindling of 

Moslem fortunes resulting on political and economic 

degeneration, which was responsible for the falling off in 

standards of artistic and industrial works. There was 

the incubus of conserVat'ism which guarded iealously and 

fanatically against all deviation from accepted traditional 

standards and, consequently dealing, a deadly blow to, 

originality and creativeness. Finally there was that -long 

period of-isolation when the lands of Islam screened from the 

th rest of the world by the Turkish regimes lost contact , wi 

other. civilizations- and the' stimulating influence of other 

literatures. 

When the nineteenth century brought the influence 

of Europe to bear on'the whole of Moslem life and started 

these movements of Europeanization and reforms in the three 

great centres of the' Islamic world, Turkey, Persia'and 

Egypt, , literature, could notý_fail to be affected. Literature, 

in fact, ` was doubly affected in this process of'Europeanization. 

--it was specifically-affected by the example of European- 

. literatures and it was again affected as a result of the 

H changes in social and economic life and the need for it to take 

into consideration and give expression-to the new conditiöns. 
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In Turkey, for example, the first indications of 

a literary renaissance followed immediately the 5sa< 

Europeanization movement of Sultan Mahmoud II (1802 - 3B39). 

It was then that the first signs of a modern or European-, 

school appeared. This gathered strength and eventually 

dominated and re-shaped the whole of Turkish literature. 

The movement there involved a comprehensive policy of 

literary, as well as`linguistic, reform. Words th at. h ad' 

become useless for the new way of life were weeded-out and 

replaced by others more adequate for the new literary 

requirements.. The bombastic and artificial style of prose 

writing Rill of verbal tricks and burdened with rhyme and 

alliteration, was abandoned fora more natural prose. In 

poetry there was a great widening of scope, including themes 

unknown in the old Turkish poetry, such as patriotic,, '' 

national and political topics. 

The modernization, however, was not to proceed 

without opposition, for here, as in all the other 'aspects of 

life, there was a'battle between modernist and, conservative. 

The conservative element, looking with disdain on all. - 
innovation, was in favour of the Persian models, wnich were 

the mainsprings, of Turkish literature. The battle betwen, 
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Europe and Persia in the sphere of literature symbolic of 
the struggle between the-old-and the new was finally. won 

by the champions of Europeanization "... but the battle has 

virtually been fought, the victory won, and for good or for 

All Europe has conquered Asia, Paris has replaced Shirazn. 

In Persia, a country with a long traditiön of a 

fully national and greatly popular literature, the revival 

started with the foundation of the State college at Tihran, 

and the inspiration there as in Turkey was definitely 

European and particularly French.. The movement was likewise, 

initiated by the translation of French books and through the 

efforts of some Persian literary men who were influenced 

by French.. literature. . 
As a result of this. contact with one of the noblest 

of European literatures a great revival was set afoot, 

helped. by an awakening sense of, nationalism and served by 

a vigorous press, which, was in itself a European conception. 

Under the influence, of French literature,, Persian poetry 

assumed new themes, and treated of topics of social and 

political-inference., Not only was an addition of themes 

noticeable, but-, the-arrangement of rhymes and, structure of the 

poems underwent a certain amount of change in imitation of 
European models. 

(1) GIbb, E. J. W. History 'lof -Ottoman Poetry. London 
1907. Vol. V. P. 323. 
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The history of the Arabic literary revival does 

not differ much from either the Turkish or Persian. There 

again it followed in the wake of the, great reforms of- 

Mohammed All and' was greatly enhanced by a vigorous movement 

of translation from European languages. It, too, 'was 

supported and fed by a rising nationalism which widened its- 

scope to include themes of European origin. 

Egypt, however, was not the pioneer in this literary 

revival, as. might have been expected from a country that, 

was the, first to receive such a great influence from Europe. 

It seems that for two or three decades from the beginns 'of 

Europeanization in Egypt, and despite theýtranslat ion work 

inaugurated by - Mohammed 
_ 
Ali, " literature was slow to' respond 

to the new -influences, either because the influences' did not' 

penetrate deep enough to-. reach the sources of literary 

expression, or because the nature. of`the translated books was 

more of -a practical' and scientific than a literary character. 

It was in'Syria among the Christian element that 

-. the first indications of a modern school became evident. 

This can be, accounted for by the fact that the. Christian 

element was more accessible to European influences and, more 

readily responsive to it. They were, for one thing, 

unhampered by religious scruples,, and, therefore, able to 
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partake freely of the education offered by the European 

missionary schools and they were, secondly, not bound by 

religious loyalty to adhere to Koranic and Islamic standards 

of literary and linguistic accuracy. 

But the hegemony of the Syrians in literature did not 

last long 'because, towards the close of the nineteenth century 

the centre of literary activity suddenly shifted to Cairo. 

This may be accounted for by the . emigration of many Syrian- 

men. of letters to. the congenial and safe atmosphere of 

Egypt under the illustrious Khedive Ismail where"they'could 

produce and work-' away from the persecutions and petty- 

censorship and oppression of the Hamidian regime., The Syrians 

brought a'-ferment to'the soil of Egypt-which was soon to'bear 

plentiful fruit., 

Broadly speaking the trends which the literary revival 

took in Egypt were in two directions; ' first 'there was a most, 

effective attempt at restoring Arabic poetry and prose to 

its classical norms and standards-and, secondly, there'was a 

great deal; of appropriation of European themes and models: 

The'two movements may seem contradictory, but it must be 

remembered that, pa; rt of the European influence stirred in the 

Arab. peoples a sense- of _ national pride and appreciation of 



in this movement of revival under European influence. 

A great widening of its. scope became evident and such literary 

forms as the-short story and the novel-began to make their 

appearance, first by translation of European works and later 

by a process of Arabicising European stories and-novels.!, 

As a result of this movement In two directions, two 

standards of writinghave become established, the first used 

in literary writings tends to copy the simple but graceful { 

." prose style of, the, second and third Hegira centuries. The - 

best example of this school is, offered by the works of 

Dr. Taha Hussein of Egypt. A more cursive style was adopted 

for ordinary everyday 
'writing 

and was especially favoured. and 

popularized by the press., the_ stage ' and the 
. radio. - The 'latter 

can be said to stand midway between the old classical style 

and a spoken language -purified, of peculiarities of 

-. colloquialism, and' dialect and enriched by translated expressions 

and even words borrowed directly from European languages. It 

'holds a great future as the spoken language of all the Arab 

peoples when-education spreads sufficiently to make the. press 

more accessible to the people. 

In, poetry there has been-a parallel widening of, scope 

to include themes necessitated by the new-national awakening, 

In this-there has been a free use'of European literatures, 

.. ý 
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especially the French, and-to a lesser extent, the English. 

A rich crop of national and political poetry is"evident in 

the last few decades and, in this particular field, the ltwo 

Egyptian poets Shawky'and Hafiz Ibrahim were prominent leaders. ', 

There has, been also, and, this is a direct result 

of European, example, an attempt at introducing the drama into 

Arabic literature. ' Shawky wrote a few plays but, unfortunately, 

he started on this medium late in his life and, although his 

example seems to be followed by others, none of them yet show 

ability comparable to his. It remains to"be seen whether' 

ruit the beginnings laid by this great poet would bear f in 
sF 1 

establishing the dramatic art in Arabic poetry. 

In form, the Arabic poem has not undergone any drastic 

changes so far, but there have been attempts by 'some of . the 

younger-poets, influenced by reading of European-poetry, 
-to 

experiment with a new arrargement of rhymes different to 

the old. There have been attempts also-at-introducing blank. . 

verse, especially for dramatic poetry. 

Accompanying this. literary revival and acting both-, 

as cause and effect, was a vigorous press activity. The 

inspiration for daily or weekly news-shy ets was definitely 

European and, in fact, it was Napoleon during`his, s hort_stay' 

', `in Egypt who introduced the-idea. 
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The first attempts at newspapers were the official or 

semi-official papers. The first of these was the paper 

issued by Mohammed All in Egypt, known as "Al-Wakai Al-Misriya", 

(the Egyptian Journal of Events). The purpose of the paper,,, 

as stated in its first number, was to make public, for"the 

benefit of all government departments, news items appertaining 

to the progress of agriculture and industry that came from 

several parts of the country and used to be kept until then 

, for the private use of the Supreme Council of State. 

-The first appearance of a newspaper in Turkey was in 

1826, when a Frenchman, M. Alexandre Blacque, came to Smyrna 

and there established a`paper called "Spectateur de 1'0rient" 

which was issued in French. The paper later, changed its name 

to "Courier de Smyrne"-and from_1825 to 1828, followed a 

policy of defending the, Porte against the attacks of the 

-European Press on the question of the Greek revolution. - In 

. 1831, Sultan Mahmoud, impressed by M. Blacque's, efforts., 

summoned him to Constantinople where he established the 

"Moniteur Ottoman" in French, to be followed in 1832 by the 

. first paper in Turkish the "Takvimi Vakai" or "Table of Events" 

which was, little more'than the "Moniteur" translated. into 

Turkish. The Takvimi Vakai, like the Egyptian Wakai Al-Misriya 

and the Persian Ruzname-i-wagayi, were official papers and 
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devoted to the publication of laws, decrees and government 
(1> 

news. 

The popular press,. as distinct from the official 

press, made its appearance later and dates in fact from the 

second half of the nineteenth century. It is surprising to 

find these papers a : gain having so much popularity in countries 

with an extremely high percentage of illiteracy, but respect 

for the written word among Moslems'and orientals generally 

may account for this. There is always readiness to listen 

to the newspaper and credulous acceptance of its news. A 

familiar sight in Egyptian villages is that of a 'literate 

person reading 'a newspaper probably several days old to a 

very interested crowd squatting round, him. 

The pioneers in Arabic press activities were again 

Syrian Christians and, in 
. 
fact, they remain the greatest. and 

most prosperous among newspaper owners and editors. The 

two famous Egyptian' dailies Al-Abram and Al-Mukattam are 

owned by their original founders, both-Christian Maronites. 

The reason may be referred again to the, fact they being 

Christians, had an easier success to European education and, 

therefore,, more receptive of European ideas. Both, were also 

supported and-financially aided by European 
, 
powers; 'Al-Abram 

'f tr 
--- 

(1) : Ubicini, M. A. Letters On Turkey. - Translated into, 
-English by Lady Easthope. 'London 1856. Letter XII. 

1 
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championed French policies and Al-Mukuttam opposed it by 

serving as the mouthpiece of British policy. Purely national 
so 

press, although there was no scarcity of it, was not/favoured, 

and had to suffer at the hands of the occupying powers, as 

well as at the hands of governments which they, opposed 

hence most of these papers have an ephemeral life and had 

to put up with a lot of hardships. 

The influence which-the press wields is tremendous 

despite the fact that it may be found to lack-in restraint 

and fail to offer wise leadership to bublic opinion. The 

value of. the service rendered'by the press despite these,, 

shortcomings, is nevertheless great. It'is hoped that 

when the swirl of nationalism subsides and the political 

situation returns to normal, a much healthier attitude will 

be adopted. Journalism, it must be remembered, cannot stand 

out of the general"'picture of social and political malaise 

evident-in this world of Islam because if it did it would be 

hardly representative of ,. 
the society-it reflects and sets 

itself to'serve. '. Be it remembered also that by reflecting' 

the confusion of its background it draws, attention. to the 

need for a so], ütion of the problems that'confront, this part 

of 'the world.. -. 
On the other, hand' it'has been am influence 

, of good 
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by reaching to -the 
masses some of those ideas which help to, ' 

awaken them to political and social responsibility. It has 

been to many an effective and an only means of gaining some 

knowledge of.. the world outside their narrow limits.. We may, 

quote here what we, consider a very just assessment of the 

contribution of the Arabic press; "The rapid rise and 

extension of journalism, in the Moslem-lands has both a debit 

and a credit side to its account. On the one hand, it has, 

without question, succeeded in creating the elements of a 

political sense 'amongst the. mass of the people, and has been 

the principal agent in raising the general intellectual level. 

Journalism in the literate West ma y sometimes`be a narcotic; 

in the illiterate East it is rather a stimulant. Against these 

services must be set the occasional abuse of the. immense. 

'influence, and, some inYierent weakness due'. to the recency, of 

-x'its growth and its'lack. of stability. Nevertheless, the 

prevailing press is far and away the most revolutionary and 

influential of all-'the contribution of Europe' to the Moslem'' 

world. "" 

Without belittling the amount of change, effected in'- 

literary activities, 'it is-obvious that-the influence of the,,; 

West has not yet touched the soul of Arabic literature. There 

'(1)-Gibb,, H. A. R, (Editor) Whither Islam. London, 1932. -- 
pp" 331-2. 
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is the same-strife witnessed in the other changes between 

the forces of modernism and conservatism " and what is more,, 

both-parties tend to confuse issues and fight great battles 

on quite unimportant matters. What has' become obvious once 

again, is that Arabic-literature, by losing its moorings, is 

drifting in uncharted waters. The fact that no creative work 

of outstanding quality has appeared, is proof that Arabic-" 

" literature has not yet succeeded in finding its. soul. This 

leaves ý"one of ' the main needs of human life unsatisfied. 

Educationally-it is felt that, the dearth of good 
" 

literature leaves unsatisfied'a legitimate need for reading 

among the pupils. 
" 

Classical literature, although' excellent 

in its way, is far removed in point of, language and subject 

from'the actual life of the pupils to provide ; popular- reading. 

Popular-literature, -"on the other hand, which is easy enough" 

for the 'children to read is,, in point of, language' and moral 

influence, most harmful to them. 

A striking omission in this 
, general scarcity, of good 

literature-is the'almost complete absence of children's 

literature. A beginning has just been made in-this direction 

in Egypt in the last few years, but more and more really good 

literature for children is wanted to satisfy the young; 

generation's legitimate need for the good; simple story, the 



fairy tale and, the nursery rhyme. 

Another, reform- which is overdue is the simplification 

of Arabic Writing and grammar. There are only three vowel 

. 'letters-in 
the'Arabic language,. whi'ch correspond to the' three 

long vowels, . a', e, 'o. 'These are supplemented by a" system 
of 

signs to'represent the short yowels, a procedure which places, 

difficulties . in the way of language learning and 'because it 

is notýcustomary, to, use the vowel signs except in a few books, 

oi3e word canýbe read in. three or more, different ways, to the 

loss, of. accuracy to'the_reader. 

In grammar lies another difficulty. -the art of grammar, 

for it is quite an art, was, so passionately pursued by the. 

, 
early grammarians that' it left the language a heavy 

. 
heritage. 

', When it is known that language lessons occupy ýa great proportion 

', of the time-table in * primary and secondary school, and one'-. 

hears that the result of so much labour is not in any way 

... 
commensurate with the effort, there is only one explanation 

and that is that-the-wrong things are being taught. Grammar, 

in fact,. looms large in any. study of Arabia lto the detriment 

of ' other subjects, and evenýto fluent use of the, language 

itself. To relieve school-work from this burden, and to 

ensure linguistic ability in speaking and writing, the'reductio1 

of grammar taught in school is not sufficient, although. it 

,ýý,. 
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might npnro ro'c effort for tho otlior zidoß of lan, ua o study. 

taut in nocdud In fact in a reform in tho lan3ua3o itself, 

to br1n3 Into Conc wieldy order the ra:. ny exceptions and 

n1ttmativou, doalcnßionn and atfleotionn that sacke nobody 

reble to rostsi or grits this lan ao correctly unless he spent 

a Jiro tiro on it and was specially talented for the purpose. 

In 1rritin it in ¬z - octed that come alternative method 

to the vowel aiFno should be found; this may bring the 

i0auibllity of accuracy a little nearer arxi eomc ino in tine 

or learning. I 
The thin;, to bear in mint is that boeause the Arabic 

l 3ua,, SO is co Closely omi ctod with the Koran and the early 

classical litoroturo, it tu feared that by effecting such 

C tn3CL it broach will be created betWoon the old and now and 

at Come tuturo time tics horitago of the past will be lost to 

the tutor o onCratlons. Nothing, is core undesirable thcn this 

and nothln;,, in moro hfn ul culturally aril socially, but surely 

if any repot- In ottoatod which incurs a morlous ch o of 

lrn!, un gc toga rni gru . atical Uaa ,o to marke a now lti-n &e 

of t1j old, it our-ht to be accompanied by truneferrin, the 

Olv, fjraio l booku into tha new 1c n ut a. Yet t ho reform 

au, 4 cvtad nco 1 not be co draatio au to cotran;; o the old and 

nftkt, it unintolligiblo to tho Cuture Scnerations - It, In facts 
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ought to limit itselfto a modification of both language 

and grammar, so, as to ease the burden of the learner and 

to 
, 
ensure accuracy " of writing ' and 

. reading. Nor, was a 

development of this nature. unprecedented. in the history of 

the Arabic language which'modified itself in. accordance 

with and ` in. order, ' to satisfy new requirements, as may be 

found by comparing text written at different, stages, of its 

history. 

The difficulty of learning the language at its 

present-state., has -given it, by dint of necessity, an 

exaggerated position in school 'curricula at the expense of 

'other subjects of'study, and this vested education in general 

, with a strong linguistic bias, , especially- when modern 

conditions require the-learning of one or two additional. 

European- languages. " A certain'-reduction in the 
. 
time and 

-labour allotted to -language study, could only be possible if 

both language and grammar were shorn, of redundant usages and 

archaic words, and"made"easier to learn by adopting. a more 

practical -way of writing. 

The desire for such a . 
reform in the 'Arabic language 

has been 
-evident 

In the last two, decades and plans: for a 

modified writing and reduced grammar ranged from the extreme 

example of Turkey adopting the' Latin script , and the, reduction 

of its grammar to the'-barest minimum of one declension and 
uninflicted Rords. to`other more acceptable'reforms of 
improving' on the present, style -of . writ3ngby making it 
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conform to actual pronunciation, -rather than retain the 

archaic forms. 

Educationists, -`naturally, were foremost among 

those calling for reforms in, the language. In the first 

Cultural Conference'held in the Lebanon between 2nd and 11th 

September, 1947; certain decisions were taken on the- teaching 

of the Arabic language of- which the following deal specifically 

with the two points öf writing and grammar: - 

. The Conference find-that the' Arabic language 

stands in need of a reform in its style. of writing, 

as well as, in grammar and syntax,, with a view to the, 

simplification of those and making them easier for 

the teacher - to teach and the. pupil to learn. 

II. While a certain amount of grammar and syntax must be. 

taught, in primary and secondary schools, the aim in 

teaching those should Abe the acquisition of correctness 

+. in speech through the, practical use of the language 

by imitation, speech , 
training and repetition. 

III. In reepeot_to the-writing of, Arabic words, it is 

recommended that. words , should be written in accordance 

with pronunciation. This means that traditional 

spelling, except-in very few cases, must give way. ' 

to an easier-and more representative orthography 

he Arab League. First vulturalvonference 2nd 11th September 1947). The Lebanon. Minutes and Decisions. Arabic 
-Teat. Cairo 1948. pp. 91 - 98. 
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1. THE PLACE OF-EDUCATION IN THE INFLUENCES. 

The picture drawn, so far indicates the relentless 

and forceful nature of the influences Europe unleashed on 

Islam, and the effect they had on Moslem life. The picture 

is by no means too bright, for it'portrays'a world ill at. 

ease, a world at odds with itself, in which time-honoured 

traditions were first given a violent jerk and then given 

the coup de gr"ce, and in their place was left-a vacuum. 

It has been shown that the'world of Islam had received 

numerous' external impulses like electric shocks which, released 

a series of reflex-actions, random' movements and violent 

'convulsions 
in order, to regain Its lost balance and equilibrium. 

" At all levels-of life there is'present the same 

pattern of behaviour resulting from this process of-stimulus 

and response. It is :a pattern marked by groping about, 

clutching'at any possible support', trial and error, facile 

optimism and pathological pessimism, easy acceptance and 

hasty rejection. 

At the governmental and administrative level in the 

early stages of reorganization, whether in Turkey, Egypt 

or Persia, the measures adopted had so much promise, and 

o'great an efficiency under the watchful indeed-worked with so-'great-an- 

eyes of the strong men who introduced them, that they were 
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believed to be all-powerful. The inherent weakness of 

this process of-imitation was completely disguised in the 

deceptive, light_of temporary successes. It was forgotten 

that such measures needed more than, a mechanical application, 

and that-in their concept and origins they were far removed 

from the mentality and customs of those put in charge-of 

them. . -It needed, in fact, glaring failure and disappointment 

to lay bare the thinness of-the whole process and expose the- 

weakness . and danger of applying these methods without the 

necessary education in them and for them or_the, changed 

mentality to understand the original concept. . 
The machinery 

of, government, once it was divorced from religious: authority-, 

the-direction and protection of which it had previously. 

enjoyed, had fallen into the hands-of weaker rulers, proved 

only too strong a temptation and deteriorated into corruption 

and misuse. No power equal to religion has been brought in 

to fill the gap, and no education-in the responsibility of 

the ruler for the ruled-has been given to halt the downward 

march.. 

In society, natural and normal evolution save 

way, to a deluge of alien customs and practices, which by 

their super-imposition'. dimmed the vision of the observer 

and obscured the real social and economic factors in, 

operation. This foreign incursion, moreover, played havoc 



i 

with the moral and religious norms that should give society 

both strength and stability. The result is a, type, of 

society which drifts along without purpose or a well thought 

out pign of action; a society cleft by the contrary currents 

of the old and new, sometimes'existing side by side in- 

complete oblivion of each other and sometimes clashing with, 

dangerous results. 

., The economic picture*: is even more distressing; 

while'there has been much apparent assumption of Western 

economic means and methods;. this has not been accompanied 

by-any change 'of mentality enabling"a better grasp of the 

economic policies for which these means-and methods are only 

the instruments: With the lack of economic'understanding 

there is remarkably little realization of eccnomic needs,, 

and only-a series of temporary economic expedients. The 

feudal system, with its corollary-of, tax farming, was 

.. indeed completely broken by the daring policies of the early 

reformers, but most of the injustices still remained; while 

the'security that was one of the'benefits-, of the old system, ' 

had vanished. The paternal care which the old feudal'lords' 

took of their tenants has been replaced by`a, relationship, 

both short-sighted and inhuman, between an absentee landlord 

and exploited workers. " 

.. 



Distribution of land property in all the Arab 

lands reveals the most glaring, inegqality. According to. 

Doreen Warriner the situation in Egypt is one in which 

"About half. the land is owned by'large proprietors, who are 

also'large farmers, and employ'at least half the farm 

population as labourers; the remainder are peasant cultivators, 

the majority with dwarf holdings under one acre. " 

In Syria, according to the same writer, "... the 

rural scene is dominated by that-special phenomenon of the 

Middle East, the . 
'city notable', an absentee landlord whose,, 

main function is to provide credit and who does, not interest 

himself at all in farming. More than half of the land, 

sometimes in groups} of scores -of villages, is owned by this 
(2) 

class". ' In Iraq, especially in the south, it is again 

a case of largeýland_properties owned by a few sheikhs and 

a mass of landless labourers. ' - 
,ý 

It has also been shown that the Moslem East has 

been caught-by a 
'strong 

spirit of nationalism which, while 

justifiable and'even legitimate, exceeds its lawful 
F 

limits and 'colours all'- the other aspects- of life. It is 

-nationalism aggravated by abnormal-political circumstances 

to a degree that makes. it dppear to act in a most limited 

(1) Warriner,, Doreen. ' Land And Poverty, in the Middle East, 
London, 1948, p.. 14. 

(2) Ibid. p. 15. 



and bigoted way and, therefore, fails to provide a'noble 

inspiration for life. 

The combined effect of , all- these factors: the 

social confusion, the glaring economic inequality, and the 

hyper-sensitiveness to, nationalistic and political '. currents, 

present difficulties which, while not insurmoutable, impede 

any real progress. In education, specifically, it'is felt 

that these problems make futile the implanting of any. policies, 

no matter what good intentions they express. Compulsory free'- 

education and equality of educational opportunity will always 

remain empty phrases until social re-adjustment and economic. 

justice. have. been firmly established. 

The picture, however, has a few redeeming features. 

There is certainly a-general desiz'e for abetter state of 

affairs and dissatisfaction,. with the rut in which , 
the people 

were landed by the half-assimilated institutions. There might 

be, it is true, -as a result of such dissatisfaction. and'as 

a sign of'exasperation, certain retrogressive tendencies, but 

most people see no-alternative but to, go forward, and among. 

the enlightened elements there is beginning to drawn the 

realization for 
, the need of re-examining both new and old 

, 
institutions, in the light of past experience and with a view 

to satisfying the new requirements. Signs of the change of 

attitude, -it has been shown., -are evident in no less than the, 
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field of religious thought which was one of the main sources 

of resistance to the new movements.. 

Education has shared the fate of the new influences: 

it has participated in their weakness and has also retained 

some source of hope. This education did. because, as-one of 

the new influences,, it had to bear the signs of the 

circumstances equally with the others and, because of its 

peculiar nature it has exerted a tremendous influence in 

shaping the mentality of the generation"that-passed through'. 

The story of modern education in the Moslem countries 

reflects'. to a great-extent-the general trend of the impact of 

Europe and follows a similar course of development to that 
. 

which, to a greater or lesser degree,. occurred throughout the 

whole' Moslem world. 

There is in it the same feature of unevenness- 

according to which country European influences were. first to 

come. ' Turkey and Egypt, followed by Persia, 'were, therefore, 

the first to introduce education on the European model. 

The 'rest of the-Moslem world, either by virtue of *- 

inaccessibility, or because, as"provincial parts of the 

Ottoman Empire and, therefore, late to introduce the new 

reforms, were very much behind these'three_countries in 

embarking on a reorganization, of education. 

. 2O 
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Unevenness is again noticeable in the spread of 

education in any one country according to social classes. 

Upper classes were naturally' the first to cane into ccntact 

with Europe and the first. to receive the new education. -, 

They were, moreover, more economically enabled to partake of 

this education. There has been also the'same infiltration 

of education from upper to lower classes with the march 

. of time, and_there is, as a result, a noticeable widening. 

of its area of operation in the last few decades. 

Another feature which ed ation shares with the 

rest -of the influences, is the difference of policy and 

practice according to, whether it has fallen under direct 

European'control or, remaine"d under native. direction. 

It is, therefore, possible, despite-the general 

conformity of. this education with certain levels of 

development, to differentiate between those countries which, 

under the'strong urge for reorganization sought to introduce 

European education early. in the nineteenth century and those 

others which did not embark on any extensive educational. .' 
activities of this type until well, into the twentieth century, 

as well as between, educational policies and practices 

introduced and executed by native authorities and those 

evolved under direct foreign control. 



ýý 

The first two, countries to launch educational 

policies inspired, by European models were Egypt and Turkey. 

Both are of special concern to the 'purposes of this, study 

because the first set an early example of instituting modern 

education in a Moslem country and because the second with its 

reorganized education was the main channel through which 

modern- education on a national' scale, found its way to the 

Arab countries, until the end'of World War I, part of the 

Ottoman Empire. Both countries had launched these policies 

as part. of a general reorganization of army and administration 

made necessary by the political circumstances referred to 

before.. 

Although in the early stages of their educational 

policies both Turk and Egyptian started from the same 

standpoint, with a more or less identical social and" 

educational background and had the same goal in view, yet, 

there was that much difference between the two countries in 

size, political circumstances, responsibility to their 

constituent parts and subsequently-in the nature of 'their* 

educational problems that each developed its own 

peculiarities and, 'therefore, deserves a separate treatment. -: 

On the one hand Turkey was' a much larger country with the 

responsibility of an Empire made especially complex in 

the educational field by the_great. number of racial, religious 



-and-linguistic minorities which constituted it, and it 

also had a 
. 

special political status which had governed the 

direction of-its movement of. reform in general and 

educational policies in particular. 

Egypt, on the other"hand, was'a much smaller country, ' 

with a more homogenous population presenting much less 

difficult educational problems and subsequently offering, 

greater chances, of success fora strong centralized system. 

The difference between the circumstances of the two countries 

will-become clearer by an examination of each case, starting. 

with Egypt as-it was the earlier of the two to start on 

these educational activities. 
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zI" EGYPTIAN EDUCATIONAL REFORMS. 

The creation of modern Egypt and the foundation. 

of its modern education are the handiwork of one man. 

Mohammad Ali, in fact, 
-was the founder of modern Egypt. in 

more than one sense; he created a modern army, set up a. ' 

modern administration, launched economic reforms and last, 
- 

but not least, laid the - foundations of the Europeanized 

. -,, system of schools. 

The peculiar circumstances which'led to Mohammad'. 

Ali's rise to'power were such as to demand from him a; 

complete overhauling of, the country. This was. the more 

necessaryas it was essential for theachievement of his 

purposes of maintaining his power in Egypt against all the 

contending parties and later of-building an Empire for. ' 

himself by-defeating his former sovereign the Sultan of 

Turkey. Mohammad All had no hereditary rights; - he did not 

succeed to the pashadom or viceroyalty by the nomination of the 

Turkish padisha", but by the combination of a singular genius, 

and the `political situation. which -resulted from . the French 

invasion of Egypt. 

In the confusion, that followed _the French evacuation 

of Egypt, and in the me16e that -ensued between the MMamelziks,, 
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. the former actual rulers of the country, and the-Turks, 

the, rightful masters, - there-- emerged- the remarkable personality, 

of Mohammed All who was destined to rise to unexpected 

heights. An Albanian by -birth, "b'ut of Turkish origin, 

Mohammad All name to Egypt at the head of. a'cöntingent of 

Albanian recruits, which formed part of the Turkish army 

sent to restore Egypt. - Quite insignificant, the man least 

expected to possess such lofty aspirations, Mohammad All 

succeeded in manoeuvring his way to power. By a series of 

master strokes he, plotted his way to the'pashadom, siding 

, with Mamel .k against 'Turk and with Turk against Mämeluk 

as his own interest'and, circumstances demanded,, and bringing- 

one after the other of 'his rivals to, <, their downfall and 

destruction. 

Asian example of his plotting. tactics; Al-jabarti' 

relates that he (Mohammad 'Ali ), findin5 himself in need, of 

, 
money to pay. his Albanian levies, befriended Bardissi, the 

chief of the Mamelüks and inveigled him into, a`high-handed 

policy of taxation., When. the people of', Cairo rose '. in -riots 

against-him, Mohammad All intervened and forced Bardissi 

to remit the taxes, thus appearing. as the champion of' the 

people, a thing which stood him well in the eyes of the 

people. When-the Turks, beginning to understand what, he4was 
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after, tried to remove him, 'the notables of Cairo nominated 
flj 

him, Viceroy and secured the Porte's consent in 1806.1 

But in order to secure-his position in Egypt 

Mohammad All, after -getting rid of the Mamelüks in the 

famous massacre of the. citadel in 1811, turned his attention 

, 
to creating an army different in discipline and training- 

to -either Mameluk or Albanian. The inspiration undoubtedly 

came from his experience of ' fighting against the-French: 

he was quick to perceive and note , 
their advantage both in 

discipline and striking force over the Turkish army. His 

subsequent struggle for supremacy convinced him even more of 

the' value of an ' ärmy 
. 
different from that in the ranks of 

which he had fought. 

The. model that offered-itself quite readily was- 

naturally the_French because it was the only 'European. 

land army in the field to. give practical proof ' of European 

supremacy. There were yet other reasons-for the dominance 

of the French influence over other European. The. French 

were more friendly to the Pasha-than theVEnglish, who 

preferred to side with the Mameluks against this upstart 

of a viceroy.,, Moreover, ' it was not ` difficult 
, 
for ä man of 

(1) Al. jabarti - Abd-el-Rahman, Vo1. III. pp-300 - 301. 
Arabic. Cairo. 1904. 
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Mohammad Ali's intelligence to see that the English, with 

the communication. with their Indian Empire to maintain, had 

set their eyes on the strategic position of Egypt. It 

was, therefore, an army trained in the French manner and 

by French personnel that occupied the Pasha's-attention an d 

through this it became necessary to supply the'type of 

education that could provide officers for that army. 

Because of this close association between the 

army and the schools Mohammad Ali's educational 'policies 

varied in vigour and his educational establishments in size, 

according, ' to the needs of the army; so much, so that 'during 

his own reign'there were periods of definite-affluence and 

periods ofýeducational decadence.. 'The same characteristic 

was even more evident in the educational policies of his 

successors down to Khedive Tawfik in accordance with-the 

military ambitions-of'the reigning-viceroy. The 

period from Mohammad Ali to Tawfik in fact 
. 
falls into, three' 

periods in which'the destinies of this modern education 
4 

varied considerably. 

This tendency, -as well as many others, which have 

become permanent features of Egyptian ' education, will be-the 

'clearer after a survey of Mohammad Ali's and his successors' 

educational-policies together with; an examination of the 

educational establishments-founded by them which will be the 
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subject of the following section. 

I. Mohammed Ali's Educational Policy. 

The primary object of the education 'instituted 

by Mohammad Ali was to feed his new-army. In order to 

have trained officers for-the army a certain amount of 

education-was necessary, and hence the need for schools 

arose. To attribute to Mohammad All an educational policy 

beyond this very limited object, especially at the initial 

stages, is as erroneous and as-unjustifiable as blaming 

him for not conceiving'of one. Neither time nor the state 

of the coup try, as a whole was yet ripe for any elaborate 

policy of education`wide'enough to embrace the task of, a 

universal or semi-universal education. It cannot even be 

said that the lines of any policy were clear until the ''. 

number of. schools increased and theirýactivities'grew-in 

volume proportionate " to the increased army . 
to, make some ', 

kind'of arrangement and a state of policy, necessary. 

The schools were established as, the. need for each 

type of them arose. The first to be established were 

naturally the military-schools for the officers. -Medical 

schools followed and other's pecial schools; and-when it was 

found out that these could not function, wit1 any efficiency 
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without*a certain amount of earlier preparation,. the 

preparatory schools became necessary. 'Last of all, and 

subsequent to both, the primary schools were established. 

The predominance' of the military purpose does not, 

however, preclude the possibility of some other subsidiary 

purposes apart from this. Vlhen the schools grew to some 

size and developed a 
. 

life of 
, 
their own, they must have proved 

of some intrinsic, value'as civilizing and enlightening 

agencies to be promoted and encouraged-for their own sake. 

This, ' however, was not at . 
that time sufficiently felt to 

an extent that made, this purely educative purposes overcome 

or replace the vital need of feeding-the army services and' 

administrative departments. 'The army, in fact, controlled 

the number of the schools, their diverse types and, furthermore, 

influenced their internal organization, discipline and 

courses of ', study. The pupils. in all types of' schools wore . 
their'distinc tive uniforms and'held military rank according 

to their progress in their studies. Punishment and reward 

followed a scale similar to that which obtained in the army. 

One of the subsidiary-purposes arising out-"of, the 

army needs, might have derived - from-_ Mohammad Ali' s love - of , 

-economy. It may be stated that he had introduced and executed 

a policy of wholesale monopoly of all the country's-resources 
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and concentration of all trade and industry in his own 

hands. Such a policy was necessary if any of his reforms 

were to"have any chance of_success,, because the too 

progressive Pasha of Egypt was out of touch with the'working 

class elements in the country. The whole country was his 

own private estate, -and the greatest economy was necessary 

in order to make those innovations pay and yield 'a profit. 

. 
He first had resort to foreign advisors and experts to 

provide the military and technical knowledge he needed, but 

they must have cost him a great deal and it must have'= curred 

to'him that it would be more economical if he could replace 

them by the native elemen t, substituting, for their labours 

the less expensive local labour. For this a wider type 

of education, serving more than the-army corps, was 

recommendable; hence the need of educating Egyptians and 

qualifying them for. technical, as well as administrative 

- work. , The schools served this purpose " of supplying cheap 

and obedient technicians, vrhile missions' abroad provided the 

higher and more expert personnel, whether as teachers in the 

schools ör directors of industries.,, The inspiration for-' 

the latter came from a Frenchman, and the Pasha, was so quick 

to appreciate the benefits that he continued the policy during 

his lifetime. As the inspiration was French it was natural 
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that the first batch of students selected fornfurther 

education would be sent to France and that that, country 

should continue to receive more and more Egyptians for 

education in its schools and universities for a long time 

to come. 

The new education necessitated by. the requirements 

of the new state had,, in conformity with. general policy, to 

be a state monopoly. This marks a point of departure from 

the traditions of the old education in which the state never 

interested itself, in educational matters I beyond supplying, 

in the person of kings and princes of endowments and this 

was undertaken more in the sense of a religious act than a 

business of the State. This also marks the birth of 

that extreme centralization of all matters of education' in 

the hands of the state 'to the exclusion of private agencies, 

a`feature, which still characterizes' the Egyptian,, educational 

system. The process, of recruiting for the schools as a 

result had to be co-ercive; 'boys were conscripted to the 

schools as men were drafted to the army, the' arsenals and 

the navy. Mohammad Ali had to resort to this forceful 

policy, again, to overcome the people's apathy-to-his 

schemes and their obstinate'resistance toeducation. f As 

such it was, in fact, more than justifiable; it was ', the 



only-alternative at least in the, first stages. Bowring,. 

remarking on that particular aspect of education in Egypt, 

states "These regulations ' are , for the most part, 

judicious, and well, adapted to the=Egyptian people. The 

machinery, it will be remarked, is wholly co-ercive for 
(1) 

F ý; the system, of conscription extends even to education". 

This policy of coercion, necessitated as it was by 

the reluctance of'the parents to send their children to 

the-schools for fear that they might be drafted into the 

" army, "was later relaxed, -when it 'had become evident to the 

parents that the children benefited from the education 
r 

given in the schools. "Bovhng noticed"that "In' some- 

districts there. is an overflowing in the schools from 

voluntary attendance. In one instance, where 100 was the 

number provided. for, I found 130 under, the school roof. 

As-the I s -the. wants of the children are provided for, then:, 

parents sometimes consent willingly to send them to the 

schools, -although in many cases much repugnance. is felt 

lest the children should be detained as. "soldiers, and be 

compelled to' quit their beloved river and the localities that- 
(2) 

are so dear to them". 

The, policy adopted. then was one that allowed for 

" 
(1) Bowring, Report on Egypt-'and Gandia, Londcn 1840, -p"13B. 
(2) Ibid. p. 135. 



a certain amount of elasticity in application, according 

to the circumstances and the response of the people, but 

it, must be repeated that education was conceived,. first and 

foremost, in the spirit of. a state education for state 

purposes, with over-riding priority, for the requirements of ° 

the army. 

The whole of Mohammad Alias innovations were 

importations from Europe, and not less so those in education. 

There was nothing in theold educational institutions that 

could-yield, by a process of natural evolution, the results 

he required in the short time at his disposal. . 
Consequently, 

the new education could not derive from, or depend on, the 

old. The discrepancy was, so great that 'for, a man of, Mohammad 

Alias practical nature, ' impatience for immediate results and 

the satisfaction of pressing needs, thlere was only, one course 

of'action.. conceivable, and that was, the importation of, types 

of education which yielded the results he desired. Moreover, 

Mohammed All had no sentimental attachment' to the old education. J 

For one thing he 
. Was not educated himself and for another, 

he was a Turk; "Mohammad All was perfectly indifferent as 

to old Arabic- literature. He. wished to create- anew epoch in 

Egypt, both as a soldier and as a revolutionary, 'and it was- 

the modern science of Europe that was more likely-to suit his, 

purpose than any amount of curious theology and literature of. 
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of the earlier. Arabic period". 

Consequently Mohammad. Ali Is attitude to the old system, 

although not entirely hostile, was not sympathetic; he did not 

destroy it; he even' recruited Azhari youths for his schools.., 

especially those of a civil nature like medicine and engineering, 

but he sapped the institution of its very essence of life,. 

namely, "its material resources. First, he created and nursed 

a type of education which led to the professions, government 

positions and lucrative prospects, and, ', secondly, deriving from 

his desire for economy,, - h confiscated 
, 
the endowments which 

provided the-old institutions with their means of support and, 

life. "The Pasha has not only taken possession of the lands 

of the private proprietors, but 
_he 

has' also thrown into the 

treasury a , considerable proportion of the incomes, of religious 

and'charitable'institutions, deeming their accumulated wealth 

superfluous". -, Although this measure was justified in the 

light of the economic policy initiated by. Mohammad All, and 

because the endowments had been the subject of great abuse and 

had grown to an extent jeopardising the country's finances, r 

yet the sequestration had its natural effect of impoverishing 

the institutes that, depended on them and consequently of- 

-affecting their popular appeal. 

(1), Lane,, "E. W., Manners and Customs of Modern Egyptians. 
London 1860. P., 130. 
(2) J bid. p. 130. 
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it would be possible to sum up the characteristics 

of this policy, so far, in that it derived from'the general,,, . 

movement of reform depending mainly on the introduction of 

Western institutions, that it was the monopoly of the 

state and in the service of the state; that it did not 

derive from the traditions of the. old education; and that, 

although it was nqt primarily conceived of in terms of aI 

national education, it offered possibilities for a development 

of that nature if the increase of the number of, primary schools 

was continued. 

In fact, Mohammad All was not against the education of 

the people; the number of primary schools established was at 

one time out of proportion to the number of the preparatory and 

professional school's which they were. supposed to feed. The 

viceroy must have contemplated that these primary schools would 

give education to more boys than could possibly, be absorbed 

in the. two preparatory schools leading to 
, 
the special' schools, 

and, ultimately, to work in the army and the administration. 

However, being a practical man, he feared that the output of 

these schools, severed as they were from the traditional 

religious background, would not be beneficial to the interests 

of the 'country. He was apprehensive that pupils so half 

educated, and so in excess of . the absorbing capacity of his 

government departments, would become a restless and discontented 

pls. 



element and a menace 'to both country and state. The. policy 

of expansion in establishing primary schools was' checked. in 

time and replaced by another which limited their number to 

the requirements of the higher grades of education and supply 

of, army officers and government officials. The close associatioä 

between schools and the-state was further reflected in the 

stages of their development and the_ fluctuation of their 

numbers increasing and decreasing in proportion to the 

fluctuation of the fortunes of the army and the government. 

Three, stages of development, could be clearly 

discerned in the growth and development of Mohammad, Ali s 

schools. The first'stage was characterized by the sporadic 

nature of the establishments' according, to the temporary needs 

for them. This stage coincided with the period from 1805. to 

1825, during which Mohammad All wäs 'busy establishing 

-himself in Egypt'and building up a modern army. 

The second stage' was. one of expansion, of great 

schemes and of imperial, designs. It coincided with -, the 

period 1825 to 1840, when Mohammad All was' Well nigh Within 

-fulfilment of his ambition of. winning an Empire, and'when 

the new army showed its worth by its victories over, the 

Turks. This gave a further impetus, to the schools. 

The third stage was marked by 'the collapse of most 
I- 

I 
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of Mohammad Ali's schemes, and was permeated by the need for 

retrenchment. It coincided with the period when-the size of 

the army was reduced as a result of European intervention-- 

and the reduction of Mohammad Ali's domain to. the viceroyalty 

of Egypt. As the army was the raison d''6*tre 6f the -, schools, ' 

it' followed 'that their number was accordingly reduced to an 

extent just proportionate to the new size and llmited^activities 

of the army. ..,. 

The conception of an articulated system of education 

. with three mutually successive grades, Was"quite a novelty- 

to the Egyptian and Moslem world of education. 'at that time. 

It was not in the nature of things that. a system as such was. 

executed or. even contemplated. It did not emerge ,a priori- 

of the educational establishments or even follow immediately - 

on. that. " It has been shown that schools of the first stage 

arose as the need fors 
, each type of them. was felt or indicated 

to the Pasha. 

A certain 
, amount of systemization became necessary"- 

when the schools had grown in number" and diversified in 

type. There was also an inevitable clash among the several 

authorities to which the schools belonged, and it was 

. 
becoming increasingly impossible for Mohammad Ali to look 

personally' after the affairs of education in addition to his 

state occupations. The need for some organization became 
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necessary, therefore, and this necessitated the consideration 

of the educational situation and the bringing into some shape 

of the various establishments. The first organization of . 
the 

schools into primary, preparatory and higher or special, 

dates from the year 1836, just in the middle of that stage 

of army and' educational expansion referred to above. A 

commission was charged with the re-organization of the' schools 

and the forming of an educational policy -in which the number, 

tasks and relations of the schools would-be stated. -The 

commission (and this is significant) was composed of Frenchmen 

and Egyptians who had received their education'in the 

universities and schools of France and, to a much lesser 

extent., in England. - The French influence was, therefore, 

predominant, and the conception of their policy was. unmistakablyý 

French. The deliberations of this commission resulted in the 

formulation of a more or less articulated system which was . 

, the 'foundation of-modern ' Egyptian 'education. 
,<4 

Many historians, of Egyptian education had. mistaken 

this commission for the permanent council of education which 

resulted from it, but the author of "Education in, the Age of 
(1) ' 

Mohammad Alill ", maintains that there were tiro, distinct 
, 
bodies; 

"the first being a committee entrusted with the-investigation 

(l) Abd-e1-Karim, A. E. Education-In The Age 'of Mohammad 
All (Arabic) Cairo 1938. He bases his contention"on a Turkish 
document and' takes much pain to prove the existence of-two 

, distinct bodies., 



"t 

into thereducational situation, and the, second'a board of 

education charged'with the execution of policy formulated- 

by the first and the 
, permanent control and supervision of 

the school as a separate government department. or ministry 

of education with its own seal, offices and administrative 

and technical personnel. 

In respect*of the educational policy it is, 

nevertheless, the first body which is of interest, because, ' 

no matter whether. it had ended by'the termination. of its 

task, of investigation or remained as a permanent body, it 

was responsible for the first-draft of educational policy- 
. 

on record., The-ýpromulgations of-this commission resulted 

in the institution or re-organization of ý the schools in, - 

three successive stages as follows: - 

(1) Primar: Fifty schools were to ý be established in 

the provinces, according to the size of their 

population. ', They. -could' accommodate 5,500 scholars 

receiving a uniform, course of instruction. 

(2) Preparatoryt. Two schools were established:. one in 

Cairo-and another in Alexandria with 1,500{and, 

500 scholars. respectively: 

_(B) Special or Professional schools which served the, 

different purposes of the: )army and ' government. 
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These were: - . 
i. School of languages for translation of' 

technical and scientific works from- ' 
French into Turkish and Arabic. 

ii. Polytechnic schools to provide the 
technical personnel of the army corps 
of artillery,, engineers, mines and other 
services. 

iii. The military schools of artillery, cavalry, 
infantry, medical services and veterinary 
services. 

The commission also instituted a-system of mutual- 
' 

instruction, undoubtedly inspired by the Pasha's desire for 

economy,, and stipulated annual examination for promoting, 

to another, and a quarterly the. scholars from one class } 
inspection of the state of every school. ý -The 

headmaster 

of every school was, furthermore, . required to furnish a 

monthly report on the state of education in his school. 

The internal organization`of each-category of, the A 

schools was codified in a body of, regulations and 

ordinances, but,. unfortunately, only the. primary, schools`, 

regulations are extinct. It Is ' significant; that this code 

was written first in French ahd then. translated into 

Arabic. -This may be accounted for either-by-the preponderance 

of the-, French element in the membership of the commission, 

or by. the'fact that French was the only language spoken 

by both Egyptian and French members. 
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The Council of Public Instruction, proper, which 

dates from 1837, that is one year after the commission,, 1 

was_ charged with the direction of all matters relating to the 
, 

schools-It seems that it had been conceived as a. central 

authority with great powers, over the schools of primary 

and secondary stages 'and some of the special oP higher 

schools. Bowring, to whose valuable report is owed much 

of the knowledge which otherwise would have been lost, 

comments thus on the composition and rights of this council, 

"A-council of public instruction directs the whole of the 

public schools of. Egypt. It is charged, not only with 

general, superintendence, but with the inspection in detail 

of all thescbools, and with: the nomination of teachers for 

the approval, of the minister, ' appointment of subordinate 

functionaries, the. punitory"'and retributive regulations of 

the schools and with all the 
, correspondence connected with f 

the business'of education. One of the'members'is required 

to visit the, schools, and to report , every quarter. Monthly 

reports are required to be 
. made to the Council by, the Nazirs 

and Directors of 'schools: one of its members presides over 
4. 

the annual examination of the scholars. 

The council consists of a president, three permanent '- 

and six consulting members, a secretary, who does not vote, 
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is'attaahcd to the' council. Various codes exist for. the 

regulation of the schools which were, prepared in- French 

and printed in Arabic. A general system of education has 

been 'established. under the Mini stP of , Public Instruction, 

who has ,a council to, assist his deliberations. There are ti 

primary, secondary and special schools, thron , the whole-' 

of which the pupils are compelled to pass". 

It has been found necessary to. quote at such 

length, from Bowring to 'show that in both its constitution 

and rights the council so invested with a strongly 

centralized power over all the schools, did clearly bear the 

stamp " of the French centralized. system -. which was, undoubtedly , =a 

its main inspiration. ' 

THE SCHOOLS. 

Apart from the strong European and particularly 

French influence 
. observable in the formation and functions 

, 
of the two bodies responsible for the making of'-policies and 

the control of the educational establishments' the work of 

the different types of-schools demonstrates the same, influence 

at work in their curricula and. 'grading. It'is with a view 

: to pointing out the coir se this influence took that each 

category must*be discussed at some length. .. 

(1) Bowring, Report on Egypt and Candia, London, . 1840, p" 125. 
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4. 

The Primary Schools: 1- 

Although not the first established in point of 

time, these schools 'served the'purposes of elementary, 

education and were, ýso to speak, 'the first rung in the 

educational ladder. Pupils generally came to these schools 

, -with no previous education, and it was understood that=at, 

the termination of the cozr se of studies provided therein 

they qualified for the secondary stage of the preparatory 

schools. 

The number of the primary schools fixed Eby the 

commission of re-organization at fifty, were distributed all 

over the capitals and the provinces inaccordance-with a 

certain population ratio. Four of'them were' to'be established 

in Cairo, one*in Alexandria each with accommodation for. 200 

pupils; the rest, each with a 'capacity of 100 pupils, 

, were distributed in^. the provinces. 

The pupils joined the schools, or were drafted-into 

them between the ages of 7 and 12, and pursued a course of 

studies of three years duration. The curricula consisted of. 

Arabic reading and writing, the first riles of arithmetic 

and religious instruction. 

It-is possible to notice that the curricula answered-- 

the purposes of ' an. elementary education with-a view to'provide 
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literacy and build up a foundation for whatever further 

studies might follow. It is also possible from the, number 

of schools 
" prescribed and the population, they accommodated, 

that they might have aimed beyond the limited purpose 

of feeding the schools of the next rung up. Two of the 

preparatory schools existed against 50 primary, with"'a 

capacity of 1,500 for the 'former to "5,000 for the latter, 

the excess, it might be deduced, multiplied in the course 

of years, would have formed a fair proportion of people 

who had some education, were literate'and"what-is more., 

had been through a course of systematic instruction. "'It is, 

therefore, possible to, credit the schools, and the educational -, 

policy which envisaged them *'with a' claim for a. type of 
" 

education which was as nearly universal as was expected 

at that time and under those particular circumstances. . 
The, general administration of the schools was 

in, the hands of, the, council and were run according to the 

code of regulations pertaining to primary education, but 

the internal conduct of the school work was, , subject' to 

conformity with the general requirements, in the hands of 

the staff. `, Each had its director (Nazis) and two teachers, 

and was further staffed on account of, the fact-that the 

pupils were fed, clothed and lodged in the school with a 
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steward in charge of the provisions, a clerk, a'scullion, 

a, tailor, two laundrymen, two servants,: two water carriers 
(1) 

and a porter, -a surgeon, a barber and his assistant. 

The schools in true military fashion, had their 

punitory scale, ranging from public censure to flogging 

and , 
dismissal,, regulated by ordinance and inflicted with 

military rigidity. : 

A delegate from" the Council "of Public Instruction 

visited the schools every quarter and, submitted-a report with 

his remarks, and recommendations 'to the Council. The 'scholars 

had, according tonthe code of. regulations to take an - 

annual, examination on the results of which it-was decided 

whether the pupil was promoted to a 'high er class or left 

to repeat. ' The termination examinatiön, if successfully. ' 

passed, qualified for entrance ' into 'the preparatory schools.. 

The last. was conducted under the direct supervision of., a .' 

member of the. Council of Public Instruct ion, who would report 

to the Council, andhis judgment decided the transfer of a 

certain pupil to the higher schools. 

The Preparatory Schools. 

These occupied 

the primary schools and, 

scholars from the former 

(1) Bowring. Report On 

an intermediate position. between 

the special schools , receiving their 

and passing them on, to the latter. 

Egypt And Candia. London 1840, p. 126 
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The courses of study lasted for four years, but 

under certain circumstances, could be extended to five 

years. The pupils, progress from one year to another 

depended on the results of examination that took place at 

the end of, each scholastic year. 

The course of studies embraced Arabic, Turkish 

and, Persian languages, arithmetic, elementary algebra, 

elementary geography, ' general history, general geography, 

calligraphy and, linary designed drawing. This curriculum, 

it should be noticed, while serving an-intermediary stage; 

on account of the absence of a foreign European language would 

be self-sufficing in the sense that' the graduates of 'the 

preparatory'schools, who was not desirous or fit to proceed 

to, the, Special Schools, could be employed in junior 

posts of ' the administration. 

The arrangement, of the courses and syllabus for 

each year was in the' hands of. ý the Council of Public� 

Instruction, ' but the internal organization was the 

responsibility of each school staff. Owing to the greater 

number of pupils catered. for and the complexity of studies 

pursued in these schools, the staffs were larger. in size. 

Each'school had'its director, a sub-director, three prefects 

of, studies, , twelve masters of subjects other 
, 
than languages 
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and the, advanced studies, twelve professors of Arabic, - 

Turkish and Persian, one professor of history, one of 

geography, three drawing masters and two calligraphy, 

instructors. 

The. director had to communicate with and report to 

the Council for all, matters relating to the school. "The 

prefects exercised a superordinate authority over'the'. 

masters . and professors and were charged with the general 

policing. of the school. 'The masters were to be in constant 

communication with them, in respect to the progress and 

conduct of their pupils and had to receive their. instructions..: 

The masters had, for their part, to, supervise the scholars 

in, and out of the school hours, accompany them on their, 

walks and superintend. them in the dormitories. 

The " preparatory, school ; 
being residential had a 

further' administrative and managerial -staff charged-with-the-.. 

administration , of the school provision, and the execution of 

services. " The military character of. the 
. 
school necessitated--, 

the employment of two fifers. and "a 
drunmer; ', all work being F, 

regulated by beat of the drum. "The schools " are subject' to' 

military discipline and the scholars are barracked; they 

form three battalions, each batallion of four companies,. 

each company of 125 scholars. The superior grades of- 

officers are held by the pupils, the prefect of study commands 
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(l) 
the battalions, the masters the companies. " 

The punishments were in caformityý' with the 

military discipline and ranged from calling to order to 

dismissal with ten intervening grades. 

The government of the school and the maintenance 

of discipline'in it, were dischargedýby a Council of. 

-Instruction',. consisting of. the director, the sub-director, 

. one prefect of studies, two . professors and a secretary, who 

had no 'right to vote. New members of the council, were 

elected, at, the beginning of every school year and unanimous 

consent was necessary 'for the dismissal of any sc1olar., - 

A quarterly inspection -of the schools had to take 

place in the ; presence of, a . 
delegate' from the Council of 

Public Instruction, who would report to this body on the 

general state of affairs in. the school., An, annual 

examination was held at the 'end of the school year for, the 

purpose, of advancing pupils to higher classes and transferring 

those who terminated their sedondary, course to the-special 

schools as,. well , as relegating the misfits into inferior 

government employments. 

The appointment of either director or dub-director, 

was the prerogative of the viceroy on the nomination of the 

(1) Bowring: Report On 'Egypt And Candia, - London ' 1840 "; p. 128. 
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. council of Public Instruction. 

. The model after which this. type 'of school was 

fashioned was the 'French lycee -with its grades of, professors, 

suppliants and prefects of study. 

The Polytechnic. ~ 

The task of, the preparatory schools was to furnish 

the special schools with their students after having given 

them a type of education which, , while still of a general 

nature, prepared the way for the specialised studies of the 

higher schools. Such a preparation was also necessary for 

the Polytechnic, which was intended to furnish officers for 

artillery, ' service by land and sea, engineer , officers, 

officers for public works, miners, managers of powder and 

saltpetre factories, and all-those ancillary services of 

a technical nature which were necessary for the requirements 

of a, modern army. 

The polytechnic, therefore, was'a type of education 

specialized enough to rank equally with the"special schools, 

and yet occupied a position a. little inferior to them in, 

respect of the rank accorded to its graduates in the army 

services., 

. The Special Schools 

Theses crowned _ 
the 

, system and were, in fact, ' the 
_, 
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" -motive behind the other"establishments which rose in their 

service. It has been mentioned that they were the first 

tobe established and that they emanated from the rising - 

needs ' of the- army. 

Their main object was' to supply officers for the 

different sections of the army, as well as, the personnel 

of the administrative positions. 

-The fact they were so closelybassociated with the 

army-and dependent on it made ` them 'follow, in their 

internal administration the-strictest military order, and- 

in that. they set an example. for the other two,. categories. - 

The students wore military-uniforms according'to their, 

rank, and progress and were divided into battalions, and 

lived in barracks. 
. 

In the organization of each ischool- work- there was' 

the quarterly inspection 'and-the 'annual examinations for''. 

advancement and graduation. 

The peculiar circumstances 
, 
of each school and, - .' 

the purposes it set, out to serve, dictated the programmes 

of studies and the lengths of courses, ', to the extent that ; 
no, general description could apply for the whole of them. 

In their, relation to 
_ 
the Council of Public Instruction, 

however, 
_the supervision and direction of 'the"lat'ter 

, 
maintained. The yearly . studies' were, it is true, arrarr-ed 
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by the, particular school council, but the ultimate 

determination of that lay with and depended. 'on,, -the. central 

council. 

One characteristic of these schools, necessitated 

by the advanced nature of their-studies, was the use of 

a European language as a medium of instruction; - Italian 

was resorted to first, but. later French became, 

predominantly used. V 

Most of-'the students,. however, especially in the 

early stages came with no, 
adequate knowledge of, a 

European language and, this made the 
. employment of 

interpreters necessary. The 'interpreters were generally, 

provided from. the School 'of Languages. There was also "" 

provided a number of revisers whose work was to go over 

the. lessons with the students and cörrectors to check. 

_ on. the Arabic text of, the lectures. ' The, linguistic V 

difficulty evident from : the use of these two: classes of-. V 

assistants was solved later on when enough Egyptians had 

-acquired. the adequate knowledge to lecture to their ". 

students' in Arabic.. 

In their general shape and the nature of their` : 

functions these special schools resembled the 'Grandes" 
. 

Ecoles' of France as much as-the preparatory schools 
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resembled the 'Lycbes' 

The Educational Missions to Europe:, 

Complementary to'the types of education introduced, 

Mohammad All launched'a policy of sending students to receive 

instruction in European countries as early as the year 1813., 

The inspiration came from a Frenchman and with 

the predominance of, the French element among Mohanmad Ali's, 

experts and advisers,. it was natural that the'majority-of, - 
" (1)- 4 

the students should be 
, 

sent ýto France. Apart from the 

first mission sent to ' Italy in 1813, *, the missions of 1818.91 

1826,1829,1832,1833,1844, ' 1845, " 1847,1848, were 

sent exclusively to. France. -The proportion of the students",. 

pent to France was, over two thirds of the aggregate., number 

of all the students sent. abroad. ' 

'The Pasha's intention was, undoubtedly, ' that the 

students should acquired the knowledge'of the West necessary 

for his practical purposes and. he', -the reföre, ', toi .ý' 

precautions that they should not exceed this purpose and 

copy the, customs of 'the people among whom they lived. They 

were made to-live' in a'. private' house ' under- strict supervision, 

yet it was impossible for them not to observe,, 'compare, 

1 or, V. E. L Instruction publique en_Egypte, Paris 1872. 
pp. 259-260. The Frenchman in question was M. JoUjar d who 
was also in charge of the, council for studies of the 
"Mission -egyptienne" in France. 
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and, be impressed. The amount to which the students were 

influenced by their new environment can be gauged from a 

book written by Rifaa Bey in which he described his journey 

to Paris and his stay there. Rifaa, who had been attached 

to the mission in the capacity of Imam!, or leader of prayers', 

and became later a member of ýthe,, mission, 'was encouraged 

by Sheikh Hassan-el-Attar;. Rector. of Al-Azhar,: to write 'a 

description of his journey and what impressed him in the 

countries he visited. The result was -, a'"book ' Takhlis ' el 

Ibriz-fi Talkhis Bariz, ýan account of. the'author's journey.. ' 

to Paris. The Sheikh, for he wawa graduate of Al-Azhar, 

could not conceal-his admiration for the institutions he 

came in touch with, especially the principle of" representative'° 
.rF 

government.. This may account for the displeasure he 
.. clý 

incurred under reactionary regimes: - 
The motive behind this policy of education missions,, 

as has. been 
. 
indicated before, was partly educational and , 

partly economic. The'Pasha wanted leaders for his industrial, 

agricultural- and 
, 
educational schemes and experts' for his 

administrations. This -he' could do by employing foreign 

(11)' Rifaa-Rafi. Tä i: S el-Ibriz-f i- alI }3ariz. Arabic 
Cairo. 1848. Rifaa-was dismissed office in The School- 
of Languages and sent to Khartoum-to found and" teach 

- a -primary. - 
school therep Under Abbas " I'. 
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labour., But, this was found expensive and besides, proved 

a source of trouble. For there was'the inevitable, clash 

between the various foreign elements' and, what is more, ' 

there was the suspicion that some did not advise without 

some ulterior motive. When the idea of replacing foreign 

by Iative labour was suggested to-the Pasha,, and the means 

to 
_ achieve this was pointed,, out to him, he was, quick to , grasp - 

,. the benefit of the scheme and conducted a policy of sending 

Egyptians and -Turks'for highly. specialised studies in 

Europe. 

The subsequent history'of most of. those 'en mission'. ' 

., after they had returned, ` justified the investment., - . 
They, 

served with efficiency in the various ' branches of army". 

and government departments; they were content with-smaller 

stipends and, were more obedient to their master. 

Another purpose which the missions were intended 

to serve,, was the collation in the Turkish and Arabic 

-languages, of a body of knowledge derived from Europe by-` 

=translating books and using them in the schools and 

institutions. That this. purpose was really achieved is 

evident from the number of. books translated which stands 

as a monument to the success of this policy. ' 

The translation of books was made the task of every 

. mission member after his return from'Europe., It is related 
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that the member, immediately on his return, 'was put in the, 

citadel, where he became practically a prisoner and was 

not allowed to leave without finishing"the tram lation of 

the book, or books, assigned tö him. Bowring,, in the ". 

report often referred to, mentions the titles of nearly ". 

31 books, dealing with almost all the branches. -of modern 

sciences, -which were translated until-the year 1840". 

So successful, in fact, was this policy of 

education missions, and so evident were the results, that 

a constant-' it has continued until the present time, ensuring 
. 

flow of European-influence and a means of contact on the - 

educational and intellectual"levels. 

The Education of Foreign Communities: `, 

As a sign of change in the Moslem attitude towards 

Europeans. and marking the opening up of the country for 

foreign enterprise, a, characteristic of the 19th century as 

hasýbeen shown, there was-evident in the educational field 

a great . activity in the'education undertaken by, foreign 

communities residing-in Egypt. 

T'he, 'security'which Mohammad Ali's rule brought', into i 

the country and the policy of toleration which he showed, to 

foreigners, encourageda great number of Europeans-to '. 

(1)' Bowring:, ' Report on Egypt - and Candia. 
, 

London 1840. 
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.. reside in Egypt and that necessitated the opening of more 

schools by these communities for the education of their- 

members. 

At the beginning there was little interplay between 

these schools for the education of foreigners, - and the 

, 
Egyptian schools, but as time went on, and the same toleration , 

and encouragement were pursued by Mohammad-Ali's 'successors,, 

the schools attracted more and more. Egyptians, '-some of 

whom rose later into eminent positions in the country. ' 

These schools häve., remained until now one of the' most 

vigorous types of , education in Egypt 
. and . 

the. only means-to 

enliven the educational scene, and mitigate its rigidness and 

conformity. 

The above survey of education under Mohammad 

All would justify us `in -drawing the following conclusions 

important for comparison with what'obtained in Turkey and 

, the Arab countries of the Middle East, as a result of 

-introducing 
modern education under European impact. 

(1) Bowring: Report on Egypt and Candia. - London 18400 
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1. Mohammad All, motivated by the desire for a modern 

Europeanized organization, imported-a foreign 

education-to facilitate and make . possible a 

policy of general, reform of the country. 

2. The imported education derived mainly from French 

models, as the heads of the Special Schools were, 

mostly French, and naturally drew on their 

educational experience and traditions. The 

educational missions to France added to the already 

-preponderent"French influence . by producing a generation 

' 
, of Egyptians impregnated with the- ideals'of. French 

education and, versed'in its practices. This'is 

significant, -because for, a long 
, 
time, these were', 

responsible for the shaping of-educational policies 

and had always looked to French education for 

_inspiration. 
' 

3. The approach to modernization was started from-the 

top, beginning, with the establishment of the 

special schools and'. following those when' it became 

necessary by preparatory and primary schools. - The 

process was thus-in the nature-of, an inverted 

pyramid with the requirements of the higher education 

-dominating a ,d overshadowing' the "other , 
two stages änd 

regularising the size, and curricula of the intermediate 
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¬ 2. d primary schools. 

4. There was too much impatience for perceptible and 

-immediate practical results . _to' allow'for a' deliberate 

and considered evaluation of the educational issues 

at stake. Not enough, time was allowed for. the new. 

'influences and foreign educational ideals to work 

their way into the traditional education as as to'. 

commingle with it and emerge with a'synthesis which, 

while serving the legitimate purposes of the state, 

would also satisfy,. the aims of education in 'building 

character, and personality. The result of the hurried 

introduction and imposition of the. new education was 

its isolation from the spiritual forces that lay' 

behind the old education, and the existence, side by 

side, of two systems of education, neither of them 

adequate in the fullest sense. - There was,. and still-, 

is, a national system, antiquated and most inadequate 

for the practical'purposes of 'the time, yet vested 

. with a prestige that'stems from deQp down in the 
. 

people's religious convictions and there is a modern 

education, 'apparently efficient, "practical and in 

harmony' with the spirit of, the time, but 'glaringly 

failing in_its: spiritual' content, 'void of prestige 

and hollow, if considered from the-purely, educative _ .' 
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point of view. 

5. '. The resistance to the-new influences was not tö be 

belittled. It was one, of the stumbling-blocks in 

the. way of the new education and was the main reason 

why it failed to take root. Thus it"limited still 

more the originally limited purposes of this education 

and prevented it from"reaching any deeper than a" 

superficial stratum in the consciousness of the 
" 

people. 

THE PERIOD OF DECADENCE. 

The years between 1848 and 1863'were_ the reverse 

of what obtained during the glorious reign of Mohammad Ali. 

They were, -in a sense, expressive of the general weariness 

and disappontment that" followed, the curtailment of Mhammad 

Ali's imperial ambitions and-his reduction to the hereditary 
.' 

viceroyalty of Egypt! 

The army., 'the raison d'cýtre of the new education 

was shrunk and stilted., hence the schools were 'either 

closed or had the number, of ', their scholars reduced. - The 

close relation of education to the fortunes of the state, ` 

it must be borne in mind, is indicative-of. the meagre hold 

it" had.,, and will be found to be a' noticeable , feature ,. in 

Egypt and the other Arab countries. 
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It is fair to date the commencement of the period 

of educational eclipse from the last years of Mohammad- 

All's reign and not to blame it all, as many do, on to the 

reactionary policies of his successors. In fact, it dates 

from the second organization of the schools-in-1841-vrhich 

Mohammad All found necessary in the 'face of the collapse 

of - his political and financial. powers. A policy of 

retrenchment was started, and the axe fell tiostheaVil 

on the new education. The special schools, by virtue-of 

their association with army and government, remained, but, 

with a. -great reduction in the number of students. Thee 

preparatory school, now one, also remained-with. reduced 

numbers,, but 'the primary schools were the most badly hit' . 

as they were reduced from the 50 of the 1836 organization, to 

five, one' in'Cairo and four in the, provinces. ' It-is evident 

that the reductien, so effected made clear the function of 

these'schools as producing just the exact number needed. for 

the preparatory school and, ultimately, for " the . special 

schools. There was no longer room for the subsidiary', yet 

important, purpose of providing some , type of general-education., 

. The, reigns of, Ibrahim, Abbas I and, Said, did not, 

mark , any change in the dwindling fortunes of education.; It is 

true that Ibrahim had held progressive "views on education, 

yet his reign was too short to make them of any practical 
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value; and the progressive, but unstable Said, although 

continuing the policy of education missions abroad did'not 

achieve any outstanding results. Perhaps the greatest of 

this viceroy's services. to education was. the liberal 

donations he made to the schools of the foreign communities 

which sprang up in great numbers as a result -' thus maintaining 

the flow of European influences in this period of meagre, 

educational activities. 

'_THE SECOND PEAK. Education under Ismail: 

In his general policy, of reform Ismail followed 

closely 'in the steps of his grandfather. Like him; he 

conceived of the country as, h. is -private estate,, to, be exploited 

to its utmost capacity. The only differeme, and it was of 

great significance, was that'Ismail, did hot possess his, `. 

grandfather's *wariness and thrift: he was also more prone 

to allow his ambitions and grandiose, de'sire to get ', the better'-' 

of him. 
, 
In this 'lay the cause of the' failure of most of his 

schemes,. his Financial difficulties and, ultimately,, his sad'' 

end. 

'In education -Ismail launched a movement of, expansion 

no less extensive and spectacular than that initiated by, 

Mohammad Ali. The number of schools, which at his accession.. 
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to the viceroyalty in 1862 had dwindled 

5,820 in', 1878; that is, in- a period of 

schools multiplied nearly 32 times 

for each of the 16 years. 

It will be seen from'a survey 

educational efforts that. his activities 

to. 185, reached 

16. years the 

twice their number 

of Ismail's 

operated in three 

.ý areas; the first was in the fielä of the moaern rgyprian 4 

education, trying to effect unification and articulation of 

the system by an, act of legislation; ' the second was in 
, 

the =field of traditional Moslem education by introducing 

a number, of major reforms in the ancient university of 

Al-Azhar with a view to. bringing it, and subsequently the 

whole system it represented, as'near as possible. to modern. 

education; and the, third was in the field of private 

education, by inviting and interesting private effort in 

education, either by sharing the cost of government- education 
. 

or by founding ar1d maintaining educational establishment 

independent of state ' schools. 

4In 
the first direction, that is in the field of 

state education, Ismail's policy marked a departure from 

the prevailing militarism of Mohammad Ali, not that education 

in Its higher forms ceased to be , mainly. directed'to the supply . 

(1) Young - George: Egypt, London, 
. 

1927, -pp. 77-78. 
Heyworth-Dunne doubts the validity of the number 8820 and puts 
-it down at'a much lower, figure. There is, however, almost 
complete agreement among, other writers on the subject,, 
including Mr. 0'aye's Report 

. 
that the number was nearer that 

given by-Mr. Young. 243 
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of any officers and government officials. . But for the 

d 

first'time there was introduced a clear separation between 

the, military and civil. institutions, and an attempt was . made 

at giving a certain amount of general education to 
'a 

proportion of the, population, with no view to using them 

for the, purposes of the state. 

The year 18&7, marked this point of. demarcation, 

as at that date the military schools'had been well and, 

firmly established. to exist in their own right-as separate 

and independent from the main system of. education with its 

three. *grades of primary, secondary, and higher education. 

This allowed the rest of the schools to have a life of-their 

own. Thanks to, Ali Liubarek Pasha, one of Mohammad All's 

education mission members, a clearer view of the' educational 

situation was made possible. All Mubarek was commissioned 

to inspect 
, 
the schools in France with a view to , re-organizing . 

Egyptian education, in the. light of French experiments. 

Mubarek made' a' thorough. study of, the 
. 
schools, " the methods,, 

of teaching,. the text books in use, and tried to effect a 

radical change in'the educational policies of his country. 

A, committee was instituted for the purpose, "and it 

is well worth noting that in ccmpositlon. it was representative 

of -a` wider range of society than any of the former -canmittees 

(i) It will-be shown later that' a-" parallel development 
occurred in, Turkey two years after this. 
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It included' notables and sheikhs of Al-Azhar,, as well as 

ex-officio members. Dor gives the names of the nine 

members who included the rector of Al-Azhar, an 'Alim' 

from Alexandria, three notables, one being a merchant, 

the headmaster of the School of Engineering and the head 

of the observatory, an engineer and the sub-director, of , 
the Council of Public Instruction. 

The outcome of the deliberations of the COmmittee 

was, the" Organic Law of 10th Ra jab 1284 A. H". (7th November, 
(2) -, 

H 
1868). , This läw constituted an important, land mark. in 

the history of Egyptian education as it set up for the 

first time that-education should have for its purpose more`- 

than just the' satisfaction 'of army and governnent requirements, 

and that it could have justification for existence independent 

of the military purposes; "Pour la premi6re fois, 

1'education populaire futaconsideree comme un grand principe,. ' 

independent. de toute preoccupation militaire.. Elle "ne 

fut peut-ctre pas encore ce qu'elle doit. Ntre,. une 

puissante institution destinee, avant tout, a ameliorer 

le sort du peuple s"elle resta trop, sans doute;, 
_ 

une °- 's ,- 
'ýi 

cr6ation de'l'Etat, 'remenant tout t lui de e par une 

: 
(1) - Dor `- V. E. L'. Instruction. publique en Egypt Paris 

1872. 

. 
(2) The date=of this Organic law is frequently given as: 1868 

-the year . 1284 A. I. however `allies `with the year` 1867, 
rather than 1868 whit will be used in reference to this 
law. 4 



{1ý 
tendance a un utilitarisme trop immediat". 

The two principles which the law sought to affirm, 

besides recognizing the independent existence of'', a popular 

education apart from the military institutions, were the 

bringing about of solidarity of all schools-and the effecting 

of 'equality of status between all the establishments, 

whether governmental or otherwise, which dealt with the 
. same 

type of education. "Au milieu de. toutes les questions de- 

detail, des difficultes d'execution guise presentent dans 

la loi nouvelle, deux principes sont affirre, inamoviblement,, 

et restoreront pour 1'Egypte un conqu6te inalienable, 

quelles que. 'soient du roste los modification qui doive 

subir 1'instruction publique; la solidarite de toute los 
,. 

ecoles et l'egalite des etablissement de m0me rang". 

The forty articles of the law deal with all the 

details of reorganization and requirements in school-buildings, 
" 

as. well as 'the sources of revenue., -But the - mast important, 

from our point" of view, are those articles which had' by legal 

act brought the authority of the central administration to 

cover educational establishments which had hitherto formed 

". part, of the old system of, education and, as such, were `" 

outside the operation of Europeanization. There was in this, 

at least, `an attempt to bring under the aegis of the modern 

(l)'Dor'- V. E. L'Instruction publique en. Egypte, Paris 1872, 
P. 2157 

. 'Ibid., p. 216. 
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educational conception those institutions that could, on 

account of their, wide distribution, form the basis of a 

general popular education, and which remained until then 

free 
, 
from state, supervision and consequently untouched by 

a 

Fý 

modern influences. 

The law decreed that those schools founded by 

charitable persons, whether in the capital or in the provinces,; 

, 
should not change in status. if they were in receipt of 

sufficient income, but, in case they were not: they should 

pass, into the charge of His Highness's 
, 
government. 

In the construction of village-schools which 

were needed for the 'new organization, the law established, 

the principle-that the expenses of such, construction should 

fall on the province., The construction would, follow plans'., 

prepared by an architect commiäsione d by the central authority, 

and the expenses would be defrayed by the 
. provincial authority. 

In this-there were the rudiments. -of the rise of'local',, 

educational authorities, indeed not yet clear of their tasks 

and rights, yet sufficient, if 'the policy was c,. `ý:. wr3 

(1) Heyworth-Dunne states, however, that "'This law decreed, 
that those Kuttabs that had sufficient from sheer endowments 
should come under the control of the government.. '. Dor states, 
"Les anciennes ecoles fondees par la, liberalite de personnes. ý 
charitables, tout au Caire, qu'en province, ne seront soumises 
d'aucun changement., si leur revenue est suffisant. 

ans le case contraire,, et si ces 6coles sont bien situees et 
propres., recevoir. des eleves, elles passeront a"lä charge de, 
son altesse. " 
I accept Dor's'statementab such schools which need revenue are more reasonably in need of government help and subsequently',, 
would fall under government control'247. 



continued, for such bodies to have grown und to have 

developed into local bodies interested in, and in charge 

of, education in their locality. 

Another innovation of a similar nature to the 

above, in the sense that it relieves the central authority 

of the huge task' of responsibility . in all, educational 

matters and expenses,, was the principle of throwing -on', the 

parents part of the expenses of their children's education. 

The parents were, according to the-law., charged with the 

cost of school materials, and partof, the teachers', salaries, 

if the school income' was not sufficient to guarantee the', 

. minimum salary. Here- again was a departure from Mohammad 

Ali 's policies when pupils were `lodged, fed and clothed at 

government expense, and a sign that people. did 
_ change in 

their attitude towards oducation to, the extent that, they, 

needed no conscription into the school, but appreciated the 

-new education ý and were ready even ' to pay for it., 

"The'schools were subject to-frequent inspection and 

had to conduct'annual examinations: 

�Article 
29 prescribes the instruction 

; to be given 

and the conditions demanded in the text-books to be used. 

It stipulates that for the village schools., _serving as they 

were intended-, the, purposes of, the most elementary education, 

it was sufficient to teach the Koran and the members. No 

T1TT111Td, presumably_ a compromise iný deference 
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to the need for the children to help their parents 

in their work-in tue fields, but the full amount of 

instruction should be finished within the prescribed length 

of the course. The text-books, apart from the Koran, were 

subject to the approval of the, schools council, and had to. 

be printed at the government presses. 

The second grade schools whi th were established in 

the capitals of provinces, provided; a first cycle of seäondary, 

education or higher primary. They, received the best pupils 

from among those who had terminated their education in the 

village schools and passed them'on to the secondary, schools. 

' , Alexandria and Nine of these were to be provided in. Cairo 

the capitals of the. provinces in Lower and Upper Egypt 

(Article 33). 

Article 36 states . 
that the, `length of .; 

courses 'in. 

these schools was four years, the pupils. were tobe between 

. the ages of, l0 and 15 and'were'not allowed to, break their 

'studies without successfully terminating the courses. ' 

Parents were still at'liberty. to withdraw their children 

from 'the' schools, but must produce good 
, 
reason 

, 
for so doing 

"Car les eleves entrent dans les 6coles pour devenir utiles, 

non seulement a aux mimes mais encore a'leurpatrie". 

The'same article prescribed ' the syllabus-as follows: - 

, 
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I.. Arabic. 

2.. One modern European language, Turkish or another 

language; the student must be able to read,, 

write and translate the languages he chose. 

3. ' , Elementary. geography and ancient history. 

4.. Elementary. arithmetic with a' certain amount of, 

commercial knowledge,, linear drawing and geometry. 

-'5. zoology, botany and principles of agriculture.. '' 

C. Calligraphy. 

The text-books prescribed for use in these central 

schools were to be the concern. of a special commission set 

up for th. purpose. '. The books were to be chosen from among 

those. already in use or those adapted or written' specially 

for the schools. They, too, were to. be*printed at the 

government presses and distributed to the schools. of. the 

different provinces. 

Examinations in those schools were to' be, -of three, 

kinds: monthly examinations to be held by the teacher, 

examination to be, held by the headmaster every 
, 

six months 

and the annual promotion, examinations to be held in the'. 

presence. of the governor of the 'province and ' its notables. . ,ý 

It will 'be observed from the articles of the 

law quoted that the law aimed at placing, the' Kuttab system 
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under the direction of the central authority and effecting 

a 'levelling-out process, not only in Cairo, but all over 

the country. 

The inclusion of the Kuttabsystem in the area of 

modern education made possible the use of an articulated 

system of education with the very broad basis of these 4 

popular and 'numerous institutes 'serving 'the purposes of, 

primary education followed, up by the central schools . providing, 'j, 

secöndary education which led to the more advanced schools of 

higher educations On a different level existed the special 

schools not subject-to the provision of law as they were' 

, governed by special regulations and were attached not, to 

the -Ministry of 
, 
Public Instruction, but -to the zýIinistry of 

War. 

ýA further step towards. the'extension of modern 

education` into areas. hitherto untouched, was, the establishment, 

of girls' schools. The first-girls' school _was- 
established 

in 1875, under the patronage of-one of. the Khedivexs'wlves, 

and its success encouraged the opening, of, another in the 

-following year. These schools, 'however, did not fall inside 

the 'system of education, and their courses of study provided 

a type of education befitting the girls of the middle- and 

upper classes who did not intend to'use such education for. 



professional purposes. 

McCoan says of the two schools, "-More interesting. ', 
however, than, the whole of these male seminaries as an 

evidence of progress and of the"lead Egypt is taking : in ' 

Eastern civilization, are two girls' schools, 'which though 

not yet. three years, in existence,, are now admirably educating 

nearly 450 Moslems, Coptic and-other girls as, since the 

Hegira, women, in the East, have never been educated before". 

The courses of study - received in the, first- of these A 

two. schools 'seem to 'have included reading, writing, arithmetic, 1 

drawing, geography, Turkish; ' French; music, the Koran (for 

-'Moslem girls), plain and ornamental needlework, cookery, 

laundry. and general housework. 

The second school, on the, other hand, seems to 

have' drawn its, pupils from the lower orders and given them, 

instruction with'- a view t'o 
. 
their taking jobs 'as'maids, 

nurses, or governesses. of children. The motive for this 

school and the instruction'it provided derived from the changed` 

-circumstances' consequent on the movement for abolishing, 

slavery and the ° difficulty of procurin slave girls who 
(1 

originally performed' these services. 

(1) De. Leon: The Khedive's Egypt.. London 1877, pp. 280-81" 
, 
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The Industrial Schools. 

Industrial schools of a type existed in Mohammad 

Ali's time, but those` were mainly in the service of the'. 

army or the navy. The novelty of the trade'schools 

established by Ismail was-that they existed in. their own 

right and recruited their, pupils , from the 'second best of the 

pupils of the primary' schools. They thus provided 'an 

alternative type of secondary education for those not' suited . "' 

to academic studies and also provided a continuation of, 

primary education leading to the trades and , the industries. 

McCöan mentions three of these schools in which the . 
, 

less promising pupils of the primary schools were taught 

trades, instead of, as. was formerly, the' custom, ' being drafted 

into the army. ' In-these schools the instruction was free 

and half the proceeds of the work done '- less a deduction of 

" 6% for pocket . money for the pupils - were put towards a 

fund to provide the pupils with free kits of tools and other, 

aids for -a start, in' life at the end of 'their five years' ', 

course. 

Schools for. the Blind. 

Al-Azhar had always catered for the education'of the 

blind. They had their own'logia (rewak) under"a respective', '. 

sheikh, and it is of interest to note they were the most 

(1) McCoan - , 
Egy"pt As It Is. London 1889. p.. 220. ..,. 
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clamorous and turbulen'C element among the students of the 

university., The education given them was the conventional 

Moslem sciences which they learnt by heart. The purposes 

of the 'new schools for the 'blind were' different in content 

and methods. They provided modern education suitable *to' 

the conditions of these unfortunate people, 
, 
and derived 

directly from European models. McCoan says that the 

first of these schools had '88 non-resident pupils who 

received instruction' in arithmetic, Arabic,, grammar and the 

Koran, ' "For all öf which' an excellent series . of raised'letter 
(1)` 

'text books has been prepared and is in successful' used. 

The, programmes of this school -,, were ' intended for' the younger 

. blind with a view to giving them some general education. 

The second school catered for the needs of": the adult 

pupils and gave, in in addition to `that given in the, first. ' 

instruction' in, useful trades. The pupils were taught 

'mat-making; knitting, wood-turning,,. chair-making' and other 

handicrafts -suited to their. conditions. ' 

The School ' of E ynptology. 

To make a further departure from the Utilitarian 

purpose, which had dominated the new education, so far,. and 

(1) McCoan. Egypt As It Is. London, 1889. pp. 217-18 
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as sign of a revival of, interest in the ancient history 

'of, the country, undoubtedly inspired by the European movements 

of archeological excavations, a school for the study. of 

Egyptology was opened in the year 1869 under German direction. 

The school was founded, as mentioned by AMID Sami Pasha, 

, to'prepare men with knowledge in the ancient Egyptian and 

Ethiopic languages. The, funds for the school were not 

provided, by the Ministry of Public Instruction but by the 

Ministry of: Finance. The course included the teaching or 

Ancient ' Egyptian, Coptic, Ethiopic and German. The_graduates 

seem to have been entrusted'with'archeological work and served 

also as curators of museums as well as directors of - 

excc. vation, work. . 
Of the academic nature and value of this school, 

Dor says,, "eile eßt peut ^e'tre, de tous, 'les etablissement's 

scolaires cr6es par le gouvernement, celui. qui a l'a moindre 

importance pratique, mais eile a"aussi`la plus haute valeur 
(2ý 

s. cientifique. TM 

In the 'category . of the, superior schools, . 
distinct 

from the-special schools which 
, were under the control of 

the Ministry of. War, ; the greatest innovation gras the 

establishment of the school of Law 
. 1n; 1868. -. The value. of the 

I 

(1) Sami, Amin-Pasha, Al-T a1im fi-Misr. Arabic, Cairo 1917, 
p. 20. 

(2) Dor, V. E. L'Instruction. publique en Egypte. Paris 1672., 
_ p.. 253.255. 



school was manifest in 'the' fact that judged by its studies 

and the achievements of its graduates, it had. played a 

great part in the life of modern Egypt. It performed great 

reforms in Moslem law and' brought' it into harmony with the- 

concept and practice of modern laws. Moslem law`wäs studied, 

'side by side with Roman and French law, thus allowing for 

an -interplay, -of influences and comparative, studies. 
. 
The 

school also reflected the changes} attitude and the advent 

of European legIlation into fields until then' falling'within 

the purview" of the sacred law. 

''The Training, School for Teachers of Arabic and Turkish. 

To, modernise the- teaching, of Arabic and, Turkish and' 

improve'on the old methods applied in that teaching, a 

training college was opened in the year 1872 on, the suggestion 

of Ali' Mubarek Pasha. The school drew its students, by 

examination, from amongst the- most intelligent of the students, 

in Al-Azhar between the ages of twenty and thirty-. These 

were given, in order to attract them to the college, a'monthly 

salary of P. T. 100 while training. The purpose, as stated in 

the note to the Khedive, and in the 
, 
charter of the foundation, 

,, 
was to produce 

,a 
type of teacher-who ' was better qualified to, 

carry out the purposes of good education according to methods 
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which would lead to good results. The school was to. be 

attached . to the National library and was to derive its. funds 

from it. 

The courses of study lasted for two years and included 

mathematics, 'geography, history, elements of physics, and., ' of 

course, -an elaborate study of the Koran, but ere is, no 

mention of any professional instruction. It seems that it was 

thought that. in introducing some intelligent Azharis to, modern 

sciences they would broaden their outlook and so become good 

. teachers. This, however, the college did not''achieve until j 

many years after when modern methods of'teaching were taught. 

Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that it served a good purpose 

in interesting the representatives of-the old education . 
in some 

of the sciences of the gest. Heyworth-Dunne quotes from Artin,., 

. "'The results of this interesting experiment were mixed. The 

Azharis, who became associated with the new, institutions 

that disseminated Western, knowledge, were initiated into 

European science and learning (whatever may have'been its, 

quality), and the-fact that they, were turbaned sheikhs following, 

the 'same" courses as the 
_ efferidis , in the other schools paved 

the way for the acceptance and penetration of Western learning H 

throughout the country. Not unnaturally the people who had 

(1) Sami, Amin Pasha. Al-TaaL m fi Misi., Cairo 1917. 

(2) Effendis are, the product of the modern European schools. 
287. 



become accustomed to hear the condmmnation+of Western 

learning. as diabolical and heretical, were now surprised-,. 
(1) 

, at"the participation of the sheikhs in these pursuits,. " 

It is significant that'the experiment led in the end 

to quite a revolution among thisAzhari element and that the 

undergraduates of'this training college were the. first-to 

discard the old Azhari. flowing robes, and substitute for them, 

modern European clothes after making, as a sign of, protest 4 
F 

against 'orders to the contrary, a' bonfire of the old clothes 
rt 

in the courtyard-of their college. 

The Reform, of Al-Azhar: 

The most courageous of the-reforms undertaken by, 

the government in the field-of education was the attempt to 

reorganize the old Mosque University of Al--Azhar on modern 

lines. 

It has been shown, that Al-Azhar had no place in 

. Mohammad Ali's educational schemes and that, apart from aiming- 

b, most damaging blow to its prosperity, by the corisfication 

of its endowments, the Pasha left the Mosque to follow its 

old pursuits. The government of Ismail was not content with 

. the amount of modernization brought into its own schools and 

(l)'Heyworth-Dunne; 'p. 377' Quoted from Artin, pp. 102-3. 
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"those'parts of the old system brought under its control, 

brut aimed at 'bringing the head of all Moslem- education into 

the sphere of influence 'of, the new tendencies. ' 

The reforms initiated at Al-Azhar included the ' 

introduction of an examination system, and this necessarily 

incurred a revision of the course of study to make them 

possible for the purposes of examination. ' : Instead of the 

free and unlimited range of subjects täught,, the courses 

were-limited to eleven. The examinations were made necessary 

before anybddy could qualify, ff or teaching - thus an element 

of control was introduced -where previously only the consent 

of old teachers had, sufficed,, "Till the year 1872 the sheiks 

were,, in a manner, -self-elected, but in that year the j 

government interposed with - an order that for the future they 

should ' be admitted -to " teach only-after passing-, an examination 

in their respective subjects, and should be classified in - 

three grades, promotions From the lower to the higher, of, - 

wI Ich' should also depend on a , similar -test of qualifications". 

The movement for reform,., 'indicates the change, of attitude 

and the bFVIhArl: ýI g; of open religious resistance 'to the new 

influences., It would have been most difficult to introduce 

(1) I-AcCoan. Egypt As It Is. London 1889, p.. 221. 
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such government measures without the connivance, and, even 

desire for reform of a certain element in the old'university; 

and it is, on record that the impetus came from inside the 

Azhari circles. ' Sheikh Al-Arusi, the Rector. of Al-Azhar 

at that time was, the leader, of what could be described, as 

the progressive party, and under his successor Sheikh 

Al-b! ahdi, even more progressive, the party gained in strength, 

and the result was the introduction of the first government 

law of organization referred' to above 'and known as the law 

of 1872. ' This was the beginning of a series of similar 

measures which continued till a few', years ago. 

Private Education Efforts. 

The, liberal donations of Khedive Isniail to 

educational establishments and non-governmental foreign and 

native schools, set an example for members of his family and 

others-6f his subjects to imitate. The heir-apparent' founded 

and endowed two ý schools, one in Alexandria' and the other. in 

Cairo, in the -years. 1868 and 1875., These' two schools seem' ° 

'to have oocupied a position, intermediary between'the state 

schools and, the foreign community schools, as judged by the 

syllabus they taught. They offered an education of an ' 

exclusively scientific and professional character and did not 
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teach any religious -dogma at all. Moreover, the schools 
(l). 

being styled as "Free, gratuitous and universal", were 

open. to 
, men and children of all creeds "to come and learn, 

'what 
is needed for their, aims in life"., 

- 
The instruction given included Arabic, English, 

French, Italian, elementary mathematics, history and 

writing. ý,. 

Attached to both schools were evening classes for 

adults who would be working by day and a similar instruction 

to that of the day schools., was' given. 

The cosmopolitan nature of these two establishments .1 (2) 
is obvious from the, composition of'. the students. McCoan 

gives this account of the Cairo school, "Of 486 registered 

in Cairo, 282 are Egyptians (of every native race and creed), 

15 English., '62 French, 73'Italians, 26 Greeks, 21 Austrians, 

5 Prussians, 3 Turks; ". 3 -Russians, 3 Spaniards and 13 's 

undetermined'. 

Nine primary'-schools owed their, existence to'private 

initiative in the reign of Ismail. They, were founded, ' 

maintained and endowed by individuals who, either on the, 

suggestion, of the khedive or " to; offset the expansion of 

foreign community schools, founded these schools with 'an 

emphasis on their. national character and a greater devotion 

(1) McCoan" Egypt As, It Is. London 1889, p. 228 

. (2) '. Ibid. ", p. 228. " 
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to Arabic and Moslem religious studies. 

Educatibn Missions: 

It was 'quite , in- harmony with Ismail's policies, 

of educational expansion and Europeanization of the country 
" 

as a whole to continue and even add to the practice of 

sending-, students for education in Europe. The Egyptian 

school which had lapsed. into insignificance was reorganized 

in France and placed under French management. That France ý: 

was the country that attracted most of the students is'',. 

evident from the number who were sent' to study there; out 

of a, total of. '172,120 received, education in, France, mainly 

in the universities of Aix and Montpellier. 

A marked departure from Mohammad Ali's, missions 

-was that the students were no longer accommodated together. 

and were allowed to-live in-priwat'e-families. This evidently 

exposed them more to. the influences of the country they 

lived in. It also showed that European ' influences were not 
they. 

looked upon with the suspicion that/previously received, -and 

could account for the strong national awakening evident at 

that time. 

Another feature of this stage in the history of 

education missions was the great proportion of the students--, 

(1) blismetr. Souvenirs 'du Monde 'Mussulman, 
, 
Paris. pp: 189-289. 
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devoted to civil studies and the 'wider distribution of 

the students in European countries. -Military, studies, 

although still fairly. represented, did not daninate, the 

mission, other. subjects gained-in popularity, especially 

medicine, law, administration,, engineering and'mining. ' 

Foreign Communities Schools: 

The great 'increase in the number of foreigners. 

who, partly attracted by the promise-ofýmaking money out of 

the Chedive's schemes and partly deriving from the general 

movement of European expansion. in the nineteenth century, 

came in great numbers to reside in Egypt, called for more 

educational facilities for 
, 
the education of their dhildren. 

To give an exact idea of the influx off the 

European element into the country, it-is sufficient to note 

that in 1836 the number of Europeans resident in, Egypt 

was estimated at 3,000, while in, 1878 the number rose to' 

133,663 composed-of'14,. 310 of French nationality, ' 29,983 

Greek` and 14,624 Italian. 

: This period registered, as a result, great progress 

in the 'education given by the religious and, 1ay missions 

of the foreign communities. - The Khedive. helped towards 

the growth-of this foreigneducation. by liberal, donätions 

(1) Quoted by Heyworth-Dunne. ------ p. 393. ' 
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of money and sites. 

" The total number of schools-in this category, 

established in the reign of Ismail, according. to the 

Egyptian-historian of, the' period Abdul-Rabman el-Rafii ., 

reached, 70 schools which offered 'education, not only to 

membersS of the foreign communities, but to Egyptians, who, 

after graduation in these schools and by virtue of, their 

linguistic ability,, found employment in the government. ' 

departments, post. offices, 'railways; banks and as interpreters 

in the foreign consulates and. in the mixed courts. 

The, schools were a great benefit °as 
. 
they offered, 

an example of European education sound in its conception and 

correct in its methods, yet they, 'as a whole, did not care 

in their'curricula to emphasize the study of the, -national - 

language, and the religious missionary schools were repugnant 

to Moslem parents on-'account of' the religious bias in the 

education they gave. . 

FURTHER EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT UNDER TAWFIK. 

The financial' difficulties which followed on 

Ismail's policy of expansion, industrialization and 

Europeanization, and which ended in his deposition in. 1879, 

must have affected the progress of education to an extent 

(l)- Rafii. Abd-el-Rahmän: 
. 
'The Age of ' Ismail (The Reigri of 

. Ismail) Arabic. Vol. ' III,. 
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almost nullifying. the good results expected from his 

enlightened educational policies.. 

The reign of Tawfik, his successor, started under 

unfavourable conditions which made a policy of stock-taking 

and reörganization, necessary in education, as, well as"in 

the rest of. the activities of-the-government. There was 

an obvious demand for monies spent on`-education to be spent 

in, the right place, and with the best results -for 
the' nation. 

Yet national feeling had by- then emerged. ' fr an its crude 

. 
beginnings and gradually found expression in movements. 

which, demanded constitutional' government, national' economy and 

a purely Egyptian' army. The result was the expansion "of' 

educational facilities far and wide in the country with a 

view to bringing the young of the nation to some sort of 

universal education. The'practical demonstration of_the 

above factor's'was tle, "interesting memorandum submitted to 

the Council, of Ministers by the then Minister of Education, 

,. Ali Ibrahim Pasha. - In the memorandum the minister, pointed 

out the two urgent educational 'needs . of the country as 

'being ' firstly, 
' the necessity, for the improvement and 

extension of popular. -education. and, . -secondly, the 'improvement 

of the quality df teaching by improving 'the 
, existing training 

college and, establishing a new college in which foreign 
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languages, mathematics, history,, geography and physics should 

be taught. More schools were tobe founded in order to 

offer education to 'a 
greater number, so that education, 

"might. develop and knowledge might gradually-)spread to,, 

all the inhabitants of Egypt, reaching the people' of rural 

areas in the provinces, in drder" to stimulate in -their, yyouth, _ 

ä desire for,, education, and so imbue them witha consciousness 

.. of their rights and of their duties with, regard, to thäaselves, 
(1ý 

their. families and the state". `. ' 

Education at läst was believed to be,, primärily, 

the right of the 
, people- and for the 

, 
benefit of the people 

and their families and,, secondarily, for the state.., 

The memorandum was submitted to the deliberations 

of a special-commission set. up to study, the condition of 

education in Egypt, and to propose, effective means of 

reforming and spreading it in accordance, with the principles 
(1ý=z 

. 
laid down by the Minister of Education in his memorandum. ", 

The Special. Commission embodied their remarks and 

recommendations in a 'report which in general re-affirmed the 

two principles of 1867 
, 

Organic. law; of unifying the. system 

and- ensuring, equality of status to, establishments of-the', 

same rank, 'and added whatever suggestions they formed in .' 

the-light of. the 1880 memorandum. , 
The, following wereAhe 

(1) Samt, Amin, Al-T'talim fi Misr. Cairo 1917. Arabic,. p. 41. 
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main suggestions of the -Commission: i 

1. The establishment-of ä small rural school in-every 

village with a' population -of , 
between 2,000 and - 

59000. Such schools were styled' third grade, 

and were to teach reading, writing in Arabic, and 

the first four rules of arithmetic,. together with 

certain instruction. about weights and measures 

and eiementary knowledge of the, geography of the, 

country - and the rules of general personal hygiene. 
. 

2. The. establishment of a central higher primary , 

school in large villages and provincial towns with, 

a populatipn from 5,000 to 10,000" These schools_ 

-would be styled. second'grade, and woulä'offer, in, 

addition to the subjects'taught in the third grade 

schools, instruction in national history,. elements 

ofnatural history and practical instruction in 

measuring and surveying.. ' 

3. The establishment in, Cairo and Alexandria of first 

grade primary schools for every 10,000 of, " the 

population. These schools . would offer education 

that prepared for secondary schools. ' The programme 

of, studies , 
would'be the same as that formerly given 

in - the capital primary schools. 
.'" 
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. 
4. For those unable or unwilling to pursue a, 

secondary education, courses of agricultural; 

commercial and industrial instruction. were , 
to . 

he furnished with a view to preparing the pupils 

for earning a living. 

5. The number of secondary schools to be increased 

in a manner proportionate to the number of primary 
Ä 

schools, and as competent' teachers graduated fron 1 

the, training -colleges. 

6. The principle of private participation in the 

., cost of educational' foundations was to be 

established. The Commission. suggested the ear- 

marking of a, tax for educational purposes' As is 
a (1) 

the practice in Europe". 

In the second section of the same-report, as 

a measure to improve the, quality of teaching in the existing 

and proposed schools, the. ccmmission suggested: 

if The necessity-of examining-. the situation in ' the , 
existing primary schools; secondary'schools, 

superior' schools, girls' 'schools, and-. the' schools 

for the blind and dumb, " 'with- a view to improving 

their general state and methods of instruction, ' 

(1) Sam!. Amin Pasha, Al-Täa13m fi Misr. ArabCairo` 1917, ' 

p. 41. 
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especially in the teaching of Arabic, French, 

English, Turkish and German. The commission advised 

the Ministry to emphasize physical education-, 

ii., The establishment of a Supreme Advisory Council of ' 

Education; to be composed of-people interested 

in education, in order to help the Ministry in 

forming its'policies. 
, 
lt also suggested the 

establishment of a board of studies in each of the 

special 'schools. 

iii. The creation of local Councils of, Education to be 

in charge of the funds responsible for the payment 

of teachers' salaries., , The tiinistry '. would have only 

the technical, inspection of the schools. 

iv. With regard to the schools of foreign--communities 

the Commission suggested that the Ministry, should 

enquire into their programmes of studies, especially 

when 52 per cent - of the school' population were 

Egyptians. -, The Ministry--should prescribe the curricula 

of those schools and provide them, -with competent 

-teachers of Arabic, -whenever, required. 

The Council of Ministers endorsed the suggestions 

of the specip. 1 commission, "and 
practical steps were'taken 

(1) Sami,. Amin; Al-Täalim fi- Liisr. Arabic. ' ' Cairo 1917$,, 
p-42, 
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, to carry then out. But the storm was gathering and'the 

-political situation*of 'the country was drastically 

changed witli the British intervention and- eventual 'occupation 

of the country in 1882. The'destinies of Egyptian education 

changed hands and nerv policies came into being. It is here 

that the continuity of this study of. Egyptian education is 

to be broken for an examination of education in Turkey and' 

its Arab provinces which was developing on parallel lines 

under the impact of Europe. 
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ITI. TURKISH-EDUCATIONAL REFORMS. 

The circumstances which impelled the Ottoman 

Turks to embark on a policy of general reform including the 

importation of a new type of education on the'European 

model were in their broad lines similar to those which 

obtained in Egypt. There was the same situation in Which'' 

European superiority was brought home with great pain and 

humiliation to the 
, 
Turk, there was the same criticism of, ' 

and impatience with, the traditional institutions which 

had become too antiquated to suit the new requirements and 

there was the same response of trying to arrest the downward 

fall by borrowing-the adversary's weapons and-using them 

against him. The reaction of the Turk; as wellýas. the 
(1) 

-Egyptian was, if we may borrow from Professor Toynbee, 

the Herodian-attitude of mind, although the Zealot . attitude 

was far from passing away without 'stiff and prolonged 

resistance. 

The Turks, however, had their own particular 

problems over and above those which. the other Islamic 

countries , confronted. ý The ' Turks were not intent on 'carving , 

out a new-empire, for they had'one, nor on winning new 

territories, for they, were beginning to lose theirs and 

(1) Toynbee, A. 3.,. Oivilizati6n On Trial. Oxford-University 
Press. 1949. p. 187, - 197. 
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and-. they were not creating a country anew so much as 

breathing a new spirit into a fast and steadily dying one., 

The Turks, since the second half of the eighteenth century 

had been trying frantically to hold together their own 

crumbling empire. In, this they had to fight against enemies 

from outside as well as institutions which, although they 

had once given the empire great'strength, had by now- 

lost their vigour, become antiquated; enfeebled and'corruptý 

and were a source of trouble. The amount of work. on, -this 

account was far greater than that which a'man likeMohammad 

All had'to undertake in Egypt., 

The Empire, moreover, ' had. a most varied and complex 

composition of. creeds, races and languages, ranging from 

Slavonic peoples'forming, the western wing of theEmpire. - 

-to Yementis and Iraqis on the. extreme-east. ' In this. 

composition the purely Turkish element was but-a minority-' 

and"the'Turkish tongue,; though the state'langüage, -only 

the mother tongue of a small Hence portion of, the Empire. 

the problems were huge, "complex-and consequently not as 

easy to solve as in"a smaller, country'. with a more homogenous 

population and no outstanding racial and, linguistic problems. 

The 
.' movement : of, Turkish- reforms, in respect-of, 

the minorities 'and. in the face of the external danger and 
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severe European criticism and designs to, use the misfortunes 

of the non-Moslem element for encroachment on the land of 

-Turkey,. was . towards the granUr}gof more- liberties to the 

peoples of the Empire. They sought to remove the obstacles 

preventing these elements from feeling and , acting loyally 

` by the abolition of the inequalities under which the non- 

Moslem elements smarted. This is evident from, the historic 

Hatti Sherif of Gulkhane (November 3rd 1839), which-started 

the movement generally known hs Tänzimar. The Matti'royally 

declared, "Full of confidence, therefore, 'in the help of 

high, assisted by, the intercession of our Prophet, the most , 
ye deem it . right 'to- seek, by new' institutions, ' to give 'to " '-` 

. the Provinces composing the . Ottoman Empire. , the benefit of 

a good administration. 

These institutions must be principally carried 

out under three heads, which-are: (1) ' The gparantees. 

ensuring, to our subjects perfect security for life,, honour 

and fortune, (2), A regular system, of assessing and , levying ,, 

-taxes. '(3) An equally regular'system for the levy of 

troops, -and the duration of their service". ý 

Hore' expressive of this movement of liberating and 

. equalising the different elements of the Empire was - the 

Hatti "Huniayuri 'of 'February ' 1856; , 
"free ; wjiich we 'may ; quote - the 

(1) Translated-by Bailey -, Frank Edgar. British Policy and 
The Turkish Reform Movement. Cambridge 1942, Appendix II. 
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following as of particular significance to education', 

"In the towns, small boroughs and villages, where the 

whole population is of the same religion, no obstacle shall' 

be offered to the repair, according to their, original plan, 

of buildings set apart for religious worship, for schools, 
(1) 

for hospitals and for charities". 

"Evezy. education or, designation tending *to make 

any class whatever of-the, subjects of my Empire inferior 

. 
to another class, on account of their, religion, 'language or ý, 

race, shall be for ever effaced. from the Administrativen, 

Protocol. The . laws shall be put in force against the-use of, -, 

any injurious or offensive-term, either among private 
. (2) . 

individuals or on the-part of the authorities". ' 

To ensure the full rights of non-Moslems, to receive 

education' preparing them to occupy and hold offices, of the . 

government - on an, equal footing with their 
-Moslem -, compatriots, 

the Firman' declared, "All the subjects of my, Empire, 'without' 

distinction, Eh all be received, into the Civil and Military 

Schools of the' Government if they otherwise satisfy. the 

conditions as to age and examination-which are specified in 

the organic regulations' of the, said schools. Moreover, 

, 
every, community is authorized to establish'public `schools of' 

(1) Translated by Bailey, - Frank Edgar. British Policy And 
The Turkish Reform Movement. ' Cambridge 1942. Appendix II. 

(2) '. Ibid. This" sou t'- to abolish, the practice 
of attaching-humiliating, epithets the"non-Moslems. 
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Science, Art and Industry. Only the method of instruction 

and the choice of professors in schools of this class 
-, 
shall 

be under the control of a, Lixed Council of Public. Instruction 

-the members of which shall be named, by my sovereign command". 

'As a corollary to this equality of educational 

opportunities the Firman ensured the. same equality in' 

government employment, 'The nomination and choice of. 

functionaries and other employees-of my Empire being. wholly, 

dependent upon ' my sovereign will, ' all: ±ithe subjects of my, ' 

Empire, without distinction of nationality, shall be- 

admissible to 'public employments, and, qualified to fill :: 

them according 'to their capacity and'merit, . 
and' conform ably -. ' 

*1th rules to be ` generally*applied. " -, These two Royal 

-pronunciations, it ought to be mentioned had set on foot the- 

two waves of, reform under Abdul-Magid and Abdul-Aziz, and 

were, until their contents, were-incorporated, in the' 

constitutions, the official code of rights and-'duties the 

people had. It is significant that each inaugurated'a 

period of educational creation and reorganization, as will, be' 

seen : later. ", 

But the-minority question, acute as' it was, 

was not the only problem, the' Empire had to contend -with. -The 

ý1k) 'Translated by Bailey -,. Frank Edgar.,, British ° Policy And 
The Turkish Reform Movement. Cambridge 1942. Appendix II. - 

. 
ý2) Ibid. 
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army. institutions and the administration had urgent 

priority, ur-, pence and this is why military and administrative 

reform date. a few decades before any -of the above quoted 

measures were contemplated. Sultan Selim III was the 

first of a series of, Sultans who launched policies of 

.. reform and reorganization, especially in the military and 

administrative fields.. 

According to Von Hammer, Sultan Selim (1797 - 1807) 

launched a policy of reform,. which included the ' removal of 

the feudal" system, improvement of provincial government 

and "The spread of intelligence, and the advancement - of 

education among all classes of his-subjects". 

But the greatest. and most historic reform was, 

undertaken by, Suit an Mähmild II '(1865-1839) Ltohämnad Ali Is 

contemporary. ' 
. 

It is significant that the, two. men faced 

almost , 
the same type of problem, and, it might have been 

the v'assalIs example, of putting an end, to the Mamelas 

in 1811 that gave the Sul tan encouragement to' achieve a 

similar feat by. destroying the turbulent and obstructive 

Janissaries in-l82C., - 

It was, with Mahmüd II that. education was first brought' 

to -the , fore and it, is noteworthy . that it, was for the same 

(1) Creasy, E. S. '-- 
-History 

of, ýthe dt' t. oman Turks. Chiefly-' 
founded on von Hammer. London 1858. Vol. II, Chapter 10. 
P' 332. 

, 
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reason that made its introduction necessary by Mohammad 

All, namely, the raising of a new army as the European 

model, and the necessity of providing the necessary education, 

for officers and other services by founding schools for 

the purpose whenever the need arose. 

The development-of Turkish modern education was on' 

the whole similar to that of Egypt,. with allowance for 

the greatersize of the Empire and the variety of its 

component elements, and'can be described as a general 

movement-towards the secularization of education by 

transferring much Of what used to be'the prerogative, of 

the religious class to the control of the state. ' 

The eduicationah background from which the Turks' 

moved both in Turkish provinces, as well as in the Arab 

provinces, was the same as we, described in the-'chapter 

dealing with Moslem-education. - There were the numerous small 

institutions which dotted the Empire and brought that type' 

of, elementary. education within . reach of the multitudes, 

and there were the higher institutes-'or kadrassahs', where 

a more. specialized education in the Moslem sciences took 

place. Of these two there was no lack, but ' they had their , '. '. 

defects, the chief, of which' was the impractical nature of 

the education they provided, its inefficiency in meeting 
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the new requirements and absence, of state control over the 

syllabus and methods of teaching. "Education, we see. 

then,, has existed in Turkey=since the earliest establishment 

of the Empire, but the manner in which it was understood 

and generally practised, caused some grave disadvantage. 

It was an individual domestic affair in the monopoly of 

Ulema almost exclusively religious or literary, instead of', 

being. a novitiate. and initiation into etternal. and 
-'public 

life; and hence, at the same time, as it created an 

internal obstacle to the -government, it, tended to, keep 

Turkey 'in a state of isolat lon towards other., nations. It 
.. 

was, therefore, not only necessary to renew the system of 

study from the foundation, but the-far mdre difficult task, 

bg secularizing it, 
-to substitute the instruction of the 

(1)' H 
Sate for that of the Mosque. " 

Such then were the problems facing Turkish 

educational reforms -a new army to be created, an 

administration to be put on a -pound foundation and, a vast- 

number of religious, racial and ling. iistic minorities to. be 

. conciliated and, in fact, tobe assimilated into the loosely- 

heldürtipe 

(1) Larpent,. Sir George. Turkey, Its History and Progress 
(From the, Journals and correspondence of Sir James Porter). 
London 18E4, 'Vol. II, p. 142. 
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'The stages of development of moderns education in 

Turkey and through it it in the Arab Provinces of the 
.vK 

Empire which are the special concern of this study, can be 

divided into three periods. (1) The Period of sporadic 

growth of schools under Selim III and ? ahmüd II. 

(2) The first period of educational consolidation and 

'organization under Acrd-e1-Me -dd, as manifested by the ' 1846 

educational ordinance. (3) The complete codification. of 

the, system in 1869 under Sultan Abd-el-Aziz, 'by. an Organic 

law of'that year which in great part remained. operative - 

until the outbreak of, the first World War of 1914-1918. 

It is noticeable that the line-of development 

resembles, to'a great extent, what happened under Mohammad 

Ali' in Egypt with the only 'different e that in' Egypt' the -whole 

,, cycle was completed in the reign and life time of one man 

. while-in-Turkey-it nearly traversed the reigns of five 

'Sultans. 

These three stages. ýof development merit a 

more detailed discussion on account of, the`. features 'they' 

vested in modern education in TUrkey', and its Arab Provinces. 



THE FIRST PERIOD - SPORADIC GROWTH OF SCHOOLS. 'l807 
- 1849. 

If this stage is described! as the, period , of 

sporadic growth of the schools, it does not mean 
, 
that there 

was äny vagueness about their purpose in the minds of those 

responsible for these. educational establishments. Perhaps 

there was no. other period - until a much later date - when- 

, the-creators of schools. were"as clear in"their objectives, 

and definite-in the methods of-realizing them_as in this. 

period. There were needs for . certain types of , instruction 

to be given and the schools were, founded to provide just 

"'that required type of : education. , 
There was no ' question . of 

supplying, any amount; of general. -education, nor was the' issue 

expected to rise at a time when, more urgent matters required" 

first consideration. Mahmüd II was creating anew army and 

reorganizing his administration with a view to functioning''. 

efficiently for the purposes of a strong central authority -- 

hence the two types of education with prior urgency were 

military instruction and education for personnel to fill 

the posts. in'the departments of the government. There were 

not yet grandiose schemes of educational construction' and 

consequently-the aims were limited and. definite: the old'', 

school system with its elementary school (Uektebs) and 

other higher, education of the ;' Medresse" 
. were left -untouched, 

and they functioned as. they 
, 
did for hundreds of years within 
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` 
the Islamic hierarchy and under the control of Sheikh 

Al-Islam. The resemblance between this stage and Mohammad, 

Ali's attitude towards the traditional education"is too 

obvious to point out. 

The new educational foundations were tatters of 

the state founded for its own purposes and run for it and 

not competing just as yet with the traditional institutions: 

and consequently not raising the healousy of the religious 

authorities as they did not yet present any serious. 

encroachment on their privileges and monopolies. The 

schools existed in a category by themselves under the-title; 

of special school, a description quite indicative of their 

particular nature and the special purpose for which'. they, 

were founded. 'These schools were later incorporated, into the' 

general system of education; but in this first stage'each 

., -school existed in its own right-and, they all stood apart 

from the religious education' given in the two , typ es - of schools 

mentioned above. ' 

ý The' first of these schools were founded by Sultan 

'Selim III''. and were 
_of 

purely military nature: kahmüd 

II followed by-more-military schools and'schools for preparing- 

the personnel for. the new administration.. It. is noteworthy' 

that this particular creation went on for sane time,, even 

after a concept of general education 'had` become evident, 

} 
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but the period between 1807, and 1944 can be safely 

said to have been the one in which this creation of 

schools as need required was prevalent. 

A description of aDme of these schools and a 

discussion of the subjects they taught might make clear the-- 

extent of, educational activities at that'period and indicate, 

the purpose of founding them. 

The schools of the. Mosque of Ahmed and of Suleiman, 

were founded bq 
, 
Sultan Mahmud ý for the preparation of , .' 

young persons intended for the Civil Service. A clear' 

departure from the time when the Palace Schools-of Mohammad 

II had satisfied this purpose had become necessary. For, 

one thing, the government by slave which was the force 

behind the Palace Schools had 'come to an, end. There was 

need now to recruit the administrative personnel from 

-, among the people,, but in order-to. do'so,, some education. 

, must be given, hence these schools. 

. -'The subjects ' taught. were'Arabic and Persian grammar, 

geography,, history and calligraphy. - The latter was- 

one of. the most important branches of study on account 

of the rarity of printed books and the -need, for 
. 
various 

'styles of writing. for 
, 
the various official documents', 

orders and declarations. 
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Of similar nature and serving the same purpose was 

the College of the Valide Sultan¬ (the Queen Mother), 

founded in, 1860. This school. was especially designed'to 

prepare clerks for the various departments of the 

administration. It was endowed and maintained at the 

expense of the Sultan's mother and provided with, a considerable 

staff of excellent professors. The pupils were admitted 

from the age of, 13 to 17 from all classes of. the people 

without distinction of religion. The duration, öf the-course 

was four" years, at the end of which the pupils were admitted 

into the various ministerial departments. 

The Imperial School of Medicine was another of, 

Sultan Mahmüd's creations. The need for it must have arisen., 

from the requirements of the'army for physicians and surgeons 

for it was founded a short time after the destruction of 

the Janissaries when the Sultan was -busy raising his new 

army., It was also one of the institutions-that had proved, 

a great success apart-from its original purpose-and had, grown 

to a great, size as years went on, providing instruction of, 

a more general nature than was originally. intended. It also 

was of special value '. as' marking that the time had,, come for"- 

the Turks. to overcome their prejudices against therapeutic 

and pathological'science and marking a departure from the 
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traditional way of life. 

On another-level'existed the group_of, military, 

institutions which were. the first, to be established as the 

need-for them came first. 

The Imperial Military School was founded in 1830 

by Sultan Mahmud on the model of'the French Military School 

of St. Cyr, and had a staff mainly composed of French 

officers. It offered a four years course for the infantry, 

and five years. for 
. 
the , cavalry. The' school was fed by a 

number of preparatory schools, A preparatory school existed 

An each of the military'districts of the Empire. - There 

. were six of such schools, one " in . each of the-following, 

localities; - Constantinople, Adrianople, Monastir, Brusa, 

Damascus and Baghdad. 

The Artillery and Engineers School at CumbaiKhanb 

was probably the "oldestýof these'-military establishments as 

it'-was originally founded by, Sultan Selim (1797'- 1807) 

and was solely devoted to the preparation of military 

engineers. 

The Imperial, Naval School, although founded later, 

. -belonged also to this category in which the dominant factor 

was the military. requirements. 'It, was under the., direction 

of ,a Vice-Admiral ~ and . was situated at. different, places - until ", - 

it-was moved in 1852 on one of the Princes ISlands, in-the 
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Sea of Marmora. 

Included in this category of special school 

although, not with equally avowed military purposes were, the` 

Veterinary School, the Normal School and the Agricultural 

School. 

The main characteristics of this stage in the 

development of modern Turkish educ: ati'on, as'can be observed, - 

was that the schools had no relation to each other, in the 

sense that each was founded for a limited purpose which 

emanated from the pressure of circumstances and not from 

acceptance of a coherent system'in which each'made a part. 

Another characteristic was. the concentration, of 

all these special 'schools in Constantinople apart e from' 

the schools which, prepared for the LZilitary college and which,, 

by, virtue of their close association with the sections of 

the army, had to be founded where any : sich concentrations 

existed in parts of the Empire other than the capital. 

There is also a marked absence of preparatory 

courses for the schools to the extent that one might get the' 

impression' that the-schools must have offered inside them 

more than the specialised studies they claimed to. give. 

There must have appeared some type. of introductory instruction 

to make. the students able to pursue the higher branches. of 

study. 



It was probably` under the stress of the need. for an 

adequate system of preliminary education to feed and 

sustain these special schools and other institutions for 

higher education that. the next stage of'. educational 

development, heralded as it was by the Hatt-i-Sherif of 

Gulhan6 äf, '1839, came into being. There was, undoubtedly, 

by then a clearer view of the broader issues-of education to 

make such a movement possible,, leading to the realization 

that the institutions so'disconnectedly'estäblished, although 
" 

-perhaps efficient in their limited functions, were yet far 

from satisfying the need for- a' general education. An 

attempt, therefore, at bringing into some order the whole of 

the educational edifice was imperative and it was that period 

of educational organization that marked the, advent of 

the I second, stage of development.: The old system which had 

been spared so far could be tolerated no longer. 
_' 

It was felt, 

that, apart, from the waste of money on an'educatiön which, 

'failed to offer the desired results,, the educationýgiven: 1n-ý 

the Mad±'assahs' was 'of a nature that put " obstacles in 
. 
the . way 

of `intended reforms. The type of mentality 
, 
which, the old 

schools -reared was one that made the 'success of any,.. reform 

uncertain. It was, therefore, felt that it was no, longer 

safe to ignore or leave aside such a source. of trouble. 
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"Turkey in its schools as in its policy, was a perfect type 

of the middle ages: ' sophistry was the employment of its 

scholars, who were at the same time unacquainted with the very' 

rudiments of geography, history and chronology; '-. they were 

completely ignorant of the relations of nations to 'each 

other, as well as of the various forms of their governments, 

and,. their knowledge in matters of politics and history-seldom. 

went beyond the affairs and frontiers of their own country, - 

if indeed it extended so far. - How, in' faot, ' would it have 

been otherwise, under a'blind and selfish system which 

admitted nothing beyond itself, rejected all new facts and 

modern discoveries as childish or impious, md despised the 

majority of mathematical and' physical. instruments, as vain 

toys, only adapted to pass away a vacant moment, or gratifying 

an, idle curiosity, and proscribed the use of them*in schools. 

Just as the'Janissaries preferred to perish rather than 

adopt the arms and military tactics of the Europeans? Such - 

aa state of things not-only constituted-in"itself an 

insurmountable obstacle to, all improvement in national educatioi 

but had'the'effect of giving up the youth of,, the nation to the 

pernicious influence of the Ulema, and fostering 
, 
in the heart, 

of, the'country a focus of opposition and hostility towards 

, the government which rendered reform of all kinds nearly 
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impracticable. " 

The clash between the State and the Church, so' to 

speak, had reached such a pitch that either one, or the other 

had to give way. In the particular field of education 

measures to control and direct more and more' of the, education 

of the people by the state were found necessary. The battle 

for secularization had started in earnest,. and this period. 

is marked by the, 1846, educational organization -. followed by 

a series' 0f. other laws and ordinances which could be traced 

even to the institution of the Republic. . 

PERIOD OF-THE FIRST, ORGANIZATION 1845 - 1868. 

- As a result of the 
. 
several factors that made a 

reorganization of education necessary a Royal order dated, 

March 1845 was issued convening a, commission of enquiry into 

the -edmational situation, 
_ 

with a view to finding out. ', the, 

best methods of bringing the state of education to a standard] 

suitable-to the new requirements and proposing a'system of 

instruction to , cope with, the growing needs of the Empire. ' 

The , Cömmission was especially composed- of men who had shown 

themselves desirous of reform 'and who,: besides, had given proof 

of their 'loyalty and ability. 

(1) Ubloini, M. A. Letters On Turkey: Translated by Lady 
Easthope, London 1855. Part, I, pp. 196-197. 
(2) Ibid. p. 197. 
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The Commission embodied the results of its findings 

in a report submitted in August of the following year. 

The report aiggested the institution of a complete system 

of education in three stages: primary, ' secondary and higher, 

crowned with the Ottoman university as an institution of the_ 

state. A permanent Council of 'Instruction was to be made 

responsible for the administration of the educational 

system.. 

The purposes of primary education.., the ccmmiss ion 

found, could be-adequately served by the existing, LIektebs. _ 

Institutions f or''secondary 'education had to be created, _ 
as no such'stage existed in, the old system. Higher education 

stood. in need of reorganization,, expansion'and solidification-- 

in an institute of. university rank and designation. 

The report was endorsed in its entirety by, the 

, government. and the result'_was the 'immediate proclamation of 

two Imperial ordinances. The first gave the recommendations 

of the-commission the status of a law of the state and the 

second instituted the permanent Council. of , 
Instruction to be', 

in charge of the 
. application of the law. 

The Council, which was composed of almost all-the. - 

members of the Commission, with the addition of other members, 

"addressed itself to the task, assigned. to"it. Three. 
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committees were set up, each to deal with one stage of 

education'. 

As regards' primary education, the hiektebs were to 

be recognized as suitable schools making them conform to, 

a regular and uniform plan of work. The Council introduced: 

certain 'modifications in the, syllabus and subjects and finally "- 

submitted'these schools to the-- control-. of the State. 

An important innovation was that this type of 

education was made"free and compulsory., The negligible fee, I 

which the. masters of these schools collected from the 

pupils was abolished and the teachers were made, to receive, 

a fixed salary drawn from the revenues of the school. If 
_ , 

this was not 'sufficient the-State made up, the deficit. " 

The principle' of compulsory primary education was 

established by making parents responsible for registering 

their children of both , sexes, on reaching the age of six, 

on the-rolls of the Iiekteb, in, front of the local ' governor, 

unless' they 
. proved that such children were in receipt of a 

suitable -education at home.. - To ensure- the -execution of this 

commandment, 
, 
laws were 'issued, forbidding masters of trade 'to' - 

take into. their employment. any boy who was, not in possession-, 

,-, _, of a certificate from-the Mekteb - showing that he had 

finished his education there or was exemptfrom the provision 

of. eeompulsory, education. 
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The content of the -ekteb education. with this slight 

modification, remained almost the sane as. it was, limiting 

itself to, the teaching of reading, -writing-and arithmetic and 

religious instruction, with the introduction of simple, text- 

books prepared especially for the use of these schools. 

Government tinspection was made necessary with .a view 

tö reporting on their progress and ensuring that the `regulations 

were being followed. ' The duration of the course was made 

four years, - with, a' possible extension to five and leading, 

if 'so desired, to secondary education. 

Writing about these schools in 1851 Ubicine säays 

"The transformation of the Mektebs into primary schools 

has been carried into effect nearly through the whole extent 

of the Empire. It would-be difficult to determine exactly the 

total number of the latter; -but it-is very considerable; 

and as there is not a 
"single 

village in Turkey, however small 

it is, v. ich does'net possess the mosque, -so we may also say, 

that there is not one 'without a school, more or less tolerably. 
cl) 

organized. 

With such a fair distribution, and with the principle 

of compulsory and free education implanted' by law, it , is 

safe to ', say that the purposes of universal' elementary education 

(1) Ubicine, M. A. -Letters On Turkey. ""Translated by Lady 
Easthope.. London 1856. -, pp.. 190 - 212. `,. 
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wisely attracting the Council's attention first, were 

adequately served and thus offered a sound foundation for 

the other stages of. education to build upon. 

For secondary education the Ruchdie schools for 

adolescents were provided. These gave a course of four years 

in Abahic grammar and syntax, orthography, c appositionand 

style, sacred history, Ottoman history, universal history, 

geography, arithmetic and the elements of geometry.,. 
4 

Education-in these . institutions was free, but not 

compulsory. The State was to pay all the expenses of, " 

maintenance and salaries of teachers, and to supply , 
the 

; 
books and the instruments used by, the pupils. 

C1ý 
In six years, from the date of the law, says Ubicine , 

six, of these schools were established with an attendance of 

870 pupils. ', Later, 
, 
he says, it was intended to bring the-, 

- 
number-to fourteen. 

In'whe field of -higher education, where the stiffest__ " 

resistance . was- expected from the, Medressehs and the Ulema ' 

class who held their monopoly, the policies of the Council were 

very cautious. They chose, to proceed carefully and with 

circumspection, organizing and raising the standard of existing 

special * schools : until enough' graduates from the. newly ý created 

secondary schools 'presented -themselves'for'ä, `real university' 

(1) Ubicine', M. A. Letters On, Turkey'. Translated by Lady 
Easthope., London 1856, pp. 190 - 212. 
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education, and using the time ; until then-for an, elaborate 

study of universities in' France, Germany and England, with 

'a view to adopting a 'suitable system in Turkey. 

The picture looked promising, and remarkable progress',. 

was, made. M. Ubicine'. was justified in expecting more in 

the future but, as usual, the evil of the Turkish regime 

halted progress, and the interest so exuberantly manifested 

faded out, , "Such, M. Ubicine tells us, was the condition of 

the Turkish schools in 1849.,, Remarkable results had been 

attained, and those expected from the future were still more 

considerable. " When M. Ubicini revisited Turkey in 1852, 

the movement was considerably, if not entirely,. checked. 

The government, after. having madea great noise about 

reorganization of public institutions, had withdrawn its 

attention ý from it, as had been `the case with many other 

useful projects. The building of the new university was 

, 
suspended; the foundation of secondary schools in the 

(1) . principal towns'of the Empire was-given up. ", 

The incubus ý of neglect and change of interest 
- 
had 'put- 

an and to such fair promises that the law remained, apart 

from the inclusion of. the hektebs'"into the-state system, a 

dead letter. It needed,, in fact, a lapse of 
'many 

years,,, 

the'-issuing of another 'Halt 'bar royal prouncement; and the 
. 

'., 

(1) Larpent, Sir George. Turkey,, Its History And Progress.. 
London, 1864.. ß Vo1. II, p. 159.. 
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accession of another Sultan to user in, another peridd of 

educational reorganization. 

THE ORGANIC LAW OF EDUCATION18fi9. 

What happened in the intervening years between 

1851 when the educational life was slowed down if not 

entirely, checked and 1866-, when a Hatt-i-Humay&n so 

, generous in its extension of liberties and equality to 
" 

the various minorities*of the Empire gave rise to a 

rich crop of good educational intentions, -if not action, 

culminating in the 1869 Organic, law? What was the explanation 

of this outburst of religious tolerancex; and educational, ' 

equality soßevident inithe Hatt-i-Humayon and the 

Education Act of 18a9. The explanation is not difficult to 

find; it lies in, the historical events that marked the 

years between. Russia, in continuation of its'policy. of, 

cutting parts of the Ottoman Empire on the pretext-of 

defending the Orthodox-Church and its members, 'exploited 

a certain trouble over the Montenegrin question to re-assert 

its claims and'even made, them more impossible to accept. 

When the Porte rejected the demands,, the Russian Tsar 

ordered his, troups to cross the border and a war started in* 

which European Powers helped to check,. the Russian advance. 
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The result of the war was the famous Treaty of Paris 
. 
In 

1856. In order to make the peace, treaty possible the Powers 

had to intervene with the., Porte to effect certain reforms 

so as not to give Russia any reason for further intervention; 

'f In order to secure the future of the peace treaty which' 

was already. under negotiation and to 'deprive Russia of any 

further pretext, for intervention in the -internal affairs of 

the Ottoman Empire, the'western Powers insisted. on new, 

reforms in Istanbul. Under their pressure a second edict of 
(1) 

reform, the Hatt- i-Hlxaayön, was decreed on February lst. 

In this the Sultan first 'of all-confirmed the rights 'granted 

" 
-, to his subjects, in the Hatt-i-Sherif of Gulhan6. The . 

secular affairs of the Christian"nations were, no longer to 

be conducted exclusively'by priests, as. before, but by an 

autonomously elected lay and. 'clerical council., The 

contemptuous appellations of the'Christian subjects, hitherto 

still' in use in'. the pulpit address, were abolished. Moslem 

converts to Christianity could-no longer, as before, be, 

forcibly reconverted. , Entry into the state institutet of 

learning and. so. into the civil service was opened to 
(2). 

Christians. " 

'We have quoted passages 'from the- Hatt-i-Humayökto 

(1) The date of the edict is given by other writers as. 
3rd February. '. ' 
(2) Brockelmann - Carl. History of the-Islamic, Peoples. 

-London 
1949, P. 367. 
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the effect that a policy of appeasement,, and-even'of winning 

, 
the loyalty of the Christian, and other non Moslem elements 

. was adopted and this is farther reflected in the organic 

education law of 1869, as will be seen when it is -subjected 
to study. 

Another possible explanation may be sought. in 

the parallel' development in Egypt. It has been shown: that 

since 'the times of Mahmüd and Laohammad All, the two nations, 

though in'the position of suzerain and vassal, yet had-"their 

eyes on each other. Egypt was first in most' of these reform 

movements, 'and it is not impossible that the Egyptian education 

law of. 1867, coming two years earlier than the, Turkish law, 

might have offered an. encouraging example. 

The Turkish law, however, for the reasons stated 

., 
before-, had to bei more comprehensive and inclusive of 

many provisions' necessitated by the particular composition 

of the Empire. 

The law was, with slight modifications. effected 

by the 1908 and 1913 Education laws, the basis of almost 

all education in the Empire' and even the foundation of the 

educational policy of the Republic. 

. The Arab provinces, as parts of-the Empire, had 

their share. in the benefits, and no possible assessme 



., 
the educational facilities in those lands could be obtained 

without studying this law in m)me detail. 

'If, the 1846 Law had. laid the foundations for an 

integrated system of 'education, , the 1869 law can be rightly- 

said to have given. it, at least from the legislative point, 

of view, its final shape. ' Certain administrative steps, 

however, had been taken in the interval and so prepared the 

way for such a conception of a consolidated and hier ly. 

centralized' 'system. 

In, 1847, -the university, ' according to the, provision of 

, 
the 1846 law, was instituted and a Grand Council of Public 

Instruction, was ' placed at its head tobe in, general charge-' 

and direction of affairs of education. ' The Grand Counc il was-, 

put under the direction of the President of the, State Council 

and the Minister of Foreign Affairs, who nominated a. director 

to be' in actual control. of the Schools. ' The step. is 
, quite. 

reminiscent of the Egyptian Director of Schools some time', 

before 1837-, when, the Departm"ent of' Education was transformed 
,.. 

into a ministry. 

In 1851 a further step, in this direction was taken, 

- anýacademy of 40, members with the right to co-opt' an 

unlimited number of external members was formed. It had, 

among its duties, the supervision of,. 
-text 

books used in the 
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schools and-had its headquarters in a special'government 

department of education', presumably directed by the Nazir 

or Director of Schools. 

This was followed, inevitably, by the appointment of 

a responsible head for the department, and its transformation 

into a ministry with a minister at its head, a.. step which 

took-place-in 1856. 

To replace `the Academy, in 'the general direction of 

educational policy, a new Council of Public`Instruction was 

i 

created in 1863. - It was-divided into two commissions of 

assessment; ' the first- supervised the-investigation of . 
the 

system and text-books, of-the Moslem schools, and the other, 

which was composed of, the directors. of-special schools, had 

for its task the examination of the books . 'and courses of. study 

= in the public' schools. 

By thesenadministrative measures and the arrival 

'at a. kind of central, educational. ' authority, the whole 

-field'of educational' policy and practice was subjected to a 

process of definition and regulations by_the. provisions of the 

1869 Organic Law, which'took into account both the existing 

.. establishments as well-as'those'intended-to, be established in 
schools 

order'to have a -complete system of/wing the whole ' course ' 

of education, from elementary to\higher. schools and expanding 
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to `cover, all-Aheparts, of. the, Empire; all it's peoples 

and its , classes. ° 

{ 1The, law, ' which'; fal"ls, -into,, _two 
sections, and runs 

to =198 articles, ýr, covers the*kwhole,; range of educational 

establishments, as,, wel'1, as the ; definition 
,, 
of the powers and 

tasks of>. educational 'authorities, ', whether central or. - 

provincial . regulations for examination, qualifications 

for admission'; 'into =the -schools, discipline, text -books,,,. -,, 

'A courses , nf" 'study; appoint(nent ; of' teachers, and, , 
in . fact, ., x 

cleaves , nothing:, unprovided,, for, ýby., presaription. 

r. The . first ; part ; of (the law: deals with, the'different 

- {stages'of . education'r. and . the, categories of. schools; serving 

, each:,,, _, iThefirst ., article =states, The schools ; of , 
the Ottoman 

. i Enpire =are : divided 'in, principle into two categories: ' the.,, 

public schools, the supervision and' direction of which are 

_exclusively in.; the-, 'hands of . 
the government, -and , 

the , free 

schools; cwhich-. are placedzunder.; the, 
_supervision: 

of_, -the 

government; nbut; are;,, -founded., and directed 
., 
by the individuals. 

or-, iirie. communities that, -own-th. em. " 

c cEducation in, the 
., 

public 
, schools. is . divided intoZ,. 

«.. 

631 stages: ' ,.. ý 

_t (1) The full 'text of ' the law is in Demetrius Nicola! de s 
Legislätior Ottomane', Constantinople "l876: 7_ Selective '-parts---' 
which were still ": in, application' in -190b:. are tin George 

: Young's' 
%tCorpsi de; Droit Ottoman. Vol: II, Oxford 1905. 
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. 
''Primary education, -pursued in the lower primary ` 

schools (Ibtidaye) and the higher primary schools 

(Rüchdiye) or schools for adolescents. 

`2. Secondary education, providedýin, the preparatory 

schools (Idadiye) or in the lycees. 

3. Higher education conducted in the special schools. 

Thus the three successive stages of'education'were 
(1) . 

reorganized by law with five types of-schools to serve their 

purposes: - the lower, primary, schools (Ibtädiye) for the 

infants, the higher primary (Ruchdiye) for older children 

(Idadiye) and the lycees. (Sültanie) for lower and` higher 

secondary education, 'and the special schools or (Alye) for 

. 
higher education. 

LOWER PRIMARY. SCHOOLS. 

-- The Ibtadyo or lower primary schools-(also known, as 

Sibian - enfants), as'-stipulated by the law, " were : to' be 

,, provided in the proportion of atleast. one to each quarter 

of town, or village or, when. necessary, a number of quarters 

or villages.; In the case of quarters or villages where the 

population followed'. different religious denominations, 'the law 

(1) Article 2. Young = George. Corps de Droit Ottoman. 
Vol.. II. Oxford 1905. 
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required that there should'be one school for Moslems and 
.. -" 

another for non-Moslems. Thus the principle of equality, 

between Idoslems and non-Moslems was ensured. 

Cost of construction and expenses of. repair, 'as, 

well as the salaries of teachers in these schools were 
(2) 

entirely at the Government's expense. The stipulated length 

of courses in these schools was four-years, during which 

the following subjects were to be taught: reading'and writing, 

the Koran, art of Koranic recitation and' religious instrücti on, 

elements of arithmetic, elements of Ottoman history, elements 

of geography,, manual work and practical knowledge.. 

To ensure religious, as well; as linguistic equality 

and freedom; it was stipulated-that for non-Koslems religious 

instruction was'tö be, in their respective religions and 

under . the direction of their spiritual leaders. The language 

of instruction for non-Moslem communities was to be in their 
(3) 

native tongues. 

The curriculum once established by law as prescribed 

. 
above was not to be changed or modified in the light of local 'F 

. 
experience, -unless' 

bythe sanction of . the Minister of-Public 

(1) Article, 3.. -Young - George, Corps deDroit Ottoman, Vol. II- 
Oxford, 1905. 

(2) . Ibid. 

(3) '_ Ibid. -. ... 



Instruction, who would first be required. to obtain the views 

of the Imperial Council of Public Instruction before 

granting the proposed change.,:, This type of education 

was declared by the law to be compulsory in all, ýparts of the 

Empire for boys from. the age of 6, to 11 and for girls from 

the age of H to 10. 

To ensure the, proper execution of compulsory 

attendance, Article l0 requires the justices of peace in 

quarters and villages-, to keep a, register of the names of 

boys and girls of school age and their parents' or guardians' 

names, and submit this register to'-the schoolmaster. Articles 

11 and 12 are in pursuance of the same purpose of compulsion, 

and to make its execution possible, stipulate that in the 

case of a child failing, to come to school , after his or her 

name had been put on the register, -the schoolmaster must 

inform the justice of peace of, the quarter or. village; who 

would, serve -a notice ordering the father or mother of the 

child to present it in. the schobl. " In a case of failure to 

obeJ7 after, three such notices had been served, or in a. case 

of failing to offer* a legitimate excuse for the child's absence 

the parents would be fined, and if they still refused to 

present the child, it would be forcibly placed-in the school. 

(1)-Article 7. Young - George., Corps de Droit Ottoman, Vol. II. 
(2) Ibid., Oxford, 1905. 

There is, however, different versions of the-compulsory 
school age - girls in some texts are. required to attend from 
7 

_to 
11 and boys from 6 to 10. 
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Girls' education was to be'. served in separate 

schools when in any certain locality, the same, community, 

had two schools. If, however,. there was 'only: one school; 

it'should receive boys,, as well as girls, until a separate 

, school for each had been founded, but in any case it was 

not allowed-to teach boys and girls together, and it was 

required that girls' schools should-be 'staffed'by women 

teachers whenever sufficient number of-them possessing 'the 
(2) 

desired qualifications, were found' to replace men teachers. 

The courses of study and all other requirements of 

the'law as to'method, discipline and general instruction 

applied, equally to both girls' and boysr schools of 

this degree -of. - education. ' ' 

HIGHER 'PRIMARY SCHOOLS (RUCH DIYj)' FOR BOYS. 

These schools served the purposes of a-higher, 

primary' education which prepared-for-and led to secondary- 

education. 

Each town with a number of. houses exceeding. 

b00, was, as stipulated-by the'law, to have, one of these 

schools. -In pursuance of the. principle.. of equality of 

educational ,, provision for Moslems and non-. loslems, there 

"'(1) Article . 16. ', Young - George. Corps'de Droit'Ottoman, 
Vol-,, II., Oxford 1905. 

(2) Article 16. Ibid. '. 

. _;, 
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-ý_ 
was to. be- one school' in a town where the population was 

entirely Moslem, and another in towns where the population 

was exclusively non-Moslem, but in case of towns`with. a 

mixed population there should be one for, the Moslem 
ilk 

community and-another for non-Moslems. Each community' 

would be entitled to its separate school if the number of 

I! 

houses occupied by its members was over a hundred. 

Construction and maintenance. of the schools, together with 

the' salaries of teachers. were to derive from the funds at 

the disposal of the local education authorities. 

Instruction in"the Ruchdiye school lasted for four. ' 

years and the course of'study included: elementary 

religious instruction, Turkish grammar, orthography and Y=' 

correspondence style, Arabic and Persian ' grammar, arithmetic, '. 

book-keeping, linear drawing, elementary geometry, genera]. 

"history; Ottoman'history, geography and physical training. ' 

In'addition to this. programme of studies there was 

instruction in the language of any non-Moslem community 

,,. which might be generally spoken in'the locality. In towns 

of commercial importance; the pupils, if'they. so desired, 

could receive instruction in the French language in the 

last year of the, course., 

... ` ..; The säni® 'principle 'of linguistic and, religious 

(1) Article 18. : Young - George. :ý Corps de Droit. Ottoman. 
'Vol-II, Oxford 1905. --, 

(2) Article 19. Ibid. 
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equality 'for non-'Moslems was applicable , 'in the case of. 

these schools. Religious instruction for non-Moslems 

was to-be according to their particular denomination. and by 

the religious chiefs of. each community'. Subjects. of the 

course were to be taught in-the communal schools in the- 

language of the community, and a chair for the teaching of 

that language was to be instituted. 

Pupils who finished their education in one of these 

schools,. and who in conformity with the regulations of 

the law as to examinations obtained a certificate, had the 

right to proceed without a_further examination to a copse 

of study in the secondary schools. ' If such pupils, however, 

did not choose to take advantage of this,, they- were entitled 

to passa further year in their; original schools. - 

HIGHER PRIMARY SCHOOLS (RUCHDIE) POR GIRLS. 

Girls were to be provided with the-, same type-of, 

education'in schools of their own on the same principle of 

one school for each community in towns of mixed population. 

The teachin staff, had ultimately 'to be composed. of women 

(21 teachers. 

The length'of the course'in girls' schools was of, * 

-(1) Article 23. Young - George. Corps de Droit"Ottoman. 
VQ1. II. Oxford, 1905. ' 

(2) Article 28. Ibid. ... « ; 
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the same duration as in boys' schools, but the syllabus was 

`" slightly modified to suit the purposes of female education 

by. replacing physical training with needlework and music. 

the provision of the law as to examinations and' 

admission to secondary schools was equally applicable in the 

case, of girls' schools. They, too, could proceed after 

successfully passing the termination examination of a Ruchdie 

school into a secondary'school. 

.i 

SECONDARY EDUCATION: THE IDADIE (PREPARATORY SCHOOL). 

The purposes of secondary education-were served in 

two cycles, the . first of -which, following up. on the, higher 

primary education and'leading. on to the lyc6e, was the 

type 'of school known as Idadi6 or preparatory, and the 

second was the lycge. The Idadie had yet another function 

to perform beyond providing`an intermediate stage between 

primary, and secondary education proper. It served as an 

elementary training college for pupils intended'to teach in 

primary schools. 

Every town with a number of houses above 1,000 would 

be'provided with an, Idadie'school, according to the 

requirements; of the locality: the expenses of structure, - 

repair and, salaries, of teachers were. to derive from, the funds-, 

30. 
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of the Education Councils of the district. 

Teachers-of the preparatory'schools had, to have 

graduated from the Higher Training-College -. six professors 

and assistants would form the minimum professional staff 
(2) 

of each school. 

" These schools catered for both Moslem and non- 
, 

Moslem pupils, and offered a course of study lasting for 
(3) 

three years which covered the following subjects: Turkish, 

literature, correspondence style, French language, 

rhetoric, elements of political economy, -geography, universal 

history, natural history, algebra, arithmetic, book-keeping,. 

geometry, survey, physics, chemistry, and drawing. 

On finishing the studies of ' the Idadie school and 

successfully passing the final examination according to the 

regulations pertaining to examinations, the pupil was 

entitled to obtain the government employment prescribed for 
. . (4) 

the graduates of this school. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION. THE LYCEE ' (SULTATNIE) - 

In the, capital of every province, -there would be a 

lycee admitting without : examination those who had finished 

their education in the preparatory school'. The lyoee offered, - 

(1)'Articles, 34 and 35. Young - George. -Corps de Droit 
Ottoman, Oxford 1905x. 

(2), Article 36. Ibid. 
(3) Article, 33. "', The course was later reduced to'"itwo years 

, (4) Article 41. ' 
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the best of a secondary education and provided branches of 

higher education, with a view to producing the h$gher '. 

grade government official. This objective was clearly made 

evident, in the organic regulations of founding the Imperial 

Ottoman Lycbe (April 1868), the first article of which reads, 
_s 

"Le Lycee Imperial Ottoman est fonde par le. gouvernement 

dans- le, but de pr6parer toutes les fonctions Publiques les ý 

jeunes gens appartenant aux differentes religions en'leür 

assurant une instruction elev&e et appropriee aux besoins de 

1'Empire". 

The lycee was organized*intwo sections admitting into 

Its higher, section the students ' who' had successfully terminated 

.a preparatory school education and those who had only, 

obtained education in ahigher primary school (Ruchdie) in, 
(2) 

the lower section 'la division de grammaire'. 

(1) Reglement Organique de-Lycee`Imperial Ottoman (Mekteb'i 
Sultan; ) L¬tislation Ottomane. Publioe par Demetrius 
Nicolaides. ' Constantinople. 1876. This was later modified, 
but not , with any change of objective to read as, "Le lycee 
Imperial Ottoman est, fondg par le, gouvernement, dans le but 
d'instruire les jeunes gens appartenant`aux differentes classes 
de sujets Ottoman, -en leur assurant une instruction appropriee 
aux, besoins de 1'Empire". ' Undated Young -. Georges. Corps de 
Droit Ottoman, Vol. II. Oxford 1905. 

< (2) Article'42. Nicolaides Demetrius. Legislation Ottomane. '- 
-Constantinople 1875. 
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To ensure that intelligent pupils would not be , 
barred from the education offered-by the lycee on account 

of financial embarrassment, bursaries were provided in 

proportion to each of the communities of the 'Empire. 

Expenses of those, as well as of the construction and 

maintenance of, these institutes, were to be borne by the 
(1) 

state., 

The courses of study in the lyc6es were divided into 

two parts: those offered, by the lower section ('La 

division de* grammaire'), and those offered by the higher 

section, (La division superieure'). The first covered 

the-subjectsfof study usually given in a'preparatory school, 

and the higher section was, in turn, divided into, two. 'branches 

of-the arts and science. - The duration of the courses was 

three years for each of the two sections. 

The literary branch of the higher, section had the 

following subjects: - Turkish literature, literary works 

chösen from Arabic and Persian literatures, rhetoric, 

French language, political, economy, rights of man and 

history. 

The scientific branch, on the other-hand, dealt with 

the following subjects: - Analytical and descriptive geometry., R 

(1) Article 43. 'Nicol alde's_Demetrius. Legislation Ottomane. 
Constantinople 1875. 

(2) Article 46. Ibid. 
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algebra and its application to geometry, trigonometry, 
(1. ) . astronony, algebraic application to chemistry and agriculture. 

The particular method of teaching these' subjects, and the 

assignment to each year of the course of study, were subject 

of special regulations. No change or modification of the, 

latter could be, effected in the light-of particular experience 

without reference to the Minister, of Public Instruction and 

his express consent after obtaining the"views of . 
the Imperial 

Council of Public Instruction. 

The close association between the lycoe and the 

government, was made even- stronger- by the, provision of, tIT law 

concerning the- posts in state departments which the graduates 
(3) 

of the lycee were entitled to hold. 

TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 

To make such. an organization of education possible 

the law had to take account of the training of teachers for 

, the various institutes., This was provided according to 

definite rules in the Normal school with its three divisions. 

preparing `teachers for, primary secondary ^ and 
^ 
lycee schools. 

A higher training college was to be instituted in 

Constantinople destined to prepare teachers for the different 

categories of public schools. It was, to be divided into three 

(1) Article 47. Nicolaldes, Demetrius. - Legislation Ottomane. 
Constantinople 1875. - 

(2) 50 , Ibid. 
ý3 53 '. Ibid. ' 
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sections, each consisting of two branches: literary and 

scientific. In the case of the section preparing teachers 

for the higher primary schools (Ruchdio), there had to be 

two separate forms, one for the Moslem schools and the other 

for the non-Moslem. 

The courses of study' in each of the three sections 

were a continuation of the studies of the schools for 
(2) 

which each prepared teachers. There is, however, the 

same measure of religious and linguistic equality; the 

students, it- was prescribed, were to pursue their studies 

in the language of their community. 

Conditions for the admission of. students to the 

vario1s sections were based on presenting a certificate of 

successful termination of studies in'the, school in-which- 

they intended to teach. Thus a teacher intending to teach 

at a higher primary, school had. to produce, on entering the . 

Normal school,, a certificate from a Rc! idie' school; one "' 

, intending, to teach at a preparatory school had-to produce 

a certificate from an Idadi6 school, and one intending't6- 

teach at a lycee had to present a certificate from a lycee 

or to be a holder of the degree of. tbachelier'. Those, 

students who could not produce-such certificates and-who 

Al) Article 53. Nicolaides; Demetrius. Legislation Ottomane 
(2) 59.. Ibid. Constantinople 1875. 
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were yet desirous to prepare for the profession of teaching, 

could-enter the Normal school-after sitting for an examination 

in' front of 'a panel and succesffully passing with the desired 
(1) 

standard for the section they, proposed rto 
join. ' 

,4 

TRAINING FOR WOMEN TEACHERS. 

Provision parallel to that planned' for men teachers ry 

was, supplied by the, law for the training of women teachers. 

A Normal. school for women was to be institued in Constantinople 

for the preparationof teachers, for the lower and higher 'primary 

schools., The same. classification into sections applied in this 

case by, providing classes for mistresses in'Moslem' and. non- 
(2) 

Moslem schools separately. The duration of courses in the 

primary, secion was. two years, and in the higher primary section 

three years. '. 

The courses were-similar to. those given'in, the men's 

colleges with the' addition of such practical. subjects' as the 

teaching of needlework and music necessaru for instruction'in , (3) 
girls', schools. 

Conditions for admission were again the, same, 

demanding-from each intending- school, mistress-an education 
(4) 

equal to that of the school'where she Intended to teach. 

11 Article b9. Niolädes, Demetriüs. -J; 6gislat -ion ttomane 

,., 
Constantinople 1876. 

(2) ' 68 Ibid., 

ý(3) 
69Ibid. '' 

(4) 73 Ibid. '' 
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THE, UNIVERSITY. 

To crown the whole system of education the law 

prescribed the institution of a university styled the 

Imperial University. 
(1) 

The university was to consist of. three faculties: 

the Faculty of Arts: - the 'Faculty of Law and the Faculty of 

Sciences, Physics and-Mathematics. 

The Faculty of Arts was-to deal with the following 

subjectsi- Anthropology, psychology, logic rhetoric, natural 

rights, philosophy of history, the Arabic, Persian, Turkish, 

French, Greek and Latin lanäuages, and the comparative '_, 

grammars of these languages, universal history and archeology. 

The Faculty of'-physics and natural sciences had fora 

programme of studies: astronomyy, 'physics, chemistry, geology, 

mineralogy, botany, zoology, geometry,. trignometry, the 

application of geometry to algebra. -analytical-and 
descriptive 

geometry, differential and integral calculus, mechanics 

(theoretical and-applied), cosmography, history of-sciences 

and mathematics. 

The. Faculty of Law taught Moslem 'law,, the Roman. 

law, ' the French civil code, civil procedure, ccmmercial law 

(1) Article 79. 
- 

Nicola! des, Demetrius. Legislation Ottomane, 
(2) 80. Ibid. Constantinople,, 1875. 
(3) 81. Ibid. -', (4). 83. Ibid. 
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the penal code, criminal law, administrative, law, rights of 
(l) 

man and political' economy. 

The university offered the degree of 'Licence' 

after 'three years' a course in any of the three faculties and 
(2) 

the doctorate degree after'a further-study'of one year. 

The language of instruction in the whole university 

was to be the Turkish language, but until a professorial. - 

body had'been found to teach in this language, it was 

permissible to use the Fren di language as a medium, of ' 
(3, ) 

'instruction. ', ' 

Entrance to, and attendance at, the lectures 

delivered 'in. the university were, free to all. - 
For those 

students, intending to follow. the regular studies it was 

necessary to pass an examination in front 'of a panel, of, ' 

examiners' composed of the : professors of the 'facul'ty' 3. n. 

question; exemption from this examination was granted 'to 

those in possession oft a certificate. from a school recognized 

by the Imperial government as equal to the standard-of the 
(4) 

entrance examination. ' 

In administration the university was placed under 

a rector who was appointed-by a Royal Decree (Irad6 Imperial)' 

on the nomination of the Minister of-public Instruction.; 

(l). Article. 84.. Nicola! des, Demetrius. Legislation Ottomane. 
, (2) 

. 
85 Ihid",,.. 

(3) 84 
(4) . 91 and, 92. 



He was charged with the execution of the regulations 

pertaining. to the university, and the'supervision of the 

general conduct of the, students and the manner of work-of the 

(1) tutors., Each faculty was to have a dean' elected from 

its professorial body, 
-who would convene as many-meetings, 

as were deemed necessary for the discussion of the affairs- 
(2) 

of' the faculty. 

A University council, whose duties were to decide 

the courses of study 
"in . 

tile faculties, discipline-and 

current affairs, was composed of' the deans of faculties under 
(3) 

the : presidency of, the rector. 

The finances of the university were to-'come from 

its own' special funds in, the charge. of a treasurer 'appointed 

by Imperial Irad6 on the recommendation of the rector and, 

the nomination of the Minister of Public Instruction. The 

, 
funds were made up - of . the students' fees, examination, and 

thesis fees, legacies and donations by individuals, and an 

annual. subsidy from the government which was- to balance any 

deficit in the resue. off' the university. 

PRIVATE SCHOOLS. ' 

Private schools were defined by the law as thosel- 

'founded by communities or individuals, whether. of Ottoman 

1 "Artiol j09. Nicola des,, emetrius. gis ation Ottoman 
(2) 11 -"f. Constantinople. 1875. 

I 
-I 

G33.33.113 
(4) 127-125-127' Ibid. 
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or foreign nationality, and the expenses of which were 

payable by the founders, or derived from 'the original 

endowments. These schools were made the subject of regulations 

as to their foundation and the manner of teaching in them. 
_-. 

' 

Authorization for the foundation of a private school was " 

placed. in the hands of the Governor General-in the provinces, 

and in the hands of the Minister of Public Instruction in the 
(1) . 

capital. Such authorization was. not to be granted without 

proof of satisfactory qualifications on the part of the 

persons in charge of teaching, 'and a guarantee that the 

books used in the school had, been approved-by the Ministry of 

Public'Instruction, as well as by the Provincial educational 

councils.. Any school which. was allowed to open and which 

failed to conform to-these conditions, would,, be closed. 

A strong human element 'was introduced by foribidding 

in such schools the maltreatment of recalcitrant and stupid, 

pupils -, a measure that must have been made necessary by tID 
(2) 

notorious harshness of some of those schools., Any. ' 

infringement, of this prohibition was, punishable by-law. 

The government,, apart from these regulations, ' 

(1) Article 129. Young, ` George. Corps de Droit Ottoman. 
Vol . II . 'Oxford 1905. 

(2) Ibid. 
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satisfied itself with general supervision, and it is worth 

noting that the, traditional "Mledressehs" were placed in the- 

category of private schools and-were thus brought under the, 

supervision of the State. 

ME ADMINISTRATION. 

The good conduct of the educational system organized 

by Part I of the law would not be possible without the 

institution of the bodies to be made-responsible-for, -it. 

It was'for. this purpose that Part II of the law stipulated' 

the-duties of the control as well as the-local authorities 

in charge of education. 

THE IMPERIAL COUNCIL' OF PUBLIC ' INSTRUCGTION .'' 

A Grand Council 'of Public . Instruction was to be 

instituted in Constantinople to be-the'centre of the 

-educational-administration. It was to be divided into 

technical and administrative se'ctions,. both under the 
(1) 

presidency of the Minister of Public Instruction., 

The two sections-would meet'in'a general assembly 

to which were to be added two' counsellors of state, two, 

councellors of the High Court of Justice, two ulama-s, two 

officers of the - .x 'arid'öne 'reli 'I ... 'hief-'fröm each of the 

(1) Article 131. Young; George. Carps de Droit Ottoman, 
Vol, -,,. Oxford 1905. - 



non-Moslem communities of the-Empire.. This, general " 

assembly, which was to meet under the presidency of the 

Minister of Public"Instruction, at least twice a year, ' 

was charged with questions of higli. policy and the Minister, 

was to refer questions to it whenever-he'found this 
Cl) -', ; 

necessary. 

Parallel to"this constitution of a central 

authority, the provinces had analogous bodies with powers. 

'delegated to them by the central -body. 

Each province (Vilayet) was to have as ., a 

branch of the Grand; Council 
, of Public ý Instruction of 

Constantinople, 
_, an Academic Council presided over ' by a 

functionary with the title of Rector of Academy. "recteur 

d'Academie",, which had its headquarters'in the capital of 

the province., ', .. 

The compösition of these, provincial councils was 

-intended by, law'to be as representative of the'different" 

communities. as possible. " Under the rector there wore' , to"be' 

two sub-rectors, 'one tobe a Moslem and the other a non-Moslem, 

four general inspectors (two Moslems. and two non-Moslems), 

from ' tour to' six 'members who were not-to receive payment and - I' 

who were . to be Moslems and non-Lrioslems, together" with the,, 

(1)'Article 142. Young'- 'George. 
": Corps de Droit Ottoman. 

'-' Vol. I1. , Oxford 1905. -- (2) 142. " Ibid. 



administrative staff necessary for the execution of the tasks 

of the Council". 

For the smaller administrative districts of 

'Sandjak' there were to be, according to the needs'of'the 

locality, two functionaries holding the title of inspectors, 

one to-be Moslem and the other non-Moslem. All the' 

functionaries of the Council'had to be of Ottoman nationality. 

The, appointment of rector, sub-rectors and inspectors, 

was to be by Imperial Irad8 on the-nomination of the Minister 

of Public Instruction. The unpaid members of the council 

were nominated by the Governor General of the province (Vali) 
. (1) 
from among the notables of the province, and-were7approve'd by 

the, Minister. Neither: their dismissal nor their replacement 

was to 
{take 

effect without, the . consent. of the Minister. ' 

The duties of the Academic or provincial councils 

were defined'by the law'as-the-execution in their provinces 

(vilayets) of the instructions of--the Ministry-of Public 

Instruction; the strict, execution of the provisions. of the 

present law: the, disposal and management of the funds 

'supplied by the State, as well as of. those. derived from levies 

on the people for the purposes of education; the supervision, 

of the schools, libraries and printing presses and other 

(1) Article 144. Young, George. Corps de Droit Ottoman. 
Vol. II, Oxford 1905. 
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similar foundations; the periodical inspection of the 

schools; the improyement of their 
, affairs; the reviewing 

and exposition of the educational state every year, together 

with proposals for improvement and the submission-of a report, 

including all those to the general assembly of the province which 

would draw up the budget of Public Instruction according to 

-the requirements of the* report; research -into, and the 

execution of, the proper means of improving-instruction;, 

the choice and replacement of. teachers, as well as proposing 

awards to deserving teachers and disciplanary measures; and 

finally, the grading of, teachers, the, conduct` of examinations 
(1) 

and the award of certificates and diplomas. 

The law, besides imposing these general, tasks on 

the council,, , specifies the tasks of. the rectors 
'and 

, 

süb 
2rectors 

as the "stri'ct execution of the orders of the 

Minister of Public Instruction, the. provisions of - the law 

and the control '6f the. current affairs of the'schools. 

They were to inspect the-schools and the libraries and, 

particularly, ' the preparatory schools, ". the lycees and the 

special -schools in the capitals, of their province, and . the 

assessment ' of the budget. 1 

IA 

'a I 

, The Inspector-generals -were charged with the inspectio: 

_of 
'the schools as often as they found necessary and the 

(1) Article 146. " Young, George, Corps de Droit Ottoman.. -' Vol, II, Oxford,. 1905. 
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and the supervision of the work of the departmental inspectors, 

and reporting on the result of that 
, 
inspectiorf ýto the 

(1) 
Academic Councils, together with their recommendations and 

proposals for Iimprovement. Each inspector had to go on .a 

tour'of inspection at least once every three months. 

The honorary unpaid members had for duties. to study 

the affairs submitted to the academic councils, together with 

the official members and the execution of any special missions 
(2) 

delegated to them by the councils. ' This, ` established"to 

some. extent the principle of tr-ittng local interest, despite 

the fact that such members acted only äßn a , consultative 

'capacity. ', 
ý:. 

On the relation between teachers of the various 

categories of schools in the-provinces, the law stipulated 

that . the teachers 
, 
had to resort on. questions -of teaching to 

the inspector-general-and,, the departmental inspectors. In 

the absence of, these furic. tionaries,, the teachers of the lower 

primary schools could refer to those of"the higher primary 

schools, and those-to the teachers of the preparatory schools, 

who in their turn, could address their proh'ems. to the prefects 
(ý) 

or. departments or to the academic councils. The, academic 

councils had' to refer to the governors of-provinces or, if 

necessary, 'to the Minister of Public Instruction. 

(1) Article, 148. Young, George. Corps de, Droit. Ottoman. 
(2) 150 Ibid. Vol. II. _ Oxford 1905. 
(3j. 151. Ibid. 
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THE EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES IN THE ARAB PROVINCES. 

With the educational system given its final shape 

by the provision of this law, it remains to see the share 

of the Arab provinces in these educational-facilities. 

It should be observed that the linguistic equality provided 

by the law was based on religious difference, and as the. 

Moslem population of the'Arab provinces did not rank as a 

separate community, it was understood that what the law 

prescribed for the Moslem community as *a whole covered the 

Moslem Arabs of the Empire as well. -'Instruction in the 

, language of the community, so often mentioned by the law 

referred expressly to' communities which. -by virtue ' of' 

religion, stood outside the Moslem population and had a: 

language other than Turkish and Arabic. It'must be remembered, 

furthermore, that linguistic and religious tolerance- 

exemplified by the law was on the insistence of. the European" 

Powers who, . undoubtedly, had in mind the fortunes' of the 

Christian- communities `in -Europe and-Asia Minor, ' and who, 

never conceived - of 'the Arab subjects of the Empire. as a 

separate community deserving their sympathy, intervention-or 

protection. 

It should, be expected, in the light of' these remarks, 

that for the Arab provinces-there was little of this 

322. - 
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linguistic equality in instruction - that there was insistence 

by the, Turkish authorities on the replacing of. Arabic 'by, 

Turkish with a view to making this language the exclusive' 

medium of instruction and, ultimately, the official' language 

of the, provinces. This was, in 
_ 
fact, ' what really obtained, 

apart from modifications by the 1913 provisional Education 

Act, which sought ' to reconcile the -'Arab element by instituting 

secondary schools in which Arabic was to. be the language of 
"9 

instruction, but this measure, as a result, of the first World 

War, was hardly put into effect. 

It should also, be expected that, the amount of scare 

for educational improvement varied according, to the relative 

distance from the, capital of the Empire, 
, and that with such 

.a 
highly centralized organization the amount of, educat ional 

attention dwindled the further a , certain locality was fran the 

capital : of its province and 'trn big towns ' and, so, thinning to 

the utmost in the wilder parts of the Empire. 

The geographical, structure of the Arab part of the 

Empire presented a , further impediment 'to the spread o, f 

education. and its fair., distribution. 

The situation being so, let us see what the Arab ' 

provinces actually had of, this modern education. According 

to statistics issued by the Turkish Government on the outbreak 

of World War I, the following institutes' existed in the Arab', 
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parts of the Empire: - 

1a Trans ordan, which formed part of the Vilayet of 

Syria, had 21 primary schools with'29 teachers, and 

a school population of 1939. The courses of study 

in these schools lasted for. six years and the 

language of instruction was Turkish. Two of the 

schools were for girls with a total number of-59 

pupils. 

2. Syria: What-is known now as Syria-was-divided in 

Turkish times into three administrative divisions aril 

according to "the'same statistics the whole are 

had the following educational institutes: 

239 primary schools with a population of 22,88T, 

4 secondary. schools with d population of 19101 

(685 of these were in primary classes attached 

to secondary schools). 

2 Normal schools at--Damascus and at Aleppo with 

201 students. 

1-School of Medicine at Beirut with 281 students. 

The language of instruction all all these schools 

was Turkish. 

3. Ira :., The'country of Iraq-. was administratively divided 

into three '-Vileyets' or. provinces with sub-division of 

1 The two types of primary- scools t own as Sibian- and 
Ruchdie of the kind described before were amalgamated in-one' 
school by the, 1908 Educational organization and made into one 
school with courses of six years. (The Annual Survey of Arab 
Education. Cairo., 1949. Satie, Al-Hisri). 
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of each province into three departments. 

The statistics show that the whole of Iraq had 

160 primary schools, 4 secondary schools, ' 3 normal schools, a 

trade schools and a higher school of law. The, nwnber"of 

primary school pupils was 6,6,56, the secondary, schools had 

a population of 818 pupil's and there were 244 students in the 

higher, school of law. 

Twelve of they 160 primary schools', were for. girls 

with the number of pupils-reaching 756 girls. The language 

of instruction was, 'as in the, other., two, cases; Turkish. 

4. -_, Palestine did not possess i much -above the primary. school 

and, despite the effortsýof'the.., Turkish. government to, 

.". introduce 
,a 

better type. of school in 1913, nothing actuall3 
(2) . 

materialized.. Turkish, was the. official language in y4 

the schools, as, well as in government- offices. The 

Turkish government, however, with due deference 'to . the 

religious prastige' of the, city. of Jerusalem founded 

.a modern school. for' higher religious studies-with 

the additional task of preparing=teachers of Arabic 

in the schools., °. 

'(1) Al-Husri. Satie. 'Annual - Survey ' of Arabic Education. 
Cairo 1949. Arabic 'Hawliyatu-Athakafa-Al-Araabeya'. Ara'fb - League Publication. 

, 
(2) Government of'Palestine Report. July 1920"-December_1921. 
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Such then was the total, educational posse ssion of 

the Arab provinces of the Empire, sufficient to prove the 

remark that little of this modern education was the lot 

of these parts and that the Turkish language-was in complete 

monopoly as the language of instruction. Little as it was, - 
.-- ý 

however, it ensured an infiltration' of European education 

and engendered, as will be shown later, a desire for more 

of this, education, especially when the destinies , of education 

in those lands were finally put in the hands of their own , 

national 'governments .. 11 I,. 

t1 
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IV. EDUCATION UNDER FOREIGN CONTROL. 

Almost all the countries that are the special 

-concern of this study had been subjected, in the course of 

their modern history, to a period of foreign dom, indtion, 
J 

during which' their destinies were in the hands 'of, either, 

one or. the other of the` two European powers, Britain and 

France. `'. Egypt had its period of British control, so had 

Iraq, Palestine and Jordan, while Syria had its"sbare of 

French domination. These. -periods varied in length between 

one country and the other. Egypt* served, the longest sentence , l, 

while Iraq had only a few years. Syria fell , to France 

shortly after theýend of the World War I and did, not regain 

its independence until after the last war. Palestine, had 

quite'an unexpected change of fortune in 1948, and Jordan 

emerged from a British Mandate to become, a country bound 

by treaty until a few years ago when it, too took shape, as 

the Independent Hashemite State of Jbrdan. 

Education, being one of the most important 

departments of, administration, - showed signs of this, change. of 

fortune; it reflected'the policies of the power in 

,. domination, as well as the reactions', of the country 

dominated. The clash' between " the' policies of , 
the 

_ country, 

whether acting as occupying power, protector or with. a 
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mandate, and the aspirations of the, 'people, marks this stage 

-in the, history of their education. - There; was no agreement 

between the two points of view, and this was made-even worse 

by, the fact. that education had a special importance for' either` 

side in this struggle. The occupying - power, whatever its 

motives were, was suspect in the eyes of the nationals, while 

the desires of the letter, legitimate, as they 'might at times 

have been,: were branded as 'ambitious, ` unsound and unnecessary,,, 

by the fon r., 

Education , moreover, has become so entangled with, 

nationalist 'claims and clamour, that it-was difficult to see 

the issues. clearly or . isolate what is really educational 

from what is propaganda. It is, therefore, with, -a view to, 

reaching as correct'an assessment as possible of the 

educational situation under foreign-control,, that. an. enquiry 

is here, conducted on the educational' policies ofboth Britain 

and France in the Arab countries, as demonstrated in the 

educational practices, a'nd'. achievements effected during the 

period, of their 
. control 

It is,, however,. impossible to reach"a proper 

understanding of these policies 'without some knowledge. or their 

background. Many factors had indeed entered into the making, of 

policies, chief among which are the national character of each 

of the' two countries, and'their previous colonial. experience. ''., 

. 
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For it must be remembered that neither embarked on`its task 

with a clean slate. Britain had the Indian experiment behind. 

it as a source from výich .; to' draw, learning from-its mistakes 

-and benefiting from its lessons. France, on the, other hand, 

had had experience of a Moslem population in Algeria when it 

launched-. 'a colonial and educational policy that greatly 

-influenced its policies as regards Syria. Ä short examination 

of.: these two cases is, therefore; necessary in order tb see 

in better perspective the, B ritish and French educational 

policies 'in the -area under discussion., 

As educational policies, derive fron the, general, polici 

adopted in the government a nd, administration of the colonies, 

and this-practice-had followed the general movement of 

colonial thought,. it is necessary that we preface our 

examination of the prototypes. 
. 
of British and French educational 

policies in. India and Algeria with a brief consideration of 

the development off Colönial thought and practice. 

(i) We.. hasten to add here that the use of the tern' colonial in relation; 
to the. Arab countries must be taken in, the widest and loosest sense, 
-,, for none of these countries had been sülz jected. to any measurable", 
colonization incurring ' and resulting in a movement and settlement 
of populations. 'It is, in fact, imperialism', ` rather than colonial- 
ism, that adequately describes the relation as i obtained in this 
part of the world and, if we' accept the definition -of the word 

,B 
Imperialism" as given, in the New Oxford Dictionary in. its British 

usage- as "The principle or 'policy' of seeking, - or at ' least not ', 
refusing, an extension of the British Empire in directions where- 
trading interests and 'investments''_ require 

,. the 'protect'ion 
, of the 

-flag", or in the American usage, `as "The policy -of extending the 
rule of,, the American', people over foreign. countries, 'and of 'acquirin 
and holding-distant dependencies, in the way in whoih colonies and dependencies are held by 

-, 
European 

, 
states".; we shall find that 

. 
imperialism'suits the case better. - but as far as the general 
policies are concerned, , 

it-is permissible to' extend the use. of the-I term colonial to cover this particular area. 
4 



, EVOLUTION OF COLONIAL THEORY AND . PRACTICE. 

The evolution of the conception of colonization 

from its beginnings of, crude expansion and ruthless, 

exploitation-to that of enlightened leadership and guidance , 

. could' not have been achieved without ,a parallel 'evolution in' 

the wider field of political thought-. It was a corollary and 

,a natural,, result 'of the spread of, humane principles of . 

government in the 
, 
home countries. -that means were sought to: 

bring, a certain amount of enlightenment, in the government 

of -colonies. 

Indeed the question of colonization- was raised by 

ri many ,a political thinker to the extent of.. challenging the 

very fundamental issue 
- of -the. right to colonization, but 

such thinking was, far from treating the -_question' in a , - 
practical sense,; nor could any` results arrived at be. of 

any practical, value. 

The movement of colonization had 
, started ,a 

long 

time before there was any theorizing about it, and peoples 

and, states had acquired interests that would `make a 

denunciation of the' right 'impossible. ' Other thinkers, while 

accepting the principle as, a' matter, of fact, contented 

themselves with trying to find out ways ` and means of 

humanizing the. practice. They would try to introduce motives f 
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for, colonization other than the blind self-interest of 

the original colonizer, and set as a goal 'the ultimate- 

independence of the colony through the instruction and , 
training provided by the colonizing country. Such thinking 

was more constructive, and it, Is by virtue'of it. th. t"a V 

real evolution in the conception of colonization did"take 

place. :.. 

The movement of-political thought in Europe, 

especially-in England and France, ' in thet course of . 'the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, lies _in . thee direction of 

the enfranchisement of the. governed classes, reflected"and V 

influenced, the direction. -of colonial policies. In the` 

first place, there was the need to reconcile -the ' principles 

of1Iberty and equality with the. actual . government of the 

colonies., and., in the second-place, the persons in charge 

were so, steeped 'in those . liberal ideals ' that a change of 

policy would naturally result. 

The majortpolitical achievement . of. the eighteenth 

century, ' was -the French revolution, with its declaration of, 
. 
`. 

the Rights of Man. Such' a change-in political thinking could 

not fail to reflect on the state of the colonies, in the 

first : place by applying the principles of. -liberty, equality 

and fraternity, and, secondly, by producing colonial personnel 
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whä were charged with the ideals 'of the Revolution and 

who made a . change of . policy inevitable. It was natural, 

therefore, that the declaration of the, Rights' of Man should. 

be followed in 1792 by a declaration prohibiting the slave 

trade, and in 1794, ,ba further- declaration prohibiting 

slavery altogether. 

The underlying principle of. these policies was the 

assumption that all peoples and races are equal, and that 

by extending to others a certain type of culture; 'the natural 

result would be the assimilation of such people to' your on . ,` 
culture, to'the, extent of their becoming one with you. That 

such an, assumption was accepted without . criticism was natural 

at the time, with the. fair promises of, the Revolution 

towards equality still strong and, as yet, -far from being 

questioned or discredited. ý. ` 

'It was., therefore, natural that these policies 

suffered a complete reverse during the, Napoleonic', rbgime 

when in 1802 all rights conceded-to colonies were withdrawn, 

slavery legalized and»mixed- marriages and the admissions 

of Africans to France prohibited. Yet the ideals set out 

by the National,, Assembly could not'-but, exert a' great, influence 

on the future policies. of Colonization. ' In France. again and' 

(1) Hardy, " G. Histoire de. la, Colonisation Francaise, Paris. 11 . 19289 pp'.: lll-' 112. 



, again when revolutionary tendencies were in. the: ascendant, 

there was a return- to those ideals of the- revolution, especially 

in 1848 and 1871 when . again, the same principle of 

assimilation was 
, 

the -acknowledge , 
influence behind the 

policies. So strong indeed, was the influence of_those 

assimilative policies that even with the return of the 

second 
- 
Empire, it had to endorse the new policies, thus 

making a definite break with its past. andestablishing as one 

of, the, mainstays of the relation between mother. country'and, 

colonies, the principle referred to. 

During the ! 19th century ' French Colonial' policy . 

followed, the same line of evolution, aided and strengthened by 

the political liberation, -and resulting in a :, greater belief- 

in assimilation and_ uni fi cation. -4 _ 
' The policy was, nevertheless, exposed to severe 

criticism, for ignoring-the fundamental differences, between S 

race and race. Yet it `served as a., transitional stage between: 
_,. _ 

the old and new in colonial policies and still exercises -a 

, great influence even 'in modern times., "As ,a matter of fact' ", 
this policy, which, at the outset met with such appreciation, 

and even enthusiasm, -on the part of the colonial -population, 

formed an almost unavoidable stage of transition from the 

system of exploitation to modern, colonial policy. It implied 

the defeat of the. point . of view of absolute domination and' 



* (1) 
racial arrogance, and recognized the unity of mankind". 

The belief in assimilation was further -strengthened 

by, a psychological factor. 'This emanated from the Frenchman's 

belief, in the universality of his civilization and, his 

readiness to, judge members of- other races by the amount; to'' 

which' they enter into the spirit of the French_. civilization. 

The. Frenchman in this, is nearest'to'the Greek outlook 

ina much as he recognizes as French anyone who, -bY -taking s 

unto'himself the elements'and"con's tituents of French' 

civilization, -becomes French. The assumptions in both cases,, 

Were the belief, in the superiority of the. civilization of the, -. -, I, 

power and the similarity 'ofnhumanI. nature., The Greeks ;, 

believed " in the supremacy of their culture,. but they- were not 

intolerant of other races because theyhalso believed 'that 

an alien race can become Greek if it shared in the, same, ; 

culture. The French started from the same two standpoints, - 
"In this combination of cultural exclusiveness. and social ., 

'`tolerance the Greeks seem: to have 'resembled the French-of 

today. The French, weare"told, regard French culture as- 

the valid culture for everybody, and where they have. Oriental 

-subjects`like to'turn, them as much as possible into 

(1) Angelino, '. A. D. A. De Kat. Colonial `Policy, Vo1. I, ` p'. 11 
The Hague. 1931., 



(1) 
Frenchmen. " 

The implications of such beliefs in French 

colonial policy, are clear; French-colonial, policy does 

not conceive of a future of self-rule for their colonies; 

development-of such colonies would be acceptable only as 

long as it pushed them as near ý as possible-to the standard- 

sufficiently qualifying them to fit in as an integral part 

of France, "The emphasis, is, therefore, not on their securing 

a growing measure of political, rights, but on-. their 
(2 

progressive access to French culture and legal institutions. "., 

It follows from the above that with *this belief, 

so strongly ingrained in the Frenchman}, whether, he was 

resident in, France or in the colonies, educational policies 

must follow suit. Their main task must be ` in the 

dissemination of French culture to the peoples'of the colonies 

through the medium of the French language. Their educational , 

policies, therefore, would not envisage the promotion-or 

encouragement of any indigenous, education , or tolerate' the 

use of the native tongue as a medium of instruction., 

Even when, after the ' Great War (1914-18) the 

principle of. 'Maindate' was introduced as an improvement s 

'on, the- old colonial principle, the French wereso'absorbed 

(1) Marvin - F. S. Western Races. And The. World, London, 1922, 
(2) Haley'- Lord. An African can. Survey. London 1939, P., 16402 ' 
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in their old beliefs that they hardly kept to the requirements 

of their Mandate in Syria as established by the. League of 

Nations. Freya Stark writes thus about, the execution of, 

the ' FrenchMandate in Syria,. "I t is . ridiculous to . call this 

amandate, for ,I believe there is not a Frenchman in the 

country who intends these people ever. to govern -themselves.. 
It iss their, bad manners that annoy me so. 

. 
`They 'talk of them and 

to them as if 'they were scarce to be considered as, human 

beings. n' . But this was French policy fallen very short of 

its üdeals and made , worse by rivalry, and 'clashes 
. 
with British, ' 

policies in that part of the world. -The fact still remains 

that the French at their best 'are ý greatly influenced by the 

ideals set up earlier by the French revolution 
Viand 

confirmed by- 

successive governmQnts, namely the'-assimilation into French 

culture of the-races under their'domination. ý- 

With the British, on the, other hand', similar evolution .-'. 
is -discernible. - -. 

Currents of thought, starting, with, Burke and 

stemming from the general. humanitarian motives influenced ". 

British colonial policies in such'. a manner as to produce -similar 

results. 

British liberalism reached its highest peak in the 

nineteenth century and became the power'behind political 

and colonial thinking. It found its chief exponent in Gladstone 

(1) Stark - Freya. Letters, from Syria. London-1946 ,. p, 151. 
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who was responsible-for translating into action the trends 

of liberalism and humanitarianism that : had existed long 

before him. 

Gladstone, ' quite unshaken by the'severe criticism 

of the disciples of the old colonial-, school and'the accusation 'ý 

often hurled at him as 'a little- Englander', pursued-the 

course of liberalism to the end. He thought-out and 'j. 

planned a scheme for colonial government, the aim of which was 

the extension to the colonies of the benefit of British 

institutions and the ultimate assimilation of the peoples 

.. of the colonies to the 'British way of. life and' government. . 

He`was in this under'two, main influences. In'the first-place 

he výas inspired by Burke, who was the first to state as the 

aim of any government'--"All political power which is set.. over' 

men, " ought to' be in - some way, or other exercised ultimately 

for their benefit, and, secondly,, he was inspired by the 

Greek' model , of cdlonization. The' assumptions -on whichi he j 

based his plan were the possibility 'and desirability, of 

assimilation. Thus Gladstone reasons. that people likel the 

British who are rightfully proud of 'their native social syste i, 

"will naturally view it as highly -desirable to assimilate, the`_ ', 

colonies to ourselves, - soý. far: as circumstances, will- reasonably' 

admit, in those particulars 
, 

at least-of-our institutions, ' in 

-which we consider them most ultimately and most beneficially H 

3 
, 
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(1) ' 

connected with our national character. " 

In the list of the, institutions he thought so 

intimately connected with the, British national character and 

native social system and which would be profitably, applied 

to the colonies, he mentioned _two of the' greatest educational 

interest. - These were: 

(i) A similar organization , in, education. 

(UY Provincial, municipal, and, parochial institutions 

for the purposes of self-government. 

Both elements, it, will be s'eens%, loomed, large "in 

the shape British educational policies ". took 'with- regard to 

the people of' the colonies. 

Gladstone remained so consistent in his views that, 

" nearly twenty years after "the preparation for an essay on, 

'C6lonies-and Colonization'". he returns to the" subject of 

colonization,,, trying to show that the original motive for 

4, colonization's having proceeded from the thirst for gof 

had blinded the early, colonists to their tasks and so 

pointing out the' need fora reform. "The vast-colonization-, - i 

of modern times, which took. its course from the-eastward to 

the westward, . across' the Atlantic;, -must have-been prompted'', ti 

(1) From preparation-for an essay on 'Colonies and Colonization 
April- 1335. Quoted by Paul Knaplund. 'Gladstone and Britain's 
Imperial Policy'. London 1927. 
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" by some powerful motive. What 'was that motive? It was the 

love "of, gold; it was the love and desire of gold that' drew 

forth from Italy, from Spain, from France, from England and 
. 

from Portugal., -those men whose bold and adventurous spirit. 

tracked the 'Antlantic and founded successively, amidst 
C1) 

dangers'and difficulties indescribable, ' those colonies". ' 

Ifthen that was the motive, and Gladstone was under- 

no false impression about it, it remained to redress past 

-evils by devising ways to-improve the government of colonies.. 

It is in this connection that Gladstone returns to the Greek 

ideal of colonization in order to find possib'e solutions, 

and'there he comes to an agreement with the*French viewpoint_ 

on the principle of assimilation, . In what manner ought' they. 

[the colonies) to be governed? As, evidence in history -and 

there is one people famous in'ancient times, a people too, 

- 
. that may possibly have future. fame in'store. I -mean that 

Greek race, ' remarkable in the work of colonization, 

creating or -re-creating their. own country in the colonies. " 
,. 

In this general scheme of colonization Gladstone -'' 

put the influence of religion - and education on an-equal,,. 

footing to those other influences 
, 
derived from birth 

. and 

wealth as; means of, building up sound government in the 

colonies on the model of the home country, . '"Among those mors , 

(1) Gladstone: Speech at Chester addressed to the members 
of . the Mechanics Institute. November 12th. , _=1S 
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expedients as considered'in reference to this purpose, 

though in themselves of the very highest claim, we must- 

reckon the peculiar -case of religion and education, of the, 

spirit and the intellect. of man which are elsewhere viewed 

in,. their proper character, 'and discussed in detail. Properly 

indeed the institutions founded upon birth and wealth are 

not subsidiary to these, but there is - also a beneficial 

reaction from the end upon the means, and true advancement, in 

piety andhn knowledge will. greatly tend to_ supply, the place 

" as well as to assist the formation of . classes so circumstance 
" (1) 

and so produce the benefi. cient purposes of aristocracy. " 

'The conception of educati. on, "and the role it could 

play in producing institutions of government similar to those, 

of the home country and bringing up a, class well fitted to 

shoulder the responsibilites of government, ' was undoubtedly. 

at. 
, 
the bottom o, f *British educational policies as laid -down, by. 

Macaulay,, who, being. a- liberal, wholeheartedly believed, in 

-the 'assimilative. power of education, as well as in the 

unsuitability` of the local culture to the requirements of 

modern. -government. 

The point that should be, stressed is that -both the 

French and British agreed toa great extent on the practicability 

and desirability, df assimilation. But while' the Frenchman 

(1) Gladstone. Preparation: for an essay. 



it was natural to believe in the superiority of, 'his civilization 

and the'possibility of conversion into it by imparting its 

cultural media, the Englishman, entrenched in his insularity, 

took a great deal of preaching in liberalism to-reach the same 

point of view. 

It should not be expected, therefore, as it will be 

shown later by examining the actual practices of colonial- 

government and education, that an understanding with the 

indigenous cultural institutions was attempted or a synthesis 

of" European and native education, aimed, at. The way that was 

-mapped out in the light of these policies, was the substitution 

foP the native cultural'institutions of those of the colonizing- 

country. This was made the more inevitable by the introduction I 

of new , sciences which were difficult to reconcile with the 

traditional sciences of the colonized countries and,. therefore, 

made-the adoption of European systems of education a necessity. 

It `also followed that, . according, to this, it would not be' 

expected that-. 'the native, languages would be found suitable_, bythe, `i 

advocates of these pokicies as a medium of instruction for the, 

new"sciences_-'hence theuse of "a-European language for the 

--imparting of the new knowledge. 

These -were the main- educational implications of these 

colonial policies and the main points of dispute between the 

colonial governments and the-people under, their rule, as will be 
," 

seen in considering the educational policies in the two cases 
chosen as pt ototypes.. . _' 
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VI. -- BRITISH EDUCATIONAL POLICIES -IN INDIA. 

From the very modest beginnings of 
.a 

small trading 

company'under the protection of the Emperor, the East India 

Company rose-to a great power until, in the course of time 

it became the, successor to the great Mogul Empire. 

"It is obvious that at an early stage of Its 
, 
development, 

the Company, was more interested in Indian calicoes and muslin', -' 

than the soul or intellect of the, Indian, people, but even 

in a pure" trading relation there has to be a certain amount 

_of 
co-operation and understanding between. the two sides-of 

a'trading transaction. 

Another 
-characteristic 

of this English, growth was'. J 

the fact that even without check on the company's policies 

and still, serving their 'original 'purpose of getting wealthier, 

the example'of their home', institutions prevented the British 

from the fatal 'shor'tsightedness, and blind: cupidity, of their 

predecessors-on the Indian scene, the Portugese and the Dutch. 

Ttby, in fact, mitigated, their interest in calicoes and 

muslin by some consideration for' the producers 'of. these .. 

materials,. -"But whilst our competitors never got much, beyond 

that stage, ', and for the most part imagined that the- only way' 

to attain wealth was, by a crude exploitation of-subject 

countries and its: peoples, the British were saved from similar 

shortsightedness by, -the very different spirit with which 

the development, of their: own national institutions had imbued 
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their 'rulers : at, home". 

It' was not this inherent factor alone which was 

responsible fora wiser. and more, humane treatment by the Company 

of its subjects, but quite early there was, ,a certain amount, of 

check by the home government on the actions of the company in 

relation to the-, Indian peoples. The inspiration. for this, came from 

the traditions of the. Cromwellian -Revolutions and the, ideals, 

of 
, 
the peaceful revolution of 1688. These, with their insistence 

on justice, could not fail to impress themselves on sucoessive 

British governments to the extent of extending their benefits 
, _. 

even to the subject races. This was especially the case when the. 

company '-added to. its powers by becoming more` and more-, 0f a 

ruling instituion and as the financial support by British people 

increased, in the face of its extending-responsibilites. and to 

enable the Company to stand 'its ground against a`vigorous and 

menacing French rivalry, From 1773 onwards, State intervention 

became necessary, when parliament' and 'public opinion , 
agreed 

on the necessity of exercising supreme control over Indian affairs. 

A-series of parliamentary, enactments followed this first ätepb 

until` 1858-when the Crown assumed direct sovere1gnity. Most .. 

important among those, enactments was the famous Pitt's-Act of 

1783, which did not concern itself only with the relations between 

(1) Chirol.. - Sir Valentine. India Old 'And New. London, 1921, p. 69 , 
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the Company and the Crown, but provided; as well for, the 

prevention and punishment of the corruption and oppression 

which had become" rampant' amongst the Company's servants; 

thus initiating' the interest of the s'tate, in its new, 

- responsibilities to the new subjects of the Company.., 

Following the above mentioned-measure and in 

accordance with the part that Britain played. in European 

politics as the champion of downtrodden people, there arose" 

a sense of' responsibility towards the people'of India, in 

preparing them for a distant, but no less 'certain, 'future of 

self-government. We find this' new attitude evident -as early 

as 1824, 'in 
, 
an official minute- raised by Sir Thomas Munro, 

then Governor-General of Madras. "We should looknupon 

India, not as a temporary possession; but as, one tö be 

maintained permanently until the natives shall, in some, future 

age, have abandoned, most -of 
their superstitutions' and 

prejudices and become sufficiently enlightened to frame a 

regular government for themselves and',. to " conduct and preserve 

' it. Whenever such time shall arrive "it will probably'. be best,. 

for both countries that the British control over India should 

gradually be withdrawn., That the desirable change, contemplatee 

may in some after age be effected in India there 'is. no. cause 

to despair. Such a change 
, 
was at one time in 'Britain itself 

at least as hopeless as it is here. When we' reflect how much 
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the character, of nations has always been influenced by that 

of governments, and that some, once the most cultivated have 

sunk into barbarism, while others, formerly the -rudest, have 

attained the highest point of civilization-,, we shall see no 

reason to doubt that if we pursue steadily the proper 

measures, we shall in. time so far improve the character of 

our Indian sub ects as to enable them to govern and protect 
(1) 

themselves`. " 
Apart from the very noble objective set by, the 

author of the minute, it is obviou-s that the trend of 

thought was already one in which it was assumed that by- 

educating the Indian in". the traditions of British life it 

would be possible for the same institutions to obtain there. 3 

In other words, this theory enhanced the principle of the 

assimilation of Me Indian to the British way of life, 
. 

rather in developing indigenous institutions in their own 

right. 

. The Company, however, did not readily endorse.. 

such a-liberal-policy from the very beginning as it was 

not in the nature. of, a trading company-with primary, interest 

in money rather than education, to undertake such a huge' 

scheme, ' and it needed intervention by, the British government 

to bring it, to a sense. of its duties. 

(1) Quoted by Sir Valentine Chirol in "Indian Old And New'. London 1921, pp. 76 - 77. 
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In 1833, and the date. is significant, reminding us so vividly 

of the Reform Bill, and on the occasion of"the renewal of 

the Company's charter, Parliament enacted that Indians were 

not to be-barred from jobs in the Company, thus giving 

further impetus for more educational facilities to make 

Indians fit for all types, of jobs in the Company. The' 

company, it" is' only 'fair to mention, had interested themselves 

as far back as 1813 in devoting part of the revenue for 

educational purposes., ý., 

There, was no specification' of what type of education 

was to be given and, long delay was caused by a 
, 
long 

drawn out. dispute between those-who advocated the vernacular' 

and those who championed the-case for-a Western education. 

The dispute, -as it was, was one between those who moved 

from the assimilative point of view and-those diametrically 

opposed to it, and who saw that the best education 

suited to any people would be that deriving from their. own 

ý_ . traditions. ` -Several factors helped to, bring, about, the 

victory of Western over vernacular education, among which 

was the. spirit, of optimism and belief in the superiority, 

of western institutions and, the lack of'knowledge about '; '. 

the indigenous education. A successful experiment in, 

Western education, started-as early as 1850 ' in Calcutta, 

confirmed the views of the champions of Western education. 

. 
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The scales in favour of Western education . were 

finally turned in 1875 by the adoption of English as 

essential to the spread of western education through the great 

influence of' the Macaulay-Minute of the 7th of March of the 

'same year. . Macaulay undoubtedly was under the influence 

of this belief in assimilation, as can be, easily seen from 

this passage: It may be that, the public mind of India 

may expand under our system until tt 
- 
has outgrown that system; 

that by good government we may educate our subjects into a 

capacity for better government; that having become, instructed- 

in Euröpean, knowledge they may, in some future ago, demand 

European institutions". 

Further expression of, the same point of view was 

'given-by Sir William Bentinck in stating the foremost aim 

of. the Government of India; "The great object of the 

British, Government ought to be the promotion of English 

literature and science, and all the funds appropriated for 

-the purpose of education would be best employed in English 
(2) 

education alone". Nor were the, immediate results of this 

type of education disappointing to those'who believed in i 

For the 20 years -following, 
its institution It did give 

the impression that it was succeeding in ' attaining its purpose 

(1) Quoted by Sir Valentine Chirol. India Old And New. 
London, 1921',, p., 79. ' 
'(2) Ibid. pp. 79 - 80. "ý_, 
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of mentally shaping Indians to the English pattern. 

Championing Western education was not the preserve 

of Europeans; Indians also joined In, but it would be obvious 

for quite, a different purpose. Theirs was the material 

benefit that could be reaped from such education. They, 

n of education conceived of it in the full capacity 

that satisfies morally and spiritually as it does benefit 

materially. Moreover they joined the battle for another 

immediate purpose, namely, ', to 
. combat and get rid of existing 

social and moral evils, such. customs as they considered not 

actually the result of their own form of civilization, as a .. 
Y 

distortion of it. There was, in fact, a-difference in 

the'conception of Western civilization between its English 

champions and its new. Indian adherents, "But 'this was 

hardly Western civilization as=appreciated by Ram. Roy, 

Dwarkanath. Tagore, and the small band of reforming Hindus 

that. had jöined Macaulay to fight the moral and social evils", ý 

And-again "To'Western education they-looked for material. 

support and for means whereby ; to', repair the foundations of 

-their ethical life. But their spiritual home was elsewhere,, ' 

in their family circle and among'a community untouched by', 

-western ideas. Their driving force, ' spiritual stimulus, 

and conception of values were wholly- distinct from those 
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ý, (1) 
which had animated the efforts of Bentinck and Macaulay".. 

Somewhere then between these two 'views, one 

optimistic and looking forward to a time, however, distant,, 

when Indians, educated in English principles, would require 

as a result of this education the institution of Western 

civilization, and the other, limiting <its' outlook to a' 

remedial, immediate and utilitarian purpose, somewhere 

there lies the main characteristic of Indian, education. 

It is obvious that 'while both, agreeon the 

instrumentality of this education. there is- the most significant, 

and for our, Purpose , most 'important' difference over the means 

and"the'end between the two. 

-If Hindu adherents and advocates of Western education 

had started with the twofold aim of'gaining material progress' 

by enjoying the facilities of the new education and the 

removal of some of their social 'and religious vices, the,, 

Moslems started almost with the same material motive. They 

wanted to catch up"with. their Hindu fellow countrymen in the 

field of. -public', and they aimed, at, removing that 

stigma which marked the Moslems until the tdutiny 'as, a race 

exceptional . 
for' its bigotry, 

_arro ance and backwardness., 

The Moslem, 'however, started with', a different backgrouncdl 

Iý which accounted for their, failing 
_for a while-to keep -up with'-, < 

(1), Mayhew Arthur. The Education, of India. London 1926. 
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the Hindu community. They, in fact, Suffered from their former, 

position as a 'ruling and superior element more than the Hindus. 

The, disruption of the Empire dealt them a deadly, blow which 

disturbed -them -socially, economically and psychologically. ' 

They'lost their aristocracy, which had-enjoyed immense economic 

privileges under the Empire, ' and with it lost a necessary 

leadership. The deposed aristocracy eould not very easily 

adapt itself to the status of. employed underlings, however 

badly they suffered ecoi*omically from the changed conditions. 

The'low class Moslem, especially the peasants, 

suffered on account of the loss of their social order, which 

had secured them a , peaceful existence until then. - They *had 

'no , right to dispose of . their land under the old system and 

were, therefore, safe . from the exploitation of money lenders.. 
-: 

When this old 'system gave way to another-the peasants fell-,, 

an easy prey to the Hindu moneylender, who could now oust 

his debtor. from his land'fbr overdue debts and interest. 

It was against: this background, that . the Moslem 

partaking 'of. English education was conceived of by-. the leaders -1 

of the Moslem community. One leader particularly exerted'a 

great influence in moving the Moslem-community to the path 

of modern learning: Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan. - To him the only 

salvation possible for . the Moslem eo le of ' India ' la in 
(1). A 'parall e to this -state of of airs, ' resulting from applying : C-o- o 
sweepingly a Western institution to an, Eastern society, was, the falling 
of the Egyptian fellah into the clutches of the European moneylender. 
when land property was transferred from, the 'village", as ä whole. to , the 
'individual in 1861., 
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education, and by education he meant the modern education of 

the West. To his mind there was no doubt that the best. 

education to save"his people from their dilemma was English 

education imparted through the English language. He-- 

argues the benefits of this language thus, "The government- 

4 holds. the opinion that where there is planning for the 

instruction of a people, the best vehicle for it is the 

language of that people, and thus the time which would be 

spent on. teaching the vocabulary and idl6m"of another 

language would be saved. And *by way . of a parallel it is 
.; 

pointed out that all the Europeans and Arabs received , 
instruction in their own language. - We ought to consider 

whether the language we want to use for instruction can V 

be applied for that purpose... First of - allwe must know, 

with regard to the language in which we want, to., impart VV 

instruction, whether there are sufficient' text books in it 

or not. ` And if not, instruction in that language is out of 

the, question. '- The second thing we must ask is whether thi3 

language in itself, is fit for this in that text books be 

written in'it... And thirdly, whether the'. result of study 

in sciences In such a language can be quickness of apprehension, 

sharpness offintellect, soundness of mind, high intelligence, ' 

facility of speech, power of persuasion,: anda character' which 
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gives evidence of education. The Urdu language cannot satisfy 

to those three conditions. Therefore it' is 
, 
the duty of the 

government to change completely the system of education... 

And it should start instruction in that language through, 

which the real aim of education can 'be attained. It is, my 

firm conviction. in the Indian vernaculars, and that it should 

only continue'with English schools. " 

x 

i 
x 

It is obvious, therefore, that what concerned, the two, 

communities in India, was , 
the material benefit that could 

be drawn from partaking of the new education,. and that, 

secondary to this, and serving a r& r temporary purpose was. 

the, removal, in the case of Hindus, of such abuses as the 

Sati 
linsti 

tutions, and, in the case of Moslems, of their 

unpractical attitude which , 
threatened to put them at a 

social and economic disadvantage. 

It is also significant that the new education had 

acquired- through 'this its bias for material benefit' and the 

assumption that for the Food conduct of this education and for 

any good results from it, the medium ofinstruction ought, 

and must necessarily be.; the. English language. We might very 

well bear in mind the line of argument followed by Sir Sayyid 

Ahmed Khan for another occasion when a battle royal was fought, 

(1) Quoted'by J. M. S. Baljön, Jr. in 'The Reforms and Religious 
Ideas of Sir Sayyid Ahmad Khan. --Leiden 1949. ' p. 33. 
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on just that issue between the makers of English educational 

policies in Egypt and-the champions of'the vernacular in-this, - 

latter case,, the Arabic language. 

Another characteristic, which derived in this case 

from the example of English institutions in the-mother country, 

was the establishment of a Department of Instruction in every 

province, to be responsible for a certain type or types' of educatiý 

and the 'implementing principle 
of 

grants-in-aid, to, -private educ- 

ational institutions. Both these two measures, figure in the 

government educational measures of '1854, which were a 

tremendous stride towards the execution of, the-Macaulay. policy. '- 

It is clear that an education, conceived-by. its authors 

on such. a facile assumption and received by the Indians with 

utilitarian' motives, could-not take root, ' and that sooner or 

later it would reach a stage when its complete failure to-satisfy, ' ] 

one or the other' of these two purposes' would become, glaringly 

evident. We, would quote here, however, the views of two 

educationists' expressive of English and Indian views on the, 

shortcomings of, this' education. 'They say, in short, - that 
-this 

-education,. 
-besides leaving its own traditions, had characterized. 

in. India British educational policies in relation to Oriental 

peoples,, and greatly influenced'the men who were called upon 

by, the Empire to 
-control 

the education of the peoples-under its, 

rule., E 
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Mr. Arthur Mayhew writes, "I-venture-to emphasize 

five conclusions which deserve attention, if they fail to 

win support. 

"(a) ©ur, education has done far less for Indian culture 

than for the material and 
_political 

progress , of India 

(She looks, to our schools and colleges for. equipment. 

f or existence; for the secret of in the. struggles 
" 

happy living, vivendi'causae, she looks elsewhere. ' 

(b) , Emotional reaction against foreign culture affords 

no soil for -indigenousgrowth. 
The sympathetic'. 

application of critical and scientific methods to 

Indian life and thought, and the adoption of a 

"Western" attitude, of mind, must precede the fusion 

of East and West that India's wisest nds desire. 

(c) 
,' 

Indian personality and life as whole will not 

intimately be affected by any education which is 

not animated by religion. The forces which oppose 

progress can be restrained or diverted only by a 

religion more vital than those on which . they depend 

for sanction. 

(d) "' Higher education in 
. 
India depends for warmth and 

colour, vitality, 
" 
and response to communal aspirations, 

on the measure of its-freedom from the control and 

direction of any, form of government, whether -Indian 
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or alien. The function of government in this sphere 

is, to suppress what is harmful to the common weal, and 

to support, with the utmost elasticity, whatever is 

useful' and effective. But for-the better education 

of the masses, as a fundamental condition of national 

progress, a vigorous, initiative must be taken, and a 

financial policy prescribed, by the government. 

fie) At no previous stage has Indian-education needed more ,, 

sorely Western sympathy, support and guidance. English 

educational work in India will be more deeply appreciated 

and more fruitful when it is not associated officially ' 

with an alien government. 

Professor K. G. Saygidain listed, the following, six 

points as the most obvious . shortcomings ý. of ' English education,, 

in a 
, 
private letter to the writer as folloWS: - 

The British Educational policy did not attempt to 

establish a national "system of education-based on 

the needs and ppychology of the people. Its early 

' intention was to produce clerks and other junior, 

government servants to serve'the purposes of the East 

India " Company, and later of the British government in 

India. - That point of view-continued to, dominate the 

(1) Mayhew - Arthur. The Education of India. London 1920. 
pp. 4- 5" 
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educational policy - though other considerations also 

came later till the end of the British regime in 

India. 

2. The actual syllabi,, courses and methods of instruction 

were a poor. imitation of the system of-English education 

as it obtained in England about one hundred years ago 

in its unregenerate days., ' The great progress in ideology, 

technique and the general improvement, of the 'system, 

which took place in England during the last one hundred, 

years, was not reflected in Indian, education. 

3. The., system was too academic and bookish and did not, 

give due importance to arts or crafts or, practical work' 

or social training. The medium of instruction, not only 

in the colleges and universities, but ' also , to, a large 

extent in the schools, was English, with the result that 

students spent. far more time in trying to learn this 

foreign language than in mastering the contents of the 

curricului. This militated against the development of 

the capacity for clear and critical thinking. 

4. -The system was examination ridden,. and far 
. 
too much stress 

was placed on passing , 
these examinations and far too 

little on the attainment of'real educational objectives. 

5. , Indian languages, studies and culture were largely 

. ignored as the early framers. of educational policy,, e. .' 
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Lord Macaulay, regarded these as 'unimportant and 

unnecessary. 

ý" The methods of education were stereotyped. The 

teachers were paid very low salaries and. the total 

expenditure on education was utterly inadequate. 

These views by Professor Sayyidain are the more 

interesting as they reveal what the British did not do and 

what they ought to have done, as well as what they did, but 

should not have done. 

The, points on which the two educationists-are agreed 

are obviously, . the lack, of educational and psychological 

insight among the early authors of educational policies in ... 
India, the too close resemblance of, the curricula and methods 

to those used in England, and the subsequent results of 

such an education tailing 
, 
to, satisfy social°and'psychological 

needs,, which are. bg right the requirements-of any education 

that. can be styled as national. 

On the credit side, however, there are these points'. 
in favour' of , 

the system of, education introduced by the British 

to India, as listed in a recent work, on Indian education: -- 
,. ". 

. 
(a)' 

. The. most 
. important 'achievement of the, British' 

educational administration was to introduce. India 

(1) Included in-'a private letter.. to the writer by Professor 
, Sayiddain in answer to a questionnaire addressed to him. .° New Delhi. Dated. l3th, August 1951. 



to English language and literature and through them, 

to all the, thought, the scientific and industrial 

development,, and the social and political, philosophy 

of the West. This contact came at a very opportune 

time - when 'Indian culture and social organization were 

at their lowest ebb. But it had, a tremendous vivifying 

effect. It freed the Indian mind from "The thraldom 

of old world ideas", and laid the foundations of as 

Renaissance in modern Indian life. This contact, 'its 

early excesses apart, -had. greatly enriched the mosaic,, 

of the. Indian cultural pattern and has been a' boon' 

to India and the West alike. 

(b) India owes the scientific and critical study, of her 
. 

ancient culture to European scholars whom British F.. 

contact brought, on'the'scene. -There is a world of., 

difference between the study'of. Sanskrit literature 

as it used. to b6, -carried on in an indigenous Pathshala 

and'as it is conducted today in a 'university department 

of classical studies. 
. 

The old method was . of uncritical 

preservation; the new method is one of scientific and 

critical analysis, selection, simplification, balancing; 

and enrichment. The'lead in this new method came 

from, Western scholars'of Oriental lan guages. They might;, 
'. ;, frequently have blundered; but 

Ito them we must 



acknowledge our gratitude for the first discovery 

of a tool which we have since made our own and 

improved. 

(c) While it is true to-s. y. that the British failed to 

develop the modern Indian languages by their-insistence 

on the use of English as a, medium of instruction, it is 

also paradoxically true that it was they who gave the - 

first great impetus to their development in modern 

. -India. 
The officials and the missionaries studied 

the modern Indian languages,, wrote their grammar, ' 

compiled dictionaries, and in many cases published the 

first books and papers in them. The languages of the~ 

aboriginals also were first studied by European workers- 

and no words can convey adequately,, our debt of 

gratitude to Sir George Grierson for his Liniistic 

Survey, of India. It is true that we, soon'. took up the' 

cue and'had later on to fight' with the British officials 

" themselves, who said "'Thus far- and no further". S 
But the fact, remains that the first Incentives to the 

study of modern Indian languages came from European 

scholars whom the British contact introduced to India. 

(d) The same may be said about Indian art: In. the rediscovery 

, _of 
Indian painting, architecture or sculpture, the pioneer 



work was almost always done by-European scholars who 

found our ancient treasure, not only for themselves, 

but for us as well; and we can never thank Curzon { 

enough for the pioneer move to preserve our ancient 

monuments. 

(e) Contact with the West is also responsible for, the awakening 

of several humanistic trends in modern Indian life. 

The sympathy for the underdog, the crusade against 

untouchability; the emancipation of the modern , Indian 
, 

woman (in so far as it has been accomplished), the 

spirit of social service that is now manifesting itself, 

in' almost every walk- of life and most 'conspicuously 

in education - all these movements owe a deep debt of 

gratitude to Western influences that came in the wake 

of British administration. The claims of British 

historians that these humanistic trends arose exclusively, 

from Western contacts are too tall to be a iitted,, because 

they were-considerably strengthened by, the reitvif ied' 

study of'ancient culture and the, rising tide of patriotism. ' 

But their debt to Western contacts was certainly large 

and-will be readily admitted.. '. 

(f) 
. Finally,, we owe to the-British our acquaintance. withs - 
i. The modern-democratic institutions of'Euröpe. 



ii. The Western systems of law and medicine which have 

rightly come to stay. 

iii. ' The auxiliary tools of popular education such as the { 

ress the cinema., the radio, the library.,, p, 
ýý, 

and the 
1 

museum.. 

"_ Here then is. an account of the educational-policies-' 

pursued by the British in India, their debits and credits, 

as seen from the British and Indian points of view. It remains, 

to see how'far, the British, in their dealings with "the education 

of the Arab countries, were consistent in these policies, 

and how much they benefited by the lessons of their Indian 

experience. 

() Nurrullah = Syed And Naik J. P. A History of Education 
in India.. ' Bombay 1961.. pp. 865 -6-7. " 
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VII. 'FRENCH EDtJCATIONAL POLICIES THE PROTOTYPES IN ALGERIA. 

In Algeria, the French, with due consideration to: ' 

the, vast difference in size and the numbers involved,, faced. 

problems almost identifical with those the British confronted 

in India. They, too, were faced withýan old civilization long. 

past its period of vigour, but suppörted, by powerful and 

long established traditions. They also proceeded from-the 

same standpoint. of a conviction in the superiority-\of their' 

culture,, and more so in the possibility and desirability of 

assimilating. the indigenous element to their civilization. 

The Frenchman, in this process-of assimilation, 
, 
was psychologic- 

ally+ and logically more at ease, so much so that'he-gave little 

apology, and showed even less repentance for any mistakes and 

injustices he'might have caused. He was, further, unhampered 

by the insularity and self-consciousness which made his British 

counterpart, despite his best efforts, always resort to 

compromise and half-hearted decisions. -,, 

Still further, the Frenchman's task was made much 

easier by the fact that he possessed a system of education 

--with immense attraction to the'oriental mind; 'a. 
-system 

of 

-education-so logically conceived and, so methodically devised, 

that it offered little. or no, confusion to those who, although 

alien, were destined to' partake of it. Theirs, therefore, was, 
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a clearer case with issues Well-defined and clearly, understood. 

Hence we do not come across hesitation and fumbling but 

rather a more'ccnstsnt and progressive policy, both in its, 

technical and administrative aspects. 

In, the general administration of Algeria, and in-fact, 

-education followed very 'closely the direction of administrative 

policies - the French were bent on 'a policy of regularly, 

assimilating the whole population to the mother* , country by- 

adopting them to the French principles of government and 

initiating them, through education, into the French wag-of life. 

After. an initial period of- nearly thirty years, , that 

is until 1871, and after, extinguishing a rebellion by the 

°Algerians, during . which, period the country was, entirely under 

military, control, the government of the Republic introduced 

various reforms. These instituted, in place of the military 

governor a civil governor-general, under whom were . placed both 

the civil ', and military. authorities. The southern region of. 

the Sahara , was excluded from the new arrangement : and maintained 

under military control. 

The budget of Algeria was made part - of ' the, budget 
w 
of - 

France until 1901, when it was separated and, under a law of- 

December 24th, 1902, following the general policy of separating 

the southern regions from the-northern, there was instituted a 

separate budget for the Sahara Territories. 

- The country was, and still is, divided administratively 
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along French lines into the provinces of Oran, Algiers, 
_ 

and Constantine, which in turn are sub-divided into 20 

"arrondissements" which at present include 329 : 
'communes 

de plein exercice', with administration on French lines, and 

78 communes mixtes which are, now-being abolished and transformed^ 

into communes of the first type, thus bringing the policy of 

assimilation to a climax. 

Efforts to assimilate the population, apart from 

introducing them to French culture through education and 

administrative measures, included legislations 
. 
by virtue 

of which natives answering certain qualifications were-accar ded 

full French citizenship - of these the law-of February' 4th, 

1919, established the right to. French citizenship for those 

natives above the age of 25 who were monogamous, who served 

in the war, who were proprietors or farmers, who could read or 

write, or who`held a French-decoration. Despite, such privileges 

as might accrue to an Algerian once he had acquired French 

citizenship, there was no great demand-for it;, the reason 

was -that to them - it , meant the loss of status 'under the Koranic 

Law. Only 5,000 'availed. themselves of the privilege out` of 

population estimated at 5,150,000. Moslems of Arab 'or'-Berber, 

. 
descent. 

Further'laws were needed'to facilitate this process 

of assimilation and-make-the privileges of French'citizenship_eo 

ý'ý 
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-. attractive that the Moslem's would find it-worth while acquiring 

it. To this was added the removal of certain restrictions 

which would not cause the Moslem status under the Koranic"LAw 

any. damage. These measures were embodied in a' modification 

by decree dated 7th March 1944., 'embodied later in the laws of 

7th May and 5th October, 1946,, and especially by the law of 

20th September, 1947. 

According to this decree, special restrictions have 

been abolished, and all civilian and military posts have been 

opened " for Moslems. The personalA and legal status of Moslems 

under the Law of the Kran was not to be affected. 

Along", with this legislation to absorb the Moslem 

population other efforts were made to out away from the body, ' 

of the country,, by legislation and education, such racial. and 

, religious minorities that offered an easier chance for 

assimilation. The Jewish community, a'sizeable minority was 

recognized as French as, early' as ' 1871, and on top of that the,. ' 

. 
French established a French colony from the earliest years of_ 

their occupation which, 'of course; was quite willing to enjoy 

the. French citizenship extended to it. 

so much for administrative policies. As for 

education, the French had from 1840 established two educational 

policies;, one dealing, with the French population, and one 

dealing with the Moslem population. 



Education for the French was first establj. shed in 

1832 and was, for many years, directed separately from 

the Ministry of Education in France under an inspector 

responsible to, the civil superintendent of the Regency, as 

it was called then, and later to the Director-general of 
e7_. ý -J _- ,'. 

) 

V1M11 li1ialj'C3 1LI Eil jU1'1tL" 

In, 1848 an 'academie d'Alger' was created udder 

the direction of a rector, assisted by an academic council, 

two inspecteurs d'academib, resident in Algeria and one 

inspector of primary education for every province. 

In 1875, the complete organization of this education 

was effected by_decree of 15th August 1875, which filled all 

the gaps in the system by creating' departmental councils and 

applying to the colony all the educational laws and 

regulations which govern education in, the mother country. 

According to this last decree, the educational system 

catering - for ý the Europeans, consisted of three stages, namely 

primary,, secondary and higher. 

All primary schools were ' entirely, free and the teacher 

were either members of the lay mission 'mission laique'-and- 

as such paid by the French-government and the communes or- 

religious missions in which case the a enses fell on the,, 

various denominations with a, predominant catholic 

representation. 
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EDUCATION FOR THE MOSLEM POPULATION. 

The French policy towards the education of Moslems-. 

, followed the same principle of.. assimilation. -It gradually 

and assiduously sought to introduce the Moslems, to French 

education in schools of the European type or impregnating 

their indigenous schools with French influences. 'The aim was 

, 
to bring them ultimately within the French system once the 

wider assimilation of the population was achieved. Their. 

policies had, therefore',, to be two fold for-some time. They 

had to deal first with Moslem schools and they had to 

establish their influence by introducing Moslem children to 

French education in French schools. 

The first part was, to"define the situation of the 

educational establishments that had existed before the 

conquest. Those establishments were, as. in any other Moslem. -, 

country, 'the two' traditional grades of Ku ttab and Madrassah. 

The primary or Kuttab'known. in Algeria as 'Zaoula, mecid, 

or derer' provided an elementary education in literacy and 

the Koran and was -to be found in `great numbers all' over the 

country. Higher education was served by the Madrassah, 

institution we referred to before. Algeria had many prosperous 

schools, famous all over the Moslem world, and which were 

maintained by religious endowments. ' 
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French policy towards those indigenous -educational 
establishments was one of forced acceptance. They had tö 

allow them to, continue as they produced -that, 
type of, functionary' 

who could not possibly be replaced by the product of the 

French school - namely, the religious man who officiated at, 

marriages or judged in personal relations and filled offices 

which were part and parcel of the, rel'igion of,: slam. There 

are, however, French writers, who regretted the fact. that. 

these 'schools were not used from the very start Fas centres 

of disseminating 1-Brench influences to a great part of the 

population. 

'Expressive of the ., rench attitude to these schools, ' 

and containing some explanation of the-dilemma,, in which the- 
. 

i. rench 'found themselves forced, to adopt a. policy of 

_. reluctant, tolerance. to them is this "Mais les hommes pratiques 

n'ont jamais eteembarrasses d'un dilemma, ils savant q, ue- 

cet bnseignment est indispensable pour avoir des juris 

consultes at des juges'dont nous n'ayons pas'a rougir, et'- 

que si les candidates ne pouvaient pas se preparer en plgbrie 

A ces fonctions, ils'seraient forces Waller ailleurs suivre 
(1) 

. un enseignement qui bchapperait A notreicontrole. " 

The toleration accorded to these schools was not void of 

some intention to sap their power for the revenues of the 

(1) A-'gnard '- Jilaymond. , 'Oeuvre i raniaise en *Llg6rie Paris 1912. p. 206. 
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schools were incorporated 
, 
in the -general treasury a, few 

years after the French had conquered the country. The 

result of this policy was that many of the schools had to 

close for lack of funds. 

The French also sought to' carry, out their policy, 

of introducing their influence by taking the reorganization 

of some of those schools in hand. In 1850 three schools, 

namely those at Mbdba, Constantine and Tlemoen were-reorganized 

in such a way as. to subject them in respect of discipline and 

course of study to the 'Academie d'Alger', thus-bringing them 

under direct French control. -The,. reorganization included 

the modification of the courses of 
-study 

in such a , manner 

as to'introduce the learning of the French language as a 

compulsory I subject. The resources allowed to the'schools, 

moreover, were not such as, to give them equal chances-of, 

prosperity., These three reorganized' Higher Möslem schools 

f 

on the whole did not share -the expansion evident in the 

French ,, schools,, but 'remained, stationary as regards the number 

of students in attendance at them, orat, the worst, showed 

a decrease in numbers. - Thus in 1914 there were 213 students 
f1ý 

in attendance and in-1946 the number was 147. 

French schools for Moslems were started as early as 

18150. The schools . established. between 1850 and 1870 did not 

(1) The''Statesman's Year Book.. 
_ 1948. Algeria., 
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ezaeed 41, not all of which succeeded, and some had to be 

closed., The reason was that, until then, there was not 

much willingness on the part of the parents to send their,, 

children to the French, schools. In administration, some, of 

-these schools had been under the control of L'Academie 

d'Alger' since 1873 and a lesser number remaindd under'militarg 

control. ' The results achieved were never spectacular, and 

as a final act of ' assimilation all these schools were 

amalgamated with the European schools in 1949. Their number, 

'acoording'to 1946 returns, was 776, with a population-of 
ý1) 

157,601, pupils. The number of European schools'for the same 

year was 1318, 'with a population of 148,673. The difference 
, 

in the number, of schools catering for a smaller� European 

population is clear evidence of the'difference in status 

between-the two types of schools. 

There were also efforts at introducing secondary 

education to Moslems. Two colleges for the use of Arabs, 

were founded, one in 1867 in Algiers, the other in Constantine. 

But in 1872 they were, incorporated - the Algiers College with- 

the Lyebe at Algiers and the Constantine College with the 

Communal College there. 

French educational policies, it is quite clear; -'did-not 
conceive of an indigenous education for the Moslem Arabs, but 

(1) The Statesman's Year Book. ''1948. Algeria. 
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sought and carried out a policy of assimilation more 

comprehensive and more constant than the British 'policies 
f- 10 in India., The policies applied in Algeria, set an example 

to be, followed in French relations with other countries that 

came under their domination, and especially those with a, ' 

predominant Moslem population. 

The main issues, as we have seen, were identical 

with those encountered by the British, but the French policies 

as regards them were'less hesitant. The problem of-the 

language of instruction was more readily disposed of 

"notre choir esvassex Clair; nous, ne pouvons raiseoner 
(1) 

et gagner sea gens qu'en leur. ensignement notre langue". 

Apart from these general points, common to both 

educational policies, the French, system had its own inherent 

characteristic of centralization, formalism and intellectualism, 

which even gained in power whenever the system was severed 

from its native'soil and adapted mechanically to a people 

-racially racially and religiously different.,, 

The French had another obvious weakness, namely t 

existence of a sizeable European colony to which they could 

not. but feel partial, especially in. the field of education. 

In conclusion it may be - safe to state that French' 

(1)'Aynard -'Raymond. L'Oeuvre Francaise En Algeria. Paris 
1912, P., 182. 





VIII. EDUCATION UNDER BRITISH CONTROL. 

I. EGYPT. (1882 - 1922) 

When the British, entered into their tasks in 

Egypt, they were powerfully influenced by their Indian 

experience, despite, the fact-that their policies there were- 

alreadyº gtving cause for dissatisfaction. Recruitment for. 

the new administration had to depend for a long time on men 

who had'served in' India and who had absorbed the, tradition 

of British, rule there and who naturally carried on the" 

practices, they were used to and sought to apply them to, 

Egypt. Certain 
, , ors! however, made the application of 

this policy unwise and futile. Egypt had circumstances 

quite different from those of India; for one thing it 

was a more homogeneous country with no linguistic difficulties 

and less acute religious problems. For another, it was at 

country in which a previous-European influence had found its 

way early in, the nineteenth century resulting in the 

institution of an educational system more or, lessEuropean 

in conception. 
Against this influence the British had to pitch 

theirs ' if they wanted to impress-their policies on the 

education of the Egyptians, but the circumstances which 
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attended on their entry into Egyptian education were different 

from those which made possible the success of the French, 

influence and were far from yielding the same results. 

It is true that the incursion of both had been 

heralded by a military invasion of the country, 'but whereas 

the French. o ocu'pied the as untry for-little over three years, 

the British occupation lasted fora period of forty years 

(from 1822 to, 1922) and has not ceased to stir rancour'and 

bitterness-in the heart and mind of the Egyptian. -. 

The French influence, it must be remembered, did not 

-enter into its period of 'free operation until-the French had :-ý, 

evacuated the country and the Egyptians, or at least their 

leader Mohammad Ali, had willingly gone, to the French for the 

. models of his new education, as well as for its personnel. 

The British influence, on the other hand, came through, 

.'ý 
and was always associated in the minds of the people with the 

presence of a foreign army, a Consul General and a host of-' 

British' officials, who, although in the employment- and pay 

of " the Egyptian" government, were chosen by 'the Consul General 

and owed allegiance, and rerd Bred account, ' not to 
, 
Egypt, but to 

the British government. 

There was, therefore, just'that difference that makes 

for 'spontaneous and ready acceptance in the one case and 

antipathy that defeats . the best of 
, 
intentions on, the other. 



Another, factor which helped to, create this 

difference, in, circumstances was the fact that 'in 1882, 

when . the British intervened in the affairs of Egypt, they 

did so 
_ 
in the face, of ,a strong national movement, which had 

-for_ its avowed purposes, the emancipation of the people from 

persecution and exploitation., - Eighty-two years of 

Europeanization and modern education'had given rise to a 

nationalism which was absent or just nascent in the opening-. 

years of the 19th century. ' The linking of Egypt with Europe 

'through the medium of modern education and the continuous flow 

. of European ideals had. produced a state of affairs, that 

precluded the chance of an- acceptance of the new regime 

without mumur- and complaint and' which consequently' ended in 

open opposition., 

In this struggle against the French influence the 

_ 
British were not greatly helped, either by their Indian 

,_ experience or by ' the particular nature of-their education. 

., This might have shown better in comparison with the old' 

traditional education in India, but failed to convince people 

who had contact with French education. Moreover the English 

education system, despite the undisputed advantages over the 

French, Ras difficult to transplant. It is, in fact, a growth 

peculiar- to the , place of its birth and characterized by its 

aversion to theorizing and. logical, simplicity.. 



,<\ 

This may 'be sufficient to indicate the odds against 

the easy operation of the British policies in Egypt. ' 

Circumstances did not bode well for any great success; 

even had an effort been made to achieve one, and had not the 

introduction of these. policies lacked most"of the factors 

that made-for success. Sir Valentine Chirol says on the 

faults and lack of insight in these policies, "By whatever 

standard we judge, the educational system devised for the 

youth of Egypt under British control, it has not. tended- at 

all to the salvation ' of the - state. It is unquestionably 

the Worst -of our failures. At the end of nearly four decades'. 

-illiteracy weighs down 92% of the male population and-over 

99% of the'-women of Egypt. 

In spite of the warning'example of India our 

eyes, we have barely yet approached the urgent question of 

popula 6dncatkon beyond multiplying the old native Kuttabs 

and trying to ' extend their usefulness, as far as the appalling. 

dearth, of teachers who can even read and , write,,. allows 

", something more ' than the learning of the Koran by rote.. V of 

till 1916 were higher elementary schools started to take up- 

the teaching where elementary schools leave off, and to give, 

in a, few years' course, between the ages of 11 and 16, 

simple, but practical. instruction, suitably differentiated in 

urban and rural districts and "designed to develop the 

ýi 
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-general'capacities 
of pupils with a view to their early 

(1) 

_absorption 
in the business of life". 

For 'a judgment derived from first hand knowledge ' 

with the education of this period given by a writer, who 

himself served'in the"Department of Public Instruction,. and 

had 'known the. 'perscns put in charge for, the greater part-of 

that period of Egyptian education; "Dunlop had begun his '. ä 

career-as a"'teacher'in a national school in Scotland, and- 

had, -come out to Alexandria as a'young. man to, teach in a 

Scottish missionary-'school-there. He acquired the degree of 

" D. Lit. from Glasgow university and he was, undoubtedly, a 

man- of ability and'industry, but his'aim was to produce in the 

schools`of-the-Egyptian government, efficiency based on. a, 

rigid uniformity and, iron discipline. Efficiency. of a sort 

there was. undoubtedly., there-was a, complete lack of 
_ 

elasticity in the system. Originality and initiative on the '. 

part of the British staff were not encouraged; if an 

Egyptian dared to show them he was regarded, with positive. 

disfavour. 'Headmasters and assistants alike were ruled by' 

an iron code, of . regulations, drawn up by Dunlop himself- 

a breach of which was visited'by stringaýlt penalties. "-' 

The' best defence of-'these policies, on the other 

. 
(l), Chirol, ýValentine, The Egyptian Problem, London, 1920, p. 22 

, 
(2)-Bowman, Humphrey, ' Middle East-Window, London, 1942, p. 42. 
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hand, amounts to no more than an apology, and what is more", 

indicates the. amount of influence exercised by the Indian 

experiment on shaping the policies of Egyptian education; 

. Lord, Cromer says, "The'English in Egypt have acted on the_ 

principle advocated by Macaulay. They may repel,. with 

equal truth and scorn, the insinuation that for political 

reasons, they have fostered Egyptian ignorance and 

subserviency. ''If a race of Egyptians, capable of governing 

the country. without foreign aid, has not been formed, the. 

fault does not lie with the English. It must be sought 

elsewhere, neither need any impartial person go far afield 

to. find where it lies. It lies mainly in the fact that the 

two decades are but for a short time in the life«of a nation. 

Material progress may, under certain conditions, be: rapid. 

Moral and intellectual progress must, of necessity, always 

be _ a, plant of slow, growth. " 

Lord Cromer, trying to defend the policies initiated 

under him, "., throws the blame. on the Pasha element in Egypt, 

"On the. whole it" may besaid that one of. the chief obstacles 

to the' adoption 
. 
of an enlightened educational policy in 

Egyptin the early days of occupation was the presence of a 

few leading Pashas, who,. in theory at all events, favoured 

(1) ; Cromer, Evelyn Baring; Lord: Modern Egypt. London 1908, 
Vol. II, p. 538. 
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educational progress. There can be no doubt that, if the 

English had from the first had a free hand in this matter, 

greater progress would have been made than has actually 
(l) 

been the case". 

Lord Milner, another apologist for 
, 
the British .''. 

educational policy, refutes the accusations that too little 

had been done for. education and too little had been, spent. on, 

it, by'comparing educational expenditure in England and_. 

Egypt', "If' the spirit of reform has been slow in reaching the 

educational system, there is no branch in which of recent 

years it has borne richer fruit. The government has often, 

been criticised for 'spending so little upon education, although J 

-at-any-, time during the last ten years it has. spenttwice as, ý` 

much upon it as government of Great Britain did only sixty 

-years ago, but two things should. be borne in mind in this. 

connection: people must live before they can be taught:, 

famine is worse than ignorance. What the Egyptian government 

had, to fight for, six or seven years ago, was, the very 
(2) 

existence of the people. " 

So copious is the amount of criticism_levelled'at those, 

policies, -and so extensive the apology, that we may, - for the 

(1) Cromer, Evelyn Baring, Earl. Modern Egypt. London-1908" 
Vol. " II. P. 530. 

(2)--Milner, Lord Alfred. England in Egypt. 
. London 1894. 
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sake of brevity, summarize the points for and against as 

follows: - 
AGAINST. 

1. That the British did not'-deem the generality of the 

Egyptians worthy°of the best of English education., 

2. That they were parsimonious in educational expenditure. 

3. That they tended to favour conservatism at the expense 

of progress, and so. helped to keep the'majority of 

the people in ignorance. 

4. That the failure of their policy can be measured by the 

high percentage I of illiteracy among , the Egyptian people. - 

5. That they barely toughed*. the-question of popular education. 

s. That the British authorities had no real interest-in 

education, even after financial circumstances had made 

it-possible to give it more attention and more in'the, way 

of expenditure. 

--7. That the, polic'ies lacked inspiration and' that the 

destinies of education were put in the hands ofa man who, 

although'' industrious, had no width of imagination and 'who, 

consequently, Thad mistaken' rigidit' and uniformity for 

-efficiency. 

18. That the Department of Public Instruction-was considered. 

-,,,, -the Cinderella of the-other services, and that. it, was 
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staffed by second or third rate British officials, 

while the better type was installed in it Only, for 

a short time of training and, naturally escaped 

'from it as soon as he qualified himself for the 

other departments. 

FOR. 

1. That education and moral reform had, by their nature.,, 

to be a slow growth. 
2. That ' the British, 'amour propre' for compromise made 'a 

radical change-out, of question. 

3. That part of the blame falls on the deterring influence 

of a certain 'element of people. 

4". That educational reform had to give priority to more 

urgently needed reforms. Bread before education. 

b. That from the English point of view., -and by comparison 

with England. (ao years ago), the expenditure on 

education ' was not too ' small`, 

ß. That the defective organization of education and the 

inefficient staff the British found in the country, 

were the real obstacles in the way of progress. 

'7. .. That parents were-not ready to contribute adequately 

to the expense of the education of their children. 
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g, -That the British had hardly anything to build upon. 

The -institutes left them were derelict and they had to 

build the whole edifice of education anew. 

It is clear that both critics and defenders agree 

that ' little had been done, 'but differ as to who was to 

blame, for it. For our purpose it is significant that, neither. 

by dint of circumstance, nor by, the very nature of the work ,, 

done was 'there any scope, for a great and spectacular- 

achievement. 

Apart from the fact that the British were too 

absorbed in ideas and practices conceived from the Indian 

experiment, and that they, had a powerful influence already 

in' operation in ' the . country, against ,. which they; had, for 

political and other reasons,, to, fight., there were several" 

other factors that contributed tos the paucity of the results 

reached. These derive from the background of English, 

education, the conception of Egyptian education : judged bye 

its historical origins, and, thirdly , from the nature-and 

purpose of the British occupation of-the country. - 

As Englishmen of the late nineteenth and early 

- twentieth centuries, the,, authors educational policies could '- .' 
not possibly draw but. fröm'the experience of English education' 

at that time. Lord MilUer,. as'already. quoted, 'referred to a- 

comparison between educational' expenditure in Egypt-and 
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England "Sixty years ago" (Lord Milner's book, it should be 

observed, appeared in', the year'1894). Sixty years'ago" 

would indicate that he had in mind the first state subsidy 

to'education in the year 1833. This indicates the-light 

in which the education given to the Egyptians appeared in the 

eyes of the British and how it'ought to be conceived as a' 

cheap type 'of education given by the state to the 'poor 

classes of the people: for the better type-6f education-the 

people must pay. . No, Englishman of that period-would have, 

been-able to conceive of education, especially that part of it 

which led to the professions, as 'the concern. of the state to ' be - 

run and maintained entirely by' it and at its, expense. He would 

not, by any stretch of'imagination or even. compromise, comprehend 

or justify the suggestion that such'education should rightly 

be extended to all 'classes" of the people; that ' it should be 

offered to, them `free; and, moreover . that they should be 

encouraged by scholarship to partake' of it. It is because of 

this that'the Englishmen in charge of Egyptian education were, 

naturally against the principle of free education, especially 

in those 
. schools which prepared for, and led to, the professions. 

The second source from which the policies derived was 

the conception of. Egyptian education itself. * To an Englishman 

this education, as conducted in the'schools of the European type, 

had no rightful claim to rank as national education. It' 'was 
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created, by the state and for state purposes, it did not draw 
. on 

` any national background or derive from national traditions. It 

was an alien system, imported for ". the satisfaction of, immediate 
, 

and-limited purposes, namely, . the creation of a class 'of 

government officials. Should it have 'then any right to be 

paid for by the mass of population, When it only catered for 

the priýlleged few? This note is repeatedly struck_inthe 

writings of those who were responsible for the shaping of 

a new educational policy in the early years of the British 

occupation. They forgot that the fault was not in , the education 

itself, but in the limited purposes it was made to serve. 

Lord ' Cromer, in his. annual report ' for-the year 1904, speaks 

thus of the' educational,. system he hardly, found fit to be styled .r 

national:. he government system of , schools, which dates back 

to a -period,. long before, the British occupations-is designed to - .. -- 

provide in the main a European-education.,, -The system was not 

conceived and cannot be regarded, as a complete expression of 

the - national, needs in the matter of, education, nor can it be 

taken as-representing the lines along which educational 

development should advance indefinitely. As regards secondary 

education, and perhaps certain other special branches of 

European education, increased provision is admittedly<necessary,. 

but there can be little doubt that the. 34 primary schools make 

ample provision for the requirements of the country, both public 
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and private, in this grade of European education. Even assuz4ing 

these Europeanized private primary schools to be efficient, an 

increase in their number would not be a net gain for education, 

for 'it represents so' much effort, diverted from fields in which 

it would find more, profitable and useful 
, 
employment" ... 

Labouring under this-misconception thea$ritish, 

authorities ' looked for that which' might answer the qualifications 

for a national education, and their search 'led them to the 
_. 

Kuttab system. In this they found an education that could -be -, 

run cheaply with little financial help from the government, and 

favoured and perpetuated a conservative view of life, and thus 

discouraged the' reception of. other- European influences so 

embarrassing to the British. This was the origin of, the 

British-interest in the vernacular edtu aticn. They attempted 

to use it as 'a means of diverting 'educational effort from schools 

which they found unnecessary and , impossible to apply generally ,. 

and, at the same time, they used it as a palliative , 
for' the 

people's increased demand for education. ' 

It is obvious that the-example that must have been 

. present in the minds of the British makers of this-policy was 

something near to elementary education, in England. English 

, elementary education, however, "was the concern of the local 

educational authorities, and searching, for an equivalent body 

in Egypt, to be. 'charged with the duties of ý this ý education, this 

(1) Baring'-' aring - Sir Evelyn: His Majesty's. Agent and Consul General: 
Report on the Finances, Administration and Affairs of Egypt and the S, 1905.385. . udan. 



British administrators fell on the provincial. councils. 

These councils owe their origin to an Organic Law of 1883, 

but seem to have functioned in a limited advisory capacity 

to the governors of the provinces. The British extended the 

. powers of the councils so that they, might virtually, become 

local authorities responsible for elementary vernacular 
" 

-education 
and trade schools, "subject to the general control 

of the Ministry of Education". 'The councils were further, ' 

empowered to found elementary schools and-subsidise schools 
. (1) 

already. existing for this purpose. 

With el'ementary. education launched on-its way and 

'the Europeanized system trimmed-to the bare requirements of 

government officials, the British turned their' attention "to 
' 

the two important' questions of the language of instruction 

and the strong competition of the French language., 

The two issues were, in. fact', entwined, so that by '' 

removing the one, or at least relegating . it, to a-secondary, 

importance, the other could step into its place. This the 

, British-gradually brought about, -first-by putting their 

language on a par with the French (the child. or the child's, 

parent. was to opt for either language), -and later by pushing -' 
the French out of the way and installing English instead. 

(1) His Majesty's Annual Report, 1910. 
_ 
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The British had, however, to wait for sixteen years 

', from the time of their occupation, before they could declare 

a-5 policy in this respect, as, shown by this extract from the 

report for the year 1898,. "At the time of the British occupation 

of, Egypt, now more than 16 years ago, French, if not the only, 

was certainly the principal European language taught in. the 

great, schools (English was either neglected or defectively 

taught. We need not dwell on the reason which has brought about 

this relative predominance of the French language. They. were, - 

in great part, of an historical nature, anddate'ýfrom'the time 

of Mohammad All, and indeed, in some degree, from the Napoleonic''. 

period. 

It Was manifest that the disability under which the 

English language laboured,, could not be allowed to continue. At 

the, 
. same time, no abrdpt departure from the. course . of action 

which so far had been pursued was. either necessary or desirable. 

The persons principally concerned were the-Egyptian children, 

and their parents. ' ý-It was for the latter to decide whether they 

, 
wished their sons to learn French, - or whether they , 'preferred, 

them to learn English.., To'endeavour, to use British influence 

with a. view to placing obstacles in the way-of French tuition, 

would have been an unwarrantable interference in the liberty of 

Egyptian parents, `and, would have also been entirely out of harmony 

with'the liberal spirit displayed by British policy-in-. this and. 
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cognate matters. The policy was actually adapted and may 

be briefly described as that-of "linguistic free trade". 

Stripped of the extremely diplomatic language in 

which this was couched, it amounted to nothing less than a 

declaration of war on the French language ' and, consequently, ' 

on the French influence, for the matter of freedom left to 

the parents to choose was out of question with-the British in 

power and controlling the disposal' of favour. ' The "linguistic 

free trade", 'as was naturally expected, resulted in the 

triumph of English over French in schools. As Mr. Bowman 

comments, "It was not so long since French had been the aöle- 

language of instruction, and it was still open--to-all who 

opted for it, but the young Egyptian knew on which side his- 

bread was buttered, whatever his political feelings might 

be, and it was obvious-to him, as the occupation continued, 

that a' knowledge of English would be more profitable. " ý" 

Nor '. was such a result ' far ý from showint itself in, the 

actual figures of those opting for English 
. 
as, shown'between', -I, 

the years 1889 and 1898, a period of ten years of this 
, 

: "free linguistic trade". ý Table I, describes the . increase in 

that period and Table II shows the increase year by year. 

t 

(1)-Bowman, Humphrey. Middle East Window. London 1942, p. 65. 
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1898 156 

, 
132 

- 
54 a 46 

A6x'1 cul ture - 

Pý'cTessional. 1889 61 212 22 78 
51 
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TABLE II. ' 

FIGURES FROM 1889 TO 1898 

SHOWING THE GRADUAL INCREASE YEAR BY YEAR. 

Year, No. of No-of Per cent Per cent REMARKS 
pupils , pupils Engl ish French, 

..... .'. opting 
, opting 

for for 
English French ' 

1889 
. --1,063 2,994 26 74. 

1890 1,774 3,199 ' 35 65 
. 

1891 2,032 2,852 42 

1892 21,237 . 2,864 ' 44 . 56 

1893 22434' 2,585 , 48 52 

1894 ' 2,669 3,748 42 -*. - 58 . 
1895 . , 

29655 39417, ". 44 -", 56 

-1896. 2,800 3,363 45 55 

, 
1897 3,058 3,150. 49 

1898 3,859 1,88I 67 _ "' 33 

* This decline' is attributed to, the acute wave of Anglophobia 
which swept the country, during Riaz Pasha's Ministry in 1894. 
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The struggle for the use of English as the language 

of instruction was not as easy as that of displacing French 

in Savour of English. For one thing the language displaced 

was a foreign language, and its withdrawal into insignificance 

did not rouse the religious, national and sentimental feelings 

of . 
the people, but when it came to an encroachment on the 

rights of Arabic the issues involved were quite different. 

The use of English, as the medium" of 'instruction in 

primary, secondary and special. schools, was widely decried 

by the people, and was the subject of incessant and bitter 

attacks from the 'nationalist press. It' was also an educational 

and'nationalAssue on which the British policies suffered a 

reverse and one"on which political, nationalist propaganda, 

scored a victory. ".:. 

The arguments of-the Nationalist 'side in the. struggle 

seem to have been based on'the principle that an 

exclusive use of . English would result in 'the weakening 
, 
of 

Arabic to, the detriment of the people"s religion and morals, " 

as well as national entity on account of the close connection 

between' language and religion'on', the one hand and language and 

. nationality on the other., It was also claimed by'. the 

nationalists that the policy aimed in a subtle, yet effective-, ' 

-way. -to kill the patriotic feelings of the"people and their 



national consciousness by weakening their links with their $ 

national heritage and making them, consequently, lose their 

identity as a cultural' and national unit,, and would ultimately 

result in' their complete, absorption' into the British 
. 
Empire. 

. 
The British authorities, on-the other hand, advanced 

lengthy arguments for the advantage of using English as the, 

language of instruction, and defended their motives for, so 

doing.; The arguments, which , were. contained in a note by- 

Mr. Dunlop, are quite reminiscent of those marshalled- for the 
(1) 

same purpose in the case of Indian education'and must, 

undoubtedly, have derived from them. 

The 'note, 
. 'dating from 1906, which' is -quite a lengthy 

affair, revolves on the following points: - 

1. The parents generally desire their children to-receive 

their education largely through the medium of a European 

language, so as to give them such facility. in the living 

use of the-language'as will enable them to profit by, 

the many advantages, literary., ' educational, ' and' material, 

which such a knowledge of a European language offers in 3 

Egypt. 

2. The Ministry considers that its duty is. to meet the 

parents' desires, and to avoid , making the boys the' victimi 

of-Partisan theory. 

(1) See 'above. Section `dealing with British *educationalpolicies 
_ in India. ' . 



3. The system of utilizing the foreign language as the 

linguistic basis of instruction was not introduced by 

the British. It was common practice in the special 

schools and was extended from them downwards to the 

secondary schools in 1880 by Ali Mubarek Pasha, 

Minister of Education,, who justified that policy in 

his fourth report. 

4. ,;. The use of European staff, owing, to the - shortage of, 

native teachers, qualified to teach mathematics and 

drawing in Arabic, necessitated the 
, 
use of a European 

language as the medium, of, instruction in those -two 

subjects as'early as 1897. 

b. Instruction in 
. 
the professiotnal. colleges had. beeng given 

in an European language because of the 'inefficiency of 

Arabic, the scarcity of suitable text-books in that' 

language, and the difficulty, of i1nventing, scientific 

,. 'studies and,, therefore, a good standard in the European 

-language is necessary for the successful conduct . of 

studies in' those schools. '.. 

6. Translation of text-books into Arabic is quite impracticab 

"A translation is, however, at best but. a poor' 

representation of the author's mind. * The procedure, 

moreover, would be lengthy and very expensive, as 



r 
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translation rights must be, bought. 

'. A good working knowledge 'of a -foreign language is 

valuable to those wbe wish to continue their studies 

in a, European university. 

8. As a result of Mohammad All's'policy_of Europeanization, 

European culture has become a necessity for the good 

conduct of government. The country can no longer-afford 

to stand alone in "Nationalist isolation". 

9. If a European language, therefore, is to be 
, 
used it must 

be. learnt as a'living language, by using it to some 

.ý 
purpose, not merely by learning about, it. 

10. Much of the, criticism proceeds from, a misconception of 

the origin and special purpose of the system of 

education in use. ", It is not, and. was not, 
-the; - 

expression of national needs. "The question is not 

whether, the special purpose of providing a European 

education shall be an efficient reality or a mere 

simalacrum". 

11. 
- _ 

The * claim that the use of English weakens the -study 

of Arabic and retards the development of intellect 'is 

disproved by actual experience, the standard 
, of Arabic 

as ý shown in the annual examinations has 
, not : suffered . 

on this account. 



r 

Lord Cromer endorsed Mr. Dunlop's views in the annual 

report of the same year, but sought to appease national 

'feeling by describing th e policy as a temporary measure, to be 

revised when the supply of Egyptian teachers increased, "As. 
_ 

the supply of qualified Egyptian teachers increases, I think 

that instruction may,, to a somewhat greater extent than at-' 

present, be given in Arabic: but I am convinced'that, for the 

time being, any radical change of system would be a retrograde 

measure. It would certainly be fatal to the execution of 

the policy of gradually substituting`Egypti8n for European - 

agency in I the, government and administration of the country. ., 
' 

. Further, I have not the, least doubt that the change would be 

extremely, unpopular amongs the most intelligent of the 

Egyptians". 

It will be seen from the above that the main line 

of argument derives from the British conception of - the 

educational system as a peculiar growth, which must be treated 

in a way compatible with, its peculiarity. 

The arguments, however, do not have any sound 

educational. principles in their support. It does not. follow - 
that , because the system had originated as - an exotic growth, 

it should. remain so, and that because it was conceived as a 

(1) dis Majesty's Agent and Consul General Annual-Report 1906. 
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means of supplying officials, that limitation should be 

perpetuated by making it always dependent on that particular. 

" purpose. ' It would have been. to the good " of, ' educational progress, 

if some'effort häd. been made to bring it as near as-possible to 

the ideals, of a national education, instead' of, allowing a gap., 

to exist between the two systems. 

The, argument that the learning of a foreign language Is, 

strengthened by''using it to some purpose is defensible, if the 

students were going to use that langpage out'of the class rooms, 

a thing which' was far from happening in Egypt, where most of 

the pupils were day scholars who never made any use of the 

foreign language in their social intercourse. Mr. Bowman says 

on this point "As to the teaching . of other subjects through an ', 

English medium, enough has been said to I prove that the ' principle, 

so far as government schools' were concerned, was fundamentally 

wrong. Whatever merits' the system may have had in boarding 

schools run on the lines (more or less) of an English public 

school ... the case with the Egyptian government was different.. 

By far the greater number of boys lived at home, where Arabic 

was the only language spoken, and where the atmospheres 'and 

environment were'entirely divorced from English thought and 

culture. The boarders never met an Englishman once the day's 

work' was over, and never spoke' a word of English outside the , .. 
' 

-class room. " 

(1) Bowman, turiphrey: Middle East Window, London 1942, - p. 62-63. 
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The policy, whether on account of its failure or under 

the relentless attacks of the Nationalists, had to be 

gradually abandoned, beginning with the teaching of, mathematics 

in Arabic in, 1907. In 1908, we find the authorities beginning 

to allow a greater use of Arabic in the instruction of 

subjects, and a number of text books in that language were 

made ready for 'use, together with some of the English teachers' 

themselves 'giving their lessons in Arabic. 

In 1909 the authorities had to acknowledge that the 

use of a foreign language as the medium of instruction could 
, 

only , be defended as a temporary expedient to tide over the 

period of transition' until 'all teaching was , 
'in Arabic, - thus' 

retracting their former policy, and henceforward Arabic was 

in 
, the ascendancy. ' 

'In 1910 it was applied to the teaching of history, 

geography 'and science, with a subsequent conversion. in the 

higher'colleges and it was also adopted in the School of 

Agriculture and'in the teaching of mathematics in the Training- 

College and in-the School of Engineering. The European staff 

had to, adäpt themselves to the new conditions by learning; 

, enough Arabic to be able to conduct lessons in that language. 

With the'main. lines of British educational policies in 

: Egypt' clearly indicating the 'direction of progress. towards a 
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revival of vernacular, education- of the elementary type;,. 

this to be effected at the expense of the Europeanized system 

the three `stages of which would be subjected to the law or 

supply and demand, as dictated by the need for government 

officials, it may be possible to'proceed with an examination 

of what the British achieved in these spheres of educational 

activity. 

ELEMENTARY VERNACULAR EDUCATION. 

As might have been expected the British authorities 

exerted the greatest ' effort in this field of 'education, but , the 

. 
limitations of economic circumstances precluded any great 

movement for the ' establishment of a modern-type of elementary- 

school to replace the old Kuttab. What the British did was 

to improve, the existing schools by a scheme of 'Grants-in-aid, ' 

, the awarding of which was made dependent upon instruction. being 

given daily in reading writing and the four rules of arithmetic. - 

To ensure a higher standard of teaching in'those schools, the 
al 

award of-financial aid was also made condition/upon receiving 

-a satisfactory report from the government inspectors. Those 

were'the two measures resorted to by the British to spread that 

type of elementary education. among the masses, dictated, was it 

was , by the egigencies 'of economy and supplemented by the British 
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love for compromise. Both, it may be observed, were typical 
" 

of the English educational policy in relation to elementary, 

education as it operated in England itself until very, recently. 

It cannot be said that the incursion the government 

made into ; this field of indigenous education was 'deep and 

penetrating from the very start. There was indeed a steady 

increase in the number of Kuttabs'aided by, the government, 

and so brought under its' supervision, but the process was 

too slow-to effect any spectacular , results. 

To give an example of how slow the government 

penetration Ras at the start, the number of Kuttabs brought 

under government supervision by 1901, was 925, out of an 

estimated number of, 10,000. 
, ! These- were, scattered all over ý 

the country, and were attended by some 200,000children. 

The-greater number of the 925 were brought under supervision 

In'the'years between 1898 and 1901. 
x_, ý1) 

The Department, of Public Instruction had besides 

those independent Kuttabs; under supervision,, 87 Kuttabs 

under direct control. 
. 
It will be observed that by far ' 

the greater number had remained-unaided and unsupervised, still 

pursuing the old. tppe of Kuttab education under-inefficient 

masters, and usually without any sanitary-conditions. 

(1) on the 'recommendat"ion of the Committee in . 1884 mainly on 
economic grounds, -the Ministry of Education was incorporated ixe 
the Ministry of Interior as a"department' known' as the 
Department of Public Instruction.... 
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I As the years rolled on, -the movement seems to have 

gathered speed,, and more Kuttabs were either brought-under 

supervision or added to those. under the direct control of the 

Department of Public Instruction. In 1903 the number of the 

, 
first reached 2,623 of which 1,512 were in receipt of Grants-in 

-aid, and which taught . 70,702 boys and 5,026 girls, incurring 

an expenditure of'£. E. 77,000. The development'of, this type 

of. education is indicated by the increase. in number between 

1898". and 1906 as, shown in the following table: - 

FIGURES INDICATIVE OF THE 'EXPANSION OF KUTTAB EDUCATION. 

'Tear No. of 
'Kuttabs No. of pupils No, 6t teachers 
under 
inspec- 
tion Bo Zs Girls Total male Female Total 

1898 301, 6,938 ; X598 536 490 9. " 499 

1899 403 9,839 568, 10,407. 571 4 575 

1900. 483 11,318 997 12,315 627 '7_ 634, 

1901' ; 925. 24,691 2,140 '. 263,831 
. 1,352 12 1,364 

1902 1,346 36,142 2,993 39,135 
. 
'1,574 '13 -. 1,587 

1903, 2,623,, 70,702 5,526 76,228 3,260 23, 3,283 

1904 ' 3,698 115,871 8,615 124,486 5,621 
. 

30 5,651-. 

1905 4,859 136,083 9,611' 145,694 6,259 32 6,327 

1906 
-,,... _.. _.. _ 

4,432 

._ 

145,838 10,704 156,542 
�6,551 

33. 6,584- 

F 
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An innovation in the policy towards these schools was 

also introduced in the year, 1903, by creating a link with 

industrial training. ' Lord'Cromer, partly influenced by the 

views of Mr. Lecky, the author of "Democracy and Liberty*" 

advocating the principle of one particular education for the 

'poor equipping them for their state "in life, and partly to 

arrest the development of the elementary schools towards an 

ad! anced type of elementary education or-lower primary, was in 

favour - of giving the pupils manual 'training with, a view to. 

enabling them to earn a living. He quotes thus from Lecky, 

"The great mistake in the education of the poor has, in general, 

been that it has been too ambitiously literary. Primary education 

should`, teach the, poor to write well and to count well but, for 

the'rest, it should 'be much more technical-and industrial/than 
(1) 

literary"., Building up on this Lord Oromer says "This 

passage very accurately represents the general principles which 

have served as a guide in the gradual organization of the 
" 

Egyptian-village school. An endeavour is being made to create 

.a number of inexpensive but efficient elementary schools, in 

-which religious"instruction. is afforded, 
"together with a course 

of secular instruction designed merely to-equip the pupil with 

sufficient knowledge to take care of his own interests in his 

(1 y ii. M.. Agent ` and Consul General Annual Report 1903. '', 



` (1ý "` i 
station of life... " 

the industrial training was conducted concurrently"with 
" 

the Kuttab Instruction by apprenticing a number of selected 

pupils to handicrafts in government departments and ordinary 

workshops. The pupils for the period of two years would spend 

the morning session, in 
, 
the learning of trades, and the afternoon'] 

] 
session in pursuing their Kuttab instruction. 

The movement for reorganizing elementary schools'was . 

-under government auspices and dependent on government' aid, but 

It entered. a new phase in 1905. Private. initiative was prevailed 

. upon to devote parts of, its effort to t1B establishment of 

these 
, 
schools of the elementary type. ' , Societies for the 

improvement-'of Kuttabs sprang up in no less than eleven 

different provinces. The result was that 785 Kuttabs. were 

built and 366 repaired, and plans drawn up for the construction 

of another 187.1' 

The British authorities, pleased, no doubt,, to' secure 

this interest of local effort in elementary education, were 

quick to make use of the move. -, With ä variety of regulations 

a Commission was instituted in the-Department of Public 

Instruction whose function was to be in control of all matters' 

relating to"vernacular elementary education and further, a 

society, for the extension, of education of this type was to. be ''` 

(1) H. M. Agent' and-Consul General Annual Report'1903., 
: Also in Cromer's Modern Egypt. Vol. II.:. ' 



established in each province or area controlled by 
.a 

governor 

under, the presidency of the local governor. The supreme control 

of the affairs of the society in each province would be vested 

in a General Provincial commission with subordinate committees 

in every village, provincial town and village delegations in', 

the 'villages. 

The same year, witnessed a, further development along 

th'e apprenticeship lines. An Italian model, the Casanova 

YInstittMe 
at Naples was proposed for introduction in Egypt. 

"The peculiarity, of the system is that the workshops are 

occupied, not by salaried servants-of the institute, but by 

private craftsmen, working on ordinary^cccnmercial lines and 
ý1) 

on their account". 

-The next major development in the field of vernacular 

elementary education came with the institution of the Provincial 

Councils as local educational,, authorities in respect of 

'elementary and technical education in 1914, but' we may postpone 

the discussion of the activities of these bodies in that field- 

to the. section especially dealing with their 
. 
educational effort. 

The final step taken by the British in the service of 

elementary education was the appointment of a commission'in 

. 
1917., to examine a scheme for its extension, so as to cover 

(1) His Majesty's Agent and Consul. General ýAnnüal 'Report 1905. 
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the-purposes of popular education. The, step was undoubtedly 

necessitated by 'the sharp criticism of the3vsults achieved 

by the British after. so many years of championing the cause 

of vernacular education. The commission was able, after a 

lengthy investigation of the subject, to publish its report 

in 1918. The report formulated a scheme by which the 

Provincial Councils would be placed under a statutory-obligation 

to provide efficient elementary schools, within a maximum 

period of twenty years,. in every town and village, for-'10 

per cent of the total population. 

The provision so schemed was deemed by the commission, 

to. raise the standard of 'school attendance in Egypt to the 

level; of the less advanced European states. The capital cost 

for the sites and buildings for schools was estimated at twelve 

and a half million pounds, ", to be spread over twenty, years. The, 

ultimate cost for the maintenance of schools and the training 

colleges for' the teachers was put "at" the sum of 
"£. 

E. 2,000,000 

a year. . The whole cost was to be borne in a fixed ration by the 

state and provincial councils. 

The state ofunrest' which followed - in 1919, the increased 

cost of living and the rise in the price of commodities, 'together 

f with a, sudden fall in the prices of . cotton, ' rendered it difficult 

for the authorities to give the question the consideration which 

it deserved, nevertheless the scheme provided the foundation on 

which to build future, policies. 
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THE EUROPEANIZED SYSTEM. =-.. 
i4 

`The principles governing the British educational policy 

in'respect of the Europeanized schools derived' from their 

conception of them, as preparing a class adequately educated 

for the requirements of 'the government. ' As such, and according 

to the law of supply and demand, their growth had to be 

' regulated in accordance with the needs of the government- 8 

departments. 

As the education received in these schools qualified 

for government employment, and, 'consequently lucrative 

remuneration, the recipients of that-education had,, according 

to the views of the. British authorities to pay, if not for the, 

whole, -at 
least'-for part of the"cost of education. Hence the 

principle of school-fees was established to serve -the double 

purpose, of keeping that education well within bounds and to 

divert part of the expenditure to the more deserving field of 

elementary education. It is fair to add here that the 

principle gras not entirely innovated by the British, it has ;, 

been mentioned already that it was stipulated in the schools of 

Ismail and'Riaz Pasha attempted'to enforce it in 1878, but 

it seems to, have remained a dead letter until the British took: 

practical, steps to, execute it. The motives behind that policy'. 

are amply expressed and defended in the annual report of 1905: 

it., may be, interesting to quote 
, part of it. here, "The policy 

, was 



of gradually suppressing free education and of concurrently 

raising the, fees in the government schools, which are above 
" 

the Kuttab grade, finds its justification in the nature., ' the 

purpose, and the changed circumstances of the schools. It 

must be remembered that the whole system is exotic. It aims 

at providing a European course of education, intended to fit 

Egyptians for various branches of the public service and for 

professional,. careers". "The ultimate. aim of the. government 

should be to bring the fees in , 'all Europeanized schools V 

approximately to the level of the cost of'the education 

provided in. those schools, and so set free the fund now 

expended on the schools of, this class for the promotion of V 

education of a more national character"... "The elimination 

of free education and the gradual raising of the fees in 

the government'Europeanized schools must be regarded, therefore, 

not as a'reactionary movement inimical to the true interests 

of-the country, but as the abolition of a privilege, which 

has hitherto absorbed all the revenue available-for education, 

with a-view to the utilization of the funds thus-liberated for 

educational purposes of a more truly national and popular - 

character". "In theory free education in the government schools 

was in'the, past reserved for the poor. - In practice, -through 
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intrigue, social influence and dishonesty, the bulk of t1m. 

free places were secured by the rich and powerful classes 

and their protofies, whilst needy, and meritorious pupils had 

to pay for their education". 

That the principle worked out to, the purpose desired-can 

be gauged. by the increase of revenue 'which'. the government 

derived from, school fees. In1881, ' the ' year before the British, 

occupation, the-revenue was only £E 17,000. - In 18941it 

rose to 76,000 and in 1905 to £E 90,000. 

The parents, on the other hand, were' not deterred by the'- 

exaction of fees, but resorted to the common- practice of, 

obtaining for. their children just that amount of education 

necessary far lower posts in the government immediately after: 

the primary certificate, without going to'the trouble cf an 

arduous, long and expensive, secondary education, "It was 

found 
, 
that of-l. te years the number of candidates who presented 

themselves'forieRonzidary, certificate examination has-been 

steadily decreasing., Only 240 candidates presented themselves", 

for examination in 1901, as compared, with 272 in 1900 and '297 

in 1899. On the other hand, in spite of the examination fee 

having been three times'raised, the number of candidates for' 

the primary certificate examination rose from 1,560 in 1899, ' 

to 1,753 in' 1900, and again to 1,915 ' in 19010. To offset. - 

(1) His Majesty's Agent and Consul General, Annual Report 1901. 
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that tendency the government. retaliated by a two-fold remedy., 

Firstly it raised the standard of qualifications required for 

certain grades of the civil service and, secondly, it increased' 

the'. school fees in the primary schools. to £E b per year as 

from 19016 It was also decided that bearers of primary, 

certificates should not be', promoted to posts carrying, with 

them a, salary of more than £E 10 
,a month. The decline in the 

. 
'number of candidates for the secondary certificate was 

partly arrested in 1902 and 1903, the number rising to 292 and 

'323 respectively. 

Later on, in 1907, it was found necessary, in application 

of, the 
, principle of demand and supply, to extend the 'secondary 

education *course to four years, with an examination at' the end 

of the first two 
- years, so as to - regulate , 

furthermore the' 

relation between the output of these schools and the needs of 

the-state. The new regulation was to become operative'in'1909. , 

After this date the primary- certificate would cease to qualify V 

'for-government 
employment. 

The total result of the policy stated above was'that 

the number of schools'of the higher primary,, secondary and 

special education did not'present'any great Increase for 

the whole period of British control. 

The-number of higher primary-schools remained static' 
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at 34' (32 for boys and 2, for girls) until nearly 1920 when 

the number rose to 35 and later to, 39. The provincial 

councils and the private schools, however, filled the, gap 

so left by . the government by shouldering the task of providing- 

schools of that type., - {] 

The views of the authorities'on this question were 

stated in the annual report of 1904 as such "... but, 

there can be little doubt that'the 34 primary, schools make 

ample provision for the requirements of the country, both 

public and private, 'In this grade of European education. 

Even assuming these Europeanized private primary schools to, 

äe, efficient, an increase in their number would not be'a net 

gain to education, for it represents so much effort diverted 

from fields in which it would find more profitable and more 

useful'employment". 

In the field of secondary education the same policy 

of restriction was maintained, although as-early, as 1904, 

we find students refused, admissionbecause the schools were. ' 

full up. The number of students', then had reached only the 

number of 1,033, - increasing from, 596 in 1900. The number 'of 

government secondary schools seems to have remained-static-at 

5, in 1912 when another one was added. -'Three more were added, 

between 1920 and-1921, with, an'aggregate attendance of 5,289; 

3,261 boys and "28'' girls. 
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It was natural, then, with an increasing population 

and the rising demand for this type of education that private 

schools should spring up to supply the demand. The number, of 

private schools catering for secondary education-reached 32 in 

1921, with, an attendance of 4,490, all boys. 

Higher education was also kept within narrow bounds 

as a natural result'. of the limitations of the two subordinate 

grades. The, number of special schools or'colleges rose from 

3, with the addition of one school for judges of Moslem Courts 

in 1890, to b by 1921. The attendance rose from 382 in 1890 to 

1,028 in 1921. 

Private initiative had again toýstep in and fill the 

gap. In the 'face of - official , displeasure a, -scheme for a 

national university was launched in 1907. 
_ 

The university was 

to remain essentially a, private enterprise, carried on by, its 

own resources. The attempt-was an indication of the deficiencyr, 

then existing in, the field of higher education, 
-and might have 

served as a practical. protest. against the limited scope and 

insufficiency. of the government special schools.. The university, 

seems on the whole, to have had a limited activity, and to have 

failed to win the support of'the''authorities. '_ In the annual' 

report of 1911, the folldwing criticism was passed-on it, 

'"It is-probable that, the titles attributed by Egyptian 05 

institutions generally are misleading, especially', as they contain 



little of the amenities that'are the possession of the'universi- 

ties. The only branch now founded in the Egyptian university 

is the Faculty of Arts -, a branch riot very popular with the 

, 
Egyptians who see no material value accruing therefrom. 

The state being such, it is difficult to find a remedy, 

but if it be known that there are higher institutes for law, - 

medicine,, engineering and agriculture, the basis is present 

for a-university to build on., The present university cannot,., 

under the circumstances, broaden itself to include the above 

mentioned schools without which'it cannot be. a university. in 

the full--and progressive sense of 'the word". ' 

CHANGES IN THE CURRICULA* 

The major alteration in all grades of European education, 

and by far the' most criticised, was the gradual substitution of 

English for French. In the primary schools English was i1ade the 

principal foreign language for those so opting. ' The syllabus 

covered instruotion"in the Koran, the principles of Islam, 

the Arabic' language, Arabic calligraphy, object lessons, 

geography, "history and drawing (free hand and-geometrical). 

The order of progress was as follows: - the first year 

was devoted to reading and writing'in Arabic (later in 1901 

English was introduced - in the first year): the second year,, a 
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a foreign language was taken up, together with object lessons 

and geography in Arabic: in the third year oboect lessons 

and instruction in geography were given in a European languages 

and in, the fourth year history was taught in Arabic. 

In the secondary schools the syllabus: covered the 

Arabic language, Arabic calligraphy, arithmetic, geometry, 

algebra,. the English language (a) as the principal-European 

language'studied by pupils in English classes, or (b) as 

the supplementary European. language studied by pupils in 

French classes,. the French language, with the same distIr tioons, 

English calligraphy, geography and physics, geography, history, 

physics*, chemistry, natural science (botany,, physiology, - 

zoology, hygiene and drawing). 

Apart from 
. 
the teaching of either English or French 

as a principal foreign ' language,, English was made the medium 

of instruction of other 'subjects . of the' curriculum in the 

primary and secondary schools. 

FEMALE EDUCATION. 

The progress of B ritish'policy in that-field'had 

necessarily to be slow and circumspect, for fear of offending -. 
Moslem susceptibilities. The British authorities had proceeded. 

with the greatest care, not allowing any. measure to be carried 



through that might be-resented by the people as an 

encroachment on their religiousand social traditions., 

English mistresses were brought - direct, to the Training. 

Colleges for women, no men were allowed within the schools, 
ý. 

- 

and as there were no women inspectors 'Inspection. of Girls 
(l) 

Schools was confined to the Senior Inspector, an Englishman'. 

Such circumstances, however, limited the, possibilities. 

of expansion in that type ' of education. -The only great 

increase. in numbers obtained in the field of elementary 

education, where the double rate of aid for girls must have 

added strength to the movement. 

In the field'of primary education, school accommodation 

seems to have remained too limited to allow for any great 

numbers., As late as 1920 there were only two'schools, with an 

attendance of 578. Here, as in the case. of boys' schools, '- 

--the Provincial-Councils and'the private schools catered for 

a greater nupber than did the government schools, In 1920, 

the Provincial Councils had in their primary schools, 1,034 

girls, and the private schools had'2, '415: 

The government made no provision, for, the. secondary, 

education of. girls until 1920, . when after difficulties in - 

finding premises, . 1- 
school was finally 

-opened, 
but no'figures 

exist as to the number of girls in that-school to the end 

(1) Bowman, Humphrey. Middle East Window, London 1942, p. 70. 
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of British control. 

One very productive measure adopted by the authorities 

was the selection of a few promising girls and sending; them 

., to, England for specialized training. This, indeed was an 

innovation in 'the history of Egyptian education missions as, 

they had so far been, limited- to men.. Your girls appear in 

the statistics issued by the Ministry of Education in January 

1921, as receiving their education abroad,, 

'The picture in this field of education, however, refleeta 

the main lines of the British educational policy, with its 

encouragement of-elementary vernacular education for the .' 

greater numbers, 'and 
. the limitat ion' of the' scope of primary 

and secondary. -education to the fewest, possible pupils. '' This 

usually, involved resorting to the device of fees when the 

demand , for one particular type became greater. than was-.., 

desirable, and to refusal of admission when the fees did not. 

--succeed. in 
, checking the 

±flood 
of . applicants. "No less 

than 100'girls were refused admission at`the Higher primary 

schools and Training Institutions in Cairo last year, owing 

to -lack-, of accommodation'. 

(1) {is 
. 
Majesty's Agent and''Consul General Annual Report, 1904.. 



TECHNICAL' EDUCATION. ' 

M*le keeping i. n mind, that Egypt, 'is essentially an 

agricultural country, with'a very limited'scope for 

industrial developments, the atties, nevertheless, 

exerted a great influence in supplying industrial and technical 

schools of a-certain type, and also'in seeking, not unsuceesafull)13 

to interest private initiative in establishing schools of-that 

type. - In the annual. report for 1903, -the field open to native 

enterprise-is stated to be in the provision of "Vernacular 

primary schools", in the improvement of the more elementary 

"Kottabs" and in the promotion of, industrial and technical 

schools. -It is-in these directions, rather than in the 

multiplication, of Europeanized' schools,, that private. initiative 

can render the most useful and most effective service". 

The government-on its part considered that the en couragemen: 

of technical education formed a very important featureia 

its, policy, and it will be 'seen-how it set out to realize this, 

part of its policy. 

Apart-from initiating a system of, 'apprenticeship, linking, 

the, "Kuttabs" education with, the learning of a trade to which 

We have already referred, the governmentý, decided in 1901 to 

spend £E 15,000 on the construction` of a model workshop in 

Cairo. ' This. Iwas opened in 1903, for the training of artisans - 
,, 

I 

415: 
t 

ý, 
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in the'difTerent trades, while in the Boulac Technical 

School a higher class of technical education was provided. 

-The model workshop seems to have worked out': sa 

successfully, and the demand for admission was so great, 

that the government responded by opening another at Assiut 

in' 1905, and later a third at'Mansorah. 

As to'Trade and Technical schools, the number does" 

not seem to have increased. greatly, as we find, the first 

numbering only 4 , with an. attendance of 639 pupils, and 

the second 6, with a population - of . 1517. '.. 

Private-initiative., -however., did show interest in 

industrial education by opening a number of schools, 
v beginning with-one in 1902 for the. children of the artisan , 

- class, a school-for the children of the porters at Alexandria 

Customs in the same year, ' a school founded at Abu-Tig in-. 

1903, and another founded by the Teifik Coptic Society-in. 

1904. ''The number. , conducted. by private " initiative and 

provincial councils reached 18 by the year. l921. '. 

THE PROVINCIAL COUNCILS. 

Perhaps the most valuable service rendered by the 

British' to the cause of education in Egypt, ' was the 

delegation of certain educational responsibility to the 

Provincial. Councils. This helped to lessen. the concentration 

.. 'g,. _ _ 
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of power in the hands of the central authority, and to allow`, 

local initiative to operate in the field of. education. 

This. feature was also adopted by the authorities as, a'means 

of counteracting the demands of the people for more, 

government schools of different types for the education of 

. 
their children, by making them partly responsible. for the 

cost, and management of the schools themselves. ' That such 

a solution of a problem more than agreed with the British 

has been dwelt onýlong enough in the discussion of the 

general policy of education, to'make-a repetition vsneseasary. 

That they were not the first to introduce the practice is 

evident, if we remember the Organic laws of 1867 and 1880, 

in both of which part of the cost of education was thrown 

on the provinces interested. Nevertheless, it is to the, - 

credit of the British that they were the first to give' : the 

movement strong support by legislation giving those councils 

- the right to establish or take over schools and be responsible 

-" 
for" certain educational services. What is more important, '- 

they secured for those bodies, just that ' necessary' stability, - 

and permanence of. policy that. 'could have made the achievement 

, of such services, possible. 

A review of the educational-work achieved by the 

provincial councils since they entered into-their new tasks 

41Q. 
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in 1909, more than justifies the trust put in them. Starting 

from' a programme in which their special tasks as regards 

education were "to increase and improve the existing schools 

accommodation, to ensure adequate equipment and a competent 

teacag staff, and to meet local needs by " the co-ordination 
(1) 

of public and private effort", ' the councils added to their 

duties such other things as the establishment of, primary 

schools, - and even ventured into the field of secondary 

education. * In the field of elementary education most of the 

councils were in favour, of a new type of "superior"'or "model" 

elementary-school, built on hygienic principles with courses 

spread over 4 or, b gears, and with, a well selected staff.. 

In 1911 there were; 41-of these schools in Lower Egypt and 
ty 

34, in, Upper Egypt. This indicates the direction of these 

councils_towards a higher aim than was originally set for 

them, and-, accounts for their undertakIug other types, than 

elementary education. So. wide was their expansion, and so 

immense their expenses on education to. the neglect of 'other 

public 'services, that. they had to be reminded that education 

was not''. the whole of their duties, and that other services 
(2) 

had to have 'a claim on their attention. . 

(1) dis Majesty's Agent and Consul General Annual Report. 1909. " 
(2) Ibid. 1911. 

i+ 
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The interest of the councils in types of education 

above the elementary and primary, also called for another 

reminder. In 1912 that expansion became so evident that 

some co-ordination was necessary, "not only to avoid overlapping 

and waste, but as an essential preliminary to the building 

upkof any national organization for the development of, -, 
(1) 

education". The negotiations between the Ministry of 

Education and the Provincial , Councils resulted in the following 

four principles being laid down: - 
1. The Provincial Councils to take charge of elementary 

(including agricultural, industrial and commercial) education 

and also ofýprimaryeducation. 

2. The Provincial Councils to manage the normal schools for 

training men teachers and women teachers for elementary 

schools for-boys and girls. 

3. ',. The Provincial Councils to hand over to, the Ministry of 

Education the schools. considered to be above primary schools. 

4. The, Ministry of Education to continue to make the 

inspection of educational establishments of all grades tender 

the Provincials Councils: 

It was along these ' lines, that'the education efforts 

of the council were directed, since then with the following. ; 

results: - 

(1) His Majesty's Agent and Consul General Annual Report 1912.. ' 



In 1912 the Councils expended £E 240,746 on education, 

including (a) £E 21,445 on administration. (b) £ E. 138,854 

on_elementary, industrial and agricultural schools; - 

(c), £ E'80,447 on primary education. 

The Councils-created in that year 90 schools of a, higheir 

grade elementary type (22 for - boys, 13 . for girls and 55- 

for children of both sexes), 121 ordinary elementary schools 

'J32 for boys, 5 for girls),, 2 normal schools for women 

teachers, and. a school for domestic economy. The total. 

number y of schools under the Provincial. Councils 
. at the end 

of the year, whether under supervision or direct control was: '- 

1., 847 Elementary schools with-an attendance of. 47,088- 

boys and, 5,235 girls. ' ' 

2. '12 Elementary training colleges - 679 men and 208 women. 

3. ` '18 Industrial, agricultural' and commercial schools-. 

2,097 boys. 

4.76'Higher'primary schools ' 

_7,749 
boys. ' 

l, ß81 girls. :' 

-The- expenditure of , the, Councils on education, in 1913, 

rose to £E 282,000, distributed as follows; - 

a. '£ E. - 31,000 on administration., -'ý -, 
b. ' £ E. 182,000 on elementary, industrial and agricultural". 

schools. 
c. £ E. 69,000 on primary- education. ' 

Vo: 



The schools under direct control or supervision were: - 
V., "911 Elementary schools with an attendance of 

5 7., 175 children. 

2.63 Higher primary schools (43 for_boys and 10 for girls) 

attendance 8,831 boys. -and 1., 662 girls. 

3.25 Industrial, agricultural and commercial schools: 

4.15 Elementary training colleges 12 men and 3 women. 

From - 1914, to 1919, the following table may suffice to 

indicate the progress made by-the Provincial Councils during 
1 

those years, bearing in mind the effect of the war on the 

resources end activities of those bodies.. - 

Category 1914 - 1919 

Grants-in-aid Elementary Schools 2,684 2 , 804 
-Elementary Schools Councils: - , Goys '' 447 411 

Girls 36 82 
Higher Elementary Schools S 

ý. 
Boys 2'. 19 
Girls (1915) 1 

, 
Industrial Schools 11 11 

_ Agricultural Schools 11 - 
'-' 8 

Training, Schools 
Men 12 13 

- Women , 31 .. 10, 
'Primary Schools 

Boys 39 30 
Girls 9 11 

`Commercial Schools' 1 1ý 

4 21; 



.T able A represents the Co uncil's'experiditure on 

education and public utility in the two years 1919 and 1920, 
. 

while Table 3 represents the educat ional establishments. 

controlled by tlie Councils in the s ame two years. 

TALE A. 

1. GENERAL AND EDUCATIONAL. ' 

Central Public' Elementary Other 
Year Adminis- Utility. -Education Education 

b 

Total 
tration 

a 

1919 
. 

30,370 44,266 222,368 128,144 425,133- 

1920' 66,308, 57,203 . 493,932 225,290 832,793 

. 
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EDUCATION- MISSIONS. 

The, only change wrought in government policy towards 

the education, mission was the diversion of"the greater. number 

of students to Great Britain. The' movement is also 

.. characterised by greater emphasis on studies necessitated 

by the work of the government and especially the preparing of 

Egyptians to. fill teaching and administrative posts in the 

Ministry of Education. 

There is also a remarkable increase in the number of. 

students studying abroad at their own expense, most . of these 

chose,, of-their own free will, to continue their studies in. 

British universities. Table A and , 
B. issued in the annual-, 

report of 1910,, gives the number of students and their subjects 

of specialisation as follows: - 

{ 



Subjects in which Year of admission 

. specializing 
1907 1908 1909 1910 TOTAL 

ENGLAND:, 

Medicine -- 1 4' 
Civil Engineering -- - 2 2 
Architecture and s 

building 2 3 
Mechanical and 

electrical -2 1 1 4 
engineering 

Agriculture and 
horticulture -. - 1 2 3 

Mathematics and 
science _ 1' "b 2. 3 11. 

History -1 5 1 7 
Drawing _ - 1 1 2 
General Course for 

Board of Education V 
Examination - V 
a. Sheikhs V. 23 4 4 13 
b. Women V- 2 2 

FRANCE; ;,. 

Law -- r3 3. ' t : VC .' e 
AUSTRIA: 

Medicine 

TOTAL 3 12 22 '-22 59 

The expenditure öf the_Egyptian Educational 
, 
Mission increased- 

as gradual-_developments'required, from £. E. 1,600-in 1907 -. '1 

to L. E. 13,900 in 1910. 



1914 

Category U. K. France Switzerland TOTAL 

Government '. ;' ' ... . 
students 31 31 

Private students "` 

Supervised' 189 140 25 354' 
Unsupervised 35 14 12 61 

Total' 256- . 154 . 37 
, 

446 

, 
1919-1920" 

Category--- U. K. France Switzer Belgium -Italy TOTAL 

-land 
1919-20 
Government 

students 31 31 
Supervised private 

students 189 
. 
140 25 `- - 354 

Unsupervised 
private students 35 14 12 -- 61 

TOTAL 255" _ 154 . 37 -- 446 

1920. 
Government 

students 66 .1 - - 67 
Supervised 

private 236. 196 31 2 126. . 591 
schools 

Unsupervised- 
private 39 24 

... ' 11 74. 
-schools 
TOTAL 341, 221 42: 2 126 .' 732 m 

f 
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VICTORIA' COLLEGE. 

No description of the British eddcational work in 

Egypt is complete without mentioning the Victoria College. 

This: establishment afforded a direct infiltrationrnof. the 

best of English education into the country outside the, 

government, institutions. 

The special object of the Victoria College, as stated 

in the Annual. Report of 1903, was "to provide under British 

auspices,,, a high class, school; from which all. -attempts at 

proselytism are vigorously excluded, for the 'sons of the 
(1) 

gentry of Egypt of all races and creeds". 

Indicative of. the parents response , to the college, 

the 
-following 

is quoted from a report ' by. the -headmaster 

mentioning the parents'desire, "I. want-my boy'educated on 

English, principles -"They do not ask for intellectual instruct. iob; 

only. This must not be neglected,. but, they want their sons 

to learn, 
. 
in addition, those other lessons which it has been-i, 

the boast of the public. schools of England-to teach 

resourcefulness in: moments of difficulty, 'steadiness of purpose, 

and self-control". 

Much 
, 
would have accrued from these traditions had there, 

been many more of this type of school, and . if the `school 

had been less 
. 
Inclusive, or had an attempt been made at ý. 

(1) His Majesty's Agent and Consul General Annual Report 1903. 



introducing certain elements of its education in the Egyptian 

schools. But it , seems, on the. whole, despite the success of 

the college, that it affected Egy1ftian education 'very little, 

remaining true to the . public school tradition, the preserve 

of the very small'. minority, who' on account of parental income 

could avail themselves of its education. That, in its limited 

way; it rendered valuable service, is not subject to any 

doubt, It-also offered chances for foreign and , 
Egyptian - 

elements to mingle and receive the.. same educational influences., 

The colkposition of those receiving instruction in that college . 

and'the'oosmopolitan character of the school is represented 

by-this list of the nationalities of its students in-, 1904, 

the second year of its life. 

Out of 118 in attendance: - 

39 Israelites of , various', nationalities. . 56 Christians including 6 Copts.. 
22 Syrians. 
13 Greeks. 

6 British. 
f4 4 Italians. 

2 Dutch. -. . 1 French ". 
1 Maltese. 
1 Armenian 

23 Mohammedan Egyptians. 



II. IRAQ j. 1917 - 1931. S 

Several factors contributed towards bringing about 

a certain modification in the general character of British 

educational policies in this country. Chief among these 

factors was the short time in which the British were in sole 

control of Iraqi education. The British conquest, if Iraq 

took four years to complete. Between 1914 when the Basra 

district was occupied, until '1917, 
, 
with the fall 'of Baghdad'- 

and 1918, ' 
when,. with the, fall of Mosul, the whole country was 

brought under British military, control, and the establishment 

of a national government, a period cf six years was not 

sufficient to make a policy in regard to educational matters 

possible. Even had the British authorities attempted to do' so, 

the unsettled conditions of, fhe country during the war years, 

the fear of famine and starvation and the piecemeal nature of 

the occupation, would have made such policies only serve 

temporary purposes. If, on the other hand, the whole period 

of, British control of-education were taken into consideration, 

. 
the change, of the shape of government in those, thirteen years 

, 
from military. -to civil administration, to the setting up of an 

Arm-lb government under the tutelage of Britain with the, ' 

consequent effect of that on gal era1 policies, , was not such as 

to make'any long-term policies possible. There, was the, greatest 

428;. ; 
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need to adjust the policies to the requirements of the 

political situation and for the British officials in charge 

of education to adapt themselves to the change from directors 

of education with the power to act, to'advisers on educational 

matters, whose advice was not always heeded. It is, perhaps, 

on account of this that the British policies sound plaintive, 

expressing. thmselves *ore as warnings against'haste and 

expansion-and, regret when the advice was neglected for the 

sake of satisfying national pride and popular 'clamour, rather ,, ' 

than a clear indication of their educational thought. In fact, 

ws early as 1923, the British ceased to be in direct control, 

either administratively or professionally, and kept to'the 

advisory nature of their work. "In fact, since 1923, no- 

. -administrative order has been iven by a British official (1) 

in the Ministry' of Education",. The freedom from British 

control, was effected first and on a wider scale in the 

Ministry of Education than, in other departments of the Iraqi 

government, `a significant fact, which caused much regret and 

grief for the British. and raised a. series of differences, in 

points of view characterizing the' educational policies in the. 

period under review. The theme very much in evidence in', 

British reports'was one of frustrated promise, of national 

aspiration running against wisdom and quality sacrificed' 

1 Special Report by s Ma3eäty s Government nte United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland to the Council of the Leaguw 
of Nations on-the progress of Iraq during the period 1920-1931. 
Colonial. b8. "London 1931 
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for quantity, all being-the result of a-premature independence 

particularly in the educational field. 

There was also one other factor` arising from the 

particular composition of the Iraqi people themselves-"Iraq 

was not in the least a homogeneous country, either religiously, 

ethnically or linguistically, 'for there were all these three 

differentiations represented in powerful, and by no means, 

tolerant groupings. 

neligiously Iraq is divided almost equally into the 

two major sects'of Islam, the Sunnis and Shiis; itýalso has 

sizeable-Christian and 'Jewis minorities and. an - endle ss ,. 

variety of other smaller-religious denominations. Racially 

it; has Ärabs, 
. 
Turks and. Kurds and linguistically, Arabic, 

Kurdish and Turkish are the mother tongue of one section 

or the. other of the population. - There was,, on top of these, 

ethnic, linguistic and religious cleavages, the sharp contrast , 
between, the settled and the nomad population each, in fact, 

offering. educational problems of its own, and demanding, as 

it were different policies. -The further division into urban 

. and rural populations, was an addition to-the complexity 

"-of the situation and. the,, difficultiesof devising a policy 

. 
to-cater for the-needs of-all. 

A 
'situation 

like the. above made its demands on the 
" 
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devisers of, educational policies. They, had to allow for a 

certain amount of religious, racial and linguistic freedom 

'-if their policies were to succeed. They had to permit each 

. 
religious or linguistic group to satisfy the legitimate religious 

and linguistic claims. It was impossible from, the very 

beginning to impose the English language, as a medium of. 

instruction on such a linguistically over-burdened education, 

although an'attempt was made at using English as the langua§s 

. of instruction in teaching of chemistry in the autumn of 1929 

The-attempt, although only dealing with the,. t. aching of one 

subject and in the secondary school, had to be given up in the 

following year. .' In the language of the official report, the 

following Is , stated, "The, experiment of teaching chemistry in 

the higher classes of the secondary schools, `through tt medium 

of. 
\the 

English language, ' was during the year discarded as a 

failure., -the reason assigned being that, ' while the pupils, improvec 

, in English, as a result of the extra practice-which the lessons 

gave them, 
_their 

progress in chemistry was retarded on account" 
(1)' 

of 
_ 
the difficulty of working in a foreign language. " The 

reason why the experiment had to- be' given up after less than 

a year may-also be sought in the disfavour with which'. the 

. 
(1) Annual Report"-to, the League of Natione.. 1930. 
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introduction of this innovation was met, In the autumn of 

this year the experiment was introduced of'teaching part of- 

the chemistry in 'the 'last two years through the medium , of 

English. The, sanction of. 'the Council of Ministers did not' 

save the experiment from the attacks of propagandists, 
-and 

even-from attempts to organise a strike, in the schools. Butt 
(1) 

_ it has not yet been abandoned. ". 

, 
The educational situation in Iraq prior to the. 

British occupation was' also another factor calling-for some 

modification of ' policy. It has been 
-shown 

that the', Turks 

had introduced a system of European education theoretically 

comprehensive imthcor3* and covering the three 
, 

stages, of 

primary, secondary and higher education. Whatever might 

have been the possibilities-of. that education, in practice, It, 

nevertheless, gave a framework which the-creators of the 

new policies, had to build upon. There was no question of-. '' 

replacing that `system with a 
. 
purely B ritish'education. The 

only alternative was to modify it in-such a way as"to satisfy 

the country's needs as judged by the British authorities. 

Ye1t one lesson which these earlier, policies gave the 

British was to warn them off trying "to make their- language the 

(1) Annual Report to the League ofNations 1929. 

,'. 
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medium of instruction because they knew that one ofathe 

main-causes of failure of the Turkish system was ., 
the insistence 

on the, exclusive use of Turkish in the schools. "In Turkish 

times the framework 
. of, an. educational system , had been designed 

largely on French models, but very little had been done to 

fill. it in ... In practice it was stultified by the use of 

Turkish as the medium of instruction - an alien language 
(1) 

to nearly all but the sons of officials. "'- 

The immediate results)of this heritgge from the, past 

were to' induce, the British to fill, the *system" in by creating 

schools of the different types and to make the language of. - 

instruction' one which really represented the people. - The' 

British authorities 'wisely decided on Arabic, despite, the 

many difficulties that surrounded the choice of this language. 

They also allowed the use of the minority vernacular-in places 

where Kurdish or Turkish was the mother tongue., 

A further factor was. the widening of the field ' of .. 
recruitment of personnel for the education work in Iraq. It has 

been shown that in, the case of Egypt the British recruited 

almost' entirely from the Indian civil service, and-it has beeil, 

-shown that the result was än'attempt at applying Indian 

policies-to Egyptianýeducation. 
_ 

In Iraq-the British drew on 

(I): Special Report. Progress of Iraq. 1920_- 1931: 
Colonial §8, 

, 
Londan. , 1931. " ', 
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the, Egyptian service which offered personnel experienced'in 

educational work 'similar to Iraq. 

Not only did Egypt offer personnel better suited to 

the educational tasks of Iraq, but'its educational, development_ 

was always closely watched by the devisers of Iraqi policies 

and much use was made of the lessons learnt there. 
, 
Reports 

dealing with educational progress under British control in 

Egypt were often cited in"reports on Iraq with 
.a 

view to 

l bringing forth the similarity between the two cases 'and to 

justify using the same measures found successful' before. 

'Educational progress-in Egypt and changes of courses- 

and-syllabi also had their effect on Iraqi, policies -a 

lengthening of the sedondary school course to five years in 

, 
Egypt in 1926 was followed by a similar measure in Iraq. 

This was effected in two stages: 'first by expressing the need 

for 
, 
it in 1927, 

, and finally by effecting the extension in 

1928. 

Moreover 
. 
the persons who, were put in-charge of 

, 
British 

educational policies 1n Iraq showed on the whole'a'-greater 

amount of broad-mindedness and a better understanding of their 

tasks than their predecessors in India'and Egypt. Mr. Humphrey 

Bowman, who. was called upon as early as 1918 to devise'a policy, 

and 'create. a system, was a man naturally qualified for, the task, 

and"besides, he had ample training-in the hard school of Egypt 
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and the Sudan., To him are due the wise and enlightened 

beginnings on which successive policies in education were 

Pounded. 

On relinquishing his appointment in 1920, Mr-Bowman 

was 8ubteeded by Mr. Jerome Farell, 'of whom'Mr. Bowman says, 

"Jerome Farrell, a fellow of Jesus College, Cambridge, 

had been a master at Rugby and Haileybury, before, tl war, 

brought him to "Iraq on -the . 
intelligence staff. His 

experience and qualifications were of an = exceptionally' high 

order. " Of another. personality that occupied the post of 

educational adviser to a succession of Iraqi Ministers of, 

Education, Mr. Bowman says "Lionel. Smith, after a distinguiebed 

. 
career at Balliol, of which his-father, the late A. L. Smith, 

was Master, had secured an'All Souls, Fellowship, and settled 

down as history tutor at Magdalen. During the war, ' he came 

to . Iraq with his regiment, ' 'and' was for a time Political 

Officer' at Najaf. lie' returned to Oxford later:., ' but I 

approached him'In. 1919, on`learning that he might'like to 

resume-, duty in Iraq. if'there were`an opportunity of educational 
(2) 

work, and was lucky enough to secure his services". - 

With these enlightened persons in his assistance, and 

later, succeeding him, Mr. Bowman's'policies were continued in 

(1) bowman - Humphrey. Middle East Window. London 1942. 
pýP 91'- 192. ' 2) Ibid `P. 1. 
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the spirit he "conceived of', theft. There was no narrow 

educational upbringing to limit the, views of these. people 

and an attempt to reconcile'the general. lines of British 

policies with the requirements of the'country was always 

aimed at. 

Finally, as a 'factor to be taken into account as 

influencing the course of British policies in Iraq,. -was_ 

the fact that by the time the British entered into their 

-tasks in that ` country, the feeling of nationalism had 

become stronger. It is-true that. Iragis welcombed the 

British, in-the early years of the occupation partly as the jy 

delivered them-from the Turkish yoke, and partly because-they, 

brought a certain amount of relief from the, conditions of 

the war with their economic stress, but soon-enough the most 

violent hostility was flared up in-a rising which caused 

both sides a , great loss'of money and life. The early signs 

of friendliness', understanding and'co-operation', which had 

promised well for the good work in education, gave way to 

mistrpst, suspicion and'obstruation. Schools suffered the 

most, and it-was this'nationalfeeling perhaps justified in. 

its motives,, yet misguided in its methods that'-put a great' 

obstacle in the way of real understanding. 

Nationalism was not obly responsible for creating 
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an atmosphere of hostility unfavourable to the good conduct of 

educational work which by its very nature must depend on 

mutual confidence and understanding, but did put demands on 

education which were not possible'to satisfy under'the 

economic condition of-the country. Education was believed to 

be an. omnipotent remedy-for-all ills and 'consequently loomed. 

large in the nationalist requirements. Lack of zeal for 

education is certainly undesirable, excess of, Zeal may also 

prove - very damaging. t This the British, authorities , 
always 

felt to be the case in Iraq, "Education-in this country will 

not' suffer from lack of 'publio sympathy or interest. There,.,,. 

is a much greater-danger that from excessive'attention it will, 
" (1) S 

like the . watched pot, never boil. " 

Such then were the circumstances under which the' 

British policies had to labour; a 'fair beginning promising' 

well-had to change into a struggle , against a rising tide of 

national feeling 
-and political. currents of 'every kind, taxed- 

the patience o1 these policies and their devisers'as will be' 

clear from a brief analysis of the policies. 

-The general lines of policy as envisaged by the- 

British authorities were to concentrate on' the elementary. type 

of, education with a. view to supplying, the smaller-towns and 

(1) Special, Report. 'Progress in Iraq. ' 1920 - 1931. 
Colonial- 58. London 1931. 
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" villages each with a, school as far ap budgetary provision, 

allowed. Secondary education was purposely put aside., until 
5i 

a broad foundation of elementary education was laid; the 

ibeed for this type of education was ' temporarily 'satisfied by, 

" the' Baghdad Training College, which offered a týpe of. edu ation 

that could be styled'post-primary',. 

Another. need which . the British sought to satisfy aa$ar% 

as possible, was to provide, technical, te^h'zic l 
-and" 

trade 

schools as an alternative for the secondary schools, and to 

avert a-tendency which they-considered dangerous, namely, a- 

too, literary education that prepared only for government 

service. _ 
Another point' in which they exerted themselves frock 

the early years of their administration, was female-education. 

Mr. Humphrey Bowman owes this attention to, a neglected part 

of Arab educations to , the advice of Miss Gertrude Bell, "As 

Gertrude Bell had emphasized at our first interview, the 

education of girls had been almost entirely neglected' under 

the, Turks; and the female Moslem population was illiterate,, i 

'with 
, 
the exception of a few women of good family, 'who 'had been 

sent to one or other of the convent schools. ', A girls' school 

": under an English headmistress. -was accordingly opened in 

Baghdad; and, if the number . of applicants was any. criterion, ''. 
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(1) 
was immediately attended with unexpected success". 

Higher ' education was naturally - thought by, the 

British to be too costly tobe instituted, although'the. need - 

for it', was. not less-keenly felt. A temporary policy of 

satisfying the need by, sending selected young men for higher -, 

education , in' the American university of Beirut, the Egyptian 

university, and European universities, was adopted, but the 

numbers were never great. Here'is the . question of higher 

education as. stated in, the official report for the year.. 

1923-1924. "Higher education presents. serious problems of 'its_, 
_ 

" own.: The dearth of, men who might be. called in any modern 

sense 'educated' has become more apparent as the need for 

them,. since the introduction of self-government is more urgent. 

The schools of Constantinople are"no-longer open, as-they. - 

were before the war, to those Iraqis who wished-to pursue 

their. studies up to the- level of a university; - 'and 

Western universities'do not, at present, offer the. -same .' 
facilities..., Official-encouragement of. . uni' 

previous' to 
.. 
this year, took -the, form of scholarships tenable 

by Iraqis at foreign universities, but the'shortage. of money 
(2) 

limited-these to an insignificant number. " 

(1) Bowman, Humphrey.. Middle East-Window. London 19422 p. 193 

(2) , Report to the League of Nations 1923 - 1924.; 
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On the very, delicate question of the medium of 

'instruction' in the schools, thei British warned by the example ", 

of Turkish policies and learning from their own failure in 

Egypt, wisely abstained from imposing their own-larruage. 

Arabic was, made the language of instruction throughout the 

country., It was felt, however, that'in districts where 

Arabic was not the native tongue a certain amount, of 

linguistic. freedom was imperative, and certain areas were 

- exempted from the enforcement of the use of, Arabic. These 

were the areas where the local'vernacular was Kurdish, 

Turkish, `Persian, 
-Armenian, 

"Assyrian or Hebrew., The whole 

number of cases where'this was applied did not exceed . 30. - 

Arabic, "however, was taught in-all such'schools as 'a 

principal foreign language. - 
The use'of Arabic, however, was not without its own 

problems, especially in the-first years-of British 

administration. There was,. as a result of the Turkish 

enforcement ' of their language, -a dearth., of . teaching staff, 

who could teach with efficiency in Arabic. The difficulty 

was övercome when the Training College began to. turn out 

teachers more or less adequately prepared to teach in. that 

language. Another difficulty the British authorities found 

with the use of Arabic was that /its huge grammar and\ method 

of writing. '' Despite all these difficulties., ' the 
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the use of this language was inevitable if a reverse to 

Turkish or, use of'English was not'resorted to. The following 

expresses the official point of, view on the question- 

"After the occupation of Baghdad, in 1917, it was the task,. 

of the British government to 'build' up something from thej 

relics' of the old system. Arabic, or the local vernacular.,. 

`where-Kurdish, Turkish,. Persian or Syriac was spoken, was 
t1-`6' 

III 

adopted as'. the, medium of instruction. Turkish was 

undesirable,. English, - even before the setting up, of an 

Arab government., -impossible. . The adoption of 
, 
Arabic, was, _- 

however, by no means a simple matter. Gomparatively'few 

Iraqis either wrote or-spoke,, correct Arabic, and in the 

Training College and all the schools, about one fifth of 
(1ý 

the -time had tobe devoted to its study. ":, 

English, if. 'not used as, the language of 'instruction 

was securedin the' place`, of the , principal foreign-language, 

and thus was*, taught in the last two years of. primary schools 

and all 'the . post-primary stages of : education., 

Religious instruction was another issue in-which' 

the British exercised. an influence of tolerance and 

liberality. Iraq was equally divided between Sunnis and Shiis, 

and any imposition of, the tenets-of one section to the 

(1) Report to the League of -Natrons `, 1923 -'1924. -, 
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exclus16n'of the'other would have stirred all the religious 

feuds between the two sects. The authorities, wisely adopted 

an agreed syllabus,, drawn up by a small body of Moslem 

divines, which did not stress, -sectarian differences. As 

regards the non-Moslem communities a-policy was adopted which 

allowed for the engagement at government expense of teachers 

of any particular denomination represented. in a"school by 

one fifth or. more. 

In'administration of education the British were 

In favour of'a-decentralized organization with some co-- 

ordination effected ' by the central body, or department of '. 

education.,: The country was to be divided up into educational 

areas, 
, with a deputy director' at the-head of the educational 

hierarchy in'each, while 'I t 
. was . 

left to the department' 

director to co-ordinate the progress of the several'areas. 

In the early plans of 1918, ', three of these educational areas 

were to be set up: Northern, administered from Mosul, 

'Central from Baghdad, 'and Southern from-Basra. A British'' 

officer with an Arab assistant, acted as deputy director 

in- each-area, and' it is noteworthy that a' certain knowledge 

. of Arabic, -. in addition; to professional - qualifications, was 

insisted upon in the choice of these officials. 'The- 

organization, after being interrupted by the 1920 troubles, was 

resumed even in the face 
_of, 

the : disfavour it met with 'from 
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national' quarters, who-preferred a higbly'centralized system. 

The educational areas were increased-by 1924 into five, 

by lopping off. pieces of two of the areas. already. existing, 

which° were found unwieldy. ' 

It seems also that the British were not in-favour 

of the institution of a Ministry of Education. --This . 
was 

apparently to avoid -the =squandering of, money, while . it was 

urgently, needed'for more deserving educational work, rather 

than on such an elaborate organization. This Is proved. -, 

fact that the National government decided-to retain it,, 

even -against -the" reccmmendation, of an economic Committee, 

convened in 1922 for the 'abolition of the portfolio of; 

' education. ' 

'In all these policies ' the British gave priority , 

to economic considerations, and had to exert -themselves 
in 

curbing the national desire for-the expansion of educational 

facilities. In all, the fields of ; educational activity, the-, 

"British insisted that the progress, and expansion of institutes. 

were to be`restrained according to the. ecenomicnabilities of 

country.. Primary' education had to content itself with. 
I the' 

the first four, yearscycle in preference to the whole. six , 
years course, secondary education was not-to-be allowed to 

spread, and higher education ' should be kept within .. 
the 
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narrowest limits The British had to impress uponf the 

Iraqis a need for economy, -which they did-not usually feel, 

or if they did, 
. did not limit expenditure on the essential 

purposes of education.. One report after another - speaks t1 

same language of restraint, and counsels-economyand 

satisfaction with the most urgent of educational institutes-, 

"The future educational policy of Iraq presents many problems,. 

It is commonly believed by'many, sincere-and public spirited 

Iraqis that the remedy for all troubles is education and 

yet more education. - This sentiment requires careful 

modification. Education must progress with, (and indeed 

largely, assist' in economic and social development, but 

quality is even more important, than, quantity, and to advance, 

it far beyond the needs or demands of the. country, would 

only, invite disaster. " 

Again and again is stressed this need for economy, 

and the plea made that,. if education ý were . to be allowed more'', 

expenditure, -that should go to the right type of education. 

*The Iraqis - are convinced-that education is. the'one, thing 

needed in the country, and all, that is needed is the 
. 

expenditure, of more money on this, object. . let in a country,, 

with, an advanced form of government and a population largely 

(1) Annual Report to the League, -of-. Nations for the year. 
1922 - 23. . 
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illiterate, there is a danger of going too fast in education,., 

and it is. more important', that the money available should be, 

spent on the right-thingsand in 'the right way than-that 
(1) . 

more money should be spent: " 

Another point on which the British-ran contrary to 

popular understanding and which they tried, hard to impress 

upon Iragis, was technical education. The British believed 

that for any, economic and'industrial-development of. the 

country to. obtain, there should be adequate pdueation, for 

the-trades and industries., But they, were- completely 

baffled by the. Iragi conceptionýof. technical. education 

as, either parallel to the bazaar workshor and, -as such, 

paying tor 
,, 

itself ' or as an education fit only, for the. poor. 

This, it maybe remarked, stems from -the conception -of this - 

. type '. of instruction as part of the trades rather than 

forming part of education. 

Despite-the perseverance'-, of, the British, to, instal 

this type of education and to convince the-Iraqis of, its 

utility and necessity, it does not seem that they achieved 

any, great success. When means' of encouraging- pupils to 

come. 'tb technical schools by payment, iere dropped, ' the 

. 
immediate result was"a drop'in-'attendance. In nearly every 

(1) Annual Report to the League, of Nations. for the year . 1925. 
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report, the B ritish'voice their regret that technical education 

was not receiving, the attention it deserved.. Most expressive' 

-of this feeling is this'extracCfrom the last report issued, 

by the British on Iraqi education, "The last ten years have not 

been. long' enough' to convince the public, that technical work 

needs 6 
, 
technical preparation. Nothing but the opening up 

of resources of the, country will bring about this result. The 

idea of'a Technical school inherited from Turkish times, 

is that. it should be a small, governm ent shop supplying cheap 

furniture `in competition with the carpenter, workshops of the 

bazaar. ' No one 'in the country would be the better far, such 

"a school, but constant watchfulness will be necessary to prevent 

the two Technical schools of Baghdad and'Mosul from degenerating 
(1) .. into institutions, of this , type. " 

-Considered in, the light of these points, British 

policies in' Iraq'should. not-be expected to favour an undue 

expansion of educational facilities, especially of that type 

of education with a pronounced literary' bias and would encourage 

some sort of elementary schooling with more provision of 

technical education. The care for ecmomy, would, in addition, 

make any great progress in any type of-education out'of 

'question. To make 'clear the case an examination of the':, 

achievement in each category of sphools would be concocted' as 
follows: -" 

(1) Special Report:.. to the Council of-the. League of Nations on 
the Progress"of Iraq during the period 1920-1931. Colonial 88. ' 
London. ' 1931.. 446. 



J. PRIMARY EDUCATION. 

Two types of primary schools were provided:, the'_ 

first to covera fopr, years '. course of an elementary standard 

and was destined to provide education for, as many pupils as 
economic conditions made possible, the. seoaid having on top 

of these four elementary classes two more which would 

serve the purposes of a complete primary education and would 

exist in smaller numbers than the first. It is because of 

this that each of, the two cycles ''of primary education; ', 

that given in the'four years' pahool and that given in the 

full-primary school, were made self-sufficient, so that 

pupils leaving the schools at the ' end of the fr : years' - 

course would go, down with education complete in itself. 

It was never envisaged that the -facilities of, the full 

primary education would be extended tö 'all pupils of school- 

age; "It is not hoped, or even -wished that all children shall 

complete the ' primary course. ", '_ 
__ 

Not all ý the primary; schools, however, established. - 

during the period under review,, had the minimum four classes 
' and-some: of them had 'only one, or two-classes, -'a case which 

Ras frequently-found in villages, rather . than inI towns. - Of. 

249 primary schools in 1927, there were only. b2 with'-the 

full complement of six classes., 12 with five classes, 

as with four classes, 43 with three classes,, 45 with two 

(1) Report' to the League of Nations 
. 
in 1925. 
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classes and 41 with one class. 

In 1928 statistics"reveal the following: -° 

Schools with 6 standards ý55 1S 
62 

nn3"- 30 
nn2 57 
nn1 42 

The progress, seems to-have be en tare in. the direction 

of establishing the 4 years' school which coul d; be styled 

elementary rather than"in the, directi on. of the six years'. 

school which could properly,, be called primary . 

Fora For, long time the syllabus for both types of 

schools was , identical; that is, to say that the four first 

standards ', offered a uniform type of e ducation as revealed ,. 
by. this weekly distribution of'lessons. " 

Subjects, 1st '2nd 3rd- 4th '. 5th 6th 
year year year year ear year 

" Hei o n_ VD 4 3 3 
Arabic language '12 -98 7 6 
Arithmetic 5 

" 
4° ' 4 3 

Geometry :--- 1 41 
History ?11-, ý' 2 12 " 2 ý 2" 
Geography .)1. '2" 2 2. -2 Objects 2 2. _". 2, 2 2' 2 
Civics --_ 2 - - Engl i sh 1 anguage - 9 9 

" Arabic writing --3 -2 .2, 
1 1 

, Drawing 2' 2_' 
Handwork- - `2 -2 2 2 1 1 
Physical Training 

.222 
2 2"' 2 

Singing, -' 111.. , 1 1 1 

32 32 32, 
_ 

32 '" . 36 : 36 
. ... ý 

. 
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It is noticeable that the first four, standards, 

offering the whole course of study of the elementary 

schools destined, to be the only provision for a popular. 

education, did offer a'course in teaching reading-'and, 

-writing and some knowledge of arithmetic, but was not' 

intended to lead to any further 'education. `' The absence, of' .. 

instruction in the foreign language in the first four 

standards, demonstrates the intention that pupils who 

graduate from these-schools would not be able to pursue 

their education in, a secondary school, where knowledge of 

English gras essential., " yet by nature of 
_the'educational 

provision, there was no other alternative. open to such 

pupils, ' 

The schools, however,. judged. by this syllabus, did 

not differentiate between the educational needs of urban, 

rural or tribal areas. 

As a result of the criticism that the schools - 

offered a useless" type of education, ''capable of turning 

out clerks, some industrial bias was contemplated"In a 

supplementary. 'course of, technical or vocational training. 

But the-idea Ras dismissed; for in the language, of, the 

official report, ", this would be expensive and unpopular. " (1). 

(1) Report to-the League of Nations in 1927. 
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The growth in number . of'both- types of schools, although: 

'increas ing from. year to, year, was not such as to lay a 
, 
broad 

" foundat ion for anything like universal education. This can be 

gauged from the ý following table: - 
Boys Girls 

Year Number of Number of Number of Number of 
schools,., pupils schools ,`- pupils _. , 

1920 - 21. 84 6,743 - - 

1921 - 22 124 12; 226 27 3,049 

1922 - 23' ' 148'. 14,076 27' 5,159 

1923 - 24 171 15,066 27 3,492 

. 1924, - 25 '' 190 " ' 16,599 31 4,055. 

. 1925 - 28 
.', . 201 18,654 27F 49058 

1926 - 27 ' 219 191,727 30 42445 

1927 - 28 '. 229, ' '. 21., 827 36 49S79 

1928 - 29 232 . 23,037 39 5,066. 

" 

1929, - 30 ' .. 247 ' 24,885 44 6 003 (1). 

(1) Report . 1920 -" 1931.. 
r Y 
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SECONDARY EDUCATION. 

Secondary education was never destined to have 

anything but the most limited ' scope in the educational-- 

policies Of 'the British. If, primary education was at sane 

distant future, to cover to' some extent , thepupils of school 

age, secondary education was intended from the very beginning 

to be the privilege of"the few. It is clear that no system 

of education, 'with-its three successive stages, ever took ' 

shape in these. policies, -and it was, in keeping with this 

general scheme of things that secondary schools should be 

maintained at the minimum 'number 'sufficient to feed the few 

special' schools and satisfy the governmental-departments need 

of personnel. This is made quite clear yin the report for the, -. 

year 1923-24,, which states, "Whatever,. may be thought desirable 

elsewhere, in this country. 'it, is'neither desirable nor 

practicab'le' to provide secondary education, except for. the,,. 

selected few-" 

The beginnings of secondary education were very 

haphazard. There was nonuniform syllabus, and the locally - 

recruited staff were. very much below standard; so much so, 

that help wes sought by employing Syrian and Egyptian masters, '-, A 

while a number of English masters gave part-time work-in ry 
teaching English. Until 1922 only two seoondary'schools 

, 
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existed. - These were supplemented, by aýfewsecondary classes 

attached to the primary schools. 

Ift 1923, owing to financial difficulties, Syrian' 

masters were replaced by Iraqis, who were much less 

qualified and efficient, but this was hoped to be only, 

a, temporary measure, and that byýimprovement. of financial. 

conditions recruitment' of foreign masters would be, resumed.. 

"As really efficient local personnel with the necessary 

experience 'in Arabic' is not tobe found. ". 

ý'. In 1924 
_the 

number rose to four secondary schools 

at Baghdad, Basra, Mosul"and, Kirkuk, and the authorities' 

thought thatbtor the purposes of secondary, education, as 

envisaged in-the-policies,, this was ample provision) 

a reduction of; this number to- two- waseven thougtmore`. ` 

desirable. ", But there are reasons for thinking that even 

this'limited. number may be, too large, and that it might be 

better'to concentrate on two secondary schools*. " 

The secondary course of study was planned originally 

to cover four years inýtwo cycles; the first of'which 

'would be an, intermediate school receiving pupils from the 

full primary schools and ; passing them on to -the upper, ' 

cycle of secondary schools.. The,, effect of this ' policy by, 

(1) Annual Report 1923 - 24. ` ; 
_- 

(2) Ibid 1923-- 24. 
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1927 was the reduction of the number of full secondary schools 

to'two at Baghdad and Mosul and the establishment of 7 intermediat 
schools... The. syllabus, was , made unif orm, and the distribution 
of lessons which remained. in effect. until 1929 was as follows; - 

Subject lst _ 2nd 3rd 4th 
` 

year year year year 

Religion 2 2 1 1. 
Arabic Language 8 

.. 
8 7 6 

English Language' 7 7 7 7 
History 2 2 

-2 .. 
3 

.G eographyº 3 2 .2 - 
Ethnics and Moral 

Philosophy- - - .1 
3 

Arithmetic 4 2 - - 
Geometry 2 2 2 1 
Algebra _ 2 2 
Trigonometry and 

Topography - - 2 1 
Mechanics and 

Cosmography, _ _ 
2 
.2 

General Elementary 
Nature Study 3 - 

Physics - 2 2 2 
Chemistry 2 2, 
Biology and Natural,. 
, History, ti - -, --2 2 3 

Drawing 2' 2. : , .1, .. 
2 

.. Physical Training '1,. ... l"' 1., 

.. 34, , ,.... 34,..,.... 34'34°. 
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In 1928, on the recommendation of a departmental 

committee, and in the light of experience that the . secondary 

school syllabus was' too crowded tobe covered in four years, 

the course 'wad extended to'five years 
- the first three being 

devoted to, general-education and the last two to more 

specialized study, in either the scientific or the literary 

section. It'may be noted here that this followed a parallel 

movement in Egyptian secondary schools which had taken effect 

two years 'before.. 

'. With the extension of the secondary-course to five 

years the authorities were given a chance to introduce some 

element, of specialization into ': "a course of 
_ 
study . which so 

far had 'been 'of 'a general nature. This was fit'only to 

turn out pupils who were. absorbed'into clerical jobs in 

the government'departments, a tendency which the authorities. 

considered dangerous. The report for`"the 'year 1929, 'following:, 

immediately the effecting-of this extension, makes,. a case 

-for a secondary course which, by the nature of the studies, 

should' prepare the students 'for. something besides 'government 

employment. " This meant' giving the syllabus a, commercial- or 

, 
business bias with'a view. to preparing the students for, work 

in the industries`of'the country, 'The extension to five 

years' course was not put into effect till October 1929, 
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and the syllabus of the two last. years of . 
this course are 

still under preparation. ' This syllabus is a matter of, vital 

importance for-the future of'the country. At the moment 

there is a danger that-'the pupils leaving government schools 

. will find 
, 
themselves barred from'any -career except government 

service. This is, a prospect that few in this country regard, 

with any alarM. It is"generally: considered sufficient to 

restrict the entry to government service toýgrad*Utts of, 

government schools. But the supply will. soon exceed the 

demand, and when the time comes the graduates of, the government 

, 
schools-will-find that the openings in business and commerce 

have already been taken"up, by the pupils from non-government 

schools,. which have, in the meantime, been following a 

programme better adapted to the-needs of a. modern state. " 

This translated into terms of, syllabus would mean . 
a reduction"of the hours devoted toArabic and literary-, 

'" subjects with a view to utilising the' time savedfor- ccmmerrcial.. - 

and trade preparation. To put this policy into practice, the. 

authorities, entered into conference with heads of business in 

Iraq-to-draw a plan'of study 'in which 
'a 

practical commercial 

course. would be the main " ob ject. This', 'however, ' was to' take 

effect in 1931`, but, by that, time British, responsibility -for 

Iraqi education had ceased, and the plan only remained an 

unfulfilled desire. 

(1) Report -to -the 
League of Nations : 1929. ; 
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The development of, secondary education 
, 
can, best' be 

seen by this table showing its progress from 1920 in number 

of schools and number, of pupils. It should be remembered that' 

'-'the term 'secondary' meant , 
both types of 'secondary schools- 

whether-intermediary offering`-the first' cycle or , 
full- 

_ 
secondary of five years!. äuration. 

Year Number-of, schools Number of pupils. 

1920 
1921 ). 'Figures not available 

1922 4 Figures. not available 

1923 4.233 

1924 41.326 

1925 6ý" 583 

1926 8- 729 

. 
1927 11 1,096. 

1928 J3, . 1,388 

1930 , 15 '1,836 

That-the number of both'schools and pupils had 

increased 
_ 
during ' the ten years of British control can be 

seen- but that this increase was enough to satisfy the needs 
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of the country for a.. secondary education is open to doubt. 
" 

As in Egypt', there was always more demand than 'supply- in '" 

this sphere of education, and-when the government institutions 

fell short of. satisfying needs,, "private schools sprang, up"' 

, 
to 'fill the gap. 

º,.. 

HIGHER EDUCATION. 

That-the need for higher education was fully 

recognized by British policies is evident, but it is also 

apparent that the efforts made, greatly curtailed by 

economic-considerations, were far from achieving anything 

,. Of importance in -this particular field-'' It 
"was 

due to' 

the severance of its, relations with Turkey, on 'whom 
"Iraq 

-had depended for the purposes of higher eduätion, that 
" 

this. - 

country found itself at the-beginning of its separate existence 

without facilities for higher education, save the law school 

in Baghdad.. ' It was, expected that in this case "a system of, -, 

higher schools would be established with"a view to supplying 

the country with people who would be described as highly 

educated,, and who would supply the much needed-. leadership., " 

-" But what happened was an insistence-on keeping this education', '-, 

in the'narrowest limits and on sending-, students abroad instead' 

of supplying the country with its own, schools for 'higher 
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education. 

At the end of British control the problem was 

still unsolved and the country was without any adequate 

system of higher schools. . 
The problem ' and the nature of. 

solution are both stated in the final report on, Iraqi,, 

education as ' follows "A third difficult for which. not ` 

nearly enough allowance is made, 'has been the necessity 

imposed on the country as a whole,, but above all on the 

Ministry of Education,. of 
. 
having to build 

_the 
foundations 

." 
and 'the superstructure simultaneously. From 1920 the 

Ministry 'of Education, has, been called -upon to build up 

from the bottom a sound educational syetem'in a country 

that was largely, illiterate. At the same time it was 

, expected to provide, whenever reasons of state required it, 

proof that the higher education of its citizens was not 
rA 

being neglected. �Everything has been done in these, ten 

, years to give higher. education to those fit to receive it, 

by sending students at government expense to the universities 

of Syria, ', Egypt, Europe and America. ýThe total number of 

those who have received this benefit,. women as. well as; men, 

is 178". 

It is obvious that'thispolicy, while. satisfying 

(1) Special Report, to the. League'of Nations on the Progress 
of . 

Iraq 'in the period 1920 - 1931. - 
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the most urgent needs, was aprocedure that, precluded, 

by, its very nature, any, wide- application. - . For one thing, 

it was an extremely costly operation if applied on a 

large scale, and, secondly, "it 'depended on the . willingness 

of foreign universities to offer'the required facilities and. 

to recognise the Iraqi certificates as qualifying for entry. 

Both factors had, undoubtedly, contributed to the limited 

scope of the policy and the smallness of its, achievements. 

, That the number of those 'who have received this benefit', 

was far from satisfying the need for highly educated persons, 

was admitted bye the British authorities themselves, but the 
. - 

blame. was, thrown on economic circumstances, "This' is perhaps 

a -small number, ' for a country-with a , modern constitution, meant 

to' be based on an intelligent electorate, but "it is-difficult 

- If it is not enough, "". to. see how more could have been done. 
, 

circumstances and not the government: are'to blame. " 

To cripple the progress of higher education still 

further-was the clash between what the British thought the 

most suitable higher education. and, consequently, the most, 

desirable,, and what- the Iraqis wanted. The' British; when 

relenting In face of national agitation, and in the ir 

preference for-, practical süb jects, " tried to convince -the 

(1) Special Report to'the'League of Nations on the Progress' 
of Iraq. 1920 -1931- 
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Iraqis of the wisdom of giving priority to medical, 

agriculture, "and engineering studies,, rather than to 

philosophical and'theoretical subjects. It was undisputedly 

a wise thing to supply their urgent needs first, but 

national-sentiment was not given'enough consideration in 

- -these policies, and the result was along-drawn dispute In 

which. both, parties. suffered. . Besides, 'it was extremely 

difficult to convince the people- of a practical need which 

they themselves did not tenerally feel, or if they felt it, 

did not give it full recognition. It needs generations, of J 

educated people toI see-such educational issues in their 

right-proportions. =and it must have been a premature step, 

on the part of the British to try to force these institutions 

before conditions made the it existence " justifiable and their 

success ensured. The subsequent , 
history, of the institutions 

founded during the British period of control shows the 

extent', to which-they failed to gain popular approval. ' 

Perhaps the fate-of higher `education 'under British - control 

could be Made clearer by considering, the case of-each' 

school separately. 

THE SCHOOL OF LAW. 

Theonly institute for higher education which 

the British found on. their entry. to Iraq was the School of 
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Law. The school, which offered education preparing for the 

legal profession, as well as general education for aspirants 

to 'government employment had fallen oflf in its standards' " 'j 

of education and entry a short time after the British had 

assumed control. Before the war the diploma which it 

offered was recognised by Western universities as equivalent 

to. the certificate of a high school. . But by 1924 the 'value 
. 

of that' diploma had sunk so low that it was worth ' nothing '.. 

even to the authorities of the school itgelf, -as well as to 

its students. 

The reason for, t1: at deterioration as seen by-, the 

British authorities , was the 'low standard' of "entry it demanded. 

No doubt this -ryas a result of the, ''general" deterioration of' 

education especially the secondary'düring the war years; 

the vain attempt of the' school to perform more than one, ' 

function and the result that it failed to perform any of 
,ry 

these adequately and finally the fact, that most of. its. 

students had no intention, to pursue the legal profession"at 

all, but were using'its certificate as a'short out to, 

government promotion. '.. _ 
The work which the authorities pro posed to do was 

to restrict the 
, activities of the school to , one main function 

(1) Beport. to the League of Nations. 1923 - 1924. 
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that is to, the training of lawyers, and by raising its 

standards - of . entry, to drive away elements unsuited and-, 

unqualified for higher education. The 'fist, of the se steps 

had to wait"a long time before'graduates of . 
the secondary 

school became available, but the second was effected as 

early as 
, 
1924 in the face of popular criticism and discontent. 

The result was a gradual decrease of attendance from 136 

pupils in 1925 when the reorganization began to take effect- 

to 66 students-in 1928 rising again'to 78 by the, time 

British control ceased in 1931. 

The course of. study was subjetted"to various .'. 

changes'of-syllabi and duration, with a-view to making it,, 

of a more specialised nature-and as suoh, restrioted to bona 

-fide lawyers. - The 'duration was. extended to 
_four 

years' y 

durption from 1928; but was later' reduced to", three years,., 

It does not--seem, however, that the authorities managed 

to effect a, drastic change. of syllabus, for,. by 1931 the 

school was still giving a general education to graduates 

from- secondary schools; "Its programme. is too wide to' 

produce really"competent lawyers and"too legalmto provide 

a good general education, -but"it-is the nearest thing in 
(1) 

-, the country to an arts course.,, 

"' (1)'Special Report on the Progress of Iraq. 1920 -, 1931. 
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It Is clear that, the source `of the complaint 

against this school: was that, in'the absence of other, 

institutes of higher education, it had. been obliged to 

perform too many tasks. This should have. indicated to 

the devisers of policy the need' for' other establishments 

to undertake. some of these, tasks. 

SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION. 

aritish policies were in favour of introducing a 

certain 'amount of, higher scientific education. -This took 

the shape of instituting at' different years 'colleges for 

engineering, agriculture and medicine. 

The College of Engineering, originally belonging 

to the Ministry of Works and Communications, was transferred 

to the Ministry, of Education in the course of the year x926. 

The transfer seems to have done. the' school moron harm than 

good, ' because of `the difficulty of securing employment for 

its graduates in the ' Ministry - of Works once the school had 

severed its relations. -with it. 

The school under the, control, of the Ministry of 

Education, attempted to give a fournyears' course based 

on"a complete secondary education. ' But'it was feared that, 

" with the low standard of, ' technical attainments, in. the. 'country, 
,. 

-that, wa; s too ambitious a programme, and the subsequent,, 

history of . -the- school more than "justified the, fear. From 1927 
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the school attempted to bring, its syllabus down to-the capacity 

of its pupils and the result was that the number of pupils'' 

attending decreased in proportion to. the prospectsýof 

government employment which became more precarious-with this 

lowering of standards. 

The, school continued its way down by lowering-its 

-., standard of entry to those who had finished the first three 

years of a secondary school,, and' limiting its studies to 

the. preparation' of subordinate'' officials for ti technical 

departments of the-government. In this' ' way it fell , still ', 

further, from the status of a higher school, showing beyond-_ 
. 

any doubt how very unpopular this type of education-was, 

once it was severed from its main attraction, namely,,, -, --, 

government employment. " 

The School of Agriculture had even less, success. 

After-years-of trying, to convince the Iraqis of- the value of 

10aving a school for' the, purpose of higher agricultural 

education, especially when facilities for such existed in an 

institute' designed for research'at Rustimiya at very, little'. 

'expenditure, the proposal was rejected. year after year, from. 

. 
1922 to 1926, when the school was finally established. ' 

British policy on this subject is'well'reflected in the report 

of 1925 as follows, , "ibe opening of. an agricultural school at 
Rustam was 'discouraged by the report'-of-the Financial, Mission. 
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But in a country so predominantly agricultural as this, 

the demand for. some sort of agricultural 'teaching is 
is 

irre tible... Some doubts. have- been expressed whether 

the results of agricultural research. in this country are-, 

conclusive enough. to forma basis of instruction in 
,a 

school which must be, largely 
, practical. " 

Whe; in the autumn of 1926 the school, was finally 

opened under the Ministry of Agriculture and in connection, 

with the-Research Institute at Rustim. iya, i its entry 

was based on the completion of. a four years' secondary 

course, but, this was found too high. At the moment it 

seems likely that th'e school will, have, to be converted 

into a practical farmers course,, with. a more advanced 

course to follow for those who show an aptitude and desire 

to carry their training further A change, of , policy is 

noticeable here and' also the same' pattern of. lowering 
, 

entrance and standards is evident. The school, however, 

did not seem to make any impression on the government or 

the, people as awhole and when ä proposal to its abolition., 

was promulgated in Parliament and as; a last measure to 

saveýit, it was transferred '. to the Ministry of Education. 

The report for 1929 sums up the history of the school 

(1) Report to the League of Nations 1925. 
, 

(2) Ibid 1929. 
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thus, "The'history of it`since its opening has shown how 

-little attrabtton an agricultural career offers, even in 

an agriculture country. It was attended at first almost 

entirely by students who hoped to use it. as a door for 

entry-, into, the Department of Agriculture. As-soon as-it 

was 'seen that there were no posts vacant in the Department 

of Agriculture, the'school`was practically deserted and '. 

still. remains'so, in spiteýof successive lowerings of 

the standard of'entrance. " 

The school, by the time the, British relinquished 

control' in 1930, must have faded into ` insignif icance,, as 

there was no mention of. it in-the final report , covering 

the period 1920 - 1931.. 

The Medical School was not more fortunate. 

Proposals for its opening kept'on being deferred year'- 

-after year until it-was established in 1927. Some, 

beginnings of, medical. education had been attempted before 

that date by'establishing a class for pharmacists., The 

authorities believed the pupils would'be better, even if, '- 

they, exceeded 
. their functions, and acted as medical 

practioners, than barbers of old women in curing disease. ' 

The opening of the school did not, however, help 

-, to improve the situation ' of' the medical service in the 

(1) Report to the League of Nations 1929. 
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'provinces, as most of the graduates preferred to work 

in the capital at a lower rate of payment, rather than 

work in the provinces. This is a tendency canmon to all 

countries of the Middle East, and which is the result of 

many factors, chief among which is the absence of the 

sense of a vocation and the low standard of living, in the 

countryside. . _'. 
THE AL-AL-BAIT UNIVERSIT3C. 

The failure of the'above-mentioned institutions 

for, higher education was not a' sign that the country did .. 
' 

-' 
not want higher education, but' rather, that its'ideas lay 

elsewhere than the. British policies wanted. The, Iraqis 

were impatient fora university as imposing in its buildings 

as'the Western universities. With this the, 'British disagreed- 

completely. ' 

The Al-Al-Bait, university, which-, was proposed as early 

as 1922, showed where royal and national desire for higher 

education lay, ` and it is significant that 
`despite 

the many 

difficulties the' scheme encountered the theological college, 

the first to be -completed, was officially opened by King -, 

Faisal in March, 1924. 

Although the -scheme was carried, out at 'the expense 'Of. - 

the Ministry, of Wakfs, - the British authorities apprehensive 

that the final cost might ' fall, on ý the Ministry of Education, 
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were sceptical of the scheme from the very beginning. 

They doubted that enough students of suitable qualifications 

would be found for the new university and they doubted 

if. enough, teäching staff could be obtained. 
'They 

also 

feared that the momentum which had brought to completion- 

'the first. building would fade out before the completion. 

Whether the Iraqis were right -or . 
wrong in hoping-for 

an institution of university status at that time, 'the 

significant point which, concerns us here is that the desire 
a .a 

was more of '-a protest against the lack of higher education 

than a well-thought scheme in itself. It"should be 

remembered how a similar thing happened in Egypt with' 

the foundation 
. of the National university there. 

The above, it is hoped, might be sufficient to 

establish the fact that the incursion made by the British-, 
--, 

in the field. of higher education was neither broad, 

enough, to' embrace the '. whole ý. range of higher. studies, . nor, 

deep. enough in its limited. scope to: leave any permanent' 

impression. 
.., _ 

TECHNICAL EDUCATION. ' 
. 
'' 

On this type ofreducation the British-policies' = 

concentrated most of-: their efforts,, -but as everywhere else 

their best intentions and efforts were wreaked by lack, of 
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response from, the Iraqi side. ý There was at' the bottom of 

the failure of this education the discrepancy between'-the- 

two points of, view, on . its status and functions.. To the 
-. 

Iraqis, technical. education was the equivalent to the. 

apprenticeship system and was expected to function similarly ". 

to trade training as conducted-in ordinary workshops., This 

the British exerted themselves to change, but with no 

outstanding success: '"Difficulties have also been 

experienced-in the mistaken view of its objects. generally 

held by the publiä. Public opinion in Iraq is apt to 

regard a technical school. as an orphanage or-charitable, 

institution, '. designed to'give. a trade to"boys who would 

otherwise be destitute. '', ' This was stated in- the 1920-22 

report, that is to say at, the commencement of British control. 

That the general conception did not improve with nearly, ten 

years of British preaching is evident from the following 
., 

statement from the last British Report, " which- may be quoted 

here, even at the expense-of some repetition; "The last 

ten years have, not been long enough to convince, the public, 

that technical work needs a technical preparation., Nothing 

but the' opening up of resources, of the. country will bring 

about this result. The idea of a technical school inherited-'- 

from Turkish times 'is that it should be 'a small government 

workshop supplying cheap furniture in competition with the 

(1) Report-to the. League of Nations. 1920 -' 1922 - 
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carpenters workshops of the bazaar. " 

GIRLS' EDUCATION. 

Perhaps the greatest service the British poli, d es 

rendered to Iraqi education was the opening up of the field, 

of. female education. ' It is noteworthy that the innovation, - 

contrary to what was feared,. met with a- ready response even 

from the most conservative elements in the country. 

The British authbrit'ies encouraged undoubtedly 

by, this reception went on wetablishing new schools or 

taking control of already. existing schools and improving,, 

them in a" way to make . 
them better able ,. to" perform their 

. ; 

functions. As'early as 1922,,. there were 21 girls 'schools 

of the elementary and primary type and by, 1926 the schools, 

grew in number and. popularity to justify. a,. reform of their 

policies in order to suit the future of the pupils and make. { 

: the foundation of a training college for women teachers a, 

necessity. . 

The gowth of girls schools continued to-progress all 

. 
through the ten years period and laid a. sound foundation 

for the development of-this education under'national 

control. 

MINORITY SCHOOLS. 

The. direction of"British policies as regards " 
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religious and racial minorities was, one which ensured to' 

" such minorities a, large measure, of autonomy while keeping 

in. mind the ultimate aim of making the, whole population 

as-homogeneous as possible through the medium'of education. 

The autonomy which-the religious minorities' enjoyed in 

',. the disposal of their' internal affairs tlhad existed before 

the British control and was part-of'the Turkish. regime. 

Education until the' organization of 1869 referred to before 

was entireI y in the ; hands of the religious chiefs of. the 

minorities,, 'and although the organization theoretically 

brought some state. control to bear on the schools in 

practice, the conduct 'of the religious 'minority schools 

was almost left completely to the respective communities. 

With these traditions of. autonomy deeply engrained, 

the British authorities' found -the . 
lines ofpolicy clearly ý, 

-drawn for them:.. Apart from 'the -non-government schools 

towards which, a policy of grants-in-aid was adopted, there 

had to be provision inside the official system for, both 

religious and racial groups allowing`the, one religious"' 

freedom and the other the right to use its national language 

'., as the medium of instruction at least in the primary' schools. 
Although since 1920, the public schools were, by. law 

openýto all pupils Without distinction. of religions/än article 
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of the Public Education Law prohibited the schools to, - 

proselytize. -religion 
formed part of the-curriculum. To 

"avoid forcing the religion of the majority on the minority 

it was enacted that pupils. of, any denbminätion other'than' 

the majority religion could beabserit themselves from lessons ' 

on religious instruction. In 1920 the. Department of 

Education, in. pursuance- of this policy, of ' religious . freedom, 

agreed'to provide a separate religious-teacher in any. 

school'-in which the boys of the minority religion numbered 

more , than, 25. 

There were, however, especially'in Baghdad and Mosul 

schools, in which either Christian or Jewish minorities 

predominated. The procedure followed as regards, these was 

to provide them with teachers of the predominant religion, 

whether Christian 'or Jewish, and Moslem teachers to instruct. 

the Moblem pupils 1n their own religion. All these schools''-, 

followed the official syllabus, and-were according to the 

provision "of . the law not'run on purely religious-lines. It 

was -also provided that, claims by religious ' communities ' for`" "1 

separate schools should be considered, providing the schools 

were, not for purely, religious purposes. ' In'the intermediate 

and 
, 
secondary schools there ý was 'no' provision for separate 

schools for the religious communities'as it was thought best'- 

_, 
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at these stages to mix the; different, `elements 
. of the 

country. 

Racial. minorities, where'the language'was other 

than, Arabic, were allowed the use of their 'own. languages 

as the medium of instruction in the Primary schools. With 

Arabic ' as the' first ' foreign. language. 'This applied to the, 

Turkoman schools of the Kirkuk district and, to the Kurdish 

schools of northern and eastern areas, of which 131 schools 

existed py the end of 1930:.. 

Kurdish extremists agitated for the-use of Kurdish 

also-in the secondary schöols, ''but this was always discouraged- 

, as. being 'neither in the interests of the country as a whole,,. 

nor in the interests, of. the Kurds themselves. It Was äl so 

felt that the use of either language ' provided too narrow - 

a basis fbr. secondary and higher education, ". the government, 

therefore, ' always insisted that Arabic should be studied in 

Kurdish primary, schools and that a change over from Kurdish, 

toArabic-as a medium of instruction was to be gradually 

effected in primary, schools t1sing krabic text books, although,, 

the language-of. instruction, ' remained Turkish or Kurdish. " 

"' NON-GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS. 

The policy adopted-with regard to non-. government - 

schools was one-which it gras' sought to 
. 
bring those schools-, 

into - conformity with the syllabi of the official schools. 
' 
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This was to be effected by grants-in-aid, inspection and 

the imposition of a uniform examination before the . graduates 

of, these schools would be, permitted into secondary schools. 

, The motive behind the policy was that it was for the good 

of-Iraq that certain homogeneity ought to be effected among- 

the various elements through a uniform education. The 

policies,. however, were tolerant enough to allow the best 

of those schools enough freedom to carryon with their, 

educational work in the primary stages as long as they. 

satisfied the" requirements 
! 
of the public examination. 

The progress 'of the policies In the'direction. was 

gradual and circumspect. They started in 1920 by taking 

direct' control, of the schools wI Ich-were as a result of the 

war'in no position to-carry on-with their work and by 

offering grants-in-aid to those that could satisfy the 
, 

conditions for the grants, and-besides accepted, government 

inspection. 

The final development of'policies was reached in 

1926, by issuing'a law for the distribution of grants-in-aid - 

of. which articles 2 and-3-are of-special impbrtance'änd 

are quoted here: -, 

Article, 2. 'The distribution of grants to private schools 

and institutions shall be in proportion to their 
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service to public, education on the one, hand, and 

-their need of these-grants on the other. . 
Therefore 

the, following'should be taken into consideration: - 

(a)-The standard of, the school and the number, 'of 

classes therein. 

(b), The, standard of. 
-instruction 

therein. 

(c) The number of teachers, ' their, educational 

standard and teaching capacity. ' 

(d) The 
, syllabus, of instruction followed therein, 

and its proximity-to,, the public educational- 

syllabus. 

(e)-, The degree td-which the school participates in 

the public examination and the proportion of 

the success of its pupils therein. 

(f) The'revenues and expenditure of the schools`, 

Article '3. 
, 
The distribution of , these- grants is decided " 

on year by year by, a Ministerial order issued after 

- looking, into the recommendations of a Special Committee 

made 'out = of the senior officials of the Ministry. 

This Committee has before issuing its. recommendations' 

to, consider the comments of the Area Education officers 

and the reports of the Inspectors concerning each 

school and, institution which demand financial assistance 
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and to study their conditions in consideration to 

all points mentioned in the above paragraph. " 

THE - TRAIN IICG OF . TEACHERS . 

Of the earliest tasks that encountered the authorities 

the most urgent was the supply-of teachers for the schools, 

'especially with the change of, the medium of instruction, from 

Turkish to Arabic and the erecting of new schools, as well . 

as re-opening others, the work, of which had, been interrupted 

-by the war. .,. ' 

In' the first stages of-this operation the authorities 

had to, use whatever- possible' material at their' disposal. Any, 

teachers with experience of service under the'old regime, 

Who had applied for appointment, were tested, and on-being 

found suitable, were given employment. At the same'tame'a 

training college was founded at Baghdad and worked at-full. 

capacity as much as building -accoinmodation, permitted. The, 

course of originally. two, years' duration was, when the 

situation of, teachers supply improved sufficiently. to.. make - 

this possible, ''extended to three years., This was because, - 

the training college at that time had, - inthe-'absence of 

secondary education, to' recruit from amongst the graduates 

of primary schools and'combine with the professional subjects 

whin i it offered a -general 
education of a . -secondary standard., ' 
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The general. standard of the, college was a little, -' 

higher than the elementary teachers' colleges of Egypt, and 

-included the teaching of, English in' its programme 

With more trained teachers graduating from the 

college the authorities improved the standard still further 

'by offering two ' courses, i one of, three years , which prepared 

teachers for the full primary schools (the six year schools), 

and another of two-years for those-intending to teach only 

the four lower classes. 'of a primary school. 

It was hoped, even then, that the natural-progress 

of the college would be towards' limiting itself- to"the 

professional training and-by-accepting students from the 

" secondary, schools, dispense with, th e' academic subjects. 

It was also about this -time 
that' - sane' preparat ion for 

secondary' school teachers was attempted. This 'took- the. shape 

. of evening classes, in which fee-paring -primary' school 
- 

teachers were given an advanced course at the-end. 
_ofwhich ' 

they qualified for 'teaching's secondary school. 

The supply of , teachers, although not, any 

"3 time in excess of the demand, was from-1925 subjected to a1 

policy of reduction. It was'computed that at the rate-of 

graduation, the needs of the, country. for trained teachers. 

would be satisfied in six years time. It - wasthought, therefor 

that"some'reduction of numbers should, be effected - 

progressively and-so. delay-the"day when that degree of',,. 

"saturation would be reached., To'. achieve, this result the 
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course preparing primary school teachers was extended to 

four years as from 1926.. Students who came to the. college 

after the completion of a full secondary school course 

followed a . course of. two years duration. It seems that 

neither . of -these steps had led to ý the, required result_ of, 

reduction' and that further, measures were needed in order to, 

achieve that goal'. - , It was felt that the practice of givI 

the students free instruction `free board and free lodging 

originally adopted. to attract them to-the teaching Iprofession, 

was then not needed as there was no visible difficulty of 

recruitment. 

In 1929 the long' awaited reform of recruitment and 

training of teachers. was at last introduced. Two important 

changes were effected which aimed at raising the standard` 

of- teacher training-. and at the same . time facilitated the 

process of, selection and consequently reduced the number of 
students. 

. :.. 
It was 'stipulated that admission to the primär7,, 

section. of, the Training College would be restricted to 

boys 'who had completed the first cycle of the secondary 

school. It was hoped that in the following year thin- 
1 

s 

admission might, be possibly further'restricted-to those who, 
had completed the full secondary school course`. 
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The second measure, was, to remove. the -reproach of 

over-crowdedness, by separating the elementary and the 

primary sections and'housing them each in a, building of its- 

own. In the meantime the section preparing teachers for 

the secondary schools was to be constituted in a , separate 

-- college as the. Higher Training College accepting graduates of ý, 

secondary schools and giving'them a two -years'-Course in 

'which the subjects taught, in secondary, ' 
schools were . continued 

toiä more advanced stage. 

The policies, adopted, it is clear, were such as to = 

move towards a progressive policy of'reduction of, numbers 

byr.. raising the standards of entry and so keeping the supply, 

in proportion. to' the limited needs of the 'country. ', It is 

clear from this that a* static state of. affairs was envisaged, 

without, consideration of legitimate expansion ofthe schools 

of-the country. ' That these `. policies had too' hastily anticipated 

this state of saturation' is. proved by the' fact that, at the "' 
t 

end of British . control there . was still one , sixth of the teacher 

in the government schools' - apart from the non-goveranment ', 
(1) 

schools -', who had no professional training at -all: " 

The number of schools reached and'the pupils attending them 

were far from satisfying the` educational needs of. ', the' the country 

to make such a policy of curtailment_justifiable. The Point 

(1) Special. Report, to the League of Nations`ön the Progress, of Iraq in' the. 
- 

period 1920 - 1931. London 
. 
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which the, policies make clear' in this respect is that no-',, 

comprehensive system of education was intended to cor6r the-' 

whole, country beyond the . limited 'supply. ' reached in' the early 

years of British control and that the system ' of 
, 
training 

reflected the , 
general `tendencies of that policy. 

By the end of , 
the period of ' British control' there 

were'five institutes concerned with the training of teachers;. 

these were the elementary and primary training sections for 

. 
men teachers at Baghdad, the elementary and primary training 

centres of. women teachers at Baghdad' and Mosul, and the-, 

Higher Training College for secondary school teachers. 

The differences between the two main sections of 

. -training training were in length of: courses dependent on the 

educational standards of. the pupilsoon admission.. It 

seems from the tables of weekly distribution"of lessons that, 

the'aim in each-was. to continue the study of the subjects 

taught. in, the' school from "which they graduated to a , more 

advanced stage., 

This exposition"of the achievements of-the British, 

in"Iragi education duringýtheir. period of control, would 

justify and, prove the remarks we made earlier. They show 

that the British, induced by their concern for economy, were 
Inýfagourýof very limitededucational, provision, 'and that in 

pursuance of the'-same tendencies revealed"in their conduct of 

Egyptian education they preferred elementary to secondary.,, 

education and practical -to literary, instruction. ", 480.., 



III`. PALESTINE. 

The major fundamental factor that influenced and 

eventually determined British educational policies in Palestine 

was the peculiar political situation in, that country, evolved 

.. through secret 
, agreements and-opposing promises, which' 

created in Palestine two nationally divided communities with 

-the British in the most unenviable position of, trying to 

reconcile the unreconcilabble'and'trying to, please both, 

but failing to please either. We are not concerned with how, 

this development came into' being, nor with whether. it was 

morally justified. It is. also irrelevant to'our purpose now 

to go into the tedious arguments on the McMahon correspondence. 

with the Sharif of 
. 

Mecca. regarding Palestine, or the Balf our 

Declaration to the Jews - what concerns us is that-the' 

situation had' created one of the greatest 'problems of the 
, 

modern world, -both politically and socially -'a problem 

which had its tragic element and a story which,, even, with, the- 

most recent development, . is far from reaching a satisfactory 

conclusion... , 
The, two ` communities, put 'face to face in 'Palestine; -- 

the Arabs and the Jews, although charged with the same 

extreme feeling'of nationalism, were otherwise opposed in 

every detail. and. aspect of life, whether political, - social 
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. Ie t 

or economic.. The Jews were more politically coherent than- 
' ", the Arabs, 

, 
they had their political objectives always in 

mind and worked assiduously towards achieving them,. They 

were clear in what they wanted and that was a "National' 

Home in Palestine". - an objective which from the very start 

put any. prospect of reconciliation with the Arabs 
, out of the 

question. They were better organized, despite factions 

between extremism and moderation'and had, in the World 

Zionist'organization. a powerful' organ. 

The Arabs Were financially at-a disadvantage and,. 

according to tradition, waited for. educational facilities 

to be' provided by the 'government. Mr. Huiphrey Bowman, who, 

after he had left Iraq was. made responsible for creating 

an educational policy for , Palestine', speaks thus of' the 

educational merits of the two communities. ' "The Jewish 

community strongly favoured co-education. so,, that, in a f:. 
settlement 

. of average size,. a single school , 'with, a kindergartei 

for small children, satisfied their needs. Further, they 

regarded education as the basis of their. community' life;, 

partly because they brought with them-the tradition'of, 

universal'literary - an illiterate Jew was almost unknown: 

partly because the study of Hebrew was the principal plank 
in the Zionist platform. ' . 'They were, moreover, willing to 
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pay fees,, which helped to swell the Jewish educational budget; -, 

and though this 'was never sufficient to cover the ever-'growing 

demand for new and. larger schools,; the Zionist' Orgaziization, - _ 

and later the'Va'-ad Leumi, were, able, 'in spite of-indebtedness, 

to provide elementary education for practically-, the whole 

child pdpulation of Palestine Jewry. " It' was , 
far otherwise 

with the-Arabs. YJhen the 
, 
Turks vacated Palestine; after. 

Lord Allenby's victorious 'campaigns, ' they left 'behind, them ., 

littlethat was worth retaining, least of all, education. " 

"The'prejüdice against the education of*Moslem'girls, 'long 

since overcome in Egypt, and now happily disappearing in.: 
' 

other Moslem, 'countries, 'still prevailed in what was'the 

Turkish-Empire. Thus at the time-of the British occupation, 

the authorities in Palestine were faced by the, fact that 

the majority of , 
Arabs were illiterate, and that the literate 

minority were largely ignorant of their own". language. " 

As a-result of these difference between-the 

two communities no one, -system of education could possibly 

provide adequately for both. 

Besides, neither-community was, ready to concede,, 

aught to - the other and were - extremely. jealous for their own 

(1) 
. 
Bowman, Humphrey. Middle East Window. London 1942, p. 252 

(2),. Ibid., " pp. 253-254.. . 
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language and education. The Arabs would not learn Hebrew 

or have 
, 
it taught in their schools, and, although the 

al Jews"taughtArabic as an option/language in. their secondarg, 

schools,, they were no more willing or able to co-operate 

in one system of education than the Arabs. The only 

alternative left was to , have two, systems of , education 

sharply divided on the bases of race and language, one for 

the Arabs, in which, Arabic was to be the lärguage of 

instruction 'and the "other for the tTews, with Hebrew as the 

medium of instruction. = The two systems, in fact, reflected 

more `than just, a division or linguistic issue: it was the'. 

whole struggle between two nationally-opposed groups, 

, translated into an education; whichboth used-as a powerful 

instrument for nationalistic' purposes. 

Of, the two systems. the one, that stood in greater, 

need for government support was the Arab. 
, 

The Arabs, by 

tradition, and by, their financial circumstances, looked to 

the government for-the supply and , maintenance. of their 

education. " The Jews,, although in abetter financial' position _- 
insisted on their share of educational expenditure without.,. 
accepting government control: 

The British authorities, as a result adopted a 

policy of-complete direction and control'of the Arab system 
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and one of distant supervision for the Hebrew system. 

They tried to widen their sphere of influence on'the latter, 

but came to grief-on the rick of Jewish resistance to any 

interference,. "But the'Jewish-. community were jealous of 

"- their rights;,.,, and did not readily brook advice, still less 

administrative interference. ' Without giving their schools 

heavy financial aid, which 
. 
the' country could ill, afford, we'". '- 

were not in a 
, 
position to resist. ",. ' But not even- 

heavy financial, aid could succeed to help British control to 

effect, any direct influence'; - 
"It was, unfortunately, not' 

., possible to use the grant, as a lever for improvement in ,,.: 
those directions where we"felt'it most desirable:. ' every 

(2) 
attempt to do so failed. " 

, 

.. In the general shape the policies took with 

regard to. the Arab system there were almost the same factors 

at play in Palestine as in Iraq. There'was-just the- 

educational-foundation left by the. Turks, indeed inefficient 

and disorganized by the war; but nevertheless serving as 

a basis and there was the need. to 'repla'ce. the use of Turkish 

by Arabic'and above all'the general lines ofBritish policy 

which, favoured elementary education with some agricultural 

or industrial bias, a limited higher primary education, jmore- 

. , limited secondary', education and-very. little, or no higher 

education. S 

("1) Bowman,. Humphrey. Middle East Window. London 1942, p. 254. 

(2) 
4 85_ 
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Further, the fact. that 'a poor country like Palestine 

had to maintains two qrstems, , while it could hardly afford one., 

made the-economic factor frustrate most -of the hopes towards 

some kind of generalDr elementary education. -, 

The situation 'was further worsened by the 
U 

political-troubles which punct'ated the history of Palestine. 

in the period between ' the World, Wars. " Many an educational 

scheme was wrecked or shelved because of these troubles, and 

schools'were either closed or education temporarily suspended 

at those periodsof disturbance. 

it was, therefore, natural that the British 

policies, hampered. by the peculiar-circumstances of the 

country, would ' show greater limitations, than in Iraq. 
. 

The 

Jewish syste', on the other hand, freed ý from British contröl 

and greatly supported by 
, 
funds from inside and outside 

Palestine" and following educational' 
, 
traditions 'other than- 

British", showed -a more vigorous-life and wider expansion than 

.. the 
, 
Arab, as will be shown when the two systems are-compared. 

Even in: the first few, years of the British occupation.. { 

and while 
. 
the country was'still under-military control 

(from 1917: to 1920) some educational" reorganization was 

necessary., - This took the form'of re-opening sane of the schools 

left' by the Turks, the work -of 'which had been interrupted '.: 

by 
. 
the war, ' as well as planning a system of 

yeducation 
for `the 

Eý... 
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country, including the institution of two. training colleges. ` 

The last measure was, made necessary by changing the medium 

of Instruction in the schools from Turkish to Arabic. 

With the setting up of 'the. Oiv il, Administration 
. 

in July 19209'it was made possible to launch-a more 

extensive policy, aimed at covering . the country with elementarg 

schools, 'Theschemeýenvisaged opening 75 elementary'schools- 

every year `for six or seven . years', by the end of which time 

it was 
, 
hoped-that every'child in Palestine, with the possible, 

exception of ' the children of. Bedouin tribes, would have an 

opportunity. to attend school. 

For the very urgent problem of. the supply of 

teachers, 'and. until'the new training colleges had turned out 

sufficient. numbers, examinations were-held to certify 

teachers. ' Two of these -examinations were held, in 1919 and'-' 

1920. In 1921 the situation must have improved to an extent-, ''1; 

making more selective niethodapossible: , 
Two types of. . 

examinations were arranged for the'purpose, of teachers' 

certi'fications', ' the standard of the higher. examination being 

not much below the London matriculation. --'The two measures 

combined were thought, to be, sufficient to provide elementary 

school teachers with'a standard as'near as'possible to 

European levels. 
- 
Expressive of the ' difficulty -as well as the 

, 
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adequacy of. the measures, an official report says, "Great 

difficulty has been, and. is still being, experienced in 

finding an. efficient'teaching staff, especially in the 

more remote districts, largely owing to the lack of. -any 

'-proper, system of training under the Turks; but the existing 

Training Colleges and the system of. teachers examinations 

will,, it is hoped,, 
-raise 

the teaching-staff in a few years 

to the level df a , European elementary standard. "_; 

The same`policies'decided that Arabic should be. - 

the language of instruction"in all the government schools.. ', 

Hebrew' would not be introddoed as the, number of Jewish 

children in those schools. -at ' that time, or, indeed at any 

time,, was-quite insignificant. English was tobe taught 

only. in the larger town schools beginning with the-third ý. 
, 

year of. 'the course. '- 

There was no provision for, ý, secöndary. 'education in 

the scheme; 'the primary aim was to satisfy-the need for 

elementary education and defer the institution of secondary 

education until an elementary, foundation had been laid. A 

certain number of, secondary-classes were, 'however, in the 

course of time, annexed to some of the. large elementary " 

schools; and_even a. full secondary'course was provided 

(1) Government of Palestine Report to'the League of Nations. 
1920 -, 1921. 
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in the Arab College at erusalem , from 1925. The, polici'e's 

were clear in stating, that secondary education was not one 

of; the urgent needs of the country; "In spite of demands 

from many, quarters for more secondary schools,. the government 

decided to pay attention first', to the more'pressing problem 

of elementary education. ''It was felt that, it was uselessto 

attempt to 'deal with questions of a more advanced education 

.. until elementary 'schools had first been provided : in 'those 

localities, ' which lacked them. lhiort, it was. believe. d, 

contrary, to�what had_held good in,, certain other countries 

"of, 'the Near East, in building-the house it was wiser to lay 

the 'foundations and lay 
, 
them. well before dealing with upper, 

storey on. the roof. " 

On the administrative side British policies'showed- 

themselves from the very beginning in favour , of . "ý 
," 

decentralization. "Local education committees' have been 

formed in most' districts, consisting of five or~six; notable s 

of the, community, selected. fpr their; position and' interest ' -" ,' 
in_education. The". British governor or-his representative, 

presides atmeetings, and the District Inspector of Education 
11 

is an ex-officio member. " 
, 

In' the early stages, there was no clear specification 

of the functions of these' committees, beyond' expressing 

" (1) Government of Palestine. Department. of Education Reports 
'-- 1927. ports 

(2)' Government of', Palestine., -, Report", to. League of Nations 
1920 - -1921. 

" '- 
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local interest and supplying advice on educational needs; 

Judged by later development, this step, was of great. 

educational, value because these committees developed into 

full local educational 'authorities responsible for the schools 

under their. jursidiction. 

To serve the purposes of linking the various 

local committees of the various communities. and their 

relations with the central Department . of, Education into 

, some harmonius policy; a central Education Committee was 

formed in `the summer. of 1921. Its functions and formation 

, were described thus in the official report for, the'same'' 

: year, "The committee acts in' an advisory capacity to the' 

Department of Education, 
- , 

but it has-, no executive powers. 

It' consists, of 11 unofficial members,,. of whom-three 

are -ladies, sele'cted' from the three communities,, and of the 

senior members of the Headquarters staff. Questions, of general, 

educational policy are debated at. its meetings"'. 

Added to-the two 'Official systems controlled , directly 

byº,, the government in-the-'ease of the Arab and less directly 

in the case of, the Hebrew.,, there existed in Palestine from 

Turkish times several categories of non-government schools. 

The`; policie$. adöpted towards these were aimed Ob'subjectingr 

them 
, 
to to, ' sort of loose and general- supervision by the Departments, 

of Education and Public Health. These schools 

(1)' Government of Palestine. Report 'to the League of 
Nations 1920 - 1921.490. 



were"given, a-grant-in-aid in return for which they'were to 

conform to certain sanitary and educational conditions, and 

to subject to inspection by the government for the purpose of 

satisfying themselves as to whether. the schools' qualified 

for the giant-in-aid.. 

These non-government schools thus exempted from any 

" real government ccntrol, were by no means insignificant either 

in the educational provision they* offered : or in- thenumber of 

pupils attending them. An official report , 
of. 1925 gives the 

Following 
. categories and-attendance at these schools: 

(i) A number of Arab, and Hebrew undenominational schools 

maintained. by. independent sooi®ties or local - committees. . The', 

" Arab schools of this category are 7, with 258 registered. pupils, 

' of whom, about 
, 
one fifth are Christians; 

y 
the corresponding 

Hebrew schools are 43, with 1,724 
, pup"il s, . almost all of whom 

are. Jews. 

(ii) * 'A considerable number of, denominational schools 

with a pronounced religious or sectarian character;, Arab 

schools supported mainly'by endowments, local contributions 

-and voluntary donations; there were of. these' in- 1925,19 

Moslem_ schools with' a,. population of 1,947,52 Christian ; 
schools-with 3,403 pupils, ' including 117 Moslems and b0;. 

`Hebrew schools with "4, -345 pupils. 

(iii) Private schools conducted for-profit., ' but in some 
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cases receiving also a; grant-in-aid from the' government. 

Of these there-were in ''1925,24 Arab schools attended ' by 

1,185 pupils, who were almost entirely Mosl ems, and 14 

Jewish schools with a school attendance of 659 pupils, 

(iv) A large number of Christian and Jewish schools, 

'which-apart from charging fees, were' mainly, supported . 
'-by the funds of foreign missionary societies or other. bodies. 

These, consisted of '132 'schools run by Christian missionaries, 

which had' an att. eiidance of 12,265 'pupils,, 
. of whom more, than 

one"sixth'were. non-Christian and 9 schools maintained by 

foreign Jewish sooieties,. with a'total attendance of 3,499 

pupils, of whom only 1/35th-were non-Jewish. 

The total number, of all i the . schools in these 

categories ofýnon-government was 804, in which 64,764 

pupils of `both sexes received education varying from the 

very elementary, th the primary, and some sort of secondary 

education. ' 

Compared with this, the. 
-government schools, of -both' 

': the Arab' and Hebrew, systems totalled in the. same year only 

, 
454, -in which 35,209 pupils re ceivededucation which was,, 

Of a mainly elementary nature. The comparison shows that 

the 'greater part'- of the education ' of . , 
the country, was undertaken 

by-agencies other than`the'government. If there were added to 
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this the '139 -official Jewish schools,, which vvere practically 

run independently , of government c'cntrol, the small size of 

the government's sphere of influence-would be'even reduced 

to just over 25% of the total number of all schools and- 

little less than 20% of the whole school population.. 

With, their, sphere of activities limited almost 

entirely to ' the Arab educational system, it_ remains to., 

see what the British policies achieved'in this field. 

THE ARAB EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM. 

. ;" The main 'concern of the. policies, was to-provide 

a system of elementary education for the rural Arah 

population.. ` The original- scheme , was for-75 of these - 

schools to be built over a period of ff or 7 years, by 

the end of which time every village would be, in possession., 

of at least'one school. This, however, did not, 'materialize'- 

owing to*political disturbances and economic crises. 

'From ' the, ' very beginning, -the authorities - were. well 

guarded against this type of education, 'being made to 

literary, with the, harmful results ' exhibited by countries 

of educating the children out of their rural environment and 

making then flock to towns where they, would become unemployed 

and unemployable. Enough diversity between urban and rural ", 

schools was allowed to-make the school" serve the purposes ', of ̀  



the area in which'it was situated. Rural schools were mostly 

provided' with a little garden and a plot for agriculture,, 

while town schools had manual work included in their 'curricula. 

The evolution of this type of rural school was, 

undoubtedly, one of the best achievements' of British policies 

on account of the education service it rendered to the greater 

part of - the population. It''should have offered an example' 

to the 'rest 'of- the Arab countries, but it. seems,, on the 

whole., that the, example passed unnoticed. _ : When a similar 

development came into being, in Egypt-for example, it came 

at'a much later date and it was not the Palestinian example 

that was followed, although it was the 'best suited: to the 

purposes and conditions of the Egyptian cunt ryside, but 

some American or European type was introthced. 

Town schools . differed from rural schools alaoin 

. 
the length of course they, offered. They offered a six years 

. course against, fair, years. in the rural " schools. -. This was, 

obviously because of ' the' need -f or children in the rural areas 

to help' their parents at an earlier age than town children. ' 

In the. towns; the elementary stage was precededýby 

a preparatory class followed by six classes in ascending order. ` 

The elementary period of school life. was, according ' to the 

first formulated policy c cnsidered to rangeIdeally from 
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about the ages of V 6, to 14. -Village schools had, on the 

, other hand, only four, classes with the lowest serving' the V. 

purposes of. a preparatory 'class. 

tsoth on . account of the length of course and the V 

fact that they , taught English, the ' town 
, 
schools functioned 

. 

as a higher primary school which led to further education in"-_4 

a secondary school, -while the village school remained at 

best a school for literacy with a pronounced agricultural bias, 

V ._ 
The' difference in syllabi between the two types could 

be clearly'seen`byýcomparing the weekly distribution of 

lessons as shown in Table I and 'II. ' 

TABLE I. ' 

-RURAL SCHOOLS. WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF LESSONS, ' 

Subjects Pre. ist year, 2nd year 3rd year 
` parator 

Rel4gion'and-reading 

- 
of Koran `V2 

Arabic '-V- 12 12 VVV 12 V il 
Arithmetic, ß 8, g8.. 
Hygiene V V_ ,2_ 2- 2 2. 
History-and Geography V 2. S 

,-44V Object lessons V22,2 2, 
Physical training --2.. 2 

.2, 
V1. 

Drawing, V. 11l 
Agricultural Instruction VVV 

and Handwork 44 

Total of weekly - 28... 34 39 :_ 39 lessons 
.1_-, 
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The final shape which . the se - two types of 
" school 

took was reached by 1937-38; when the schools were 

reorganized according to the following formula applicable 

to' government and non-government schools , alike. ' " 

1. The kidergarten or infant stage:, is of indeterminate 

length, is not universal and. is not, necessarily preliminary--' 

.. 
' to elementary education. In the government system, *' 

kindergarten classes exist only. in girls' schools in towns, 

but are . attended by a, small number of boys 

" '2. 
, 

Town schools: - 

(A) The lower elementary stage, five years., -, 
The classes-are numbered from one to five in 

ascending order. The lower elementary , period 

of school life is considered ideally to range 

from about the ages of a to 11 years. 

(S) 
, 
The higher elementary stage,, two years, classes 

numbered six and seven, 'which followed on from 

" the lower stage. 

3. " Rural schools;, - 

The lower ele'inentary, stage of these consists, of 

four-years., Higher classes may exist as in - town' schools 
j 

following on, with the fourth. 

The same re-organization-stipulated the distribution 

of lessons as follows; = 
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I. TOWN SCHOOLS. ' 

Boys chools" 

Subjects '2nd 3rd 4th 6tl 6til' 7tYi 
year year year year year year 

u ' Arabic lang age) 11 -12 ý8' 8 8 
Penmanship ) 

Arithmetic r ,b b b b 

Geography '' 
Historyr- 3 2 2 2 2 

Nature Study`,: 2 2 

Hygiene 

Science - - - - 
2 2. 

Drawing , .. 2 2 1 1 1 1 

Manual work 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Geometry 

English 
English Penman-) 
ship ) - .. - . ,a 8 8. "8 
Translation :) S5 
Religion- 5. b 

.4 54 3 3 

Physical Training .3 . 1. e,. 1.. 1 1 

.,...., . 30 35 ,.. 35 ,... 35 35 38.. 
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H. TOWN SCHOOLS (Girls), 

Subject 2nd " 3rd 4th 5th 
'6th-, . 

7th 
' year year year . year year year - 

Arabic 9 9 9 9 9 -9 

Arithmetic 5' 5 5 4 4 4 

Geography 
ý1 

1 2 2 

Historyr .1 
1. 1 1 1 1 

Nature Study 1 1 1 1. . -. - 

Hygiene ,1 1 1 1 1 1 

Drawing ... 2 2 1 1 1 1 

Needlework 4 4 6 '4 4 4 

Handwork 2. 2 

Domestic Sciences 

Housecraft 2 

Laundry ., ._ ý-.. 
." 

2 ý. 
. Cookery .. . 

, _ 
2 

English, 
." -5 

5 6 6 

Religion 3 3 3. 5 5 3 

Drill and 1 '. 1 1 2, 2, 
f 

2, 
Singing ., ... 

30 30 35 35 35 35_ " 
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RURAL 
... 

SCHOOLS. 
.. ............. ....... 

Subject ` lät yeär' 2nd'ye6r' 3rd year.. 4th year . 

Religion and 
Koran 

. 2 a 7 9 

Arabic 12 12 12 11 

Arithmetic, 

. 
Hygiene 2- 2 2 

History and ,. . 
geography 2 4 

Nature-study 2 2 

Physical training 1 1 1 1 

Drawing " - 1 1 1 

Agricultura l 
Instruction: 
Practical 4 4 

Theoretical z 2 

Hand Work 1.:. .r:.. 1 ,,, .. _.. ....... ..,. 

2$ .,.. . 34... ...,. ''39 .., .., 
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-SECONDARY EDUCATION. 

Plans for full secondary education 'to , be established 

and provided on any appreciable scale were never.. considered 

'. by the British policies. The - devising. of' such plans and 
their endorsement 'had to wait for the more urgent consideration 

cof providing the -country with sufficient elementary schools. 
As the 'original 6 or' 7. gears' plan of satisfying the 

country's 'need of elementary' schools did not work to 
.ý 

schedule,, on account of political and economic. difficulties, 

the period under. review does not record any, sizeable growth, 

_of 
this type of 'education. 

_ 
Secondary , educat ion had in the 

main to: content itself with classes of-one`or more years, 
- 

annexed usually to the big towns' elementary schobls" 

As early as 1921 a, start was made - on the scheme for 

supplying secondary classes to the schools of Jerusalem, 

Acre and Nabtbis. ' This remained until 1925 ithe' only 

government provision, although many non-government schools 

existed' either. as- separate secondary schools or, as part of 

elementary -schools. Unfortunately most of such, schools, 

" belonged to denominational bodies, and the language, of 

. instruction was not Arabic. They, therefore, could not 

have filled the, gap left by, the government lack of. provision 
for" secondary education. 
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In 1925 it was possible to provide a full 

secondary course in the Men's Training College ihn 

Jerusalem more for the purposes of training teachers than 

for secondary, edftaation. as such. ' 2 The 
, purpose was to attain 

a higher standard of teaching by offering a secondary-, 

course followed by a year of professional training. 

The practice of annexing. secondary classes to- 

elementary schools was not abandoned for, full secondary 

courses, and the. number of these classes increased to il by 

1940; as compared with the number : of ` classes at the-3, 

school s. me toned. before. They, seem to have remained at' 

about that number for the greater part of the period and 

only reached the maximum number of 25. in 1945-1946. 

In 1928-1929 the Men's Training College, re-named 

the Arab College, was made ' the only place, for a 'full secondary 

course., -, still maintaining its relations -with . the ' training of 

teachers, 
__ 

but at-the same time offering a full secondary 

course that might serve other purposes.. 

It was only then that the development of secondary 

: education, became progressive enought to admit the formulation 

of definite courses of. study and some latitude was--permitted 

in the weekly distribution of lessons which normally ran as 
follows: - 

1) Statesman-Year Book 1941. The silence of the ff cial Reports, whether those . of the' British governments to the League of Nations, or those of the government of Palestine Education Department 
indicates the-insignificant-part secondary education played 'in- the 

, general policies of, education. 
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Subjects.. 1st Year 2nd Year' 3rd Year ý 
. 
4th Year 

, 

Religion and Ethics 1 1 '2 1 

Arabic 7 ý7 
' T 6 

... 
English S- , - 10 -10 8 

History 3. ' 3" 3 4 

'Geography 2 2 '- 

Arithmetic 
8 6 b Algebra' . Plain Geometry 

. 
Trigonometry 

Physics 2 2 5 

Chemistry 1 1 
-3 4 

Botany, 

Zoology 
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The only further development incurred was a change 

of this distribution in the slthool year 1937-38 to 

introduce manual work and to reduce the number of hours 

assigned to some of the subjects. The last arrangement 

for the distribution was as follows: - 

1 

I 

Subject Ist year '2nd year 3rd year, 4th year 

Religion and 
Ethics ' 1 1 2 2 

Arabic " 7 
.7:, 

. 5. 

English 9 9 

History * 3 .3 3 4 
a 

Geography, 2 2 2 2.. 

Mathematics S S. 6 

Physics 3 3 5 5 

Chemistry, 1 ' .1 30 3 

Botari 1 - - -. 

" Zoology - 1 .. - 

Manual Training - - 2 2 

. 35 ' 3ý 
.... _: 

36 36 
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In general the education offered was one of a 

uniform -course of 4 years, of secondary education, the. last - 

-of which reached the standard of the English matriculation.. 1 

As yet, however, the official' reports still revealed 

that no definite formulation had 
, 

been , reached and , that the 

arrangement of course and distribution of lessons had to, 

admit for a certäinslatitude. 

-It is, to benoted that this provision of., secondarT ' 

} education, whether in the classes annexed to'elementary 

schools or in the complete-course in the, Arab College,, 

was attended by boys only and no similar provision existed 

for girls. 

-POST-SECONDARY COURSES: ' 

Some 'provision 
_'as made, for courses after the 

secondary, stage, -but these were even more limited - in scope 

and growth than secondary education. " 'The main type of 

post'secondar classes were 
- those r1bed , j6, the study of 

lax and preparing licensed lawyers.., The classes were for . 
all, the three communities and the-three official languages, 

Arabic, Hebrew and English were-used for instruction. 
- 

(1) Department of Education - Annual Reports, 1922 - 34. 
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AGRICULTURAL- EWCATION. 

Agricultural, instruction of . anelementary type was. 

part of the rural' ' elementary 'school curriculum, but for 
. -the 

i, _there'-veere . 
purposes, of advanced agricultural studies, /the, two'Kadorie 

Agricultural' Schools, one for the' Jews at Mount Tabor, and 

one for tt Arabs at Tulkarim,, which was-opened in 1930 «= ̀ 7' 

The schools, besides offering agricultural education of an ,. 

advanced type, made possible the 'training of teachers for 

the rural schools., The training'centre attached-to"each 

school accepted selected students, who had completed the 

course at the. Agricultural schools-and gave them further. 

courses of one year's 'training', with the object of fitting 

_ _them , for teaching, posts , 
invillages where school gardens 

existed or'could'be established. ' The school for the Arabs, ' 

did not escape the fate of other educational institutes and 

was closed at sertain 'times because of political troubles, 

'and this did,. -to a great extent, lessen. the _ 
benefit expected. - 

from the education and the training it offered. 

THE ' TRAINING OF TEACHERS.: 

,'. 
One. of the first problems the policies tried to 

solve was the supply of teachers of adequate standard to 

teach the new schools. The, measures first taken were,. to 

open' a . training college for men and another for women, ' the'- 

first in, 1917, . and the second' in 1919. Both schools ran 
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courses of academic subjects of a post-primary standard 
" 

concurrently with professional training. - 

With the improvement of : the educational , situation 

it was possible to improve on this system of training for 

men teachers with "a view to providing "a teacher- of higher 

qualifications. The above system was abandoned , 
from the 

schöol year 1928-29, for another in which-the training 

followed a full secondary course, thus makir. poasible the 

reduction of'the professional training to one year. 
, 
The 

training, class was made an integral 'part of the AräbcQo, 7. lege 

"In it Arabic-'and English literature are continued beyond 

the matriculation level, "and other subjects are studied 

only, in connection with the elementary school syllabus. 

The. course of pedagogy is practical, rather than theoretical. 

Some attention is paid 'to psychology, but a greater part of 

the lesson time Is, given_to practical training in methods of 
_,. (1Y 

-teaching and in class management. � 

The distribution of-. lessons in this. training'. H 

class shows "a great. emphasis on ! professional training as 

can be seen from' the tablet of : weekly distribution. 

:. ` (1)' Government of Palestine. Department- of Education. 
Annual Report 1928-1929. 



Arabic 4 English syllabus' .1 
English 7, Mathematics-" 2 

Psychology 2 
., 

+ Science 

Model lessons 4 History "2 

School Management 1 Geography .2 

Methods of Teaching' History of Education' 
or Educational or systems of 
Psychology ,1 Education- 2 

The training college for women 
-remained, 

because of 

the fact-that no secondary education4 was provided for girls' 

to. conduct its training according, to the old-,, system. It 

recruited its students from those 'who had'-finished their 

elementary education. and gave then a course of studies of 

four years' duration. The two lower classes were of a 

higher elementary school standard, and the two upper classes 

of a' secondary school standard *and this , provided on the- 

whole a balanced course of study. . 
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The distribution of lessons was 
..... . 

as follows: - ...... ;. ... t 

Subject ist year " 2nd. "year '3rd. 'year 4th year" 

Arabic 3 3 6 6 
History 2 2 2 2 
Geography 2 2, 2 21. 
Nature Study 1' 1 1 1 
Arithmetic and S 

Elementary, r 5 5 5 
Geometry c 

Drawing 
,2 

2 
Domestic Science: 
Cookery. 2 2 
Housewifery 

.2 Needlework '.. 4 4 4. 2 
Hygiene 
Handwork 3 3 3, 2 
Drill' and Singing', '2 2- 2ý 1 
English " S 55 5' 2, 

". Psychology and 
-Method 

2 
Teaching Practice 10 
Religion. 2 2 2_'. 2 

w 1 

4= 
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One of the problems that this training college 

faced from the very. first'years of its existence was the 

difficulty of supplying women teachers differently prepared 

for teaching in rural, as well as towns schools.. ' 

'. The-task was too huge for one training institution to 

tackle, especially when that was made more difficult by 

the impossibility of putting a Christian teacher in charge 

of a'Moslem school. Miss Ridler, the Headmistress of the- 

College presented the difficulties in 1927 'thus: "To sum 

up,, our problems in Palestine are. as follows: religious'and 

racial antagonism, the selecting of suitable recruits for,, 

the teaching profession, and the satisfying of the various 

needs of the urban and rural schools in the training 'and 

i " t appo ntmen ofteachers. 

Part of , 
the problem was. solved in 1935 bye founding 

the Rural Training Centre-in 1935, which aimed. at giving ä 

training preparing the teacher to improve 'child welfare, - 

house management and general hygiene. in the villages as. 

a whole. For this purpose the students were to be given a 

thorough domestic-training on top of the ordinary academic 
(2) 

subjects. ' 

The above survey of the achievements of British 

(1) Ridler, H. , Problems in "the , 
Training of Women Teachers in, 

- the Near, East. Annual Report. Department of Education 1926- 
1927. 
(2) Government of-Palestine. Education Department Annual -' Reports. -1937-1938. '. '. 
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policies for Arab education would not'fail to show the 

limited-size of its activity. on account of the difficulties 

imposed by the political and economic condition of the 

country. 

Compared to non-government education and even the- 

Hebrew system, which, , although, official/ 
considered 

part' of 

-the, government system was run independently, it falls 

short. of both in point of number and variety. Although it 

is nät proposed, here ' to go into- its details the ; Hebrew 

system possessed schools of much greater variety than the 

Arab system, and included as early as 1921 such a variety 

of scholastic establishments as kindergartens, elementary 

schools, intermediate schools, trade schools, teachers' 

training colleges, arts and crafts ' schools and agricultural 

schools, and crowning all this, was the Hebrew university on- 

Mount Scopus which was inaugurated, in, 1925'and maintained a 

steady progress, both in the number, of its' faculties, 

students and the books In its library. 

The development of the two systems can be clearly seen 

from the following-tables, 
_which show how, despite the vast 

difference between the sizes öf the school age population for 

which each catered, the Hebrew system, -although'still under 

official auspices but enjoying a'greater freedom. of action, had 

in the course -of 
twenty five years, caught up with--and finally, 

outpaced, the. Arab system in number, of schools, number of 

teachers and total number of pupils. 
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HEBREW SYSTEM. 

1920 - 1945. ' 

School Noof No. of 
No. of, Pupils 

- gear Schools Teachers Boys 
"Girls 

-, TOTAL 

1920-21 137 605 '"- 12,830 
1921a. 22 131 574 - ,- 12,456 
1922-23 118 . 497 11,062 
192324 124. 508 - 11,724 
1924=25 132 550 - - 13,246, ' 
1925-26 177 707 '89211 8,963 17,174 
1926-2? 191 846 

.. 
8,367 9,338 ,. 

17,705 
1927-28 207 843 '. 8,436 9, ßl5 

, 
189251 

X1928-29 213 , 872' 8,839 '99868, 18,707 
1929-30 223 903 9,557 10,820 - 

20,377 
1930; 31 260 1,031 10; 446 11,624. 22,070 
1931-32 "' 256' 1,033 10,915 11p 571 

'2204e8' 193233 265 1,192 11,662 12,528 24,190 
1933-34 291' Is 217 13,503 14,720 28p223 
1934=35 

. 317 1,482 ' 160539 ' 17,532 34,071 
1936-36 354 1,704 19,902 21,245 41,147 
1936-37 373 2,070 . 22p686 249602 47,288 
1937-38 395 ' 2,206 '- 23,952 - 25,968 49,920 
1938-39 

. 
409 2,374 

. 
25,725 27,609 559334 

1939=40 . 419 3,517 " 27,697 29,205. 561900 
1940-41 ' 418 22649 29,140. 30,023 59.4198- 
1941'42 '442 . 2,827 301,690 31,9965 ' 

- 
62,655. (1) 

1942-43 488 3,029 32,561 33,756 66,317 
194344 551 3,480 35,992 ' 37,141 -73,133 1944-45 ' 573 - 31,783, 

. 38,918 3,050 77,968 

(1) Figures compiled . from -Annual Reports of the Department of Education. 
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ARAS PUBLI C SYSTEM. 

8919 - 1945" 
... 

c eaI NO. Of -No' . 
of ci. 'öf ' Pupils . 

! Schools Teachers' TOTAL 
Boys Girls. 

1919-20 171 f 408 8,419. 2,243 10,662 
1920-21 244 525 13,656 2,786- -16,442 1921-22 311 639 16006 3,033 19,639 
1922-23 314; 6.72 16,046 3,285 19,331 
1923-24 314 685 15,509 3,655 19,164 
1924-25 316 -687 16,147 -. 3,734 19,881 
1925-26 ' 314 687' 16,146 1 30591 29,737 

- 1926-27 315 
11 . 

722 16,488 ,"3,591-. 20,079. 
1927-28 ý" 314 733 17,133-' 4,126' 21,259 
1928-29 310 750 17,291 

.4 345 21,636 
1929-30 -310 760 18,174 4,782 22,956 

'1930-31 . 308 744 19,346 4,942 " , 
24,288 

1931-32 305 783 19,658 5,179 24,837. 
1932-33- 299 827-. 21,202 51489- ý 26,69]., 
1933-34 320- `933 23,925 6,917 30,842' 1934-35 350 1,055 27,737 8,268 36,005 
1935-36 384 1,148 33,053' 9,712 420,765 
1936-37 382 1,176. 33,203 9,510 42,713 
1937-38 402' 1,299. 38,245" 11,155 49,400' 
1938-39- 395 1,312 39,702 10,318 50,020 
1939-40 402 1,340 42,219 12,148 54,367' 
1940-41 403 -2,649 42,661 11,984 54,645 1941-42 404 1,456 44,244 -12,314 

-56,558 1942-43 
' 

403 19452 ' 45,603 12,722 58,325 1943-44; 
' 

458 1,734 -50,450 14,340 (1 ) 69,790 1944-45 478, 1,872 56,359 15,303 , 
. 71,662 

(1) Figures' compiled from Annual Reports of -the Department of Education. 
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In 
, 
this general picture of ;, education, whether. public 

or non-public, the same feature. is-present:, the sn aller 

progress in the proportion of school attendance to school" 

age population is again e iibited by the Arab system., 

compared with the Hebrew on the official' level. 'Moslem 

education, as a whole when compared with either Christian 

or Jewish-in all categories of schools on the basis of 

the number' in receipt of education to the total number of 

school-age: population, shows the'same features: The only 

community with a surplus dar school-age population over V 

actual attendance was the Moslem, community. Graphs A 

and 3 show the exact position in relation to 

. 
(i)�attendance in, all categories- Of schools and 

. 
(ii) the proportion of that to V school age population 

computed on the basis ; of the ages 5 to 15' years as it' was in 

1945. 
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It is obvious that no such situation could 

have existed had not the funds available for the education 

of the country' been burdened by the dual-task of prQviding 

for two systems with the duplication of' administration and 

staff personnel incurred through the process. 

'It would have been equally impossible for such 

glaring discrepancy between the various communities to have 

obtained, had'the disposal of educational funds been based, 

as originally intended by British' policies, on the greater 

need of the respective community, rather than-on, a per capita 

basis, which gave the Hebrew system such a great financial 

advantage over the Arab`system. There was a clear departure, 

undoubtedly under political pressure, from the principles -` 

declared in `the original, policies as stated there by 

Mr. Humphrey 'Bowman,. 
, 
"As money was limited, it was clearly 

our duty to spend what we had where it was most urgently 

needed. The Jews had considerable funds at-their disposal, 

and their total budget for educational purposes was not-- 

far short of that of government. The Arabs, on the other 

hand, 'had no funds with the exception of those derived from 

Moslem "Wakfs"; these were handed over by Sir Herbert Samuel- 

to the Supreme Moslem Council as soon as it was formed, and 

in any case were quite insufficient. to support ,a national,. 
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(1) 
system of, education. " 

Within the narrow limits in which British policies 

operated, it cannot be denied, despite the smallness, of 

. achievements, -that the working ofnthe. policies proceeded with 

the thoroughness and efficiency characteristic of the British 

and which are notable in the educational field. More indeed 

could have been done, but the'little achieved was first. rate. 

(1) Bowman, 'Humphrey. Middle East Window. London, 1942. 

-pp"2b4-bb. 
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CONCLUSIONS"ON THE BRITISH EDUCATIONAL POLICIES. 

I. With regard to Egypt the following conclusions could 

be put forth: - 

It has been seen that the British did not effect 

any great change in the general shape of education. Modern,, 

education remained'French in its outlines, while the old 

system of Kuttabs leading to Al-Azhar, with the excOption 

of the small number of village schools, brought under 

supervision of direct control, had remained untouched by_ 

the British influence. 

2. The authority of the Ministry remained, despite 

the delegation of certain powers to the Provincial Councils, 

a highly centralized body allowing for no freedom in the 

conduct of the schools under its control. 

3. The relation between the Europeanized system. and 

the preparation for official work had been greatly 

strengthened by the elevated position given to schools of 

that system making admission conditional on parental-income, 

and. not on ability, to benefit from the education offered. 

4. Ido-attempt"had-been made to link , the. elementary 

education-served in'the village schools with that given-in- 

the primary -and secondary leading to the, professions.. The 

duality of system was thus further emphasized. 

b. In the sphere of primary,, secondary and professional 
education, ' the increase in'the number-of schools and 
attendance was never. very extensive. The aim was to-regulate, 



the growth of these schools according to the capacity of, 
the government' departments for absorption. 

ý" The British, on the 
, other' hand, brought stab; ilitT 

and P permanence of policy, which made the schools able to 

secure the aims set them without the havoc 'wrougit by. ; 
frequent changes: 

7" The system of examination represented by one 

examination on the termination of the primary school, 

another after -two years of, the secondary course, and a. third 

on , completion of the secondary school; was carried to a, -, 

high standard of efficiency, , 
thus protecting the schools and 

the scholars from corruption or, falling victims to adverse 

social influence. However, it may be added that at times 
, 

the desire for efficiency reached the limits-of absurdity. 

The whole process became so intricate that examinations 

gained in power'until theybecame the ultimate object of 

education, not, as they should be, an instrument in its 

service. ' 

8. The excessive emphasis on examinations.,. together 

with the crowded programmes,, accentuated rather than 

lessened the historical tendency to depend on memory. 

9. The introdu ction, of the English language in the 

primary schools had added-to an already difficult linguistic 
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course. The child of 6 or '7 would be asked to learn two 

languages; Arabic, which was almost a foreign language 

to him and English. The result was again that the'scholars 

resorted to rote-learning to pass' their-examinations. 

10. Compared to the ccnclusions reached, on British 

educational policies in India, it, seems that the British 

had tried, unsuccessfully, to impose the principles of their 

policy there in the face of the requirements-of-different . 
circumstances, and they fact, tha they, had been preceded in 

this-field by a strong French influence which had greater 
". appeal to the. people than English- education. When, however; 

it was difficult to carry on with that ' policy, the British 

resorted to a policy of, restricting the Europeanized 

education to a bare minimum sufficient for the supply of 

government 'officials: 

There was a clear reversal of the steps-taken-just. ' 

before the British-occupation in'the direction of-extending 

the facilities of modern education to approach a standard-' 

of universal, popular and free -education. 

11. - sritish educational policies had been marked by, 

the greatest economy, even parsimony,, ineducational, 

expenditure. This was noticeable even after the. financial ' 

situation . of the country, 'had, improved sufficiently to justify'' 

- ., 
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and even demand a greater amount of expenditure. '' Young 

says, "The expenditure on education as late as 1890,. 

when the financial stress was over, 'was only, £'E 81,000 

annually, whereas an annüai expenditure of. £3,200,000 would 

not have been excessive. "' It seems, on the whole, that 

economy was used more in the nature of a pretext for not 

indulging in an expansion of educational facilities, rather, 

than a real financial inability "to cope with the expenditure. 

11. As, regards British policies in Iraq and Palestine, ' 

the following conclusions could be dram: 

i. Although the British had learnt. from 
, 
their failure 

in Egypt not to, impose their language as.. the medium 

of instruction, the main lines of-policy were 

maintained with the minimum of modification required' 

by the particular' circumstances of each country. - 

i 

ii. The British trait for compromise precluded the 

effecting of any, drastic change 'in the general shape, 

-of education. They-maintained the system left, by 

the Turks and contented themselves with filling it, 

in providing schools of the '- different categories and 
v 

working them with the mad. mum amount-of efficiency. 

There was little, if any, introduction of British 

educational models. 

(1) Young., George. Egypt, Lo ng on, 1927. 
_'p. 168 '' 
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The same tendency for compromise . allowed fora great 

amount of religious and linguistic-freedom. -'In Iraq 

this was expressed by giving the religious-minorities 

the right, to obtain instruct ion in their own, denomination 

at' gövernxnent expenseand . 
in permitting the use of the 

vernacular as the medium of instruction in 
. places where 

the 
. mother tongue was other than Arabic. - 

In Palestine the result of the same tendency was the 

institution of two branches of education for the Arab 

and Jewish communities respectively. 

iv. ' The British concern for economy was as pronounced here as 

it was in Egypt.: This Yiad the inevitable result of, 

limiting the size of their educational achievement with 

the neglect of certäin types' of education for which 

there'was, no lack of popular demand. 

V; The British, influenced partly by their desire to 

economise in educational expenditure, and partly by 

their own educational,, traditions', showed themselves in 

favour of 'the. institution 
-of two separate' systems of 

education; one free and catering-for the masses as 

far as economic conditions allowed, and the ' other fee.,. 

charging and open 'only ' to those whose financial Sconditions 

enabled them to pay for it. 
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vi. In order to avoid the prevalent tendency - to give the 

elementary education a too literary bias, the British 

tried to introduce some practical instruction with a 

view to the pupils taking-a job at an early age. 

vii. The, British were 'always in. favour -of - curtailing the 

provision of secondary education of the academic type and 

diverting the, funds to the more: deserving field of' 

technical education.. 
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IV. SYRIA. 

FRENCH CONTROL 1918-1948. 

France had maintained a certain interest in Syria 

for a long, time before it was enabled, by the decis ion of 

the Supreme Council of`the Allied Powers-at St. Remo 

'(April 25th, 1920) to assume authority there as a mandatory 

power. Fundamentally it was due to the long-standing 

relations between France, and Syria that $h e mandate for 

Syria and Lebanon was conferred on France and not on any 

other of 'the Allied Powers., These relations. are sometimes 

traced by French writers as far back as the times of, 

Charlemagne, who, they claim, had carried on, certain negot. ationn 

with the Abbasid Caliph, Harun Al-Rashid, and had obtained 

the custody of the Christian Holy places., It would be more 

authentic " historically, to date these relations from 1535 

with. the-first Franco-Ottoman agreement between Charles. V and 

the Sultan and the first granting 6f 'capitulations'. The 

interest was mainly concentrated on certain elements of the' 

population, namely the Christians of the Levant, and produced 

huge educational and religious' 'activity, helped and enhanced.. 

by the encouragement of the French government. ' The work Of L 

the missions; ' religious, educational. and humanitarian,, grew 

continuously, thanks'partly to the annual subsidy given them" 
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by the French government. The French protectorate over the 

Catholics in the Holy Places was given . formal international 

recognition in the Treaty of Berlin in 1878; and in the 

same year the Prefect of Propaganda at the Vatican addressed 

a circular to the Catholic authorities in the Levant, 

instructing, them that their dealings with the local' 

authorities should be-conducted through the diplomatic 
"_ (1 ) 

representatives of France. - 
It ' cannot be said that such interest and sympathy 

, verenot, reciprocated by the, elements , who were 'the special 

concern of France, and tlk 
, 
was natural that this, country had, 

reason to, entertain certain designs as regards Syria once the 

chance for a more immediate and effective intervention was 

possible on the dissolution of, the ottoman Empire and the 

partitioning. of its domains. among, the victorious allies. 

France was, obviously, not. -to be contented with the 

terms of, the -Mandate, which offered her at 
, 
best a temporary 

management of ' the country, with the prospect of relinquishing 
her duties., at, 'the soonest possible time. She was not 

prepared at any time to honour such terms and restrict her 

activities . to that of trusteeship.. iArtiole 22 of the 

-Covenant of'the League of Nations in which the principle of 

Mandate. was based, - clearly, specified the relation as ' that 

(1) Hourani. A. H. '" Syria and Lebanon. Oxford-University 
Press. 1948, p. 149. " -- 
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existing between a country needing advice and assistance 

and another which 'by virtue of its civilization and resources 

was able'to proffer such advice., "Certain communities 

formerly belonging to the Turkish Empire have reached a 

stage of development, when their existence as independent 

nations can be provisionally recognized, subject to the 

rendering of administrative advice and assistance by a 

Mandatory `until ' such time as they are able to stand alone ." 

The preamble of the Mandate, moreover, emphasized 

the temporary nature of this advice and assistance. Thus 

Article I specified that France was further to facilitate the 

progressive development of Syria and Lebanon as independent- 

states, and, so far as circumstances permitted, to. encourage 

'local 'autonomy. 

Franbe's. conception of the Mandate was quite opposite 

to what these articles stipulated. She did not conceive of 

her mole as anything'short of securing a, stronghold'in 

Syria and Lebanon and the. ultimate. assimilation of both 

countries culturally and - politically in pursuance of the 

traditions of her 
-policies , 

in Algeria referred= to above. 

Nationalism, instead of being encouraged, was to be stamped 

, out, and the -proposed progress of the country - towards 

independence was by all means to be reversed to a policy of .. '. 

(1 j Article 22 of - the Covenant ' of : the League of Nations. 
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subjection -to the interests of France. "That the Mandate for 

Syria and Lebanon-was entrusted to France was due mainly- 

to her claiming special interests in`the Levant. It was, 

therefore, natural that her policy during the Mandatory period 

should be determined only partly by her, ccrc eptionof the 

Mandate, and partly by her conception of her own interests. 

In' so far as her policy was based upon the second factor, 

it was directed to two ends: firstly to-opposing and weakening 

the growing tide of 'Arab nationalism, with its claim for 

complete independence: and secondly to strengthening the 

traditionally or potentially Francophile elements,. the, 
_Christians, 

Alawis, Kurds and other-minorities, Y-, and ; especially 

to strengthening-the position of Lebanon, vis 66 via the`, 

interior. The second aim was partly a means of'achieving the- 

first, but partly an end in itself, arising out of-France's, 

traditional friendship " �it ertain of the Christians. " 

,. 
Acting on these motives the French prouaeded. to 

administer the Mandate in such a inanrier as to retard, ' rather 

than advance, the progress towards cultural or political 

, independence. 

The general administration of, the, Mandate, and- it 

reflected most particularly in educational matters' was the 

subjection of the local authorities, established presumably 

(1) Hourän A. H. Syria and Lebanon, Oxford Univeersity Press, 
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to placate the League of Nations, to the over-riding direction 

of the French. 

The French devised "a dual system of government, 

the effective part of which was represented by the High', 

Commissioner, who was assisted by-a political and military 

cabinet, 
" and a number ' of departments, 

- staffed in the upper, 

ranks by officials from France or the French Empire, 'and the 

personnel, of which departments were French. officials paid by 

the French government. These departments were interested 'in 

the several aspects of public affairs, including public 

security, education,. public works, etc. The High Commissioner 

was further assisted by an information service to keep, him - 
informed of the movement, of, political feeling and the progress 

of, action in all parts of-the country. " These officials of' the 

'Services speciaux' were to be found, in every district, and 

in practice exercised an almost unlimited influence over the 

local administration and political life. 

On the other hand, there were the local governments 

which were in principle in charge of the'actual administration 
in their regions, and possessed legislative and executive 

powers. This last privilege, however,. was weakened by the 

'fact that to each of these "local governments there 
, were 

attached a number of French officials who, although in the 
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service and pay of these governments, acted as delegates 

of the High Commissioner and exercised a restrictive influence 

., on the free action of the local governments: "These. 

-governments had legislative as well as executive powers, 

subject, to the control of the I3igh- Commissioner and his 

delegates, and within limits of the 'conseillerst; a. 

control which at times derived the governments of almost 
(1 , 

all freedom of action. "- 

To -achieve still further, the penetration of, the % 

French influence and control by pursuing a. policy. of divide 

and rule, and at the same time to give the appearance that 

they were giving expression to autonomous desires by 
_the 

various communities of the country, the French. subjected 

Syria to a series of regional division in 1925 and 1936, 

which recognized, with some variation, the- existence of. 

four autonomous states; -in the Lebanon, in Syria, in the 

state of the Alawis and the government of Djebel Druze. 

Each of these states was provided with an Organic Statute 

of Organization, in which education was declared free, but 

in which the French language was recognized as an-official 

(1) Hourani, A. H. Syria and Lebanon. Oxford University 
Press, 1946, P" 172. 
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(1? 
language side by side with Arabic. 

The direction which. French policies took as . regards' 

education was, as might be expected, ' on the whole motivated 

by the same desires of weakening the nationalistic and 

independent tendencies of the"several; regions by strengthening 

the place, `of 
, 
the French language and culture at the expense- 

of the nationalI language and indigenous' culture. They were 

quick to seize on the traditional cultural relations existing 

previously and building an, educational system-which would 

inevitably bring the people of Syria as near as possible 

to the French standards. In fact, it was education' that 

offered the French the best and surest'means öB assimilating 

the Syrians, and", with the French belief in culture, it was one 

of the earliest tasks they set themselves to perform. 
'The' 

'insistence on, doing this. was part of ä long tradition, best 

(1) Organic Statute of the Goverment of , Latakia (Alawis )ý 
No. 3113, May 1930,. Artiole 5., "Education shallbefee, 
in so far as it is not contrary to public order-and good 
morals, and'is not detrimental to the dignity of the 
religioks. ' No step shall be taken to prejudice the rights, ' 
of the communities to have schools of their'own, subject ,, to the general rules for public. education laid down by the 
law. Article 10: "Arabic and French shall be the official 
languages. " The Statute for the government of Ljebel Druze, 
provides the same in Article 5, and so does the Constitution. 
for the, State of'Syria'in Articles 19,20,21,22, and the 
Constitution f or 'the Lebanon (17th May, ' 1927, and 8th day, 

. 1929)-in Articles 10 and 11. ' 
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expressed in the following quotation; "To predominate in 

the realm of ideas; to have dominion-over their minds and 

souls; such is our aim. Others may. surpass us in the 

fields of business or arms: all we ask, -at all times, ' is 
(1} 

-, the welcome that comes-from the heart. " 

In the application of this policy bf capturing 

the hearts and minds-of the peoples of Syria by the 

dissemination of'French culture through the, medium 'of .' 

education, the French were influenced and helped by several 

other, subsidiary factors. In the first place, 'they had' 

already-existing a strong foundation of educational institutes 

run either by local or foreign religiöus, bodies, which were, 

predominantly French; and in the second place, they possessed 

, 
an, educational tradition in the Oriental lands, which had 

proved very attractive. to the people. Added to both factors 
FRt 

was the Frenchman's belief in the supremacy of his- cultural 

norms and the-possible application of them, universally. 

To the institutes-already existing, although 

greatly dislocated by the events of the war, the French felt 

they owed. the 
, 
duty i* of setting " th em on their I feet again. The 

Turks, during the war. years, had sub jetted all the `foreign 
, 

institutes, and even the local institutes which had French 

tendencies,, to a severe, policy of restriction and oppression., 

1 Quoted from our ce Barr s 1. qu e aux pays duLeevant 
pby Elizabeth MonrPe. The Mediterranean in Politics. --, Oxford' 
University Press, 1939. p. 83. 
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Some of them had stood the test stoutly, and some tried by 

devious means to evade the Turkish order of changing - 
French into Turkish as a'medium of instruction. This 

loyalty the French could not afford to forget or leave- 

unrewarded. Expressive of the French awareness of 
, 

the, amount 

of suffering the school-went through is the following 

quotation, "Ma's la guerre, -comme partout a detruit beaucoup. 

Dune parte, toutes les ecoles franSaises, anglaises, 

italiennes, furent fermees des la declaration de guerre et 

les maitres expulses ou internes. Les, ecoles Americaines 

subsisterent a peu prey toler6es, moyennant bien des 

arrangements. Les 6coles. locales. de rite re urent fordre 
i) 

d'enseigner le turc Ala place du francais. " And indicative 

of the direction , of French. policies towards-such schools 

was the immediate order for the re-opening and restoration 

of these schools to their'-pre-war state. "Et, tout. aussitöt, 

que parurent les premiers_arretes,, sur 1'initiatlve, du ° 

grand administrateur que fut M. le sous-intendant Copin. 

L'un, d'eux nous Interesse- particulierment, cleat celui 

qui concerne los ecoles et ce'fut. i'un des premiers publiees 

A peu pres, rette, forme. " 

(1) Chevaliey. Conseilier du Haute Oommisseriat pour 
1! enseignement. L'Enseignement en Syrie pendant 1a periode.. 
d'organisation (1919-1921) La Foire. Exposition de Beyrouth. 
Conference . 

ma Syrie et le Liban. Paris 1922. 
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Article 1. Les 6coles sont maintenues. 

2. Le personnel reste en fonction. 

3. La langue franpise replace la langue turgpe . 
C'est ainsi que,. d'un seul trait de plume, la Syrie fut 

dotbe en grand de ce qu'elle n'<avait Jamals ens un systeme 

. d'ecoles officielles'ou 1'enseignement serait'arabe et 

. franjais,, qui allalt s'äjoundre au systeme-des ecoles privees 
(2) 

restaure6s. " 

't'hus the French were to recognize as part of the 

educational system all the private schools that had existed 

in the country' and by subsidizing them and making-them 

conform to a system of examinations ensure that kthey 
. 
would parrs 

on the task, of disseminating their culture. The foreign 

schools were to be subject, to exclusive French inspection t-, 

without undue interference in 'the arrangement of their, 

studies as it. was certain that if the schools satisfied the 

requirements of the examinations, they had to-follow the 

courses of study desired by the policies., -The schools were 

to be free, * but not independent;. "Quant au control. e 

-des &tudes, il se fait prinoipalement par le moyen des 

examens'franris, qui imposentpratiquement des programmes 

sans consideration confessionelle, en laissant, 'suivant une 
oormuile habituelle, les 6coles libres mais non independentesL) 

1 heue ey. onseil er du Haute. Comm sseriat. pour 1 ense gi 
ement.. L'Enseignement en Syrie pendant la periode d'. organisation 

(1929-1921). La Foire. Exposition de Beyrouth. Conferences La Syrie. ' 
et le Iiebi" Paris 1922. 

(2)" Ibid. 
(3). 

-_ .. -,.. ý .. a, _ .. 
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Local deonomination schools were perhaps in better 

financial ocandition as they were maintained by their 

private endowments, -ab well as by donations almost 

regularly given by one or the other of. the European powers 

which had particular. interest in each community. They were 

also. disorganized-by the War, and to. them'the French adopted 

a, policy of advancing credits, and permitting them 
_to 

obtain 

municipal financial help as, well as s(h olastic taxes, to, 

help them to re-open and resume work. Ths system of 

giving credits was, however, owing to the great number of 

these schools, insufficient, and it was decided that each 

village was tobe allowed one school only on the 

recommendations of a Committee especially convened to 

-consider the case for every school in order of urgency. 

In return the school which was to re-open, had to admit 

all children. without. distinotion of-race, language or 

religion; "les condition qu'il n'y eüt, en-principe, 

qu'une ecole; par village, admittant doles enfants sans 

aucune distinction de race, langüe ou religion;, quo le 

tranjais serait enseigne comme l'ara, be, 'et que des enfants 
. 
c1) 

pauvres seraient admis gratuitement. " The High Commissioner 

(1) Ghevalley. Conseiller du Haute Commisserait pour . l'enseignement. L'Enseignement en Syrie pendant la periode 
d'organisation (1919-1921) La Foire. -Exposition de Beyrouth 
Conference La Syrie et 'le Lfb&n. Paris 1922, ` pp. 111-112. 
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was in charge of the general direction, of the schools; 

,, that-is to say, the schools, although . 
in receipt of public 

money, were not subjected to-the local control, of the 
e 

state-in which they were situated. 

The official system which the French devised, was 

a far smaller affair than the private schools, , 
but, it, too, 

had to serve the same purpose of disseminating the French, 

language and - culture " 
M. ghevalley, the person who was put in charge of, 

evolving the official system, was guided by the example of_, 

the French schools created in Egypt, and which had proved 

themselves popular. in that country. Thus he say; /"On 

allait done organiser des bcoles, mais quel type d'ecole pdur 

ceux qui vivºent en Orient et savant que la t9te de la Syrie 

se trouvait en Egypte, aucun doute n'etait'possible. Les 

frangais ont cr6es la bas, prey du nil.,, de: 1881, A'1898 'un 

type d'fcole qui da nait complet satisfaction au pays: ' 

Cýnq annees d'etudes primaires, francais-arabe,, 

o- conduisant 6, un certificate d'etude`s primaries: 

Cinq annees d'6tudes secondaires, franvis-arahe- 

conduisant A'un baccaulareat egyptien (lettres et, sciences). 

Un section normale d'un ou deux ans, se 

recruitant, dans les classes secondaires et preparant dut 
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personnel enseignant. " 

This'system, reasons M. Chevalley,. was found 

satisfactory, both for the purposes of' Arabic and the 
. 
needs of 

employment in the country as well as for an adequate preparation 

in French. qualifying the young Egyptians, if desirous, to 

continue their, studies in the French universities. 

The purpose clear in M. Chevalley's mind 'was, 

undoubtedly, to, establish an association between Syrian and 

French education similar to that which had been. originated 

by the French schools in Egypt prior, to 1898, that is 

before the secondary course was reduced to"three'. years, 'and, 

so ceasing to stand equal to the. French seca. dary ed notion, 

and consequently. as" qualifying for entrance into the 

universities. He was, therefore; on guard against ,a 

repetition of such a mistake.. "Toutefois, le mecontentement- 

provoqu6 par cette mesure-dans tout le pays et l'accusation 

capitale d'aveir ce abaissa le niveau des btudes en 

Egypte»prouvaient que 6'6tait la. toute-justement la. faute 
(2) 

enter. " 

Consequently in "his plans' for--the system, " M. Chevalley 

had to reproduce the original scheme with the five years' 

Cheva ey. Conseiller du Haute Commissariat pour 1'enseignement" L'Enseignement'en Syrie pendant la, periode 
d'organisat ion (1919-1921) La. Foire. Exposition de Beyrouth., 
Conference. La Syrie et le Ljb4n. 'Paris'1922, 

Ibid. (2) 
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primary and 5-years' secondary organization. 'The system; 

as proposed by him, was to be preceded by infant schools 

from the age of S to, 7 in the important towns. This 'was 

to be followed by the stage of primary education of five, 

years from the age of 7 to that of 12, reduced to four in 

. 
the' case of small villages. The first four years in both' 

types were to lead to the Franco-Syrian certificate of primary 

studies, and the fifth year in the schools .. where it existed, 

was to be devoted to instruction of a practical; nature, 

industrial, agricultural, commercial or other types with a 

view to preparing the pupils for_early employment. 

The next stage would be provided in the secondary 

schools to be established in the'large cities from the age, of 

13 
, 
to 18, and was to be 'w ndücted in a five years' course., 

The course was divided into two parts, the first of three, 

years duration, in which the instruction was tobe of a; 

general nature, led to the first part of the. baccalaureat, 
_ 

and qualified for entrance : into schools of, commerce, 

agriculture and applied arts, and the second of a' specialized 

nature lasting for two years, ' (conducted in two branches of 

arts and science. or philosophy and mathematics) led to the 

second part of the Syrian baccalaureat, equal to the modern 

baccalaureat and thus making possible the parity, of standards' 

between. the two'countries. 
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A course of training was to follow on the secondary 

school and would last only one year from the age of 18 

to 19. This would 'lead to a oertificate of aptitude- 

qualifying for teaching in, the Orient. 

Last of all would come the superior sot ols, such' 

as the Schools of Law and Medicine, which prepared for 

. employment in the departments of justice, and health, and, 

therefore, would belong'to the Departments of Justice and 

Public 'Health. 

The scheme so conceived would provide ddücational 

facilities in all categories, and, in the words of M. Chevalleg ti 

"Ainsi le pays pouvait Be couvrir, suivant les moyens et les 

besoins de chque ville, de, chdque region-on de ohaque Betat, ' 

d'un reseau d'ecoles off icieles do toute categories. " 

The authorities in charge of, 
_evolving , an official 

system contented themselves with these general proposals 

without entering into the details of curricula. It was 

thought useless at the time to publish any official programme 

that might rouse. unnecessary polemic and hamper the progress 

of a scheme which had many other difficulties to encounter 

(1) Chevalley. Conseiller'du Haute , Commisseriat. pour l'enseignement. L'Enseignement en Syrie pendant la periods 
, 

d' organisation (1919-1921) La Foire. Exposition de Beyrouth o Conference. La Syrie et le Ldbdn. Paris 1922., 
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Financial difficulties in these years immediately, 

following the cessation of hostilities and the suppression 

of the national government under Faisal, made the 
, 
chances 

of the scheme even more precarious. Added to 
. 
these, difficulties 

was the scarcity of qualified-teachers., school-buildings and 

material even of school-ochildren with any knowledge of French. 

to partake of an education mainly conducted in this language. 

' M. ' Chevalley listing the difficulties, had these urgent 

measuresin mind "Les d6buts, do 1', enseignement officiel furent' 

difficiles et Von conserva longtemps le petit papier sur 

lequel furent notees les premieres' impressions.,. -Elle 
resumraient-A peu pres ainsi. 

, le Pas de mares pour les petites classe-s, pas d'el6ves 

pour, les grandes classes: pas de_locaux, pas-de materiel, pas 

de fournitures, pas d'argent, pas de budget: 

, 28 Arabe tree faible. Prangais obligatoire, mais 

- iriterdit depuis oinq ans. Enfants de 10 ans ne l'ont S 

" pas, appris. Enfants de 15 ans 1' ont, oublie.. Donc 
, creer ' 

partout, d'urgence et par-tous les moyens, le plus grand 

nömbre possible, de petites ecoles', ou Von apprenne'a lire, 

ecrire, compter,; en arabe et en franVis; erne annie mauvaise 

valant mieux qu'une ann8e perdue. 

3e Creetion progressive des classes. - I1 fait au 
moans trois ans de Fran jais et d' arabe pour pan premier examen. 
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Donc, depart, en 1919, premieres examens en-1922:, arriv6e 
a (1) 

vers 1925. " 

By 1924 the system proposed took sufficient shape, 

particularly in the Lebanon, to make a description of it, 

possible as follows: - 

OFFICIAL SCHOOLS`. 

Primary Education: 

Two types of schools catered for primary education, 

These were the primary school of "first degree,, called rural 

or quarter schools, and the second grade primary schools called 

regional `or town schools. Schools of, the first category were 

destined to give a basic education to children, with a view, 
ti 

to their future careers' as workers and-peasants, and sought 

to develop in them 'a taste for manual work. Programmes of 

study included-religious and moral instruction, reading' 

. and writing in Arabic and French, elementary scientific 

notions, elementary history of civilizations and great men, 

geography, arithmetic, physical''instruction, 'manual work and 

agriculture, drawing and singing. 

-Schools of the second category 'were' intended to -carry 

the education given in the'first schools a stage further by 

giving the specially gifted' children of those schools an. 

(1). Chevalley. Conseiller-du Haute Commisseriat pour 
1'enseignement. L'Enseignement en Syrie pendant la periods 

", d'or anisation '(1919-1921) La Foire. Exposition de 3eyrouth" 
Oonf rence La Syrie et le Ltbap. Paris-1922. 
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advanced, instruction in the subjects previously taught. 

They further sought to develop the4 children's taste for 

social life. The course of study included moral and 

religious instruction, =social, sciences,, Arabic language with 

some knowledge of its literature, French and some knowledge of. 

French literature, physics, chemistry, arithmetic, practical 

geometry, algebra, " history and. geography and physical { 

instruction. 

. 
Education in both, categories was gratuitous. Religious 

instruction was given in the, rd. igion of the, children by 

.- teachers-employed and paid by the states. 

Secondary Education: 

Theraprogress of that education had not sufficiently 

developed in the official system to make possible the,. 

formulation,, of 
, 
courses of study or -the 

issuing of plans for 

the, private secondary schools, despitethe fact that many of 

' the latter were offering courses of secondary standard. 

Higher, Education:, 

Higher education was'official/represented_by the 

Syrian university of Damascus founded iný1923, which included 

faculties for medicine, law and an Arab academy.. The Faculty 

of Medicine was in a state of greater prosperity in' comparison 

with the two. other institutes. The arrangement of. courses and 
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their duration were made similar to those practised in 

French universities. 

IrRAINING OF TEACHERS. 

According to the', original scheme, " a year of 

training was to follow on the five years' secondary course 

and had to recruit from the graduates of the secondary 

schoöls. Owing to'the little progress secondary education 

made between 1921-and 1924, a provisional course of training 

was . 
necessary to 'satisfy the need of the rural and town 

primary schools for qualified teachers. 

0 

I 

The school which trained teachers for primary schools -, 

in both the-states of the Lebanon and the'Alawis was in 

Beirut. The school, owing to the insi fficiency ýof secondary 

schools from which to recruit, had to embrace academic, as 

well as professional subjects, in a course of two years' 

duration. ' The first year of which was devoted-, to a general 

course of studies of secondary standard, while the second 

was, devoted to' professiona]1 subjects. - The academic, subjects 

included, Arabic -language and literature, French language a1 d', 

literature, history, geography, mathematics, sciences, moral 

and civic instruction, psychology,. drawing and music. The 

professional course dealt with in, the second year of the 

course. included educational psychology, 'sociology and. 

administrative law, drawing and music, preparation', and . ', 
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demonstration lessons in- the primary school syllabus. 

These last lessons were. to be given in 'a 'primary school by 

each one of'the intending teachers who would be criticised 

by the other students, as well as corrected by the professors 

and the class teachers of the school. A month of 'practical 

teaching, was-to be an integral part of this professional, 

course. 

The language of instruction in the normal school 

was Arabic and French. Arabic 
. was , used for the 

-teaching - of' 

history,. geography, moral'and civic instruction, sociology 

and administrative law, while French was to be used in the 

teaching of mathematics, the. sciences and educational- 

psychology. 
-ý . 

INSPEÖTION. 

Each of the four states had its own' inspectorial service 

for the inspection of official primary sot ols and the 

reporting on the state of education to the government. -The 
same inspectors were also charged with the- inspection of, 

local private schools in their districts according, to a decree 

by the High Commissioner, 
. 
which specified, their duties in this 

respect, as inspecting those schools from the point of, view of' 

hygiene and the fitness of the school, f or' purposes 'of education. 

(1) Rapport A la societb des Nations stir la situation de la 
Syria et. du Liban. Annee 1924. Republique Franjaise. 
H. inistbre des Affaires Etrangbres. 
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The High Commissioner had, in'addition, as part 

of the education department of the Commissariat, a 
, 
body-, 

of inspectors whose function was-to inspect official and, 

non-official, schools alike, and who-were the only inspectors 

in, charge of the inspection of foreign private schools. -*, 
PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 

The opening of private schools'was. subject to the 

provisions of a decree issued by the High Commissioner, 'which 

stipulated that application for such should. be. addressed to, 

the local education authorities of each respective state. with- 

the motives, and- qualifications for opening the - school. _, 
The, 

final decision did not'rest with the state education department, ' 

butýwas reserved to the High Commissioner, who would consent to 

or reject the application on the rec anmendations of his 

delegates to, the State Education Department. `' 

ý The ' same decree made the teaching, of ' French, as-well 
as all the, other official languages, compulsory. Apart. from 

. 
this, requirement the schools were left free in the arrangement' 

of their curricula and the choice of text-books to be used. 

SCHOLARSHIPS . -, 

Complementary to the educational, system four, categories 

of scholarships were created and provided-by 'the High 

Commissioner from the, budget' of' the' Commissariat 
-These 
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scholarships were offered for higher education, secondary 

education, primary education together with reserved 

scholarships for the children of civil and military French 

officials called-for service in the territories under the 
(1) 

High Commissioner's authority. " 

THE COUNCIL OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION. 

Finally to harmonize the educational-p. of 

education in the several states,, a General Council of 

Public Instruction was constituted from January 1926. The 

. Counoil'was under the presidency of the High Commissioner 

and the Commissariat-Councillor for Education acted as vice- 

I 

t9 

presiaent. V 

-It. was composed of ex-officio members, nominated 

members and elected memberp to represent official and 

- 'private education and it functioned in an advisory capacity 

by expressing views on the educational questions referred to`- 

it by, the president; "I1 serait appele A dormer son -ýV 

avis sur los questions lui seront presentees par son, 

president, 6. savoir, notamment', los programme d'ense. ignement, 

-l es modes d' examens, les regleiments relatifs aux ecoles " 

publiques, aux examens, A'la 
collation des grades et & 

l'equivalence des diploýºes, A 1'ouverture et au controls 

des'ecoles privbes,, los livres'd'enseignement de lecture II 

et de prix qui doiventzetre-interdits comme contraires, 

` (1) Arrete'lb73.. lst September 1922. 
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This vas the system created by the French policies- 

in Syria. It was criticised by the nationalists as a direct, 

attack on the cultural heritage of the people and a means of 

subjecting the country to a gradual process of assimilation. ' 

The linking of the educational system with French 

education and the imposition of the French language in all 

grades of schools, were particularly resented as being 

detrimental to the proposed independence, both culturally 

and politically. 

Educational criticism was concentrated on the crowding-, 

of the curricula by making the learning` of the two. languages 
. 

compulsory for all children from the very tender, age of 7. 

The natural result was the lowering of the standard of 

attainment in-the Arabic language. 

These grievances against French policies played an 

important part'in the struggle for independence and were 

some of the issues on which _the nationalists sought redress. 

In 1938 when the French changed from Mandate to Treaty 

relations, -several liberal measures were, enacted,, with, a view 

to giving Syrian education a 
, 
certain amount of free action, 

but the Treaty was not, honoured'and the general shal)e of 

(1)Rapport 66 la societe des"Nations. sur la situation de la 
Syrie et duhiban. Annee-1924. Republique Franraise. % 
Minist&re des Affaires Etrangeres. 
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policies, remained unchanged till the end of French control. 

The remarkable, thing to notice, about French -policies 

as regards education, without-denying them the credit for 

laying the foundations of the educational system, was the 

smallness of their achievement irk officialFeducation in 

comparison with the private ; schools. Private education was 

richer in variety and catered for more numbers than the 

official schools. 

In the two stages of higher and secondary education, 

particularly, the, government effort was far behind the 'private 

schools ' effort.. The only higher education worth the-name was; - 

, 
in fact, tbpresented by the two foreign universities at 

Beirut; the St. JosephýCatholic'university and the Protestant 

American university. 

The tables which follow present the development'of 

goverment schools for primary and 'secondary, education in the 

"-period of-French control, and point out that, despite some 

-appreciable increase In attendance, " the growth was far from 

satisfying the-needs for, these'two types of education as 

judged by the steep rise in the first two years of national, 

control'. -. 
"- 
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NUMBER'OF PUPILS IN GOVERNMENT'PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 1920-1946. 

'School year Boys Girls 
. 

Total, 

1920 -'21 17,000. 
1921 - 22 19,500 
1922 - 23 
1924 - 25 17,9345 4,625 21,970 
1925' - 26 17,9310 5.9650 22,860 
1926 - 27 18,950. 5,840 24,790 

' 1927 - 28 22,555 7,020 . 29,570 
1928 - 29 24 , 248 82317 32,565 
1929 30 26 145 795 '9 35,960 
1930 - 31 279970 102225 38,195 
1931 32 30270 10,640 40,910 
1932 33 32,868. 11,792 - , '441,660 
1933 -" 34 33j, 942' 12., 006 45,948 ' 
1934 - 35 33,914 , 12 328 46,242 
1935, - 36 34 621 13,538 48,159 
1936 - 37 38,200 14; 550 52,800 
1937 - 38 43,883- 18,321 62,204 
1938 - 39 ' 48t238 . 16,346 66,584 
1939 - 40 , 52 094 , 19,821' 71,915 
1940 41 50 779 20020 70,799 
1941 - 42 49,944. 

-199968 
69,912 

1942 - 43 -51,098 20,050 71,148 
1943 - 44 57,250 19,550 76,800 X 
-1944 - 45 63,755 - 21,785 85,451 
1945 - 46, 73,137 216., 566' 99,703 , 

X Last years of French control. 
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NUMBER 'OF PUPILS I N GOVERNMENT SECONDARY, SCHOOLS. 1920 - 1946. 

School year Boys Girls Total 

1920 - ', 21 
1921- 22 
1922 - 23 

. 
212 38, 250, : 

1923 - 24 ' 417 
)70 

4871 
1924 - 25 541 78 -'619 1925 - 26 642 97 739, 
1926 - 27 654 . 153 

. , 807 
1927 -' 28 865 143 1,008 
1928 - 29 12043 -158 - 13,201 

. 1929 - '30 . 1,261 161, 10422 
1930 - 31, 19327 150 11477 
1931 - 32 1, -355 187 '-1,572. 
1932 - ' 

33 it 563, 207 1,770 
1933 - 34 1'422 _ 183 ' 12 
1934- - 35 19262 179 441 1, 
1935 - 36 I, 364 ' 200 

,-1,564 1936 - 37 
, ' -1,609 228 1,873. 

1937 - 38 ,' 2,295 366 ''2,661- 
1938 - 39 2,392 ., '550 29942 
1939 - 40 - 2,386 559. . 

2,945 
1940 - 41, 

, 
2,, 695- 662 3$357 

1941 -' 42 2,436 
, 

760 ' 3,196. 
'1942 - 43 2,717 911 '3,628 1943 - 44 -3,638 1,252 4,890 X 
1944 45. 4t557 ', -1; 490 ' '. 6,047 
1945, - 46 6,252 2,024 ' 8,276 

X Last year of Fr ench Control 

The sudden jump in the two first year s of national control is noticeable. 
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CONCLUSIONS ON FRENCH POLICIES . 

The presentation and discussion of policies and their 

practical results in Syrian education served above would 
out 

point/the following conclusions: 

1. The French have remained loyal to the ideals of their 

civilization with its acceptance of. aliens and their 

assimilation to its cultural norms through a-process` 

of sharing in its education and language. The gateway 

to French civilization. is never `closed to racial or 

linguistic aliens once they have availed themselves 'of 

it, and, so -to speak, become , French. 

2v They also have remained constant`in, their colonial 

. policies, despitethe, peculiar situation in Syria in 

which the" French should have acted in a mandatory, '- 

not in acolonial, capacity. It can be seen that the 

French never contemplated a separate identity for the 

Syrian peoples, or considered the expectation of their 

gaining their independence ' and the, need for educational, 

policies to proceed gradually towards this goal of 

creating_a'true national. education. 

3. There is, in addition,. the characteristic French interest- 

in education as one of"their main contributions. 

Educational matters were among the first-attended to 

by the French authorities and it. can be said that at no 
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time did-their concern for education , 
flag or. weaken. 

{ A. The French endorsed, and made use of, for, the execution 

of their educational policies, the already existing 

private education in the courntry. This was mainly 

French 'in spirit and form and the French made use of it 

by extending to it subsidies"derived fröm French and 

Syrian 2ources. They were also careful not to allow, -. 

the national personnel any rights of-interference 

or, inspection of foreign private schools, reserving 

such rights to the Department of Education iri, the 

High Commissariat. '. , 
5. The control of educational affairs was, , as in all -the 

affairs' of ' the government., actually concentrated in 

French hands, despite half-hearted attempts. at 

delegating some power over certain types of scbools, 

to the Syrian personnel.. 

6. The French showed themselves inclined-in their general 

and educational, policies to recognise and utilize the, 
-, 

differences in the composition of the Syrian population ;, 
by' allowing for certain levels of. treatment in 

relation to each element according to the, degree of its , 

amenability to French influences. The Lebanese, e; speciall; 

the Maronite Christians, were always first. in their 

" 1 



considerations and deserved an entirely different 

treatment to that proferred to the rest of the peoples. 

There was,. on the whole, a greater amount of liberalism 

and sympathy with minorities, as against a policy of 

severity, and suppression applied to the consolidated 

and homogeneous groups. 

7. Apart from these general characterics there were evident 

the features of French education with, its emphasis on 

' the theoretical, rather than the practical, and the 

academic rather than the technical,. in the educational 

system they evolved fDX rn Syria. 

8. - The -programmes , prescribed for the schools were heavily 

burdened with subjects of study to satisfy-the requirements 

- of' two official languages and the' need to satisfy a high 

standard of achievement in the examinations. 

9. Therquv" little consideration for the other sides of'a 

broad education which aimed at producing a well-balanced 

and integrated personality. The emphasis on character 

building and the use: of the schools, as a means of achieving, 

it were quite lacking. 
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THE PRESENT EDUCATIONAL PICTURE. 

The Return of National Control. 

The present 'picture of education in the Arab 

countries can best be described as a mosaic of all the 

elements that entered into its ocnstitution. 
_, 

No attempt 

has-been made ' at making a coherent whole Sf these elements. 

The peculiar. shape this education took, by virtue, of 
. 
its 

origins and the models that inspired it ' is 'still effective 

in limiting its scope and defining its main function as a 

. means of providing ', a" supply of government officials. 

The period ý 
of foreign control, it has been shown, 

did not effect any fundamental -change . in this concept of 

education, particularly so " in the 'countries that lay in the' 

sphere of British influence. , Here the main contribution was 

a process of educationdl 'rationing in proportion to the 

limited needs of each country, its economic conditions and,, -, 

above all, to the capacity of the 'government departments to., 

. absorb the. graduates. of the schools, rather than an ' 

infusion into that educatiori of any of=their ideals or 

substituting their, educational institutes'for what had 

previously existed. 

French policies, it has been shown, were'clear'and- 
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persistent in bringing-the education of tha countries. 

under their control into close association with theirr 

and as the education of these countries wasp originally 

modelled on the French, the result, was a confirmation, - rather 

than a'weakening of the original features. 

The, return to national. control, on the other hand, 

` did not mean a rejection of modern educationand a 

restoration -of , 
the , old. Such an idea was far from being 

contemplated by the nationalist parties in the programmes 

of 
-whicheducation, ' specifically modern and on tie 

European model, always loomed large. National control, 

on'the contrary, ' was, more enthusiastic about, modernization' 

in'that education than any of the foreign powers. This does 

not 
- 
mean that f emphasis was always placed on the right 

issue and that the policies initiated under national control- 

were free from mistakes and-even blunders. But, the significant 

fact is that with freedom of action finally gained, all-the 

pent-up desires seemed to rush towards education and yet- 

more education. 

The"era of independence, although". occurring, 

at intervals for each respective-country, is marked with 

tendencies common, to all. There is full endorsement " of ' 

education as part of the tasks of the new states, and there is 
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the desire to embark on programmes of immense expansion 

in, the numbers of all types of schools, but most particularly 

in those, of which the 'controlling powers were very sparing, ' 

the establishment of the Arabic language as the mediumcf 

instruction in all grades of, sohools, and the impregnation of 

education with national ideals.. - 
These features are quite common-to all the countries, 

under discussion and express, themselves almost identically, - 

in legislation pertaining to educational matters, the shape. 

and functions of the administrative body entrusted with the 

control and supervision of education, the financing of 

educational systems and'the arrangement,. of': studies in', schoolsp_, 

of., the different grades. It is clear that these 'tendencies 

and the ways in which they express themselves - are definitely 

new to the educational world of Islam and are. based on 

, European exarriples. E'nrthermore, they 'were a' meansI of asserting, 

the rising nationalism of these countries as soon as they- 

entered into their era of independence. The response =was 

part of the general4attitude discussed, before, in which an 

attempt was made. to resist' the encroachment of Europe by 
, 

adopting its own weapons and among which 'education was 

recognized as one of the most important means. The motive 

was the same, and apart from insignificant 'differences-due''- 

to the particülar circumstances of each country and the 
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conditions under which it gained Its freedom, the result 

was, so very identical that it is, possible to treat each, 

of 'these aspects in a general' way before discussing their 

application in each country., It would, ' therefore, be 

convenient to discuss each theme under a separate heading,. 

trying to, trace its , distinct 
. 
trends back to past events, 

whether in the initial stage or under fore ign ccntrol. 

Legislation. 

Almost all the Arab countries, in conformity with 

the movements'of modernization' are, in possession of .. 

constitutions or organic laws which, with- no exception, make 

sdmmprovision for education. 

The purport of all these provisions is the- 

recognition of the right of anyº group, -sect or individual 

, to establish schools and "c induct, education as long as. that 

does not impinge on"public security and morality.. The 

Iraqi Organic law goes a step further and establishes the 

right of each'community to give. education in its own language. 

The Egyptian constitution, 'on the other hand, makes 

elementary education compulsory to all children'öf both 

sexes in the public schools, and while there is no parallel 

provision on a constitutional level in'the other countries, 

the responsibility of the, state'tor the spreading of education 
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and the'disseminätion of knowledge is, nevertheless, 
(1) 

recognized. 

(1) In Egypt, Articles 17,18 and 19 (Section II of the 
Constitution) stipulate that education is free within the 
limits of the'law,, that educational matters are regulated 
by-special laws and that elementary education is free, -,, 
and compulsory in all-the public schools for, children of 
both' sexes. 

In Iraq, the Organic law, Article le, Section I, 
stipulates that all sects and communities are, free to found 
schools and conduct education therein, as'long as that does 
not impinge', on public order or morality. 

Jordan, the last, of the Arab countries to'gain its 
independence, provides for education in one Article in-'- 
its Constitution; Article 21'stipulates the principle of 
educational, freedom within the limits of the law and 
requirements of public morality. 

Lebanon makes education the subject of several 
ministerial statements, 'the most important of, which is the 
1943'Declaration, in which the government, accepts responsibility 
for the education of the people. "The government shall contrive 
to, educate the 'young in the 'ideals , of freedom, patriotism 
and. independence; it`shall also ensure astrong position 
for the Arabic language, the national language of the Lebanon. 
in all types of schools and-in all grades. " 

Syria deals with education in six articles of its Organic 
Law, Articles 19,20,21,23 and 28 (Section'II) stipulate the same principle of educational freedom, states the aim`of 
education as beingýto build up the people's character and induce unity among all 

. 
eleme nts. of Syrian society and 

acknowledges the responsibility of the state for the spreading 
of knowledge and education among the people... 



As well as being part of the constitutional 

formula which ensures freedom, and equality to all elements of 

the population, such provision for educational matters is 

indicatige of the influence of the controlling powers which, 

whether British or French, definitely favoured equality among 

the minority elements in the countries under their control. 

It is, furthermore, a proof that the Arab States are willing 

to implement the constitutional rights of the minorities which 

emanate from the new concept of- nationhood as" based, , not BD 

much on religion or language, as on territorial, and political 

unity 

Administration.. ' 

' the second common. feature noticeable in the 

educational structure of the Arab countries is the tendency 

to concentrate' all educational' powers and responsibilities in 

a central government administration. '. The form in which-this 

trend expresses itself in all these countries, is _the- 

constitution of a Ministry, of Education to be charged, not., 

only with the general supervision and control of the schools, -- 

but-also with direct, gove, mment , the formulation of policies.: 

the arrangement. of studies, and even the'most minute-detail 

of educational 'administration. 
_ 

Whether by law or by forcer of long 
, tradition, ' the - 
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ministries of education in all these countries are saddled with 

-a long list of duties and responsibilities which' make them 

actually the disposers of all educational affairs. , In Egypt, ' 

where the, functions of the Ministry of Education are not specified 

by law, but yet depend on a 
,, 
long history of 'centralization, this'- 

Ministry is, in' actual fact, 'in , sole monopoly of all -powers 
" 

and details of education-in the public system. . 
"The Ministry, 

as the central office, reserves t1 powers of appointment, 

promotion, distribution, transfer and discipline of teachers, 

and, dispensation of fiscal matters. - It'devises the otkrriculuin 

for each type of school (except the universities and higher 

institutions), determines what text books shall be used,. 

. 
administers the public, examinations for primary, secondary, 

and certain other types of education,, and regulates school 

examination and grading. In addition to regulating almost all 

phases of public school education, the ministry exercises 

considerable 'control over private 'and 
, 
foreign schools. " 

The Iraqi Ministry 'of 
, 
Education is provided for in the. '. 

Public Education Law, 'the first article of which; specifies its' 

function thus: '"The duties of the Ministry-of Education are . 
to rear, a nation healthy in body and mind by- perfonningthe`' 

following tasks: - 

(1) Mathews, R. D. and Matta Akrawi, Education in Arab countries 
ofi the Near East. ', American Council of Education. Washington, 
D. C. 1949. ' Egypt, p. 4. 
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I. To found and manage public schools of all 'types 
, 

and grades. 

2. To supervise private, schools, national and foreign, 

and direct them towards the general goals aimed 

at in the public schools. 

3. To regulate the affairs of the youth in a general 

manner, especially through, military training, boy, 

scouts formations at physical training. 

4. To promote the fine arts. ,. 
ä 

5. To presertb antiquities and found museums. 

6. 
ý 

To encourage scientific and literary movements and 

protect'them and to exert itself in disseminating, 
(1) 

knowledge and combating illiteracy. " 

In Uhrfan, despite, the fact that'the population of the' 

-#country was only 400,000 when it was declared an independent 

state in 1946, a Ministry. of Education was instituted in 

place of a small department that had done'the same-work in 

the course of the period of British control. The duties 

and powers of this ministry were stipulated by law to this` 

'effect; "The Ministry of'Education performs the services 

it is' charged with by means* of the personnel of its own 

central office and the 
. 
inspectors directly and indirectly 

(1) Al-Hisri: $atii. Annual 'Survey Of Arab Culture. 'Arab 
League Publication. Iraq., p. 202. - Cairo 1949. 
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through local overnors, local-councils and educational'- 

committees.!. The Ministry. includes, however, in the 

services referred to in the above article nothing less than 

the'direction, supervision, and inspection of government 
(2) 

schools as well as the inspection of non-government schools. 

The formulation of 'curricula, the promotion , of pupil's 1 y' e _- 

ination, 'the choice of'text-books, the'grading of_ 

certificates and the selection of students for education 

abroad are all pvtt in the hands of the Minister to be -, 

executed by the staffs of administrative and inspectorial 
(3) 

departments. Thus the centralization-of all powers in 

a central office is no-less pronounced here, than-in either' 

Iraq or Egypt.,. 

Syria provides for the functions of 'its Ministry of 

Education in the law No. 40 of 1944, which covers all the-' 

legislation referring to educational matters. ' The first 

article of this law defines the aim of the Ministry of 

Education thus; "The main task of, the ministry of Education 

is to'bring, up the new generation healthy in'body, character 

and mind, in order to grow up aware of its duties towards its 

country and equipped with the knowledge needed in life and 

able to serve the country. with their mental bodily and 

(1) Article 11 of the`1939 Education Law. 
(2) Article 7 of. the 1939 Education Law. 

-. (3)`Article 7 of the Regulations for Inspection 1945. 
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constructive efforts. ný1)The' 

functions of the Ministry are specified in 

Article 2 of the satie law as follows: - 

a. The foundation and management of educational_ 

institutes of all types and grades; 

b. the supervision of private educational institutes, 

local and foreign, and the direction of those towards 

the main goals aimed at, in the-gave rnment schools; 

. 00 the combating of illiteracy and the dissemination of 

general knowledge among all the people and in all, 

parts of . the country; 

d. the promotion of the activities of the young and-'' 

the'regulation of their affairs by encouraging the 

scouting movement and physical training both inside-- 

and outside the schools; 

e. the encouragement of ' literacy and scientific 

movements, the enlarging of public libraries, and 

the foundation and organization of 'museums, the 

publishing of books, old and new, the organization 

of broadcasts, public . lectures and the supporting of 

clubs, societies and gatherings in. the service of 

-the yoyng; 

(1). Article 1 Educational Law No. 40. issued 21st February 1944 
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the propagation of economic understanding, by 

encouraging the, love of work among the young; 

g. the encouragement of fine arts"in and out of the. 

schools and-the promotion of the arts of the drama, 

music, painting and sculpture; 

h. the preservation and repair of ancient buildings 
4a 

and monuments, -undertaking work of, excavation, 

collection, and exhibition of finds and the { 

circulation . of information ' relating , to them for, 

the purpose of teaching and publicity abroad; 

i" a 
the'strengthbning of'relations between Syria and 

other Arab countries and'-the promotion of a. united 

Arab culture. , 

The centralization of"all education as depicted 

above is, furthermore, reflected-in the formation-of the 

departments which constitute the Ministry and, the` 

educational tasks imposed on them. In-. almost all, the- 

ministries there are departments situated in the--central 

office which, look after and direct'the particular functions 

of'which they are in charge. The tasks are specified by 

law and the details of every day work are prescribed-in 

so much detail that there is. hardly any chance for iniative: 

on the part of the persons in charge. -, To give an, ex ample 
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which applies, to almost all those departments, the 

formation of the Ministry of Education in Syria according 

to a law of organization issued in 1945, amended in 19417, has 

the following main departments:; 

a., The central administration in the capital. 

b. Branches in the cities;.. 

Go subsidiary departments-and sections annexed to 

the ministry. 

The central administration includes the. following 

sections: - 

1. The administrative department. 0- 

2. The inspectorate. " 

3. -The technical department., 

Each of these last departments. is charged-with a 

set of tasks precisely set out for'it;. thus the Technical 

Department has among its tasks the following: - . 
a. The preparation of syllabi and_plans'of studies, 

the' publication of regulations governing the schools 

and the issuing of detailed instructions and practical 

directions to ensure the correct execution of such 

instructions. -ý; 

b. ' The examination of books. to be selected for use in 

the schools or for reference in the 'school libraries 

and the public libraries. 0 
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c. The writing and translation of books and articles, 

and the publication of educational papers and 

magazines needed in raising' the, standard- of 
"3 

knowledge and education in the country. fi 

d. Collecting data about the composition of Ministries 
sS 

of Education and the trends of education in the 

other countries in order to make use-of them in 

Syria. 

' 9t. The study of educational systems - in other countries 

in order"to work out aparity of standards in ° 

certificates, and to choose the best educational 
Syrian 

institutes' abroad to send/students for further 

education there. 

The situation'is, therefore, one in which an 

extreme f'orm' of centralization has, been reached. This is 

not difficult to trace back to the origins of modern 

education in' the course of the 19th century when education 

was, by'force of circumstances, a , state affair rather than 

an expression, of popular will. ' 'This made it necessary that. 
.--., 
the government should be responsible for a type of education 

Which it introduced and conducted for its own. purposes. 

This state , of affairs . was further-maintained by the 



ýý ', 

s .. 

absence of local governments with suf'f'icient experience to 

run the local educational institutes, and popular, interestm 

in'an education which had not yet possessed any significance 

to the people. With the growth of modern education and 

the spreading of its, facilities to serve as some-kind of 

general education it might have been expected that some, 

of the tasks would have been delegated to local bodies. 

There was some indication of this in Egypt before the 

British occupation, as well as in legislative provision for 
JI) 

the ' 'same purpose-in the` provinoes of,, the Ottoman'' Empire; - 
yet it seems that on the whole the tendency was.. more in 

the direction of centralization, -rather 
than, do-centralization 

and that the first, impression of, governmental responsibility, / 

for education had not changed sufficiently for the rise of 

local-education authorities. 

It cannot`-be said, 
_despite 

the firm position 'this 

., centralization holds, that the' educational authorities are 

not aware of its limitations and conscious of the stifling 

effect it has on the 'life of the schools to the almost 

-complete repression ýof driginalityy and creativeness. 

Criticism of the centralized administration is nöt lacking 

either from national or foreign educationists who concerned ' 

(1) See above Education under National Control; Egypt and 
Turkey. 
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themselves with investigating its defects. An Egyptian 

Minister, of Education speaks thus of'the disadvantages of 

the centralized administration; "In my opinion, the real. 

cause of the trouble lies in the administration of education, 

in the system of supervision over schools, or frankly, in 

the Ministry of, Education itself. 

i. 'he Ministry of, Education has , concentrated. in its ' 

hands, all matters ocnnected with education, with the result 

that the distinctive individuality of schools has beam' 

completely effaced and that headmasters and teachers, have 
, 

become unable to effect any modification in the' methods of ß 

education and the direction of culture. " 

Iwo educational experts who investigated Egyptian' 

education by. request of the government, M"E. Glaparede and 

Mr. Mann, were both of the opinion that many of the. defects 

of the system could be referred to the severe centralization 

of the administration, the little-room for experimentation' 

and the, unirormity of all educational institutes, all over 

the country; thus Mr. Mann says, "The root "cause ' was to be 

found in the educational machinery, itself , which even if 

worked to the greatest -precision would almost-remain one for 

instruction and not for education in the wide`andcorrect 

(1) Secondary Education. Its ' Defects and Means' of Reform. 
Cairo 1935. pp. 2-3. ". 
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sense. The only result is that every primary school is 

exactly. like another and any secondary school ' is a replica 

of the other in everything even to the smallest detail 

... if things are allowed to continue in this way, Egypt 

will be 'deprived of, any good education which alone can, give 

rise to an intelligent public opinion capable , 
of, conceiving 

of education as more than _a means to satisfy mere material . 
- (1). 

needs. "' 

The Monroe Investigation Commission invited by, 

the Iraqi government to plan and reform education, arrived ' r 

at the same conclusions in, its report which states "The 

main feature, which distinguishes the existing system of 

education in Iraq, -is the complete centralization of " 
the 

administration. . It was reasonable at some time to resort, 

to this - policy . 
in a country new to educational systems of' 

the modern European type and in which local bodies lacked 

the necessary experience to. make it profitable for them to 

undertake educational responsibilities in their. localities 

and where all the other government departments follow' the 

same policies of centralization - yet this centralization in' 

educational affairs in Iraq is accompanied by. a system of 

stringent inspection which makes any deviation-from the 

prescribed plans impössible and, therefore, results in making 

(1) Mann,, F. O. Report on Education in, Egypt. Cairo 1931. 
Arabic Text. 
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educational methods rigid and mechaaical., 'The programmes 

are drawn and delivered to the schools to be executed alike 

in all parts of the country without consideration of the 

differences existing between urban, rural and tribal 

conditions. " 

Despite the weaknesses and defects exposed by 

. 
these foreign and national experts and the reccmmendations. - 

made by them for breaking the'intensity, of centralization 

in these two countries, the steps, taken to achieve that aim 

-were far from being effective. 

The process of decentralization was one in which the 

educational tasks were divided between the central . 

administration and its branches in the provinces, 'rather 

than in delegating powers to prinvicial or local'bodies-, 

truly representative of their districts, -or, inviting popular, 

interest in local education. The division'of a. country 

like Egypt into educational zones -run by officials'- of the 

Ministry -was `sought as* a means of relieving the central 

-office of some of the details, but, this, in fact, only 

added to the-complication. The only modicun of, decbntraliza- 

tion-proceedingfas it did, from the central administration 

itself and not emanating from local initittive;, and with 

the' zones run by a staff _of officials with no local interest 

(1) Monroe, D. Report of\the Commission of Educational 
Investigation. Baghdad, 1 32. 
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or representation has, naturally, failed to achieve any 

result. - 'Experience proves, on the contrary, that the 

educational 'zone arrangement had aggravated the situation 

by adding still more to the bureaucratic lanyrinth. 

Correspondence had to be referred to the headquarters. in 

Cairo through the controllers of the zones-before any final 

decision could be taken. The heads of schools, moreover, 

were deprived of the little, independence left them by having 

a senior official on they spot who guarded his position 

zealously and insisted on being informed of everything " done 

in the schools. 

There is no evidence that any of the created zones 

had. interested itself in educational experimentation of any 

kind or dared to propose or put -into effect programmes of 

studies found more suitable to its particular, district. -' 
It 

can be . said, therefore, that the policy so far is by' the 

nature of the ins pirat ion ,. behind it, and the nature, of 'the 

composition of the zone staffs, far tram holding any promise . 
of relieving the extreme " centralization. 

" At the same time when' these efforts for 

decentralization, weak as they are,; were being-made, it is 

found 
. 
that the Egyptian Ministry of, Education was . following 

a, policy of absorbing still more the educational institutes 

. 
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which had previously, been run by local bodies. The 

Provincial Councils, referred to before, which had undertaken 

the responsibility for elementary education, but. which had 

shown some interest in other types of schools, were'limited- 

to the first and made to relinquish-to the Ministry all 
y (1) 

schools other then the elementary. Other private, bodies 
(2) 

also surrendered their schools to the. Ministry. Thus there 

, 
is full indication that the centralizing tendencies not only 

retained their strength but are greatly, adding to it. 

In the ease of Iraq, the other country in which 

the centralized system was blamed for many 
- 
of, the 

, 
defects of 

education, the Monroe Commission recommended , that the 

directors of schools should be allowed greater freedom in 

the application of the plans of study and be encouraged 

to propose. any plans they would like to try in the 

subjects taught, the management*of the school or the methods 

(1) ý Law No. 46 " of the year 1933, relating. to 'elementary 
education, 

, 
decreed that all . Provincial Council schools,. ' 

other than elementary, must be-gradually transferred to 
the Ministry, . and that the expenditure on such, by* 

, 
the said 

Councils should be devoted to the promotion of elementary 
education. 

(2) Several other measures and special agreements resulted in. 
the Ministry taking the Royal Wakfs schools ' (Uinisterial 
Decree 28th August 1935) and schools which had previously 
been founded by charitable societies (Special`Agreement 
1938). 
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of teaching. Such plans would be given a 
, period of trial 

by the Ministry with a view to circulating the. conclusions 

reached to all other schools. The'Commission also proposed 

the establishment of an advisory. council' to 'give advice 

on matters of policy and educational research and so relieve 

the central office of some of its---tasks and also 'ensure tl* 

participation of elan ents from outside the central 

administration. 

Despite the fact that these proposals were too 

moderate to effect any drastic reduction in centralization 

or, the introduction of local initiative to any great extent, 

it seems that the tendencies for centralization overcame 

these efforts with results almost Identical to those in 

Egypt.. The Ministry is still in sole monopoly, of all 

educational matters as can, be seen from the following; 

"The Public School sys tam is an -integral ' part of . the 

government of, Iraq, being under the control of. the Ministry 

of Education. It attempts to. reach all levels from ' 

kindergarten ' through institutions of higher learning, 

-embracing specialized instruction, as well as general 

culture. ' Like other departments of the Iraqi government, `the 

administration ; of . the public-sc1 of system is highly 

centralized, and the Ministry. of Education not only' issues 
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regulations, instructions and. orders, but also is responsible, 

for the appointment, promotion, and dismissal of . teachers, 

the, founding, financial support and closing of public schools, 

the determination of cirroulums and text-books, the training, 

of teachers, and the formation and grading of public 

examinations. This' intensive government control to, a large 

extent determines 'the policies, curriculums, and methods of, 
(1}S 

private and foreign schools. " 

This, description is more than justified if the 

formation of the departments of the Ministry is considered. 

The, Advisory Council proposed by the Monroe Commission was, 

indeed established by the regulations'of the year 1943, and' 
ry 

was made to consist of ex-officio, as well as co-opted 

members, but its functions were, restricted to offering 

recommendations which the Ministry was not-bound. to accept. 

The provincial directors of. education, equivalent., 

to the zone, controllers in Egypt,. were, responsible to tw 

Director-General . of 'Education in the central office in 

Baghdad, and their job was to see that the instructions- 

issued by the Ministry. were'executed in the districts within 

their 'jurisdiction, "It is ' the function of the provincial 

director to make sure-that teaching in the schools within 

-bis jurisdiction is in accordance with the-accepted-syllabuses 

(1) Mathews and AkrawI. 
, 

Education, in Arab Countries of the 
Near East. Iraq, p. 124. Washington, ''D. C. 1949. 
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, to supervise the behaviour of teachers and education 

officers in his province, and to carry out instructions of 
Ali 

the Director General. 

It is obvious 'that these 'officials functioned as 

an arm of the central office, rather than as representatives 

of local will and that they. would be -naturally more, 

interested in the application of, the plans prescribed, by--the 

central office, than in encouraging local initiative or 

conducting educational experiments. 

Further development on the lines of, decentralization 

would have been made possible by-the erection of the 

provincial advisory education councils. According to 

regulations issued in 1945, these 'would ffction, in an 

advisory capacity, and would have allowed more chance of 

local educational desires to express themselves evenýby means=, 

of recommendations., However, these were soon overshadowed 

by tie creation of general provincial councils, similar to, 

the same bodies in Egypt.,. '- They were empowered to'-levy taxes 

In-support of -various 
local services, among which was the 

catering for specific-: educational needs, but the relation, 

between . these and, the former bodies'was not made clear in the 

, (1) Mathews and Akrawi. Education in Arab Countries of the 
Near 

, 
East... Iraq. p. 124. Washington, D. C. 1949. 
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1946 regulations, which gave rise to these general provincial 

councils.. It does not seem that this relation has yet been, 

settled from the fact that the Annual, Survey . of 
"Arab 

Culture 

does not mention either organizations in the " descripti on of .: 
the educational system. 

The case in the rest of the Arab countries does not, 

on the whole, differ from what has been stated.. "The. same trends 

for a highly centralized administration, is evident in Syria, -1 

Lebanon and Jordan. 

In Jordan the Ministry of ý Education, through its 

. 
district inspectors exercises complete control-of the public', 

schools, as well as the supervision and, inspection %of, the 

non-government schools. The district inspectors, although, 

entrusted with the educational affairs of the three 

administrative divisions of the country, are resident in the- 

'capital 
and their functions - "consist in " seeing that-the 

regulations and laws issued by theýcentral, office are well 

executed in their respective districts. 

There is no provision for local education councils' 

which could give expressionto'local needs, while a- special 

law-issued in 1945 
- subjects , the private schools to the 

intpection of the Ministry with"regardýto the studies 
, conducted 

in them, the, text-books in use and the qualifications of the 
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teachers. `Thus the authority, of the Ministry covers-all-the 

educational activities in the. country. 

The same amount of centralization. is observed in 

-Syrian education. All powers are concentrated in the- 

Ministry. "The Ministry provides almost all'the money for 

public schools, educates and appoints the teachers, establishes 

the curriculum, prescribes the text books, and holds 

examinations at the end of the primary, -intermediate and 

-secondary courses. "- 

The organization of' the Ministry, reveals this 

feature of centralization still more. The division of 

labour proceeds from the centdal office, and the several 

functions are conducted, from the bureaucaatic standpoint, 

as a means of ticVing up rather, than of allowing or encouraging'- 

deviation from the prescribed plans or issued instruction. 

The provincial directors of education, of whim there 

. ti are ten for the ten administrative -divisions of the country, 
"a 

exercise very limited-powers. They are in charge of primary- 

education only, as well as the supervision of private schools, 

and are responsible-to-the'Ministry from which they receive 

instruction and to which they address their observations. 

The functions prescribed for these 
. provincial directors restrict 

(1) Mathews and Akrawl Education in Arab Countries of the 
Near East. Syria, p. 327. Washington D. C.; 1949. 
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their powers still more, for according to the provision 

of the Organization law of 1945, they are described as 

"the representatives of the Ministry. in their districts and 

'that they are responsible for the ccnduo 'of education in 

the schools and the execution of, regulations and instructions 
(1) 

relating to such. " 

The ministry is further assisted _in' 
the performai c°e 

of its functions. by two councils and two committees., But 

neither by their canposition, nor by the specification of 

their functions would they offer a chance for relieving the 

{ 
intense, centralization. The Education Council'is composed 

of. the Director General, of Education as chairman, '-the chairman 

of the Committee on Education and Instruction, the Inspector 

General, and the section directors of primary, secondary and 

physical education: all, it must be noticed, are officials 

of the ministry.., The council is charged with the, passing of 

proposals which are passed to it from"the various departments 

of the ministry with. regard. 'to curriculum, text-books, 
_tbe 

-budget, proposed laws and regulations, and any other matter 

submitted to it 
,, 
by the-minister., But it is obvious . that it 

does not poRsess the power of submitting proposals of`its 

own or of making recanmendations unless asked to do so by 

the minister. 

(1) Al-Hisri. Satii. --Annual Survey of Arab Culture. 
Syria; p. 92. ', Cairo 1949. 
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The second council 'The Council of Directors of 

Education' is also a government body, composed exclusively` ' 

of officials of the Ministry and serves to collate the' 

observations of the provincial and departmental-directors 

with a view to co-ordinating the, work _of 
the ministry. So, 

are the two committees, "The Committee of 
, 
Education and- 

Instruction", and "The'Committee oif Purchases". Both 

are professional and administrative bodies composed of 

' Officials-of the ministry without any outside -relations -or, 

representation. 
" 

In 'Lebanon, where a different state of � affairs would 

have been 'expected, owing to the long, tradition of private 

educational activities and the small 'size of 'government 

education compared with non-government, the tendency, ,. 

nevertheless, is to, concentratemall the powers in the hands 

of the Ministry of National Education and' Fine Arts on lines 

parallel to those obtaining in the other Arab countries. 

District inspectors perform tasks identical'to 
-those 

of-the provincial., directors of education and zone controllers 

in other countries., They function as officials' of the 

ministry and obey it rather , 
than "the representatives of local 

educational opinion. 

To achieve a certain unity of aim among the different, 
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educational institutes of the country, most of them foreign 

or in receipt of foreign' aid, `the young republic found it 

necessary to take measures to subject these private schools 

to the supervision of the ministry, and-to make them conform 

to'the use of Arabic. as the medium of instruction. This 

policy is, however, tempered by the cosmopolitan traditions. 

of the Lebanon, and a compromise is reached by which, while 

the place of honour is given to Arabic, 'it is supplemented"by, 

the use=of one-or two-European languages, French or English. 

FINANCE. ý. S 

As a. corollary- to the highly centralized 

administration, and as a result of the government. bearing 

all responsibility for education, most,, if not all, -the 

educational expenditure is- borne by the' state. This may 

partly account for-the fact that, although there is no lack 

of 
, 
desire for education, and despite the-willingness of the 

government to meet the demand, there Ya s-not' yet been -in any 

of the countries under review anything like ,a universal' 

provision for all the children of, the country, even in-the 

elementary stage. 

In Egypt the,. budget of the Ministry of, Education 
, 

provides for all typos. ofschools in the public system, as: well 

as compensating the-private schools for: loss of'fees'when 

primary education, and later, secondary'edücation, were made 
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free. 

The provincial councils, which as has been 

mentioned before, were to levy a -tax for educational 

purposes, contribute. their share towards the expenses of- 

elementary education. according to a certain formula. 

Al-Azhar , university receives a fraction of its 

funds from its own endowments. The greater part of the 

expenditure is made up by subsidies from the Ministry of 

Wakfs (Pious Endowments) and the Ministry of Finance. 

The modern universities receive a small part of 

their revenue "fron endowments and fees, but the greater part 

is provided by 'subsidies from the central government budget. 

The greater part of educatienal expenditure thus falls on 

the government, and with the increased demand for education 

= and the application of 'the 'principle of equality of 

opportunity by abolishing fees, the burden grows heavier 

year after year.. This . growing educational, expenditure on 

educational purposes compared to the general expenditure. of 

the government 'from 1920 to 1948,. shows very clearly the 

constant increase under national' control. The'following 

tables would be of use to prove 
. 
this fact: - 
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PROPORTION OF EXPENDITURE BYMINISTRY "OF-EDUCATION 

TO CENTRAL BUDGET FROM 1920-21 TO 
. 
1947-48. 

Year Central Budget Ministry of Percentage Remarks 
Education 
Budget 

Z E. 

1920-21 26,051,182 1,097,341 1.7, 
1921-22 37,747,112 1,209,653 3.2 year of 
1922-23 28,247,171 1,256,542 4,4 British 
1923-24 

. 31,466,480 1,546,951 4.9, control 
1924-25 29,976,185 1,719,689 5.7 
1925-26. 34,204,977 2,282,661. 6.6 
1926-27 38,973,340 296789218 '- 8.8- 
1927-28 35,389,036 2,935,287 8.0 

-29 37,229,559 2,998,441 8.0 
1929-30 41,128,413 3,442,258 '8-3 
1930-31 41,222,580 3,599,898 -8.7 
1931-32'1, 36,991,858 3,513,761 9.7 
1932-33 '35., 9469858 3,383,763 9.4 
19 33- 34 30,548,711 3,467,723 11.3 
1934-35 31'60Q, 252 3,559,454 11.2 
1935-36 33,649,897 3,928,943 11.6 
1936-37 34,192,038 4,340,467 12.9 
1937-38 36,332,228 4,275,543 - 13.0 
1938-39 40,292,241 5,238,915 13.0 
1939-40 41,174,155 5$312,, 870 12.9 
1940y41 " 42,558,884 5,619,181 13.2 
1941-42 

, 
46,062,380 5,425,000 11.7 

1942-43 56,553,450 5,732,910 10.1 
1943-44 71,938,261 7,198,100 10.0 194445 82,097,005 '. 8,415,000 10.2 
1945-46- 95,303,874 11,449,720 12.0 
1946-47 102,492,123 12,711,731 12.4 
1947-48 94,547.. 624' 12p701,90,4 13.4 

Q. 

2. 

3. 

, Beginning of 
,, the-depression 

of . 
the 30B and 

yet the 
reduction in 
eductional exp. 
is not very., 
large hence 

, 
higher. %. ,, 
Central budget 
increased during 
Rar: years and 
while eduction- 
al expenditure 
did not decrease 
the % is smaller 

(1) '' I" 
Figures from the Annual Survey of Arab Culture. Cairo 1949. 

Expenditure increased further since 1950, when a great expansion of'educational provision was embarked on and the abolition of. fees in secondary school was completed. 
The figures do not include', expenditure on the ' Department of Antiquities or the public libraries. 
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The same state of affairs exists'in"Iraq, but 

there the contribution by provincial, D uncils is even more 

negligible and of an irregular*, nature. The only aid given 

by provincial or municipal authorities is that 'given to ' 

poor students. The Ministry of Wakfs`(Pious'Endowments) 

provides for certain types of religious education, and was 

the only source from "which funds for the building of the 

-Al-ui-Bait university were drawn. Despite. the heavy H 

financial expenditure incurred by the Ministry of Education, 

there is evident a great increase under national control-'as 

-seen by the following table: - 

"` 
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GROWTH OF EDUCATIONAL EXPENDITURE IN-IRAQ FROM 1920-1921 

TO 1946-1947. 

Year Central Budget 
in Iraqi 
Dinars 

Educational Percent Remarks' 
Budgetin -age 
Iraqi Dinars 

1920-21 5,556,574 1302360 ' 2.3 
1921-22 4,436,065 142,425 3.2 
1922-23 4,080,172 146,543 3.6 
1923-24 3,662,568 131,158 3.6_ 
1924x25 4,316,928 170,068 3.9 Figures represent 
1925-26 4,044,049 1719532 4.2 actual expenditure 
1926-27 4,122,196 184,163 4.4 and not estimates., 
1927-28 4,280,068 201,564 4.6 
1928-29 493149701 232,878 5.3 
1929-30 4,360,656 270,438 6.1 
19 30 ' 31 3,994,337 294,262 , 

7.3 S 
1931-32 3,567,898 293,304 ' 8.2 
1932-33 5., 571t443 306$538 8.5 
1933-34 3,764,904 351,095 " 9.3 
1934-35 3,813,197 389,946 10.2 A 
19 35- 36 4,49 4,49 6 431,940, 9.6 
1936-37 4,727,335 494,284 10.5 
19 37- 38 51,1692402 626,130 . '12.1 
1938-39 5,469,813 . 7089059 12.9 
1939! 40 6,369,148 810,477 12.7 
1940-41 7,144,910 848,168 '11.8 Al 1941-42- 7,701,178 

. 
855,540 11.1 

1942-43 
. 10,620,822 1,131,414 10.6 

1943-44 13,749,321 
, 

1,515,542 11.0 ' 1944=45 15,484,752 1,335,475 8.6 S 19 45- 46 179563,230 11,6119843 9.0 ' 
1946-47 181#428., 567 1.97379604 9.4 - 

1. - Figures from Annual Survey of-Arab Culture. Cairo 1949. 

2. -Smaller percentages'in the last three years do not indicate reduction of. educational . expenditure, but a 
growing expenditure of other" government, departments.. 

3. Educational, expenditure, in'Iraq is the third'largest 
aftetrthe Army and the Police. 
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The -financing of public education` irl Jordan 

is, almost wholly borne by the central treasury. A law 

of 1937 emending a previous Turkiph 'law pxo vided 'for a 

municipal education tax, the revenues from which would' be - 
devoted to 

_the payment of, -teachers, in tbo elementary schools. ' 

Jordan. exhibits the'same increase, in educational 

expenditure, but the percentage of that compared with 

general, 'expenditure 
, 
declined in-the war .. years, owing "to 

increased expenses of the other, department, - without a. -. } 

proportionate increase in educational-, expenditure. The 

percentage resumed Its ascent with. the return, of normal 

conditions ' after the war. (See =' table) "` 
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JORDAN. 

Year Central'Budget Educational Percentage 
in Palestinian Expenditure 
pounds Palestinian 

pounds 

1924-25 274,868 14,771 5.3 
1925-26 27 4t 573 16 220 5.9 
1926=27 , 274920 

' 
18,263 ' 6.6 

1927-28 18,260 318., 260 20,887 6.5 
1928-29 318,950 22,582 7.08 
1929-30 3389461 229350 6.6 
1930-31 350, t532 23,482 6.7 
1931-32 344,9983 , 9700 21 6.2 
1932-33 340 883 , 23,429, 6.9 
1933-34 

, 374,769 23,974. 6.4 
1934-35 3699395.. 24,378 6.5 . 19 35- 36 381,300 243,912 6.4 
19 36- 37 435 039 24 770 ý 5.6 
1937-38 462,710 -261443 5.3 
1938-39 547,545 27,974 , 5.1 
1939-40 5999338 28,911 4.8 

-. 1940-41 . 1,135,308 28s, 850 2.5 
1941-42 1,183,155 29t542 2.5 
1942-43 1,423,349 31,432. 2.2 
1943-44 2,062,290 339366 1.6 
1944-45 5,252,334 ` 33,478 1.03 
1946-46 3,249,000 35,24S 1.08 
1946 47 1.95579570 37,719 2.4 1947-48 

. - 
1,378,030 422378 3.08 1948-49 1,593,841 52,828 3.3 
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Educational expenditure in Syria falls on the 

government, and is centralized in the Ministry : of Education. 

The Ministry pays the greater-part'of the money for the 

foundation " and equipment of schools,, all the salaries of 

the teachers and the expenses for services=and maintenance. 

Elementary, education which should have been paid for by the 

local districts according to the, provision of the Turkish' 

Education Law, and which the French maintained, is 

nevertheless entirely, provided f or by the government. 

The, cost of public education in Lebanon-falls 

almost entirely on the government and it too shows a marked. 

'increase, as seen from the following 'table over a selected 

number of years: - 

, Year Total, Budget ' Educational Percentage 
Budget 

1921 2,438,000 179,280 7.3 
1932 5,109,000 288,846 5.6 
1939 6,369,000 539,222 ". 8.4. 
1941 ' 6,635,000- 549,946 
1945 43,314,500 3,531,118 8. l X 
1946 -60,046,000- ' 4,671,4417.7 
1947-1948 67,000,000.7,372,641 11.0 

. 
1950 85,300,000 7,346,000 8.6 

x,. This steep rise was due to inflation. 

Figures cömpiled from Education in Arab Countries of, the 
Near Fast, the Annual Survey of Arab Culture and The' 
Statesman's Year Book. 



EXPANSION OF EDUOATIONJL PROVISION. 

The increased expenditure on education is a clear. 

sign of the expansion in educational facilities visible 

in all the Arab countries in the period of national control. 

The fact that, despite this expansion 

there has not been any achievement of t1- ideal of, elementary 

universal education to absorb? all the children of school age, 

indicates that a disproportionate part of, the expenditure 

is devoted to types of education other than the elementary 

and to an administration which, because of its highly 

centralized nature, has grown to an enormous size in the 

last few years. = 

This state of, affairs can be partly explained-by the, 

fact that the government of all these countries is, despite 

democratic appearances, still in-the hands of representatives-- 

of the upper classes, who would naturally tend to favour the 

type, of education most suited to the. children of thair own 

class. The policies pursued, in this direction showed a, ' 

marked absence of foresight and lack of support for the 

popular cause. There is no tradition of public service among- 

members of these classes to temper the extremism of this 

policy. Yet a certain progressive element sometimes makes " 

. -itself felt, and it is at such times that a redress of the 
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balance becomes evident. The principle of paying for education 
was previously one of the means of confining certain types to t 

the privileged few, leaving the majority. of the people with 

a poor and cheaply conducted education without even 

sufficient of this for all children-of school age. -. 

Another factor which contributes to this'is the 

tendency to show off, common among all , 
the. countries in', 

question. This tendency makes Itself apparent in, their 

- trying, to put up a splendid educational fagade, palatial 

school-buildings, universities and institutes of. higher 

education on the latest European or American. model, while- 

. the areas 'mdst in need of education are left bare or with 

the poorest provision. 

Egypt offers a fairly- typical example of this. 

discrepancy in the distribution of educational fortunes., 

Its expenditure on secondary-and higher education is, out of 

proportion to the numbers they cater for in comparison with 

elementary education which is supposed, to meet the needs of 

the greater-part of, the population. . 
`. ; 

So, flagrant was the discrepancy,. and soýclear was 

the inclination'towards a perpetuation of this"policy, ýthat_ 

Mr. Mann, as early-as 1928, was quick to notice' it, and warn 

against it. He drew attention to. the very ancillary' 
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p6sition elementary education occupied in relation to the 

Europeanized system of primary, secondary and higher 

schools, and the discrepancy in the government expenditure 

on both types of education. He found -that there was one 

secondary school place to five elementary, whereas in 

England there was 1 to 25., This abnormal growth at the 

top was further proved by a ccmpariscn"of expenditure on, 

education. in the school year 1924-25, which was £E 719,68.9.., 

distributed in the following manner: - 

I. Expenditure by the Ministry of Education; 

L. E. 

-Elementary and Kindergarten 234,708" 
Primary Boys' Schools 260,220 
Secondary Boys Schools' 246,759 - 
Primary and Secondary Girls Schools ' 86,893 
Higher Schools 2559403 

II. Expenditure' by the Provincial Councils: 

Elementary and Kindergarten V 328,542. V . Primary Boys, Schools V-- 117,290 
Primary Girls Schools ' '. 49,508 

-"'. Thus only 20% of the total educational expenditure went 

, to elementary education, whereas in England the expenditure 

was distributed as'follows: - 
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Expended by Expended by TOTAL 
the State Local Education 

Authorities, ' 
££ £ 

Elementary, 
Education 33,084,630 25,772,240' 58,856,870 

Higher' 
Education 7,797,358 6,400,774 14,398,312 

If, that was the case in 1924, it Would be 

interesting to ask whether there has been. cha nge of balance, 

since. But the answer is in the negative acc ording to the, 

following figures of 1945,1946, representing the expenditure 

of the Ministry, of Education on. the different types of 

schools and administration: - 

Division L. E. Percentage 

Administration and 
educational missions. 1,293,763' ", 12.0- 

Higher education 
" 

(including the 1,469,461 13.7 
universerties,, 

Secondary' educat ion 
(boys) 1,122,344 10.5 

Primary education 
(boys) 1,167,? 39 10,9 

Vocational education, 661,050 
Kindergarten and other - 

girls schools 759,458 7: (non-elementary) 
Elementary education 4,232,703 39.4 . (mixed). 

-Fine arts 25.. 882. - ' 0.2 
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Remarking on these figures'the American Council 

Commission says "These figures show that elementary education, 

which is intended to be available to all children, receives 

39.4 per cent of the budgetary provisions, while non-elementary 

education (in Egypt available to the somewhat privileged classes){ 

receives 48.4 per cent, virtually half: In 1944-45 more than 

a million children attended , elementary, schools, but only.. 

about 328,000 attended other types of schools. Thus about 

24 per cent of the Egyptian school - children'were receiving 
(1).. 

approximately 50-per cent- of, the educational 'expenditure. " 

The rest of the Arab countries are notxception to 

this fairly general rule of spending more on higher education 

. than on elementary education. - The ý case of Egypt-is the worst 

in this respect.., 

Syria, judged by, figures for 1945, devoted 52.5'6f- 

its educational expenditure to primary education', 17.7 
, 
to 

secondary education, '-including teachers'- training, 6.3 to 

vocational education, 19.5 to higher education and 4.0 to 

administration. 

', L'ebanon, shows a slightly better distribution. -"In the 

1946_budget'64.6. was devoted to primary education,, 6.6 to 

technical education, 0.7_to agricultural education, 9.6 to 

fine arts, 2.6 to teachers training'and 3.2 to administration:, 

(1) Mathews and Akrawi. Education in Arab Countries of the 
Near East. Eggpt, 'p. 17. -'Washington, D. C. 1949. 

' 
.-a 
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There were no government secondary, schools - at -the time., -, 
hence the absence of any allocation for that purpose. 

Despite these discrepancies, however, the general, 

picture is one of expansion in all types of schools with 

some net gain, if not just and equal distribution. To show 

the amount of expansion the tables in Appendix I would 

be of some use, as they represent-the increase in the number.. 

of schools and school population over-a. period of years, 

starting with the two last*years of foreign control and 

firüshing with the'batest returns available. 
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THE EDUCATIONAL LADDER. 

All the Arab countries without exception have 

accepted at least in theory, 'if not in practice, the 

principle of an educational, system consisting of three 

or more successive and progressive stages. In practice, 

however, there exists a variation between countries which have 

the four stages of pre-primary, primary. -secondary and higher; 

represented by one or more'universities like Egypt, and- 

others which, because of economic inability, possess only, 

two stages, represented by primary and secondary schools 

, with a certain variation of courses and duratiön in the 

first stage - like-Jordan. 

Despite these variations, ` however, there is a certain 

-amount of agreement on the general functions of each stäge 

and its relation to the others. ý Primary education, although 

more-than one type of it exists in 'sane of these countries, 

serves the purposes of the first rung in the educational 

ladder, receiving the pupils with little or no previous 

education and giving them basic instruction in the three 

R's before passing them onto: the secondary school. -Secondary 

education, also with several variations, functions as. an 

intermediary stage, receiving the pupils who have finished 

the primary course and giving them a, broadening and deepening 
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course of study, which affords a certain amount of 

specialization towards the end; before passing them on 

to further study in the higher education institutes or td 

the universities or to employment as clerks and junior 

officials in government departments. "' 

Higher education, whether provided in the special' 

schools or. in universerties on the modern European model, 

crowns the whole system,. and leads to_ the professions or,, 

to a further'specialized studies in post-graduate courses. 

, 
There is also more or less agreement on the. 

curricula and syllabi of these-schools, as. well as on 

the arrangement of studies. The differences that ý may exist,. - 

do not touch on the general policies or onthe subjects 

taught as much as on the amount of. time allocated to'each` 

subject and the inclusion-of one or two -European languages ý. 

in any of . the ý three stages. 

The size of agreement or difference will . 
become 

clearer, however, when'these stages of education-are 

reviewed in cross-section in the countries under discussion. 

I. PRIMARY EDUCATION. 

. 
With the exception of Egypt, -where particular 

circumstances invested it with two types of'primary schools. 

, within the public'-system., the rest of the Arab countries 
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possess a primary school which serves the purposes of a 

general, though modest; education, destined at some future 

date to include all children of school age in itsffirst 

cycle, and which leads to the secondary, school t1mough a 

period of-a further or higher primary stage in its second 

cycle. 

In Jordan the complete primary stage is of-seven 

years' duration, , the first five of which form an elementary 

or, lower primary cycle and the two last-years the higher 

primary cycle. Schools which. consist of the first cycle 

only are designated elementary schools in towns-and village 

elementary schools when situated in rural areas. In this 

latter case the schools are generally-of four years' 

duration with the possibility of a fifth year, according to 

the requirements of the locality and on the-recommendation 

and approval., of the Minister of Education. Education in 
(2) 

both types is free, but not compulsory. 

In Syria the normal primary course lasts for five 

- years, the' first four. of which form a complete cycle. The 

schools which consist of these four years only, are designated 

"Elementary 'schools" . The fifth year, where it exists 

(1) Jordan Education Law. 1939. " Article a. 

(2) Jordan Education Law. 1939. Article 7. 
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completes the full primary course and leads to the secondary 

school after the pupils have passed a primary school 
(1) 

certificate examination., Education in both ty es is (2) 

free, but compulsory only during the first cycle... 

In Iraq the full primary course covers six years, 

the first four of which form a complete cycle, and schools 

which consist only of this cycle are known as. 'elementary'' 

while the schools which: consist of the two cycles are. 
ý3) 

designated 'primary' . The principle of compulsory primary` 

education is endorsed by the, Educational law of, Iraq and 

should be enforced , in localities specified by the Ministry, 
' (4) 

when conditions therein make such . enforcement- possible. 

But all primary education is free in the public primary 
fib) . 

schools. 

The primary school' course ° in Lebanon is 'divided into 

two stages; the primary stage of five'years' duration 

including the kindergarten' school,. lasting, two years, and 

the higher primary stage which lasts four years and leads 

to the secondary school. 

(1) General Education, Law. Syria. Article 11. 
(2) nnn 13. 
(3) Primary School' Regulations No. 19 Iraq, 1930. 

Article 8. 
(4) Iraq. Educational Law., Article 10. 
(5) ' Ibid. 7 
(6) Lebanon. Educational Decrees 1946. Nos. 6998 and 6999. 
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Egypt inherited from the traditions of its modern-' 

education before the British occupation the European' primary 

school, which forms part of the modern system and exists 

only in relation to the secondary and higher schools, on 

top of that it was invested through the contrivance of 

British policies with the elan entary school destined to 

serve the masses and form the basis of, a compulsory, general 

education. This latter school was not, until the, last few 

years,. related-to the modern public system, arid existed as 

a separate. unit supplemented by a system of teachers' 

training, which provided it with a teacher. of low standard 

and cheap. preparation. 

The movement of national', policies, however, 'has-been 

in the direction of creating a link between the two schools 

to implement the principle of equality of opportunity and 

to'offer those with the required aptitude' among the masses 

an opportunity to continue education in the secondary 

schools and the higher 'institutes. The first step was taken 

in 1948, 'when these schools were gradually being put on 
,a 

level with the primary school. -- Both schools, - 
it "was decided, 

were, to offer a more or' less uniform. education with the 

exception-of the foreign language,. which is taught from 

the third year in the primary school, but. -. is not taught"at 
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all, in the elementary school. To enable pupils coming 

from the elementary schools to continue education inthe 

secondary schools, a preparatory class-is served to instruct 

them in the foreign language to a standard equal to that 

of the graduates from the primary schools. 

The course of study in the elementary school was 

lengthened-to a yeIars, the first and second of. which are 

tobe equivalent to the kindergarten period is . the Europeanized 

system and correspond to the age 5 -`8 in, that system. 

The remaining four years are to be , equivalent to, the primary. 

course in the normal -. primary school of four years' , 
duration. 

The, -link., however., -is not yet Ifully achieved, and 

there remains for all practical purposes two types of schools 

which. serve 
". the purposes of a primary education: one very 

much sought after and now, made more accessible by the 

., 
abolition of fees, and which is generally better housed,,, 

better equipped, and taught, 'by teachers of a higher standard, 

and_the other still of a modest nature and taught by teachers 

who had very little education. above the elementary and 

which serves as the compulsory school for the masses. 

The 'syllabi "of the primary schools - in all these 

countries. in question are found to bear'rpanyý points of 

(1) Report On the Development in General Education in Egypt 
during the year 1947-48. Cairo 1948. 
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keSemblance. They all unite in laying great emphasis on the 

teaching of the Arabic language. The major point of 

difference, however, is on, the teaching of a foreign language. 

Lebanon teaches a foreign language from the first year, in 

the primary school; Jordan from the fourth; Iraq from 

the fifth, while Syria does not teach a foreign language in 

this stage at all. Egypt, on the other hand, as has been 

shown, has two primary schools in one of which a' foreign 

language is taught from the third year, ' while no foreign 

language is taught in the other, but more emphasis'is_laid 

on the teaching of-Arabic. 

The following table shows the'number of hours allocateal 

to each of -, the 'basic subjects, of the syllabus per, wekk in all 

the Arab 

Subjects Jordan Syria Iraq Lebanon Egypt Egypt 
elemen- primary 
t ary 

Religion'and Koran 29 18 ' 18 5.18 ,8 

Arabic 71 ~ 59 55 32' 72 42 

Foreign language 28_. - - 12 25 -. 16 

Civics -, ' 21 16 19 13 '66 

Sciences 48 ' 45 46 - 34 54 36' 

Practical subjects : 15 32 38 26 58 36 

Total , 
212 170 188 135, ' ßo8 144 
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The termination of the primary school education 

is, rnarked by a public examination regulated and conducted 

by the Ministry of Education. ineach country., Success, 

in this examination qualifies for entrance into the 

secondary schools. It"should be noted that both foreign 

influences that operated in these countries tended to' 

over-emphasize this role of'examination in"the schools. - 

The French did this in pursuance of the traditions, of their-". 

education, while the British were induced towards it by the 

desire to ensure tl e'best results for-the money spent, and 

to combat corruption in'the, promotion of pupils from one 

class, to another... 

Both the subjects of the. examination and the 

standard of passing are subject to elaborate regulations which; 

make, the. setting of questions änd, the marking of papers the 

. prerogative' of the ministry.. 'The whole `. operation is. 

. conducted with a tremendous'amountýof secrecy.. The'strain 

on the pupils and the-teachers alike, as a result of this 

exaggerated importance of examinations is very great. 

There has been 'a tendency-in the'last few years to 

relax the severity of. this'annual promotion-examination. 

'According to a, formula which differs-from one country, to 

-another, the pupil's work was taken into consideration for 

their promotion to a higher class. 
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The primary'certificate examination, however, for 

, 
the obvious reason that-it is open to pupils from the'public" 

and private schools, is strict in its requirements. Pupils 

at', a very early age are compelled to pass on too many 

papers. In Jordan boys sitting for that examination must 

pass in each of the subjects. of the primary course, Arabic,, 

English, arithmetic and geometry, history and geography 

and civics, physics and, in addition, the Moslem pupils 

must pass an examination in religion. In Syria the examinees 

must pass in all the six papers offered, while in Lebanon two 

examinations terminate the two types of primary schools, 

referred to above. Iraqi pupils. sit for five subjects., 

Success In each is necessary for passing the examination. 

Egypt follows a system in Which 'a high standard in one 

subject or group of subjects would compensate fora low` 

standard in the others -'thus allowing a certain latitude for 

individual differences. and aptitudes. - 

SECONDARY EDUUATION. 

The' main lines. of policy, under foreign control, as 

regards this education were to restricts` its growth as much 

as possibles and to strives, bY applying the'principle of 

fees and, examination, to make it accessible only to those 

financially able to `partake of it. ° The examinations 

principally sought . to weed out unsuitable elements, - but did 
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not in fact succeed in doing so. Repeating forms remained 

a feature of that type of education, especially when a 
, 
rich c% 

of private schools sprang up everywhere to receive the 

pupils dismissed as unsuitable from the official schools. 

The result of both measures was then to limit this education 

to those pupils possessed of the financial means'and 

persistence to overcome the hurdles placed in the secondary 

school. 

historically, the main function of that education was 

to serve as an intermediary stage between the primary schools, 

on the one hand, and the higher ; or special schools on the 

other. It, also furnished a complete educat ion in itself, 

with a view to preparing junior officials and clerks for 

the government departments., Its growth, therefore, was clearl1 

limited, by the desirability of higher 'education, , and the 

capacity of the government to absorb the graduates of 'the 

schools. Both factors naturally tended-to keep it within the 

narrowest limits. ',.. 
E1) ß 

The growth of this education under national conttrol, '. 

would indicate a clear departure from the previous policies 

and would necessitate the introduction' of motives other_ than' 

government employment or the' satisfaction of the limited needs 



i 

of a limited higher education. 

10 

The trend towards making secondary education more 

accessible was partly due to the fact that the foreign 

policies had been very sparing in providing it, and partly 

in response to educational currents in Europe and America 

which begin to push the limits of compulsory free education 

beyond the elementary' school. The_mo'vement of, national' 

policies, therefore,, was in the direction of 'a gradual 

easing cf, the financial burden by allowing -first, free places 

and finally, in some countries, by abolishing fees altogether. I 
This was accompanied by the offer of more than one-type of- 

secondary education, so as o divert the unacademic type 

of student 'from the'Niv rsities and higher institutes to 

more profitable and practical studies. -- 

The The progress towards this aim is by no means even 

in all the, countries in question, yet it can be said-that 
the principle is being accepted-in theory- and that the delay-, 

in accomplishing it would be due'to economic difficulties 

rather than to the abandonment of the principle. 

Egypt provides. a' perfect - example of these 
-trends 

with regard to its ? primary and 'secondary education taken as 

ti a unit. Several reforms introch ced resulted in making the 
secondary education, varied in type, as well as more accessible. 
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For a statement of policy expressing this attitude the, "Report 

o. n the Educational Reform in Egypt" by `E. E. Ahmad Naguib 

El-Hilali Pasha of 1943, which accepted the principle of 

, equality `of educational opportunity states: "It would 

seem to follow that it is our bounden, duty to implement the' 

principle of equality of opportunity' in education, in order 
(1) 

tp realize the ideal of equality in general", The 

gradual abolition of fres was implemented to realize this, 

equality and, until the principle was fully applied it was 

ordered that no. pupil should-be refused admission, on account, 

of his inability to pay fees; '_"In this way admission was 

determined on the grounds of merit and aptitude, without 

discrimination between, a'fee paying pupil anda free pupil. 

The application for free education Was to be considered 
(2) 

after the pupil had been actually admitted, *", 

The general application of the principle in the 

secondary schools was " to be accomtanied, by the offer to a 

variety of courses to meet the desires and aptitudes of the 

entrants once the door was opened. for a free primary and ; 

secondary. education. The courses would be diversified to 

include academic, agricultural, industrial and commercial 

branches, all with, the status of"a secondary school, ", In the 

ý(l) Report on Educational Reform in Egypt. Cairo 1943, p. 4. 
The Report shows- the influence of the British . White Paper of 
1943. 

(2 ) Ibid., p. 41. 
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style of those in foreign countries" and to-the effect 

that"... where there is an ordinary secondary school, the 

three other types should-be represented equally, side by 

side. Only thus can we avoid a stereotyped education and 

the overcrowding of ordinary secondary schools and the 

universities with boys, 'many, of whom are unfitted for 
(2) 

university, education". 

This, however, did not take effect as the minister 

in charge riad to relingquish his office on the dismissaII 

of the cabinet in 1944. In 1948 another, plan of reform 

was introduced, by which the two first years of the secondary 

schools offered a uniform course enabling, the pupils to 

continue their academic studies or to branch off th industrial 

and agricultural schools. In, the-first year of the second_ 

part the pupils must take religious instruction, - languages, 

(Arabic, a principal' foreign language, and a subsidiary one), 

aid physical training'as obligatory subjects, and-may choose 

three subject groups out of four. Their choice determines'` 

which branch they will join-in the second year of this cycle, 

whether literary, scientific or general. 

The principle of abolishing fees was replaced by 

4 

J' (1) Report on Educational, Refo rm in Egypt. ; 

(2 ). Ibid. 

Cairo 1943, p. 40.: 
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another, permitting pupils with a certain. standard of achievement 

in the examinations, to be exempt from payment. - 
In 1950 

there was a return to the previous policies, ` and education 

was declared free in the secondary schools. It is hoped 

that this will remain a permanent feature in Egyptian 

educational policies. 

The rest of the Arab countries differ in the 

application of this principle. Iraq, after a 'premature attempt 

at- abdlishing fees had to revert to the charging -of . 
fees , 

and later to declare the principle of free secondary education 

by' an amendment of the Education L"aw. No. 14 ' of 1944. 

Jordan charges fees for secondary education, but 

the amount charged. ( P-2) in the first cycle and £ 8'3, in 

ä, the second cycle per annum) does not, in fact, preseflt 

serious impediment to those desiring to benefit-from that 

education. The real impediment . lies in the fact that 

there is not enough provision of this. education. -' 

Syria, on the other hand , has followed a' system 

of wide exemption'from fees to . make' secondary education more j 

accessible, without going as far'as making it entirely free. -, 
The exemption may cover from one third Orin ore of the student 

body, and may involve free board and lodging for out-of-town 

students with exceptional talent. (i) 

(1) Mathews and ' Akrawi . Education in the Arab Countries of 
, 
the Near East. - Washington, ID. C. 1944. Syria, p. 344. 
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Lebanon, which until very recently did not, possess 

secondary schools, apart from the many provided by, private 

agencies, does not legislate on'the question of school 

fees. But there is quite an opportunity for exemption in 

these latter schools for needy and especially endowed 

students. 

The duration of the secondary school-course 

differs from one country to, another according to the wealth 

of each country and the main European influence that had 

operated in its education.. The period is shorter in the 

countries that had been under British influence than'in those 

that had been exposed to, the French control. 'In? Lebanon, 

the duration-of the secondary course is seven years, in Syria 

it has been shortened to six years,, whilst in Iraq and Egypt 

it is five years. Jordan still retains the old system-of, 

a four years' , secondary course. *The. division into cycles 

or branches in'the upper cycles is also different. In Iraq 

the course, isýdivided into two cycles, the first of which 

forms what is known as an intermediate school and lasts for 

three years; ', the second cycle of two'yeärs divides into 

literary and scientific-branches. 

In Syria the first four years form a first cycle and 

the lagt-two'a second cycle, which is in turn divided into 

literary-and scientific sections. 

In Egypt the first four years used, until the 1948 

-" (1) 
- 

In Egypt it was five years, for boys and six years for 
girls until 1948, when t7was made five years for boys and girls alike. 



organization, to form the stage of general secondary education, 

and the last year offered specialization in mathematics, 

sciences'-or history and literary subjects. The new 

organization shortens this stage to two years, with 

specialization beginning in the third year of, the , course.. . 

Lebanon devotes the" first four years to a stage 

of general-education, followed by another cycle of two-, -, -, 

years with two sections; literary end scientific, and the 

last year divides into two further sections "of -philosophy 

and mathematics., 

. In Jordan, while . there is no provision for. 

specialized courses, the four years of' secorrlary education 

are divided into two cycles. '. The first two are the 

" iitermediate secondary stage', and the last, two the higher- 

'secondary cycle. 

On the question of syllabus there' is a number of 

'differences. The most important issue''on which the policies 

differ concerns the foreign language or lange ages taught . 

Iraqi, Jordonian and Lebanese schools teach one foreign 

language only'., English in Iraq and Jordan, and English 

or French in Lebanon. - Egyptian and 
, 
Syrian schools teach 

one subsidiary foreign-language in addition to Ifte principal 

foreign language. ' The principal foreign language was English 
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in Egypt until last year, when it was left to the pupils 

to choose which European language to take as principal and 

which to take as subsidiary. 

In Syria the choice is between English and French, 

whichever the pupil opts to make his principal or subsidiary- 

foreign language. 

It is obvious that the policies of both countries in 

this respect aim to break the. monopoly of the 'foreign 
- ", 

language of the controlling power; English in the case of 

Egypt, and French in the case of Syria. 

The teaching of , the 
, second . 

foreign language begins 

earlier, in Egypt than in Syria, starting from the. third 

year in the former and the fifth year iný the latter. 

., Further differences in the syllabus are evident 

in the number of hours allocated to each basic subject or 

group of subjects in the time-tables, as shown by the 

following tables: - 
I. a TABLE 

THE FIRST CYCLE OF' SECONDARY EDUCATION. 

Subjects. Jordan Syria Ira Lebanon, Et 

Arabic 28 30 21 26 20, 

Foreign. language 28 28 ; 18 24 16' 

Mathematics 16 17 12 17 

'Civics', 
10 Js is 17 ý10 

Physics 10 20 17 6 
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TABLE II. 

THE SECOND CYCLE - SCIENTIFIC SECTION. 

Subjects Jordan Syria Iraq Lebanon Egypt 

Religious 
subjects 6 G 3 10 5 

Arabic 28 33 28 '36 34 
Foreign languages 28 46 32 a, ? 22 
Mathematics 27'', 29 28 32 22' 
Physics 26 33' 38 35 32- 
History 14 15 7- 10 7 
Geography 7. 8 G 10 8 
Ethics 

,3 3 7 1 
Practical 

subjects 26 16 30 19 
Other subjects 5 2 3 

Total ' . - 13.6 204 163 
_. 

210 . 181 

TABLE III 
THE SECONDARY CYCLE - LITERARY SECTION. 

Subjects Jordan Syria Iraq Lebanon, Egypt' 

Religious' 
subjects 6 6' 3 10 5 

Arabic 28 37 32 42 34 
Foreign 

languages r .: 28 46 34 44 , 58 
Mathematics 27' 23 '' 22 22 18 
Physics 26 27 20. 2b_ '' '. 17. 
History, 14 20 15 12 12 
Geography 7 11 11 11 12 
Ethics .'3 3- "7 1. r; 
Practical 

subjects 26 16 30 19 
Other subjects 5 7 ' 7; S 

Total_,,, 136 204 163 --_ 210 ' " 181 
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With these attempts at extending the facilities 

of secondary education and the provision of a variety of 

courses, with a certain amount of specialization in the- 

upper cycles, it can be deduced that the educational policies 

behind them have-been influenced by modern. educational views 

in Europe and America. For these, recognize the functions of '- . 

this stage, as that intended for the education of the 

specially gifted, with a view to partaking of higher 

education 'and forming a class of intellectual leadership. 

It cpn be observed that the emphasis has been shifted in' 

the last few years. from ability to pay for such education 

to ability to benefit Prom it. This-is clearly indicated ,. " 

by the application of the principle of free secondary, 

education in Egypt 'and Iraq and the wide-exemption from 

fees in Syria., ' Lebanon and Jordan. 

" The aims implicit. in-these. policies are further 

made the subject of statements and laws in the various 

countries. These specify the tasks of secondary education 

a as to deepen and broaden the education given in the primary" 

schools and to offer specialized studies in relation to the 

purposes of higher education. 

Syria declares the following policies with regard 

to - the functions of sec cnäary education: "Secondary schools, 
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are to be founded and organized to perform these two 

fundamental purposes: - 

ýa. The forming and preparing of a class"of well educated 

persons whom the country needs, by providing the 

adolescents and the youths with basic sciences and 

general culture which they need in life., 

b. The preparation of these adolescents and youths for 

vocational studies on the one hand, and the higher 
(1) 

- studies on the other. 

It is further stated 'th this, respect that the 

school should aim at, encouraging the habits of social service 

and co-operati on, initiative, and originality- among the 

pupils, by arranging and facilitating-free activity, individual 

reading, artistic pursuits, dramatic arts, ' athletic, sporting 
(2) 

and scouting activities. 

Iraqi' policies specify " 
the aims of the intermediary, 

secondary cycle, which forms, the first 'three years of the 

secondary'scheol, thus: -"The aim in this, stage should be 

to advance the knowledge of'the pupils above the -previous 
stage and to prepare them for further studies. In this, 'as 

in the primary course, the teacher should realize that his 

' duty is more than the delivery of, lessons and the provision- 

(1) Syria. Secondary Education Law. 1945. Article I. 

(2) -Ibid., Article 25. 



of information, but he should aim at a balanced development 

of the pupil and, therefore, should concern himself with-, 

the pupil's character, intellect and body. 

Furthermore,, he should encourage hobbies and creative 

activities. In fine this intermediate 'stage. thould- serve 

as'a means of developing the pupil mentally, spiritually, 

socially and morally, 'and the teacher should,, care for each - 
(1). 

of these aspects equally. ". 

The aims of the second cycle.. -the preparatory course 

are stated to be "the preparing of pupils to pursue their 

studies in higher institutes on the one hand, and providing` 

them with general knowledge in order to be useful members in 

society on the other. To achieve these aims-the following 

habits should'be helped to develop: ` self-independence in 

research, the scientific spirit, logical., thinking, -self- 

criticism, observation, responsibility-and high moral, - 
(2) 

social and religious ideals. " 

Lebanon states the aims of secondary_education as 

"TO prepare. an elite of highly educated, persons, by ' 

providing them with a developing culture to enable them 

to bear the responsibilities, of life, to conduct correctly 

the questions of mind and to pursue. the specialized course of 

(1) Iraq. Intermediate Secondary Course. Syllabus. 

(2). Iraq" 
-Preparatory Course Syllabus. 
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higher education. It is because of this that methods of 

teaching should be, concerned with quality.,. rather, than 

quantity, to strive for prolonged thinking, rather than be 

impatient for achieving speedy results and to-allow time for 

all ygjft to"develop towards an, integrated personality, -, 

capable of assimilating the subjects studied into a: body, of 

knowledge which forms part of the cultural being of the 

student". .°, 

Egyptian policies differentiate between the aims 

in the primarystage, where, basio, general knowledge is the 

objective, and the secondary. stage, 'where the fundamental 

aim' is "to provide t1 pupil with the type , of education 

suitable to his aptitudes and'as these, differ from one pupil 

to another, - education in this stage should be sufficiently 

-varied to cope with these differences in interests and 
(2) 

aptitudes. " 

It could be said,, in conclusion, anout the theories 

and practices, pertaining to secondary. education reviewed and 

discussed, that there is evidence-of a movement corresponding, ' 

to modern European and American trends towards, pushing, the' 

boundaries of the necessary general education . further into 

what was traditionally' recognized as the domain'of secondary 

(1) Lebanon. Secondary-Education Syllabus. Decree No-7001. 
1946.. -, 

In-the original Arabic this is couched. in a highly 
literary style and so is the 'more, difficult to render in 
English. - ''1 1 (2) Report on the Development in General Education. Cairo 1948. 
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education, and thus as lying within the purposes of 

specialization. It has been shown that, with the exception t 
} 

of Jordan, all the countries under review have provided 

a first course of secondary education, which, " in addition to 

serving as a preparation for. further studies,, would furnish 

more general education equipping its receiver to become 

maturer socially and'intellectually and so better able to play 

his part in society.,. _ 
HIGHER EDUCATION. 

Another aspect of education, in the provision of 

which the controlling powers were extremely' sparing, and in 

which pent-up national desires showed themselves at full 

play, 'is the field, of higher education. ' It should be 

remembered, that some sort of higher education was the 

first to be introduced. in the beginning of the' Europeanization 

movement, ' and it should also be remembered. that there was 

continuous agitation for it duzi ng'the periods of foreign 

control. It, was natural,, therefore, that the' era of independena® 

would be marked by a great flowering, in this particular field'. 

The opportunities for this "education ", to grow were,, furthermore, 

made possible by the expansion of the 
, 
two preceding stages of 

primary 'and secondary education, and by the need for highly 

qualified young men to occupy'leading positions in. the 

government and other business departments which had'been - 

'occupied by foreigners. 
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These factors resulted in the fact that,. 

with the exception of Jordan, the rest of the Arab countries 

possess-several 1apes of institute of higher education,.: 

whether in properly constituted universities on the 

European model, or, existing separately as special or _ 

higher schools. 

-There'are at present 8 universities and 9 higher, 

schools in existence in the Arab countries. Of these 

universities four are. state-controlled and three are 

private. - There are four universities in Egypt, including 

the ancient university of Al-Azhar, which had modernized` 

itself in organization,. If not in the nature of, its'studies, 

and there is the Syrian university at Damascus. The 

foreign universities consist Of the two American universities 

in Beirut and Cairo, and the French, university of St-Joseph,.,, 

also in Beirut. Iraq possesses 7 Institutes-of higher' 

education which have 'not' yet formed into 
_a 

university, but 

which otherwise perform the duties of one. "Lebanon had 

two, one national academy for Fine Arts and the other, French 

for literary studies. ' 

The general style, of these institutes, whether, in 

possession of the status of. a university or in the modest 

qualification of a special or higher school, is definitely 
.1 
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European in coaoeption and function. They all assume 

educational tasks similar to those undertaken by'European 

universities and are mainly fashioned: after the example. -of 

French universities. The reason for the predominant French 

influence here, as in the case of the other-institutes of :` 

primary and secondary education, is that the. French system 

offers better opportunities for imitation, -especially when 

none of these universities had grown. to its present size 

by evolution or gradual progress, and thus built up, its 

constitutional life 16y, -experiences They were, on the'contrary 

the creation of the state or, as in the case _, 
of ' the first, 

modern-. Egyptian university (later known as Foad_I university) 

taken up by the state. after a not very successful career. under 

private management. 

Despite this close" dependence on the state" as their 

founder and the provider of the greater 'part of, their' funds, 

u these universities, and, to a lesser, extent, the higher school, 

are in European fashion allowed a large measure of independene 

Laws and regulations stipulate that the internal government 

of the universities should be vested'in their own elected 

couincils, and that, appointment of deans of faculties and .. 

-chair professors, be canducted by, election in the'respective 

academic councils and the approval of, the minister of 

" education. This would be made clear by reviewing the laws 
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governing these bodies. 

The legislation relating to the Syrian university 

vests this university with the task of higher education in the 

faculties and schools, the encouragement of the scientific 
(1) 

revival, and the orientat ion of this to the proper aims, 

and cultural co-operation-with-the other Arab countries. 

Arabic is stipulated as the language of instruction, 

''but. it is permissible to use a foreign language, by the 

decision of the University council, , in addition to Arabic, 

in the teaching of certain subjects.. ý. .. 
Article 4 of the same, law recognizes the 

'administrative and 'financial independence of the university, 

and that the passing of the, budget would be decided by the 

council, and approved by the cabinet on the recommendation of 

the minister of, education. 

The appointment of rector. is'decided by'the decree- 

of the-council of ministers on the 'recanmendation'of the ministe, 

of education, but the deans of faculties who. are also 

-appointed by the same procedure must be from among the. chair 

professors. The appointment is fixed for, three years, and 

the' dean of faculty or the director of an institute is not to 

be " dismissed except by. a 'decree issued by 'the . counc i1' of 

(1) Syria: Temporary Law No. 87 1947. "Article'3. (2) Ibid 87 '. _a 'and 7. 
(3) Ibid 8? 14 



ministers. 

The university council-consists of the rector, 

who acts as president at the meetings, the deans, of 

faculties and directors of institutes, a representative'of 

" each faculty and institute elected by its council every. 

two years and a representative of the ministry of education, 
(1) '. 

appointed by. the minister. ' The council is charged with 

the planning of the budget, the granting of degrees and 

certificates on the proposal-. of the faculties and institutes; 

the granting of honorary degrees, the suspension of studies, 

the choice and the regulation of, education missions sent, 
(2) 

by the university. 

Iraq, which embarked as early as 1924 on a scheme''--, 

founding a'university (the Al-el-Bait University) did not 

succeed in. completing the scheme, and remains at pressatt without 

a university. Its institutes of'higher education, ' nevertheless, 

-form the foundation of a-university, and there is aýscheme to. --, 

unite them under one management with a view'to forming a, '-, 

university. 

The several institutes are at present conducted 
% 

separately, each according to'its code of regulations, 

which empower it to grant the various degrees for the branches 

of ' study it, deals with,, The application of these - regulations 

is vested in a council for each'institute. 

(1) Syria.. Temporary Law No. 87. Article 10. 
'(2) Syria. Ibid. 11 S. 6120` :, 



Of*the universities of Egypt three are modern in 

the European-sense, and the fourth Al-Azhar has undergone 

a large measure of modernization. 

The modern universities are-governed by special 

laws pertaining to each. Typical of these is the Law 

No. 42, of Re-organization of the university, issued in'1924 

. and slightly amended by another law of 1933. 

According to this law, the' university is specially 

concerned with all theaffairs of, higher education which is 

conducted in-its faculties, and generally charged with the 

task of encouraging research and the promotionof science in 

the country. The university is recognized as a-body in 

possession of the rights-to sue before the, courts and to, 

receive contributions and donations as far-as, these do not 

encroach on the main purposes of the 'university. It IS, 

furthermore, entitled to conduct its own financial 
; 
affairs 

(2) 
and the balancing of its own budget, 

The bodies which govern the university, by the-- 

authority of the Minister of Education, vho is the supreme, 

head of the university, are: 

1. The'Rector., 

2.. The Administrative Council of the University. 

3. The Council of the university. ,. 

(1) Law No. 42. Article 3., 

(2)' Ibid. '4 
-- 
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The rector is appointed by decree on the recammendation of 

the Minister of Education, and he is responsible for the 

government of the university administratively and 
its (1) 

academically, and upholds' rig . 
ts and duties. 

Each faculty has its own council, which is presided 

over by the dean or his deputy. The dean is appointed by 

the Minister of Education from among those-of, -the chair 

professors nominated by the Council of Faculty, and , the 
(2) 

appointment is for three years. 

The administrative council of the, university, consists 

of: - the rector, who presides, the under-secretaries for 

education and finance, the deans of faculties, ', and four 

'. ý members appointed by the Minister of Education by virtue of 

their. experience - and higher education. "The. university council 

is composed of the members of the administrative council and j 

two members representing each faculty elected byý its council 

fora period of two years. This last council -is in charge (3) 

of the conduct of the academic affairs of the university., - 

Appointment of professors and staffs is the 

prerogative of the Minister of Education on the application I 

" of the university council. ' Other officers of the university 

are appointed by the same authority on application by the 

(1) Law. for 1933. Article 7 and S. 

(2) LV 1CG8,1633.10... 
.. 

(3) Law for 192 ' 13. 13 
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rector. 

The university is chartered to offer its own degrees, 

conduct its own examinations and decide the, equivalence of 

foreign degrees and certificates to its own. -, ̀  

It can be seen that in each of the two, -, countries , kj 

there is a certain amount of, independence , sub ject to the 

over=riding authority of the Minister of Education or the- 

of'ministers. The higher schools, on the other hand, Council 

enjoy a smaller amount'of independence, and, are under the 

direct control of the Ministries of Education. 

The amount of European influence observable in 

these modern types of. schools and universities is not 

without parallel in the ancient university of Al-Azhar which 

exhibits the same inclination towards modernization and 

organization ' on. the European model. 

For obvious reasons, the British, during their - 

direct control of Egyptian affairs., deliberately abstained 

from introducing any, serious change in the conservative, 

organization and studies of . the theological univrersity. 

But the desire. for reform, despite lack of official 

encouragement, had persisted into the, period of independence.. 

The only measure of reform 'introduced during the 

period of British control was the 1911 Law, which sought, to 
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incorporate into the university all the other mosque schools, 

and thus build up a theological system side by side with the 

modern system. The, law also defined the rights and 

functions of the rector, and constituted a "Supreme Council" 
. 

under his presidelcy'with 8 members representing the four 

schools of rites, the director of religious endowments and 

members whose services were deemed beneficial to the 
(1) 

university. 

The subjects of", study were stipulated, and the course 

divided into three progressive stages:,, primary, secondary 

and superior, -each of five years' duration.,, terminating with, ' 

an examination and a certificate. The promotion from one 

class to another in each 
'stage 

was. determined by annual, 

examinations. 

It will be observed that the organization so introduced 

was patterned on the model<of the Ministry of Education and'. 

copied the grades of primary, secondary and hi gier schools 

" of the Europeanized system. Subject to the approval of the 

Supreme Council, the rector weäs invested with powers similar 

to those exercised by the Mýnister of Education. 

After, 1922 the whole policy. of Al-Azhar became the 

subject of long dicussions, -so that in 1928, and, on the ", 

appointment of a progresive Rector, (the late Sheikh Mohammed 

(1), Article 9. "Loi No. 10. Le Caire 1911 = 
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Mustafa A1-Maraghi), who presented a memorandum for reform, 

a committee was constituted with the following terms of 

reference, "The purpose of this committee is to view the 

reforms to be introduced in the organization of Al-Azhar 

and Moslem institutes, according to 'th e Rector's memorandum. " 

The deliberations of.. the Committee resulted in 

a scheme of 24 Articles, the, most, important of which, are: - 

Article 2: which linked the compulsory schools of elementary rj 
Ji 

education with the primary course of study at A1-Azhar. 

Pupils who completed a course of instruction there were -eligible, 

for joining in the primary stage of Al-Azhar. 

Article 4: This confirmed the ; division into. three . progressive I 

stages, and added a further 'stage. of two, years for higher 

degrees in specialized courses. The duration 'was fur years 

for, the , primary course, five for-the secondary, four for the 

-higher and two 
, 

for. the specialized, course. It must be remarked- 

that this organization was exactly similar to the arrangement 

in the Europeanized system with' the university course and' 

supplementary course of post-graduate studies.; 

The recanmendations of the Committee were embodied 

-, in the ' law of 1930, which was, revised and substitutedby 

another in 1936. It was stipulated that examinations should 

be held at the completion of each stage. The 'composition 

(1) Adajmuatu Al=Wathaiq. Al Khassa bi, Islah Al-Jams 
Al-Azhar. 'Cairo 1936, (Arabic Text). 
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of the Supreme Council was broadened and, made more 

representative of various interests. The most important 

s 

innovation, however,. was the introduction of foreign, and 

driental languages, which'were made compulsory:. in the last 

two years of the College of the Principles of. Religion. ' The 

1936 revision applied the principles to, all the colleges, and 
(1) 

introduced specialized courses. The only'difference was 

that either French or English. was made compulsory in the, 

College of Principles of Religion,, and optional in, the other 

two colleges of Moslem law and Arabic language. 

The motive behind the movemeiht for reform was ' the '., 1 

burning desire of some- leaders of Al-Azhar. to see their 

university rid of the stigma of backwardness and on-a level 

with the modern university. Sheikh Al-Maraghi. expressed 

the, impatience of the progressive party at , the slowness'arrl 

ineffectiveness of previous reforms in these pregnant words, 

"For the last few centuries the leaders of the Azhar have 

taken a rest. Thinking there was no room for investigation... 

they took to unscientific books... they have remained 

. unconsciousness of the new ideas and new, schools of learning- 

that have. come into the world... There are leaders of the, 

Azhar who think it a sin to_study geography, arithmetic or 

. 
(1) Hassanein, Mohammed Khalid Bey. 

_: 
A1-Tajdid fi A1-Azhar. 

Arabic Text. Cairo 1940., pp.. 27-28.,, 
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history. They wrote articles in the daily press against 

these subjects... With the greatest of sorrow I-can declare 

that the endeavours made with regard to the improvement`-of 

the Azhar and other religious institutes during the last 
(1) 

twenty years have proved fruitless. " 

Not only was the desire for reform powerful among 

the leaders, but it was also most conspicuous among the- 

students, who finding themselves ' at a disadvantage in 

comparison, with the graduates of the, modern. schools, were 

eager that their * institute 
, 
should be modernized so that they 

could compete with the others in the various spheres of. life. 

There has also been a growing tendency amongst-. these, 

students-to don European clothes and discard the traditional 

long gown and, turban, but so far they have'not' succeeded' in .' 

achieving this change, as did the students of - the ; Arabia 

Teachers Training College. 

Side by side with these changes-in the courses and 

organization of the old university, Al-Azhar reflects the 

policy of expansion, together with, the other two systems,, 

as evidenced by these figures: - 

(i) Quoted by Russell Galt, from Majmatu Al-Wathaiq Al-Khassa 
bi-Islah Al-Jami, Al-Azhar.. The Effects of Centralization 
on Education in Modern Egypt. Cairo 1936y p. 31. ' 
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Number of students in the Primary and Secondary 
. Stages 

from 1938 to 1948. 

Year Primary Section Secondary. Section, Total 

1928-39 5128 2438 8666 
1939-40 5560 3355 8915 
1940-41 5466 3461 8935 '" 1941-42, 5498 3930' 

-9418 
. 
1942-43 5133 4158 9201- 
1943-44 4872' 4421 9393 
1944-45 5264 4776" 10043 
1945-46 5720 4673 10393 
1946-47 6285 5039- 11324 
1947-48 6748 4858 11606, -- 

The ' increase -in the attendance at the colleges 

and speci alized, courses is represented by"the following 

table: - 

Year Primary Section Decrees 
. "'Special Course 

1938 '39 1867. 358 162 
1939-40 ' 1991 425 192 

"1940-41 
. _1926, 530 198 

1941-42 1079. 642' 178 
1942-43 1917 825 , 

184 
1943-44 1846 867 164 
1944-45" 1739 793 ' 132- 

"" 1945-46 1766 `. . 787 103 .- 1946-47 1888 
, -748 47, 

The expenditure "o f -the university has increased 

from £ E' . 520470 in 1911 to £E 900p752 in 1948, and. the 

number of i teachers from 60 3 in that year to 113 5 in '1948.. 

The latest figures-for the number of students i n all 

,. sections of, Al-Azhar reached 17,514"in July 1948. 
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It is obvious, from the above that. A1-Azhar has 

kept pace with the general movement of expansion, despite 

the, fact that it did not offer the same prospects of 

lucrative employment as the modern schools. 

I 

The case of Al-Azhar represents a fairly widespread. 

tendency in all similar institutes to take upon themselves 

the appearance of modern universities. , The Iraqi 

Al-al-Bait was conceived in the same light, but did not, 

reach a stage of development to constitute a university, 

and the scheme had to be - 'nn 'ji" ýHäbded; r _VOCATIONAL 
AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION. 

Vocational and, technical education are by far the. 

-least spectacular parts of the educational'system ink` 

the Arab countries. Several factors could be found to 

. explain this. There is,, in the-first place, the prestige 

of the academic school and the prospect of . the profession 

at the end, and there is also that passion for white-collared 

jobs evident everywhere. In addition, 'there is the particular 

Arab attitude of mind which considers. an education avowedly 

devoted to the trades of no significance, since preparation 

for a trade, according to this view is not the business of 

education., 

It has been shown that the struggle of the British 
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in Egypt and Iraq to implant this type of education and to 

convince the people of its desirability and value, was of 

no avail. Selling industrial instruction to the Arabs was 

never a successful proposition; they might accept the 

facilities offered for utilitärian purposes, but any success 

in it must depend on conviction and willingness, an neither., 

was forthcoming. The main factor, in our view, which 

accounts, for so much distaste and' antipathy to technical 

education,, is to be found in the absence of the industrialized 

mentality, which should grow in its turn from an 

industrialized way of life. There"is, it is true, a certain 

amount of industrialization evident in the more advanced- 

of the Arab countries, most conspicuouslybduring and after 

the last war, but this has not been wide-spread enough or 

deep enough to effect any ' change of attitude. - The conception 

of education, whether under the influence of tradition or 

as conceived of in the modern movements of Europeanization, 

is that of an, education'-which is religiously accepted and 

meritorius, or, failing 
, 
that, one that would hold -sufficient 

lucrative prospects to 'compensate for this deficiency.. 

Technical education, failing to satisfy in both respects, 

had from the very beginning precarious chances ofnsuccess.,. 
-, 

Agricultural education, which should have been"more 

-0 
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appealing to countries which are' predominantly. agricultural, 

does not fare any better and, even has'poorer results to show. 

This was, as stated before, most perplexing to the foreign 

powers in control, who tried, their best to introduce this 

type-of education so as to divert the flow of-pupils into 

the academic school's. One way of explaining the absence of 

interest in this education is to be. found in the fact that 

agriculture is not, and has, never been, conceived of as 

education or'a science: It was a traditional pursuit, better. 

left to'the people used to it, °the peasants. 'Tradition dies 

hard, and to convince the peasant element of the advantages 

of scientific agriculture and consequently of, the schools of 

agriculture, is an. impossible task. Furtheremore,, the system 

of land tenure and distribution of land property, militates 

against the application of'the results, of research conducted 

in the agricultural schools and centres. The holding 

is either too small to make the, introduction ofýmodern methods 

profitable, or too large ad divided among numerous tenants 

with an absentee-landlord., who. is more interested'in the rent 

than in any care for the land, the crop or, the peasant. 

me , growth of, these two types of, education is 

parallelled in poverty. by commercial education. Here - 

. the attitude of mind is not alone to blame, but also. the lack 

of opportunity for employment for'the graduates of these 
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schools. Business is mainly in the"hands of foreign firms, 

''and they prefer to use people of their own nationality 'or. ' 

those with an adequate knowledge of European languages, 

not possibly found in the graduates of the national schools. 

Certain legislative measures have `been taken in recent years 
(1) 

to mend this state of affairs with a view to opening, up 

opportunities for employment to the graduates of the" 

commercial schools, but it still remains to be seen what 

effect this will 'have, on the 'growth of &pmmerce sch4Qlsiticn. 

As a result of these various factors the growth cf' 

vocational and technical säi ools of all types does nbt keep 

pace with the other schools, and-this fully ' indicates. the 

lack of appeal they make to the generality of pupils. The 

tables in Appendix . II show the growth of these schools in 

Egypt and Iraq, the two countries with longer experience in 

this type of education. 
4 

ir 

(1) -A typical example-is the Egyptian Company's Law. "enjoining 
the use, of Arabic in all firms and companies, ' political and 
other: difficulties, however, seem to impede the execution 
of" the law. 
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Despite its restricted growth, it seems 'that -there 
has been sufficient development to warrant the ccnstitution 

of more than one"grade of these schools, instead of the 

uniform type which either substituted or supplemented the 

elemen I tart' school. A system of industrial education parallel 

to, and linked with, the general system of education was - 

formulated'to various degrees of completion. 

Jordan, the only country with fewer educational 

facilities than the rest, possesses one technical school, 

but this, nevertheless, represents two grades of this 

education, accepting in itsýpreparatory, classes pupils-from. 

the elementary schools, and in its upper section-pupils who 

have,, comple t ed a, primary course'of study., 

Syria provides legislation which makes it the duty ,. 

of , the- Ministry of Education' to found vocational classes_or' 

schools to train- young men and women -for agricultural, 
(1ý e 

commercial and industrial-trades and for domestic sciences. " 

The same law enjoins that'technical educration-should 

include various, grades, one part of which should' complete 

the-primary edit ation, another part stand parallel and 

equivalent io the 
. 
intermediary and secondary stage and, 

the third have the status of higher education. ' 

(1) General Law of , Education, - 1944. Article 31. 
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The existing technical schools in Syria are 

of the intermediate stage-and, excppt for one., commercial, 

school which is of secondary, grade, consist of 7 

vocational schools, two of which are schools of commerce, 

four technical schools for boys, and one for domestic'. 

science for girls with an attendance of 955-including 

132 girls (1947-48) . . 
Iraq, too, stipulates by law the creation of, - 

'classes of, schools to offer. vocational 'education ' of various 
(1) 

grades according to requirements. The existing schools 

include only two grades which are fed by pupils from the 

primary schools and the intermediate schools. There are 

three technical. schools which'accept pupils who complete a 

primary course of study, -and offer a'five years' Campe, 

an agricultural school ' which. accepts pupils after finishing 

the intermediary course of study, and offers a , course of 

three years' duration, and a school for" domestic science 
v 

4 

which takes pupils, after the primary school and gives them 
, 

a four years' course. 

In addition there is the, Institute of Fine Arts 

which offers courses in music., art, sculpture-and dramatic art. 

Admission Is. decided. by an entrance examination-se t by the 

. school o3M subjects suitable to the branch the student offers to 

(ý) Iraq. ' General Education Law. Article 18. 
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Egypt offers a richer provision of vocational schools 

covering all the grades and all the types of agricultural" 

industrial, applied arts, canmercial and domestic science 

schools. 

Coftrnercial schools . accept pupils who hold the primary 

school certificate and offer a , course of f our yearsi 

duration, the object of_ which is "to instruct the pupils in 

the theory and practice of clerical and accountant work 
and 

in the financial, commercial) agricultural concerns, as well 
(1) 

as gor government employment. ". To ensure that the pupils 

of these schools could acquire efficiency, in at least one 

foreign 
, 
language,; two sections.., in one of Which French -is 

predominantly emphasized and the other, in which , English is 

particularly stressed,. were created in two of'these schools, 

in Cairo. 

At a lower level there are the complementary commercial 

schools,. which seek-to give pupils coming from t1- elementary. 

or primary schools, without necessarily' completing. tue latter , 

training and , 
instruction, with a view 'to , their taking positions 

in', shops" and-companies. '' The course offered is' of two years' 

duration in which education, is free and part board is provided 

-to encourage the. pupils to join the schools. 

To crown the sy stem of. this commercial` education, 

(1) Ministerial Decree. 1947. - 
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a course of advanced studies in languages and commercial 

subjects is' offered in evening classes, for two 
, years. 

Agricultural schools follow the same pattern with the 

intermediate agricultural school equal to "a secondary school', ' 

and recruiting from holders of the primary certificate, 

the complementary agricultural school, , which receives pupils 

from the elementary schools and gives`th em ä course-of 

two years to "provide a complementary agricultural instruction, 

for the purpose of creating a class of cultured peasants who 

can make a living easily out of their: 'circumstances and to(l) 

-train peasant girls to keep stock and manage farm industries?; 

and the advanced agricultural school which gives. the- 

graduates of the'Antermediate schools a further course of 

agricultural education. 

Technical schools are of, three grades, those 

recruiting from the elementary, those recruiting, from the - 

primary and those which carry the studies of the second type 

to a further stage. The elementary technical schools' offer 

a course of three years of general and technical studies, 

followed by"a year of practical training. in the school. or 

in the factory before qualifying for the certificate. ' The 

"aim of this school is to supply a channel. for the non-academic 

type'other than the ordinary school, by teaching a'trade which 

(1) Ministerial Decree. 1947.. 
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qualifies the pupil to take work in a workshop, factory 

or work on his own., ' 

The intermediate technical 'school provides a giwe 

years' course, with the purpose of 
, 

producing an educated 

and s1 Tädart3sma or instructors for the 
-technical. schools 

and supervisors in factories. The course includes; subjects 

of general education, including Arabic, a foreign language ,. 

arithmetic, geometry, industrial drawing, technology and 

applied mathematics and measurements and one of trade which,, 

the pupil may choose. 

The higher ' technical studies are provided-in a 

number- of institutes which, are- treated-as institutes of 

higher education. These are the-Schools of Applied Arts, 

the higher'institute of engineering and the School of Fine 

Arts, which recruits from pupils who. have either, finished 

the first cycle°of the secondary school, -the'whole of 

secondary education or graduated from, an. intermediate 

technical school, of the. type described above. 

The system is further supplemented by diverse 

schools for Arts and Industries, such'as tiB'School of Dress 

Designing and Cutting and the School of Social Workers end, 

the"Higher Institute'for Social and Health Supervisors. 

The first and the second of these take girls who completed 

the primary ' school, and the' third' accepts girls 'holding the y 
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secondary school certificate or, if found. necessary, of. 

a lower standard. 

Such then is the picture of-technical education 

in the Arab countries sufficient to show that they all 

possess a. certain number of technical schools and enough 

legislation to make the provision of more possible. Yet 

it is rather in the felt need for this education and 'the 

appreciation of. its' value that the hope -for a greater. 

development lies. This would not be created by legislation, 

but'by a changed attitude of mind, which would result only, 

from the progress of industrialization. and the perfect 

understanding of the economic needs of the country. 

TEACHERS TRAINING. 

The expansion of, education and the variation of 

its types would have 'been impossible-without a. parallel - 

growth and developmeht in the institutes of teachers' 

training so as to supply teachers of adequate qualifications 

and training in the various schools. The trend of 

national policies in this direction is. clearly indicated by 

the acts of legislation which make the creation ýof - different 

types of training institutesa duty of the state, and 

by the existence. in most of'the countries under review of a`- 

more. or less complete system ý of training, covering the needs 

of the three grades of education. 
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Syria legislates in its General Educational Law 

that "Schools for the training ' of men and women teachers 

shall be founded in order to meet the needs of 'the schools 

of all the different types and shall include a training 

college for elementary and rural school' teachers (men 

and women ), a training college for primary school teachers,, 
(1) 

and a higher college for teachers in intermediate schools. " 

To satisfy the need for special : subject teachers, - 

the Ministry is empowered "to create supplementary classes 

or sessions in the'training colleges or, above the-vocational., -". 

schools to train teachers specialized in certain subjects 

such as. art ý physi cal training , han dwork or domestic 
(2) 

" science. " 

The existing institutes for the purpose of 

training are four - two for men and two for women teachers, 

and are of two grades. They prepare teachers for the 

elementary and. the primary schools. The prevalent type, 

however, is the primary training college,. -which accepts 

pupils who finish the first cycle of the secondary school 

and. giaes them a three years' course of general and 

professional studies. ' . Education and boarding are free 

in this college, but the students are made-to-sign a pledge 

(1) Syria. Educational Law. -Section 8.1944. Article 33. 

(2) Syria. Educational Law. Section 8., 1944. Article-35. 
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to serve the Ministry of Education for a period three: 
(1) 

times as long as the period of training. 

Iraq provides similar legislation, making the 

foundation of training institutes of different types and of 

sufficiently qDecialized, nature, ' the duty of the Ministry 
(2). 

of Education. 

The envisaged formation of the primary institutes 

should include the following types: ' 

a. Rural: to prepare teachers for primary schools 

in rural areas. 

b. -Urban: to prepare teachers for primary schools' in 

the cities. 

The 'institutes are, moreover, stipulated tobe of two 

grades: - 

a. ' Elementary - four years after the completion of, the- 

primary school' education, S 

b. Pry, - three I years, after- the complet ion. 
_of - 

the 

intermediate school. 

Secondary school teachers are trained in two 

higher colleges. The Baghdad Higher Teachers' -College for 

men and women, and the Queen Aalia. Institute for, women 

teachers only. ' The first of these two offers, at present 

(1) Regulation for Primary Training Collegpst 'Article S., 

(2) Iraq Education Law. Section 6. Article 20. 
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a course of four years' duration in general-arts, ' professional 

sciences and specialized subjects, as well as, subsidiary 

subjects from which the students choose. in addition'to 

the compulsory subjects of their branch. There are four 

sections with a specialized nature, consisting of an English 

section, mathematics and physics section, a. literary section, 

and biology section, to train specialized 
subject'"teachers. 

In all these sections there is provision for professional 

subjects as can' be seen from the weekly distribution' of 

lessons in Appendix III, 

The Higher Training College provides a-good 

foundation for an , Iraqi university to, which could be added--- 

the institutes of higher education existing. at present. 

The Queen Aaliya : Institute of ' more{- recent date 

follows the same order of division into four sections and 

was primarily founded in ' 1946 to attract the " daughters of 

the conservative families into the profession of teaching 

by "oftering 'them " a; separate institute other than the 

co-educational Higher Training College. 1', The progress of this', 

institute since its creation proves that it does satisfy a 

real need. The number of students in 1946-47. was 163 and 

in 1947-48. it' rose to 232 divided among the four sections. 

The training institutions of Egypt'follow'the same. 
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system of grading, and were until 1949 governed by a 

central council of training, consisting of members from 

the different institutes, as wellFas representatives of 

the universities and Ministry of Education officials appointed 

by the Minister. The necessity for creating-such a council 

to be in charge of all the affairs' of the training institutes 

indicates the growth and variety of such institutes.,, to a', 

degree making the control of the ministry difficult, without 

a certain centralized authority. * 

The institutes included the three grades of 

elementary, primary and secondary training, each supplemented 

and complemented by courses of advanced studies, with a 

view to offering the best of. the graduates'an opportunity' 

for prcýnotion to a higher rung in the, hierarchy. 

At the bottom of the system are the, elementary,, 

-training colleFes for men and women teachers, which are 

'founded on the old elementary education schools. The"courses 

offered in these colleges are of six years' duration aiming, 

. at advancing the standard of the pupils knowledge beyond 

the elementary limits and at' giving the necessary professional 

training. The studies dealt with in the first four years are, 

" therefore, of a general nature and, -with'the exception of the 

foreign language,, reach the' standard of the general stage of ; 
(l) tsecent development in th Is respect has incorporated 

. 
the 

Higher Institutes of Education in Cairo into the 'recent 
. University of Ibrahim Pasha and thus-the control of the 
Ministry over than has ceased. 
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the old secondary schools. Professional subjects are only 

given in the last two years. The weekly distribution. of 

lessons in Appendix, IV shows this division, into general- 

and specialized courses. ' 

The elementary training colleges for women offer in 
ractical 

place of 
p 
the/instruction subjects suitable to future pursuits 

of the pupils as wives; these 'consist of needlework, 

laundering and cookery. 

Primary training colleges occupy an intermediary 

position between the elEm entary college on the one hand 

and the higher institutes on the other, with the purpose 

of'preparing teachers for primary schools. Admission 

is restricted to pupils who have completed the first-cycle 

of secondary education and successfully passed Part,, I 

of the secondary school certificate. `The course of study 

is three years in duration, the first two of'which are 

devoted to a', Uniform programme, while the third year is 

divided into, a literary section, - ä. practical section and a 

scientific section, as shown, in Appendix IV. 

Several institutes caterf or the training of,, 

secondary school- teachers. These, are represented by, the 

Higher. Institute of Education for men teachers and the Higher 

Institute for women teachers, which have been recently 

incorporated into the new university of Ibrahim Pasha. 
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Admission is limited to university graduates in the-general 

course and to graduates of the School of. F'ine Arts or 

the School of Applied Arts for the Arts section. The, course 

of study is two years and-education-is free, but the intending r 

teacher has to sign a pledge to serve the Ministry of 

E, dtication for a minimum of five years after graduation. 

The Higher Institute of Women Teachers"is divided 

into two sections, the general section, which is ' equivalent 

to that in the Men's Institute and accepts university 

graduates only and the training school for women teachers, 

which accepts students who complete the full secondary course 

and give's them. a course of two-years' duration, with a 

view to their-teaching in all-types of girls" schools, 

except the elementary. 

The training system in Egypt, therefore, is the 

nearest to, completeness in the Arab countries , and, in fact, 

offers opportunities of training to students from -other 
. 
Arab 

, countries, especially to those which possess,. no adequate 

training' facilities, such as the kingdoms of Saudi' Arabia, 

Jordan and several other Arab- princedoms and sheikhdoms. 

The number of 'institutes of each -type . of training 

in, 1949., and the number of students"in attendance are given 

in Appendix. IV. 
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PRIVATE SCHOOLS. 

A great many private schools exist in'evert'Arab 

country and are found to be greatly, varied as to the 

nationality of their founders, to the-deg ree of, prominence 

and kind of religious bias-in their education and to 'the 

language of instruction used in them. - Private schools had 

a -long history behind them: they go back to the Turkish 

regime and have survived the first and second world wars, 

into the period of National control. ' In many'cases,:, they 

preceded the establishment-of any public education system 

and served for a long time as the, only medium for' modern 

education. 

It has been' shown how these 'schools fared under-the 

Turks and, under the controlling powers, but it would be of 

interest to examine the trend of . national policies towards l 

them, partica larly of those which are founded and conducted 

by foreign bodies. 

In a "general way-the trend of policies in this 

direction and, owing to the need to swell the-rising tide of 

nationalism is. towards the extension of effective supervision 

to'these schools. This has three main objectives in view: _ 
the, protection of the -pupils receiving education therein from 

religious instruction contrary to their own; the use of the 
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national language, either as a medium of instruction or 

as a subject of study; and thirdly, the conformity of the, 

programmes of studies to the official syllabus served in 

the public schools or to the requirements of public 

examinations. ' 

Within the range of these policies the , countries 

differ fry strict to loose supervision and. from vigorous 

attempts to enforce conformity to a large imeasure of 

toleration in the variety of studies. - 

These policies express themselves almost identically 

in acts, of legislation which deal with the ' affairs 'of private 

schools and stipulate the official requirements from them, 

, 
in examination requirements also 'stipulated by 

, 
law, and in a 

" system of grants-in-aid, making , these conditional -on the 

school's, satisfying certain demands. 

Jordan provides for the treatment of private 

schools by a- special law of, 1945 (No-1) which defines the 

nomenclature of these schools, and the, amount- of official. 

control to be exercised on them. Article 2 'defines as 

private schools "such schools as are founded 'in certain 

kocalities by individuals, organizations, or sects, whether 

Jordanian or foreigners, and maintained by funds supplied 

by the'. founders, fees, donations or endowments. " 

(1) Private-School Law. 1945. Article II. Jordan. '' 
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Private schools are not to, be allowed to conduct 

education unless a, list of the teachers, the plan of study 

and samples of the text-books used-in the schools are 

submitted to the, Ministry of Education'for examination and 
(1) 

approval. No teacher in a 
, 
private school, or any-person 

therein is to attack the freedom of religious c cnviction or , 
to instruct the pupils who do not profess the denomination 

of the '. school in what can be considered as_ being against, 

their own reli ious belief or 'to transgress against, the g 
(2) 

provision of the Organic Law of -the state. 

To ensure the proper care due to the nat tonal. language 1 

and culture, Article 2 compels all private schools to teach 

the Arabic -language,, Arab history and the"g eograPhy of the 
.,. ,. 

Arab, world'as part of-their basic programme. 

An 
unusual requirement, ' but quite 3 eXpI*&68ble-o.. by the I, 

particular circumstances of Jordan is the article., forbidding 

.. private schools-to open or run co-educational classes or, 

schools, except . 
for the first', three classes, and the, article " 

prohibiting the employment of men teachers in girls' *schools 
. (3) 

even fora temporary period. The most. important provision, 

however, is that which subjects these schools to the ". 

inspection of the Ministry of Education, the-Ministry of 

`.. Health and the officials of the, Ministry. of Public Works 

(1)" Private School Law 1945, Article 4. 
(2)'Private School Law, Article 8. 

-(3) 
Private School Law, Articles 15 and 16. 
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as regards education, health and buildings, thus ensuring 

that these schools should not deviate from the prescription 

of the state in any serious manner. 

Jordan, however,, does not have a system of 

grants"-in-aid and, yet neither the'absence of that nor the 

supervision imposed by the state is restrictive of-their 

activities. The'number, of private schools has rtden from' 

86 in 143-1944, with 
än`attendance of 8,604 pupils, to 

111 in 1946-1947 , with anýattendance of 7,202. These 

schools are found to belong mainly to Christian bodies, 

particularly the Catholic Church, as . shown by -the following'' 

table: - 

(1), Al-Hisri Satii. Annual Survey of Arab Culture. - 
-Jordan, P. 69. Cairo 1949. 
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Category No. of Schools No. of Pupils 

of Boys Girls 
0 , f, - -. 
CS CS 0 School H 

to H IW'. H 
El , +3 

ca 'dd OH a) CD r-1 . Q) . Cl HI' 'd 
. 

r-I Q) r-I ca r"4 'yI Cd H 'r"1 Cd 9 
4J m 94 

- 
43, Ul +1 

0 "i-1 O Cd 0, O40O4'O $4 
, 'ü H0H-OH, cý - 

Moslems 30 - '4 34 1350 4 1354 '300 8.208 1562 

Ca$nlic 17 15 2 34 90 1137 1237' 137,4 1604 1741 2968 

Orthodox 20 74 31, - 70 912 -982 30 `400 '430 
, 
'1412 

Protestant 448 '170' 400' 570 200 230 430 1000-, 

Others "' 44 60 80- 140 40 80 ', _ 130 260-, 

Grand. Total 71 '22 18 111- 1740 2523 4273 607 2322,2929 7202 

Syrian policies with. regard to- private schools, `.. 

expresses still more this over-riding urge to put national 

considerations before everything. Syria had a long 'struggle- 

against the French. in-which the issue of education, and 

particularly the place of the national language In that 

education,, was among the most bitterly fought*', " When at 
rr, 

last Independence was"won, what would be more natural than 

that the national will should, express itself in the direction, ' 
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of nationalizing education as well as restoring the national. ' 

language to a. place of honour in all types of education. 

The 'working of this policy' has been shown in the 

public system created and run by the state. ' As , to. private 

schools, national demands expressed themselves in an' 

-elaborate act of legislation which we may now discuss. 

Affairs of private schools, whether local or 

foreign, are subject to the provision of a separate"section 

of the Education Law_ of, 1944, the first article of which 

defines-these schools and their classification thus: 

"Local schools are those, 'which are founded and conducted by- 

national individuals, societies and communities, foreign 

private schools 'are those founded and conducted-by 

individuals, societies and communities offoreign nationality. r 

The founding of either type of these schools depends on - the 
'(2) . 

issuing of, 
,a 

written permit by . the 'Minister, of Education 

and the schools are under the-control of the Ministry as 
(3) 

regards hygiene., 
_ 

education and morality. 

The schools are, furthermore, prohibited from 

" accepting 'subsidies from foreign sources without informing- 
(4) 

the Ministry! and'securing its approval. 

(1) Syria. Education Law . 1944Sectio 
(2) Ibid a= Article 41 
(3) 

-" 
Ibid. ' " 42 

(4) Ibid. Section 4 Article 
. 
44. 
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Thiý measure is, undoubtedly, aimed at those schools which 

for a long time, even before the French, Mandate, were in 

regular receipt of financial-aid from -, certain. European Powers. 

`As to the programmes of study in these schools, 

'the first injunction is that ' the teaching of, Arabic, the., 

history. of the Arabs, and the geography of Arab'lands, ' 

according to the official programmes, are compulsory in 
(1) 

all private schools. -It-is, furthermore.,, stipulated that 

the number of hours devoted, to the "teaching of, Arabic must 
-` 

not be 'less than five hours per week in the 'primary schools 

and three hours in the secondary` schools. 

In a special code regulating the granting of 

school subsidies, this policy , 
of forcing the private schools 

to-conform to the official programmes makes itself quite 
(2) 

-clear. The granting of, financial aid among other 

requirements'is made conditional on the conformity of_the' 

instruction given in the school with the official syllabus., 

'. i Despite-these measures the activities of the, private 

schools. do not seem". to have diminished-under national control, 

" judged by the number of schools-existing in 
_1947-48, 

as, 

well as by the 'variety of, educational types. 3» they offered. 

'(1). Syria. Education Law 1944. 'Section 4. Article 44. 

(2) Syria. Decree No. 261.1945. 
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Of the local private schäols there were 299 primary schools. 

and 44,121 pupils and 42 secondary schools with 4,000 pupils. 

There were in the same year 37 foreign primary-schools for, ` 

boys and-girls with 1,533 pupils and one* vocational school. 

(an English* agricultural school) with 20" students. The 

distribution of these-foreign schools',, according to nationality, 

is. shown in the following tables:, - 
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TABLE I. 

PRIMARY SCHOOLS. 

Nationality No. of No. of No, of Total. 
schools boys 'girls 

French 10 1,184 1,579 2,763 

English 7 440. 246 686 

American 15 812, '439 1,251 

Danish 4 114 159 = ; 273 

Greek, 1' 19 
. ' -' 

16 35, 

Total 37' 2,569 2,439 5,008 

! ABLE 
fII 

SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

Nationality No-of No. of, No. of . -Total-, 
schools; ', boys girls 

French 7' 308 323 
% 

631 

. 
American' 7.268 229 "' 857 

English 1 45 45 
_' 

15 57B 697 1,533 
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The Iraqi policies, on the other hand,. present"an 

extreme example of control of private schools with a, v'iew 

to bringing them into complete conformity with official plans 

and syllabi. We"have mentioned elsewhere the Iraqi 

regulations dealing with the system of grants-in-aid, 

and shown that the motive behind it. was to grant financial 

aid in proportion to the amount of, agreement between the 

education offered in any private school and the 
, official 

programme. This was not sufficient' to effect the desired 

conformity and an act of legislation was found necessary to 

govern still more the affairs of these schools. For 'the 

purposes of effecting this complete'. -control of private `schools, 

the whole of Section 8 of. the Education Law of 1940 is 

devoted to the subject of private-schools. The most significant 

of its articles we may quote to show the trend of policies in 

this respect: - 

Article' 26:. 
, 
"No private school,. local or foreign, whatever, 

its type or grade, is to be founded. without 

: a written permit from the Ministry of Education.. 

Article 27: All private schools; local and foreign, must 

employ the teachers appointed by the Ministry 

" of Education or, lent äj: it for, the purpose of 

. (1) See part on. Iraq - Under Foreign Control. This law 
dealing with grants-in-aid to private schools was issued in 

'1926. 
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teaching history, geography, civics and Arabic--' 

the schools are to pay. the salaries of such teachers, 

providing that the salaries are no higher than the 

maximum paid by the schools to teachers. of , other 

subjects. 

Article 28: All private schools, local and foreign,. must 

submit their annual budgets and reports on their 

affairs'to the Ministry of. Education orie month at. ` 

least before the commencement of the school' year, 

stating the sources of revenue and"the manner-of, 

their disposal. 

Article 
. 
29: Headmasters and teachers of private schools, 

foreign, and local, shall be appointed by the approval 

of the Ministry, of Education. 

Article 32: Local private schools cannot 'accept financial-' 

aid from. foreign sources without the "sanction of 

the Ministry of Education. ' " 

` Article 33:. The teaching of Arabic, history, geography 

and civics in accordance with the official syllabus 

and. trough -the textbooks prescribed and in the 
. 

Arabic language, 
eis. compulsory. 

Article 34: 
. 

Programmes of studies and text books in use 

in,. private.,. -local- and foreign, schools, must be approved,, 

by the Ministry, of Education and are not. to be 'altered 
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without securing the approval of the "Ministry. 

-Article-35: All private schools, local and foreign, must 

submit to the Ministrylexamination regulations, 

and close on official holidays. Certificates. 

issued by these schools shall not be recognized` 

unless the pupils have successfully' passed the 
A 

official `examinations. 

Article 36:. -'Iraqi nationals are prohibited from joining. 

= the foreign primary schools in Iraq.,, Parents 

and guardians are'subject to a fine notmexceeding 
' 

bO Iraqi dinars or imprisonment not exceeding six 

month's in default of this provision. ' 
' 

The execution. ' of the provision of,, these articles, 

would leave the private schools little-or no chance to deviate 

from the official programme, and the full caitrol of the 

Ministry of Education isl-securely ensured"against the 

possibility of any such deviation. 

The activities of private schools show the effect of 

these restrictions' most- noticeably in the case, of foreign 

-schools than in that, of those run by-national-, bodies or 

individuals as can be-seen from the following tables showing', 

the numbers of categories in the year'1948-1949. 
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TABLE I. 

LOCAL PRIVATE SCHOOLS.. 

Pupils 
Category No-of 

Schools , Boys Girls Total 

Primary, Schools 95 13,391 7,805 
_ 

`-21,199 

Intermediate, " 41 4,752 '627, 5,389, 

Secondary 29 2,138 114, 2,252 

TABLE II. 

" FOREIGN SCHOOLS 
" b 

ti 

Category No. of' Pupils 
Schools' Total 

Boys Girls 

Primary Schools 51 927 - 927, 

. 
Intermediate- 5 550 82 

.. 
632 

Secondary "" 3 141 41 182 

Egyptian policies with regard to_private schools 

have moved towards, effecting a certain amount of,, supervision 

for' the same pur pose of ensuring , the . place of the Arabic 

language and pro tecting the pupils from proselytism. - The '.; 

policies do not reach., on the whole, -. the extreme limits 
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exhibited by the Iraqi law, and follow the traditions'of 

tolerance to foreign schools traceable to the-time bf Mohammed 

All and Ismail. The special law pertaining. to 
, private schools 

issued in August. 1948 stipulates a number of'provisiöns, 

the most important of which are the, following: 

"All private schools are subjected to the 'supervision- 

and inspection of the Ministry of Education within 

the limits specified by this law. It shall- be 

considered a private school any non- 

-; governmental'-institute concerned with education, instruction or,,. - 

v9cationa. l preparation or any aspect of a general 
' (1) 

cultural nature. " 

Certain conditions are gequired for, the opening of 

a" private 'school which: mainly , 
concern 'thesite ; on which the 

school is built with a, view to I protecting theIpupils" health 

and morai/ty, the creation of separate classes for boys and, 

girls, exceptin the kindergarten Stage, and the-satisfaction 

of. "the Ministry's stipulation as to equipment, furniture and 
(2) 

means of, instruction. instruction. 

Teachers employed 'by the private schools must be 

persons of good character add sufficiently qualified for 

(1)'1948. -Private Schools Law'. Article 1. 

(2) Ibid. 
- 2. 
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education in the stage for which they are employed: Such 

qualifications are to be stated by the Minister of Education 

in each-case. 

As regards programmes of studies there is no 

insistence on conformity with the official. syllabus unless 

the schools are actually. -preparing u ils for', the public PP blic 

examinations. In the elementary stage schools are required. 

to ensure that. the pupils, whatevertheir. nationality- must 

attain -a standard in the Arabic language equal to. thä t in, the 
.S (1) 

public spchools. This- is 'to be tested by the Ministry.. 

"" If the schools propose to prepare for the public 

examinations, 'they follow the 'official syllabus and should 

equip themselves with the necessary laboratories and natural 
(2) 

history cabinets for this purpose. Schools which do 

not= prepare for public ' examinations - should not conduct _any, 
-, °, 

education that might injure public order and morality, and 

should make'sure that the pupils attain, a standard equal to 

the public -schools in 
, 
the 

, subjects of Arabic, the history, 

aand , geography of Egypt and civics. Such, a standard is to be 

tested by the Ministry. 

On the subject of religious instruction the 1: aw 

-stipulates that under no conditions should a child, be, 

taught any religion other than his own even with the. consent 

(1) 1948., Private Schools Law. - Article l.. '' 
(2)- nnnnn 11.. 
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of parent or guardian. 

These policies, as can be seen, are, supplemented 

by a system of generous grants-in-aid to all-types of 

foreign schools in continuation-of the traditional liberality 

of the Egyptian government. , 
The only conditions for the 

granting of such financial aid are the grade 'of t1x , school, 

its type, the qualifications of its teachers' and the number 

of pupils, but not the conformity of the programmes'. to t1e 

official syllabus. This, in fact allows the - schools' 

a large measure of educational freedom . which the foreign 

schools particularly avail themselves of, and so help'to 

enrich the educational scene with rich variety - and' colour,. 

The figures for the number of private schools and 

their, attendance in, 1947-48' 
, are - shown, in the following table: -, 

(1) 1948 Private Schools Law, Article 12.. ' This article was - particularly objected to by missionary bodies'as restrictive 
of religious freedom, but was actually meant to protect'`poor 
children receiving education in missionary schools from 
conversion and was the' result of several- incidents which 
threatened to rouse, popular anger. 
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-TABLE I. 

LOCAL PRIVATE SCHOOLS 

Category , 'Nö : öf *s61i6616 'i öö f Cc1ässes "-'Nö, ot. pupils ' 

Primary Schools 
(boys) 309 2,359 81,225 
(girls) 145 835 24,231 

Secondary Schools 
(boys)- 62 458 113,184, '. 
(girls) 11 69 1,069 

Kindergartens and 
Creches V 82 4421-, 14,204 

Vocational'schools .. 
. (boys) 7. 63. 1,582 

` (girls) - 12 . 57 898 

Others 4 13 319 

Total 832 

Foreign schools numbered for the same year 302 with 

1,077 classes and'-were attended by 62,727 pupils. 'A&ong 

these schools are, two institutes of university standard, 

these are the French School of Law and the, American University 

o Cairo. 

t 



Lebanon provides no legislation to regulate the' 

affairs 'of private schools, apart from the requirements of. 

the public examinations. Lebanon, in fact, could not afford 

to apply , measures that might have a certain , restrictive 'effect 

on these schools, while it'depended for a good. part'of its 

education, and almost, tie whole, of its secondar primary ýF" 

and higher education, on the efforts of ' private agencies. 

Besides the Lebanese, a cosmopolitan race from the very dawn 

of history, have. proved themselves-amenable to drawing from 

all cultural sources, and were, and still are, among the most 

linguistically gifted peoples of the earth. , The_ traditions 

of private' education, espeiälly'of t1B, European type, are 

so deep-rooted'`in. the country, that the authority of 

educational -policies must give t1 m due _ cognizance and 

consideration by allowing their a large measure of'freedom 

in proportion to the educational services they 'perform. 

The requirements of the " examinations, however, 

provide a guide to-the syllabus that should be taught in' 

the schools 
, 

and give importance to the Arabic, language 
, 
by 

making it the language to be employed in a great number 

of the papers submitted, by the examine-4g. - 

The size of private education in-Lebanon, as a 

result, whether conducted by one or the-other of . the several 

Lebanese communities, and denominations or by foreign bodies 
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is much larger and much more comprehensive than " the -, education 

offered in the official schools. 

The figures for 1947-48, still show that the greater 

part of the education of the country 
_is 

in private hands., ' 

Against the 627 public primary schools with 54,663 pupils 

of both, sexes, there were for the same year 619 private ' local' - 
schools and 306 foreign schools with a total attendance of 

117-741 pupils. 

These private establishments, moreover, include an 

institute for higher education run by private , 
local agencies 

., and the. two famous universities of St. Joseph and the American 

university, of Beirut, which cater for all the '-needs 
. of,. the (V 

country, for higher education, as well-as for . other. Aral) 

countries and attract students from all over the Arab world. 

The following table may help to indicate' the numerous Arabi 
-, 

elements in-the compösition. of the student body in the two 

universities. 

COMPOSITION pF STUDENT BODY 1947-48 IN THE'A1ERICAN 
'AND 'THE ST. JOHN UNIVERSITIES. 

10000, - ---- -r- -ý- - s 
Nationality The University The 'American , , of St. Jose h- Uni'ersi 
Lebanese 2,444 21,513 
Syrians 459 663 
Palestinians - 303 53 
Iraqis V 7. ' 186 

.. 
Egyptians 17 17 " 
Jordanians 43 Saudi Arabians V_V 20 Yemenites 

(1) AlHi, sri, Satii. 
-Annual 

Survey of Arab Culture. Lebanon 
' pp. 347 -348-49. , Cairo 1949. 
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The policies of the Arab countries with, regard to 

private schools have beat thus shown to incline towards 

extending the control or ai pervasion of thegovernment to-. 

cover public, as well'as private education. We may remark 

that while, it is legitimate in, the interests of national 

unity and'the national language, that' a, modicum' of supervision 

should be exercised; yet it is tobe feared that an' 

exaggerated form of control might inevitably lead to 

uniformity at the expensis' of _ originality and consequently f 

the-. narrowing of the chance of experimenting in the ft eld 

of education and the stifling of private initiative. -It 
i 

is to be hoped'that restraint will be exercised inythe 

amount of caatrol,, and discretion shown in -'its 
. application, 

so that the institutes can`be allowed a greater chance to 

try methods, and types-of education that would enrich and 

add 
'to the official education. ' 

OTHER EDUCATIONAL, ACTIVITIES. "' 

Apart from the-education. proper'given to boys- 

and girls of, school age in the public and private . schools, 

some Arab countries, ' motivatedEby the desire to remove the 

stigma of illiteracy and raise the standard of knowledga - 

among the people in general, have endorsed in their. policies 

schemes for cunbating illiteracy as sell ' as , 
for -raising the' 
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standard of knowledge among adults by applying the principle 

of further education. 

The two movements, it should be noticed, are in 

response to, and in imitation of, Europe:, the first,. in 

order to meet unceasing criticism against-the_high percentage 

of illiteracy in most Arab countries,. and the. other in 

.7.. AM--- . -.. ý_ iL _ . _ý ].. ý_ ..... ý.. .de. '4-. L'%I". +.. o ev. n-A An 7'4r. fl» 

f 
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educatiön, which carry the boundaries of education beyond the 

compulsory-school age. 

The country which makes serious efforts in these-',, 

two directions is Egypt., where the schemes. for- combating _,,. 

illiteracy and the provision of further education to adults 

have both been endorsed by 
" 
the government as` part of its 

educational tasks. It would-be of interest to review the 

development and operation of these schemes as an example of 
(1) 

similar movements in the other. Arab countries. 

THE COMBATING OF ILLITERACY. ` 

In örder to-regularize and strengthen the anti- 

illiteracy campaign, a law, was passed in 1944 in which the 

Ministry of 'Social Affairs was made respönsible for the . 

(1) Iraq started an anti-illiteracy campaign as early as 
1927, but the'size'o' the movement and the numbers involved 
are far smaller . 

than in Egypt - the 
_ 

system, in use is almost 
the same in both countries, involving the Ministry of Education 
and other government departments. 

nn- 
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creation and execution of a scheme for teaching illiterates. 

The law, applicable to all illiterate male Egyptians between, 

, 
the ages of-12 and 45, made. it compulsory that they should 

be taught to read and write. -Females also between the ages 

of' 12 and 15, were' obliged-, to , be taught, -on condition that 
.. (1) 

they-were educated separately from men. 

The, course. lasts for-nine months at a time. 

Lessons, on fire days a week for two, -hours 'each day, are to 

be arranged to suit the working hours and convenience of' 

those receiving efteation. 

The law stipulated that the, owners 'of business 

firms and industries who employ 50 labourers or more, must . 

provide, at their own ' expense, teachers and ensure that 

the'se teachers'are observing their duties laid down by t1-e- 

law. If they- are not, the Ministry, would educate the 

labourers at, the owners' expenses, providing. that the owners 

would not, pay towards this purpose more than 3-percent of 

the total taxes payable, by-them and that the period for which! -,, 

such payments'are made, should not exceed 4 years. 
. 

3 

(1) Law No: 110*- Combating Illiteracy. 
by 'Law No. 128.1, 

-1.194S., 
Article 1. 

(2) Ibid. 

1944 amended 

Article 10. 
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The Minister may assign a number of labourers to landowners 

who with 200 acres or more. The landowners would be 

restonsible for their education or the cost, providing that 

the sum paid towards this should not exceed 3 per cent of 

the payable taxes, and that the period should-not exceed 

4. years. 

Prisoners serving sentences of'over 9months 

must-be educated by the Prisons Department'by this law, and 
, 

other government departments employing more than 15 persons 

in any one place are'also under the same obligation. 

The Ministries, of National. Defence. and the Interior are 

responsible for the education of illiterate ranks and 

policemen according to plans made by the Ministry of Social 

Affairs 
. 

The Ministry of Social Affairs, which brought the 

. -law into force-from 1945-1946, had to limit its execution 

to CaIro and adjoining places in an experimental. 
-stage. 

The . really, serious 
, 
work ý on the scheme was `begun when it 

was transferred`to the Ministry of Education in September 
(2) 

1946. ' This Ministry undertook the execution of the 

provision of the Law in all parts of l the country according 

to tempora 
, 
re lations from r'y the beginning of the. school 

(1) Law No. 11Qý ', Combating Illiteracy. 1944, amended, by 
Law No. 128. ` 1y46, Article 11 and 12. 

(2).. Ibid. Article 12- 
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1. 

VLKär 1946-1947. 

The Ministry stated in the 
, regulations that, ' 

owing to the huge number of illiterates, normal means of 

education would take a considerably long time and huge costs", 

and it was decided, ' therefore, to resort to temporary measures 

for the combating of illiteracy. These measures would be 

for success on speedy as well'as economical and would depend 
, 

the participation of local bodies, whether governmental or 

private and the co-operation of the'people. The Ministry 

would resort . to means for the execution of this temporary 

policy; the first i*as to restore the old Kuttabs and to 
, 

create new ones;. and the, second was to instal teaching 

centres by day. or in the evening in all places of learning 

in ; which -teachers of the school should' be given the 'job of- 

educating illiterates, as well as any. other person who could 

be found suitable for the task. Such work would be paid for 

on a certain scale. 

In order to-ensure the execution of these measures 

the project was to be'the responsibility. of the'following 

'bodies: - 

a. . 
The Central Administration of Combating Illiteracy 

in- the Ministry, of Education. 

b. The Executive Committee'in the'cäpital"of, every` 

(1) Temporary Regulations (Arabic) Cairo 1947. ' Paragraph, 0. 
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province or in the governorate. 

II 

c. The Combating Oo mittee, in every, village. 

The functions of the first body would be limited' 
Rr 

to the general formulation of plans and curricula in such a, 
(1ý" 

way "as to achieve the aims of the: scheme. The second 

body, which would be formed of representatives of the 

government of the province or governorate and 'the Ministry 

of Education, as well as a'Provincial Council'member and 

a notable to be chosen by'-the governor and the Director of 

Education, would have the task of administering the pro ject 

locally, as well as the - formation of the village, and town.. 
(2) 

combating. canmittees. -- The third body resident in the 

towns and villages, quite representative of. . 
the, government, 

and the people, would-be responsible for the actual-work of 

organizing the movement in their districts, P'reparatinn Of'' 

lists of illiterates of_different ages and the assignment" 

of a certain number, to the 'teacher in. charge. 

Owing, however, to the huge number. of illiterates, 

estimated at four million In 1947, the Ministry, had to 

tackle the work in stages, taking first male-illiterates 

between 'the ages of 12 and 28 and females between 12 and 

15. The age limit, however, was not to-, include those, 

illiterates in the army, "-police and . 
in firms 'andý industry, 

(1ý Temporary Regulations, Article 4. 
Ibid 
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where the 'age spe cif ied by. the law, was still applicable. 

The progress of the scheme from 1945'to 1950' - 

can be gauged from, the table in Appendix V showing the-- 

number of sections created and the attendance 'each year. - 
- .' 

The tables show that, despite'the apparent growth of" the 

movement, it is still far from being effective eftough. to 

deal with a problem of this'size. 
r_ 1 

The detailed distribution of this number among the , 

social-organizations in charge of the scheme by the end of 

1950 indicates that the greater part of the-burden still 

falls on the , shoulders of the. Lünistry, of `Education, and, 

that the amount of contribution made by the. othertbodies 

is less than' it ought to . be. 

The funds,, which come, from the central budget, 

and are paid, to the Ministry of Education. 
-show agradual 

increase, but-are still insufficient for. the effective 

execution of the scheme. ' The following-table shows -the sums 

spent from 1945 to 1950: 

Financial year Z. E. ý 

1945-46 200,000 

1946-47 338,000 

-1947-48 348,000'(ten months only) `- 

1948-49 500,000 

1949-50 512,000 
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These funds cover all expenses, except those 

incurred by company and land owners for the maintenance- of 

units for their own labourers. ` It is estimated that the 

education of one illiterate costs-the state £E1 per .: 
annum, and this., proves, still more, that the sums allotted 

forCthethaDu 'ode are inadegLiate. 

It, should be noticed, too,. that unless the laws 

of compulsory education are enforced to: cover all children 

of 
, 
that-, age, ýtle number of illiterates would-be further .. - 

auýqnented by,, children who are left-with-no education. 

The syllabus for illiterates which includes 

Koran and religious instruction, Arabic, arithmetic ahd 

general knowledge, consists of the' following divisions: - 

Subjects Ist y9ar ' 2nd, year', 

Koran and Religious 
Instruction-', 

Arabic 16 

Arithmetic 34 

General knowledge 11 

, Total- 12 12 
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It can be seen that this syllabus, in addition-to 

teaching the receiver to read and'write reasonably well, to 

compute and work out ample problems on. the first four rules 

of arithmetic, aims at providing, a basic general knowledge of' 

hygiene,, civil rights and national religious ' duties, ', with a 

strong emphasis on practical' instruction and me'thods and. - 

language Which are suitable for adult illiterates. 

ADULT EDUCATION. 

beginning has been made in this field of education 

by the institution in, 1945,, , of what was . 
first called, "The 

People's University"', but which altered later,. to avoid 

confusion with university education, proper, r to "The People's 
2) 

Cultural Institution". ý'' 

The aims Of the, Institution, as stated in the 

Ministerial Decree of its foundation, are "to disseminate 

knowledge among the-people without making anyýc'ertain 

qualifications. a condition for admission, to, contribute towards; 

the awakening of national consciousness and to strive to raise 

the general standard socially and intellectually. ' It is, for 

(1) Ministry of, Education. Egypt. Brochure of Suggestions 
for Teachers in Illiteracy Combating Units (Arabic). 

(2) The change-of name was effected, in 1949'in Royal Decree 
(No. 147) May 1949, which responded-to the success of the 
experiment. . 
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these purposes that the Institution aims at the education 

of adult, men and women who wish to" improve themselves . and to 

make them better able-to think clearly and fruitfully and, 

in' consequence, become more useful and capable' citizens. '(1) 

To carry out this programme, the ±nstitution, accordinj 

"t6 the Royal Decree of foundation, consists of branches for 

the following studies and occupations: -- 

1. Political Studies 

2. Historical 

3. Literary 

4., Scientific 

ºEB. Vocational' 
-. . 

Social 

7. Health Culture' 

8. Feminine Culture. ' - 

9. Arts. '. 

10. Modern languages. 

Other 
, 
branches could " be added by a decree from the 

Minister of Education on a, proposal by -the. Council of 

Instruction. 

In'addition to these regular classes, the Institütiol 

arranges a series 
, 
of public lectures, given by distinguished' ' 

experts in the several branches of knowledge. 

Admission to tht 'Institution is free to. men "_ 

Ministerial Decree. 10th October, 1945. 
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and women alike,, without any. special qualifications or-a 

specific standard of knowledge. The only requirementIs are thatl 

the applicant should be able to read and write. and` should 

not be under the age'of 16.. 

The Institution would be represented by a central, 

institute in Cairo called "The People's Cultural-Instituten 

which serves as a central office, and branches that have 

been founded or will be founded in-the capitals of provinces. 

The methods of teaching and lecturing vary according, 

to the', different 'standards of the students and ample use is 

made of visual, aids,, as well as circulating the -lectures 

delivered free to anyone who wants them. 

The tables in Appendix VI show-the numbers of students 

in attendance'at the'. beginning-of theý1948 session in the 

Central Institute, as well as in the provincial branches, 'and 

their distribution in several-branches of studies. 

'It'is-evident, from this review of: the Institution 

that it is greatly influenced, by the European movement for 

adult education and particularly by, -the -'example of the- 

literary institute in England and the country. colleges 

projected in the 1944-Act in` that country. 't'here ' is the 

same freedom from qualification requirements and. examinations, 

. and there-is also'the desire to cater for educational, as 
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well as recreational. activities. 

It was feared, in "the beginning that interest `in 

the institution would fade out, especially when it was 

made clear that it had no utilitarian purposes to serve, 

and promised no certificates, qualifying for employment. ' 

But so far the progress of the movement has allayed this 

fear, and attendance which was 3,400 in the first year, 

and which reached 9,188 in 1948 has regularly increased since, - 
(1) ". 

then until it reached in 1949-1950; 14,000 

(1) Report from Egypt., Development of Education during 
1949-1950. Thirteenth International Conference. on Public 
Education'. ' Geneva. July 1950. 
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TOWARDS CO-ORDINATION. 

THE CULTURAL ACTIVITIES OF THE ARAB LEAGUE. 

Owing to political expediency and' the evident 

desirability of some solidarity among the Arab countries 

fashioned in the European style of blocs of states with', '-,.. 

certain affinities or common interests, the Arab League came 

into being on the". 22nd March 1945, when a pact was signed 

by the Presidents and Kings of the countries of Syria, 

Transjordan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, the Lebanon,, 'Egypt ?  and Yemen., 

The League, which aimed at a'co-ordination of ý, 

. 
policies among its constituent memberp, was not unaware of 

the necessity of achieving this co-ordination on the. cultural, =, 

as well as the political, social and eccnomic'levels. . '. 

For this purpose of colordination each of the mätters specified j 

I 

(1) Article II of the Pact which states the aims of the Arab, 
League states: "The object-, of the League, is-to draw closer the 
relations between member States and to co-ordinate their 
political action'with a, view, to. obtaining close collaboration 
between them,, -to safeguard, their independence and- sovereignityr,, 
and to 'interest itself in questions concerning the Arab ccuntrie 
and their interests. - 
It also aims to ensure, that, within the framework ofnithe', 
r6gime'and the condition'prevailing in each-State,, a, close co- 
operation between the member States should exist'in the 
following, matters: , (a). Economic and financial questions, including commerce, 
customs, currency; agriculture 

, 
and industry. 

(b), Communications, including railways, roads, aviation'., '' 
navigation and posts and telegrams.. 
(c) Cultural, matters. S. Matters connected with nationality, passports, visas'and. the 
execution of judgements an extradition of criminals. FContdZ 
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in Article'II was made the responsibility of a special 

Commission which "will be entrusted with', the task of 

establishing the principles and of determining the extent of 

collaboration between member, States in the. form of projects'. 

for agreements which will , be examined. by the-- Council of-- 

the League with a view to submitting them for the approval 

of the member states. " 

A Cultural Committee was, according to-this provision, - .; 
duly formed and its first achievement was. the conclusion 

" of a cultural treaty which was ratified by the General Cöuncil 

of the League on 27th November, 1945.. The Treaty include's_in' 

its 19 articles elaborate.. provision for . cultural and 

educational collaboration nd, moreover, it `specifies the 

form this should take, th methods to be followed in, order 

to ensure the best possible results and the extent of. 

conformity desirable among the systems of " educat ion : in the 

countries of. the member. States and any other Arab countries- 

that might wish'to join. 

Article 2 thus, tstipulated the principle of exchange 

of. `teachers and, professors with full guarantee of rights to 
.ý. 

ý, 

promotion, salaries and period of service for the persons 

involved., Students should also be. subject to this exchange 

Continued) (e) Social matters. 
, (f) Public Health 

(2) Article IV. - 
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providing that sufficient accommodation was possible ands 

without upsetting educational regulations in the 
(1) 

respective country. It was with a view to facilitating 

the execution of the last provision that each country was 

required to effect a certain parity of standards. to make 

the movement of the students possible within the, limits of its 

basic educational laws. 

Further facilities for travel, passports and visas--, 

and expenses. should be offered'by'the member states, and 

students-conferences should-be convened for'the urpose of 

(2) exchanging ideas and views 'among 
, 
the students. 

The member states are, besides this, to encourage 

and launch on, their own, initiative schemes for translation 

of educational' and cultural,., value, whether old or new, ' 

in-order to kelp paubwith scientific and literary progress. 

Of direct bearing on' education, is the stipulation 

of Article 12 , which states the agreement of, the member, States 

on the introduction into the curricula of their; school of 

an amount of Arab history; geography and literature, ' sufficient. 

to give the rising generation a ', correct-idea of the civilizatic 

and the life of those. lands, and to f©u 1d~an Arab Library 

(1) Article _3 of-the Treaty. 
(2) 4 
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4. ý 

(1) 
for the use of pupils. 

(2) 
In the second session of, the Cultural Committee 

it was decided among many other things'that the League should 

request the member States to, furnish detailed reports on ' the 

state. of education in their countries, and exact stati$_ 

UAl data to be published by the Commission. It was also 

decided to formulate plans for an education suitable to the 

Arabs, their national character and history, and that for this. 3 

purpose, an 'investigation : should be made of 'education in 

Western countries 
_and, 

the trends of educational thought there. 

If this reveals an-intention to base the educational 

system in the Arab. countries oil the result of a sound study, 

of the actual situation, with -. its economic and - social , 
implications, it would be a plausible and overdue policy. 

It, however, remains to be 
. seen,, whether. the intention' is one 

for study, ' or, in pursuance, of previous traditions, one of 

appropriating and hastily adopting educational devices on their 

face value as they. operate InýEuropean, or American education. 

One ' of - the measures, suggested for the achievement of'. 

the- desired'co-ordination was the, convening of ' educational *, 

and : cultural conferences. in order to offer -a chance for 

1) Arti cle 12. 

(2) Held at Damascus from 14th 
. 
to 16th September, 1946.679 
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comparison of educational progress and exchange of ideas. 

Two of these educational conference have been held so far: 

one in the Lebanon and the other in Egypt. .' 

The recommendations made by the conference reveal 
"a 

the features referred to before, 
_especially'those 

dealing 

with the desire to emphasize'nationalism in'education 

proceeding from the particular country ýto" the wider Arab- 

nationalism. The methods"were'again identical, placing 

the strongest emphasis on the Arabic language and making 

the teaching of certain subjects serve these. national ends. ' 

'The first conference particularly concerned itself,. 

with the aims and methods of teaching certain subjects in.. 

-the , primary and secondary school,, syl'labus, but without 

involving any major educational issue of the general, policies. 

The'recommendations of the Conference were endorsed by the 

Cultural Commission'in'its session held at Cairo between- 

" 17th, September and 10th October, 1947. 
-and 

it would be of- 

interest to review these recommendations in order to show 

-how 
they were. related to the motives, already indicated. 

The Council of'the League was naturally interested 

in the findings of the Conference as a whole, and requested 

the Arab States to make -them the subject of, 'their 

consideration::, ,. singling out, the following as of more urgent 

IS 
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study, with a view to giving them immediate effect: - 
I. Civics should be made to serve the following purposes: - 
1. To emphasise the close ' geographical relation between' 

the Arab countrids in Asia and Africa. 

"2. To point out that these countries were the birthplace 

of the ancient civilizations of the World, and that 

as such they rendered tYv world a valuable service. 

3. To emphasise the common, historical heritage of these 

countries from antiquity to-modern times. " ; -- 

4. To emphasise that Arab nationality had never been nor; 

is now, limited to a religious sect; that co-operation 

between Arabs", despite their different religions, was 

as'strong in the past as it is now: and that 

whatever disputes and factions existed were only, 

evident under foreign regimes. It is, therefore, 

necessary to develop co-operation and unity between 

the different sects änd make them recognize their duty 

to their country, 'and place national-above sectarian. 

considerations. ' 

b. To show thatthe�world moves towards-Consolidated-groups 

and. that the Arab League is one"part of this world 

movement. Solidarity should not mean, however, loss 

" ofsidenv t'y, but the states should have plans for 
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co-ordinating. their efforts for the achievement of 

aims which are common to them all. 

6. Tit show thatf independence is the natural: -right of 

any country, and-that Imperialism and colonialism, - 
are a kind of slavery that must be wiped out., - and. --- 

to make clear the harmful effect that had, on Arab',. 

countries. It is to be, emphasised, therefore, that, -- 

it is the duty of all Arab countries 
Ito unite in ', 

order to free those countries which are, still under. 

foreign rule. 

7. To show that the democratic way of life is the surest 

guarantee of liberty, justice and equality,. and-that 

it is only through it that everybody has. an equal 

opportunity. It shduld, theref ore.. ' be the aim of 

this subject, 'to make the young generation believe 

in democracy. 

8. The pact of'the Arab League should be'studied in 

the last 'stage - of the secondary 'school course side, 

by. side with the constitution of each particular country. 

II. : History. 

A. . In the primary-school, 

The pivot of historical studies at this stage should be 

the history of the particular country, with'emphasis 

on its relations with the'rest of'the Arab. World before- 
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and, after Islam. 

B. In the secondary school: 

There should be parts of historical. -studies-common 

to, all the Schbols of the Arab countries. These' include: - 

1. Arab history before Islam. 

2. Arab history after 'Islam to the sack of Baghdad. 

3. The history of Arab countries in modern times. 

The purpose should be to show the Wnksr, between the' 

several countries in civilization, culture and 

community of interests, and. to observe in teaching�- 

Arab civilization the fact that it, had retained' its 

distinctive feature_ through the, 'ages. 

III. 'Geography. 
, 

A. In the primary soboolm 

The 'study should move from the particular environment 

to the wider Arab environment, and 'in the study of peoples 

the links between Arabs should be emphasised. 

a. In the secondary school: 

10 The study of Arab. countries should be related'to other 

countries which' are similar in geography. 

. 
2"_ The teacher should give examples from-the Arab 

countries in the study of physical geography. 

3. 
, 

The'geography of, the Arab world should be the subject 

of, a detailed-study. in the last stages of-the secondary 

0 
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school. This would mean devoting all the geography, 

lessons to the Arab world in all its geographical 

aspects. 

4. The geography of the particular country should also 

be studied 
, 
in detail with emphasis on the-links 

between it and the rest of the Arab world. 

IV. Arabic: 

1. Arabic studies should include in the primary and' *1 

secondary school a number of songs which promote 

the idea of Arab unity and co-operation. 

2. All Arab countries should .g 
Ive. "equal 'attention to,, 

the Arabic language by removing the difference that 

now exist between them-in the number of lessons' 

assigned to it and the differences, in . this between 

the different - types' of schools and sections. 

3. 'The greatest amount of time should be given to the 

study of 'Arabic which ' is the basis of Arab, culture. -` 

It' is clear from the above that 
. 

the purposes of 

the ' oonference were to apply' in education and methods of 

teaching'the ideals of-the Arab-League by making the subjects 

of history; 'geography' and Arabic reflect and give expression 

to nationalism in its particular as well as its general 
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discussion in, the Conference is' understandable, in the light 

of, the evident expansion in these two field of education 

''Plan+., +h Rca t. wn i cmiF? c -, h ii1 ri fnrm t. hA Qiihiar. +_ of 

implications. This is a further indication of the trend 

referred to in respect of education under national control, 

and expresses the same motive of subjecting education to 

the requirements of nationalism by making it serve its 

over-riding pupposes. " It is evident,, therefore,, that the 

issue was not conceived of in its purely educational 

nature so much as in the light of nationalistic' desires. 

For educational 'issues in their own right as deserving 
_j 

of attention apart and distinct from the. 'demands of 

nationalism, the second conference offers a better example, 

although its findings are not', concluside.,, 

In the true fashion of educational and scientific 

research the preliminary ccmmittee'of four-Egyptian education- 

ists convened for the purpose of . preparing the agenda for 

discussion in the Conference. A questionnaire was addressed 

to several educational concerns on the' two questions , of ' 

"The policy of expansion in secondary, and higher education, 

and'vocational preparation of pupils.; which were the terms, 

ý, of reference for-the-deliberation of, the Conference. 

(1) This second Conference was held in Alexandria, Egypt. 
22nd August 1950. 
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and the fact that it is in the interests of good educational 

policies to define the aims of these two 
. types and be: clear'. 

about the ultimate aim of, - such expansion, - as well as to 

define the relation between these and the vocational 

preparation of the pupils. 

The choice of these as subjects pof dicussion, is 

the more interesting as it marks the beginning among Arab 

educationists, of the recognition of the necessity to subject, 

educational practices until now treated in the'most'haphazard, 

unplanned and unintelligent manner., to-some study and 

consideration in the, light of actual social, economic and 

educational requirements. 

In their introduction to, the questionnaire, the 

committee make clear the relation of the issue-of expansion 

, to other educational issues and reveal, 'by so indicating, 

a' good understanding of the, educational situation in the., 

countries interested and a grasp of the movement of -educational 
thought in the world at large. 'They'say, "Expansion in 

education is ''a natural and desirable, trend, especially, in 

these times when so much depends on education. -But -there , 
are factors which make of, such a trend a problem that ought 

" to receive 'consideration 
. and study.. These factors , are the 

result, of, a rising national consciousness which made the Arab 
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states carry' out schemes of expansion of 'several types' of ". 

educational institutes without having based that on a 

studied plan and without taking'intö 'consideration the 

financial, teolnical and administrative measures that ensure- 

the success to their schemes and-their yielding the 
` (1) 

best' results. 

It is, furthermore, observed by the, Committee that 

the Arab countries suffer from lack of . adequate, educational - 
varied 

provision of /types and that they are still far fron 

satisfying the needs of the most basic education. The problem, 

therefore, is not one of absolute expansion, but one of which 

type of education should, have priority in that 
, expansion. 

It follows; therefore, ', that the question resolves itself . 

into whether expansion should proceed according to plan and, ', 

if. so, what 'is the best plan to follow. 

For the-benefit of_, the -conference the committee 

pointed out that if secondary-education according to., the 

expansion evident in it, formed part of furd'amental education, 

it should=keep pace with the expansion of the primary stages 

of 
, 
that education and as such should rank as of equal, priority 

to it., If this plan was acceptable it would become necessary-, - 
to make this education "as self-sufficient and as expressive 

(1) Second Arab Cultural Conference. 1950. Summary. of Reports, 
p: 4 (Arabic) Cairo '1950., _"' 
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of the social needs of the pupils and the economic 

requirements-of the country as possible. - This necessitated 

that such expansion should be preceded by an intensive 

and, detailed study of the actual situation, and that such 

study should be based on statistical and'. scientifically 

accurate data. In both,. the committee remark, the Arab, -, 

countries exhibit a glaring failure. 

The committee received 13 answers to its 

questionnaire and the most remarkable feature these answers, 

reveal is the lack of any definite policy as. regards the 

two points at issue. Expansion was in most cases an 

unstudied response to 
, 
popular demand or a. natural result of 

expansion in the previous stages of education while 

vocational training was far from receiving the '. attention 

it deserved or was related'to the rest of educational types. 

Undaunted by such results the Committee, in pursuance of 

the general aims they stated in the introduction, put 

=forward 
. 
the following, recommendations for the deliberations 

of the conference. ' 

A. Secondary Education: '1' 

"1. Expansion should not be conceived of äs just a, n increase 

in the number of classes and schools, but it should include 
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besides the numerical increase variation in. the 

types offered to-, satisfy the needs of the country 

and the pupils. This incurs an extensive study of 

such needs in order to form a right plan for the 

desired expansion. S 

2. Plans, however, should not be limited to present needs, 

but should be extended to the-future and envisage distant,; 

as well as immediate, objectives. This involves 

the necessity'of'making the plans elastic enough to, 

be adapted-to changing circumstances.. 

3. Arab countries must, in order to build soundly for the 

future, be concerned equally with quality, as well as 

quantity. - The standard of education should not at-, 

any ý cost, be sacrificed for, the sake ' of increase in-, 

quantity. 

4. It follows that progress should proceed along, two 

parallel lines, neither of which should'gain dominance 

. -O$6r the other. There would be the application of 

universal , education and the formation of an enlightened 

olite to-undertake*the leadership and'direction of the 

affairs of. the country. 

5. If we choose to follow. the 
, 
example of, progressive S 

countries by making the principle of universals education 
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include the stage of adolescence, 
, 
and if, it is taken 

into consideration that secondary, education is the 

stage directly concerned with'this age-groups, it 

follows that the ultimate aim thould be that secondary 

education in these years of expansion must be' recognized 
ý 
,- as the right of all adolescents. 

C. -Until the-application of this principle is made. 

universal, priority in admission to secondary schools 

should be given to those especially gifted to benefit 

from'. it. ' In other words, admission should be based 

not on financial ability, but on the. suitability of the 

pupil to that, type of education. 

7. If this suitability is to be made the criterion of, 

admission, a great amount, of serious thought ought to 

be given to the assessmept of' such suitability and 

the extent. to which present examinations- areb adequate 

means for this. 

8.. If secondary education,, according to the,,, previous 

definition is the stage concerned with the education 

of the, adolescent, it follows that , it ought not to be 

limited to the traditional academic" type ofsecondary 
schools, but should widen its scope to include: other, 

types of, vocational preparation, whether technical 

agricultural'or commercial, all of which. are to' 



) 
.. 

satisfy t1 needs of the-country and the aptitudes� 

of the pupils. It-should-be understood that all 

these types should be given equal status and should 

be guided by the same educational principles which 

aim at making the'good citizen. 

9. This variation in the secondary. stage of-education 

requires the direction of each pupil to what is best. 

suited to him, and as such direction could not be 

rightly judged without a certain period in which 

the pupil's aptitudes are given 
., 
full 

, 
opportunity to 

reveal themselves, 'it is 
- 
thought by many educationists 

that the first, stage , should be 'common to-all pupils, 

and that its syllabus should Include all the subjects S 

of study, with a view to affording to both pupil and 

teacher a chance to discover interests'and aptitudes. 

" 10. -It follows from the implicit principle of-equality of 

opportunity contained; in the ' above, 'that higher 

education toýwhich this stage leads,, should follow- 

the same principle. 

11. The good teacher is the foundation and mainstay of. - 
any good education, and the state should give, greater 

attention to the training of teachers and' encouragement, 

by improved salaries, to attract the best'elements to 

the profession. 
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12. The success of these plans. depend5on i aking the 

school suited to educational requirements. it 

should -not be crowded to the extent that impairs' 

the good conduct of education and subsequently 

lowers standards. 

13. There is unanimous agreement on the, necessity-of ex- 

pansion in school-buildings to accompany these' 

plans of'expansion. 

B. Higher Education. 

The present trendýin educational thought is that' 

. higher education should not be limited 
, 
to the 

education given in the-universities and the higher 

institutes,, but should include ' such other places, 1of. 
-, . 

general education, to which youth resort 'in 'their 

leisure for theoretical, as well, as practical, 

knowledge. , It follows that the state should concern 

itself-with the establishment of people's institutes, 

,'- 
in' addition to'. the university and higher institutes. 

2. 'Expansion in higher education should, as. in the 

case of secondary'. education, mean not only, numeri cal 

increase, but'should'proceed in accordance with the 

students' aptitudes and the 
, 
needs of the country. 

--3. 
By no, means should expansion be achieved by 

sacrificing ' quality. ' to quantity. 

, may 
"-11 
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4. In admission to the university`a certain standard 

of achievement should be required, and in addition, 

certaii character traits. should be taken into 

consideration with regard to each-of. the faculties. 

S. The aim of university education should, be to discover 

the intellectual elite, and , 
too train them according_" 

to their talents. To achieve such aims the-following 

measures should be taken: " "' 
' 

a. Free education in the stage preceding the 

university is a requisite for the ' selection ' 

of such an elite. 

b-, a policy of- scholarships -for the-specially 

talented should be'followed in the university, 

. stage. ." 

a. The modern trend in -university. education, is' against . 

exaggerated narrow specialization and towards a balance 

between a general education and sufficient specialization 

in the different professions. 

7. The university should promote the spirit of democracy, 

. among the students, and 'this can be achieved 'only by 

following these principles: 

a. that each university should be independent in - 

_ 
the -conduct of its own affairs. 
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b. that students should. be` given `a greater, amount 

of autonomy to run their own affairs through 

students' unions which should associate with 

similar university organizations all over the 

world. 

C. - The' Problem of Vocational 'Preparation. 

1. The first aim"of education in, all its stages and 

types 'is, to prepare for, _lif'e, 
but such preparation 

is by no means, limited to the/ acquisition of technical 

skill but should provide , the young. man or woman with 

the ability to face actual, life, to share in 'its 

activities and to produce., 

, 2* To achieve such an aim the : curricula should , be` closely 

related ". to the. environment and the problems of real 

life. , They should, therefore, be sufficiently, elastic 

to allow teacher and pupil. alike an. opportunityýfor 

thinking, and initiative.. 

3. Methods of teaching should allow for greater 

responsibility- to fall on the pupil in order to make 

him think stud for himself, and produce. by 

depending on, himself and co-operating with othd'rs. 

4. School-life. should not be limited to the pursuance 

of lessons,,, but reflect in its activities the 

wider, society outside. - 
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5. Two qualities which are. remarkably lackingin Arab 

-countries and which are essential to practical life 

are: - 

Self-dependence, instead of depending on others, 

" and discipline which is self-imposed and not forced 

byuexternal pressure. 

These two qualities cannot be taught as lessons,, but 

should be acquired through, experience and training. in' -; 

the society of the school. Ä 

6. 'One `of the main - impediments , 
in 

, 
Arab count ries to-power 

and progress is the predominance, of veribal' over practical 

purposes - it is, therefore, one of the tasks of, 

education to face this, problem by discouraging this 
"7 

tendency in, education. 

7. ý 'As vocational education'-is a preparation'for life and 

work, it should tend towards practical rather than 

theoretical studies. The schools should', be In close 

relation with the trades they prepare for. 

Such' then are 'the " re comme ndations made by the 

committee to guide the deliberations of the conference, and- 

it should be observed that : the main influence behind them is 

clearly European and the indebtedness of these views to the 

_ 
educational- literature, particularly , 

in Great'-Britain, is too' 
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obvious to mistake. 

The principle of borrowing from, educational research 

in other countries. is not objected to so long as that 

. 
borrowing is limited to t1D general principles, and as long 

as the application of this, is guided by the , particular" - 

circumstances of each country. When, however, what is: 

borrowed includes the conclusions reached, as well as the' 

. principles, there is a real danger to educational policies..,, 

There should be a-guard against borrowing too much, 

especially when it 
' 
is remembered that 'the tendpnoy to 

appropriate educational forms has always been present in 

the educational policies of the countries in question. 

With these endeavours of the Arab League towards '. 

a'co-ordination of policies and with the measures suggested 

it is opportune to put forward ä few remarks. 

The first point which the Arab League should concern 

itself with is that, desirable as the co-ordination of 

policies might be, it would be against: educational wisdom 

' to 'impose complete conformity on the whole Arab educational 

system., 'There is already enough c mf ormity , within each 

country resulting in, lack of, variety and experiment, without 

adding to it. 'What the Arab countries need, in fact, is' 

that while there should be unity 'in the general aims of educati, 

1 This indebtedness is the more obvious to the two remarkable 
-reports of the Consultative Committee on the primary school 
and the Education of the Adolescent, known as the Haddow Report 
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there should be on the other hand ' full, scope for variation 

between one country and another. This ,, would, enrich their 

educational traditions -and allow. for interesting educational 

experimen t. 

It should be observed that 
, Go-ordination of 

educational policies, will never succeed unless it is 

accompanied by and related to, co-ordination of economic, and 

social policies. 'There is the greatest need to subject the 

whole of life in these countries to research and, study with 

a view to' planning according to present and actual facts as. 

well as future needs'. 

The aim of economic'and educational co-ordination 

should be in the" direction, äf complementary, rather-than. 

competitive, types. It' is-found that, all ithe, Arab countries 

grow the same crops and so have to compete with' e-ach other 

in the market with the result of a drop in prices. It would 

be/wiser and more , profitable' policy of a" certain amount 'of 

specialization -took place in each, country with a view to 

producing-at a cheap cost and greater yield the crops most 

suitable to its climate. The same is'true of education, 

especially in highly specialized and'expensively run 

institutes. It would be more"economical if one institute 

of each-type-existed in one country and made to cater' for all' 
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Arab need. This would give the rest of the, countries a 

chance to develop other types which might be needed but,,. - 

could not be afforded within the financial capacities of the 

one country. 

In- order to put 'into effect the. recommendations of 

the Cultural Committee, a permanent body ought to be instituted. 

It would be the responsibility of sucha body to supervise 

the co-ordination measures suggested and to act in a 

consultative capacity to the Ministries of Education in the 

Arab countries. It should-be its task to take 'in hand 

the exchange of teaching personnel and students, and the 

direction of-both to the institutes best suited to them. _ 

Finally, action is necessary in the-direction of 

financial aid to countries which cannot afford the first', 

stage of general education, whether that would be limited to 

the elementary, type or"'extended to include part 'of " the -- 

traditional secondary, education. ý There is great disparity, 

between Arab countries in economic , capacity, as compared with. 

educational, needs, and it is time to direct the funds to 

where they are, -most needed and to the types of education 

most necessary. 

There is full-`scope-for action by the Arab League in 

this particular field-of education, providing this action is 
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based on a thorough study of the situation, 'with all its 

implications, and providing that educational interests. 

have first consideration unprejudiced, by fantastic 

nationalistic claims and ostentation. - 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

It has been shown that circumstances made it 

possible and' inevitable fora flow of influences eastwards 

from Europe towards Islamdom, beginning with a,, tiny trickle 

in the' 16th century reaching torrential size and force in the 

19th, century and afterwards. It has also been shown that 

circumstances made t1 e entry of ; the influences forcible and, 

their effort confusing 
_ 
and disruptive. 

The, influences, preceded and followed, in, most cases,. 

by ecönomia and political encirclement and domination, 
"did 

not 

spare any aspect 'of Moslem, life. The, degree of penetration 

varied in depth-and width in proportion to the time the 

influences had been in operation, the 
. accessibility of each 

particular country to European penetration and its ecGnomic 

and- social 'conditions.. The effect of the influences varied ; 

also in each"country according-to class and according to'urban 

and rural, division. The upper classes were more exposed and, 

therefore,. more 'receptive, ' and the urban areas underwent more 

changes than rural. 

In these influences education was among the earliest': - 

to" operate and the` most powerful in effect. This was due ' to , 

the fact that it played a, double role. -It . 
was a borrowed 

institution, and as such played its part 'side by side with others 

of a military and administrative nature, and, it. -exercised'-an 
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influence., itself on the generations that, received it. 

Yet education, like all the other borrowed institutions 

was taken in its complete form rather - than built up from the 

foundation. It was not the background, of European education 

or its evolution. that impressed the early reformers, but. 

its practical results and its, finish dshape. 
'I 

t, was natural, 

then, that the top rather than the roots was the subject of 

interest to the Moslem world, and,, therefore, was the first 

to be appropriated., 

The process of appropriation and adoption, for there " 

was little or no adaptation, - left iis'impression on the 

new education by-, making it top heavy rather than broad. in 

foundation., 

The motives behind this process of, appropriation, 

were utilitarian. The emphasis was'not on the moral and 

personal aspects of education on the practical results it 

was expected to yield. This tendency has invested, modern 

education with one ,' of. its most permanent features, making it 

llmit- Itself to the most immediate and. materialistic needs, 

rather than. follöw a long-term-policy which, while 

recognizing. and catering , 
for. present requirements, looks 

beyond that to the' future as well. 
" 

Yet, despite the limitations imposed on education by 
. 
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ed practical and immediate purposes, it prov itself capable, 

even from the earliest stages, to extend its activities 

' öutside and beyond those limits.,, Education for the 

"improvement of the people at large änd the . formation of the 
, 

good citizen had been/evidence even, before it was. endorsed- 

as an official policy. 

Towards the first period of national ; control ' the " 

desire to spread education for purposes other, than those 

-dictated by army and government requirements made itself 

evident by acts of legislation which, at, 'least in theory, 

recognized 'the rights of, the, people to a certain `modicum of 

free, compulsory and universal, education. ' 

Under foreign` control, despite charact=eristic 

differences between the two powers, this extension, of 

educational facilities. noticeably slowed down"The progress 

of higher-education was retarded in deference to the limited' 

circulation of a most elementary type of r school. -, 

" There were, also frequent attempts,: particularly 

by the British to divert educational interest and expenditure 
j 

towards technical education, but neither in Egypt nor, in 

'-Iraq, did such attempts succeed evoking genuine interest- 

in this education.. 
-', 

Both French and British policies,. by their 

-respective methods, endeavoured to'use education as a means 
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of assimilating the native elements to their own type of 

civilization, and both used their language as the instrument 

for such assimilation. 

By thwarting national aspirations in education 

the controlling powers encouraged the abnormal-expression 

those took when once more education was under national control. 

This was most evident in the great expansion of higher, and 

secondary education. '-'. 

The original tendency to'limit education to the" 

utilitarian purposes of the state was not checked under foreign; 

control; it was on the contrary, 'more emphasised through 

the application of the, principle of payment of fees for all 

types"of schools. This helped to restrict educational 

opportunity to those financially able to afford the - fees and 

naturally resulted in these looking for immediate and_ 

material reward out-of an education they paid for. 

The endeavours of foreign powers to use their own- 

language as the, medium of instruction, ' and the consequent 

reduced, importance- of the native language, caused the question 

of 'language for instruction to become a major issue in national 

politics. This emphasised the linguistic bias which modern 

education inherited from the earlier, tradi. tions of Moslem 

education. Not only were national' policies insistenton the, 
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use of Arabic as the medium of . instruction but a greater 

amount of time was devoted to, it, with the natural result 

of crowding the syllabi of, the schools. 

Foreign control, höwever, effected. a definite, 

improvement in the educätional 
machinery 

and: sucoeeded-in- 

promoting a good, standard of efficiency. Limited as the 

educational provision was,, it was, made to function properly 

and', to the best advantage within its limitations. " 
ý3 

Educational policies, -especially under British . control} 

invested the educational systems-with two `. types of primary 

schools; one free and'catering for the masses in a limited 

maatber, and the other charging fees, and as such, in a more 

privileged- position. 

National policies, reaching against the above 

tendency show themselves inclined towards a unified system 
oft. 

of education one or two, stages/which would serve the purposes 

of a general" education. 
, These" stages would be made compulsory 

as, far as the resources of the country'allowed. - 

Yet for some-time national policies, continued to 

institute two types of, education, one for the masses, which 

was self-contained, ''and 
even included a teachers' training 

system of its own_ and led nowhere, and the , other for the 

privileged, charging fees and consisting, of the primary, ` 

-secondary- and higher stages and which . led to the professions. 

., 
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It is noteworthy that the abandonment, of this policy 

was inspired by European and . particuýarly British examples, 

especially after. the passing of the 1944, Act, which'abolished 

elementary education and made a single stage for all pupils. 

Since then there. have been efforts to effect a similar 

movement in the Arab countries, especially . 
in Egypt, but' as 

yet-this, unification has not been achieved. 

The one thing in'which national' policies showed 

themselves most. active was' in the expansion of secondary -and, 

higher education. 'This, *unfortunately, has not kept pace 

with, a parallel expansion in primary and elementary. education 

which should have been made' to` cover all the pupils of 0 

certain school. 

Without, however, belittling the achievements of 

national, policies in'education, ýthere are a few trends which., _ 

dhow clearly that' the 'situation is not, understood, and that--- 

the correct 'methods have not been adopted: _. _ .g 
A. remarkable. weakness of national policies is-the lack 

of a definite policy. ' Expansion of certain types and 

curtailment of others do'not1follow any plan, but are often 

actuated by popular demand or the-passing whim ; of a Minister. ' 

of Education'. This tendency has been most, damaging to 

education. The frequent change of Policy pred6nts the 

stability needed for any experience to be acquired. 
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Political currents have a strong'pull on, the 

schools affecting teacher and pupil alike and even' influencing 

the size of education in general. There has not been any, 

conscious effort to distinguish between the interests of 

'education and nationalism. As: a result educational wisdom 

is sacrificed for some nationalistic claim. This 

does not help to produce either en]ightened public opinion 

or the desired leadership. Therein lies" a 'great 'danger of 

a vicious circle: bad leadership produces bad education and j 

bad education produces bad leadership. 

No thorough and fundamental study, of, education as 

a whole has yet been conducted. No-one Pias "yet questioned the 

right of this modern education to exist or its suitability 

to the society for which it should function. ' What is needed, - 

and indeed is overdue, is ' a' detailedstudy of the background 

of European education to understand the needs which produced 

it and to Go4are these to the, actual needs of the Arab 

countries. The questions Arab educationists and thinkers 

in general should ask themselves 'is whether this education 

satisfies all-spiritual and intellectual needs; whether it 

reflects and expresses the life of-their society andtwhether 

it is compatible with , 
their , economic structure. Answering 

.. M 

questions like these 
; will bring' to light the shortcomings of,, - 

this form of education and reveal the need for drastic 'changes 
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So far no such sweeping questions have been asked, -and 
the 

right of modern education has never been challenged.. It is 
.ýi 

in this complacency that lies the greatest danger. It also, 

accounts1for the lack of bold policies which, 'even at, the 

risk of running contrary to. the popular view, ought to lay, ` 

the foundation of education on an intelli'gent'understanding 

and right appraisal of the actual situation. -This engenders J 

and perpetuates an attitude of mind which makes it impossible 

to hold with firmness and defend any cause of- educational 

interest. 

The lack of conviction explains why educational policies 

are so hesitant, for nobody knows what he really wants. 

Policies (if they can be 'called, policies) are hastily adopted 

to be U -hastily changed. The damage this does to education 

needs no comment. Education, it must be admitted, should be 

dynamic in order to keep, pace with a changing social, order. 

But are the-frequent changes. of policy the result of a 
. 
real 

change'in the social order? Are the reforms so frequently 

attempted, the result of, a real social need? We regret . that 

the answer-to both questions is in the negative. Changes are, 

more-often than not,, actuated by, the desire to imitate 

European or 'American innovations, and as 'such, fail to' apply 

to a society as different as the Arab, society. 
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The time has come, it is felt, fora thorough 

investigation of all these issues in the, light of present 

circumstances and with the serious consideration they 

deserve. The policy of adopting educational forms without 

a full study of than should be abandoned in favour of 

another in which- canparative studies of educational 

systems should be the criterion of selection. 

It is hoped that the'-, obvious failure of modem 

''education to' fulfil its proper tasks. as a social and 

cultiral factor will {convince Arab educationists of' the 

futility of those policies. and make them, pause fora heart- 

searching enquiry 'along the. lines 
. 
indicated without. fear 

of running 'contrary to popular approval or in deference 

to political requirements. The only solid and enduring 

foundations for good education should be based on sane, 

educational thinking backed by y social and economic research. 
, .. 

Without this education will remain a, superficial imposition 

with no roots `and no significance. ., 
' 
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TABLE I. 

EGYPT. 
, "I 

J 

GROVIYA OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS UNDER THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 

AND PROVINCIAL, COUNCILS FROM 1920 TO 'Ig4g. 
% 

' - t 

No. of Pupils 
[ear No-6f- No. of ---------- ----------- 

Schools Teachers"' '"7Boys, 'Girls Total 

1920-21 720 3,022 51,020 19,557 70,577 
1921-22 719 3,018 52,639 21,580 74,219. 
1922-23 756 3,169 56,703 23,335 80,038 
1923-24 798 3,338 65,074 26,313 91,387 
1924-25 1,042 4,500 85,305 31,935 117,240,. 
1925-26 1,685 7,679`- 138,788, 51,885 190,673' 
1926-27 2,318 10,845 , 198,229 77,144 275,373 
1927-28, 29349 

. 
11,003 217j, 419 83,121 300,540 

1928-29 2,434 11,418 223,439 -80,858 304,297 
1929-30 2,668 12,492 233,145 99,065,. ., 

332,210 
1930-31- 2,655 12,619 

, " 
233,054 

. 
104,804; 337,858. 

, 
1931-32 2,834 13,9433 244,742 112,930 357,672 
1932-33 2,846 ". 13,487 245,538 113,744 '359,282 
1933-34 . 2,947 13,993 276,351. 141,290 417,641, 
1934-35 3,625 "17,487 460,461 288,351 748,812 
1935-36 3,649 17,609 387,424 237,710 625,134 
1936-37 . 3,660 17,655 46,2,285 338,125 800,410 
1937-38 3,715 19,367 . 504,522. 389,094, ` 893,616 
1938-39 

_-3,799 , 
19,849 '559,842 447,635 

. 1,007,477 
1939-40 3,878 20,342 561,882 485,440 1,047,321 
1940-41 3,896 20,472 562,580 . 491,158 1,053,738 
1941-42 3,916 20,554, - -, 541,634 477,011 1,018,645 
1942-43 3,, 912 20,669, '' 518,116 ' 454t734 972,850 X 
1943-44 3,851 20,569 496,376 437,194 ' 933,570 . 
1944-45' 3,986 ' 22,089' 476,835 418,254 895,089 % ', 
1945-46 3,942 22,089 

` , 
403,969 ý 336,209 740,178` 

1946-47, 3,582 20,543 380,647 -301,533 _ 682,180 
1947-48 4,263 

.. 
23,301 446,336 353,054 799,390 

1948-49 -., 448 972 329,047 788,019 

x The aber of these schools. 'reached 46,483 in-1950. 

The decrease in number of pupils can be, 'partly explained by the-. ' 
abolishing. of fees in primary schools and the flow of pupils who coulc 

ave attended the elementary7ffhools to the more promising, prima, - 
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TABLE II. 

GROWTH 'OF GOVERN14E1 T 'PRIMARY 'SCHOOL`S ' FROIt `1920=1949 

Boys Girls 

Year Schools Teachers Pupils chools Teachers Pupils 

-1920-21 81 1,066 16,016 16 146 2,190. 
1921-22 87 12099 18,167 16, 102 2,040 
1922-23 93 . 1,088 20,177 18 120 2,407` 
1923-24 98 1,043 22,859 20 147 2,894 , 1924-25 103 1,260 25,170 20 

' 
114 2,288 

` 1925-26 112 1,374 27,512 - 26 177" 3,541 
1926-27 117 1,491 29,970 26, 192 3,843 
1927-28 118 1,548 30,990 '. 28. 225 4,502 
1928-29 132 1,476 29,512 29 236 4,721 
1929-30 126 1,488 29,692 30 246 -4,911 1930-31 128 1,482 29,659 30 255 5,119 
1931-32 130 1,478 29,331 29 337 4,841 
1932-33° 128 1,554 27,614 29 331 4,641 

-1933-34 '127 1,552 26,190 29 335 . "4,756 
1934-35 126 1,563 " 26,309. 30 337 4,870 
1935-36 132 1,584 25,375 31' 349 .' 4,605'X 
1936-37 . 135 1; 593 25,463 31" 294 3,774 
1937-38 134' 1,592'. 25,920 31 291- ' 3,605 
1938-39 135 1571 26,143 31 

- 
291- 3,599, 

1939-40 132- 1: 530' 24,301 
_ 

" 32 294- - 32489 
1940-41 132 1,473 23,590' °32 292-. 3,518. 
1941-42 131 1,434 23,306 30 '294 3$6.5 
1942-43 141- 1,566 28,118 32 

- 309 . 
4,533 

1943-44 143 
° .. 

1,686 35,015. 33 381 62140 
1944-45' " . 

147 
' 

1,842 44, "122 36 ' ' 429 
w - 8,716 

1945-46 214 
. 

2,229 51,857 64 615 12 919 X 
1946-47 228 2,661 65,618 71 "' 768 16,751 
1947-48 239 

. . 3,000, 75,689 
.. 

75 891 
, ... 

19 711 , 1948-49 83,626 . ,... _.. , 21p735 

1. ' The h alting of progress was due to th e financial depression - of the 3 0's.. 
2. The p rogress continued and. incr eased immediately after-. '- 
the War. 

, 3. Ther e 'were 375-Primary Governm ent schools'in 19 50 and 150 
. primary classes attached t o other school s. 
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290 of these were boys schools with 109,487. pupils and 85' 

girls schools with 28,757. 

TABLE III. 

GROWTH -OF GOVERN TENT SECONDARY SCHOOLS 'FROM : 1920 ' TO 1949 - 

Years Boys Girls 

Schools Teachers 'Pupils Schools 'Teachers 
_ 

`Pupils 

1920-1921 8 216 31261, I 7' 28 
1921-22 -9 252 31789 1' 8 43 
1922-23 X10 292 3,363 '1 12 72 
1923-24 '11 . 372 _ 5,567 _ 1. 12 . 

79. 
- 1924-25 '15 496 7,446, 1 12. 69 

1925-26 
. 

16 536 
. 

8,059 
.1 

8 41 
1926-27 18. 654 -92811 1 9 69 
1927-28 , 21 . 798 11 , 790 1 12 123 
1928-29 21 906. 13,594 1 15 190 X 
1929-30 21 962 14,438 1 . 15 208 
1930-31 24 992 14,888 . 5 - 62 . 928 
1931-32 23 1 998". 15,208 -ý5 108 1,29' ' 
1932-33 24 ", ` , 1,016 1 14,043 5 124 -1j. 298 
1933-34 24 1,032 13,673 5 

"- 
134 1,420-- 

1934-35 25 1,028° 13,402 5 160 1,375 
1935-36 27. 1,064 14,671 5- 150 1,314 
1936-37 31' 1,182 15,962 5 150". 1,373 
1937-38 33-, 1,264 17,150 5 152 1,426 
1938-39 , 34 1,390 

. 
19,027 '5 166, 1,594 

1939-40 36, 1,428 19,749 5 162 . 1,599- 
1940-41 36 1,438 20,446 5 182 2,443, 
1941-42 37' 1', 454 21,347 6 1 194 ' 1,829 
1942-43 -39 1,544 23,843 `6 222 2,172 
1943-44 42 1,668 28,950 9 '244. 2,787 
1944-45 -43 1,838 33,322 9 272 3,332 
1946-46 50 2,122 35,435 9' 

" 
314 3,388 , 1946-47 . 58 2,376 . 40,736 ` 10 310-.?  4,074, 

1947-48 65 
' 

21490. 44,043 10 396 5p336-, 
1948-49 -- 53,717 --: - ', 9 9'688' 

In 1950 there were 76 boys secondary schools and 103 

annexed classes with 80,197 boys, and 23 secondary schools for gi: 
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and 20 secondary classes attached. to primary schools 

attended by 12,681 girls. There-, were, also 19 technical 

secondary girls schools and one attached class and other 

types of non-academic secondary sobools for girls bringing 

the total attendance to 21,, 443 ýt the number of institutes 

of these different types to 79. 

'. 

111 

(1) Ministry of Education. Cairo. General Statistics from 
January to November 1950 (by courtesy of'the Ministry, hand 
written copy. ,.. (2) Ibid and Report from Egypt. ' Development of. Education 
during 1949-1950. . 13th-International Conference of Public 
Education, Geneva, July 1950 (copy intypescript). 
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TABLE V. 

TRAINING OF`TEACHERS 

Higher Träinirig ýritermediäte Elementary 
Institutes', I 

. Years ---- 

Men - Women Men Women Men Women 

'1920=21 443 
1921-22 367 
1922-23'- 519 
1923-24. 884 
1924-25 1,159 
1925-26 1,252 
1926-27 1,815 
1927-28 1,772 
1928-29 1,695 
1929-30 1,410 
1930-31 798(1) 
1931-32 772 
1932-33 688 
1933-34 663 
1934-35 , '675 
1935-36 656 
1936-37 929 
1937-38 523 

- 1938-. 39 ' 427 
1939-40 259(3) 
1940-41 281 
-1941-42- 287 
1942-43 

,- 
388 

1943-44 .> 588 
1944-45 642 

'1945-46 '783 
1946-4T . 866 
1947-48' ' ''1,121 

155 469 587: " 

_ 106 . 
546 547 

129 582 617 
, 

- 124 154 "603' 752 

_ 228 183 2,123 1,004 
- 520 206- 5,120 1,843 

- 603 254 7,675 1,997 
540 287 8,578 2,371 
200 500 8,246 2,583 

_ 165 600 6,227 2,178 

- 100 197, ' : 4,318 --1,88b 
_ 65(2) 56 +3,294 1,6,11 

3,303 1,271 
38 3,092 1,403, 

-82 - - 2,847 ' 
.'1,415 

129 - - 2,283 1,179 

-160 - - 2,149 '1,169 
192 - - 1,832 1,162 ". 
198 .. -'1,561 . . -"930 
263 1,622 1,149 
320 - - 1,642 .'1,097 
377 - - 1,596 948 
443 1,704 877 
495 1,998 938, 
468 - - - 2,291 -- 1,173 
461 849 - 2,479 , 1,349 
485 126 1, 18 

' 
2,750 

Y , , 
1,502 

851 _ 1,308 " 32 1,729 1,898 

(1) The'decrease marks a change'of policy as to the 
teachers making training follow a university-course. 

training of, 

(2) The school which until then prepared teachers for primary schools,,, ' 

was being gradually closed. 

(3) Inadequate number of teachers according to the new' organization 
made it necessary in later years-to resort to the intermediate 
training schools. 
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TABLE VI. 

HIGHER "EDUCATION 

FROM 19 20 ... 'TO, 19 49 .. '.....: 
..:.. _. 

, 

Years Higher Schools Foad Uni- Farouk Uni- TOTAL 

.. . 
iersity versity 

1920-21 1,999 - - 1,999 
1921-22 2,570. 2,570 
1922-23 3,105 3,105 
1923-24 3,210 -"_ - 3,210 
1924-25 3,678 76 - 3,754" 

-1925-26 1,046, 2,430' - 3,476 
1926-27 1,240 -* 2,510- - 3,750. 
1927-28 1,274 2,440' - 3,714 
1928-29 1,336 2,064 - 3,400 

. 
1929-30 1,407 b, 182 -, 3,589 
1930-31 

' 
], 715 2,135 3,850 

1931-32 1,813 3,349 5,162 
1932-33 2,960 2,483 5,443 
1933-34 3,005 , 2,604" 5,609` 
1934-35 3,230 ' 

. 
2,742 5,972... 

1935-36 98 (1) 6,017: - '. 6,115 
1936-37 91 8,240 8,331 
1937-38 96 8,571 - 8,667 
1938-39 103 8,724-- 81827, ' 
1939-40 '97, B., 233' - 82330 
1940-41 116 

. 
8,353 8,469 

1941-42 119 8,525 8,644 
1942-46 - X383 8,180, 1,197 9,760 
1943-44 1,346(2) 9,375 '' 2,024 -12,745 1944-45 1,673 10,277 '2,876 : 14,826 
1945-46 1,864 10,524' 3,394 ' 15,782 
1946-47 1,737 11,578 3,313 

_ 
16,628 

1947-48 2 253 11,391 31579 17j223 
194$-49 "';. '3,673' 16,739 4'6e5' 252077' 

(1)'Most'of'the schools until then designated higher were incorporated 
as faculties of, the University. 
(2) Policies' beginning to swing b ack to the establishment of'higher 
schools separate from the univers ities and under the direct -control 

. of the Ministry of Education. Th ese were later incorporated. into 
a third universi ty: the Universi ty of'Ibrahim Pasha. 
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TABLE 1. 

IRAQ. 

GROWTH OF GOVERNMENT PRIMARY SCHOOLS. FROM 1928 TO, 1949. 

Year 'N0: 6f'Sc1i661 ' ``- Teächers' Pupils 

1928-29 273 1,090 28,103. 
1929-30 291 1,196 31,042, 
1930-31 316 . 

11325 34,513, 
, 1931-32 336 

. 
1,447 37,472 

1932-33 390 . 1,611. . 44,177 
1933-34, 

. 
463 1,808 54,539 

1934-35 561 2,011 '64,048 
1936-36 590 2,170 67,593 
1936-37, ... 626 ' ' 2,405 75,183 
1937-38 724 ` 2,798 88,221 
1938-39 , 739 3,. 149 96,620 
1939-40 713 3,304 89p482' 
1940-41 735 -3,526. 90,794 
1941-42 761 3v752 ' 88,864 
1942-43 788 3,979 87,445 

. 1943-44 861* 4,340 89,558 . 1944-45' 902 4,491 100,977 
1946-46 944 . . 

4,779 _118,487 1946-47 `'967 4,970 ", 128,765 
1947-48 1; 018 5,415 1399213' 
1948-49 :..: ,. .. 

1,050 
,... .. 

= 
:: 

502588 
.; 

These schools include boys and girls- primary-schools, 
and evening classes. 
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TABLE -'II. 

GROWTH OF GOVERMENT SECONDARY SCHOOLS 1928 TO 1949 

Year No. of'Schools 'Nö. 6f'Tehohe3ýs No. of Pupils 

1928 - 29 13 133 
.- 

1,324 
, 1929 30 

. 15 130 1,390 
1930 - 31 lg 129 2,082 
1931 -, , 32 22 '. .' 166 21628 

"1932-- 33 - 26 179' 3,444, 
1933 -. 34 32- 211 3,791 
1934-- Z5 - 33 224* 4,659 
1935 - 36 4 240 6,138 
1936 - 37 45 248 . 7,904 
1937 38 66' 335 V 10,755 V 
1938 - 39 68 450 "13,631- 
1939 - 40 60 "' 

V 495 -13,959 
1940 - 41 56 472 13,969 
1941 - 42 " 58 435 12,926 

, 
'. 

1942 - 43 60 471 V 11,191 
1943 - 44'. 67 490 11,128 
1944'- 46- ' 71. V 639 11,309 
1945 - 46 78 592 12,173 
1946 -, 47 

, 
83 669 . ' .. 

13,783 
1947 48 87 " 705 14,388 

' 1948 - 49 V 93 - 16,721. 

" . These- schools include the intermediate with the first cycle of 
secondary educa tion and the full secondary schools. V 



GROWTH OF SCHOOLS OF ALL TYPES FROM 
. 
1930 TO 1949 

....... 

Boys 'S61iööls - Girls Schools 

. 
Years 

c ioo s "Püp1ls Schööl Pupils 
, 

` TOTAL'', 

1930-31 48 4; 410 a 588 4; 698° 
1931-32 50 4,463 8 776 5,239 
1932-33 50 4,327 '10 : '922 5,249 
1933-34 -59 4,514 10 1,046 5,560 
1934-36 59 4,784 10. 1,198 5,982" 
1935-36 

, 
58 42662 10 1,190 5,842 

1936-37 58 5,325 10 1,191 . 6,516 
1937-38 . 60 6,094 10 1,314 7,408 
1938-39 64 7,074 ý10 1,438` 8,512' 
1939-40 . 64 , 7,731 10- 13,874 

, 
9,605 

1940-41 64 " 8,255 10 1,895 10,150 
1941-42 63 82365 10 1,999 ` 10,364 
1942-43 64 7,955 10 ' 1,897` 9,852 

' 1943., 44 60'' 
- 
7,750. 9b 1,857 9,607 

1944-45 60 7,645 9 1,844` 
. 

9,489 
1945-46 60 "' 7,, 918 9 1,966 '9,874 
1946-47 67 8,673 10 2, °056 10,729 
1947-48 70 9,771 11 2,349 12,120 
1948-49 - 11,146- - ....... 

2,953 
... 

14 099 

"These schools are'made up bfthree categories: -" 
1. 'Government Primary Schools; 

2. Government Elementary Schools; *. 

3.. 'Government Rural Schools. 
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LEBANON. 

The case of L ebanon 'justifies the in'clus'ion of, private schools 
as these play a paramount part in the educational activities 
of the country. 

TABLE I. 

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS FROM 1930- TO 1949, 
..................., 

Years `No 'of 'Schools 40 of 'Pupils 

1930 - 31 128 13,385 
1931-32 135 14,475 
1932-33 139 -15,706 $ 
1933-34 139' 16,486 
1934-35 

-138 
16,720- 

1935-36 . 149 ' 16,395 
1936-37' 149 16,153 
1937-38 149 -16'074 _ 1938-39. 

- 
180 18,871 

1939-40 183 18,904 
'1940-41 , 184 

," 
19,072 

1941-42 267 (1) 21,050 
1942-43 251 23,166 
1943-44 . 308 

" 
26; 6e2,, 

'1944-45 `312 30,501 
1945-43 455 41,423 
1946-47 631 (2) / 52,422 
1947-48 737 '- 54,663 
1948-49 - 62,027 

. ....,. .......... ...... ......... 
--s>ww 

(1) The noticeable increase here marks the beginning, of a greater, 
although not yet, full, 'national control. 

(2) The südden, leap from 455 to-631'marks the beginning'- of 
full national control. 
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PRIVATE SCHOOLS 

-Local Foreign 
Year No. of c oois up s No. of School sR pils 

1930-31 767 49,197 410 '- 36163 
1931-32 767 -52,965 434 36; 395 
1932-33 747 ' 52,665 . . 

422. " 
_35,762, 1933-34 739 53,235 432 37,400' 

1934-35 789 
- 

53,885 410, 37,713 
' 1935-36 845 

, - 
60'536. 413 ° 37,976 

1936-37 , , 821 66,363 378 -39,880 
1937-38 793- 73,493 364 42,014-, 
1938-39 797 74,369 361' 44,303 
1939-40 

-' 983' 73,806 358 43,921, 
1940-41 -979 73,119 341, "'441376 
1941-42 989 73,608 334 42,741 
1942-43 961 74,615 326 43,654 
1943-44 953 72,617 326,. 4e., 7213- 
1944-45 963 963 71,524 . 

326, -48,337: 
1945-46 892 65,469, "311 50,013 
1946-47 815 64,769 . 306 50,112 
1947-48 819 68,947 275-(2)- 48,794 
1948-49 75,475 - 53,208(1) 

(1) Last figure-from the Statesman Year Book 1951. Rest of, 
figures from Annual ' Survey of Arab, Culture * 1949. 

.. 
(2) The decrease-in number of foreign schools'is noticeable 
under national control. 
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TABLE I. 

SYRIA. 

GROWTH-OF GOVERNMENT PRIMARY SCHOOLS 

Years Boys Girle . Tötäl'. ' 

1930-31 
"_ 

27,970 10,225 38,195- 
1931-32 

, 30,270 10,640. 40,910 
"1932-33 32,868 11,792 44,660 
1933-34 - 33p942 12,006 45,948 
1934-35 33,914 12,328 46,242 
1935-36 34,621 13,538 4$, 159 

'1936-37 38,200 . 
14,550 52., 800 

1937-38 43,883 18,321 . 62,204 
1938-39 -. 48,238 18,346, 66,584 
1939-40, 52,094 19,821 71,915 
1940-41 50,779 20,020 . 

70,799 
1941-42 49,944 . 19,968 69,912 
1942-43 51,098 20,050 71", 148, 
1943-44 '- 57,250 19', 550 76", 800 
1944745 "63,755 21,785. .T 35,541 
1945-46 

. 
73,137 26,566 '99,703 

1946-47 85, '145 29,404 116-, 909 ' 
"_ 19,47-48 "103,710 K. 34,517 138,227 

'1948-49 114,383 38,849. - 153,222 

The sudden increase under national control-is quite 

noti ceable. 
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TABLE II. 

GROWTH OF GOVERNMENT SECONDARY SCHOOLS POPULATION. 

Years Fo goys ........ , ... Girls . Total ° ... 

1930-31 1,327 150 1,477 
1931-32 1,385 187 1,572 
1932=33'_ "1,563 207 1,770. 
1933-34 1,422 183 1,605 

_. ;. 1934-35 1,262 . 179 1,441 
1935-36 . 11364 200 1,564 
1935-37 1 609 228 1,837 
1937-38 2,295. F 366 2,661 
1938-39 2,392 ' `550 29942 
1939-40 2,386 559 2,945 

. 
1940-41 2,695 

. 
662 3r357- 

1941-42 
. 2,436 760 3,196 

1942-43 2,717, . 911: , 
3,628 

1943-44r _3,6.381 1,252 4,890 
1944., 45 4,557, . J., 490 S., 047 
1945-46 6,252 ý(1)' '2,024; 8,276 
1946-47 7,447 2,574 10,021 
1947-48 49,920. 3,460 13,380 
1948-49 

._'.. . 
1.1,548 4,071 

........ ... . 
151619 

... `... . 

1) The beginning of'national control effects a noticeable-increase 
which has been maintained since. 

" 
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TABLE 3T7, . 

GROWTH OF GOVERNMENT, TECHNICAL` SCHOOLS. VOCATIONAL 

AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION-IN EGYPT. 

" NO. OF PUPILS 'IN 'EÄCH 'CATEGORY 

Years Trades 'Schools ' Cöýner 3 ä1 `''. ''' 'Ä ridultüral - 
Schools Schools 

1920-21 
. 
026 It 1,081 86 

. 
1921-22" 1,358 1,191 189 
1922-23 1,486, 1,197 - 176 
1923-24 1,606 1,186 163 
1924-25 2,027 1,249 140 
1925-26 2,127 1,309 173 
1926-27 3,069 12b74 235 
1927-28 3,498 1,996 . 

349 
1928-29 3,804 

, "2,224 479 
1929-30 4,129 3,040 621 
1930-31. 2,240 4,150 737' 
1931-32 7,354 3,807 1,223. 
1932-33 5v821 3j668 p 869 
19133-34 - 7,196 2,916 ' 19298 
1934-3b 7,821 2,397 1,408. --"ý 
"1935-36 9,898 2,101 ' 1,502. 
1936-37, ' 12,425 2,076 - 1,576 

"1937-38 12,897 : 2,380, 1,622 
1938-39 11,851 3,006 1,334- 
1939-40 9,706 3,429 1,494 
1940-41 9,273 3,974 1.. 158: 
1941"42 9,099 3,934 790 
1942-43 8,711 3,890 493 
1943-44 7,669 4,306 494 
1944-45 8,460 

. 
42821 606 

1945-46 7,982 
,-4,870 - 944 

1946-47 
......, 

8,360 .. 6,204 1,296 
1947-48 .... 8,553 . 5,974 .. _ 1901 

The. total number of boys in'technical schools 
" 

reached 24,758 in".. 
. 1949 and the girls 10,541, 

" 
making a total' of 

In 1950 there were 15 commercial' schools attended by-6,655 boys, 
24 trades schools attended by"g, 175-boys and ll agricultural-schools- 
attended' by 3,613 boys, the total was 19,443 in these technical-,. 

., 
schools-o f the intermediate type. - 
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VOCATION 

TABLE II* 

AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION IN IRAQ. 

School ; years ' Technical Schools Agricultural- Domestic 
' Schoöls....... Sciences'-'girls - 

1920-21 '60 
1921-22 120 
1922-23 167 -, :- 
1923-24 210 - - 
1924-25 211 
1925-26 210 
1926-27 160 

- 1927 -28 148 
1928-29 ý 134 = - 
1929-30 148 
1930-31 120 -- 
1931-32 

. 
148 

1932-33 183 - 58 
1933-34 155 - 126 
1934-35 139 114 

-1935-36 ' 147 54 
1936-37 117 139 
1937-38 125 - 106 
1938-39' =154 89-, 
1939-40 : 192' 25 108 
1940-41 178, ' _ 

55 109 
1941-42, 187 91 138' 
1942-43 254 110 205 
1943-44 . ', 290 137. -., 236 
1944-45 " 

`' 238 136 -'130 
1945-46 189 119 133 
1946-47 : 207 116 111' 
1947-48 296 146 
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I. THE ENGLISH SECTION. 

, Subjects 1st year . .. grid yeär 3rd 'yeär *4th, 'ye6r' 

Arabic 4 4 - - 

, "English 10 10 -. 10, '. 11 10 

Trench 3 3 3 3' 

Principles of 
Education 2 7 

(Second (Special 

-ary methods '4 
educ. 4 Philosophy, 
llie thods of educ. 3) 
Gen. 1) 

Psychology ." 
.- 

3 3- 
" . 

Arab. History -3 
2.. ,. 2, 

Geography -2 

Education - 2 2 -'. 

Health Education 
.. 

ý.. 2 
. . ,'. F. .... ,_ 
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1 
3T, SF 

Tr 
.. 

' 

IT.. THE MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS 
... , . SECTION. 

'Sub*jects .' ' ist yeäri ` `2nd 
. 
yeär 3rd 'yeär `' 4th'year ` 

Arabic 4 ,4 - -`ý 
English ý4 4 
Education 2 - 5 7, 

(Secondary (Special 4 
-educ. 4 methods" 
General Philosophy 
methods 1) of , 

educ " 3) 
Psychology 3 3 

, -Physics 6 6. 6 6 
Mathematics 7 ä 6 6 
Chemistry 'b - . ... -... 
mechanics 

. 
__.. ., 2 , 4 3 

'Hygiene -' 2 - 

27 '27 .. 24'......, '22__.. 

TABLE III'* 

'. ' THELITERÄRYSECTION. 

Subjects'' 1st `year grid'year 3rd year ` 4th year 

Arabic -9 9. 9 
English 

,, 
4 3 3 3 

French" 3 3 3 

. 
Education 2 _ 5 7 

(Secondary (Special methods 4 
ed. 4 Philosophy of 
General- education 3) 

-Psychology -"- 3 methods 1) 
3 

Ancient History 3 S- - -" 
Arab History - 4 3 3 
Geographg, 3< .. <2 ... , ._.. .ý_,. ....... 
Hygiene - 2 

-94 26, 26 '22- 



i1. THE BIOLOGY SECTION. 

Subjects 1st year 2nd year 3rd year- 4th year- 

Arabic 4. 4 - - 

English 4 4 - - 

Education 2 b 7 
(Secondary . (Special. 
education 4 method. 4 

-General' -Philosophy - "a 
method 1), of ed. 3) 

Psychology 3 3 

. Biology - 10- 10 . .. " 8 

Chemistry-" "7 
7 S 8 

Mathematics 4 - - - 

Physics 'g - - - 

Hygiene - -2 

27 30 28 25 
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WEEKLY 'DISTRIBUTIÖN ' IN "EI, EýSENTÄRY . TRÄINING `COLL'EGES "'' 

Subjects lst... . 2nd ' 3rd 4th' 5th ' 6th ' 

Koran and 
Religious 4 4 4 4 4 
Instruction 

. = 
Arabic 8 8 -8- 6 6 
Penmanship 4 4 2. 2 2, - - 
Arithmetic b 5 6 4 2- 
History 1 1 2 3' 
Geography 2 2_ 2- 1- 
'Civics 
Practical and 

Theorthtical 2 2 2 2 2 
Geometry 

Algebra', - - 2 2 2 
Biology 2 2 2 2 2 - 
Physics and 

Chemistry - - 2 3 .4 
Hygiene - - 1 1 
Projects 3, 3 3 - - - 
Drawing 2 2 2 2 2 2'' 
Handwork and 

Agriculture 3 3- 2 2 2: 2 
Physical-Training' 3 3 2 2 2 2 
Psychology, = - - - 2 4.. 
Principles of 

Education 2, 4 
Special Methods, - - - - - 4 
School Hygiene, ' - - - - 2 - 
Practical Training - - - - 4, 8 

-:. 38' . _ ..: 38 :... 38 .. '.... 36 '' '36' .,. ', ' 36 
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WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF 
INSTITUTES 

LESSONS, 
"IN. 

THE, PRIMARY . TRAINING .. t (EGYPT)' 

... 3rd year 
... ",.... subjects .,. ,... "16t. 2nd' 

' Literary Scientific Practical. 

Principles of 
Education and 
Psychology - 3 3 3 3 

School and 
Social Hygiene - - 1 1 1 

Practical teaching - 4 4 4 4 

Special Methods 

. 
Mathematics and 

Science 

History and 
S 

. 
geography - - 1 -- - 

English S _ _ 1 - 

Practical subjects - - - - 2-- 

Arabic language 6 4, '3' 3 3 
English language' 6 4 10 2 2 
Mathematics 4 4 6 
Sciences 4 - 6 - 

'Study of Egyptian, S . 
Social Affairs 3 - - - 

History 2 - 2 - 
Geography 2 . - 

2- . - - 
Civics and Social 

studies - 1 1. 1 .. 
Drawing 

. Handwork .... 
2. 
2 

2 
,. 2 . "-.. _ ... >: _ - .. -6..., 6 

ysical Training 2 2 2 2 2 

:........ 
pp. ..,. -" , 3P..:,. _, . 3ý. .:.... 0 30,.. ..; 

A period of three weeks block-teaching is added in the-third year 

, ', ý. .. ý 



. OF TRAINING INSTITUTES IN EGYPT AND STUDENTS IN NO 
. ATTENDANCE. 

Type of Institute No. of 'No. of pupils 
Institutes 

Elementary Training 
11 - Colleges (Men) 1,729 

Elementary Training 15 1,898 
Colleges (Women) 1 

Primary, Training Colleges 5' 1,304 
(Dien) 

Primary Training, Colleges 1 32 
(Women) 

Primary Institute for 
'Physical-Training' 
(Men) 1 104 

(Women) 1 122, 

Institute' of Music Teachers, . 
" (Women) 84 

Institute of, Art 
(Women) 1 77 

, 
Institute- of, Domestic Seilence 
(Women) 1 123 

" Higher Institute of Education 
(Men) -2 501 

(1)Higher Training College ý. 
(Men) 620 

Higher Institute. of Education - 202 

(1) This college was opened to meet the demand for science and 
-mathematics teachers , in secondary. schools, but was incorporated 
into Ibrahim Pasha university'to form a Faculty of Science.. 

' Plans are 'being considered '(1952) to' reopen the college as the 
shortage, of those teachers is still felt. 

" 
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A i 

TABLE I 

_, "School, 
No. of No. of learners 

_., Schools 
Male",. ' Female `Total '', Remarks-, 

1945,4946 155 - 14,044 , 9,797. - 12,841. Under the 
Ministry of 

" Social Affair s 

' 1946-1947 2,326, , 673 218 72,446, 291,119 

1947-1948 3,203 320,961 76,595 397,556 Under. -Ministry 

of Education., 
1948-1949. " 3,988 292,626'- 85,737 478,363. 

1949-1950 4,334- 422,937 
- 85,604 '608,551 

, - 
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,...,..,. TABLE "11. 

Categories -Sections 'Classes ' 
year 

*2rid 
year 

'T6ial * 'Teachers 'Äncillarj 
Services 

Regular 
Sections. 
Male 2,780 9,480 188,264 116,147' 3041411 9,082 3,189 
Female 1,031 2,826 '58,630 26,379' 85,009 , '2,493 1,185 
Police Force 150 274 6", 213 2,239 8,452 246 . 139 

Total 
_3996,1 

12,580 253,107 ' 144,765 3972872 11,821 4 3 
_ 

Company and' 
Land 
Labourers., 
Male 500 1 500 ' ' 274,000 ' 20,176 '47; 576* 19,000, '' "200 
Female 

Total "500' '1 500 274 000 20 173 47,576 1 000 200 

Aided Maktabs, Individual's, Co-operative-Societies and Social Centres 
Male ( 125' ''''2b2 N'5,032 22505', ** '7; 697' 275)'-' 
Female. ( `194 "31 225 

Total - 125 202 5,226 2,626 7,852 -275 
Prisons Department 

41 272 5,953 2,970* -8,923 

Ministry of 
National, ` 
Defence . 
Army '207 1,696 39,090 3,238 / 42,328. 1,421 ''. 

Home Guard - - 
. 32112 888 . 4'060' 

Royal Air ,. M..., :. 
Force 

Total ........ "2p7... 1,696:. 42,202 ... 4,126 46,328° ......, 

Grand-Total '4,834' 16,250 '. '333,888 "174,663' '508,551 ' ý, 
' 
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TIME I. 

ATTEIIDANCE 'IN CÄIRO *fig DTF% "PRÖVTNCES ̀ -' 

Cairo Provincial Total 

.:........... ý888 ,,... ,., ý Men 
ý.,.,... 

'11.279 
,.......,, 

3,679 4 

Women 1L8fi8' 2,462 42_330 

Total 3'147......,. . '. 6 X41......,.,... 9 18ý" 

TABLE II. 

DISTRIBUTION 'ACCOI DING *TO '8TUnlt8. '_ 

Studies Men'. "..........., men ...,,.., _>ý Total 

Decorative and 7 V 130' - 1 Applied Arts 1,123 = , 
Theoretical 

, V 19 307 V Studies 288 
' Languages .' 1-, 158 1,110 V 

2,268 V 
Commercial' Studies 393 19 412 
Music 56.1 V 263 824 

_ Dramatic' Arts V 188 
.V 

11 999' 

Painting 105, 21 VV 126 V. 
Journalism - 89 V V 12 101 
Feminine Culture -, -V 2,531 - '- 2,531 V 
Vocational Guidance 633 -L 633, 
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